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n~sl.::!arch is to desigll awl develop /l. t.ccliniqllc for VMlvt IIRi llg dntAOl1 l1y-ha.'icd crow 
(D-Crow) optimiimtion and s upport. vec:tor regression (oVH.) Hlod!.: !. JJere, !,wo dif
l(~renL conccpt~) slich us prcciidiOlI nf I()acl n.nd opt.illlu.i VI'\'1 plaCOlllclIt. , are cOllsid
(~n.xl for load hnlaucillg ill the Clouu. A(:{;ordingly, the proposed I)-Crow optimhm
t.ioll algorithm a.ccornpU!-)hcs opLhl.1al VM placolllcuL, and the SVIl tnodcl a.llow::; 

,, , the predic tion of loud/re!iOurr.e utilhmtioll hy the VM. Here, t.he overall proc:e:)s is 
defined in t,hrec irnport;ant st.eps. First, the l'eSQllree lIt.ilh:atiull of every PM is COJlli 
pnted by cOllsidcr:ing multip!!-) parameters, ~:ilId t a::; tlw nmuhcr of CPUs, menlOry, 

~ 
) 	 and MIPS, and the load of VM, whkh directly depellc:i ::; Oil the resource utilization. 

Then, the SVn. model predicts the reSOll rce utilization "",I t.he load of every PM. 
Onr.e thc resource utilization and the load of CUl"nmt and future times are predir.ted, 
the decision of migration i~ taken ba~cd all the load balandllg algorithm. Here, the 
movement ofVM from the 100lded PtvI t,o other PM is all optimiza.tion problem, amJ 
it is clone through the propoticd D-Crow optirni;mtioH, whiclJ is t.he combination of 
the dragonfly algorithm (DA)"' \lnd the crow search algorithm (CSA).'· 

The contributions of this re.'iCtuch work towa.rds VMM ill the Cloud compu.ling 
are enlhited below: 

• 	 First, the paper introduces a multi-objective model ba.sed on load) energy, and 
the migration cost for selecting a sui table VM for migration. The load of VM to 
appear in the future is calculated based on the SVn. model. 

• 	 Second, the paper proposes the D-Crow a.lgoriLhm by integratillg CSA witb DA 
for getting the optimal VlI1 for migration. 

; 	 The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 1 deals with t he intro
ductory part of Cloud computing and t he problems involved in VM migration. 
Section 2 reviews various optimi7..ation approaches contributed towards an ellergy

3 	 aware VMM, and Sec. 3 prescnts the system model for VMM in the Cloud network. 
l Section 4 presents the proposed YMM model along with the D-Crow algorithm and 
i the SYM regression model. Section 5 contains the simulation results achieved by 
? 

the proposed D-Crow algorithm and the comparative results. Section 6 concludes 
the paperwork and discusses the future extensions to this work. 

2. Motivation 

2.1. Literature review 

Here, the various literature works contributed towards VMM in the Cloud comput
;- ing are briefed as follows. 

Dalvandi et al26 presented the time-aware request model, for building the VMM 
model, which was comprised of the multi-component-based power model. The model 
had achieved a minimal cost of rejection and besides, the total power consumption 
of the network has been reduced. However, the model ]""ks to provide flexible start 
time leading to certain window•. Thng and Pan10 presented the hybrid genetic algo
rit hm (HGA) through the modification of the genetic algorithm (GA) for ""hieving 
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all eIlCl'b,),-awarc morln! ill hoth PM aud t.h(~ data c.:cnl.ur:-;, ILGA providl~d l;l,\ t.l.l!1" 

cxploit.atioJl <:apa.dLy alld illlproved the c:()IIvcrg ~lIce, Imt has all ill (;I'CHSOCi work
iOlul. Choudhury d ai. l :.! prl."'::iuut,cd 1111 optillli:t;iL\,ioll approac:h of a.";:;iglling tho VM 
1.0 fLll optimal JoclLLioll. Tilt! appruach clI::illrcd a. cJ eadloGk-frcc l'C.'';(JIII"C() a\Joeat.inn 

foc:us ing on mult,i-dimcllsionnl t'csuurco~. 'l'hc workload llIay occllr in lhe absence 

of the load hah\I1CiuJ.,!; algorithm. 
Farahuakinu d ai. (j pl'(:scnl,ed a VM con~olidati()11 approadl hased on it prc

dit:tioll model, and IWllce, it iuducted thl-! future requirement of the! Clo\ld. The 
model had analyzed t.he present. and the fut,ufe resource rcquirmucnt:; of the Cloud 
Ilud efficiently placed the VM ill an optimal po::;itioll. Even t.hough the approuch 

is efficient, is::>llefi, HllCh a::; scalability and l1ctwork rcsource Iltili~atioll, prevail in 
the model. Kaul'lul aIHI Clillna 1<1 had proposed thc firetly optimb:atlioTl approadl for 
energy-aware VMM (FFO-EVMM) usiug the fireRy algurithm (FA). TI", approach 
had concentrated 011 the live migration of VM and had achieved redllced power CUll

Hunlption. However, the rohust.lless of the tccliniqHc for various Clond mwironmellt.l5 
was not dh;cus~ed in the work. Fal'alma.kio.lI ct al.21. prescl1teci the ant colouy SY8tCnI

b""ed VM consulidation (ACS-VMC) appruach fur VMM ;n the Cloud setup. The 
model had minimi1.ed the service-level agreelllent (SLA) violations for the increa.," 
in the number of migrations. The implementation of the real Cloud setup may 

producc varying results since they had not evaluated the model ill the real Cloud 
enviromnent. 

Kmnran and Nazir l2 proposed the QoS-aware model for achieving VMM in a 
hybrid Cloud environment, and this model opted for the reduced power consump
tion and a decrease ill some SLA violations. The migration of VM ill thc Cloud 

, model through various hosts had neglected the network overhead issues. Moni! and,,, Rahman" presented the hybridization of the heuristic and the fuzzy logic-based 
; strategy for VMM with an energy-aware approach. They had abo used the VM 
l 

placement and the underload detection algorithrn for the assignmcllt of VM to
i consolidate the load of the Cloud. When the overload was detected, the VM was
? 
l migrated from the source datacenter to achieve minimum energy consumption by 

keeping the SLA violation at minimal level. 

2.2. Challenges
j 
l Various challenges faced by the optimization algorithm to achieve an energy-aware 

VMJ>..1 model are expressed as follows: 

• 	 Switching the idle PM in the Cloud to the power-saving mode improves the VM 
consolidation, whlle this can lead to an unreliable characterization of overloaded 
and underloaded PMs. Also, performing live migration can impact the applica

6tions related to VM. 
• Wlule performing VMM 	in the Cloud model, it is necessary to consider the 

resources subjected to each VM. Also, the challenges, such as the choic i;lna 
.,,"~
or:' , "\'~~IBSOOS(}'4 	 .c.- I I~ , ::;.. 
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VM and I;lio msoun.:c IIIlwagolllCnl. for load baIHIlc;ill/-,:, nl1l~1. hl~ the prima.ry choke 
of thc VMM l-it.rat(~g',Y. l ;1 

• 	 In I;lic lit.erature, IO the load Imlancillg :-;dlf;nlt~ has(~d on VMM 11iI:-; II glt'cted I,he 

energy of (.Il(~ Iletwork, which is on() o f tilt; prilllt~ C'l' it,!)l'ia Ii)!" ~hc clHci(~ lI cy of' the 

Clond IIlQ d(~L 

• 	 Abo, the re~our(:cs Iltili~ed by the VM require propt:r IIULmlgclllenL while d(~l-iiglL
iug the encrgy-aware YMJvI Il1Udcl.22 

• 	 One of the important conditions to be (:ollsir\ol"(::!d during 1I1ib'TatioIl of VIv[ is the 
SLA factor. rVfigrat.ion of VM hetw{~ell t.he ovurloudml a nd the ullderloaded PMs 

should not violate the SLA since the viola.tion proclllc~ a m;gal.ive impact on the 
quality of the Cloud model" 

• 	 In Ref. 6, the resource 1It.iliza.tion LwoS cDru;idered ollly two parmnetcrs, such H..'i 

number or CPUs and memory ror VMM. Al:m, the prediction was performed 

basecl on the linea.r regression model, which is not; suitable for the nonliucnr 

data. Again, the energy model was not included in the migration of VM. 
, 
1 . 

3. The System Model for VMM in the Cloud Computing 

This section presents the bas ic system model of the Cloud model concerning V1vJM 
for achieving the load balancing. Figure 1 depi<:ts the gCllcral architecture of VMM 

, 

; 
~ 

; 

, 

1 

~ 

\~[ 

----~--~-.

PM I 

Fig. 1. VMM model in the Cloud computing. 
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I 
pl;rfoI'IIHx.I ill the Cloud model. The Cloud model comprises variolls PMs for solving 
th(~ nt-quests from the users, and the PM has a collectiou of VMs for proccs!iing the 
task:-; dymuniCilUy. The YM present in the Cloud iH created dYllalllicaiJy for reducing 
the bottleneck problem~ arising in the CIond platform, and also, the virtuaiization 
problelll improves the speed of operation. The !-icrvices required by the llsers arrive 
ai, the Clond network as the tasks, and ouch task is fed to t.he VM ill the Cloud 
ba:;ed Oli round-robin fashion. The PM L:ontrol:-:; the set of VMs; the doud model 
hns the load bulancer, which conotantl.y checks the load of the PM. When the load 

~ 
) of the PM exceeds a threshold value. the PM is said to an overloaded PM, and 

the load balancer migrate:> the VM present in the underloaded condition to the 
overloaded PM to balance the load of the system. 

Consider a Cloud network containing A1 number of PMs and it is expressed as 
{Ml,lvh, ... , Mm, ... , A,fM} , and under each PM, numerous VMs arc present. Cou
sider the VM present in the mth PM, represented as {N{'l, N£', . .. ,N;;', ... I Nfl}, 
where the term N::I is the nth VM present in the mth PM. The tasks incoming 
from each user are allocated to the VM in the rOHnd-robin fashion. TIre VM in the 
cloud includes various parameters, such as the number of CPUs, memory, network 
bandwidth, and MIPS. ami these factors help in the processing of the tasks from 
the users. The properties defining the nth VM present in the mth PM is expressed 
as follows: 

NIII = (Am Bm em Dm} 	 (1)71 n'nl71'U' 

where A~n refers to the total number of CPUs utilized by the YM for data pro
~ cessing, B~n indicates the memory utilized by the VM, G;:~ and D::' refer to the 
j network bandwidth and the number of MIPS used by the nth VM present in the 
l cloud, respectively. The properties of VM directly influence the load of the network. 

4. 	Proposed Energy-Aware VMM Model with the Proposed 
D-Crow Algorithm 

This section presents the proposed VMM model with the proposed D-Crow opti
mization algorithm, and the architecture is depicted in Fig. 2. 

5 The proposed VMM model uses the load balancing algorithm, which constantly 
checks the load condition of the PM in the Cloud. Whenever the load of the PMj 

l exceeds R Ilominal threshold declared by the user, the model assigns the VM opti. 
mally from the underloaded PM to the overloaded PM and thereby. balances the 
load of the Cloud. The VMM model in Fig. 2 assumes that PM M is overloaded 
and hence. it requires an optimal VM from underloaded PM for the task comple
tioll. Here. the VM in PM 2, which is the underloaded PM. is assumed to be an 
optimal one and hence. it is migrated to the Mth PM. In this work, the SVR model 
is employed to predict the load of the PM in the future and based on the future 
load and the calculated load of the PM. the decision of VMM is taken by the load 
balaucing algorithm. The assignment of VM for migration is taken as a migration 
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the energy-aware VMM model using the proposed D-Crow optimization 
algorithm. 

,i problem, and it is done through the proposed D-Crow algorithm. The load balanc
ing algorithm provides the suitable load, migration cost, and the energy for defining ,i 
the fi t ness function used in the D-Crow optimization algorithm. l 

4.1. Objectives for the proposed VMM model 

Tlus work considered various objectives) namely load, energy} and the migration 
j cost for developing the VMM model. The VM's control over the PM includes several 
j 

properties, such as the nwnber of CPUs, memory, network bandwidth, and MIPS, 
to influence the load and the energy, and hence, finding an optimal VM placement 
for the migration requires the values of the load, energy, and migration cost. 

4.1.1. Load model 

The load of the system directly depends on the resources utilized by the VM for 
processing the tasks from the user. The various resources utilized by ~~ .. -
CPUs, memory, network bandwidth, and the MIPS. The load mod ~~(9 h,'1Iii.~~. 
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papm' is utilized from an earlier work.27 The expl'cs~ion for the! load of the nth VM 

pn~:-icllt ill the Cloud setup i:-i represent.ed 1.\:-1 follow:;: 
, 

Z',r, = r.1 6'" Q"71' P.( 0 (2) 
tJ=1 

wlit!l'C It is the total time period, Q~~ refers to the rC::iOllrC€S tttilized by the nth VM, 
aue! Pa refers to the period varying between (t(LI t.lI - d. The resource utilized by the 
load depend::; on factors such as the number of CPUs, memory, network bandwidth, 
and MlPS present in the VM, and hence, the expression for the resources utilized 
h'y the nth VM present is expressed os follows: 

Q~ = ~[Q~(a) + Q1(a) + Q~.(a) + Qb(a)], (3) 

where QA(a),Qa(a),Qc(a), and QD(a) indicate the resources utilized due to the 
CPUs, memory, bandwidth, and MIPS, at the time duration it, The term R refers 
to the resource utilization constant, and it is expressed as follows: 

R = [Q,\ +Qa + Qc +QD]. (4) 

The resources utilized b'y QA(,,),QB(a),Qc(a), Ilnd QD(a) are expressed by tbe 
resource utilization at varying time duration of a as follows: 

QA(a) = ~[Q~(") + Q,,(a -1) + QA(a - 2)], (5) 

where QA(a - I) and QA(a - 2) are the resource utilization based on CPU from 
time 1 to time a - 1 and from time 1 to time a - 2, respectively. Meanwhile, QA(a) 
is defined as 

Y Ca n 
'" A·X · 

Q~ (a) = {;t Y . max((A) ' (6) 

where (~ and max(CA) indicate the total number of CPUs utilized in the nth VM 
at time a and the maximum CPU. value. The term Y in Eq. (6) refers to the 
total number of tasks in the system and xjl is a constant 1 which takes the value of 
1 if the jth task is processed by the nth VM of the Cloud. Otherwise, the value 
of constant x'j is takeu as O. The resources utilized by the nth VM based on the 
memory consumption are expressed as 

j 
j 

Qa(a) = ~[Qs(a) + QB(a -1) + QB(a - 2)], (7) 

where QB(a -1) and QB(a- 2) are the resource utilizations based on memor'y from 
~ the time 1 to time a-I and from time 1 to time" - 2, respectively, and Qs(a) is 

given as 

Y Ca 
Q' () '" B . Xj 

n 

(8) 
. B a = {;tY'max(CB)' 

where Cj', and max(CB) indicate the total number of memories utilized at time a 
and the maximum value of tbe memories. The expression for the load of .. 

~ . 
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illlel the re$onn;eR utilized by the PM an~ given 

Qc(,,) = ~fQ~:(") + Qc(" -- I) + Qdn - 2)], 

, L~' <c ·x,
(Je(") = 	 ( I 0) 

, . 	 Y . III "X «((.' ) , 
.1'-=1 

where (A and max((A) indicat~c Lhe total bandwidth utili1.cd at lime (l. aud t.he 
) maximuDl bandwidth in the nth VM. The resource Iltilizn.l.ion ha.sed 011 rvuPs is
•) l:u.lculated as 

Qo(a) = ~ [Q'o(") + (J,,(a - I) + (Jo(" - 2)1, (11 ) 

y ?(' Il 

I '""' 'lD . Xj (12)QD(a) = L. y. nmx«(f))' 
1=1 

where thc terms (D and max«(o) indicate the totalunmber of MIPS utilized at 
timc a and the maximum MIPS pre.ent in the nth VM_ In Eq. (II), the terms 
(a - I) and (n - 2) indicate the re.'Ollrees utili""d at the past time durations. The 
PM contains 11 collection of VMs, and thus, the load of PM has a direct dependence 
Oll the resonrces utilized and the load of VM. The expressions for the load of the 
PM and the resources utilized by thc PM are given as follows: 

(13 ) 

; ,, (14) ,, 
;, 	 where Z;, indicates the load of nth VM in the mth PM, Q!, indicates the resources 

utilized by the nth VM in the mth PM, and N is the total number of VMs in the \ 
? mth PM, In the same way, tbe load and the resources utilized by the entire Cloud 
j setup with M number of PMs is expressed as follow", 

1 M 
Z~loud = M L Z:n, (15) 

nt=! 

M 
, 1 '" , (16)Q cloud = ]1,,1 ~ Qm' 

m=l) 

;- where Z;loud and Q~loud denote the load and the resOurces utilized by the entire 
Cloud setup_ 

4.1.2. Migration cost model 

Initially, t he migration cost of the Cloud is considered to be high and has a vaJ~ 

of 1. The migration cost of VM depends 011 the nnmber of movements perff n "Sci -: Z',_) 
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in t.he Cloud to the IllllllhlU' (Jf VMs ill I.he Cloud. The llx.pn;!s!:fi()11 of till.! llIi)!,rat.ion 

co~1, of the entire Cloud !;ntup is givell ill-] follows: 

M 

O~" ",,,, = ~I L [.J ~N ]. 	 ( 17) 
",_ I 

, 3 where J indicates the migratioll eonslalit., (J illdital;cs the number of ITlOVcmcllt~ in 
C !:lit·: VMs, and N refers to the total nUlI1bor of VM~ . ,
•l 

4.1.:1. Energy modd 
j. 
,, The energy of the system dcpel'lds Oll the power utilized by each V11! for data , 

processing and migration. Hence, the ellcrg'y of tlw elond setup has u. direct depoll

f dence on the pOWOl' COD!illlncd by various resources present in the VM. The energy 
; model for VMM is considered from Ref. 8, and it is expl'es8cxi aH follows:• 

,, (18) 
," 

where Ht refers to t.he power consumed by the network elements in the Vrvl of 
the Cloud Ilt time t, and the expresBion for the puwer c:ollsumption is expressed as 
follows: 

HL = a' Hmax + (1 - a)· Hlllax . Q~lol\(l' 	 (19) 

where Hma.."( represents the maximum power consumption of the VM in the Clomi. 

4.2. Predicting the load of the system using SVR model 
; 
) The load of VM gets modified for each incoming task: and hence, it is necessary to ,1 
J 	 consider the future load value of the model to select a suitable VM. In this work, 

the SVR model2s is utilizeo for predicting the future load. The SVR model uscs a i 
set of nonlillear functions for mapping the known value to the unknown value. The 
load of the PM is provided as the input to the regression model, and based on that 
value, the future load is predicted. The required training set for the SVR model is 
given by the following equation: 

(20) 

;0 	 where u belongs to the input set U and v belongs to the output of the prediction 
model V. The mapping of the illput and the output is taken as the optimization 
problem, and hence, it is defined as 
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5 

where L refurs to the c.:ost of t.he out.put. ('~l.illlaU (ll1. Tlw optiIllizllt.iOIl prQhlcnn holdl-i 
1'01' the followillg conditiolls: 

«JI,q,(U")}-i- q) - lI,, $ 01 " +, 

'U" - ((71, ,,(n,,)) -1- ,,) _ " -I- " . , 

where a+ and u- indicate tbe prc-spcdf'ied CITor~ and Uw yu.lllt:! of 1) b(·!I()llg~ to 
the high-dimensional featlll'(J set G. Thf~ SVIl IlSe,'i tlw regre..~iol1 rlUlGtioll to dofine ,.l 	 the upper bound aud the low(~r h01111d limit.::; f(n' the estimatioll of Lhe outPllt. The 
regression function in the SVIl is defined by the [allowing equation: 

(24) 

,
~ Bc::;ides, the SVR also uses the Lagrangian dual ma.ximization problmll for cHtimat
t iug the future value, and it, b exprestiecl ill Eq. (25): 

max (~ I: (I'i;!', 13,: )(13;), ,13,1) W(u,,, Ud) - '/I: ((i~, i3,~) -I- I: Ii" (fi~, i3,~)-
fi +,P

n,d 	 1I.1l" 

(25) 

The above-defined maximi'l.ation problem hol<b [or the condition L" (fJ;; ,,13;;) = 
a and the value of (3;; varies between 0 and L. The regression estimate for the 
Lagrangian dual maximization prohlem is expressed in the following equation: 

(26) 


" 
where 1)(u,u,,) indicates the kernel estimate_ The SVR yield8 the suitable future 
load of the PM represented as [(~+'. 

4.3. Load balancing algorithm: VMM model 

This subsection involves the load balancing algorithm for achieving a balanced 
Cloud environment thl'Ough VMM. Here, the various steps involved in the proposed 
VMM model for achieving the load balancing are briefed as [allows: 

j 
j 	 (1) Initialize the Cloud model with Ai number o[ PMs and N number of VMs_ 

(2) 	 The migration cost of the PM at the initial stage i8 set to the maximum vaiue, ; 
and thus, migration cost = l. 

(3) Assign tbe incoming tasks to the VM based on the round-robin fashion at. the 
time duration t. 

(4) Find 	the load value of VM, Z~, using Eg. (2) , and the predicted future load 
value, K~+l, using Eg_ (26)_ 

(5) Migrate the VMs (assigned througb D-Crow optimization) optimally between 
the underloaded and the overloaded PMs based on the [allowing criterion, and 
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also, 1lpdate the lIIig-rat.ioll c(,lsl: 

Perform migralion if (Z' > U.S aJl(I 1('+1 > n.s), 
{ NOluigrat,ioll olllcnvitlc. 

(27) 

(6) Find the values of the load of Un.: ~y:i1.cm zt, energy, rcsoul'C;C ntiliza.tioll, a.nd 
the migrat.ion cost for the sy::;tcm. 

; (7) The steps 3-6 are repea.ted for eac..:h iteration, and the algorithm get:; termillated 
)• at the end of the iteration h. 

~ 
j 
l 4.4. 	 Proposed D-Crow optimization algorithm for optimal 

assignment of VM 
,r The 	load balancing algorithm migrates the VM in the underloaded PM to the• 

overloaded PM, and the assignment of VM from the PM is done optimally through 
the proposed D-Crow optimization algorithm. The proposed D-Cl'oW optimization 
algorithm is a. metaheuristic a.Jgoritlml, which integrates the properties of DA24. 
and CSA. The DA algorithm is inspired by the food searching behavior of the i 
dragonflies. DA has improved cOT1verg<mce for the large !;earch space due t.o its~ 

o ilnproved exploration rate. The eSA algorithm has similar cha.racteristics to those 
; 

of DA algorithm, beside..C), the crow hax the characteristics of melUOl'y fOT identifying,l 
the food. CSA cun be utilized iu the problems of different nature. 

4.4.1. Solution encoding of the D-Crow algorithm 

The proposed D-Crow optimization algorithm selects tbe suitable VM from the 
underloaded machine for migration) and the assignment criterion depends on the 
factors including migration cost, load, and energy. Consider that the PM 1 has 
three VMs and PM 2 has two VMs. The incoming tasks al'e allocated to each VM 
based on the round-robin fashion. When the PM 1 is overloaded, the VIvI in PM 2 
is migrated to PM 1, and the D-Crow optimization algorithm assigns a suitable 
VM for migration. Figure 3 presents the solution encoding of the proposed D-Crow 
algorithm for finding the optimal VM for migration. 

PM2 PM 1 

2 4 5I I I 
Fig, 3. Solution encoding for the D-Crow a.lgorithm, 
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'1.'1.2. Filnc,':is (!l1lliuat-to1/. 

,, 
, ~ 

The I1tncss to Hekel a. sllit.able V1\11 for migrat. ioll hutwccll Ute IInrlcrioadcd a.llel 
the oV(~rloaded PMoS is cHtimal.cd ba.ged on the fif.lles.,; i"ullc:t.ioll. Thi~ work ddill(;l~ 

a lIIaximhm,tioJl litne:-;!;i flliletioll haHcd 011 the load , ellergy, and the lIligratioTi cost. 

The fitness ftllH:t-ion utilized in l.lib work is expres.ged liS follc>w:-;; 

~ where G~IOlLdl Z~lolld' and Ec~lo!ld repn~~')'ent tlw migrat ioJl cost, load , and t.he ell(~l'gy 
c.onsumed by the entire cloud setnp, re::ip(~ctively. Tht: lIligratioll of VM througb I:hc 
proposed algorithm ~ho\lld have tll(~ minimulTI energy (;ommlllpliuJI, load, and t;il(! 

Hlib'Tation cost. 

'1.4.3. Algorithmic desC7'i]Jtion ()f the ])1'O]Josed f)- emU! algori/hm 

The steps involved in the proposed D-Crow optimization algorithm for selecting an 
optimal VM for the migratioll process are briefed below: 

, Initialize the population. FirRt , the required mlution iR randomly initialized, 
and the size of the population is set as O. The randomly initiali7.ed population for 
the proposed D-Crow optimization algorithm is expressed as follows: 

I = {II , h.·. ,Ii,.·. ,Ia}, (29) 

where Ii indicates the ith solution and the value of i extends from 1 to O. 

, ,• , 
l 
? 
i 
? 
1 

Evaluate the fitness. Here, the fitn ess of each solution is identified b""ed on 
the fitness equation derived in (28). Since the fitness utilized in this algorithm is 

the maximization function, the solutions attaining the maximum fitness values arc 
retained and sent over for the next iteration. 

Position update based on the D-Crow algorithm. DA considers the elements 
of the population as the dragonflies and thus, considers various properties , such 
as separation, alignment, cohesion, food sow'ee, and the enemy, of the dragonflies 
for updating the position. The position update based on DA is expressed by the 
following equation: 

j 
where Xl, X 2 , X 3 , X4 , and Xs refer to the positions of the solution based on the 
separation, alignment, cohesion, food source) and the enemy, respectively. Also 
b" 1>" ,b3 , b4, and bs are the weights corresponding to the separation, alignment, 
cohesion, food source, and the enemy factors influencing the solution, r is the iner
tia weight of the solution, and l'.I(z) is the change in the posi tion due to the 
parameters. 

CSA, which is also a nature-inspired algorithm similar to DA, considers the 
members of the population as the crows and hence, the position update of each 
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solution depew I:; on t.he beha.vior Ill' I.lw (:row. The followin~ equa.t.ioll f!XptOSSCS the 
I'()quired p<)sition updat.e 1)I\$cd On 'SA: 

I(z + 1) = /(z) -1-" ·l(z)· Hz) - I(z», (31) 

where (: indicates the ra.ndom number of t1u~ CSA update, l(z) refers t.n the Hight 
length factor of the solution at t.he iter;\tioll z, and c(z) is the momory. 

Since both upda.te eqnations of DA awl CSA rely all the characteristics and the 

randorn1y initialized positions, the llprlntc <:quation from CSA can be applied in the 
update c'quation of DA. Hellce, we fiud the value of I(z) frolll CSA and replace tbe 
value in the position update equation of DA. Modifying Eq. (31) yiddH the value 
of I(z), and it is expressed a" follows: 

1 
I(z) = 1- c ./(z) II(z -I- I) - c ·l(z)· ,,(z)l · (:12) 

j Substituting Eq. (32) in Eq. (30), the required position update hased on the D-Crow 
algorithm is obtained: 

1 
I(z+I)= l( )II(z+I) - c'l(z)'e(z)1

I-c· z 

(33) 

Modifying the above equation yield, the required position update for the proposed 
D-Crow algorithm. Expression (34) shows the final equation for the position update 
based on the D-Crow algorithm: 

,, I(z + 1) = c ·/(z) - 1 [,.tl.I(Z) _ -,-;C--,'I.;::(z.!....)-7-'e",(z;-c), c·l(z) I -c ·l(z), 
; 

l x (b,X , + b2X2 + b3X3 + b.X. + boX5)]' (34)
i 
! 
l Find tbe optimal solution based on the fitnes s. Here, the fitness of each 

solution update is calculated and the solution pyoviding the high fitness value is 
retained as the best solution. 

Termination. At the end of the iteration , the optimal solution is returned by 
the proposed D-Crow algorithm. The maximum iteration limit considered for the 
proposed D-Crow algorithm is represented as Y. 

Algorithm I presents the pseudo-code of the proposed D-Crow optimization 
algorithm for the VM migration. The proposed model tends to find an optimal VM 
when the PM reaches the overloaded condition, and here, the VM is assigned from 
the underloaded PM and migrated to the overloaded PM. The optimization process 
uses the fitness developed based on the load, the migration cost, and the energy, 
for the assignment of the VM. 
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Algol'ithnl 1. Tho pscudo-(:odc of the PI'(JPoli(."f1 D~Cr()w 01> illlizatiulL aJp;oritlllll. 

S. no. Steps 
1 Input: Populat.ioll J 
2 Output: BtJs!; solut.ioll 

3 Begin 
4 Ra.ndomly illit.ialize tile poplllation of D-CI'0w 
5 If(z$Y) 

6 Find tIl(:! f:itIWHK vallI(! uf each !-;oil1tioll bas(xi 011 (2R) 

7 Update the po:!iit.iou of t:he ,soiut.ioll ba~ed OIl (3 /1) 
8 Recompute the f"itncss of each solutioll 
9 Find the solution with the 1lla.~il1ial f"itncss 

10 End if 

11 If (z = Y) 

12 Return the optimal solutioIl 

13 End if
, 
14 End ,1 

i 5. Results and Discussion 
~ This section presents the results obtained through the proposed D-Crow algorithm ;, for achieving the energy-aware VMM model. The proposed algorithm is compared 

with various models, based uB the metric::; sHch as energy consumption , migration 
,I cost, and load. 
~ 
; , 5.1. Experimental setup,, • 

The experimentation of the proposed D-Crow algorithm is implemented in the Javaj 
l tool, and tbe simulation environment requires tbe PC with the configw·ation of 4 GB 

l RAM, Windows 10 OS, and the Intel 13 processor. 
) 

1 
5.1.1. Sim.tiation setup 

The Cloud environment considered for the simulation has five Plvls and 20 VMs, 
and tbe total incoming tasks from the users are varied as 100, 200, 300, and 400, 
for the experimentation purpose. 

5.1.2. Evaluation metrics 

The experimentation of VMM model with the proposed D-Crow optimization algo
rithm is evaluated based on the metrics namely energy consumption, migration 
cost, and the load. For the efficient implementation of the proposed model, the 
metrics considered need to achieve low values than the comparative techniques. 
The expressions of the energy consumption, migration cost, and the load are defined 
in Eqs. (18), (17), and (15), respectively. 
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5.1.:!. Compmntive models 

The results achieved by the J>ropo~cd D-Crow optimhmtion algorithm for VMM 
al'(~ compared with the existing models, sneh as AC0,22 LR,fi Ill.odificcl expo
nential gravitational "earch algoril;hlJl 1:0 VMM strategy (MEGSA-VMM),2° and 
OA (applied OA2 . 1 illstead of the O-Crow optimization algorithm in the proposed 
approach). The ACO algorithm performs the VM assignmellt. bn::icd on t.he behav
ior of the ants, and in Ref. 6, LR modcl-bu!ioo VM consolidation approach is 
pm:;.;cnted for prc.:.'<.licting the CPU and memory usage of the sy:;tcm. Meanwhile, 
the MEGSA-VMM algorithm nsed the concept of the expollential moving average 
Illodel (EWMA) and the gravitational search algorithm (GSA) for the optimization 
process. 

5.2. Comparative analyses 

,j 
~ 

;,,, 

The analy"is of the proposed D-Crow optimization algorithm for VMM is carried 
out based on varying the number of tl",b with the values of 100, 200, 300, and 
400, for the simulation setup considered above. The performance of the proposed 
D-Crow optimization algorithm is measured against the comparative techniques 
based on the evaluation metrics. 

5.2.1. Compamtive analyses with the incoming tasks as 100 

While tho Cloud setup gets 100 incoming tasks from the lIsers, tho response of each 
comparative model is depicteel in Fig. 4. The performance of the models based on 
tho load metric for the Cloud with 100 incoming tasks is shown in Fig. 4(a). At the 
first iteration round, the existing ACO, LR, MEGSA-VMM, and DA achieved the 
loael values of 0.578503, 0.295113, 0.076546, and 0.075466, respectively. Besides, 
while using the proposed D-Crow optimization algorithm for VMM, a low load 
value of 0.073719 was achieved for the Cloud with 100 tasks. From the energy 
consumption analysis, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the proposed D-Crow algorithm has 
achieved the minimum energy consumption than the comparative models for the 
first iteration with a value of 0.100623. Figure 4(c) presents tbe comparative analysis 
of the models based on the migration cost. The existing techniques, i.e., ACO, LR, 
MEG SA-VMM, and DA, while being employed for VMM have the migration costs 
of 0.71089, 0.707073, 0.700056, and 0.133898, respectively. Meanwhile, the proposed 
model has the minimum migration cost of 0.110639. 

5.2.2. Comparative analyses with the incoming tasks as 200 

Figure 5 presents the responses of the algorithms while the Cloud model gets 
200 incoming tasks. The performance of the models based on the load metric 
for the Cloud w:ith 200 incoming tasks is depicted in Fig. 5(a). At the iteration 
round = 1, the existing ACO, LR, MEGSA-VMM, and DA have the load values of 
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Fig. 4. Comparative analyses with the incoming tasks of 100 based on (a) load , (b) energy 
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Fig. 5. Comparative analyses with the incoming tasks of 200 based on (a) load, (b) energy 
consumption, and (c) migration cost . 
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O.!j6561~) 1 0.230971 O.077(j221 alld O.07Cit-:, J't"'~ pccLivt) I,Y. 'flit! proposed D-Crowopti
mization algorithm for VMM hilS tho low load vahw of O,07(i27H fur the Cloud 
with 200 tasks. Prom the ouergy comnllllpl.ion a.wdysis SiH)WII in Fig . ;J(h): t.he pl'O

,, pos!?d D-Crow algoritll1l1 hilS uehievud tlu ~ IIIillilllU1I1 mll'q"J' ctlli!julu]lt.ion value of 

, ~ 0.100898 thall the cOLUparative Illodels J()J" t.he IhsL itC-J"/ilion 1"001lld. Figlll'p. [j((~ ) 

presents the comparat;ive <.luaiyt;is of I,h ' lIIod Is based on L1u~ IlIigratic)Il CL)St. The 

existing tCChlliqlles viz. ACO , L1l, MECSA-VM.M, and DJ\ have tilt! lIligrat,jol1 

costs ofO.7077"G, 0.71Jl667, 0.(m:1870 , HIl(1 O.l:lc,608, respect.ively. III t.he meantime, 
~ 
) 	 {;he proposed model l1u:) t.he lower lIligral,ioll cost of OJ 1:3488 thall the existiug 


models. 


5.2.3. Compa1'Utive analyses with lhe incoming ta..r;k.., (1.8 300 

For the Cloud setup with 300 incoming tasks, the performance of the comparative 
models is shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6(a) ,haws thc performance of the models based 

, on load for the Cloud setup with 300 t,.,\(s. At the first iteration roulld, the existing ,1 
ACO, LR, MEGSA- VMM, aud DA achieved the load values of 0.544016, 0.191796,, 
0.07778, and 0.0774G1, respectively. Besides, while using the proposed D-Crow opti

? mization algorithm for VMM, it has the low load value of 0.076019 for the Cloud ,; , 	 with 300 tasks. From the energy commmptioll analysis , shown ill rig. 6(b), it is evi
; dent that the proposed D-Crow algorithm has improved performance over the other
1, 	 models. Here, the existing ACO, LR., MEGSA-VMM, and DA have achieved the 

energy consumptions of 0.301198, 0.157411, 0.108644 , and 0.lO468, respectively. 
But, the proposed D-Crow optimization algorithm for VMM further reduces the 

; 	 energy consumption to 0.100368. Figure G(c) pr""ellts the comparative analysis of , 
,; the models based on the migration cost for the Cloud with 300 incoming tasks. The 
i existing techniques, i.e., ACO, LR., MEGSA-VMM, and DA, while being employed 
) for VMM have high migration costs, wherea., the proposed model has the minimum 

,\ migration cost of 0.111598. 

1 

5.2.4. Comparative analyses with the incoming tasks as 400 
; 

Here, the performance of the comparative models while the Cloud has 400 incom
ing tasks is analyzed, and the results are shown in Fig. 7. The performance of thej 

l models based on the load metric for the Cloud with 400 incoming tasks is shown 
in Fig. 7(a). At the first iteration round, the existing ACO, LR, MEGSA-VMM, 
and DA achieved the load values of 0.571991 , 0.255924, 0.077656, and 0.075507, 
respectively. While using the proposed D-Crow optimization algorithm for Vl\1M, 
the load value of the system reduces to 0.074574. F)·om the energy consumption 
analysis shown in Fig. 7(b), the proposed D-Cl"OW algorithm has achieved the mini
mum energy consumption than the comparative models for the first iteration round 
with a value of 0.100535. Figure 7(c) presents the comparative analysis of the mod
els based on the migration cost for a system with 400 incoming tasks. The existing 
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Table I 	 COlllparat.ivl; dixcHs:-;jon. 

EvalUl~tion rnCt.riG..·; COlllparativH lIludels 

ACO LH lvl gC;SA-VMM IlF P\"npo.5ed D-C l"OW 

Lund (in %) fl7.RflO3 2!J.flll:1 7.(i;ltlG 7.[j1(i(i 7.:171 9 
E llc.l'gY C{)mnllllJl~ioll (in %) :mll!J~ 15.7'111 IU.8()tltl J[].II()~ IU.03{i8 
Mi p 'aLioll cost (ill %) 71.08!J 70.7073 70.()05G 1:I. ;3 R!J!) 11.()G39 

)'
) 	

t:echniques viz. ACO! LR, MEGSA-V1v:l1\I!! and DA have the migration cost~ of 
0.703937,0.701268,0.695221, and 0.133587, respectively, bllt the proposed model 
ha.'i the minimum migration co~t of 0.111782. 

, 
5.3. Discussion 

Table 1 show:; the compitrlltivc discussion of variolls techniques against the proposed 
D-Crow optimizatioll algorithm for the VMM strategy. Here! the bc..,t perfonnnncc 
of the models while varying the incoming ta..,ks is discussed. From the compara
tive amdyse", it is evident that the proposed VMM model with the D-Crow algo
rithm has an overall better performance with the values of 73.719%,10.0368%, and 
11.0639% for the land., euergy cOIlSmnptioIl, and migra.tion cost, respectively. Even 
though the proposed model and the existing DF do not have a significant deviation 
in the results, the migra.tion cost of the proposed model has 17.371 % reduction tha.n 
that of DF. Morcovcr, the proposecl model has reduced the loacl and the energy con
sumption to 2.31 % and 4.11%, respectively, from those in the DF algorithm. This 
suggests that the proposed VMM model has better performance than the existing,, 	 comparative techniques. ,, 

3 
6. Conclusion 

I This research introduces the VMM strategy based on the novel optimization algo

J 

! 
l 	 rithm for achieving the load balance in the Cloud model. The proposed VMM model 

uses the multi-objective framework designed from the factors such as load, energy 
consumption, and the migration cost. Besides, the proposed model uses the future 
load obtained from the SVR, while designing the load balancing model. The load 
balancing model uses the proposed D-Crow optimization algorithm for assigning the 
VM. The proposed D-Crow optimization algorithm is a nature-inspired algorithm 
that depends on the properties of CSA and DA. The simulation of the proposed 
VMM strategy with the D-Crow optimization algorithm uses the Cloud model with 
five PMs and 20 Vt..'Is. Besides, the simulation is done by varying the nurnber of 
incoming tasks from the users and is measured based on the metrics such as load, 
energy consumption, and the migration cost. The simulation results of the proposed 
model are compared against the existing techniques, and the proposed VMM with 
the D-Crow algorithm outclassed other models by achieving the minimum values of 
7.3719%,10.0368%, and 11.0639% for the load, energy consumption, and migration 
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cost, respectively. III fuLlln,:, more panlltl ters l :-illch as lHll\clwid1.h, QoS, alHl HO Oil, 

will be c..:onfoiidcred for auulYidllg the pcrf'Urllllllll;l'. 
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Study of Alleaka and Cloudsim simulators 

-
Niti n S. !\'I ore'll, Or. I{. B. Inglc"2 

II I PICT College, Pune 
112 PICT College, Punc 

ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing use is increasing day by day as many people are using smaTt 
phones, gadgets which are highly computing in nature and for operating them there is need of 
virtual machines. Cloud computing gaining huge response in market because of daily or we 
can say per second there is increase in datil. For storing and processing them there is best 
option aV(lilable i.e. cloud. Virtualization is the basic techniquc of creating number of options 
in terms of solutions to the increasing demands from the available limited physical 
infrastructurc. It is the backbone of cloud computing technology. Thesc paper try to deal with 
studying and evolving various modus operandi, algorithms,and models for proficient green 
cloud computing by consuming virtualization methods. It mainly involves virtual machines 
(VMs) consolidation. Power utilization can be reduced by simply deactivating and 
reactivating physical machines to meet the CUlTent workload. By presenting precise study and 
use of cloud development tools namely Aneaka and Cloudsim. 
Tbereare many techniquesavailable for implementing cloud scenario, some of them are freely 
available some open source and hence available free of cost to implement. As implementation 
of actual cloud required many resources and high band internet, simulation of cloud and its 
component is the good option of researchers. 
Key wOl'ds:cJoud computing, aneaka cloud, cloudsim, cloud simulator, open source, data 
center, energy efficient, etc. 

COlTcsponding Authol':Nitin S. More 

INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is an advance form of distributed systems, which is evolved in the 90's, but 
origin was in 1960.The origin of cloud computing comes in the year 1961 by computer 
scientist John McCarthy he said " If computers of the kind I have advocated become the 
computers of the future, then computing may someday be organized as a public utility just as 
the telephone system is a public utility ... . The computer utility could become the basis of a 
new and important industry." He was the first to think about utility computing and nowadays 
it is reality, just like any other utility bill every house paying internet bills. Later in 1969, 
Leonard Kleinrock, a chief scientist of ARPANET(Advanced Research Projects 
AgencyNetwork) project which is base of world wide web i.e. internet, he said "As of now, 
computer networks are still in their infancy, but as they grow up and become sophisticated, 
we will probably see the spread of 'computer utilities' ,,". 
Common man started to utilize computer from mid-1990's through various applications like 
for office purpose email(Hotmail, Gmail), search engines(Yahoo, Google) for knowledge 
mining purpose, open publishing platforms (YouTube, Orkut, Facebook) and other various 
social media (LinkedIn, Twitter). Yet this all applications ar consum~ c.'e%Ufit ~ain lots of 
popularity and form the base oftoday's cloud comput' g. f'~OF', 
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STUDY OF ANEKA CLOUD 
Aneaka cloud developed by Manjrasoft Pty. Ltd. invented by Dr. RajkumarBuyya was done. 
Study of Aneka cloud application development platform was carried out along with 
installation for testing purpose. Aneka is cloud application development platform for study 
purpose developed by Manjrasoft Pty. Ltd [7] by RajkumarBuyya. It is mostly used for 
developing testing cloud application and cloud data intensive application. User can built his 
own cloud application by using it or they can also test, run, modify their already available 
cloud application code through API's and tools which are available with Aneka. 

With Aneka user can build cloud by using his own existing infrastructul'e, can opt for various 
deployment options all these facillated by very easy and interactive Aneka cloud Graphical 
user interface (GUI). AnekaGUl consists of Management Studio, Daemons and Containers. 

An Aneka cloud is composed of services which are available on above of all infTastructures 
available which can consist of local machine or network of maohines connected in LAN for 
creating data center. As illustrated in above figure I aneka cloud managemeni studio GUI 
helps you to build cloud this is installed on main machine called as aneka daemon whic 11 
contains many containers or virtual machines. Aneka cloud administrator equipped with 
aneka management studio is responsible for managiug all cloud infrastructures and cloud ElS 

shown in figme 2 aneka cloud management scenario. 

Aneka selvices are achieved by aneka daemons and all this services are hosted by anel<a 
containers, daemon is actually service running in background on strong computer which 
controlling aneka containers by installing, running, stopping, updating and reconfiguring. 

Aneka cloud administrator uses management studio for managing aneka daemons and aneka 
cloud containers which are hosted by different maohines in data center or LAN. Admin install 
many containers may be on same machine or on sub machines in data center as per the 
requirement for controlling, configuring various containers. 
Every machine in aneka cloud consist of daemons and containers in aneka cloud platform 
which is managed by master daemon through management studio, this is master daemon 
responsible for scheduling jobs to worker nodes available in aneka cloud. In aneka cloud each 
node can run many containers as per the capability. Worker node in aneka cloud which is 
getting some job from master container may be physical machine or virtual machine. All 
containers are handled by respective daemon available on that node. The figure 3 given 
below shows high level view of aneka cloud. Table 1 shows comparison of aneaka 
programming clouds. 

TableI. 01·ftierent programming modules of Aneaka 
Properties Thread 

Programming 
Model 

Task Programming 
Model 

Map Reduce 
Programming 

Mode 

Parameter 
sweeping 

Model 
Types Low level Basic general 

model 
High level Rapid 

prototype i/1S 
-Ie \:l 
arpT':' 'fer E 1=rn; n 

J 9-11 

Start, stop state 
query and join 

-
.., 

Submit and forget Mao (map::(keyl, 
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Middleware No No Yes Yes 

Usage Distributed Lcgaty Datu mining and Legacy 
nelwork applicalions ana l ytic.~ applications 
systems 

User domain Yes Yes No No 
FuncliOn No No Yes Yes 

based 
Task based Yes Yes No No 
Examples Mandelbrot Excel grid, Word counter -

Convolution 

IMPLEMENTAION OF ANEAKA CLOUD 
Aneka cloud on one physical machine and with local repository installed and created, two 
repositories created namely local and Nsm_Repository and tw o users created aneka figure 1 
shows it and aneka I with credentials to handle the cloud, screens hots of the same shown in 
figure 2 and figure 3 respectively. Setup is created on one machine having configuration as 
Windows XP, 3GB RAM,Intel (R) core 2duo processor with 2.20 GHz Acer aspire 4736 
laptop machine. 

a. ......Ct-;;"',i':' i&tltiio" I!II1 "I'S!"~ 

Figure 1. Aueka cloud management studio 
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Figure 2 Repositories created in aneka CI/ 
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Further it required to be tested with relational and non-relational databases for energy 
optimization. Apart from this one daemon and container created on the same physic;'tl 
machine and aneka cloud test bed created. 

':\oio' ... "· ,"" ',,"'I '.!<> ....,..·,,.·· ... ....tI, ,, 

.0.. _ ~I~'<I' ' ''~ 

.;:,j e _ ·CbI&J 
T IiiI''''''''~''''.I r.; 1'1-a...... 

, ~~ ~:;==~:.:t.:7·
;'- 0 u........,_ ~oc,...... 
. I!OAC~••• C_~..,~. 

g.1oii ConI......." 
. ~ .." .. c__• 

... ""o.... _d C_""""'.; ItI. Q _ ........- c __• 
: I.e c,'**' Co-oI_. 

~ ..~. 

Figure 3 Two users created for aneka cloud 
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Data Center or LA..t~ hosti.n.g 
Aneka cloud 

Figure4. Aneka cloud management studio architecture 

STUDY OF CLOUDSIM 
Study of Aneaka Cloud developed by Manjrasoft Pty. Ltd. invented by Dr. Rajkumar Buyya 
was done, which was already discussed with previous progress report. Cloudsim 3.0 cloud 
simulator developed by cloudlabs, Melbourne University, study and implementation of it also 
carried out for better understanding of implem . tation of proposed al' , d test bed 
scenarios. This progress report discu ses th ork done with Clouds' ~~G (~:" 

L 
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-
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Cloudsim is a simulation toolkit d~vel()p~d by doudlabs, Melbourne Uniwrsity, Australi.l 
under the guidance of Dr. Rajkurnar buyya and his t~all1. Cilludsim [l:l is developed in Java, 
it is alike other simulators whidl arc already available like (JridSim [9], SimGrid [7], 
!lndGangSim but with some other ~xtra Icatur~s. This all previous simulators arc used for grid 
simulation and cloudsim is developed by ~xtending Gridsim lay~r. In cioudsim extra features 
like infrastructure management, virtualization of the rcsourc~s etc, arc considered. 

I odd Se~nuio I Uoer Requ1re~ntu I Applic~tion Configuration I 
User 
Code 

Grid ReSoUl:C, DrokGrs or sch4ldule-rs 

Data I o.,ta. Set.
Grid I 

Compu
R~4ervat:iontalional I I 

Grid 

I P.o:pl1C30 C"'t<'lllOSlue I 
Job 

DcD<'ription 

I P.~oOurce Alloc",tion I , 

I Repl! 1:4\ K..'l.n.'g"!'r I 
Orid 

In!ot,.~tion 

S"rviC'O 

~rk)(l.(l.d 'TI"~C'CoI I 
I Tr~ffi.C' C.o:n.,l',,\tor I ICore R.ooource reluct"ro, 6HPo) H.,tlo'Ork 

ElementsL::========:::.....:======:.._______..:==='~ 

SirnJava Simulation Kernel 
t 

Figure 5 Layered cIoudsim architecture [1) 

Above figure 5 shows layered cloudsim !)fchitecture which is obtained by extending gridsim 
simulator this helps in testing and building novel algorithms, benchmarking policies for cloud 
computing paradigm from industrial as well as academia. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR ENER-GY CONSUMPTION IN CLOUD 
In previous progress report general mathematical equation proposed for energy consumption 
during read and write operations. This can be further extended with energy consumption of 
virtual machine present in cloudas follows, 

Ee = Evmnmning + Evtnmigrating+ Evmidle . .... ........ (/) 


Where Evrnrunning= Nr.er+ Rr .err ............ (II) 

Evmmigraring= !(nu,pm) ............... (IlI) 

El'mid/e= Evmwhent=O ................ (IV) 


Ec- Energy of cloud, Evmrunlling-Energy of virtual machine (vm) when vm is running, 


EvmmigrariJlg- Energy of vm while migrating, Evmid/e- Energy of vm when vm is idle in 

equation 1. And further equation II, III and IV elaborates the equation of energy of vrn when 

it is running, migrating and idle respectively. In equation IT, III and - ,·~mber of task t 

. ' R '" (,oll$n>~ .executmg at vm, e, energy consumed by task t, ,-numbeL of r ~lJltt-es-1lSe'ib~~mg task t, 

errenergy consumed by resources during task t, nu - etwo , .::l:tiilization,?;fi, physical
.' .i~ r. "M\')O{\\\·,K\I~
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machine, EvlII - energy of vm. Equation I says that Energy of cloud is equal to the sum of 
energy consumed by vm in three states i.e. vm running, vm migrating and when vm is idle. 
Equation II says energy consumed by vm during running is sum of product of two things, one 
is the product of number of task and energy required by that task and second is the product 01' 
number of resources requircd for task and energy required by resources like disk, memory, 
disk, etc. which can be more expressed with different equations. Equation TIl says energy of 
vm which is migration is function of energy used by network utilization and physical 
mac/tine on which vm running. Lastly equation IV stating the energy of vm when task is 
executing. 

EXPERIMENTATION WITH CLOUDSIM 
There are many helpful classes and entities considered in cloudsim for ge.tting the actual 
cloud computing environment feel. In these regard test bed is created to implement vario"Us 
algorithms and techniques by using clousim simulation toolkit on my own Acer aspire 4736 
laptop with 3GB RAM, lntel (R) core 2duo processor with 2.20 GHz, Ubuntu 14 operating 
system, and Eclipse java Integrated development environment. 
Various components like c/oud broker, Cloud infonnation service (CIS), datacenter for 
working model of cloudsim. They work in hand to hand for seamless execution of simulation 
of cloud computing paradigm. 
Cloud broker means the actual allocator for resources, this class checks whether requested 
resources are available in cloud by contacting CIS and datacenter simultaneously. Following 
are the different experimentation done and executed successfully by going through c10udlabs 
tutorials and snapshot of the output is provided. 

.. ' , ~ .. .,;. .. ~ ,"Javal· • 

iIf"oler ; C1e~d ~scurce Ust received with 1 ruot/ree!s) 
Broker: TryiJIg to Crute VI!. " in Datilcenter_' 
Braker: WI II I\js been creltl:!i in DatlKaiur 11, Most II 
Broker: SmdJng cloudht • to WI Ie 

Broker: Cloudlet 8 n<tlvtd 
Broker: An Cloudlets uecutd. Finishing ... 
Brektr: Destroyiog VH " 
is shutting dCMl ... 

I;ml!:;:~~:"t;~~':~'!~f;';rure event.sMatify ~l\ Cloudsi. elltitiu tar shuttill'jl dawn. 
down ..• 

'WI 10 Tile Stert Tiae flnuh n_ 
I 4&8 '.1 461.l 

.1 . ;' . 
' . , .~: \':>1'l 

I" 

Figure6 Experiment 1 output 

Above figure 6 shows a simple example I showing how to create a datacenter with one host 
and run one cloudlet on it.Cloudlet is nothing but task assigned to cloud. Id's are starting 
from 0, output shows on datacenter Id 2 task i.e. cloudlet id 0 assigned and executed within 
start and fmish time (in millisecond) as sho 
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Figure 7 Experiment 2 output 


Same like this experiment 2 carried out for showing how to create a datacenter with one host 
and run two cloudlets on it. The cloudlets nm in VMs with the same MIPS requirements. The 
cloudlets will take the same time to complete the execution. Output of experiment 2 shown in 
above figure 7. 
CloudSim start and after all execution of cloudlets shutdown automatically, it was observed 
in output that broker started checks for datacenter to execute cloudlet, assign it to respective 
datacenters respective virtual machines, exeeuted the cloudlet and then after finishing all 
cloudlets destroyed virtual machines, shutting down the brokers, checks whether there are 
any future events for execution if no, notify that to all cloudsim entities that all work is done 
with shutting down all datacenter, broker and stopped the execution of simulation, Further 
power class can be modified to show the power consumption by respective datacenters, 

Experiment 3 showing how to create a datacenter with two hosts and run two cloudlets on it. 
The cloudlets run in VMs with different MIPS requirements, The cloudlets will take different 
time to C0mplete the execution depending on the requested VM performance, output shown 
below infigure 8. 

1~~~~~!,~t=~E;'::' et_dS I. ~nUtl"'1 ,,,' ~huU-ln~ d""". 

VI"O TO TI_ 5tort: TI.., Flfthh TI. 
~~ ~.J. ~".1 

IU 0.1 1M.l. 

Figure 8 Experiment 3 output 
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Experiment 4 was showing how to create two datacenters with one host each and run 
cloudlets of two users on them, output shown in figure 9, 
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Figure 9 Expedment 4 output 

CONCLUSION 
Study of Aneka cloud along with its detail architecture and implementation for the intending 
mathematical model objective has observed foe energy efficient cloud andstudy of cloudsim 
which is used for modeling and simulation of cloud computing applications also 
experimented it for setting up datacenters and virmal machines with different multiple 
instruction per second (MIPS). Researchers will be very happy to use these simulators and 
get ahead with there researchers. 
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ABSTRACT: Service recommender systcms have been made clcar as of great valuc instruments for making rcady 
right recommendations to users. In the last ten years stage, the amount of persons getting goods from store, services and 
connected knowledge has grown quickly, giving in the great sized facts obscrvations hard question for public 
organizatioo recommender systems. As an outcome of that, old and wise public organization reeommender systems 
often have pain of from scalability and inctliciency problems when processing or observing such great-scale facts. In 
addition, most of having existence public organization recommender systems present the same ratings and putting in 
line of services to different users without giving thought to as different users' desires, and therefore fails to meet users' 
made for a person needed things. Here KASR implemented on Hadoop to improve its scalability in the big data 
environment and Map-reduce parallel processing using distributcd computing with cf algorithm. The sentimental 
analysis is helping to improve accuracy on the users ' preferences. By using various parameters with sentimental 
analysis the recommendation system will help to improve its perfOrmance on live data. 

KEYWORDS: Hadoop; CF algorithm; big data; Recommendation System; Keyword- Aware Service; Distributed 
Computing; Sentimental Analysis; Map-Reduce 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A. BACKGROUND 

Big data is the great sized growth and availability of the data, this data can structured, unstructured and semi

structured data. In today's life, the growth of the data is increasing because of internet. Big data refers the data set 

which beyond the capacity of current technology. Increasing data may require more accurate analyses, this may lead to 

more confident decision making and bettcr decision can result greater operational efficiency, reduced risk and cost 

reductions. It is the management challenge for the IT companies. For that challenge provisioning the hardware and 

software solutions is one of the big challenges. 
The online service providing application, there Big Data tendency poses heavy impacts on service recommender 

systems. The growing no of alternative service recommendation system in which users' preference has become 
important issue. The service recommendation system have been shown the valuable tools for providing appropriate 
recommendation to the user and helps the users with services overload_ 

B. MOTIVATION 

The companies capture large scale information about providers, customers and the operations making on that 
information. The rapid growth of services, customers and online services has facing critical challenges of service 
recommendation. Most existing service recommendation system such as Hotel Reservation System and the Restaurant 
guides presented the rating of the services to the new USer same recommendation as per the - ~ They didn't 
considering different preferences without considering the requirements of the new user. " ~ashI6~~ 

Motivated by these observatio s, in this paper 1) KASR: The Keyword A ware Se <.fe' e"8q!j'he ~t\,n method 
based on the User Based Col rative Filtering (CF) Algorithm. 2) In Keyword A ar Se{yi&- Rec Riln~ndation 
(KASR), keyword ofp . ds @j varioususers extractedirom their reviews to give the better pre . ;;' ces.':D~e~
recommendation met~ . e keyword can be extracted for making the ratings. \1. .~ :;,., ~ 

j \' .-:, ?o"" ~" 
• .... -. • ~"..:i -- ~ 
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The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the Related Work. Section III describes Ihe 
Proposed Algorithm. In Seclion IV Acknowledgement and Section V stntcs the Conclusion and Future Scope. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [3] author analysing the different item based recommendation generating algorithms as well as look into di fferent 
types of techniques for computing item-item similarities and different techniques for obtaining recommendation from 
tllem. The k-ne.'\fest neighbour approach provides better performance and better quality than user based algorithm. In 
[4] author is giving personal level rccommendations to the user for their trip. They keep track of the photos which they 
were clicked from various locations and depend on that they can givc thc recommcndation to the user on persona.llcvel. 
They didn't consider thc group level prcferenccs for computation and this is the limitation of tllC travelling system. 10 
[5] author presents the Keyword-aware Optimal routc Search System (KOSR), which effiCiently answers the KOR 
queries. To find out the route which covcring a sct of user-specified keywords, a specified budget constraint satisfied, 
and the objective oftbat routc is optimized. KOSR provides browser-based interfaces for desktop and laptop computers 
and provides a client application for mobile devices as well. The result shown, KOSR is able to process tbe KOR 
queries effectively and efficicntly ovcr both data sets. In [6] author analysc thc issues occurring wben servicc 
reconunender systcm implemcnts in large data sets. It splits the services to the users and mainly focused keywords 
from the users for preferences. For generating keyword recommenders from the previous user preferences here llsing 
Hybrid Filter Algorithm, The result shown herc on Real-World datasets and reducc thc processing time from largc 
datasets. In [7] author solving thc challcnges of the existing system, likc it providcs same result to thc users based on 
the evaluation and ranking or rating service. By using the collaborating filtering and porter stemmer algorithm it gives 
the suitable recommendation to the user. Here Personal Recommendation System is considered users preference and 
necessity. This is using the Hash map technique for faster keyword search for selecting correct reviews and indexing 
method also used here for eliminating the articles likc a, an, the etc. In [8] author is giving recommendation for the 
social networks. Here thc user is getting embedded with each other in the network. It is providing the accurate and 
personalized recommendation to the user. Each and everything is based on the network so the human being is facing 
difficulty for these types of interface. In [9] author is studied of various techniques. There are three types of CF 
techniques such as Memory based technique, Model Based Technique, Hybrid Based Technique. i) Memory Based 
Technique- which system based on the memory that is using the memory based technique. ii) Model Based Technique
If the system needs particular model for computing then the model based technique is using. iii) Hybrid Based 
Technique- Hybrid based technique is the combination of the Memory based technique and Model Based Technique. In 
[10] author studying the survey on Service Recommendation Technique, there are various recommendation technique 
sucb as Content based, Knowledge Based, Social Network Based, Context Awareness based, Group Based, Keyword 
Aware Service Based Recommendation. These recommendations are based on tbe anyone oftbe coUaborativc fiitering 
technique. It is improving the scalability and the accuracy of the traditional systems. In [II] author is studying about 
the sentimental analysis wbich is basically known as the opinion mining analysis. This analysis is used for computing 
the positive and negative reviews from tbe user. And based on the analysis, it provides the proper result. This survey is 
only about for bow to apply sentimental analysis on the Keyword aware Service Recommendation for getting 
appropriate result. 10 [1] author is srudying the Keyword Aware Service Recommendation, wbich is using for different 
types of domain thesaurus. And in KASR it will recommend the serviec by their previous and current reviews of tbe 
user for Hotel Reservation. Here keywords are used to indicate the users' preferences. The previous preferences of the 
user wiU be considered bere for giving the appropriate service recommendation. It is using in Travelling 
reconunendation, Hotel reservation, Online Sbopping etc, and because of that it is in the traditional way. In [12] author 
examining the recommendation services based on various techniques like content, collaborative, knowledge based ctc 
different techniques. Based on this technique, it is providing correct recommendation to the user by using sentimental 
analysis, for analysing the negative and positive reviews. It is using user based collaborative filtering. Here using more 
than one keyword to give the preferences. Thus highest rating value is recommended first IS.CL/lere ranking also 
changeable. . , ~ (ff;~.r,..;.~ . , 
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!II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 


This section describes the details of implementation of system as follows-

A. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK: 
Ovcrall working keyword awarc scrvice recommendation system can be described efficiently by using the following 

steps which is described below Fig. I. 

[:y ftev~/S Ca!llLlr~ user 
services of Pf\lfctl:!nces; by a 

I'--.r1t~s ~wOfd awiUe ..... il PPlOiCh Similarity 
( qmptrtOltion 

7.''f...q,~rc 

<" 

Cakulate I. 

RewmmendOI;on PafSoNli!ed ..-  Sentimental• rating & tener_11! 

""'''''.I ,ewmmendiitiOh 

AcnviUSEll 

Fig I: System Architecture 

The above Fig. I shows that the working of recommendation system. The reccmmendation to the active user given 
depends on the previous users reviews. The appropriate recommendation to the active user is giving after completing 
the similarity computation and performing the sentimental analysis. In the sentimental analysis the recommendation is 
giving to the user based on few parameters by computing it. 
Following steps are performing for generating the recommendation, these steps are as follows: 

• Capture users preferences 

• Similarity computation 

• Sentimental analysis 

• Recommendation by calculating personalized rating 

B. WORKING OF PROPOSED ALGORlTHM 
Steps: 

Step I: Capture Users Preferences 


In the KASR the preferences will be captured by two steps: a) preferences by active user and b) preferences by 
previous user. 
a) Preference by Active User 

The active user will give his/her preference by selecting the keyword from a Candidate-keyword list. The active user 
should also select the keyword which having importance degree of the keyword. 
b) Preferences by Previous User 

The preferences of previous user can be extracted for a candidate service according to the candidate keyword list and 
domain thesaurus. 

'f.ash ibQi 
Step 2: Similarity Computation . . . . . . <-.t . ~ or: ~ ~ 

It IS the second step IS to tdentlty the reVIews ofprevJOus user who have SImIlar chOICes to a, tJve:4B'r by n' g 
neighbourhoods ofthe active user based on the similarity of the preferences. I , ;: ~ ;;11' 

By using two computation me oda giving recommendation to the user can be performed . . The;niflthods ;..e'i's 
follows: a) Approximate Similari Computation method and b) exact similarity computation methoci '; 1:: .!}>"' ;. 

, .., ,~~6uijj;l' 
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01) Approximate Similarily Computation 
Here comparing the similarity and diversity of sample sets, jaccard coclTicicnls. is applied in the appro.ximatc 

similarity computation. 
b) Exact Similarity Computalion 

A cosine based approach is applied in the exact similarity computation and it is similar as vector space model in 
information retrieval. 

Stcp 3: Computing Sentimental Analysis 
In Similarity computation it considered the previous aod active user's preferences for computing appropriate 

recommendation, like wise in sentimental analysis it categorise the positive and negative reviews of the previous lIsers, 
Because of sentimental analysis the system works in more efficient way. In proposed system by using variolls 
parameters like systems speed, efficiency, scalability, accuracy ctc will bc computing on live data for better 
recommendation performance. 

Step 4: Generate Recommendation by Calculating Personalized Ratings 
The recommendation would bc generated to the user by calculating similarity of the active user and previous uscr. 

Finally a personalized service recommendation list will be prcsented to the user and the service(s) with the highest 
rating(s) will be recommended to him/her. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUroRE WORK 

As per the literature survey and intensive analysis it has been found that the service recommendation system works 
accurately on the basis of sentimental analysis. It helps to compute negative and positive reviews of the previous user. 
By using few parameters bere we can improve efficiency of the recommendation system and this motivates tile 
researcher for further research iliat how to deal with the live data for recommendation. 
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Abstract 
MANET ;j' all ;Il/rastrllctllre less, sel/-orgallizing JlC!twork. II iJ a haudle of a,,/mlomOIlS mobile nodes. Every /lode ,vcJrh as a 
trallsmitter as well as tire receiver. Node.'i communicate wit" eac" otllel' tlsing IIIl1lti-hop based protocol. Due to changillg 
topology alld openuess 0/ media, Mobile ad f,oc Itetworks (MANEn) suffer from various types of seeurity attacks. Blacklwle is 
(JJte of the severe alld easy to faullclr all attack. Blackftole compromise,\' availability ami i"teerity properties of the lIetwork. It 
works ill tIVO pllases. III the first phase, tI,e Blackhole nodes get themselves illvolveel in tlte rOlln'lIe path. [" the secont! plwse, 
tlrese malicious uodes start dropping the packets they receive. Existh,g systems flses proactive or reactive method." to detect 
Blackhole. Tfte proactive system suffers from excessive control packets, whereaj' ill tire reactive system assigning tlrreslroltl 
value based Oil packet delivery ratio is difficult. Mostly MANET is user! ill the ",ilitalY ellvironmellt where security is tire maill 
concem alld packet dropping is lIot acceptable. The proposed system uses Bluff Probe Packet to deteet alld remove both co
operative alld sillgle Blacklwle auack. The system exploits tire fact that Bltlcklwle "ode sends route reply to every roule reqllestj 
without checking tire route to the destbwtion. The process of idemifyiug and removing of Black/lOle is carried out ill rollle 
dist.:overy phase of AODV by originator node. As hybrid delectilJll technique IIsed, it enhances the security of the MANET by 
reducing Ihe uehvork overhead. 

Keywords: Blackhole, AODV, MANET, Bluff Probe Packet 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of dynamic, self-configuring, self-deployable nodes, where each 
node acts as a router. MANETs do not require any base station or centralized routers, due to their Ad hoc nature [I] . 
MANETs are more beneficial concerning portability and mobility but are susceptible to various types of security attacks 
[2]. The MANET is an outskirt of the internet based wire-line network [3]. The fundamental difference between wired 
networks and MANETs is mobility. There are two types ofnetwark existing; they are Infrastructure based networks and 
Infrastructure-less networks. The infrastructure based network uses a base station, and a third party network, which 
helps to transfer traffic from one location to another. Infrastructure-less networks communicate directly without a base 
station. These networks are known as Ad hoc networks [4]. The term Ad hoc network refers to connecting various 
mobile devices, without the need for a fixed infrastructure. The MANET is a collection of the autonomous mobile node 
where each node operates in isolation [5]. 

The MANETs applications include military networks, disaster recovery services, sensor networks, enhanced cellular 
networks, and delay tolerant networks. Any node can join/leave the network at any time in the MANET. So, the 
connection between the nodes may get disconnected at any time. 
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2.SECURITY ISSUES IN MANET 

Wireit!ss links in _MANETs make them susceptible to various kinds ofl:lttucks. For cXl.lmple, <1n eavesdropper call ac.;ccss 
the secret information ti'omlhc open air communication. which violate:-o network confidentiality. Moreover, hat;kcrs call 

drop or delete messages. Initially, the protocol designers assumed that the MANET environment is trusted, (;Qopcrativc 
and did not consider about security [7]. As a result, the maliciou:.. attackers disrupt the route and violate the protocol 
rules and drop the packets. Packet delivery in the MANET protocol is achieved in two operations: routing lhe packet:; 
and forwarding them. The security solutions for MANETs should provide protection for both the operation,. On wired 
networks, tbe protocol designs such as Open System Interconnection (OSI) and Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol (TCPIlP) arc based on a layered networking architecturc. The strictly layered architecture is not sufficient t() 
deal with the dynamics of a wireless network environment. Mainly, the security of MANETs cannot bc solved in 
isolation in a single laycr. Cross-layer design is used to enhance thc network performance by exchanging or sharing the 
information between the layers. Rcccnlly, a lot of new cross-layer dcsign techniqucs havc been proposcd to improve the 
performance ofMANETs [8]. 

_~ttacks 

External _~ttacks Internal Att.ack 

Fig I Taxonomy of Attacks 

An attack is known as the act of making an attempt to destroy, alter or gain unauthorized acceSs with the intention of 
doing harm which makes unauthorized use of an asset. MANET routing protocols suffer from various kinds of attacks. 
Fig.1 explains the taxonomy of attacks. 

External attacks are not part of tbe network. They have carried out from outside the network domain. Internal atlacks 
are part of the network and carried out from compromised bosts. Additionally, attacks can be further known as a 
passive attack and active attack. 

Passive Attack does not interrupt the normal behavior the network protocol. But it overhears or tries to get valuable 
information on the network. 
Active Attack interrupts the operation of the network by involving modification, interruption, and fabrication. 

3.BLACKHOLE IN AODV 

The black hole attack can be differentiated into numerous categories depending upon policy used by the malicious nodc 
to launch the attack. Sometimes, the malicious node can purposefully drop all incoming packet, or it can selectively 
drop the packets originated from or destined to particular nodes. Blackhole attaek in MANETs is a severe security 
problem to be solved [9]. 

To initiate a black hole attack, the first step for an attacker node is to try to get involved in the active route. In AODV, 
destination sequence number is used to determine the freshness of the route. After receiving a number of route replies, 
tbe source node selects RREP having highest sequence numher to construct a route. But, if black hole attacker is 
present in the network and iff a source node broadcasts the RREQ message for any destination.Attacker node 
immediately sends RREP packet with the highcst sequence number and minimum hop count. The source assumes that 
the destination is one hop away from the black bole node and discards all other RREP packets. When source then starts 
to send data packets, the hlack hole node drops all incoming data packet instead of forwarding thos 0 the 
destination. Thus, the black hole attack often results in very low packet delivery ratio. Fig. 2 depic v~Q,/:.a 
Blackhole attack. Here node A is source node, node D is desti ation node and node I is a malici ~ e. Whe ' 'Cd' 
A broadcast RREQ for ·destination D, the only genuine no would cbeck own cache if the rOll ,~, 8t available '~~. 
flood same RREQ. After getting RREQ malici de immcdiately send RREP packet wi t£ . fij!l~~lju ~{ 
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number amI mioirnwn hop count. Once node A select route through the malicious node and start sendin g the data 
packet. Node I drops all datu packet without forwarding it towards the destination. 

s~ SOUJc~ Node 

1.1 . ~ loliciou. Nod< 

D- Destination Nod~ 

RREQ 

-_._-
- - - - - - - - -

, RREP - - --> 

-> 
Fig. 2 Working of Blackhole Attack 

4. RELATED WORK 
Hizbullah Khattak, Nizamuddin, Fahad Khurshid, Noor ul Amin [8] proposed a method in which all RREP are 
collected at a source node, and the first reply is discarded and selects the second shortest path for data packets 
transmission. M. AI-Shurman et al. [7] presented solutions, where source node wails for a reply from two or more 
nodes. After receiving a reply, it extracts the full path from response packet and checks for shared hops, based on that it 
select the safe path. The drawback with this approach is if a shared hop is not found data packet will never be sent. S. 
Banerjee, M. Sardar, and K. Majumder [5] suggested a method reduce the probability of an attack on the network, in 
which source node stores all RREP's. Then select RREP having maximum DNS. Originator creates new RREQ packet 
with a higher destination sequence number than selected one and multicasts the new RREQ packet towards all paths 
from wbich it receives route replies. The only malicious node will reply with higbest destination sequence number. M. 
Rajesh Babu, G. Usha [13] proposed Honeypot Based Detection and Isolation Approach (NHBADI) to detect and isolate 
Black Hole Attacks in MANET. NHBADI is proactive type intrusion detection technique. NHBADI architecture 
consists of three layers: Malicious Node Detection Layer, Route Lookup in Network Layer and Isolation in Network 
layer. Malicious node detection layer periodically calls black hole detection process by broadcasting spoofed RREQ 
message and wait for RREP packet. Here IDS node acts as Honeypot by attracting the attackers .NHBADI technique 
improves the accuracy of detecting tbe attacks in MANET. But proactive nalure of black hole detection increases 
network overhead. Seryvuth [14] projected an idea in which different values oftbreshold bas been defined for differenl 
environments. If DSN in RREP is higher than the threshold, RREP will be discarded. In reference [15] author 
suggested a scbeme called TWO ACK real-time monitoring in wbich on retrieval of a packet, each node send back a 
response packet. Tbe acknowledgment process for every packet transmission increases network traffic and overhead of . 
control packet. Due to redundant transmission process lifespan ofthe entire network degrades. tf;~ 

~\I~tV~~ , 
5. PROPOSED WORK 'f ,:. '3 v';'!.,'(;f'"

1-. 

\n\,.: ""0. 
The propo~ed Black Hole detection technique has been strongly influenced by the spoofing tf,"ihjiq~ 1'8 genJi1.·, ' 
spoofing is a technique, wbere a computer or people pretend to be another by false data and exploit .tH~ sYstei9c.in orl1~'I: .. 
to get illegitimate access. Wireless networks suffer from various types of spoofing, sucb as \. C." ~Po6~,.~e 
Spoofing, DN~ (D0m~in Name System) Spoofing, Email Spoofing, IP S flng nd URL Spoofing . . :::~~ 
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MAC Spoofing is a technique whcn~ the hackt:r changes the MAC :Jddrcs!'> ofa network interface. 
IP spooting is IIscd to get unauthorized acccs,." to .1 system or l:omputcr, wlwrc a malicious attacker forcctlilly ;.;cnds tl 

forged IP address. 'rhe thrgcd IP address indicates that the message comes (rom a trusted host. 

URL Spoofing is a technique in which the malicious user creates the fake or forged URL, which is exactly similar to the 
original and sa re URL. The objective of this research work is to develop a novel technique which secures the network 
layer. In this work, no encryption or key exchange l11gorithm is used. Encryption or key exchange techniques nrc 
difficult to implement in MANET because of its dynamic nature. Instead, spoofed AODV RREQ packets arc lIsed to 
uetectthc Black Hole attack in the dctection. 

3.1 Proposed System 
Bluff Probe Packet approach uses a hybrid mechanism to detect the malicious behavior of the node. It combines features 
of the proactive and reactive system. Hcrc source node is responsible for detecting and removing Blackhole from the 
network. Blackhole delcction process is carried out in route discovery phase of AODV protocol. Sender node uses Blu!T 
Probe RREQ packet for detecting malicious nodc. Bluff Probe RREQ packct is similar to regular RREQ packet of 
AODV; the only difl'crencc is that it contain destinalion IP which does not exist in the network. Architecture divided 
into three laycrs: Blackholc Nodc Detection Layer, Route Establishmcnt Layer, and Blackhole Isolation layer. 

Route Establishment Layer 

I Establish Secure Route 

1------------ --------------------- - - -

Broadcast Updated BlackHole Removal Layer 
Malicious Node List 

~---------------------------------- - - -
Detect 

CnchedRREP Create Bluff Probe f.. Multicast ~ and ~ Malicious Node 
Packet (~) Wait for ~RREP & Update 

\ L l' BlackHole Entry 

l'vlalicious Node Detection Layer 
Registry 
BHIR 

\ 

RREP Generated 
ill Phase I of 
Route Discovery 

Fig. 3. System Architecture for Bluff Probe-Based DetectIOn 

The source node broadcasts Route Request (RREQ) to destination and stores all incoming Route Reply (RREP). 
Blackhole node detection layer takes cached RREP packet as input. Then it analyzes the input and initializes 
BIackhole detection process by sending Bluff Probe RREQ packets. If any nodes reply for this Bluff Probe RREQ 
packet that node id is updated in Blackhole node list. The route establishment layer gets the malicious node id's 
information from the previous layer. The route establis ent layer establishes a route by node 
lis\. Finally, Blackhole isolation layer remove kh node from the network by sn'.m"~~~J' n."'lj~!'D1i\~n'Dde 
list to its neighbor. 
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3.2 Implemelltation nctails 
13lackholc Dewelioll i~ a:-o illustrated ill Fig, J. Lc..:\ S originator node wi.lnl:-; (0 communicate with destination nude D. 
Node S starts route disr.:ovcry towards Node D by Il ~l(lding RREQ packet. Nude B lind Node A rebroadcast Ihe same 
RI(EQ; only malicious node M send route reply RREI' pHekel immediately Node D gend RREP packct on retrieval of 
RREQ packet. Node S multicast Bluff Probe packet (II) to Node B and Nolie D. Packet ~ contains II' address for a node 
which does not exi.sl in the network. Only malicious node M sends ~RREP fcw this bluffprobe route request Nowallcr 
receiving the RREP packet from the suspected node, the originator gets confirm thut this is a Bhlck-hole node. So now 
the sender adds its id in the maliciolls node list and carries out the Black-hole node removal procedure. Next, the 
originator selects node B for the future communication because it does not reply to the false route request. 
This technique is cApable of detecting mUltiple Black-hole nodes and cooperative Blackhole also. As originator docs not 
flood the complete network with the RREQ' packets, it only multicast bluff probe packet towards the paths from which 
it receives routc replies during the first route discovery phase. It reduces the overhead of transmitting control. 

- - - - -  - -

S- Source "'ode 
~{. ~I3licious "'ode 
D- Destination 1'o:ode 
RREQ JI 
RREP - __ ~ 
B luff Probe;Packet @ 
~RREP ___ ~ 

Fig.. 4 Bluff Probe Packet Based Blackhole Detection 

6. SIMULATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS 

NS2-2.3S is used to validate the detection and isolation of Blackhole attack in AODV protocol. Following Metrics are 
used to evaluate the impact of Blackhole attack on the network (i) throughput (ii) Average end to end delay (iii) packet 
delivery ratio. These metrics are calculated using A WK scripts for the normal network, network with Blaekhole attack 
and network bypassing Blackhole. 
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TABLE l' Simulation P'!r'lmctcr .. 
Simulator NS-2 (Version 2.35) 

Mobility Model Random Waypoint 

Simulation Time 200m 

Protocol AOOV 

Number ofNodcs 20-60 

Transmission Range 250 m 

Traffic Type UDP 
!-

Network Arca 800mX800m 

Mobility 20 mls 

Fig. 5 Shows the POR comparison in all three cases. As it is clearly shown in the graph, thc presence ofBlackhole nodc 
in network reduces the POR. With the proposed solution, POR is improved in the presence of malicious node. PDR is 
also affected by the number of nodes and number of connections in the network. Increased number of connections also 
reduces POR. 

100% 

90% 


.$I.. 80~' 
l2. 70% 
e- 60% -+-Normal

.! 50% Network 
!.. 40% _Blackhole 
.I 30% Network 
u 

20%Co 
~Bypassing10% 

Network0% 

10 20 30 40 50 

Number Of Nodes 
o 

Fig.S Impact on packet delivery ratio 

Fig. 6 shows the throughput of Network; it is the average rate of th . successful message sent 
channel. In the presence of Blackhole node, the throughput of ne k reduces drastically. 
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Fig. 6 Impact on throughput 

From the Fig. 7 it is observed that there is a slight increase in delay in the normal network as compared to a system 
with Blackhole due to immediate reply trom Blackhole as they do not check routing table for the route 
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~ 0.5 
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Fig. 7 Impact on average end to end delay 

7. CONCLUSION 
Hybrid detection approach is used to detect Blackhole attack. Detection procedure carried out in the early stage 
of routing hence in the proposed system there is minimal packet loss. A result has been analyzed with the help 
of PDR, throughput and delay merrics. The simulation esults obtained shows the eff~tixeness of the proposed 
detection mechanism. [n future work, the ne k c be analyzed with the help ofmetI<1c'f r e Jitter, Routing 
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Abstract (~
Statistics show that worldwide motor vehicle cpJl isiolls' lead to significant 
deaths and disabilities as well as substa.ntial fin ancial costs to both society 
and the individuals involved. Unintended la'Ile d pa:rture is a leading cause 
of road fatalities by the collision. To reduce he number of t raffic accidents 
and to improve driver 's safety lane departure warning (LDW), the system 
has emerged as a promising tool. Visi m eR lane detection and departure 
warning system has been investiga ed o~r two decades. During this period, 
many different problems relat~~~etection and departure warning have 
been addressed. This paper pro s an overview of current LDW system, de
scribing in particular p~p1' essiI{g, lane models, lane detection techniques. 
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____________________________________________ :I: **:1:* * * * * * ** * * * * **** * ** * _______________________________ _ 
Abstract: 

Images sometime contain highly senSItive and personal information. If not protected, senSitive 
information in the images (e.g., MRI scan of a patient or G.I.S. maps) might be subject to unauthorized 
accesses by cloud providers. A naive approach to protect confidentiality of outsourced images is to encrypt 
the images before they are stored in the cloud. However, once this is done, it may not be possible to 
perform basic image processing operations, such as scaling and cropping. For instance, a remote 
pathologist, accessing a large histopathology image, would require first to access a scaled-down version, 
and then perform scaling and cropping operations to get a proper resolution for the Region of Interest 
(ROI). With images that are encrypted using standard encryption techniques, such operations would require 
the client machine to download the full encrypted images, decrypt them on the local machine, and then 
perform the operations. This makes the workflow slow and inefficient because a huge amount of data is 
pre-fetched and processed. 2DCrypto, a cloud-based multi-user encrypted domain image scaling and 
cropping framework based on the modified Paillier cryptosystem. For Practical deployment, a novel space
efficient tiling scbeme for tile-level encrypted domain scaling and cropping operations is implemented. In 
2DCrypto, a number of pixels in a tile are put together and the tile is encrypted instead of encrypting each 
pixel independently and also optimizes the modified Paillier scheme to limit its storage requirement. Thus a 
space efficient and secured framework for image scaling and cropping using encryption is implemented. 

Keywords - Tile Encryption, PaiUier cryptosystem, Image Outsourcing, 

************************ 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is an atlraCli ve paradigm for 
accessing virtually unlimited storage and computational 
resources. With its pay-as-you-go model, elients access fast 
and reliable hardware, paying only for the resources they 
need to use without the risks of large upfront investments. 
Nowadays, building applications for multimedia content 
hosted in infrastructures managed by third-party cloud 
providers is common. Images might contain highly sensitive 
and personal infonnaLion. If not protected, sensitive 
information in the images (e.g., MRI scan of a patient or 
GJ.S. maps) might be subject to unauthorized accesses by 
cloud providers. 
A naive approach to protect confidentiality of outsourced 
images is to encrypt the images before they are stored in the 
cloud. However, once (his is done, it may not be possible to 
perfonn basic image processing operations, such as scaling 
and cropping" For instance, a remote pathologist, aecessing a 

large histopathOlogy image, would require first to access a 
!:caJed.-down version, and then perform scaling and cropping 
operations to get a proper resolution for the Region oflnterest 
(ROIl. With images that are encrypted using standard 
encryption techniques, such operations would require the 
client maehine to download the full encrypted images, 
decrypt them on the local machine, and then perform the 
operations. This makes the workflow slow and inefficient 
because a huge amount of data is pre-fetehed and processed. 

Tn this sceoario, eloud providers are honest-bul
curious, It is assumed that they do not tamper with the 
applications deployed in the infrastructure, but data might be 
collected or leaked. A typical example is replacing old hard 
drives with new ones, where the data has not been properly 
wiped out. Also, a full-fledged multi-user access model[9], 
where several authorized user access and modify the data 
stored in the cloud is assumed. In order to take fuil advantage 
of the cloud model. operations are offioaded as much as 
possible to cloud servers. However. to preserve 
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confidentiality, operations ;!I'e performed over encrypted 
images. In this work, foc.:us is on dynmnic scaling and 
cropping opemtions 011 encrypted images. These two 
operations can be comhined 10 implement zooming and 
panning operation5, which lire nt!Ct!ssury to navigate through 
large imuges (such as maps). In this way, no information 
contained in the images cfln he leaked to the cloud servers, 
and at the same lime, users can fully exploit the cloud model 
hy delegating mosl of the computation to the cloud. 

Hereby, we present a practical cloud-based Multi-user 
encrypted domain image seal ing and cropping 
Framework b.1Sed on the modified Paillier 
cryptosystem. Fm practical deployment, we propose a 
novel space-efficient tiling scheme for tile-level 
encrypted domain scaling and cropping operations. 
The main contributions of our work can be 
summarized 
as follows: 

• 	 A full-nedgcd multi-user scheme wherc users ean 
view and process images without requiring any key 
sharing. Our key management approach suits the 
need of organizations having a dynamic workforce 
where managing shared keys is ehallenging. 

• 	 The modified Paillier-based eryptosystem scheme 
neither requires morc thun one datacenter nor 
assumes that an adversary cannot access more than 
certain numher of datacenters at any time. 
Therefore, 2DCrypto is more suitable for practical 
scenarios and it provides stronger defense against 
colluding atlacks. 

• 	 To overcome high overheads resulted from encrypting 
an image, we propose a novel space-efficient tiling 
scheme that allows tile-level scaling and cropping 
operations. Using this scheme, we can encrypt a tile 
of pixels rather than encrypting each pixel 
independently. Furlhermore, we optimize the 
cryptosystem to further limit its storage requirement. 
As a result, 2DCrypto requires approximately 40 
times less storage than the naive per-pixel 
encryption 

• 	 2DCrypto supports any factor scaling and cropping on 
encrypted images. These operations can be combined 
to support zooming and panning opcrations, which 
are two key features in image streaming. Compared 
to similar approaches, 2DCrypto does not create and 
store multiple copies of the same image. Moreover, 
from the cloud server to the user, only the requested 
processed part of the image is sent. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The use of cryptosystcrns for hiding images is u wcll· studied 
area. A number of approaches. including but al'e n(ll limited 
10, Public Key CrYI'IosYSlcm (PKC)[7],wal",rlllarkingI41, 
Shamir's ~ccrct sharing[S1 and chaos-hased encryption f71. 
have Ix:cn proposed to protect images. These sch cllles prnvidt: 
contidcnliaJity for cloud-rnl!'icd storage systems wherc 1I cloud 
datncenter does not perform any operation 0 n lh~ stored 
imagc. 
To allow cloud datacenters to perform opera lions on the 

encrypted image. partial homomorphic cryptosyslcm-bascd 
solutions have been proposed. A partial llOUH)I1\Orphic 
eryptosystem exclusively offers either additioll or 
multiplkalion operations. Paillier, Goldw"lsscr-Mieali, 
Bennloh, Shamir's secret sharing[3] are among parti<llly 
homomorphic cryptosystcms that support addition. Whercas, 
examples of partially homomorphic eryptosystenls th;.u offer 
mulliplication are RSA and Elgamal. Thus, the choice of a 
parlial homomorphic scheme is heavily dependen tOil the type 
of operations to be performed in the encrypted 
domain. 

Early works have foeused on retrieving encrypted text 
documents. For instance, [he first practical scheme for single 
keyword search on encrypted documents. 
To improve performance, extended the encrypted scarch with 
indcx.ing capability. Both works have been e:xtended for 
searching using conjunctions of multiple keyword.s [71. More 
recent works have focused on SQL-likc queries supporting 
conjunctions and disjunctions[2] . Encrypted text-based search 
can also be applied to retrieval of encrypted images. However, 
the precision of the returned set is dependent on the quality of 
the keywords used for describing the content of an image. 
Few works have been proposed for searching encrypted 
images based on dynamic extraction of image features. 
A more recent work[S] introduces a search scheme for 
encrypted images that is accurate and 
at the same time incurs computational overheads similar to a 
plaintext method. However, their scheme require.<; users to 
share the keys for accessing images. 
Several works have been proposed for privacy-preserving face 
recognition where one party tries to match a face image with 
a dataset hosted by another party and both parlies are )
interested in keeping their data secret from each other. 
Shamir's secret sharing has been used for allowing encrypted 
domain scaling and cropping[4][5J.Shamir's secret sharing
based schemes, however, can be infeasible for practical 
scenarios since they require n cloud servers. Moreover, these 
schemes are prone to collusion attack when k cloud servers 
collude. In contrast, 2DCrypto uses Ihe Paillier-based 
cryptosystem that requires only one cloud datacenter and is 
more robust to collusion attacks. The Paillier cryptosystem is 
homomorphic to additions and scalar multiplications[6] and 
can be modified to a proxy-encryption-scheme. 
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this system, A distributed cloud-hased image srorllge and 
processing system where a cloud server ~aorcs. scnlcs. and 
crops an encrypted image on behalf of an image Clutsmlrccr is 
implemented. In the sr.-tem model. the following entities are 
assumed: 

• 	 Image Outsolll"cer: This entity t)IHsOllrces the storing 
and processing (i.e., scaling and cropping) of images 
10 a third-party cloud provider. It could be an 
individual or an organization. such as II hospital. In 
the lalter case, several uscr~ call acl as .Ill Image 
Outsources. Typically, this entilY owns the image. 
An Image Outsourccr is responsible for addressing 
security and privacy conccrns attached to im'lge 
outsourcing. To uehicve this, the Inmge Ol1lsourccr 
encrypts the image before sending it to the cloud 
datacenter. Further, the Image Outsourcer can store, 
delete and modify new images. 

• 	 Cloud Server: It is the part of infrastructurc provided 
by a cloud service provider, such <IS Amazon S31, 
for storing and processing images. It stores 
encrypted imuges and ilCcesS policies used to 
regulate aceess to the images. After making 
authorization checks, it retrieves a requested image 
from its image store. If the access request satisfies 
access policies, it seales and/or crops images in an 
encrypted manner. Le., without decrypting them. 

• 	 Image User: it is authorized by the Image Outsoureer 
to acce.';s the requested image stored in an encrypted 
form on the Cloud Server. Depending on 
authorization, an Image User can issue either read 
request or process request (i .e., scaling and cropping 
operations). In both caSe.Ii, the Image User decrypts 
the image returned by the request. Note that in a 
multi-user setting, (i) an Image User can modify an 
image that will be aecessible by other Image Users. 
er (ii) an Image User can access images processed by 
other Image Users. In both cases, Image Users do 
not need to share any keying material. 

• 	 Key Management Authority (KMA): It generates 
and revokes keys. It generates a client and server key 
pair for each user, be it an Image Outsourcer or 
Image User. The client and the server side keys are 
securely transmitted to the user and the Cloud 
Server, respectively. Whenever required (say in key 
lost or stolen cases), the ICMA revokes the keys from 
the system with the support of the Cloud Server. 
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• 	 Thl'eat Model: It's assumed that the KM/\ is :1 fully 
trusted entity. Typically, the Image Outs()un:er 
din:c[ly controls by the KMA. Since the KMA deals 
with the small ,1Incunt of data , it CUll he easily 
11I'lIlaged and secured. Also the KMA securely 
L'ommunicates the key sets to the Cloud Server und 
the Image User. This is achieved by c.":':lal'llishiI1G :\ 
secure channel. Except for managing kc),s, IltL! KMA 
docs not need to be involved in any operations. 
Therefore, it can be kept offline most urlhe times. 

A honest but curious Cloud Server is considered. Thai is, the 
Cloud Server is t.rusted to honestly perform the operatiolls on 
an image as requested by the Image User. However, il is not 
trusted to guaramcc data confidenti;dity. The ndvcrsary l:1I1i 

be either an outsider or even an insider, such as unfaithful 
employces serving Ihe cloud service provider. Furthermore 
there arc medl<lnisms to deal with the image integrity and 
availability of the Cloud Server. 

Figure 1: Proposed system Arehitechture 

User login 

In this Module User maintained various types of images can 
share (0 our friends and family with encryption. Here 
algorithm can used for encryption and cropping and scaling 
the images. In 2OCryplo, the number of decryptions. 
although dependent on the scaling and cropping factors, 
never exceeds the number of decryptions of the naive scheme. 
The worst case happens when one pixel in a tile is required 
by the scaling/cropping requester. Figure I explains the 
proposed system architecture. 

Image Encryption 

Although proposed tile-level encryption scheme 2OCrypto 
can have less computational and storage overheads than the 

((, 
 '\:;, \ rr, 
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naive per-pixel encryption. the flexihility of scleclillg an 
individual pixel i,'\ losl. !')incc 21)Crypto encrypts a Ii Ie of 
pixels. it requires a fewer numl>cr of cm:ryptlons (and hence 
encryptioJl cost) than the naive. SChell1l'. In 2DCryplo. thl: 
number of decryptiolls. ;dthough dependent on the scaling 
and cropping till.;lors, never exceeds the numhcr of 
decryptions of the IHlivt~ schellie. The worst case happen!> 
when one pixel in a lill! is n:quired hy thl! scalinglcropping 
requester. On 'lVcrngc. 2DCrypto requires a fewer number of 
decryptions ,IS Iypic:llly llIultiple pixc:ls arc put togerher in a 
tile. As an ohviolls consequence, computational (as fewer 
encryptions and dct.:rypliolls arc required) and storage 
overheads (as fcwer encryptcd vulue!> arc stllrcd and 
communicated) of 2DCrypto is lower than the c()nvcntion~1I 

encryption. For in~I;ITlCC, in tiling example of 4x4 size tiles. 
the encryption of RGB values of 64 pixels of a super-tile 
results in maximum 36864 bits. requiring maximum 24 bytes 
of cipher text to gel One byte of plaintext color. In this way, 
2DCrypto has more than 21 timc.:;; improvement than the 
naive appro<lch that independently encrypts each color 
componcnt of a pixel. Figurc 2 summarizes the process of 
lile-Ievel cncryption. 
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Figure 2: Overview of Overview of encryption and 
decryptioll processes 

Mathematical details of encryption and decryption 

For each user j (either acting as an lmage Outsourcer or 
Image User), key pairs KUi and KSi generated by the KMA 
are securely transmitted to the user and the Key Store of the 
Cloud Server, respectively. During the uploading phase, the 
Image Oulsourcer splits the image into tiles. Next. the Image 
Outsoureer encrypts each tile T using the user-side key KUi 
of the user i. The Image Outsourcer yields the ciphertext 
Ell i (T), which is sent to the Store Keeper. The Store Keeper 
retrieves KSi, eorresponding to the user i, and re-enerypts the 
ciphertext Ell i (T). The re enerypted ciphertext E(T) is 
finally stored in the Image Store. This is a one-time~only 

operation pertonned when the image is stored for the first 
time on the Cloud Server. Upon request from the user, the 
Image Processor retrieves encrypted tiles from the Image 

Store. ilnd perform... hilinear sC:lling muVul' cropping 
Qpcration without decrypting thcm. Thc.-.c operatimlS arc 
shown in Equations 3 and 4, rc!>pectivcly. 
E(T)oO ~ E(cO II T) (3) 
aud 
E(TI)iI E(T2) ~ E(T! + T2) (4) 
where cO is the integer version of interpolating f:lclOr, ilnd '1', 
T I anti T2 denote the tiles. The Image Procc.'\sor return!> each 
processed tile I:(TO) to the Access Request Processor. The 
Acces.o.; Request Processor pre-decrypt!> the processed tile 
E(TO), using key KSj corresponding to the Image User j. The 
pre-decrypted tile Ell 
j (TO) can only he accessed by the Image User j. The IlIIilge 
User client rcceivc:-; e.lch pre-det.:rypled tile F.Jl 
j (TO) ;md finally decrypts the processed tile TO. using the 
user-side key KUj 

Dime Hellman Algnrithm 
Diffie-Hellman key cxchangc (O-H) is a specirlc method of 
securely exchanging cryptographic keys over a public channel 
and was one of the first public-key protocols as origillally 
conceptualized by Ralph Merkle and named after Whitfield 
Diffie and M~nin Hellmull. D-H is onc of the earliest 
practical examples of public key exchange imp1cllll!nted 
within the field of cryptography. 

Algorithm: 
The simplest and the originul implementation of the protocol 
uses the multiplicative group of integers modulo p, 
where p is prime, and g is a primitive root modulo p. These 
two values are chosen in this way to ensure that the resulting 
shared secret can take on any value from 1 to p-l. Here is an 
example of the protocol, with non-secret values in blue, and 
secret values in red. 

1. 	 Alice and Bob agree to use a modulus p ::::; 23 anti 
base I: = 5 (which is a primitive root modulo 23), 

2. 	 Alice chooses a secret integer a = 6, then sends 
Bob A ~ g" mod p 

• 	 A ~ 5' mod 23 ~ 8 
3. 	 Bob chooses a secret integer b = 15, then sends 

Alice B ~ g' mod p 
• 	 B~5I5mod23~ 19 

4. 	 Alice computes s ~ If' mod p 
• 	 s~ 19' mod 23 ~ 2 

5. 	 Bob computes s ~ A' mod p 


s = 81s

• mod 23 = 2 

6. 	 Alice and Bob now share a secret (the number 2). 

Both Alice and Bob have arrived at the same value s. because, 
under mod p, More specifically, Note that only a, h, 
and (g"bmod p ~ g'" mod p) are kept secret. All the other 
values - p, g. gUmod p. and l mod p - are sent in the clear. 
Once Alice and Bob compute the shared secret they can use it 
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as an encryption key, known only to them, for sl~ndillg 

mcssagc.s across the same open t.:ommunicaliolls channel. 

4. RESULT AND DISCIJSSION 

III implementation, input i .... as 250 X 250 size non· 
overlapping image. From cad} supcr·tilc. nine 4x4 size 
overlapping tiJe.., an~ created by implementing the space 
efficient filing method. Then, cHeh tile is enerypted and 
srored in a file. For a scaling or cropping request, required 
tiles arc detcnnillcd (at the Cloud Servcl' end) based on 
scaling and cropping parameters. These tiles <lTC then fetched 
from the file for the scaling and cropping opcnlliolls. For 
example, for se<1ling by a factor of two, only the first four tiles 
of a super-tile arc fetched and processed. After l.Iccrypting the 
processed tiles. the required pixels (at (he Inmgc User end) of 
a tile are determined from the sCilling and cropping 
parameters, and the decrypted pixels are gmupcd to render 
the requested sculedleropped image. 

(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 3: Enerypted scaling. 

(a) 1st column illustrates the user perspective - the 
original image (1st row) and the scaled image (2nd row) 
desired by the Image User; 2nd column shows the Cloud 
Server perspective - the encrypted image (lst row) and 
its scaled version (2nd row); 3rd column again shows 
the Image User side - the sealed image received, but 
before decryption (lst row) and after decryption by the 
Image User (2nd row). (b) 2DCrypto supporting 
multiple sealing factors. 
Figures 3 shows 2DCrypto provides perceptual security 
in the cloud: in both figures the images on the Cloud. A 
server does not provide any information about the 
original image. Similarly, the images obtained from the 
Cloud Server side encrypted tiles also do not reveal any 
information about the original image. To retrieve an 
image, the Cloud Server performs the first round of 
decryption for those tiles sufficient to address the Image 
User's request. Figure 3 illustrates our encrypted domain 
scaling scheme .In 2DCrypto, the Cloud Server, which 
perfonns scaling and cropping, learns no information 
about the processed image. The Image User recovers the 
image by decrypting processed images. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTIJRE SCOPE 

C:l()ud~ hasl~d image processing ha.~ data confidcuti:llity 
iSSlIl:S, whi t:h <.::111 le:\d to privacy loss. Hcn:hy this isslle is 
a(\dre."sed hy implementing 2DCrypto, a modi lied Paillicr 
l:.rYPwsys\cllI-hased schemellJj (hat allows a cloud Server to 
Jlt:rform scaling and l:ropping operations without h:arning the 
image eonlcllt. In 2DCrypto, u..'icrs do not need Il) share keys 
for accessing the image stored in the cloud. Thcrl!forc. 
20Crypto is suitablc for scenarios where jt is not clcl'irablc It)!' 
the image user to maintain per-image keys. Furthermorc, 
2DCryplo is morc practical than existing schemes hascd on 
Shamir's St:..'Crct sharing because it ueirher employs more thiln 
one dali\Centcr nor assumes Ihat multiple advcr.:mrics l:<Juld 
collude by accessing a certain number of dataccnters. 

To makc 2DCrypto practical, some improvements to 
deerease overhcads resulted from the appl icatiun of lhe 
modilicd Paillicr cryptosystcm arc suggested. First, a spacc 
el'ticicnl tiling seheme that allows the cloud to perform per
tile operations. In 2DCryplo. a number of pixels in a tile 'Ire 
clubbed, and encrypt the tile instead of encrypting each pixel 
independently. Furthermore, optimized the modified PaiIJicr 
scheme to limit its storage requirement.· Due to these 
improvements, 2DCrypto requires approximately 40 times 
less cloud storage than the naive per-pixel encryption. Thc 
computational overhead is also significantly reduced bccilUse 
of tl!wer encryptions and decryptions rounds. Thc exact 
computational overhead and the data required by the image 
user, however, are dependent on the image size and the user's 
scaling and cropping parameters. For example, when a 512" 
512 image is scaled by a factor of two, the user needs 
approximately 5:3 times more data and works 2:3 seconds 
more than the conventional processing. 

An obvious direction is to extend this work for 
compressed images. Another approach can be Llsing our idea 
for addressing security issues in more specialized images, 
such as histopathology images and OJ.S maps. It will be 
intere.c;ting to investigate the properties of these specialized 
images to further decrease overheads. Another possible future 
work can be extending our work to video processing in 
encrypted domains. 
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Ear and Face Recognition System for 

Multilevel Authentication 
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Ahstract ~ Mutti/evel authenticutiol1 /Ising Ear image is 
/lIIure technology ill image processing. M(IIIY III/iqlle 
features 0/ humall are explorel/. bUf not many are used. 
This papcr/oellses 011 one s/lch area that is authentication 
technique IIsilJg Ear model ami al.m provitles the fa,:e 
image recogm·tiolJ. The primal), Inoliva/ioll a/this system 
is to lL'W the .~ystem for the Mg" secure aUllrellficarion 
llsing three dimensional Ear amI Face Recognition. This 
paper fries 10 solve the problem of biometric 
authentication using Ear recogni/iolJ a/ollg with Face and 
OTP (Olle Time Password). Tile algorillwls that are IIsed 
/01' this system are Hoar-Cascade lor Face and Ear 
detectioll. LBP (Local BillQly Pattern) for Face 
Recognitioll alld ORB (Oriented Fa.\'! and Rotated Brief) 
lor Ear recognition. In this system, the user will be 
oUllrenlicated. using a IIsenzame. password and Ear image 
as well as Face image which are captured from the HD 
(Higb Definition) camera, and the authentication 
technique will be done by matching real time Ear image 
and Face image wilh Ihe stored Ear image and Face 
image while Sign-up. This paper presents tlte tecltn%gy 
that provides the multilevel security ttsing Ear alld Faces 
recognition. At the level oj'the resull. il shows bow it is 
i",pactable than other sec~rity systems. 

Keywords - Face recognition. Ear Recognition, 
Autbenticatio1l lechnique. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Biometric authentication using ear image is 
a new research area. There are many unique features 
of human are explored. but not many are used. This 
project focuses on one such area that is 
Authentication using ear image and also provide the 
Face image recognition. 

While signing up, the user will provide a 
user name, password, email id. Also, the user will 
register his ear and face image using High Definition 
camcra. In this application, the user will be 
authenticated, using a user name, password and ear 
image as well as face image which is captured by the 
camera. In the 1st step of login user will be 
authenticated based on usemame and password. The 
user will capture his ear Image it wi II be converted 
to 3D and this image will be saved in drive also user 
will capture h.is facc images and saved into drive. In 
the 2"" step of a user will provide his ear image as 
well as face using High Definition camera, and 
authentication will be done by matCh~ 
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car image and faee image with the stored car image 
and thcc image while sign-up. 
Motivation part is Large pose variationsJ poor 
resolution and occluded or missing facial data arc 
commonly encountered in settings where controlled 
condit ions cannot (or could not) bc assured for Ihe 
data acquisition procedure. This is typically the case 
in forensics applications, which also often 
experience difficulties in utilizing the available 
(vidco) evidence due to thc poor pcrformance of the 
existing recognition technology on data captured in 
uncontrolled conditions. So that a shape-model 
?ased technique for locating cars in a side face range 
lmage. 

It necds to be noted that we only focus on 
invcstigating Ihe ear classification methods. For 3D 
ear ROI (region of interest) extraction, we used the 
melhod proposed in it. In this paper, we assume thai 

3D ear ROls have already been available. 

n. RELATED WORK 

Sayan May and et al. The presented a fully 
automated system for 3D car segmentalion and time
efficient recognition. Utilizing the tree-structured 
graph model and active contour segmentation we 
proposed the firsl fully automated 3D ear-region 
segmentation algorithm from the range scan of the 
face profile. The segmcnted 3D ear region is used 
for hierarchical calegorization of the gallery based 
on the shape information and surface depth 
information, respectively. The rank one recognition 
results, and the computation times in Tables IV-VIII 
show the robustness and efficiency of our approach. 
We applied our algorithm to Ihe largest available 3D 
ear database (UND database collection J2). The 
accuracy of the proposed segmentation approach 
outperforms the state-of-the-art 3D ear segmentation 
techniques. Compared with tbe results reported in 
the literature, the rank-one recognition accuracy 
obtained by the proposed approach is the highest on 
the UND database collection J2 and is faster than 
other automatic 3D ear recognition systems in the 
literature [IJ. 
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employing 1l1ulti·modal biometric characteristics. 
The proposeu system uses face, periocular and iris 
characteristics. An important contribution of this 
work is in implementing the open source iriS 

segmentation algorithm - OSIRIS v4.1 to Android 
platform [21. 

Bourouba Houcine, and ct al. An automated human 
identification system using car imaging based on 
bag-of-features model call "HSM-BoF" is proposed. 
The main contribution of the proposed mel hod is 
extracting the discriminating car histogram 
representation of the car images using BoF and 
Kernel Discriminant Analysis. The experimenlal 
results show that the car recognition algorithm 
proposed in this paper is effective and superior to the 
other similar methods in the recognition rale. Our 
futurc work will be focused on two aspecls :(1) in 
thc car encoding stage, we need to improve the 
accuracy by using other encoding mcthods and (2) in 
the ear identification authentication stage, wc need 
using other classifier and other larger dataset 10 
teslif'y the matching accuracy and the real-timc 
performancc of the proposed method [l J. 

Lida Li and el al. In this contributions are mainly 
from two aspects. At first, we are the firsl 10 adapt 
the LCKSVD model to Ihe application of 3D ear 
recognition. Secondly, we proposed an approach 
based on local histograms of surface types for 
feature extraclion, which is quite effective and 
robust to small alignment crrors. Experimcnts 
conductcd on benchmark dataset demonstrate that 
LCKSVD LHST could achieve much higher 
recognition ratc than the other competitors evalualed 
[4J. 

Vitomir Struc and et al.That have presented a 
MODEST framework for face recognition that relies 
on probabilistic modeling of diverse feature sets to 
facilitate face recognition from real-world-data. We 
have shown that the proposed framework ensurcs a 
recognition performance that is competitive with the 
existing state-of-the-art. The system as part of our 
future work, we plan to include an additional 
processing path to ow' framework that provides 
information on soft biometric cues and quality 
measurcs to the recognition system and improve the 
face registration slep, which seems to be crucial for 
the recognition performanee [5J. 

Kyong Chang and et al. Our previous experiments 
with ear and faee recognition using the standard 
principal component analysis approach show lower 
recognition and performance using ear images. We 
report results of similar experiments on larger data 
sets that are more thoroughly controlled for relative 
quality of face and ear images. We find that 
recognition performance is n ignificantly different 
between the face nd the [6J. 

Akkas Ali and ct HI. A complete and fully C1utomalic 
approach tor human ear recognition system from 3D 
images is dc:veloped. These are done by matching 
three dimensional key points and it combining local 
and holistic features. The efforts arc detailed in tJlis 
research to oxploil the sparse reprcscntnlion of local 
car shape descriptors have illustrated super ior 
pcrformance for thc automated ear recognition 
problem [7J . 

Asmaa Sabct Anwar and ct al. It proposed a new 
algorithm for enr recognition based on geomelri cal 
features extraction. Seven values arc extracted as 
feature vector which is mean of ear image, the 
centroid of x coordinate, centroid of y coordinate. 
four difTerent distances from the matrix which 
contain Euclidean distance between every pixel in 
the image. We tried to increase the dis lance values 
were laken to inereasc the feature vector which will 
be morc representative. We do not effect on the run 
time beeausc the featurc vector is still small but 
represcntative. K-nearest neighbor used for 
classification because this classifier gives higher 
accuracy. Thc cxpcrimental results showed that the 
proposed approach gave better results and obtained 
over all accuracy almost 98% [8J. 

Durgesh Singh and et al. It has given a brief 
overview of the ear biometric recognition system, 
and different approaches for ear recognition were 
discussed. So newcomers can easily understand the 
ear biometrics recognition system process. We have 
considered delection slage and recognition stage of 
the two main stages in an ear recognition system. 
We have also separately discussed the 2D and 3D 
ear image detection and recognition technique in a 
literature review. The ear biometrics can be used for 
passive identification. Till now the ear detection and 
recognition systems are limited to controlled indoor 
conditions. Must be the ear biometrics need to be 
tested outdoors [9J. 

ill. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

A. Proposed algorithm steps ~ ;<ava1e C' 
,~o" 

The steps are followed: , ,'1,_ \ 1, 
, ( ";,1°9"7 ) : 1 

Step 1 Login Process: \ I.t ., . ~;:?{'! .;:: 
At first when the user has to log-i!' the Syst~m;i' d 
for that, he has to sign to sign ~\Ii·e-~vs~e;,q,;.' ife 
. . h 'd th r Ul , 0'slgnmg user as to provI e . a on 

about himself such as name, account details, face 
image, car image and so on. When the user is 
cntering his delails, he has to mention his username 
and password, and with the help of username and 
password, the user is going to login the system. 

.' 
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Step 2 OTP Genel'miolJ: 
After the login process, the recognition of f:H:C is 
done. For this process, the system uses the stored 
filCe image (Iud UWTcnt image of a llser and 
compares them so that matching of the image is 
processed with standard bee recognition algorithm 
LBP (Local Binary Pattem), If' the mateh is found 
the OTP (One Time Password) is gene!".ted, This 
also the part offhl! login process. 

Step 3 Ear RecoglJifioll: 
In this step, the recognition of ear is done. The car 
recognition is done with the standard algorithm ORB 
(Oriented Fast and Rotated Brief) between current 
ear imagc and stored image. 

Step 4 Results to Application 
At last the all matchcs whcn found then system 
application is get open with it is Iinkod, All the 
operations of that linked systcm cnn be donc with 
high-I eve! security, 

B. System Overview 

The system focuses Authentic,Hion using 
ear image and face reeognitioll_ The user will 
register his ear and face imagc using High Definition 
camera, In this application, the user will bc 
authenticated, using a user name, password and ear 
image as well as face image which are capturod from 
the camera, Fig 1 shows the architecturc diagram, 
The user will capture his ear Image it will be 
convertcd to 3D and this image will be savod in 
drive also user will capture his face images and 
savcd into drivc, In the 2nd step of the user will 
provide credcntial and match with the database, 

SIl-r!Jr·FlIt: ~~ Iiz:mp ..~, 
i'.lFn 

r.:csytml.I ISip-t.; 
Sc!m ~...f.rr """l' is .w...Dclk 

kfuu.lf. 

..". ..1010 lJlCI""...cc 

.;... ,-,
• .,"' 

..... I 
Fig. 1: Syslem Architecture 

The proposed method design using following 
modules: 

1. Loginmodule 

To enter into the application with high security, the 
first module is login module, To log-in, the system 

2. OTP G'ellerlltion: 

AHcr the login prol:css, the recognition of fa cc is 
done. For this process, the system uses the stored 
fitee image and current image of the user and 
compnres them so that matching of 1m imagt: is 
proc(."Sscd with standard face recognition algorithm 
LUI' (Local Binary Palwm). If the nHilch is found the OTP 
(Onc Time Password) is gCIlcmloo. -nlis 'llso the p'::U1 of 
the login process and face recognition is done. 

3. Ear Recognitioll: 

In this step, the recognition of cm is done. The ear 
rccognition is done with the standard algorithm ORB 
(Oriented Fast and Rotated Brief) between current 
car image and stored image. The ear recognition cnn 
be done with the help of currcnt and stored imagc, 

4. Display Results: 

The results displayed on wiUl application operation 
so that all the operations wcre securely opened or 
not and operations done sllccessfully or not. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Comparison of the existing system with proposed 
system is shown in above table, Values of 
Parameters depend on various factors such as light 
intensity, a distance between camera and face/ear, 
speed of hwnan to handle system, 

[ ' .T bl No. 1 companson 0 ewtLDI! an I Dropose d systemd 

Sr. 
No 

Appearance 

PARAMETER 
S 

EXISTIN 
G 

I~ROPOSE 
I Throughput One 

authentica 
tion per 
minute 

Two 
authentication 
s per minute 

2 Processing time 60 
seconds 

30 seconds 

3 efficiency 40% 60% 
4 Security level High High 

The graphical fonnat of this table is also shown 
below, 

~ .:?~T6i10" 
. // ~--"":,,q,-

~ 9 t~!' ~.~ '\)\

( 5 (1 U 

') ,:;; 
I \. . . , ./';," 

at first user has to sign up and fill all infonnation f\ tio~ Tecn(\O\O~Y ". ,." .:~rJI 
maso that the user will get usemarne and passWOrnne::1 01 In{or e • "I E"g,no""tlg 
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Fig 3: Displays result as application of face recogniLion 


V. CONCLUSION 


The most of the system are not feasible to maintain 

the security but in this system, we are going to 

provide security features like this system is going to 

authenticate the person who is new and already have 

a login username and the password with is stored 

and processed 3D image of Ear and Face. This 

System provides more Authentication faeility with 
the high secure authorization of the application. 
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Abstract The foremost challenge in designing Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is 
careful node placement. Sensor Node placement is a one of the powerful optimization 
technique for accomplishing the anticipated goals. This paper focuses on categories of 
node deployment in WSN. The paper highlights various problems and identifies the dif
ferent objectives in sensor node deployment. The paper proposes a novel node deployment 
strategy based on Quasi- random metbod of low-discrepancy sequences to increase the 
lifetime and the coverage of the network. The aim of the paper is to study how the node 
deployment affects the different QoS par~meters such as packet delivery ratio, average 
energy consumption, delay, etc. with various multi-objective routing algorithms WSN. To 
validate the proposal simulation, results are presented in this paper. The paper concludes 
with the future outlook. 
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1 Introduction 

The signil'icant and express adVa)lCements in the tiekl of wireless technologies and par
ticularly rapid growth in the area of Micro-ElectrO-Mcchallical-Systems (MEMS) have 
made Wireless Sensor Networh (WSNs) pari of pervasive communications for conveying, 
accessing and storing information across diffcrcnt platforms. In WSNs, huge no of sensor 
nodes are placed in remote target areas for collecting, processing and transmitting data to 
the Base Station (BS) [I]. The sensor nodes mainly characterize WSNs. The different 
attributes of the sensor nodes include small size, limited battery, inadequate processing 
capability, restricted memory and range of communication, mobility of sensor nodes, etc. 
[2]. WSNs have gained remarkable consideration from most of the researchers in the field 
of wireless due to their widespread applications. WSNs have many diversified applications 
such as monitoring physical or environmental conditions (vibration, pressure, temperature, 
sound etc.), battlefield monitoring, civilian and military applications, habitat monitoring, 
home automation, healthcare applications, asset tracking etc. Increasing the life of sensor 
node and making the WSNs energy efficient is the prime goal in all the WSNs applications 
due to scarcity of resources [I, 2.1

A WSN consists of a vast quantity of sensors communicating across small distances to 
achieve a predefined task. The rise of very dense, power constrained, cost-effective and 
tiny wireless communication sensors have made it possible to spread use of WSNs in a 
variety of applications not limited to sensing, recognizing, and tracking critical information 
from chemical plants, living plants, nuclear power stations, home automation, health 
monitoring, Medical Image Fusion and asset tracking system etc. [1-6]. In most of the 
situations, these sensors are distributed and deployed in hostile environments where the 
topography, environmental and additional restrictions may obstruct in the placement of 
wired/conventional networks. Energy efficiency is the utmost significant concern for 
WSNs as sensor nodes have inadequate batteries. Foremost imporlant design step in any 
WSN application is to maximize coverage range of embattled province and network life 
[5-7]. 

In many applications, the investigators have presumed that the sensor nodes are placed 
deterministically (fixed) or self-organizing (random) [8-10]. The position of the node has a 
significant impact on the performance of the WSN. The choice of the deployment depends 
on sensor-, application-, and environment type. In deterministic situations, the sensors are 
manually placed, and data is routed through pre-determined paths. However in self-or
ganizing systems, the sensor nodes are scattered randomly creating a network in an ad hoc 
manner. For WSN applications such as underwater monitoring, seismic wave monitoring, 
high-quality video/image capturing where the cost of the sensors is very high deterministic 
deployment is preferred. On the contrary, in some applications where the cost of the sensor 
node is immaterial self-organizing deployment is preferred. In very severe environmental 
conditions such as battle field-, pre-fue- monitoring the random deployment of the sensor 
nodes is used [11-13]. 

Lifespan, coverage, and connectivity are the most critical performance parameters in 
optimal utilization of WSN [14-16] . The major problem in randomly deployed WSN is a 
lack of coverage, connectivity due to unavailability of the sensor location information the 
lifetime of the network is less. In deterministic deployment the cost 0 ensors-, 
deployment is very high. Fixed ' deployment is not suitable for sev. ~~~ ntal 
conditions. This paper proposes a quasi-random deployment tech ' iJ~a&d~J 
discrepancy sequences from mathematics to co ense drawbacks of th{fi~~d ra 
arrangement. The paper analyzes pe 0 ce Quasi-random depl~yn\.ent;,.WJ,th ~'fIn, 
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5.1.3 Throughput 

Along with novel sensor node deployment strategies, this paper also investigates the 
performance of Multi-Objective Hybrid Routing Algorithm (MOHRA) (Ref. Table 1) 
under different deployment strategies. For selecting best route from source to destination 
MOHRA uses weighted average of control overhead, hop count, link quality indicator, and 
average energy consumption, reaction time. Simulation results reveal that as compared 
with random sensor node deployment, MOHRA accomplishes higher throughput due to 
less packet collision rate with quasi random sensor node deployment. Throughput in case 
of Sobol-, Faur-, and Halton- deployment is higher than random deployment strategy by 
factor of 17.25, 15.16, and 6.25% respectively. The comparison of throughput under 
different quasi and random deployment strategies is as shown in Fig. 7, Sobol quasi 
sequence for sensor node deployment outperforms Faur, Halton and RandoW eJll.a1ment. 

- ",®o . _ "'o<h!\o\~~ 
, nns\lf" '1 

5.1.4 Control Overhead (COH) artl'lle;\t 01 11\ 0 C' 
Oell ' ",,"ale -c,'" 
e",) ~... ' 13\<, \' 

In WSN, the total number of extra packets (other than data packef3'J"\£~;;-~rated during 
communication among the sensor nodes is termed as control overhead. In a target area 
when sensor nodes are deployed using Sobol quasi sequence, the COH is less compared 
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ABSTRACT 

Researchers have faced numerous challengc!i while tic!iigning WSN!i and protocols in numerous 
applications. Amongst all sustaining conncctivity and capitalizing on the network lifetime is a 
serious deliberation. To tackle these two problems, thc authors havc considered Mobile Wireless 
Sensor Networks (MWSNs). In this paper, the authors put forward an Evolutionary Mobility aware 
multi-objective hybrid Routing Protocol for heterogeneous wireless sensor networks (EMRP). EMRP 
selects the optimal path from source node to sink by mcans of various I11ctrics such as Average 
Energy consumption, Control Overhead, Reaction Time, LQI, and HOP Counl. The Performance of 
EMRP when equated with Simple Hybrid Routing Protocol (SHRP) and Dynamic Multi·Objecti ve 
Routing Algorithm (DyMORA) using parameters such as Average Residual Energy (ARE), Delay 
and Normalized Routing Load, EMRP improves AES by a factor of 4.93% as related to SHRP and 
5.15% as related to DyMORA. EMRP has a 6% lesser delay as compared with DyMORA, 

KEYWORDS 

Cluster, Control Overhead, DyMORA, Green Routing, Hybrid Routing, LQI, Mobility, MWSN. Reaction Time, 
SHRP, Wireless Sensor Network 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consists of a vast quantity of sensors communicating across 
small distances to achieve a predefined job. The rise of very dense, power constrained, cost-effective 
and tiny wireless communication sensors have made it possible to spread use ofWSNs in a variety of 
appJications. The applications are not limited to sensing, recognizing, and tracking critical infonnation 
from chemical plants, living plants, nuclear power stations, home automation, health monitoring, 
Medical Image Fusion and asset tracking system, etc. (Bhateja et aJ., 2015; Cinque et aI., 2012; Kumar 
and Nagarajan, 2013; Nizar Banu and Andrews, 2015; Pantazis et aI., 2013; Yessad et aI., 2014). 
In most of the si tuations, these sensors are distributed and deployed in hostile environments where 
the topography, environmental and additional restrictions may obstruct in the placement of wired/ 
conventional networks. Energy efficiency is the utmost significant concern for WSNs as senSOr nodes 
have inadequate batteries. Foremost important design step in any WSN application is to maximize 
coverage range of embattled province and network life (Pantazis et aI., 2013; Sara and Sridbaran, 
2014; Yessad et aJ., 2014). 
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In many applications. the investigators Imve presumed thai Ihe sensui' nodes arc immobile ~lI1d 
idelllicai. To lengthcnlhc Iili:lime of the network and tn incn!C1se consistency, the authnrs have thought 
wireless sensor nClworks of mobile and diverse nodes known as MWSN. IJere, mohility means the 
l.Ibility of a sensor node to moVe Iiherally to a target region deprived of the need [(.)r any unusual 
nrr:mgemenl. A mobility of the sensor nodes could be either due to environmental conditions (marine 
or wind) or due to some tnulsportation means (vehicles, animal, robots). SOT1IClilllCS the sensor Ilotic.<; 
clin have self-propelling property (sensor nodes mounted on spring, wheels). Due 10 movcment, the 
routing process in MWSN has turn out to be mOTe complex as connections ill [he network can change 
apatllctically. Introducing Mobil!.! Wirele:-;s Se:llsor Networks (MWSNs) has particular advantageous 
(Sara and Sridharan, 2014) 

• 	 MWSN has a dynamic topology that is the requiremcnt of many routing and MAC layer protocol 
till" different applications. 

• 	 Routing protocols for MWSNs will not require load balancing. 
• 	 Duc to hardware failure or energy depletion. WSNs might be partitioned into disjoint sets. Mobile 

nodes can bener control such scarce and disengaged networks. 
• 	 A mobility of nodes can reduce energy consumption during communication. Hence, a lifetime 

of WSNs can be improved using moveable sensor nodes. 
• 	 As per the need of the application, desired density of the nodes can be maintained to condense 

energy holes in the system. 
• 	 Node mobility reduces the number of hops on data routes. Shoner data routes lead to increase 

in throughput and reliability together with decreased energy consumption. 

In WSN, many scientists have anticipated numerous routing protocols based on path selection 
criteria, network formation and a set of guidelines laid for communication. The routing protocols 
will pick the paths for dispatching data up to target in the "paramount effort delivery" fashion. Here 
paramount is connected with metrics such as lowermost delay, uppermost throughput, Iesser hop count, 
finest link quality, Iowest energy depletion, or capitalize on the lifetime of the system (pantazis et al. , 
2013) . In these traditional routing algorithms, only limited numbers of nodes are involved in sending 
data packets from source to the destination while other nodes stay practically idle. Traditional routing 
algorithms use few parameters and put some conditions or threshold value for roUling procedure. 
Here, the energy of the nodes those engage in the communication process depleted at a very fast rate. 
These nodes will quickly die out when the energy is completely drained. The dead nodes may cause 
partition of the network or disconnection of the linle Another drawback of the traditional routing 
algorithm is that they find the "best" route from source to destination that resembles the minimum 
or maximum price of a single objective function, which b1ends all different objectives into one. This 
type of route optimization is responsible for decision making and gives the perception of the nature 
of the problem, bUI typically cannot offer a set of alternative solutions that barter different objectives 
in contradiction with each other. Through this paper, the authors have made an effort to evade this. 

In this paper, the authors have proposed a unique energy competent Heterogeneous multi-objective 
(O··zdemir, 2013) hybrid routing protocol named EMRP. The prime goal of this research is to achieve 
energy efficiency and to increase the network lifetime. By multi-objective parameters as (1 ) Average 
Energy Consumption (2) Control Overhead (3) Reaction Time (4) LQI (5) HOP Count, EMRP opts 
for the best route to the sink (Kulkarni et aI., 2013, Kulkarni et 01., 2014). EMRP uses two-level 
hierarchical clustering. The authors investigate the impact of energy heterogeneity and movement of 
nodes on the performance of EMRP. EMRP is energy efficient, and it is comparable with the existing 
solutions regarding delay and normalized routing load. The paper arranged as below: Section 2 offers 
a summary of the present routing protocols for heterogeneous WSN. Section 3 describes EMRP. 
Section 4 contributes with the particulars about the network model. Section 5 explains the routing 
procedure in EMRP. Section 6 describes the imitation details and results obtained . Section 7 gives 
details about the summary of the work 
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~ {(Vi' Vi) E V x V I i 'f: j J is a I;olkclioll nf cdgc.:s, and there exist an cdgL". betwecn v, mlCl v)' In lieu 
of every node VI the )\OUl\:C IIcighhoriH)od rciiltiollship alllong Ihe jlh, :tnd j' ~ node call be defined as 

(6) 


(f II node v j and its Ilt::ighhorhnod 11 i is known tlll:n t.he fincst path from v i to the sink can be 

resolved based 011 n sct of parameters. It is essential fol' every node Vi to ensure that it must have 

calculaled neighborhood relalionship for v neighbors. Noele Vi should have 

U,. 	= { v. , v. , V ... "V, . } (7) 
" 	 I~ ' .1 I, 

Figure I demonstrates the network model. At !""ina level, CMs within the cluster are arranged 
in Binary Heap Tree (BHT) buill on a weighled average of many panunelees (Ref. seelion 4). 
CMs assemble themselves sueh thai, the weighted stirn is more or identical (IHIn its children. This 
organization is conferring to l.Isscssmenl predicate demarcated for the dala :-;tructure. Thc node having 
utmost significant weighted Slim will become CH of the rc:-;pecti ve cluster. CH in the di verse groups are 
arranged 10 form BHT al second level of ladder. CH wilh biggesl weighled sum designaled as CH al 
Ihe second level. The designaled CH aggregales dala and lransmits 10 the sink. The prolagonisl of CH 
exchanged among diverse nodes based on the weighted average sum of five metrics. This replacement 
of CH balances Ihe energy deplelion of Ihe complele largel region. The mollo of proposing cluster 
based routing protocol is due 10 the initial densily in Ihe largel area is very high. 

6. ROUTING IN EMRP 

EMRP a1gorilhm has Ihree phases: 

• 	 Eslablishing Neighbourhood Relalionship 
• 	 CH Election Phase 
• 	 Data Communication Phase 

6.1. Establishing Neighbourhood Relationship 

In EMRP, Ihe rouling scheme slarts with Building Neighborhood Relationship. Each node has a rouling 
table and il maintains a list called as neighborhood information. The rouling table has following 
information for each neighbor as shown in Table 1. 

The procedure for Building Neighborhood Relalionship is as follows (Kulkarni et aI., 2015) 

• 	 After power 011 a node·N in Ihe nelwork will broadcasl a Hello Packel out 10 discover I-hop 
neighbors. 

• 	 Ifa I-hop neighbor is available then in response to the Hello packellhe nodes will send a reply 
message. 

• 	 The reply message will contain the informalion about Neighbor ill, energy, LQI, Overhead, 
rtime and hops. 
On receipt of the reply message, Ihe node-N will attempllo eSlablish a neighborhood relationship • 
with new nodes. 
Node-N will add the information aboullhe new nodes directly inlo Ihe r2,l!!iQg, ble.• 
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EE-SEP (Madhav et al .. 2012) delivers exira netwurk steadim:ss and energy efficiency. EE-SEP 

assumes a portion of the over-all number of nodes has ;.1CJditionaJ energy as t:olllpared to other sensor 

nodes. These sensors are designated as radical nodes, and the other nodes ure ordinary nodes. The 

prospect of a sensor node becoming a CH depends 011 the preliminary energy or a node as compared 

to the additional nodes in the network. The chance of hl!coming CH is high in .ldvi.\llced node than 

normal nodes. A Ill>n-cluslcr node desiglHucd as a CH constructed Oil requircd CH fraction, present 

round number, and a set of llol1-CH nodes. 


I3EENISH (Qureshi et al.. 2(13) considers three categories of sensors viz. standard. advance. 
super und ultra-super sensor nodes centered on their cnergy levels. Sensor h'lving greater enduring 

energy is ofcen elected as CH. The prospects of electing ultra-super sensor nodes as CH are very 

high in the consecutive rounds. BEENISH accomplishes even energy spreading all the way through 

the network and escalates the lifespan of the system. BEEN ISH is efficient protocols for all forms of 

WSNs regarding constancy period. system life. and throughput. 


SHRP (Valentini et al.. 2010) is the energy prescrving protocol in WSN. SHRP resolves the 
finest way up to the destimltion from source subject to the battery lifespan, no of hops, network 
linkage quality. SHRP directs the sensed data frequently or if the previous values changes. From the 

number of routes available. SHRP opt for a path that has supertluous energy and has smallest no of 

hops. Transferring of sensed data sporadically is necessary to check the problems in the connections; 
SHRP uses the nethermost threshold to remove passcd on neighbors from the routing table. SHRP 
is 11 multi-objective hybrid routing protocol. 

DyMORA (Valentini et al.. 2010) is the amended version of SHRP. HRA (Kulkarni et al.. 2015) 

is the novel version ofSHRP. The pcrformancc of DyMORA is nearer to SHRP. DyMORA is superior 

as compared to HRA and SHRP compared with time and trustworthiness. DyMORA uses a smaller 

amount of energy but involves in more handling time. DyMORA uses numerous metrics in chorus to 
select the paramount way up to the BS in a number of adversities or in the period of the energy crunch. 

EDFCM (Zhou et al.. 20 I 0) be governed by a method called as "one-step energy depletion 

projection." EDFCM amends the grouping arrangement of LEACH and analogous protocols. EDFCM 

assumes that the sensing nodes have different initial energy. and they are unifonnly distributed. 

EDFCM uses some management nodes. and they co-operate the nodes in selection of maximum no 
of CH per round. Then. the administrative nodes retain the statistics about the number of CHs and 

broadcast it to all other administrative nodes in the system for their update. EDFCM uses an upper 

and lower limit on the no of cluster heads. If the no of cluster heads cross these boundaries. then the 

management nodes will either start or stop the cluster formation and cluster head election process. 
EDFCM prolongs the lifespan of the entire system by wisely picking the optimal number of clusters 
and by harmonizing energy depletion in consecutive rounds. 

3. HETEROGENEOUS MULTI-OBJECTIVE HYBRID 

ROUTING ALGORITHM (EMRP) 


The primary hindrance of contemporary protocols for MWSN is that they all are single objective. 

All these protocols yield an only solution rather than a set of solutions those can be looked at for 

tradeoffs. The judgment makers like a set of answers with multiple objectives for picking up a routing 

protocol for any application (Kulkarni et al.. 2013; Kulkarni et al.. 2014). In uunost MWSNs, the 

sensors are GPS assisted; hence the budget of MWSNs is high. EMRP is responsible for providing 

soluLions under mobility. Here the sensors are not GPS empowered. so the cost of the arrangement is 

restricted. EMRP is a grouping protocol characterized by a weighted average of numerous parameters 

(Kulkarni et al.. 2014) such as 


• Average Energy Consumption (energy)-lt is the fraction of over-all energy used per node to ~ 

20 number of events identified. I ~:l~\~:a:::::.:~. 
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CM!'i will calculate the IIniVI.:J'.'\'ll parameler ;.IIld will modify the..:. rouling table rendering t(lIlCW 

values of the \,;0:\1. CMs publish tilt: ratimllllizcd !'itutislic!'i 10 their entire tdlow noue:-i to update the 
routing table. CMs form a BHT. eM with smallest weighted average lUrn:-i out to be the CH for the 
IlC!XI reiteratioll. 

6.3. Data Communication Phase 

ThesQul'ce node sends a data packet to its parent node. Tht~ information is aV;lilahle from the forwarding 
table. The parent node will forward [he data packet tn its parcnt node fmlll BI-IT and so on. This is 

continued until the dahl, packer rcudlcs the sink node. The EMRP flow diagram is shown in Figure 
2 and algorilhm is presented in Algorithm I (Kulkarni Ot al.. 2014). 

7. SIMULATION AND RESULT 

The simulation is t.:arried om by mean!\ of Network Simulator (ns2-34). The intention of the simulation 

is to note Jitter, Normalized Routing Load (NRL), and Average Energy Consumption (AEC) in 

EMRP. The values are compared with the values with two existing multi-objective routing protocols 

Figure 2. Flowchart of EMRP (Kulkarni et ai" 2014) 
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3.1. Characteristics of EMRP 

3.1.1. Appropriate (or Time Critical Applications 

EMRP is a group ba~cd Pl'ulOcOI. Here only CBs perlj)J'1ll duta accumulation <:"1<.1 nol in-between 
nodes. CH!i forward the data rapidly to the ba~e station. As a result, EMRP is morc suitable limn the 
multi-hop routing proIOl;ol.lS it dccn:i.lscs latency. So. EMRP is suilable for linu.:-crilical i1pplicatiollS 
(Kulkarni et al.. 2(14). 

3.1.2. Adaptive to the Topology Allerations 

In WSN. nodes have inadequlIte resources like memory, energy and prol!c!;sing ability. It is very 
difficult to recharge the battery as it has restricted energy. Sensors arc useless when the battery is 
completely drained or because of the hardware tailure. The underlying topology change, and the 
network becomc sparsc. EMRP can work beller for dcnse, sparse network and it handles routc stability 
problem (Kulkarni et aI., 2014). 

3.1.3. No Hot Spot Problem 

In EMRP the role of CH rotates among the sensor nodes. The CH is decided by aggregated value of 
the different parameters us termed in section 3, The responsibility of forwarding the information to 
the b,,,e station is exchanged between the nodes (Kulkarni et ai., 2014). 

4. PLANNED NETWORK MODEL 

4.1. Assumptions to Implement EMRP 

To implement EMRP, some of the assumptions Ibr the nodes and network are as below 

• 	 Sensor Node Conventions 
1. 	 All the nodes arc furnished with the identical energy. The only fraction of the nodes has 

diverse initial energy. 
2. 	 All dissimilar nodes are arbitrarily placed in the target area. 
3. 	 The sink and CHs are stationary. The only partial amount of nodes is mobile. 
4. 	 All nodes in the cluster can communicate with the CH using multihop communication, and 

each node has an identification number. 
• 	 Network Assumptions 

1. 	 The whole detecting region is divided into small clusters. 
2. 	 Each group has a dominant node, called as CH. CH aggregates data from cluster members 

(CM). CMs have its place in one of the clusters. CMs do the selection of the dominant node. 
3. 	 The CMs will transfer data only to the corresponding CH. They will never transfer data to 

other CMs in the matching group nor the cluster members in the diverse group. They will 
on no occasion connect with the CHs of the other group directly. 

4. 	 The Sink is a high-energy node situated beside the target area. The Sink can communicate 
to any CH or CM directly. 

5. 	 CH and sensor are immobile. 
6. 	 There are diversified links. One way communication for intra-cluster and two-way 

communication for the inter-cluster aggregation. 

5. NETWORK MODEL OF EMRP 

The WSN comprises of N nodes that are arbitrarily arranged in a square area A. The sensor network 
is modeled as a graph G such that G= (y, E) where V= [v, . ....v ) is setof V vertices (nodes), and E

N 
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SHRP, and DyMORA (Valentini ct aL, 20 I 0). To alllht::nlil:~llc Ihe pcrforrnancc ofEMRP, succeeding 
parameters declared in Table 2 :.lrc used 

7.1. Average Residual Energy (ARE) 

ARE is a measure of the average persistent energy uf all nodes LO the overalllHunbcr of nodes, Figure 
3 shows the average residual energy. Average Residual Energy of EMRP is more than SHRP and 
DyMORA in several circumstances due tn hierarchkal clustering. EMRP outclasses SHRP by a factor 
of 4.93% and DyMORA by 5.15% in lerms of AEC. This saving of energy prolong' Ihe lifespan of 
rhe system and illustrates the effectiveness of EMRP. The outcomes further depict that DyMORA 
has lesser average residual cnergy than SHRP. 

Table 2. Simulation parameters for EMRP, OyMORA, and SHRP 

Parameter Name Setting U.!'icd 

Wirelcs." Physical 

Network interface type Wireless Physicul 

Radio propagation model Two-Ray Ground 

Antenna type Omni-dircctional Antenna 

Channel type Wirelc..'~s Ch:lIlncl 

Link Layer 

Interface queue Priority Queue 

Buffer size (ifqun) 50 

MAC 802.1 I 

Routing protocol MOHRA. DyMORA. SHRP 

Energy Model 

Initial energy (Joule) to 

Radio Model TR3QOO 

Idle power (roW) 13.5 

Rcceiving power (mW) 13.5 

Transmission powcr (roW) 24.75 

Sleep Powcr (IJW) 15 

Node Placement 

Number of nodes 50.60.70.80.90 and 100 

NumberofBS I 

Nodes are placed randomly in the given area, and the BS is placed away from the target 
Placement of nodes and BS 

lU"ea 

Node placement Random 

Number of simuJation runs 20 

Miscellaneous Parameters 

Area(m) 500·500 

Simulation time (5) 200 

Packet size (bytes) 512 ~~ 
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Figure 1. A cluslorod WSN (Hong 01 al., 2013) 
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Table 1. Routrng table entries for each node (Kulkarni et a!., 2015) 

, 
energy LQI OverheadNeighbor lD rtime hops 

• All these steps are repeated periodically or whenever there is a change in the network. 

This algorithm is determined by on a weighted average of amalgamation of diverse metries as 
mentioned in section 3. 

6.2. CH Election Phase 


The CH election is based on a universal parameter as mentioned in Equation (1) (Kulkarni et aI. , 2013). 


, ( ) .mO\'crl\ca(l D ij 

'.m. (n.. )f{ ) - ( ) (1 _ ) ",," 'J (8)
lllj - ±.mcneq;y Dij + ± . +(1-') '. In . (n.)

+(1-') Iq" 'J 

. +(1- )[ .. illhO... (n;;l] 

Where 0 :S ±, 2,3, , ,. $ 1 are weighing factors. 
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Figure 4. Delay 
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Figure 5. Normalized roulingload 
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Algorithm 1. Algorithm forClusler Formlltion and CH election in EMRP (Kulkarni et at, 2014) 

Notations 
3. G is the graph of V nodes and E edges 
4. Ill,;. ... is an auxiliary input, of each element nj) 

5. ±, 'l J ), " Jl weighing factors 
6. Tdble - Forwarding Table of each node 
7. CH - Cluster Head and CM. = Cluster Member (Sen sing Node) 
8. S ~ Set of all Sensing nodes in the Network. 
9. NeighboringNodes=Nill II No neighbors discovered 
Process of Cluster formation 

10. Input: Graph G=(V,E) with IntUl1(nJ, ±) 2,),',!l 

11. Output: Updated f(nij)' Updated Table, 
12. Begin 
13. Initialize the Cost

j 
f-- 0 and ±) 2, 3, .~ Jl 

14. for each node, i £ V do 

15. calculate a global parameter f(nij) 

16. Update new Cost j +- values off(nij) 

17. end for 
18. for all (i, new Cost;) do 

19 . Update Table; <- new Cost; 
20. end for 
21. for V N, E S 
22. Broadcast Hello (nodeID, new Cost,) 
23. End for 
24 . for 'IN, E S 
25. begin 
26. Recv_Broadcast Msg (nodeID, new Cost, ) 
27. ID=NeighboringNodes.searchnodeID (nodeID) 
28. if (ID~ NeighboringNodes) 
29. NeighboringNodes.insert (nodeID, new Cost,) 

30. heapify (Table" Ns) 
31 . end 
Election of CH for Intra Cluster Communication the process is 
repeated for Inter Cluster Commun i cation 
32. for V N, E S 
33. begin 
34. nodewithHighestAvgCost = NeighboringNodes.getHighestAvgCost () 
35. Broadcast_CH_Msg (nodeID) 
36. end 
37. for V N, E S 
38. begin 
39. Rec_CH_Msg(nodeID) 
40. CH_insert (ID, nodewithHighestAvgCost) 
41. Send CH_Join_Msg (nodeID, HighestEnery) 
42. end 
43. for V N, E S 
44. begin 
45. end 
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7.2. Delay 

The delay is the time difJi::rcuce when the duta is gcncmtcd at sensors, ali(I the data is cullected at the 
sink. The lower delay is desired. The delay is tin indicator of how fast the network is anu how fast 
sink collects sensed data from all sensors. EMRP is murt efficient in terms of delay as compared 
with DyMORA as it takes ill tt) account reJctioll time while calculating the best route from source 
to sink, However. SHRP is heuer than EMRP. EMRP improves delay by a t~lctor of 6% as compared 
to DyMORA. SHRP is hetler than EMRP hy " tiletor of 7.R% as the Normalized Routing u':I(1 of 
SHRP is less tiS compared to EMRP. Figure 4 ilhlstrillcs the comparison of delay. 

7.3. Normalized Routing Load (NRL) 

NRL is it quantity of the towl I~umber ofmuling j>iu.:ket tr.lllsmitted per datil packet. EMRP is a multi
objective HRP, and it takes a weighted average of Control Overhead, Reaction Time. HOP Count, 
LQI and Average Energy Consumption, for seleeting the best path from sO\lree to sink. As EMRP 
addresses QoS parameters from different layers, routing overhead is more in EMRP by 5.6% than 
SHRP and 3.4% than DyMORA. Figure 5 gi ves "comparison of NRL between SHRP and DyMORA. 

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

"',hispaper proposes an evolutionary routing protocol for heterogeneous WSN called us EMRP. The 
primary goal of EMRP is to reduce the energy consumption and to increase network life time, The 
effectiveness of EMRP is judged based on the comparison with two multi-objective hybrid routing 
algorithms, SHRP, and DyMORA. EMRP is energy efficient us compared to SHRP and DyMORA. 
EMRP has more delay as compared to SHRP. Normalized routing load is also high as compared to 
SHRP and DyMORA. 

Figure 3. Average residual energy 
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• Control Overhead (ovcrhc,HI) - It is :I fraction Ill' no of control, and data Illessages (';OJnmunicalcci. 
• Reaction Time (rlimc) -It is the lime inlcrvcm:d amung all CVl.:llt occurred. and Ihe data collected 

by in the Il~twork. 
• Link Qualily Indicator (Iqi) - LQI is a parameter or the quality ur the ohlained signal. It is 

obtainable from link layer. 
• HOP Count (hops) - II is count of number of hops from sender 10 the destination nnde. 

All these pilri.lmders arc lIsed to designate the CBs. The leading objcelivc ofEMRP is 10 condense 
the energy depletion of the st:!Jlsor nodes [hat will habin,tally lead 10 increasing in the liJespan of 
the sy~tem. Based on tbe physical mCi.1SUrement I;ach node evaluates a cost function as shown in 
Equation (I) 

costflLn . 'if i = I 

m~" f"" (Vi) = fmin{CV~;~""('/I) min{m (.u. )Iv E u,} ifi", I 
(I) 

I 1 r,"~I"m', ') 

Where costfun E {energy, overhead, rlime, hop'}. 
The measured lqi is evaluatcd through function as shown in Equation (2) 

l iji=1 

m",i (Vi) = . (v.), v. u.} (2)
max{m E if i ", I 

I'll 'J ') If 

These statistics evaluated by each node is organized into the table as shown in Equation (3) and 

it is termed as a routing table of node Vi' 

Table. = {IV ,m(v. ))1 v E U.} (3) 
I \', I) '; I 

where the function 

(4) 

is an contribution for the preparation of the routing table (Ref. Equation (4» Every single node 
retains tbe rationalized values in the routing table in order to enhance the route up to the sink node. 
As soon as the table is updated, i'" node announces the information about its own measures along 
with the following function 

(5) 

Each node with Vi as a neighbor will update their routing tables (Ref. Equation (5». 

~ 
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2. RELATED WORK 

The routing protocols can be categorized based on Ihe network topology as protoc()ls for an identical 
network and protocols for the various network (Borges et al.. 2014; Boyinbodc ct 1.11., 2010, Kumar 
A ct aI., 2014, Saleh cL ttL, 2014). This segment ofJi:!rs a hypothcsis of routing protocol." for diverse 
energy WSNs. This evaluation is obligatory because sensor nndes energy is a limited quantity and 
routing protocols for cOllventional wirclcl'is ad-hoc networks do not deliberate these realities. 

ERP (Altea and Khalil, 2012) handles problem. in cluster-based routing protocol for WSN; 
many researchers have used Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). Prolonging the lifetime of WSN was 
the primary goal of all the EAs. The main drawback of all the EAs was thnt they drop the steadiness 
interval. This disadvantage is associated with communication distance among the nodes. The goal of 
ERP is to maintain successfully steadiness interval and at the same time elongate the system lifespan. 
ERP uses a new qualification function based on two grouping facets namely cohesion and separation 
error. The qualification function hinges on a communication distance. In ERP, a non-cluster node is 
a portion of the cluster if it gratifies smallest dist:.mce benchmarks with the CH. 

HDMRP(Hadjidj ot aI., 201 I) is a novel mUltipath routing protocol that uses a thought called as 
energy-node-disjointness. At this junctur~, energy-node-disjointness has meaning that at hand there 
is no mutual node on the several paths between the sink and every single node. It raises the amount 
of paths amongst the sink and every single node to deal with errors in the routing paths. HDMRP 
ponders the energy diversity. The system consists of some battery-operated (common nodes) and 
some line-operated (dominant nodes) sensor nodes. The line operated sensor nodes have no energy 
restrietions. HDMRP intensifies the system lifespan, and it brands the system with added rigidity as 
against the error lenience. 

EDCS (Hong et aI., 2013) practices the energy diversity for multi-level WSN. It guides the 
procedure of cluster head determination for a given multi-level diverse network; EDCS calculates the 
possibility of the node suitable for cluster head. EDCS makes use of the average rcsidual energy and 
dissipated energy for cluster formation in the last round. It helps in predicting more accurately the 
average enduring energy of the system in the subsequent round. In EDCS, CH is elected based on ARE 
(Average Residual Energy) consumption and historical energy consumption simultaneously. EDCS 
uses a general gravitation arrangement in the cluster development progression for the amalgamation 
of non-cluster head nodes to the cluster. 

EDDEEC (Javaid et aI., 2013), for WSNs, is a robust, energy aware and dynamic protocol. In 
EDDEEC, the prospect of nodes to turn out to be a CH changed in a well-organized manner to deal 
out an identical amount of energy among the sensor nodes. This uniform distribution of energy across 
the network required enhancing the stability period and lifetime of the system. The CH appointment 
depends on preliminary, extra energy level of the nodes and the moderate energy of the network. 
EDDEEC practices three levels of hierarchy. The nodes classified as normal nodes, advanced nodes, 
and supemodes. At the commencement of each round, the nodes are deciding whether turn out to be 
a e1uster head or not, depending on a threshold. The EDDEEC uses varying prospects for electing 
CH for the contemporary round. EDEEC resolves the difficulty where subsequent rounds; certain 
super and advanced nodes have equivalent residual energy level as common nodes due to frequently 
CH selection. EDEEC chooses cautiously absolute residual energy termed as TlIbwlIlIC' Below Tabsclu,c 
all common, advance and super-nodes have the equal likelihood of becoming CH. 

EEHC (Kumar D et a1., 2009) is energy proficient diverse graded clustered scheme. EEHC assumes 
energy heterogeneity. In EECH fraction of sensor nodes armed with supplementary energy resources. 
In EECH, nodes are categorized as a typical node, advanced node and super nodes depending on their 
energy resources. All these sensors are uniformly blowout across the sensing area. To become cluster 
head, the probability of a sensor is a function of spatial density. EECH exploits residual energy and 
weighted election probability of every node to elect CH. This grouping approach is optimum, and 
the energy is uniformly disseminated over all sensor nodes. 
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;[/)'\'/I'oc;/- Because of the developing ubiquity and small 
li'elmo the Microblllgging is tllrning into people's most 
attractive dlOh.:c for seeking the information and expressing 
opinions. Messages got by a uscr maillly rely on whom lIscr 
follows. Therefore, recommending user with related interest 
may enhance the experience quality for intormation 
receiving. Since messages posted by Microblogging users 
reflcct Ihcir hobbies or interest and the cssential kcywords in 
the messages show Iheir primary focus to " huge extent, we 
can find users' preferences by investigating the user 
generated contents. Besides, user's hobbies, interest arc not 
static; despite what might be required, they change as tilDe 
proceeds by. In light of such instincts, we proposed a 
temporal-topic to analyze user's possible behavior ' s and 
predict thcir potential friends in Microblogging. The model 
takes into users' latcnt preferences by extracting keywords 
from aggregated messages over a stretch of time using a 
topk model, and after thai, Ihe cffect of time is considered 
to deul interest. 
Key words: Microblogging, Tcmpoml, Lalent Dirichlet 
allocation, Semantic enrichment 

l. INTRODUCTION 

Microblogging has become a convcnienl way to Internel 
surfers and avertlg~ users to communicate with their friends 
and family members, or to express intimate cmotions or 
feelings. Using a microblog also has gradually becomc a 
habit for a massive amount of users, which leads to an 
exponential explosion of information in the virtual 
microblog society on Ihc Inlernct, making retrieving and 
identifying needed microblog or relaled information strict. 
Therefore, more and more microblog services are 
developing differenl engines dedicated to recommending 
user~specific information, 

Early rcscarchers mainly focused on Ihe features of 
Microblogging and social network analysis. Recently, there 
has been an increasing interest in the field of information 
retrievals, such as event detection and tracking, 
identification of influential people, sentiment analysis, and 
personalized recommendations. 

Traditional recommendation syslems can primarily 
classify inlo Ihree calegories: CF-based, content-based, and 
hybrid recommendation systems Probabilistic topic models 

have been shown 10 be the reliable tools for identifying 
latent text patterns in the content. Latent Dirichlet allocation 
(LDA) delivers the capacity of concluding the topic 
distributions so that the model can be used to generale 
hidden documents as well. LDA has also been applied 10 

various works on Twitter to demonstrate its usefulness. 
Users' interests are not inactive; contrarily, their interests 
may change as timc passes. Since the real-time and brevity 
features of Microblogging lead to frequent updates of 

microhlog, users' interests arc more extensive and 
changeable over lime. 

II. MOTIVATION 

Microblogging c.g. Twitter as a new kind of online 
communication in, which userS discuss their routine lives, 
share information by short columns or publish scenes, have 
become the most preferred social networking services toci;,y, 
makes it possibly a huge knowledge base attracting 
incrcasing attention of researchers in the field of knowledge 
discovery and data mining. 

Messages received by a user mainly depend on whom the 
user follows. Thus, to recommend users wi th similar 
interests may improve user's expertise for information they 
dcsire 10 gain. Users regularly post microblogs to record 
daily life and exprcss opinions. Therefore, posts published 
by users, to some extent, reflect their interests, By mining 
user's social behaviors and dynamics, we may help them 
find friends with similar interests, which may improve the 
users' experience, social interactions, and gain more 
business value for corporations. 

III. RELATED W0RK 

A. Characlerizing Microblogs with Topic Models.[ I J 
As microblogging lises in popularity, sorvic,,> like Twitter 
are coming to support information gathering needs above 
and excceding their regular roles as social networks. But 
most users' communication with Twitter is still primarily 
focused on their social graphs, forcing the often improper 
conflation of "people I follow" with "stuff I want to read." 
We characterize some information needs that the current 
Twitter interface fails to support, and maintain for excellent 
representations of content for solving these challenges. We 
offer scalable implementation of a partly managed leaming 
model (Laheled LDA) that outlines thc content of the 
Twitter feed inside dimensions, These dimensions 
correspond roughly to style, status, substance, and social 
characteristics of posts. We characterize users and tweets 
using this model, and existing results on two information 
consumption orientcd tasks, 

B. Whal is Twiller, a Social Network or a News Media? [2J 

The goal of tbis paper is to study the topological 
characteristics of Twitter and its power as a new medium of 
information sharing. 

Ranking by retweet differs from the prior two 
rankings indicates a gap in influence inferred from plenty of 
followers and that from the popularity of one's tweets. We 
have examined the tweets of I . topics and 
reported on their temporal beh ~<au4~~l'l!(!icipation. 
We have listed the trending Y6ased oi't{l\e\~ctive the 
eriOd and the tweets and sh " t lIte-rilaJqgitY"(\i r 85%) 
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of points (lrc lu:,ldlinc news or persistent IH':WS in nature. 
Once rctwccted, :.l tweet gets retwcctcci nearly instantly on 
ll!!xt hops, signifying filS! dissemination ()f information aHa 
the Ist ret wcet. 

C. 110w ami Why Pf.'op/e Twiller: The Role that Micro
blogging plays ill !J!/'ormal Communication at Work [3) 

Miero-blogs. a comparatively neW phenomenon, providc n 
ncw communication channel for people to distribute 
information that they likely would not share lullcss using 
existing channels (e.g., email.phone.lM. or wehlogs). 
Micru-blogging has become popular quite quickly, raising 
its potential for serving as a new informal communication 
medium at work, providing a kind of impacts on 
collaborative work (e.g., enhancing information sharing. 
building common ground, and sllstaining a feeling of 
connectedness among colleagues). This exploratory rescarch 
project is pointed at obtaining an in-dctail understanding of 
how and why people usc 

Twittcr - a famous micro-blogging tool - and 
expillring microblogs potential impacts on informal 
communication at work. 

D. Detecting Popular Topics ill Micro-b/oggilJg Based all a 
U,er III/crest-Based Model [4] 

Twitter as a new form of social media can potentially 
contain much useful information, but content analysis on 
Twitter has not been well thought. [n particular, it is not 
c1uar whether as an information source Twitter can be 
regarded as faster news feed that covers mostly the similar 
information as traditional ncws media. In This paper we 
empirically compare the contcnt of Twitter with a traditional 
news medium. New York Timcs, using unsupervised topic 
modelling. We use ~ Twitter-LDA model to discover topics 
from a representative sample of the entire Twittcr. We then 
use text mining techniqucs to compare these Twitter topics 
with topics from ew York Times, taking into consideration 
topic categories and types. We also study the relation 
betwecn the proportiolls of opinionated tweets and retweet 
and topic categories and types. Our comparisons show 
intercsting and useful for downstream lR or DM 
applications. 

E. Detecting Popular Topics in Micro-blogging Based Oil a 
User Interest-Based Model [5] 

The rapidly increasing popularity of micro-blogging has 
made it an important information seeking channel. By 
detecting recent popular topics from micro- logging, we 
have opportunities to gain insights into internet hotspots. 
Two primary factors determine a topic's popUlarity. One is 
how a issue is considered by users, and the other is how 
much influence those users have since points shown in the 
primary users' posts are more likely to attract others' 
attention. However, existing methods interpret a topic's 
popularity with only the number of keywords related to it, 
which neglect the value o-f the user influence 10 information 
diffusion in micro-blogging: ill,this paper, drawing upon the 
Cognitive Authority Theory and Social Network Theory, we 
introduce a novel model that recognizes tbe most popular 
topics in micro-blogging with a user interest-based method. 
The proposed model firstcreat a topic graph according to 
users' concerns a the' following relationship an~_ 

c:llculates the topics' popularity with a link-based ranking 
algnrilluu. The fmniliar topics discovered by the method call 
rencel the relationship between the topics in the posts iIIui 
lIsers' interests of iniluonti;11 users can be high lighted. 
Experiment,l! conclusions on the data of Twilter, an 
outstanding and fcatllrc-rich micro-blogging service, shuw 
Ihat the proposed method is effective in popular topic 
devclOplllCl1t. 

F. rl1lit1el' Rank: Finding Topic-sensitive f1/jllll!lltial 
Twillelov [6] 

This paper focuscs on the problem of knowing influential 
users ofmicro-blogging services. Twitter, one of the several 
well-known micro-blogging services, employs a social
networking model called "following," in which each user 
can pick who she wants to "follow" to receive (weets from 
outwardly rcquiring thc latter to give permission first. In a 
dataset developed for this study, it is observed that (I) 
72.4% of the users in Twitter follow more than 80% or their 
followcrs, and (2) 80.5% of the users have 80% of users 
thcy arc following follow them back. Our study reveals that 
the presence of "reciprocity" can be cxplained by aspect of 
homophile. Based on this finding, Twitter Rank, an 
extcnsion of Page Rank algorithm, is proposed to me.1sure 
the influence of users in Twitter. Twitter Rank measures the 
influence taking both the topical similarity between users 
and the link structure into aceount. Experimental results 
show that Twitter Rmlk. outperforms the one Twitter 
currently uses and other related algorithms, including the 
original Page Rank and Topic-sensitive Page Rank. 

G. Measuring u.ter influence ill Twitter: The Millioll 
Fol/ower Fallacy [7] 

Directed links in social media could serve anything from 
spccial friendships to mutua l interests, or even a passion for 
breaking news or celebrity gossip. Such organized links 
define the flow of information and hence indicate a user1s 
impact on others-a concept that is crucial in sociology and 
viral marketing. In this paper, using a Jarge amount of data 
assembled from Twitter, we present an in-depth comparison 
of three areas of influence: in degree, retweet, and mentions. 
Based on these measures, we investigate the dynamics of 
uscr influence across topics and time. We make several 
interesting observations. First, popular users who havc high 
in degree are not necessarily influential regarding spawning 
retwect or mentions. Second, most influential sers can hold 
meaningful influence over a variety of topics. Third, 
influence is not gained spontaneously or accidentally, but 
through collective effort such as limiting tweets to a single 
topic. We believe that these conclusions provide new 
insights for viral marketing and suggest that topological 
measures such as in degree alone exposes very small about 
the influence of a user. 

IV. DISCUSStON AND COMPARISON OF EXJSTfNG WORK 

By above survey, we compa, ~hanism used for 
friend recommendation, .~fl..'l.."',,\ns. " .. ' :\ 

r:r.:i, 1/,._. . 
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opens conversations among twitters. Twitter Rank: 6.0 :lIld Identify intlucntialusers ofmiero·blogging 
An incrementalFinding Topje~ Microsoil services. Twilfer, one of the mc)st notable approach to topic distillnt ion insensitive Inn\lcnti~11 Access 97 micro~blogging services. 

Twittw' i~ still a topic deserves Twitlcrs[6] 
I.angllilgcs further study. 
supported 

CII. Net 

Platl<)!'[l1-Java 
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through concerted cffort. In ordcr to1.7.1.6 

Microsoft 
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Measuring User require to keep great 
Influence in Twiner: 

Directcd links in social media could serve Visual Basic 
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mean that influential users arcinterests, or cven<l feeling for breakingThe Million Microsoft 
further prcdictable than suggestcdnews or celebrity gossip.Followcr Fallacy[7] Aeccss 97 

by theory (Watts 2007), 
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eft., Java 

Table 1. Summery and companson of eXlstmg work 

C. Time Interval Partition: 

Users' interests vary as time goes by, which reveals and 
users' microblogs may focus on different topics at different 
periods of t·ime. Thcrefore. users' dynamically varying 
interests can be expressed as a sequence of keyword 
combinations in microblogs at variolls time intelVsis, i.e., M 
= M I U M2. U Mn. Each Mt denotes a temporal user
keyword matrix at the tth time interval, where 
M RNuxNw 

r E And Nu & Nw are thc numbers of 
users and keywords, respectively. Each row of Mt includes 
the word counts at the tth time interval for a particular user, 
whereas each column of Mt contains the counts by different 
users for a certain word at the tth time interval. 

D. Topic Finding: 

Only keywords are not sufficient for determining users' 
interests. As the existence of synonymy. it needs to find the 
hidden topics from the keyword usage patterns. Since the 
aim 	 is to find topics that each microbJogging user is 
interested in rather than topics that each microblog is about, 
we handle the microblogs published by an individual user at 
the nh period as a big document. Then, each row of sub
collection Mt is treated as a bag-of-words document that 
essentially corresponds to a uscr. To find user materialistic 
topics in Mt, or to find temporal topics ofevery document in 
Mt, we apply the LDA model. Each user is associated with a 
mixture of different topics, and each topic is represented by 
a probabilistic distribution over keywords. Formally, each of 
a collection of Nu users is associated with a multinomial 
distribution over T topics, which is denoted as 9u(t) at time 
t. 	Each topic is associated with .~_m-'llQ.UQ~al distribution 
over 
Dirichlet 

'. . respectively, For 

keywords. denoted as ,9'z.(i;;;et1(~~}Il9. 'l'z(t) have 
prior 	 with h~~r;;pa§ffieiers~0}~\. and Pt, 

each ke)'jW.9rd :::o{~~er ~ 3:,:-:t?PIC zt IS 
sampled from the multino ' ial! distrib.iJtion 91)£) ' associated 

. 	 ". " ;.., 1';,11 
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V. 

A. Modnles: 

I) Preprocessing. 

PROPOSED WORK 

2) POS and Keyword Extraction. 
3) Timc Interval Partition. 
4) Topic Finding. 
5) Uscr Similarity Calculation. 
6) Temporal Influence. 
7) Friend Recommendation. 

VI. MODULE DESCRtPTtON 

A. Preprocessing: 

In some systems like, Sina Weibo, if a user reposts others' 
messages without any comments. the system will add, 
"forwarding microblogs" automatically. Such a definition 
does not have any impact on users' interests; therefore, we 
dismiss it from messages, but retain the content of the 
reposted messages, since repasts represent users' interests on 
the related content. Additionally, we remove URLs and 
other no texts from microbIogs. 

B. Hash Tagging and Keyword Extraction: 

In this module, we perform word segmentation and Hash 
tagging for messages. We apply word segmentation 
platfOlID to pre-process the corpus. The segmentation 
platform proposes a word segmentation approach based on 
the integration of human intelligence, big data, and machine 
learning. Based on Hash tagging, we extract nouns.,. 
abbreviations, idioms, and aeademic vocabularies as 
meaningful notional words that form keywords for further 
analysis. 
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with user u at limt! I, and a kcywmd wt fi'om the 
multinomial distribution I.pz(l) correlated with topic zt is 
sampled consequently, This gcncr:ltive process is repealed 
Nuw (t) limes 10 form user u's collection of keywords. 

1::. 	 User Similarity Ca/t.:IIJatiolJ 

AIl"r row normalizing 0 (t) to 0 (t), the ith row of matrix 9(t) 
presents a linear ;:J(lditive mixture of Hlctor~ 10 indicate lI~er 
i's interests over T topics at the nit time interval. The larger 
weight user i am ussigned to a factor. the Illore illterc!'t u~cr i 
have in the relevant topic. It has been demonstrated in that 
microblogger follows a friend becau~e he is interested in 
some topics the friend is publishing. Hence. for friend 
recommendations, we aim to find users' topic similarity 
based on the normalized user-topic distribution 9(t). 

F. 	 Temporal Influence 

In this module, we desire to utilize users' sequential topical 
similarity matrices {SI, S2, ... , Sn} to predict users' 
potential interests Shortly. Generally speaking, users' 
historical favorites may impact his future interests, ,md more 
recent interests may have the stronger impact on the future 
preference prediction thnn earlier interests. To imitate the 
influence of historical behaviors, we apply the exponential 
dccay function, which has becll provcd to be an effective 
function to measure interest drifts. 

G. 	 FrienG Recommendation 

Finally, we utilize the exponential decay function with 
kemd parameter 1 to predict users' potential interests on 
others at time t. 

11-1 

Pn = L exp (- 1l t) 51 
1=1 Y 

Where Pn is the prob!lo ility matrix of potential 
interests among users at time n. A higher score means that 
the two users have a greater association and that they may 
have the higher likelihood of becoming a friend. Finally, 
users are classified by the score and those with higher seores 
are reeommended to the target user. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this project, we propose a temporal-topic model for friend 
recommendations microblogging systems. The model first 
discovers users' latent preferences i.e. hash tags during 
different time intervals based on keywords extracted from 
the summed microblogs through a topie model. Then, it 
calculates user identities in each time interval based on 
sequence of users' interests with the timeline. Based on the 
model, we conducted friend recommendations and the 
experimental results showed that our model is effective. 
For future work, we plan to conduct our experiments on 
users who have less friends and followers to prove if our 
model is useful for the cold-start problem of personalized 
recommendations. We also aim to unearth other factors to 
enhance the performance of the proposed model, such as 
social relationships among users (i.e., followers, Followee), 
the sentiment of'microblogs, users' location information, etc. 
We also plan to examine other state-of-the-art models with 
temporal evolvement and compare the performances of 

din~n:nl nl~lhtJds on fril!ml r~COJ1lmI!IHlaliolls. Other 
datasets such as Twitter will be tested for the lIselhlncss and 
effectivcness of Ihe model. 
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Abstract Quality of Service (QoS) assurance in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a 
tough task, and it is more exciting due to the scarcity of resources. The requirement of 
different WSN applications runIting over has different constraints. In QoS, routing protocol 
the network has to balance the traffic. This paper presents a novel heuristic routing 
algorithm known as QoS assured Multi-objective Hybrid Routing Algorithm (Q-MOHRA) 
for Heterogeneous WSN. Q-MOHRA takes into account the link (energy, hop count, link 
quality indicator etc.) and path Gitter) metrics for optimal path selection. The performance 
of Q-MOHRA is evaluated through intensive simulation and equated with Simple Hybrid 
Routing Protocol (SHRP) and Dynamic Multi-objective Routing Algorithm (DyMORAl_ 
The metl'ics such as average energy consumption, residual energy, packet delivery ratio, 
jitter, and normalized routing load are used for comparison. The performance of 
Q-MOHRA has been observed to outclass·SHRP and DyMORA. It improves the packet 
delivery ratio by 24.31 % as compared to SHRP and 11.86% as compared to DyMORA. 
Q-MOHRA outperforms DyMORA in terms of average energy consumption by a factor of 
8.27%. 
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Abstract - III today's life recommender .\ystem 
plays the importan' role while user is all sodal 
networking site, online s/zopping website. For 
presenting the personalized recommendation 
according to tire lIew IIser's demand is big 
challenge. The previous recommender system 
produces the recommendation without checking the 
personalized interest of user, due to Ihat Ihey 
couldn'l meet their proper requirement. In tltis 
paper, the recommender syslem works Vel)1 
eJJicienlly using Hadoop by compUling th e rtlviews 
based on removing slop-words, s/emming algorithm 
and sentiment analysis algorilhm. Therefore. in the 
Smarl-City application, Ihe IIser gelting accurate 
recommendaNon by computing reviews in positive, 
negative and neutral way according 10 new user's 
keywords or sentences with lire related services. 
Therefore, this paper approaches speed-up the 
pelformance over large amoullt of daJaset using 
MaJrReduce. The proposed system puts forward an 
idea of aspect parsing technique and sentiment 
analysis technique which is forwarded with 
precision and recall measurement for an effective 
and accurate recommendation over reviews. 

Keyword Accuracy. Efficient, Keyword, 
Recommender System, Smart-City, Sentiment 
Analysis, Hadoop, Map-Reduce. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The increasing no. of web services and 
increasing no. of internet users are growing rapidly. 
The data is collected from various sources like 
sensors, maehine data, the data from the social 
networking, etc. The different varieties of evidence, 
the large volume ofdata and tbe velocity of data can 
cause the growth of data day by day. The Hadoop 
can process large volume of data very quickly. The 
recommendation system is the adaptive suggestion 
system to the user according to their interest. Here 
most of the recommender system can recommend 
the services to the user without analysing the 
previous reviews and current ratings. So the new 
user fails to meet the personalized service. The 
Keyword Aware Recommendation System (KASR) 
presenting tbe personalized recommendation based 
on the keyword[I] . Keyword service 
recommendation technique is presenting a 

personali7..c<.i scrvicc recommendation list and 
recommending the most appropriate service to tIle 
users. Kcywords are used to indicate user's 
preferences, and a User-based Collaborative 
Filtering algorithm is adopted to genera te 
appropriate recommendations. The KASR aims ~\t 

calculating a personalized rating for each candida1e 
serviee for a user, and then presenting a personalized 
service recommendation list and recommending the 
most appropriale services to him/her. The Smart
City recommendation system is having the list of the 
Smart Cities along with their services. The user can 
select the city nnd choose the serviee from the given 
list. 111is preference of the user is nothing but the 
keyword. Here keywords in the form of single 
keyword, multi-keyword or the sentence. This 
keyword can computes with previous users' similar 
preferenee from the database by using parsing and 
stenuning techniques. If the previous reviews 
present in database relate to that keyword, then 
reviews are categorizing by using the sentiment 
analysis. The Map-Reduce is using for providing the 
most aeeurate and efficient recommendation to the 
user by computing the large set of reviews. 

The remaining paper is organized as follows: 
Section II describes the related work of various 
recommendation systems. Section III presents the 
proposed methodology for Smart-City 
Recommendation. In the section, rv states results 
and discussion and section, V presents conclusion 
and future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Badrul Sarwar et. aL (2), here author concerns for 
the growth of business, the E- Commerce is using 
the group recorwnendation teehnique for providing 
better service to the user. Here they make the cluster 
of the user depending on their same types of reviews. 
The clustering of the population will divide the 
reviews of the user, and because of that, it gets 
affected by the accuracy of the service. Yan-Ying 
Chen el. AI. [3]. here author works on the travelling 
recommendation it gives the user personal level 
recommendations for their trip. They keep track of 
the photos which they were clicked from various 
locations and depend on that they can give the 
recommendation to tbe user on t~.p~ level. 

#'t.-~,5hlbq~ 
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They didn't c()Iu;ider the group Icvd preferences for 
compu!\ltion, and this is the Iimilalion of the 
traveling sy,wm. Xin Cao ct. al. [4]. Whilc 
searching the route from souree to destination the 
user must have: to give two specific keywords as 
source keyword and destination keyword. hI the 
Google map by using these two keywords, it will 
recommend YOIl the different route options. Th~ user 
will choose the convenient route for his/her joul11cy. 
1. Amaithi Singlllll eL al. [5], In thc optinml 
keyword scarch, the issues occurring when service 
recommcnder system implements in lurge dntll sets. 
It splits thc services to the users and mainly focllsed 
keywords from the tlser's preferenees. For generating 
keyword recommenders from the previous user 
preferences here llsing Hybrid Filter Algorithm. The 
result is shown here on Real-World datasets and 
reduces the proeessing time from large datasels. T.N. 
Chiranjeevi et. al. [6]. PRS solving the challenges of 
the existing system like it provides the same result to 
the user's based on the evaluation and ranking or 
rating servicc. By using the collaborating filtering 
and Porter stemmer algorithm, it gives the suitable 
recommcndation to the user. Hcre Personal 
Recommendation System is considered user's 
prefcrenee and nccessity. This is using the Hashmap 
tcehnique for faster keyword search for selecting 
correct reviews. and indexing method also used here 
in eliminating the articles like a, an, the, c(c. X. 
Yang et. al. [7]. The Bayesian-inference gives the 
recommendation for the social network. Here the 
user is get embedded with each other in the network. 
It is providing the accurate and personalized 
recommendation to the user. Each and everything is 
based on the network so the human being is facing 
difficulty for facing sueh intemee. Xiaoyuan Su et. 
al. [8]. In the survey of collaborative filtering 
techniques, there having the study of various 
techniques. Thcre are three types of CF techniques 
such as Memory based technique. Model-Based 
Technique. Hybrid Based Teehnique. Each CF 
technique works in a different way. Yamini Nikam 
et. al. [9]. In the survey on Service Reeommendation 
Technique there are various recommender 
techniques such as Content-based, Knowledge Based. 
Social Network Bascd, Context Awarcness based, 
Group Based, and Keyword A ware Service Based 
Reeommendation. These recommendations are 
based on anyone of the collaborative filtering 
technique. It is improving the scalability and the 
accuracy of the traditional systems. Khushboo R. 
Shrote et. al. [10]. [II] The sentimental analysis is 
known as the opinion mining analysis. It is using for 
analyse the users opining. This analysis is used for 
computing the positive and negative reviews from 
the user. And based on the analysis it provides the 
proper result. This swvey is only about for how 10 

apply sentimental analysis on the Keyword aware 
Service Recommendation for getting the appropriate 
result[12]. Rita Guimaraes et. al. [13]. It presents a 

rccommcmliuioll sYl.;(cm based on sentiment l.1Ulliysis 
of selllcltCeS eXlracted from Social Network!;:. 
considering :111 algorithm which depends 011 the 
adverb tt1UltU in the sentence. Depending on that 
adverbs the algorithm can perfomling the analysis. 
lIere the fl.-commendation system ha!' low 
complexity and presents low percdved impacts on 
the analysifl of energy consumption flccording to 
benchmllrk s()ftwan:. Knzuyoshi Yoshi cl. uJ. (14], A 
hybrid music recommender system that ranks 
musical pieces by comprehensively considering 
collaborative flnd content-based data that is rating 
scores dcri vcd from users and acoustie features 
derived from audio signals. 111is meehanism is using 
his or her own preferenees to select the music 
according to their choice. System accurately 
reeolTUncndcd pieces ineluding nonrated ones from a 
wide variety of artists and maintained a high degree 
of accuracy evcn when new users and rating seores 
were added. Faustino Sanehez et. al. [15]. It presents 
a Recommender System for Sport Videos. Here the 
new recommendation method transparent to the user ~ 
who only has to consume videos as he or she would 
do in any video distribution platform. The system 
lakes into account how the preferences of users 
change over time and based on that the 
rcconunendatioll was provided. This system is 
integrated on the elient-side, and it avoids a lot of 
computationnl problem and congestion. Dr. M. 
Durairaj ct. a1. [16], In the news reeonunendation 
system it is using the content, knowledge and 
eollaborative based techniques. The contents of the 
particular articles that a user has read in the past by 
analysing that with the help of eontent based 
approach. By using the collaborative filtering 
technique, the system makes the reeommendation to 
the others. using known preferenees of a group of 
the users. Shunmei Mcng ct. al. [I]. here author 
gives details about Keyword Aware Service 
Reeommendation, which is using for different types 
of domain thesaurus. And in KASR it will 
recommend the service by their previous and current 
reviews of the user for Hotel Reservation. Here 
keywords are used to indicate the user's preferences. 
The prcvious preferences of the user will be 
considered here for giving the appropriate service 
recommendation. It is using in Travelling 
recommendation, Hotel Reservation, Online 
Shopping, etc., and because of that, it is in the 
traditional way. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

This section describes the detailed 
implementation of tool. Here Fig 1. shows how the 
recommendation System works for Smart-City 
Application accurately and effectively. 
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Fig. I: System Framework for Smart-City 

Recommendation 


The following arc the steps fm recommendation 
System based on Keyword. 

A. Capturillg tIre U.,'ers Preference.\' 

(I) Preferences by Active User 
The active user will give his/her preference by 

selecting the kcyword from a Candidate-Keyword 
list. The active user should also select the keyword 
which having importance degree of the keywcrd by 
checking its revie\ll and rating. 

b) Preferences by Previous User 

TIle preferenccs of the previous user can be 
extracted for a candidate service according to the 
candidate keyword list and domain thesaurus. 

Here, these two algoritluns are useful after 
caphlring the users preferences. One is used for 
removing the stop words while another is gives the 
main root word by stemming the word. 

TABLEl 
ALGORITHM FOR STOP-WORD 

Input: 	 PPK and APK keyword. 
APK={apkJ ,apk2, ... . ... . .. apkn} 
PPK={ppk I ,ppk2,ppk3 .. . ....... ppkn} 

Step I: Accept the stop word from the database 
Step 2: Stopwords={st I ,st2,st3 ......,stn} 
Step 3: Compare the APK word with stopwords 
Step 4: If APK word equal to stopword 
Step 5: Remove apki 
Step 6: Compare the PPK word with stopwords 
Step 7: IfPPK word equal to stopword 
Step 8: Remove ppki 
Step 9: Return 
without_stop_word_keyword_set_otAPK 
Step 10: Return 
withoUI_stop_word_keyword_set_of_PPK 

The above TABLE. I shows Stop-Word Algorithm, 
it is using for removing the stopwords from the 
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scicdcd rcviows. It removes the words like <I, an, the, 
uf.., elc . 

TABLE II 
ALGORITHM FOR STEMMING WORD 

Input: 

without _ :-Itop_word_keyword _ sct_otAPK= {k I ,k2,k..l . .... .. kn ~ 


without ~top word keyword set of PI'K={kl,k2,k3, .... . .. , .... kn} 

Step 1: Sdt..'Ct ending characters of word. 

Step 2: Examine the tinnl letter. 

Step 3: Check applicability of tho mle of stemming word. 

Step 4: The ending chnracter~ mc not matched by tl)C stemming mle 

word then words arc not replaced by the naturnllanguage. 

Step 5: Apply mle. 

Step 6: Delete the cnd character of keyword and replaces hy the 

satisfied word you want. 

Step 7: Return StemWord 


Here, the Stemming word algorithm is using for 
finding the root word for the particular word. It 
removes the ending character from the word and 
gives the natural word by stemming. For example, 
the word bcautinJI is having its rool word beauty. 

/1. Similarity Computation 

It is the second step to identify the reviews of the 
previous user who have similar choiees to an active 
user by finding neighborhoods of the active user 
based on the similarity of the preferenees. 

By using two computation methods giving the 
recommendation [0 the user can be performed. The 
methods are as follows: a) Approximate Similarity 
Computation Method and b) Exact Similarity 
Computation Method. 

a. Approximate Similarity Computation 
Here comparing the similarity and diversity of 

sample sets, Jaccard Coefficients[ I], is applied in the 
approximate similarity computation. 

1·4PKI"IPPKj
sin(APK.PPK) = JacmnK,APK. PPJ..') 

IdPKvPPKj 

Where 
APK is the preference keyword set of the active 

user, 
PPK is the preference keyword set of a previous 

user. 

h. Exact Simi/arity Comp"tati0f1 
A eosine based approaeh is applied in the exact 

similarity computation, and it is similar to vector 
space model in information retrieval. 
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Now, based 011 this weight it is possible to r.;alculatc 
the EXile! Similarity computation of keyword. 

TF- The 'Term Frequency' is no. of m:currcnccs 
of Ihe keyword pki ill nil the keyword sets of Ihe 
reviews commented by the same user and g is the no. 
ofprefercnccs of the keywords. 

IOF- TIle Invcr.ic Document Frequency is 
obtained by dividing the number of nil reviews by 
the no. of reviews containing the kcywon..l pki. 

C. 	 Sentiment Anuly ....i."i 

In Similarity computation, it considered the 
previous and active user's preferences for computing 
appropriate recommendation, likewise in 
sentimental-analysis, it categorizes the positive and 
negative reviews of the previous users. Beeause of 
sentimental analysis the system works in Inore 
efficient way[ 12]. In proposed system by using 
various parameters like systems speed, efficieney, 
scalabilily, accuracy, etc. will be computing on live 
data for better recommendation perfonnance. TIle 
following TABLE. III. Shows the algorithm for 
sentiment analysis is given below in, which states 
steps of sentiment analysis. 

TABLE III 

ALGORITHM FOR SENTIMENT ANALYStS 


Input: previous users review 
R={rl,r2,r3 ....... m} 
Output: List ofrequested sentiment 
Step I: IfR>O then 
Step 2: For each I to R 
Step 3: Using the parser to split the review R 
into positive review 
Step 4: ServiceRelatedKeyword Sk(skl, sk2. 

sk3... skn) 

Step 5: for eaoh(R in Review) 


PositiveSentiment = true 
Sum=Sum+PositiveSenti ment 

IIStore sum in DB 
Step 6: For each I to R 
Step 7: Using the parser to split the review R 
into negative review 
Step 8: ServiceRelatedKeyword Sk(skl, sk2. 

sk3... skn) 

Step 9: For each(R in Review) 


if (R = keyword) 
Negati veSentim~nt= true 

Surn=Sum+Negati yeS entiment 
liSt ore sum in DB 
Based on Sum 

Step iO: Display the proper recommendation 
related to partieular service 
Step II: Else 
Step 12: No review available 
Step 13: Return Positive review 

Following are the Notations used to represent 
sentiment analysis mathematically: 

Where, 

R- Review 
Ski- Service-Related keyword 
WA- splitting review store in word array 
Dir- Directory of words 
PSA- Positive Sentiment Analysis 
NSA- Negalivc Sentiment Analysis 
Smo_P- sum of positive Sentiment Analysis 
SUITI_N- SlIlll of negative Sentilncnt Annlysis 

Givc the review Ras input to proposed system, 

R = {rl,r2.r3, ........ m} 


On the b ..is of'R·. it should not Null. R to 
The Review cheeks upto L.Rn is positive sentiment 

Deelare WA variable as null, 

WA<: -0 

\VA< -SKi 

It takes system define Dictionary as full word array, 

Dir< -Lucene'\Vom.'.jet 

Now ehecks the sentimenl of each WA words with 

Dir, 

if words evaluated by equation 2 and Dir matches, 

then word is positive 


PSA = I
IVA 

(WA E Dir)in(lengthwA > i > 0) 
£=0 

If words evaluated by equation 2 and Die matches. 
then word is negative 

WA 

NSA = I (iVA E Dir)in(1engthwA > i > 0) 
i=(I 

Now SlIJn of the all positive and negative sentiment 
of Service related keyword. 
Surn.P=Sum P + PSA Surn.N=Sum N + NSA 
Now based on the Sum] and Sum~N of the active 
user and previous users review further filtering will 
be conducted. 
PSA=Sum] > Sum _ N 

NSA=Sum_N >Sum] 

If Sum]=Sum_N=Q. then the active user is the 
ftrst user who is giving the review to that keyword. 

D. Generate Recommendation 

The recommendation would be generated to the 
user by calculating the similarity of the active user 
and previous user and previous user. Here 
ealculating the personalized rating based on the 
similarity computation and by using sentiment 
analysis. Finally, a personalized service 
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rccoIlummdalion list will be prcst::llIcd 10 the lIs!.:r 
and the scrvice(s) with the hip)lCst rating,(s) will be 
recommended. 

lIere lhllowing Fig. 2. is relnted tn the simple 
domain IhcsaunJs of Smart City Sy!OtcOJ. in Ihal set 
the Candidate-Keywords which is denoted in the 
Reet'1I1gk and the keywords which in the OVril is 
known as the Rclated-Keywords. 

Educ.,tion 
., 

C"'14t1
I M.~ !JII' 

Fig. 2 Block Diagram of Smart City and its services 

i. Call1lid(l(c tllIIl Related Keyword List 

The Candidate-Keyword is the list of the 
Keywords about lhe user'::; preferences, and multi
criteria of the candidate services, which can be 
denoted as K={kl .k2•....•knl. n is the no or 
keywords in the Keyword-Candidate list. 

TABLE IV 
CANDIDATE AND RELATED KEYWORDS 

Sr_ No Candidate 
Keyword 

Related Keyword 

I Entertainment Movies 
Theater 
Malls 

2 Education School 
High-Schools 
Colleges 
University 

3 Hospitality Hotels 
Restaurnnts 

4 Transportation Bus 
Taxi 
Train 

5 Health Hospital 
Medical 
Clinic 

111C Snmrt <.:ity Application introduces, giving 
rhe bcst rccollllllt:ndalion of the current or new IJSCr 

to find Ihe services. For Ihat purpo:-;c in the propl>sed 
systcm here using stemming, SlOp words, :lIld 
sentiment analysis algorithm to pa~c the review 
with the help 01" Map-Reducc_ 

'nlc proposed sy:-;tcm working on the dnlascts of 
lIotel ill that il added 50 services and more ItHlll 
1000 review. 'I1H: Fig. 3. showing ratio of aVCf;;lgl: 

rating for services, Fig, 4. showing the pic-Chart for 
review after Sentiment Analysis nnd Fig. 5. Showing 
lhe timc gmph Jor running services on H;ldoop. And 
the c~fectivcncss of the system is measured 1Il 

Precision iU1d Recall whieh shows in Fig. 6, 

:: 

E3 

Fig. 3 Ratio of Average Rating 

The above Fig, 3. gives thc derails about an average 
rating of an overall dataset according to their 
consumer rating over no. of reviews. 

These are the Candidate-Keywords with its 
Related-Keywords aeeording to the smart eity 
System. 

IV_RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Here, some of the experimental evaluations are 
performed to sbow the efficiency and effoeti ve work 
of the system. These evaluations are performed on 
Windows based java maehine using Eclipse. 

Fig. 4 Rating Pie Chart for Review after Sentiment 
Analysis 

The above Fig 4. in that the pie-chart is generated 
after the sentiment analysis perfonned according to 
the active uSer. It gives details regarding the reviews 
that how many reviews are under which eategory of 
sentiment. It is categorized within five sentiments 
that very positive, Positive, Neutral, Negative, Very 
Negative. 
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Fig.S Timing Graph for Running Services 

Here, the Fig. S gives the timing gmph for running 
services on Hadoop. The running time period is 
measured in the millisecond. Hence it is proved that 
Hadoop can perform faster computation over large 
datasets, 

Recall allrl Precisioll 
This calculation is based on true positive reviews 
und £'llse positive reviews. True negative reviews 
cun be calculated by the sentiment analysis rating 
with the help of tbe aspeet Ihot colculotcd by Ihe 
aspect parser. 
The formulae for Precision and Recall is as follows: 

TASLEY 

RECALL AND PRECISION FORMULAE 


int TP- very Positive; int TP- veryPositive; 
int FP= neural-negative; int FN=VeryNegative; 

Precision - TP/TP+FP ; Reca!l- TP/TP+FN; 

The Recall is defined as the number of relevant 
reviews retrieved by a search di vided by the total 
number of existing reviews documents. And the 
Precision is defined as the number of relevant 
reviews retrieved by a search di vided by the total 
number of reviews retrieved by that search. 

Precision And Recall 

200..., 
e:<C_100 	 :---b-
e:- B L IIe 0 	 • Recall II .-o .. 
~a: 1 2 3 4 5 6.. 
"-
~ 

System RunningCount 

Fig.6 Precision and Recall Grapb for Keyword 
Thus in Fig. 6, the Precision and Recall is 

measured for the smart-city recommendation based 
on the sentiment analysis rating. The higher rating is 
supposed here as Very Positive rating, and the lower 

rating within the same aspect par~ing table is 
considered as a Very Negative rating, Based on the 
calculation formulae for Precision and Recall the 
cfl'cctivcness and accuracy of the sr.;tem shown ill 
above graph. 

Y. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

TIle proposed system used the sentimental 
anlllysis for the user's accurate review predictions 
according to the keywords; it has been found that the 
:-;ystcrn allows sentimental analysis for dividing the 
reviews into the positive, negative category which 
improved its efficiency by using categorization of 
keywords, and the measurement is done by using 
n.'Call and precision. The future the recommendation 
system may compute the reviews by converting the 
video and audio data into text for better 
recommendation using sentiment analysis. 
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A Review: Underwater Image Enhancement 
using Dark Channel Prior with Gamma 

Correction 
Omkar G. Powar " Prof. N. M. Wagdarikar' 

I PC Stue/em, ! .'b'SI. Prqfessor, Department qf£& Te Engineering 
51/1(, KfI.\'hiba; Navale College ofEngineering, Pltne, India 

Abstract: Images caplUred beneath waler arc usually degraded dlle to the effects ofabsorptioll (llId scnlleri,,/(. Undenvafer imng
ing i,\' ye~v impOrlalll ill preselfl teclm%gy for detecting object like fishes, nlgae, minor partides etc. Lig/lt scallerillg ('lid color 
change are hyo t/omimlllt sources ofdistortioll for IInderwater iJfUlgillg tbat lowers the l'isibilily IIml COlltmst ofthe images cap
tllred, Ilffects alllbielllllflflen~'"ter el1yirollfllent... (Iolllillllted by a bluish tOllC. Helll:e, tbe preselllell system demollstrates {/ I1lJvel 
approach to enhance IIl1derwnter images by distflllcefactor estimation along with a de/lIl'zin:: algorith",. Tile 1I0ise parLide... are 
removed before deflating by implemellling distallce factor based all intensities ofdifferelll color channels wilh gamma correction 
improving the brightness ofdimmed images. The dark channel prior removes haze omilloise effect, providing better visuallJllali
ty with adaptive exposure map estimation for atijllsting too dark and too bright regions ofundenvater image. Althejinlll slage, 
the motion blllr ami water transparency effect i,\' removed using higll freqllell(,:V emphasizillg [dlering. The enhanced haze-jree 
and natural appealing Olllplll can be usedfor display and analysis purpose. 
Keywords: Ulldenvater image dehating, light sClIlleril1g, distallce factor, gamma correction, dark cflannel prior. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Images captured under water are distOlted due to the efTects of absorption and scattering. The light received by the camera is gener
t)ted by three components [3]: a direct component reflecting light from the objects, forward scattering component randomly deviat

, .. jng light on the camera and back scattering component reflects light towards camera before ii reaches the objects, This causes ef
fects such as blurring, masking details oCthc image and may lead to produce noise, 
When the light wave propagates through the water medium, the different frequency components of light wave produces different 
absorption profile [1]. Th e absorbing properly of water medium is different from thc air medium. The absorption of light wave de
pends on different facLOrs such as velocity of water, amount of suspended particle in water, turbidity of\>,!ater, salinity of water etc. 
H is seen that, light wave becomes weaker a fter traveling few distance in "valer, From absorpt ion profile, blue oomponent hardly 
travels more than 30 meter in wa ter as shown in figure 1. 
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;\bove ligure shows tilL' C{')mp:lrison hel W(.:1;11 ah.....orptinll Ill' light wa ve or Ji lli:rcl1[ coli Irs. l(l't! ",IVe tn.lvcl vcry low distallt:l: :1I1d I.:Ull 

propagatl: (lnly one to two 1111.:::[(.:!" in pun.: watt-I". gn'l;n light lI'awls Ill'ady ahollt 26 1l'H.:tL'rs while blue light travel:; tile highl:st dis

lance and ean prop'lgHtC 1I10re Ilwll ~O llh.'Il:rs in pure watL'!". So any ot~jl:(.:1 lying mure than I U Im:tcrs rnay lost it!; original ('"{11m and 

the cellor of the ol~il:ets .3 L'(.:1115 Iq he bill"':. 

K. lie L:l.u! 171 prop()secl a dark dWlllld prin]' lor dehili'.ing the natural images. nark channd having minimum intcnsity , 'aluc Oil 

image: patch among three (R, Ci. B) wlnr COm pOIlL'llts, Y. Chi~lIlg eLnl [41 dt:ri vl..'d w:lvch.:ngth comr'ICllsmiol1 <Iml image ddm/.ing, 

(WelD) method lor n:slOr:uioll or Ulllkrwatl:r illwgcs bascd on residual cllt.:rgy ratios of difTerent color channels present ill hack
ground light. Depending on the amounl 01" atl(':llll<ltion rdalt.:d to each light wllvdength. color dwngc compensation is I.:arrit..:d Ollt to 

n:store color balance. P. Dwivcdi cud II[ dcsl'l"ilx.'d a distance Ii.lctor cSlimmion wilh scuttt:ring loss reduction and high Ih.:qw.:1l9 
emphasizing filtering to nxlllcc bhll" (lilt! tr,mslxlJ'elltlaycr ol\vutl:r providing enhanced imagcs. 

Degmded undcrwawr images shows S01l1l! limitations whcn being lIs(''ci li)r displny and cxu.tcting valuable inlorrnation 101" Ii.lrthc)' 

processing, such as murinc biology and i.lruhtl!.:ulogy. marine ecologh;al research, and aquatic robot inspection. Implementation 01" 
the Jark channel prior is a novel approach to dehazl: the undcrv.'l.ltcr imagc. ·rhe distancL: between the o~iccts and the eamcw is esti

mated Ihal provide...; the estimation oi"each color chunncl by Sl.-ene depth based on intensilY level oflhrec diflercnt color component~. 

Gamma correction improves the brightness ol"unl1crwatcr inwgc :Jnu vignette corrl:ctioll cnhanCl."'S the visual quality by adju.sting the 
locus of each patch, giving thl: nalural appearance to output image. The dclwzcd image value is adjusted to lic between spccilicd 

pixel values eliminating too dark and too bright regions. ·Inc blurncss or the image is limher cnlmnccd by using high frequency CI1l~ 
phasizing tiltcring which :llso reduces the tnmsp:uclll layer oi"water medium. 

II. RELATED WORK 
As the underwutcr image cnhmlCCmCllt becomes imp0rlantlor display and analysis purpose, many systems were developed. I'lowe-v

cr. these systcms have SOIll!..; drawbacks, These drawbacks will be overwhelmed using the intcnded method . .
" 

Figure 2: Underwater Image;: Mooel 

The absorption and scattering particles present in thc waler causes haze in the image captured by the camera. The commonly used 

image formation model [81 is shown in figure 2. According to computer vision applicalion, captured hazy image Hex) is represented 

as, 
H(x) = Z(x)t(x) + A(l- t(x)) (1) 

In above equation (I), Z ex) is the intensity of the foreground or haze-free imagc, tex) is mediulIl trnnsmission map representing 
percentage of residual energy when foreground light passes through the medium whieh is represented as, 

t(x) = e-Pd(x) (2) 

Here P is scattering coefficient of atmosphere and dex) is the scene depth. Thc purpose of underwater image enhancement is to 

estimate Zex) , t(x) and A. Different methods described for enhancing the underwater images are explained. 

A. Dark Channel Prior 
According to He et.al [7], the local regions thal are present in background of the image have some pixel values with very low inten

sity in one of the coloI' channel (RlGfB). This value is represented by Z in dark channel at x. 

zda'k(x) = min<€(R.G.B)(minyEn(x ) Z'(Y)) (3) 

In equation (3), ze represents one of the R, G. B channel ofZ, and flex) is a square patch with center x. Normally, Hex) is brighter 

than Zex) because H(x) represents intensity of image mixed with atmospheric or background light. So, dark channel of hazed im

age Hex) has high \'alue compared to Z(x) and that is alterity to remove distortion. Medium transmission t(x) can be calculate;:d by 
dividing equation (1) by global atmosphe";c light A as. 

. ( . H'(Y)) -() " mme mInyefi(x) ~ :::: t x .. ~4t:· 
. C:J 
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Rclcrring to dark channel prior. tlll~ di.lrk channel Of"llUzc hazc-li'cc image shows Zl' l"tI value. so it is givt;1l as. 

o ( 0 "OfY») 0 
IllIllr.t:Ol,{;.lIj 1l11IlYl.!II{t., 7 -= (5) 

-() 01 0 ( . II <:(Y») (f)t x == - IlllIlct:(R.G.D) mlllytiU(x) ~ ) 

Moreover. He 171 mkleu a ~l1lall parameter in 1.lst tcrm to keep small value of haze in the image to obtain the scene dt.jJlh 0 f the ill1
ugt:. ;\ soil m:IUing alg(,)rithm is ust;d to tiller till.: mc.::c.Iiull1 transmission l anll to obtain the aeeunilc medium transmission t. Finally 

th!.:! intensit.y of haze Ij'ce imag.e is ealcldatt;d as, 

Z(x) = lI(x)-A + 11 (7)
ll1::1x(t(x).to) 

Ilere. tu i~ a threshold value upplied to prevent the low value of denominatur. Dnrk dHlI1Ilc.:1 prior shows some limitations when se(.!

nc objcet is inherently similar to the backgroLllH..Ilighl over 1.11urgc pat(.:h. 

IJ. Wavelength Compel1saliotl & Image /Jehn:ing 

John Y. Chiang and Ying-Ching Chen implemented a wavelength compensation and image dclla~ing (Well)) [8] algorithm to n!

movc the distortions caused by light chungc and color change simultaneously. Thcy also lIsed the dark channel prior method to l:S

timatc the distance orthe scene objects to the camera, calk.-d as depth map. Based on the lIcrivc<.l depth map. the foreground and the 
bnckground regions nrc compared to detect the existence orthe artificial light source, if any. If an artificial light source is detected. 

then its Illmin~1Ilcc is removcd form Ibrcground region to prcvent overcompensation. 

ril e WelD algorithm rcmoves the haze clrcct and color ehangc along the underwatl.T propagation path to the camera. The residual 

energy ratio is employcd to estimate the watcr depth within an underwater secne. Energy compensation for each channel is carried 

out subsequently to adjust the bluish tone to a natural color. WClD method obtains the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value, 

com pared to low SNR obtained by traditional hi stogram equalization which decreases significanlly as the depth increases. 
Scem~ depLh estimation by dark chullnel prior may cause compensation errors where relatively large white shiny regions of a fOJ'c

ground object might be misjUdged as far away ones. 

C. l1istogl-ail"l Equali=ation 

Adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) is used to magnify the contrast in images. It computes several histograms, each correspond

ing to a different part of the image. and then used to redistribute the brighlness values of the image. However, AHE tends to Qv(.:r 

amplify noise in relatively uniform regions ofan image. A modification ofAHE called contrast limited adaptive histogram equaliz.1
tion (CLAI-JE) avoids this noise problem by limiting the amplification [5]. 

Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization color models are specifically developed for enhancement of images, operates on 

the tiles of lhe image. It enhances the contrast of each tile. The induced artificial boundaries are eliminated by combining the neigh

boring tiles using bilinear interpolation. So the contrast became limited to avoid ilmplifying any noise especially in homogeneous 

£Lreas in the image. It restricts the amplification by clipping the histogram at a user-clefined value called clip limit. Adaptive histo

gram dip (AHC) adaptivel)' clips level and moderates over-enhancement of background regions of images. Rayleigh distribution 

can be u~.ed a3 AHC, which produces a bell-shaped histogram given as: 

1 l'05Rayleigh, K = Kmin + [ 2(a2)ln(--) (8)where min K is u minimum pixel value, pC!) is a cumulative probability 
l - p(J) 

di:illibution and a is a non-negative real scalar specifYing a distribution parameter. 

D. Adaptive Gamma Correction 

Garlla correction is a nonlinear operation used to code and decode luminance values in video or still image systems. NOlmally. 

probabili ty density function (PDF) and cumuJative disUibution fuoction (CDF) are used to enhance the pixel intensity, but the image 

bri&htness may get distorted. However, traditional gamm<! correclion method based on constant power funecion with exponent r 
provio s br ightness enhancement. So, y value based on PDF and CDF is detennined by the probability and statistical inference [6]. 
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I'dj'U): 11,/1' (II) 

where nl is 11 U1n bcr of pix cis wilh in tl.:llsity I :.mel T is ullul numher o r pixt'ls in imngc. '111is systcm can enhance the contrast uf image 

with approprinte brightness without gelH..:r<ltiol1 ofallditional arlil ~\(.; t s and distortion. 

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The diflerence bet\ovecn underwa tcr and fi'cc space haz~ i1l11lgc is Lhat. ;111 the chromes of light W,IVC in fj·cc spa!o:c nrc assumed to he 

alll.iluated equally~ but in C<lse of water lll ediulll the altl!lltluliol1 or elil1crcnt chromc or light \'\'UVC I!' diOercnL. For free space Imze 

image, particles m'c assumed to be steady but for underwater images stcadiness ofwuler !l1l!diulll is very seldom so (he imagr..: sllller 

Irom mUltiple retk'(;lion. Due to this elli:r..:t another term is aJdcJ as <I motion blur due to motion of the water medium (particles). So 

underwater imnge mathematicnlly can also be derived as, 

I,,(x) = lu.-#"«) + 'Ix + ry", (12) 

whr..:rc, 'f1s is the noise term and Tfm is the noise lerm uue to motion of water medium. The recommended block diagram for llnde]"\V3

ter image enham.:etnclll is sho ....m ill figure 3. 

)lcAioo
bil.1i~·,loi~ FiliA~ 

~J imlgl BII
R/lJlm~ F.U:/IJI/!i ~Fmioo 

Figure 3: System Block Diagram 

The following arc steps to perform the system 

A. Distance Factor Estimation 
As intensity oflight depends on the distance travelled by the light wave, so estimating scene depth or distance function using inten

sity of pixels. The main problem in present domain is that the absorption orlhe medium is differcnt for different chrome of light, so 

distance factor will be different for different color component. Here some conditions about diflcrent channels are taken and subse

quently all assumptions related to co lor nlld depth of object are considered [1]. Then distance ratio based on intensity of patch in the 

image is deri ved as, 

Dr = [L,Em.n (19 + Ib)/2 *1,] (13) 

Dg = [LTEm.n (lr + Ib)/2 *Ig] (14) 

Db = [LTEm.n (lr + Ig)/2 *Ib] (15) 

Where, m x n = size of patch (t) 


If Dr> (Dg and Db). Of = K,[l- ((Dr - 09) + (Dr - Db))] (16) 


If Dr < (Dg and Db). Of = K,(1 + [(Dr - Dg) + (Dr - Db))] (17) 


where c E (r, g, b) and K is parameter for st.rengthening the di stance factor and for an image~ Kr > Kg > Kb. The range of K is 


0 < K < 1. 


Thc intensity of output image is givcn as, 


Dept. of Electronics ~ 

(18) 

As shown in above equation (18), the noise particle~~~!lf~ 
from the undenvater hazed image. 

B. Gamma C011'eclion 
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EnhIH.'C<.1 elliot" image!' an.: :ICl.:l.:ptilble to 111l1l1an \' ision by lIsing. the J ISV color llIudd. which call decouple the achromiltic and I.:hrll

Illati<.: inlormatinn (lflhe tlrigil1i11 image tn Illilintain colnr distribution [to[. In the IISV colm model. the hue (II) ~Ild the s:'lturation 

(S) preserves Ihe l·olor cllntmt :lIld value (V) n:pn,:scl1ting the luminance intensity. The.:: uolor image can be cnlwnced hy pr ~l.:r\"il1 g 

II and S whill.: c.,11huncin!' only V. From t.:(lw.ltiDIl (9). the y call bc cak:ulated as: 

y; 1- cdf(l) (1')) 

I knee.:. thc I\GC method 161 is applied l() thc V component !(x color (.."Ol1tr<l:o;t l:nhancel11l:111. illt,;rc<lsing the low intensilY and avoid

ing the signi ficant d(.:crel11elll of the.: high illlcnsity Ihr dimmed underwater imnge:o;. 

C I)eha;ing 
A dark chrumcl method is all dlicicnt itnd dll:ctive method to restore original clarity of the unden.vatcr image. Images Ulkt:n in the 

underwater environment an! distorted by light i.1tlI..11uation. Using dark channel prior PI! the scene depth can be estimated by the 

'l!isumption that most local patches in an imngc contains somc pixels with vcry low intensities in alleast one oolor chmmcl. 

\,'rom t..'qualion (3), Zc is one of the RGB dwnncl ofZ, and flex) is a :;quarc region with center x. If x doesn't belong to local rc

gions. then Zdnrkex) shows a low value and may tends to zero, 50 it is named as dark channel. In underwater images, the inlcilsily 

of these dark pixels is provide.:d by bad.ground light. Combining the dark ctHll1ncl pri{)r and a soft malting interpolalion method of 

transmission map [5] given in e.:qualion (6), we can obtain enhanced haze-free image ns derived in equation (7). 

D. Adaptive £"POSlIJ"f! Map Estimation 
Based on the observation that lhe dark anu bright regions of underwater im;'lges become too dark or too bright ailcl' being r~stored 

by this dehazing algorithm, so nn auaptive exposure mflp is employed to f.ldjust the results for better visual quality [8]. The ndaptivc 

exposure map sex) C<.11l be obtained by solving the following optimization problem: 

minsLx{[l - sex) Yf(Xl]' + a[s(x) - ll'} + <1>(5) (20)
Y/(x) 

where sex) is the adaptive exposure map.lj is the illumination intensity of the restored image,. Y, is the illumination intensity ofthc 

input image, U = 0.3 is a constant and ¢() is a smoothness regularization. This optimization problem can be solved using a two 

steps. First, solve sex) without the smoothness regularization that provide a closeu form solution. Second, apply guided filler Gfr to 

smooth this solution. Thus, we can obtain a fast approximate solution: 

sex) =GF (J(x;Y1(X)+:YI1x )] (2 J)
I 

Y]eX)+aY1(x) 

The output is given as 

Output; ZC(x) > sex), c E (r, g, b) (22) 

E. Vignel1e Correction 
Image vignetting introduces some photon energy loss on the periphery of a captured image, described as a graduaJ fade~out of the 

lightness as we move from the center of the image to the periphery [9]. To overcome the vignetting effect, the illumination equaliza

tion method is used. A large mean filter is applied to each color component of original image in order to estimate its illumination. 

Then, resulting color image is subtracted from input image to correct for potential shade variations. Finally, average intensity of 

original channel is added to keep the same color range as in the original image. 

F High Frequency Emphasizing Filtering 
The Jow frequency transparent layer coating can be minimized by high pass filter but low illuminated scene is present below the 

coating. so the output of high pass filter will be very gloomy. It is necessary to emphasize high frequency components representing 

the image details without eliminating low frequency components representing the oosic fonn of the signal [I]. 

High boost filter composed by an all pass filter and an edge detection filter (laplacian filter), emphasizes edges and results in image 

sharpening. The amplification of high frequency components is achieved by a procedure that subtracts a smoothed version of the 

image data from the original one. The equation of high boost filter is given as, 

Ih'gh.OOs< ; Whigh.oos, >10"9'001 (23) 

where Whighboost = (CWailPass + WhighPasS) is the high boost convolution kernel and C is a constant. This type of filter helps to 

reduce blurness of the image by sharpening the edges as \vell as reduce the medium. 
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IV. I{E~lII.TS 

Original Imuge Enhunceu Image 

Figure 4: Dchai'jng Result 

·1l1c.: n..'Su lt obtained by dt::hazing mcthou is as shown in Jigllrc.: 4, The experiment perlorm<..'(] in MATLAl3 R2014a on a database 

available at YouTubc [1 I]. The video !irst converted into series ofimages anu Ihen these images are processed through del'i vcd al

gorithm. Gamma correction provides sllilicicnt brightness and color contrast enhancement for dimmed images. The dark channel 

prklr efticienlly removes the effeet of haze and noise in the image but output contains too dark or too bright regions. This problem is 

avoided by adaptive exposure map estimation adjusting the illumination intcnsi ties, providing bettcr visual quality. The rc.sults arc 

obtained up to thi s part. 

V. CONCLUSION 
This JX'lper proposes a novel approach tor underwater imagc enhancement based on dark channel de.llazing method along wi th gam

ma correction that improves the contl'Jst and brightncss of the dimmed images, Dchazing algorithm based on dark channel prior 

provides enhanced output by removing thecflect of absorption and scallering, avoiding too dark and too bright regions of image by 

using adaptive exposure map adjusting the illumination intensities. Vignette correction wipes out the effect or gradual fade-out or 

the lighmess around the toea! point. At the final stage, the motion blur and water transparency effects eliminated using high fre
quency emphasizing fillering, The overall system provides noise free enhanced image, maintaining natural appearance with im

proveu visibility that unveils Illorc details and valuable information. 
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A Review: Forgery Image Detection in Forensics 
PravinkumClr V Sarkatc l • Prof. N. M. Wagdarikar:! 
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AbslrtlL't: Tire prOpOS(!f/ sJ1slem im't!stigate c1lllllgefl spaces, spoke to by pictllre iIIumilllllll maps In propose (I 'cdtlli~/III!S jiJf 

...electillg "omplemelltary jorms oj dlllrllcleriVlIg "i.mal propt!Tties jor (1Jl eflec/iw! alUl flutolltated detectioll of image jrJrKl!rif.'s. 

III tltis cOllcel1lrnte Oil recogllizillg pictllre phollies containing imlivitluols IIIIfI display (/ technique jor fiuding tlte in lillllit"" 
particularly the face ofa mon ill II pic/lire. Tests perfiJTmeti onthrce diverse open-gel to tilltasets flemonstrate tile COpllbility nf 
the propo.w!tI Icc/miqllefor pinpointing pictllre phollies cOlltoinillg imlivi{luols. IlItlte two first flatnsets (DSQ·I nnd DSI.I). th(' 
proposed technique flccomplishetl tl groupill!: exoctlle5.O; oJ 94% and 84%, imlivitlufllly. fI momelltous challge when c~l1tTflstefl 

allli the state of· Ilte-worA'mlmship lec/miques, At long I([st. wbile as.o;essing the thinl flotaset involving addressci/ pIcture, .. 
tlownloatiedfrfJI,lltlle Illternet.like wise {JTI!Sellt a point by point imle.rligatioll oJ target pictures. 

KeywoTfI: Digital forensics, splicing Ileledion, image fles(;riptol's,Jorgery, tampered image, image spIking 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Pictures have turned into an intense instrument for correspondence th ese days as they are utilized eHch day as a part of daily pl.Ipl!rs, 
magazines, sitcs and ads and give dilTcrcnt data. As the utilization ofpieturcs are expanding step by step yet confide in pi ctures is 
diminishing step by step. Mnking <l take picture from unique picture is known as Image falsil1catiol1 and to check whether thl! 
picture is unique or fake is most likely named as Image phony Detection. In addition, carefully controlled picturcs can tr igger off 
significan t discussions. Thus, there is a requirement for more advanced and scientifically solid mcth<><.ls that can play out th is cmmd 
of grouping of the picture into genuine ones and carefully controlled ones. In an overall population in which in!ormal communiti es 
got to be to be proficient correspondence apparatus and are more all inclusive than at whatever time in late memory, it is as of now 
premier to arrange and send procedures that atlirmation the authenticity of the convey information . Pictures, for case, considered a 
champion among th e most extreme correspondence media, appear as the most shared reports at these interpersonal assoc iations, 
dominatingly in light of the way that present PDAs allow anyone to get an expansive number ofpictuJ'es wherever at whatever time. 
Compu terized legal sciences (some of the time known as advanced criminological science) is a branch of measurable science 
enveloping the recuperation and examination of materia! found in computerized gadgets, frequently in connection to PC cr ime. The 
term advanced legal seiences was initially utili zed as an equivalent word for PC criminology however has extended to cover 
examination of all gadgets equipped for putting away advanced information. With roots in the ind ividuali zed computing unrest of 
the late 1970s and mid 19805, the train developed in a random way amid the 19905, and it was not until the mid 21st century thm 
national arrangements rose. Computerized crimc scene 
investigation examinat ions have an assortment of utilizations. The most widely recognized is to bolster or disprove a theory betore 
criminal or common (as a componen t of the electron ic diselosure prepare) courts. Criminology may likewise include in the private 
segment: for e.'{smple, amid inward corporate examinations or interruption examination (an e.xpert test into the nature and degree of 
an unapproved arrange interruption). In this associa tion, the change of systems for affirming picture authenticity is a honest to 
goodness need of the present day society. This check might be as clear as check ing whether a photo has becn touched up for show 
change purposes (e.g., splendor or separation) as intricate as recognizing as recognizing if the photo has been modified with going 
for , in the end, overwhelming the viewer. A champion among the most genera lly perceived picllll'e adjusting operations is the 
joining or piece. It includes in using parts of two on the other hand more different pictures to build up another photo depicting a 
moment that never happened in space and time. It is assuredly not hard to find cases in which people use picture piece to take 
business or individual self great posit ion. 

II. OBJECTIVES 

The objecti ve of our project is given below 


.4.. 	 To use color descriptors co.!TIputed upon transformed image. spaces (i lluminant maps, IMs) and a full study of the effectiveness 

and complementarity of these image descriptors computed on such transformed spaces. 
B. 	 The adoption ofa machine learning framework in t approach, for au t electing the best combination of all 
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Ihe factors of interest (c. g,. 11'I.1I1!"1i.lJ'llIatioll spa~~:s (IMs). culm-space I'q1l'escrH:1t iul1 s. dl''seriplt ll's. lind c1assi lier 
(' 1\ quantitative evaluation of the dillcrc/H,'cs alllong pristine and bh' im:lgcs when n.:pn:sentcd in diBerem 1M spaces. 
n. Detect ing the lllos1likcly doctor(,."'(! f11111 in !ilke images. 

III. EXISTIN(; SYSTEM 
The joining discovery prepare regularly depcnds on the master's involvcmcnt and I<'Hmliatioll inform'lti oll. This pl'm.:edur-c I()]' the 
most part is tedious and mistake in clined as pit.:turc,ioining are evermore mouern, and an Bural (e.g., visual) examination may not be 
surticient to distinguish fi·aud s. Our wHy to deal with distinguishing pi<:tllre grailing. whidl is pal'tiClllm' /()r pinpointing COlllp{).~it!.::s 

or individuals, is creatcd going lbr minimizing th!.:: cl ient connecti(lil. The joining [dc.:ntifkalioll errtlnd comprises ill naming another 
picture among two pre-characterized cl!ls:o;c!'; (gelluin<: and bke) and later callin.g attention to the Ihce with higher likclihc)od to be 
the Jilke face. In this procedure. an arnmgcJl1cnt mndcl is made 10 show thc class 10 which nnolhi,,![' picll1!'c has a place. Th-c picturc 
lilbrication discovery nppron<:h contains ICHu' J'lIlluamental steps: 
Description 
Face Pair Classification 

Irgery Classi lication 
Forgery Detecti on 

fig 1. Block Diagram of Existed systcm 

A. Feature Ex/rae/ion 
In machine learning, design recognition and in picture handling, highlight extraction begins from an underlying arrangement of 
measured information and constructs determined qualitics (highlights) planncd to be useful and non-repetitive, encouraging the 
ensuing learning and speculation steps, and at times prompting to better human c1uckbtioJ1s. Include extract ion is identificd \"'ith 
dimensionality diminishment. At th e point when the information to a calculation is too cxpmlsive to be in any way prepared and it is 
sllspected to be excess (e.g. a similar estim ation in both feet and meters, or the dreariness of pictures displayed as pixels), then it can 
be changed into a diminishcu arrangement of components (likewise named an elements vector). This procedure is called highlight 
determination. The chose elements (Ire relied upon to contain the applicable data from the inlbrmat ion; so that the craved errand can 

be performed by utilizing this lessened representation rather than the entire starting information. 

B. Face Pair Classification 
In this segment, we demonstrate insights about the characterization step. At the point when utilizing uiverse IMs, shading spaces, 
and depiction methods, the conspicuous question is the way to consequently choose the most critica l ones to keep and consolidate 
for an enhanced order execution. For this reason, we exploit the classifier choice and combinat ion structure. We ought to 
call attention to that the combination system utilized as a pan of the first structure has ocen traded from Support Vector Machines 
(SVM) to lion's share voting. At (he point when theoriginal structure is uti lized, th e SVM method makes an extremely specific 
model for distinguishing genuin e pictures, \o"hieh expands the quantity of false negat ives. In any case, in a practical measurable 
situation, we search for dimini sh ing the fa lse negative rate and,in request to accomplish it, we received a lion's share voting 
procedure as a more suitable option, Besides, we utilize these kout comes to ascertain n certainty degree connected with the name. 

C. ForgelY Detection 
Advancing one stage, we plan a particular techniquc for identifying, among everyone of the countenances in u picture, the one with 
the most astounding likelihood to be the fake face. Given a picture I delegated fake, we now refine the cxamination calling attention 
to which part of the picture is the aftereffect ofa piece.2' .@ was neglected in the work proposed via Carvalho. We 

can't utilize the same combined element vectors utilized .-~~ JT-D (Forgery Classificat ion):since we would discover 
the match \-yith the most elevated likelihood rather tha tne/ace \~ m ~ eworthy likelihood to bc fake. For this undertaking~ 
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wc e:-.:ploit IMs assl'ssed Ii'om vilriolls standards (measurable: based and material science based), Thl~ n:m;OIl is thnt the pl'e\'ioll~;ly 
mentioned systems can creale IMs wi th various perspecti ves Il»)' a similar picture. In <I through analyses of the IMs pnx..hll'l'd hy 
lhese two di ni.:r~ntlllodcls. we I'l'alized thm the appearance in tcrms of colors in IM s gt:l1cnllcd lor pristine Ihccs arc vcry s.imilar in 
( ili!' ;lJId I I 

IV_ PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Fig2. Block Diagram of proposed system 

Thc description ofthc hlock diagram is shmvn helo\-\' 

A. Fre-Processing 
In imaging science, Image Processing is processing ofimagcs using mathematical operations by lIsing any form of signal processing 
for which thc input is an image, a series of imagcs, or a vidco, such as a photograph or video 
frame; the output of image proccssing may be either an image or a set of characteristics or parameters related to 
the image. Most image-processing techniques involve treating the image as a two-dimensional signal and applying standard signal·· 
processing techniques to it. Lmages are also processed as three-dimensional signals whcre the third-dimension being time or the z
axis. 
Image proeessing usually rcfers to digital image processing. but optical and analog image processing also are possible 

B. Resizing image 
At the point when scaling a vector realistic picture, thc realistic primitives which make up the picture can be scaled utilizing 
geometric changes, with nO loss of picture quality_ At the point when scaling a raster design picture, another picture with a higher or 
lower numher of pixels must be created, On aecount of diminishing the pixel number (dO\\o11sizing) this for the most patt results in 
an unmistakable quality misfortune. From the viewpoint of advanced flag preparing, the scaling of raster illustrations is a two

dimensional case of test rate changel the transformation of a discrete flag from an examining rate (for this situation the nearby ) 
inspecting rate) to another. 

C Feature Ex/raclion 

From each extricated confront in the past stride, we have to discover telltales that permit ID of grafted pictures. Such data is 
available in various visua l properties (e.g., surface. shape, shading, among others) and gets to be distinctly perceivable when we 
change suspicious pictures into an 1M representation, Surface, for example, pennits us to describe faces whereby illuminants are 
arranged comparatively when contrasting two appearances. The SASI procedure, that was utilized via Carvalho, exhibited a decent 
execution in their work, along these lines, we keep it in our examination. Moreover, guided by the phenomenal outcomes reponed in 
a late review by Penatti et al., we incorporated the LAS system. Reciprocally, we likewise consol idated me Unser descriptor, which 
shows a lmver intricacy and produces min im ized component vectors when contrasted with SASI and LAS. Uniquely in contrast to 
surface properties, shape propert ies exhibit in IMs of fake countenances, at times, have unmistakable pixel forces when contrasted 
v,"ith shapes show in IMs of appearances that initially have a place with the broke down picture. In this sense. Carvalho et al. 
proposed the Hogedge descriptor, which prompted to an order exactness near 70% in their work. Because of its multifaceted nature, 
in this work, 'Vt"C supplant it by two other shape methods, EOAC and SPYTEC. EOAC depends on shape introductions and 
relationship between's neighboring shapes. These are properties that are conceivably helpful for phony identification utilizing IMs 
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L:hangcd SplU':C gi\'cl1 that neighhourin g. simp!.: ill IO(.:HlI.:s ol'l(lrllIl'l1 C()UIlIt.'Il~Ull:t:S tl:lH.ll1llt to ht: rdatcd, Wt:. cliosc SPYTEC as it ust:s 
the wavdd tl11ns-slwpc, catching. mulli-scall- data ordinarily pen:ei\"ab!c ill tlH: l"L'cu rrClH,:t: "rca. 

v. CONCLUSIONS 
In proposed systcm. it separate illumill:tnt Illaps. as :I possibit.: pit.:(Ur~ t.:hangt.:d Spilt.:L: that t.:atdl. to somc degree. the lighting 
inlilrn1l.l1ioll in a scene anti til tH undcl"lillc lk'scrted ill the midst or tht.: t.:xtortion system, To t.:at t.:h slL t.:h propcrlics. wc I'CSt.:;U'dlCd 
pil.:tUI"C descriploJ'~ thm Ji:mwmbcr slwding. slIriilt.:C and shapt.: signals. 'I'ht: shading lkscriplors pt:rccivc i I' practically idcnt k'li pm!s 
or the question orc shaded in Ih c 1M similarly, The sllrl~\(.:c descriptors dt:piet the transport or tOiles through IM~ in a givcn ZOIll:. 
!-"inaIIy, shape descriplOl's incorporate propt.Ttics rdated to the dissent cdges in sllt:h IMs, In thi !i wurk. it showed un i Il1provcd 
npprouch to manage recognizing composi tes ur people that explore correlat ive information Ibr depicting pictures. In any casc, as 
opposed to just stockpiling innumcrahlt.: t.lescrirtors, we need to efketivdy lind the most legi timate ones lor the task. for that. we 
proposed a customized strategy for scll:Cling ant.! t.:OJn bining the nest picture ucscriptors with their uppropriutc shading spaces anti 
IMs. 
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AllSTUACT 

Abra.'i;l'e jet lIud Water Jel leclulOlogy has been around Jar ye{/n~·. but abrasive jet eqllipmelll ha::; just recenlfy elltered the 
lIlachinillg tool market. This is e:'(tremely high-Iech machining metliod, ond there lire ou{v (J hflll(/ful of early innovators 

mkillg a lot ofmouey replacing IIIl1I complemellling conventional tnachinillg types like laser ('ulling, plasma cUlting. etc. with 
abrasive waterjet CUlling lIletflods. Abftl.\'iv(! Water jet tedlJlology has d(!l1uJIIstratet! to be all interestill~ I1Jlllllt/acturillg proces.\ 
Jor -"pace amI research equipment. aircraft. marine {Iml automotive sectors due to its specific mlvfllltnge.'i sllch as big" quali()1 
.'illl!tlce finisll, no beat affected lOlles, and is rarely affected by the material being ('ut, Stainless Steel is olle oj tbe nl()s/llsed 
materials in today's lVorld. 111l1chin.iug oj stainless steel is very implJrttlllt ttls/( ill consideration to the illtlustrial scctor mltl 
many maml/aclllril1g processes can be IIset! to do the same. A W,INJ is olle ojthe important processes to lIU1cfline Staillless Steel 
wilh IJigh surJace finish lIntl having desired thicklless alltl shape. lience the uim of this research paper is to study eJfect of 
AIVJftl JflaclJinillg on II specifiC process parameter i.e. surface rOllglmess oj tl SS304 25mm (/tick plate. The variatioll iu 
sllrface rougilness witlt varying process parameters are studiet! willi Design oJ Experiment Software. Optimization is doue 
IIsing Response surJace lIIet/lor/ology (RSM) hy implementing Ibree levels Box-Behnken desigll. 

Ke..vwords.# Abrasive Water Jel, Surface Roughlless, Box-Behnken, Optimization, etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the 19505, forestry engineer Dr. Norman Franz experimented \vith an early form of water jet cutter to cuning wood. 
The technique of cutting relatively softer materials using high pressure jet of water was first time patented in 1968 by Dr. Norman 
Franz. Associate Professor of Forestry and researcher at University of lviiclligan. USA [1]. However, the technology did not 
advance notably until the 19705. Firs t introduced in the late 1980s, this technology allows harder and more exotic materials to be 
machined efficiently at reasonable speeds. Currently AWls are used to cut a wide range of engineering mate rials including 
eramics, metal alloys, and composites [2]. Among the methods of cutting metallic and non-metallic materials, abrasive wnterjet 

cutting techniques have a distinct advantage because of their versatility, no heat affected zone and speed. They can cut al l 
materials, including hard-to-machine materials such as super alloy, stainless steel, Kevlar, and boron carbide. They can also easily 
cut aerospace materials such as graphite composite and titanium, and brittle materials such as advanced ceramics, granite, marble 
and glass. 

The high speed jet of water transfers the kinetic energy to the abrasive particles and the mixture (water and abrasives) 
impinges on the work piece material. The performance of A W 1M process is dependent on erosion of material by pressurized 
water-abrasive mixture and mechanical properties of work piece material along with various other process parameters [3]. 

The set up consists ofa pump, abrasive hopper, high pressure tube, cutting head, catcher, etc. A W1M cutS 10 times faster 
than the conventional machining methods. The system uses a high-speed water jet to accelerate abrasive particles at extremely 
high speeds so that it will erode (shearing) the work piece material at impact. 

High pressure water starts at the pump, and is delivered through special high pressure plumbing to the cutting head. The 
pump or an intensifier elevates the fluid to desired nozzle pressure while the accumulator smoothes out the pulses in the fluid jet. 
Flow out, of the pump is turbulent (high ReynoldS number) at a pressure of the order of 50,000 PSI. The fluid enters a mixing 
tube, a section of which contains a sapphire orifice, The orifice is made of sapphire because the design specifications require that 
the orifice remain at a constant, size and shape in spite of the high pressure forces and wear and tear, The fluid is forced through 
the orifice at a speed on the order of about Mach 3. The pressure of the flow at the location of the orifice is lower than 
atmospheric (increase of fluid speed across the orifice and there is an accompanying pressure drop with the increased fluid 
velocity). At this point, the abrasive is sucked into the stream of fluid, in '" a "mixing chamber." See Fig. I for a cross 
section of the insides of the mixing chamber and the tubing surround in ~o e [4]. 
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Fig- I: Cross-section of the insides of the mixing chamber 

The process parameters included in AWJM are transverse feed rate, waterjet pressure, SOD, abrasive mass flow rate, 
abrasive type, nozzle diameter, thickness of material, etc. and some performance parameters taken into consideration are surface 
roughness. kerf width, taper angle. taper ratio, etc [5]. So in this study we have considered three major process parameters sllch as 
transverse feed rate, waterjet pressure and SOD and performance parameters measured is surface roughness. The sample is a 
SS304 25mm thick plate. It is observed that surface roughness is one of the main ways of evaluating quality of cut surfaces 
obtained with AWJ cuning. [t is also one of the most often specified end lIser requirements [6], Process parameters such as 
traverse speed, material grade and thickness, abrasive flow rate and abrasive size directly affect surface roughness [7]. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiments were conducted with a commercial abrasive waterjet machine Omax 60120 which is itIustrated 
schematically in Figure 1. The details of the machine and process parameters are listed in Table I. The three major process 
parameters considered in this experiment are transverse feed rate of the nozzle, waterjet pressure at nozzle exit and abrasive mass 
flow rate. The two responses were also considered such as surface roughness and taper ratio in this experiment. Stainless steel 304 
is used as the work piece for experimentation having dimension of 400mmX 1 OOmmX25mm. Chemical composition of SS304 is 
given in Table 2. 

Fig- 2; Schematic representation").~~~~ 
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MA<':IIINE IlIMI':NSIONS 
J 'oolprint (wilh l:l"lIltr()llcr) IS'()" X ')'2" (5.715111111.'\ 2.7941111ll) 

Wcighutnnk l:lI1pl~') G.200 Ib 12.S 12 kt:) 
Hei.J:. hl (with sdssnr plumbing) 9'7" ('2.Q~1 Illlll) 

Opcrating_ WciglH 23.200 Ib ( 10.545 kg) I 
WORK ENVt:J .(WE 

X· Y Cuttin l!, Travel 10' 6" x 5'2" (3.200 mm x 1,575 mm) 
Z·Axis Travd 8" (203mm) 
Table Size 12' 0" x 6'5" (3,658 Illlll x 1,956 mm) 

STANDARJ) MOJ)EL SI'ECIFICATIONS 
Material Supporl Sials 4" x 1/8" Galvanized Steel 
Maximum Supported Material Load 400 Ibs/sq ft (1.950 kg/sq meter) 
Electrical Requircments 3-Phase. 380-480 V AC ± I0%,50-60 Hz 
Noise Lcvel Below 80 dBA at one meter for submerged cutting 
Speed 180 in/min (4,572 nlln/min) 
Linear Positional Accuracy ±O.OOI" (±0.025 mm) 
Repeatabi lity ±O.OO I" (±0.025 mm) 

Table- I: A \VJ machine specincation 

C Si Mn p S Cr Ni Mo Fe 
0.08 10.368 1.74 0.018 0.019 19.04 7.93 1.24 Remaininn 

Table- 2: Chemical composition oJ'SS304 

2.1 Dcsign of experimcnt (DOE) 

Design of experiments is a series of tests in which purposeful changes are made to the input variables of a system or 
process and the effects on response variables are measured. Design of experiments is applicable to both physical processes and 
computer simulation models. Experimental design is an effective tool for maximizing the amount o f information gained from a 
srudy while minimizing the amount of data to be eollected. Factorial experimental designs investigate the effects of many different 
factors by varying them simultaneously instead of changing only one factor at a time. Factorial designs allow estimation of the 
sensitivity to each factor and also to the combined effect of two or more factors. In a highly competitive world of testing and 
evaluation, an efficient method for testing many factors is needed [8]. In the current study Response Surface Methodology (RSM) 
has been applied for the above mentioned process parameters, using statistical software, Design-Expert V8. 

2.2 Response surface methodology (RSM) 

Response surface methodology (RSM) is a co llection of mathematical and statistical techniques for empirical model 
building. By careful design of experiments, the objective is to optimize a response (output variable) which is influenced by several 
independent variables (input vatiables). An experiment is a series of tests, called runs, in which changes are made in the input 
variables in order to identify the reasons for changes in the output response. 

The application of RSM to design optimization is aimed at reducing the cost of expensive analysis methods (e.g. finite 
element method or CFD analysis) and their associated numerical noise. 

The response can be represented graphically, either in the three-dimensional space or as contour plots that help visualize 
the shape of the response surfaee. Contours are curves of constant response drawn in the XI> Xj plane keeping all other variables 
fixed. Each contour corresponds to a particular height of the response surface. 

2_3 Box-Behnken design 

A Box-Behnken design is a type of response surface design that does not contain an embedded factorial or fractional 
factorial design. For a Box-Behnken design, the design points fall at combinations of the high and low factor levels and their 
midpoints: 

• Waterje! pressure: 50,OOOPSI, 52500PSI and 55,OOOPSI 
• Transverse feed rate: 27mm/min. 38mm/min and 50mm/min 
• SOD: 0.55mm. 0.8mm and I.05mm 

Box·Behnken designs have treatment combinations that are at the midpoints of the edges of the experimental space and 
require at least factors. The following figure shows a three-factor Box-Behnken design. Points on the diagram 

represent that are done: ~~_--'_ _ _ _ ~ 
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Fig- J: Thrcc·fllctor Box-Bchnken clc!iign 

Here we have I;lkcll 17 samples having dimensions 20x20 111111 and 25 Illlll thick of SS304 with vl1rying input paramcters 
Wilterjel pressure, transverse feed rate and SOD. The Olltput parameters are then analysed <l ccording to the given <.Iala . 

.. ,. " 
00 00 

Fig- 4; (a) Actual sample that were cut dudng experimentatio!J lind (b) Left over matcri21 from work piece 

3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, the effect of the process parameters stich as water jet pressure, transverse speed and SOD on the surface 
roughness at thc top, middle and bottom of the work piece were analysed. The readings for surface roughness were taken at three 
different locations for every single work piece as shown in figure 5. 

-• 

I r 

-i 
(a) (b) 


Fig- 5: (3) Actual view of cut where roughness was measured for 25 mm work pjece, (b) Dimension of individual sample 
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Facto.' I Fal' lo," 2 F:u' lor J H.cspon:-oc I 
SId Run A:W:ltcr .Jet P" es!\ urc B:Spccd C:$(>ll Top 

psi lIun/ min 111111 micron 
I 6 5001J0 27 0.8 2.232 . 
7 9 50000 JR.5 1.05 :!.J2:5 
5 10 50000 38.5 0.55 2.456 
3 13 50000 50 O.S 2.335 
II 2 52500 27 1.05 3.254 
15 3 52500 38.5 0.8 3.452 
16 4 52500 38.5 0.8 3.596 
14 5 52500 38.5 0.8 4.41 2 
10 7 52500 50 0.55 3.781 
12 12 52500 50 1.05 3.996 
13 14 52500 38.5 0.8 4.003 
17 15 52500 38.5 0.8 4.259 
9 16 52500 27 0.55 2.457 
8 I 55000 38.5 1.05 3.756 
6 8 55000 38.5 0.55 3.154 
4 II 55000 50 0.8 3.258 
2 17 55000 27 0.8 3.552 

Hcsponsf..' 2 ! 
Midclle 
mic ron 
2.657 
2.4 19 
2.527 
2.47 1 
:;.265 
3.855 
3.855 
4.789 
3.956 
4.227 
4. 123 
4.59 1 
2.752 
3.862 
3.249 
3.379 
3.822 

Response 3 
lIollom 
M icruu 
2.987 
3,01 2 
2.923 
2.99;; 
3.757 
4.039 
4.238 
4.835 
4.01 2 
4.438 
4.238 
4.737 
4.006 
4.122 
3.43 1 
3.591 
4.059 

Table- 3: Experiment'll data 

3. 1 Analysis of Surface Roughness at Top 

Surface Roughness tester was used in the study for determining the surface roughness va lue of the machined sampl c.:s in 
microns. Analysis of variance (ANOYA) was performed on experimental data for inves tigating the significance and contribution 
of the m3c hining parameters on roughness. The ANOYA of surface roughness so obtained is given ill Table 4. 

Anal sis of variance table Partial sum of squares - TYDe III 
Sum of 1\lean F p-value 

Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 0.55 9 0.062 4.52 0.0296 significant 

A-Waterj et Pressure 0.21 I 0.21 15.25 0.0059 
B-Speed 0.035 I 0.035 2.54 0.1548 
C-SOD 0.021 I 0.021 1.55 0.2537 

AB 3.236E-003 I 3.236E-003 0.24 0.6410 
AC 0.010 I 0.010 0.77 0.4102 
BC 8.270E-003 I 8.270E-003 0.61 0.4615 
A 0. 20 I 0.20 14.49 0.0067 
B 0.034 I 0.034 2.47 0.1603 
C 0.0 18 I 0.018 1.34 0.2855 

Residual 0.095 7 0.014 
Lack ofF il 0.052 3 0.017 1.57 0.3280 not si ~ificant 

Pure Error 0.044 4 0.011 
Cor Total 0.65 16 

Table- 4: ANOVA for response surface quadratic model at Top 

The Model F-vaJ ue of 4.52 implies the model is significant. There is only a 2.96% chance that an F -value th is large could 
occur due to noise. Values of "Prob > F" less than 0.0500 indicate model terms are significant. In this case A. A"'2 are significant 
model terms. Values greater than 0.1000 indicate the model terms are not significant. If there are many insignificant model terms 
(not counting those requi red to support hierarchy), model reduction may improve your model. T he "Lack of Fi t F-va Jue" of 1.57 
implies the Lack of Fit is not significant re lative to the pure error. There is a 32.80% chance that a "Lack of Fit F -va luell this large 
could occur due to noise. Non-signHicant lack o f fit is good -- we want the model to fit. 
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Std. Dcv. 0.12 R ~ ""qtmrcd O.S5J3 

Mean 1.8 I Ad) J< -S'!lI",ed 0.6647 
C.V. % 6.'1 5 11rcd H. .Squared -0.375 J 

PR ESS a.x? "Jeq Pret i ~ io rl 6.170 
<~ Log Likelihood -:19.S7 III c.: ·11.:D 

I '\1('\ ; I~,~ 

Table- 5: Values ofsigll:tl (0 noise rollin 

A negaliv~ "Prell R-Squared" implies Ihal the overall meal! may be a bettcr prediclor of' your response thall the ellITen! 
model. "Adeq Prceisi()t]" IIlcas.ures the signal 10 noise ratio. A ratio greater (han 4 is dcsimbll:. Your ratio of6.270 indicatl:s all 
adequate signal. This model eCln be lIsed to navigate thc dcsign space. 

A negative "Pred R-Squarcd" implies that the overall mean lllil)' be Cl better predictor of your response than the current 
model. "Adeq Precision" meaSures the signal to noise ratio. A ratio greater than 4 is desirable. Your ratio of 6.270 indicntt::s an 
adequntc signal. This model can be used to navigate the dcsign space. 

Figure 6 (a) and (b) shows effect of waterjct pressure alld transverse speed on surface roughness when SOD was at the 
centre point. Surfc1CC roughness inc..:reases with increasing watcrjet pressure but after some time it starts to decrease slightly. This is 
seen .It both the levels of speed i.e. high as well as low levels which arc represented by red and black lines respective ly in figure 
7(a). Similar is the case with Transverse speed, in which the roughness increases with increase in speed, shown in figure 7(b). The 

• 	;ontotlfs and three dimensional response surfhces were plotted in figures G{e) & (d), as a function o f the interactions of allY two of 
the factors by holding the other one at average value. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig- 6: Effect of Waterjet pressure and speed on surface I'ollghlless when SOD was at centre point. (a) The effect or 
Waterjet pressure and Speed (fixed) on Surface roughness at top, (b) The effect oC\Yaterjet pressure (fixed) and Speed on 
Surface roughness at top, (c) Contour plots or effects or Watcrjet pressure and Speed and (d) Response surface plots or the 
effects or Waterjet pressure and Speed on Surface roughness. 

Final Equation in Terms or Coded Factors: 

Sqrl (Top) ~ +1.93 +0.18' A +0.078 ' 8 +0.074' C -0.0/4' All +0.051' AC -0.023' IIC-O.22· A'-0.022· 8'-0.066 *C' 

The equation in terms of coded factors can be lIsed [0 make predictions about the response for given levels of each factor. By 
default. the high levels of the factors are coded as + 1 and the low levels of the f.-1ctors are coded as -1. The coded equation is 
useful for identifYing the relative impact of the factors by comparing the factor coefficients. 

Final Equation in Terms of Actual Factors: 

Sqrl (Top) ~ -98.01988 +3.67550£-003 • WaleI' Jel Pressure +0.12233 • Speed -1. 79517 • SOD ·9.89258£-007 • WaleI' Jel 

Pressure' Speed +8.17831 £ -005 -0.015816 • Speed' SOD -3.46511£-008 • WaleI' Jel Pressure' -6,75576£-004 • Speed'

1. 05263 • SOD' 

The graphical representation of.he above said surface roughness model is depicted below in figure 8. 
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I;rom I'igurc 7 (a), it is observed that till.: surl:u:t:: rl)ughness valuc!\ !()r X nllls lie ahove and 6 below ori g in lint' 
rcspcL:tivciy (!lid rest oj" the values lire Oil tilL: linL:. The cIJCL:t or individual parallH:tcr tin Sllrl~ICC rOllghlll:ss was found by plolling 
the pL:rturb<ltioli graph as shown in ligure 7 (b). 

The t:ilcL:t or IIwchining parallli.!lc\"s ob::;ervL:d on suri1lcc roug.hness at Tc)p arc disC:lIssed h:low: 

(a) Effect ()f\V~lterjct pressu!'e 
The L:urvc with denotatiun (1\) shows. the cffb;1 of \Vntcrjct prt::ssurc on surface roughness. It is r~veaJcd (orin tilL: ligurc 

that with incrcClsc in walcljct pressure, the Surl:lCC roughness tirslly increases thcll it decreases slightly. This is bccause at higher 
walcljet pressure the kinetic energy of the individual pllrtidc inside the jet increascs and cllhancl:s their capability ror the lIlalCri;11 
removal. Howcvcr, higher watcl:jt:t pressure may also result in random collision between the particles due to the large acceleration 
and also due 10 morc energy frolll the abrasive to the area bombarded by the water jet hence resulting in a rougher cut. 

(b) Effect of Transverse Speed of cutting head 
The eurve with denotation (B) shows the effect of Transverse speed on surface roughness. It can be sccn in the 

perturbation graph that as the transverse speed increases the roughness also increases this due to the fact that as the cUlling ht::ad 
moves faster, less number of particles is available at the time of machining of sample per unit area of sample. Thus, less number 
of impacts and cutting edges will be available per unit area that rcsults in rougher surf.:,ce finish. Consequently, the surface 
roughness is higher at higher transverse speed ofclItting head. . 

(c) Effect of Stand-alI distance (SOD) 
The curve with denotation (C) shows the effect of SOD on surf.,ce roughness. The graph shows a rise in Sl!rf~lcc 

roughness with increase in SOD in first half but then remains almost constant. This increase in the roughness can be justilicd by 
the fact that as the SOD increases the jet diverges more which results in reduced effective jet diameter. 

3.2 Parametric Optimization 

The optimum solution was obtained by DOE software Design Expert 10 by considering the relation between the three 
input parameters and response variables. The optimum parameter settings so obtained are given below in Table 6. 

Soace Parameter Optimum value 
Wateriet pressure 50000.012 psi 
Transverse speed 38.363 mm/min 
Stand-offdistance 0.550 mm 

Top 2.379 microns 
Middle 2.518 microns 
Bottom 2.987 microns 

Table- 6: Optimum Values of Parameters in Oesign 
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Fig- 8: (a) Optimization contours on surface roughness and (b) Surfaces of possibJe optimum solutions 

4. CONCLUSION 

A total l7 experiments were conducted using AWJ machining on 25mm thick SSJ04 sample. The conclusions based on 
the experimental results are as follows: 
(i) Minimum surface roughness at \ s........) _ --»
(ii) 

Minimum surface nro~:u;:g;:h:;n::es~;s~~~!
(iii) Minimum surface n 2.987 microns. 
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A REVIEW ON PREPARATION OF AL203-DISTlLLED WATEll 

BASED NANOFLUID FOR COUNTER FLOW HEAT EXCHANG ER 
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Ab,\'trru.:t: ultrahigh peljorma1lce coolillg i,\' t(l(l"y',\' 
important need.,' of ma1lY illdustries, Bllt, less thermal 
COIlfluctivity is n primary limitatioll ill developing efficient 
heat transfer fluid.~ that are required for cooling purposes, 
Nal10fluids (Jre bring about by sllspending lIanoparticles 
with average size,Oj below 20 to 50 11m il1 heat transfer fluids 
.,'lIch as water, oil, diesel, ethylelle glycol, etc. Advallced 
heat transfer fluids (Ire produced by mixing metallic or 
lion metallic f1(lItometer-sit.ed solid partides. 
E.xperimentations hm'e sholVlI that J/(lJl{Jfluids have 
significant higher thermal conductivities compared to the 
base jluids. These suspemledlJ(lJloparticles can c1rallge the 
transport amI thermal properties of tile base jluitt. This is 
,"een from the works, witle iuvestigation has been carried 
alit ill alllmina-water and CliO-water systems as well few 
reports ill Cll-water~. TiO], zirconia-, diamond, SiC-, FeJO./, 
Ag-. All-, amI water-based systems. The purpose of this 
review is to ,~tlldy recent developments in research 011 tlte 
COllstalley of lIallojlllids, improvement of thermal 
conductivities, viscosity, amI heat transfer characteristics of 
{l11l1l1;,~a (AhOJ) - water based fl(lI1ojluids 
KeylVortls: Aluminum OXide, nanoparticlesJ heat 
{!.'Ccllallger, Nanoj1uid. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Todays used fluids, likely water, engine oil. and ethylene 
glycol are normaiJy lIsed as heat transfer fluids. Even though 
variolls methods are appJied to improve the heat transfer. less 
heat transfer performance of these conservative fluids 
obstructs the performance improvement and compactness of 
heat exchangers, The usage of solid particles as an additive 
put off into the base fluid is method for the heat transfer 
improvement. Enlightening the thermal conductivity is the 
key idea to improve the heat transfer features ofconventional 
fluids. Subsequently a solid metal has a larger thermal 
conductivity than a conventional fluid. dispersing metallic 
solid fine particles into the base fluid is likely to improve the 
thermal conductivity of that fluid. The improvement of 
thermal conductivity of conventional fluids by the 
postponement of solid particles, like millimeter- or 
micrometer-sized particles. has been well-known for many 
years [4]. Though, they have not been of attention for 
practical applications due to problems such as clogging 
leading to increased pressure drop in the flow channel. The 
current advance in material technology has made it probable 
to produce advanced heat transfer fluids by mlxmg 
nanometer-sized particles in base fluids which can change the 
transportation and heating the base fluid. 

JI f . 

Nanofluids are solid-liquid comQJ.o:::: 
solid nanoparticies or nall0jlb,e~~il!i~ 

50 11111 suspended in distilled water. The nanofluid is not a 
simple liquid-solid mixture, the most vital criterion of 
nanofluid is agglomerate-stable suspension for long 
durations without causing any chemical changes in thi.: base 
fluid, This can be attained by decreasing the density belwllcl1 
solids and liquids or by increasing the viscosity of th e liquid~ 
by lIsing micrometer-sized particles and by stopping particles 
from cluster. the seltle down of particles can be cwoided. 
Nanofluids have attracted great interest recently because of 
reports of improved thermal properties [4]-[6]. Widespread 
investigation has been carried out on alumina-water and 
CuO-waler based systems as well few reports in ell-water, 
C- nanotubes water systems. This article goals overview of 
Ihe concept of AL203-distilled water based Nallofluids 
surveyed by an account on the complete researeh events 
carried out around the world, The review will focus mainly 
on engineering application parameters, likely the thermal 
conductivity and viscosity etc.. without giving much 
important on the theoretical aspects 

II. PREPARATION OF NANOFLUIDS 
There are two fundamental methods to obtain nanoflliids: 

• 	 Single-step direct vaporization method: In this 
method, the direct evaporation and condensation of 
the nanoparticle materials in the distilled watcr are 
obtained to prepare unchanging nanofluids. 

• 	 Two-step method: In two step method, first the 
nanoparticles are obtained by different methods and 
then are spread into the base liquid. 

Ill. FACTORS AFFECTING ON THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY 

A. Thermal conductivity measlirementtechniques 
Theffilal conductivity is most important criteria in improving 
the heat transfer characteristics of a base fluid. As the 
thermal conductivity of solid metals is greater than that of 
fluids. the mixed particles are expected to increase the 
thermal conductivity and heat transfer Characteristics, Too 
Many investigators have stated experimental studies on the 
thermal conductivity of nanofluids. The steady-state parallel 
plate method, and transient hot-wire method [4] have been 
employed to measure the thermal conductivity of nanofluids, 
But, the transient hot-wire method has been extensively used 
by many investigators A full review on different methods for 
measurement of thermal conductivity of nanofluids is 
available in the literature [5]. 

B, Experimental results 011 thermal conductivity of stilled 
waleI' ba!ted l1anojluids 
AbO] is the most cOOlmon nanoparticie used by many 
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ABSTRACT 

It is (oday undoubted that humuns have to n:uucc thcir impact on the environment. Intcmul combustion engines, 
being the major power source in the transpor!ation sector as well as in individual (ranspnrt~ play an important role in 
the man-made emissions. While the mobility in (he world is growing, it is imp0l1ant (0 reduce the emissions that 
result from transportation. The die~eI engine provides u h:gh cfficiency and hence it C;.l1l hclp to reduce C02 
emissions, which are believed to be the main cause of global warming. Diesel c;.;hatlst also contains toxic gases, 
mainly nhrogen oxides (NOX) and soot particles. These emissions are therefore limited by the authorities in most 
countries. <1 way to reduce the nitrogen oxide emissions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Growing conccm about pollution led to the establishment of EURO-VI pollution norms in Europe. And on the same 
grounds Indian Government is establishing Bharat Stage -VI norms directly after Bharat Stage-IV skipping the tifth 
one. These new established laws demand to reduce the emissions by about 90%. It s imply means that reduce the 
emissions of your vehicle by 90% and only then you can sell your vehicle in the IndiHIl 
market. To meet these new emiss ion levels we have to invent the news technologies and use new strategies. 
Amongst the many strategies following two are extensively uscd
l. EGR- Exhaust Gas Recirculation 
2. SCR- Selective Catalytic Reduction 
These technologies have some Banes and Boons. One of the major Bane ofEGR is reduction inefficiency, And that 
orSeR is increase in customer burden. Lets discuss these topic in detail one by one, 

Euro standard 
Introduction date Emission Limits 

New approvals New 
re~istration 

Petrol NO,. Diesel NO l Diesel PM 

EURO I 1 Julv 1992 31 Dec 1992 O.97g1km O.97!!1km O_14!!1km 
. EURO II I Jan 1996 I Jan 1997 O.S!!Ikm O.9~/km O.I~/km 

EURO 1II I Jan 2000 I Jan 2001 O.lSg/km O.Sg/km O.OSg/km 
EUROrv I Jan 2005 1 Jan 2006 0.08gikm 0.2Sg!km 0.02S!!Ikm 
EUROV I Sept 2009 1 Jan 2011 0.06gikm 0.18!!1km O.OOSgfkm 
EUROVI I Sept 2014 I Sept 20lS 0.062ikm 0.08!!1km O.oo4Sgikm 

TabIeI.Emission Norms 

2. EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION (EGR) 
A widely adopted route to reduce NOx emissions is Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR).This involves recirculating a 
controllable proportion orthe engine's exhaust back into the intake air. A valve is usually used to control the flow of 
gas, and the valve may be closed completely ifrequired. The substitution of burnt gas (which takes no fUl1her part in 
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('kanint~ the c:dwtlst gas with scrubbl.!r, the EcuSilenccr has been illlruoucc<l in the EGR system to clean Ihe exhausl ga~ amI, it' 
possihle. ;ilso In reducc some of (he cmission components. The pcrformance of Ihc £GR scrubber ila!'i proved so efficie III tlmt a 
test of evaluating the potential of this scrubber as afier-Irealmcnt scrubber lor two-stroke and tour-stroke tpgines has been :--Iartcd . 
And some auto check sys tems have been insta lled in the plants with EGR system that automatically checks the leakages 1"1'0111 til(, 
system [his makes the work ing safe and emcicnt.[20). 
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-4O')f. in PZ 

The l~g3 shows decrease in adiahatic IClllpt:nHtII'l'lIl1rJ NO , wi th increase in F.U I{ ml(!, I he NO, (';(lIlccntriltion ;!n:.' reduced 10 half 
i ts val li e with I;(m rate o f 30%, for ,vel ECiI{ ami 40'% !tlr dry E(iR ,A balanced or Illudcratc ratc ofn:circutalion can achievL' hi!-!h 
I'L'duC't ion in N() ~ without nilrogcll dilHlionll611 171rtXI, 

4,1 Prcmix("d comhustcr 1ll(l(Jc 

III modern gas IUrbilll!s Illort;: air is used in th!..: pril1lilry lOllt; of thc burn!..:]' ,mel the results are obtained in thi s case by consi dl!l'ing a 

IH;rt~c t pn::mixing is m:hicvcd in Ihe primary zone thl! pn.:mixcd type of bnrncr lin:: clif1icult 10 manufilcturc whcn hydrogen i ~ used 
as attic!. 

2.5 2.5 
- .-100% In PZ .....,-100% In PZ 

2.0 -BO%inPZ 	 ""-"80% in PZ2.0 
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EGR rate (%) EGR rate (%) 
Fig-4: Calculated equilibrium NOx emissions with Fig-S: Calcuhlted equilibrium NOx emissions with 

dry EGR at different working fluid distribution wet EGR 'It different working fluid distribution 
ratios in th e primary flame zone (PZ) of the ratios in the primary name zone (PZ) of the 

combustor, combuster. 

More the working fluid is present in primary zone lower wi ll be the N Ox emissions results show that when 45 % of the fuel is in 
primary zOlle the condition near to stoichiometry is obtained i.e we get lower NOx emissions and the EGR rate to be supplied is 
also within limits nearly to 40% as seen from fig4 &figS. 

5. CONCLUSION 

To avoid the efficiency penalty which occurs because of dilution o f hydrogen rich nlei an EGR system is used which generates an 
oxygen depleted working fluid for reducing NOx emissions 

I) At high EGR rates the fluid entering com buster is highly oxygen depleted thus temperature reached are minimum and 
hence the NOx. emissions, 

2) Application of EGR in wet mode is more effective in reducing the NOx. emissions as compared to dry mode, 
3) Both diffusion type and premixed type corn buster can be used but at higher EGR rates use of lean premixed combuster 

becomes feasible because of decrease in reactivity of hydrogen, 

6. RECENT MODIFICATIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE IN EGR 

Gas turbine cycle technologies will playa major role in future power generation, and severa l well-justified concepts have been 
developed Or are the subject of major feasibility studies, Currently the, gas turbine cycles are modified with steam injection 
between the combustion chamber exit and the gas turbine inlet. 
Heat recovery steam generators, utilizing the exhaust gases, provide these cycles with the injected steam at saturated vapor, The 

thennodynamic characteristics of the various cycles are considered in order to establish their relative importance to future power 
generation markets, The irreversibility of the different composing units of the cycles and the variation of gas properties due to 
steam injection as well as changes in the interrelation ofcomponent perfonnance parameters are taken into account. 

The present modified cycles with steam injected cycles have higher! power output as well as higher efficiencies, resulting in a 
lower specific cost. At the chosen values of the operating parameters, the enhancement achieved in the overall efficiency for the 
simple, reheat (with steam injection at high and low pressures) and partial oxidation (with steam injection at high and low 
pressures) gas turbine cycles are of about 20- 30%, 120--200%, 10--12%, 1 20-:~i!Il!;:;;i!ill::SO%. respectively. The present modified 
cycles technique can be considered among the possible ways to improve th tmbine cycles-based power plants 
at feasible costs. This concept can be used for similar core engines[19]. ':-.., 
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Fig~l : Simplified layout of the hydrogen fired gas turbinc with exhaust gas rccirculation concept 

A frac tion of the exhaust gas is recirculated to lhe turbines compressor inlet and the gas which comes out of compressor anel cnters 
the combustion chamber has less amount o f oxygen in !t and hence the NO:'i fo rmed is intr ins ically limited because of lo'\veJ" 
adiabatic temperature reached at the time of combustion [lJ].A NG gas turbine could operate a gas turbine combuster with lip 10 

35% recirculation of exhaust gas and 17.8% of O 2 concentration[I4]. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Older gas turbines wcre fitted with diffusion type burners in these bumers the non premixed fuel and air are injected directly to 
primary combustion zone these burners have good ignition and flam e stab ility these burners were not so efficient for reducing 
NO.~ as the temperatures reached in these were high thus leading to high NOli for mation .[1 5] 
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Fig-2: O2 Vs % of EGR supplied t o turbine inlet. Filled symbols:wet EGR; open symbols: dry EGR. 

The effects of EGR are depicted in fi g2 oxygen cOllcentration decreases rapidly as the EGR rate increases and the decrease in O 2 

with EGR is fas ter when wet EGR is used rathcr than dry EGR. 
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ABSTRACT 

A gas turbine power plant powered by hydr()ge/l (IS lite fuel "n~' high combustion properties because of high reactivity of 
hydrogen llIul lienee dilutioll offllel becomes a /u!('('.\'l'i(I' for achieving low NOx emis.\·iOIl.'i a Itigll exlmust gas recirculation 
rale (EGR) ra/e is applied /0 the worh'ing fluid resulting in la('/i r~r oxygell ill tlte fuel awl hellce tlte tempera/lire reaclted 
tlllrillg comblls/ion process are reduced r('sul/illl{ ill low NOx ('missiolls. Graphs ofdifferent £G/~ rutes liS redllctioll iJI oxygell 
aud NOx emission are plolled EGR rules beyond tile !imft.,· i.e IIiglter )'ailies fire (lfJplied ,m fI pflrticular COIlc/II.vioJI cml be 
allailled for stoichiollietric EGR rale values tliut ",lieu lIpplied will gil'e results wltich will be ill equilibriUIli willi 
slirroundings. Tlte co/lell/sion oftliis llJ1a(vsis is '!Jal by lI,villg exhmat gas recirculatiolltecllllique ill gas turbiues high fllI/mlllt 
ofreductioll ill NO.1{ emissions Cflll be attained while .'iome efficiency penalty gets il1duced becallse offllel (liIlItioll. 

Keywords: Exhaust gas recirclilatioll(EGR). lIydrogen gas turbine, NO.-.: etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The main pollutants in an exhaust gas of n hydrogen fired gas turbine are nitrogen oxides (NO.~).Which have becn 
strongly regulated for many decades now during the combustion of hydrogen the formation of NO...: is mostly controlled by 
temperature the NOx formation is strongly sensitive to temperature it means that a very small increase in the range of temperature 
causes an exponential increase of NO .,(1)[2)[3). 

In modern gas turbines the problem of high temperature region is resolved by mixing fuel and air before sending it to 
combustion chamber this technology has struggled because fuel prem ixing leads to many issues related to combustion instability 
[4].This technology still strives when hydrogen rich fuels are used because hydrogen combustion has wide flammability, very 
high react ion rates and high flame temperature[5] because of this combustion process occurs too quickly and there is not enough 
time for premixing of air and fuel which results in high NO" emissions[6][7]. 

To lower the NO)! emissions some penalty in efficiency is to be considered the present work suggest a gas turbine cycle 
that has low NOx emissions for which we need 110t to dilute fuel nor we do changes in combustion technology it is obtained by 
recirculating the exhaust gas to the turbine compressor inlet now the air entering the combustion chamber has less amount of 
oxygen and hence the combustion temperature and NO x formation is limited because of this concept the burners of the t11rbine will 
be simple in construction and cost of manufacturing will be reduced to greater extent[8] [9]. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

N.k. Mi ller jothi studied the effect of Exhaust Gas Recirculat ion (EGR) on homogeneous charge ignition engine. A 
stationary four stroke, si ngle cylinder, direct injection (Dl) diesel engine capable of developing 3.7 kW at 1500 rpm was modified 
to operate in Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) mode.[IO] 

Amar Pandhare studied the Effect of EGR on the exhaust gas temperature and exhaust opacity in compression ignit ion 
engines using Jatropha oil as fueJ[lI). 

Deepak Agarwal et ai., investigated the effect of EGR on soot deposits. and wear of vital engine parts, especially piston 
rings, apart from performance and emissions in a two cylinder, air cooled, constant speed direct injection diesel engine. 

Mario Ditaranto studied hydrogen fired gas turb ine cycle with exhaust gas recirculation and found the different egr rates 
for particular amount ofNOx emission(12). 

3. WORKING OF HYDROGEN FffiED GAS TURBINE WITH EGR 

The exhaust from the hydrogen fired gas turbine has nitrogen as the main 
carbondioxide in it.the EGR rate is defined as the ratio of the volume f1ow
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autolllotive IlanSll1lSSlon. Thl;)' expcrilllcntal plat"lfIJl was a 
four-whet:l drive transmission vchh.:Jc. It adl)pts advanced 
rot;)1)' blade coupling (RJ)C)~ wilen;.' <I high 10c:II tcmpcraturc 
oct.:urs easily fit high rot<ltin,g speeds. Thcrcforc. it is 
imperative to improve the heat transfer efficicncy. Thc 
experiment measurcs thc temperature distribluion of the RBe 
exterior at four difTerent rotating speeds (400,800, 1,200, and 
1,600 rpm), simulating the conditions of a rcal CHr at diffcrcnt 
rotating speeds and investigating thc optimum possible 
compositions of a nanofluid for higher heal transfer 
perfonnance. Used AbO} nanofluid as a coolant in a diesel 
electric generator. Specific heat measurements of aluminum 
oxide nanofluid with various particle concentrations werc 
studied and showed that applying nanofluids rcsulted in a 
reduction of cogeneration efficient.:y. This is due to the 
decrease in specific heat, which influences the waste heat 
recovery from the engine. However, it was found that the 
efficiency of waste heat recovery heat cxchanger increased 
for nallofluid due to its superior convective heat transfer 
cocfficient. 
Recently, observed the potential of AbOJ-H20 nanofluids as 
a new phase change material for the thermal energy storage 
of cooling systems. The thermal response test shows the 
addition of AhO) nanoparticles remarkably decreases the 
super cooling degree of water, advanccs the beginning 
freezing time, and reduces the total freezing time. The 
infrared imaging photographs suggest that the freezing rate of 
nanofluids is enhanced and by only adding 0.2 wt. % AhO) 
nanoparticies, the total freezing time of AhO)-H2.0 
nanofluids can be reduced by 20.5%. Transformer cooling is 
important to the Navy as well as the power generation 
industry with the objective of reducing transfonner size and 
weight. The ever growing demand for greater electricity 
production can lead to the necessity of replacing and/or 
upgrading transfonners on a large scale and at a high cost. A 
potential alternative in many cases is the replacement of 
conventional transformer oil with a nanofluid. Such retrofits 
can represent considerable cost savings. It has been 
demonstrated that the heat transfer properties of transformer 
oils can be significantly improved by using nanoparticle 
additives the above experimental results demonstrated that 
alumina-based nanofluids have a significant potential in 
applications. However, large volumes of nanofluid 
experiments are lacking in literature. Further, most of the 
applications are limited to closed loop configuration. A need 
thus arises to test such fluids with suitable modifications in 
opcn loop applications. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Alumina-based nanofluids are important because they can be 
llsed in numerous applications involving heat transfer and 
other applications. Most of the AhOJ- based nanofluids are 
preparcd by using an ultrasonic vibrator which is not stable 
for a longer time. Researchers therefore had concentrated on 
preparing stable nanofluids by using different surfactants, 
optimizing pH, temperature fOJ different nanofluids , and by 
surface modification of the particles. The thermal 

t::llhanCClllcnt is !lilt I..:lear in the Hvailahle literature. Very Ii.:w 
lit~ratures arc available 011 the enh,mCC!1lCnl of Ihcrlll;1I 
t.:onductivity due 10 surilicl.! an:u. acidic or basic media. ami 
due to thc shape IilclOr. The nanoilllids prepared with addie 
and basic media may not be uscful for the heat tr.msll:r 
<Ipplicatioll, since it may cause ndverse cficcts on the heat 
transier properties. The effect of temperature observed by 
different authors demonstratcs different degrees of 
enhanccment for the same volume fraction. The technique 
for the measurement of thermal conductivity may also alh:r 
thc values. The effect of temperature on thennal condul.:tivity 
at lower volumc fractions, which has been measured up to 
400 K, lias bcen reported. No work has yet been reported 
with cxperimcnts dealing with the mcasurement of Ihl:nnal 
condllctivity at low (sub-zcro)-range temperatures. The 
behavior of the thermal conductivity at low temperatures arc 
yet to be found out and can point a new direction in this fkld 
of rescarch. 
Very few reports described the effect of temperatun.: 011 the 
viscosity at a higher volume fraction and at a higher 
temperature observing hysteresis phenomenon. The heating 
phase beyond the critical temperature may become more 
viscolls which indicates a rather drastic alteration oj' thc 
nanofluid rheological properties leading to hysteresis. 
Viscosity has raised a serious concern regarding the us\,; of 
nanofluids for enhancing heat transfer mobility. Researchers 
can concentrate on the effect of temperature and Ihe 
hysteresis behavior for AhO) nanofluids and can try to 
increase thc temperature withstanding capacity of the AbO) 
nanofluids. From the observed results, it is clearly seen that 
nanofluids have a greater potential for heat transfer 
enhancement and are suitable for application in practical heat 
transfer processes. 
The review has summarized the basics of nanoflllid, its 
preparation methods, and the factors affecting the thermal 
conductivity enhancemcnt "in the AbO}-based nanofluid. It 
has also identified the areas which rcquire more research for 
better understanding. The enhancement of thermal 
conductivity of base fluid will be a definite requirement in 
the future to improve the thermal efficiency of different 
systems. 
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mmolluids, nmde 01' gAbOJ n;'lIlop~:rlicl~s i.md Dl W, flowing 
through a coppcr tube ill the laminar nov.' regime. The rcsuhs 
showed considerable cnhancclllcni of convective heal 
Iral1sler using the nanolluids; the cllhalll:Cllwnt was 
particularly significant in the cntrance region. and was Illuch 
higher than that solely due to the enhanccment on thermal 
conduction. The possible reasons for the enhancement are 
migration of nanoparticics and the resulting dislurbam:c of 
tlit: boundary layer. 
You et al. measured the critical heat nux (CHr) ill thc pool 
boiling of AbOl -water nrmofluids. They discovered an 
unprecedented phenomenon: a thrccfold increase in CHF 
over that of pure waler. The average size of deparling 
bubbles increased, and the bubble frequency decreased 
significantly in nanofluids whcn compared with those in pure 
water. Bang studied boiling heal transfer charactcristics of 
AbOJ-based nanofluids. Pool boiling heat transfer 
coefficients and phenomena of nanofluids are compared with 
those of pure water, which are acquired on a smooth 
horizontal flat surface (roughness of a few tens of 
nanometers). The experimental results showed that these 
nanofluids have poor heat transfer performance compared to 
pure water in nalUral convection and nucleale boiling. On the 
other hand, CHF has been enhanced in not only horizontal 
but also vertical pool boiling. This is related to a change of 
surface characteristics by the deposition ofnanoparticles. 
Experimental study conducted by Das et al. [6] on pool 
boiling in water-AbO) nanofluids 011 horizontal tubes of 
small diameter revealed that the deterioration in performance 
in boiling is less in narrow tubes compared to that in large 
industrial tubes which makes it less susceptible observed that 
the nanoparticle settlement mainly took place at the 
evaporator. The change of surface condition at the evaporator 
due to nanoparticle settlement was found to be the major 
reason for the enhanced thermal performance of the alumina 
nanofluid-charged oscillating heat pipe. 
Recently, conducted an experiment on natural convection of 
heat transfer of a nanofluid in vertical square enclosures of 
different sizes, in the solid loading range of 0.1 to 4 vol. % 
noted the Rayleigh's number varying in the range of6.21 x 
103 to 2.56 x 108

• The experimental result for the average 
heat transfer rate across the three enclosures appeared 
generally consistent with the assessment based on the 
changes in thermophysical properties of the nanofluid 
formulated, showing systematic heat transfer degradation for 
the nanofluid containing nanoparticles volume fraction 22 
vol. % over the entire range of the Rayleigh's number 
considered. The nanofluid containing 0.1 vol. %, a heat 
transfer enhancement of 18% compared with that of water, 
was found to arise in the largest enclosure at sufficiently high 
Rayleigh's number. The authors suggested that such 
enhancement is not only due to the relative changes in 
thermophysical properties of the nanofluid containing low 
particle fraction, other factors may come into play. 
Although addition of local losses (prefacing) may suppress 
instabilities, however, it is accompanied by a significant flow 
reduction which is detrimental ro the natural circulation heat 
removal capability. Nayak et al. [42] demonstrated. 

/.~:)·N (Oll/ille): 33·/7 - -1 7/8 

ins!abilitics <Ire supprcso.;cti but also the Ilatural dr'-.:ulatioll 
now ratL" is enhanced. The increase in steady natural 
circulation flow rate due 10 addition of nUllopanicles is found 
(0 be a fUllction of it:; concentration in water. Tilt.: now 
instabilities are fbund to occlIr with water alone only durin!'. 
a sudden power addition from cold condition, step i J1l:rcaSe 
in power, and 5t!,!P decrl.!tlse in power (step back conditions). 
With a small concentration of AbO,l nanofluids. these 
instabilities are fOllnd to be suppressed significantly. 
The heat transfer studies on alumina-based nanotlu ids can 
give rise to the possibility of their use in actual applications. 
However, cost of such fluids is a major concern vis-a.-vis the 
stability duration of such fluids in ideal condition. Further, 
the effect of acids and bases or surfactants used lor 
stabilization of nanoparticles in actual applications needs to 
be studied in detail. 

V. APPLICATIONS OF ALUMINA-BASED 
NANOFLUIDS 

A nanofluid can be used to cool automobile engines and 
welding equipment and to cool high heat flux devices such as 
high-power microwave tubes and high-power laser diode 
arrays. A nanofluid coolant could flow through tiny passages 
in MEMS too to improve its efficiency. The measurement of 
nanofluid CI-IF in a forced convection loop is useful for 
nuclear applications. If nanofluids improve chiller efficiency 
by 1%, a savings of 320 billion kWh of electricity or an 
equivalent 5.5 million barrels of oil per year would be 
realized in the USA alone. Nanofluids find a potential for lISC 

in deep drilling application. A nanofluid can also be used for 
increasing the dielectric strength and life of the transformer 
oil by dispersing nano diamond particles. 
The experimentally investigated the behavior and heat 
transfer enhancement of an AbO] nanoparticle-water 
mixture, flowing inside a closed system that is destined for 
the cooling of microprocessors or other electronic 
components. ExperimentaJ data, obtained for turbulent flow 
regime, have clearly shown that the inclusion of 
nanoparticles into distiHed water has produced a 
considerable enhancement of the cooling block convective 
heat transfer coefficient. For a particular nanofluid with 6.8% 
particle volume concentration, heat transfer coefficient has 
been found to increase as much as 40% compared to that of 
the base fluid. It has also been found that an increase of 
particle concentration has produced a clear decrease of the 
heated component temperature. Experimental data also 
showed that a nanofluid with a 36-nm particle provides 
higher heat transfer coefficients than a 47-nm particle size. In 
another experiment, You et 31. [36] measured the 
enhancement of the CHF in pool boiling from a flat square 
heater immersed in alumina-based water nanofluid in a 
concentration range of 0 to 0.05 giL The test results showed 
that the enhancement of CHF was drastic when nanofluid 
was used as a cooling liquid instead of pure water. It was 
concluded that the increase in CHF levels present the 
possibility of raising chip power in electronic components or 
simplifying cooling requirements for space applications. 
Tzeng dispersed CuO and Ab03 nanoparticles and antifoam, · 

into oil for the ofcooling engine coolingexperimentally, with AbO) nanofluids, 
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While heat transfer aspects of suspensions are important in 
applications in general, the aspect of natural convection in 
muhiphase emulsions becomes more critical during storage 
and special phenomena such as melting of clathrate, which is 
used for storing coldness by releasing latent heat, separates 

of suspended nanoparticles and the 
heat transfer and flow features are 

and Ding [21] reported an 
convective heat transfer of 
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Iht:: AbO.I·waler ntinoll\lid~ is llol1lim:ar with the AhO; 
IHtIlopnrlicle volume concentration. The nonlinear viscosity 
behavior occurs at vt::ry low panicle concentrations. rar below 
2 vol. %. Nonlinear behavior implics Ihal there is partiolc· 
p,lrliclc intcractions which invalidate the Einstein equation 
developed for dilutc suspensions. The rcslllt is similar in 
another expcriment, wherein, the viscosity increased by 
83.4% at a volume fraction of 0.05 (5 vol. %). The viscosity 
study on AbO)wnter nanofluids. with 36· and 47· nm, lind 
CuO-waler nanofluid with 29-nm average particle size was 
reported by Nguyen for particle volume fraction ranging 
from I % to 9.4% and for tempcratures varying from room 
temperature to approximately 75°C. The hystcresis behavior 
for 36·n01 particle size and fOllr particle volume 
concentrations indicatcd drastic changes with heating of 
samples beyond a critical temperature. On cooling after being 
heated beyond a critical temperature, a hysteresis 
phenomenon can occur. It is very interesting to note that 
hysteresis is predominant only in fluids with higher 
nanoparticle concentration. 
The measured viscosities of Aha) (80 nm) and deionized 
water (DIW)-based nanofluids were also found to increase by 
nearly 82% for the maximum volumetric loading of 5% 
nanoparticies [20]. A similar increment (86%) of the 
effective viscosity of AbO, (28 nm)/distilied water-based 
nanofluids was also observed by Wang et al. [7] for the same 
volume fraction of 0.05. The reasons for the differences 
could be due to the difference in the size of the particle 
clusters, differences in the dispersion techniques, and the use 
of a surfactant similar to that reported earlier for thermal 
conductivity data. At lower concentrations, the change in 
relative viscosity over temperature was minimal. Xie et a!. 
[13] also demonstrated that the viscosity of the n.noparticle 
suspension is much larger than the corresponding value 
predicted by the theoretical formula. The enhancements ratio 
of the viscosity of ethylene glycol (EG)-based suspensions 
are smaller than those of water-based suspensions, indicating 
the significant influence of the base fluid on the viscosity of 
the fluid-nanoparticle mixtures_ The recent report by Kole et 
aL [22] of alumina in engine oil demonstrated that there is a 
transition from Newtonian characteristics for the base fluid to 
non-Newtonian behavior with increasing content of AbO) in 
the engine coolant. The data also show that the viscosity 
increases with an increase in concentration and decreases 
with an increase in temperature_ 
The analysis of limited data indicated that an optimization is 
required for the solid loading in nanofluids so that the 
viscosity rise is not high for the application and at the same 
time there is signifIcant enhancement in the thermal 
conductivity of nanofluids. More studies are required in this 
direction. 

IV. 	 HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF AL203
BASED NANOFLUIDS 

/SSN (On/ii/e): :!3-17 . . / 7/8 

OUI as organic liquid and all emulsion of hydrot1uOI"llCnrhnn 
displ::r~cd ill WOller r41. 
Pak alld (,ho studied the heat transfcr cnlulllccllu:.:nt ill a 
Gin:ul:ir tlIbc. using. g·AhO.1 and TiO:! nanopllrliclt: fluiu 
mixtures n~ the !lowing medium. They observed fIl1 im;n:asc 
in the Nussclt number with the increasing volume fraCtiol1 
,lilt! Reynolds number. Putra et al. [24] studied the natural 
convection of nnnofluids inside horizontal cylindel- heated 
from une end und cooled from the other. An app:m:lltly 
parmloxical behavior of heat transfer deteriorati on was 
observed in the experimental study. The nature of this 
detcrior.ltion and its dependence on parameters such as 
pl.lrticlc conccntration, material of the particles, (Illd 

gcomctry of the containing cavity was investigated. The nuid 
characters arc distinct from that of common slurries. 
Heris et .1. [25] dispersed CuO and AbO, oxide 
nanoparticles in water as base fluid in di Ifcrcnt 
concentrations, and the laminar flow cOllvective heat transfer 
through circular tube with constant wall tern peratw'c 
boundary condition were examined. The experimental results 
obtained for CuO-water and AbOJ-water nanofluids indicatc 
that hcat transfer coefficient ratios for nanofluid to 
homogeneous model in low concentrations are close to each 
other, but by increasing the volumc fraction, higher heat 
transfer enhancement for AhOjl water was observed. The 
same authors worked on laminar flow forced convection heat 
transfer of AhOJ/'water nanofluid inside a circular tube with 
constant wall temperature [33J and measured the Nusselt 
numbers for different nanoparticle concentrations as well as 
various Peclet and Reynolds numbers. Experimental results 
emphasized the enhancement of heat transfer due to the 
presence of nanoparticies in the fluid. Heat transfer 
coefficient increased by increasing the concentratiou of 
nanopartic!es in nanofluid. 
The turbulent convective heat transfer behavior of alumina 
(Aba)) and zirconia (Zr02) nanoparticle dispersions in water 
is investigated experimentally in a flow loop with a 
horizontal tube test section at various flow rates (9,000 < Re 
< 63,000), The experimental data were compared to 
predictions made using the traditional single-phase 
convective heat transfer and viscous pressure loss 
correlations for fully developed turbulent flow, Dittus
Boelter, and Blasius/MacAdams, respectively. It was shown 
that if the measured temperature· and loading· dependent 
thermal conductivities and viscosities of the nanoflllids are 
used in calculating the Reynolds, Prandtl, and Nusselt 
numbers, the existing correlations accurately reproduce the 
convective heat transfer and viscous pressure loss behavior 
in tubes. Therefore, no abnormal heat transfer enhancement 
was observed in this study. 
Xuan and Li [8] conducted an experiment to investigate 
convective heat transfer and flow features of the nanofluid in 
a tube. Both the convective heat transfer coefficient and 
friction factor of the sample nanofluids for the turbulent flow 
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rJll;tl1od secms 10 be Ictlst aflcl;tcd by the panicle 
sccii01cntarion sinc.;c the thickness of the loaded slIlllple fluid 
is less thall I mill. The transient hot-wire method can be 
af'ti.:clcd by the scdimcntntion of the l1allol1l1id5. Non
homogt::neous nanoparticlc conccntrnlion in the direction of 
gravity can give rise to tcmperature graciient within the 
vl:rrical hOI wire, whieh may be a source of measurement 
crrors. This is also true for the temperature oscillation 
technique l23]. It is not clem how these techniques will 
bch.n'e for a stable nanofluid which does not at all sediment 
during Ihc mcaSuremcnt. Therefore, it is essential to produce 
n<lnoiluids which can be stable for long periods of time 
without any nOliceable sedimentation. 
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Figure 5. Effect of temperature on thermal conductivity 

nanofluid. 
1. Effect pH on thermal conductivity of AI203 wafer-based 
nanojlldd') 
Xie et al. [13] prepared variOlls suspensions containing AbO) 
nanoparticles \V'ith specific surface areas in a range of 5 to 
124 m2/g, and their thermal conductivities were measured 
using a transient hot·wire method at a pH range of 2 to 11.5. 
It was noted that the nanoparticle suspensions, containing a 
small amount of AbO), have substantially higher thermal 
conductivity than the base fluid, with the enhancement 
increasing with rhe volume fraction of Ab03. The enhanced 
thermal conductivity increases with an increase in the 
difference between the pH value of aqueous suspension and 
the isoelectric point of the AbO) particle. The enhancement 
observed for 60.4-nm-sized particle between 1.8 and 5 vol. % 
is 7 % to 21 %. The effect of pH on thermal conductivity of 
water-based Ab03 nanofluids is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 10 !';ompares lhe thermal conductivity enhanc!,;ilu.:nt of 
AhO) nanotluids wilh and wilhout it surlactanf. Wcn ct ill. 
[21] used 42-nm-sil!,;d AbO.; nanoparticles and dispcrscd 
them in wnter lIsing sodium dodccyl benzene sulltHlUte 
(SOBS) as surfact1lllt; the enhancement observed W<l':-; 10% 
for 1.59 vol.% which is comparflble with the data reported 
earlier [1,7, 18J. Recently. Kale el al. [22] dispersed -.: 50-11111
sized AhO,; lIsing oleic acid as surfactant in a car engine 
coolant and observed 10.4 J % enhancement for 3.5 vol. %. 
The authors have demonstrated the stability of such fluids I()f' 
more than 80 days with thermal conductivity enhancemcnt oj" 
13% and 12% for ethylene glycol·based AbO) nanoflllids at 
5 vol. % solid loading. As shown in Figure 10, the additives 
will enhance the thermal conductivity of the nanofiui<ls and 
give good stability, but the question which is unri!sol.v!,;d is 
the contribution of thermal conductivity enhancemen t from 
the surfactant effect to the overall enhancement of the 
nanofluids. 
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Figure 8. Effect of additives on thermal conductivity of 
nanofiuid. 

K Experimental results On viscosity of Al203-based 
Ilollojluids 
Compared with the experimenlal studies on thermal 
conductivity of nanofluids, there are limited rheoJogical 
studies reported in the literature. In one study [8]. the AhO)
water mixture showed a viscosity increase between 20% and 
30% for 3 vol. % AhO) solution compared to that of \ovater 
alone. The results by Das et al. [6] on the viscosity of 
alumina-water nanofluids against shear rate demonstrated an 
increase of viscosity with increased particle concentrations 
indicating strong poss ibility that nanofluid may be non
Newtonian. Further investigations are, however, required to 
define the viscosity models ofnanofluids. 
In another study, a two-step method was used to produce 
Ah03-water nanofluids with low concentrations of AbO) 
nanoparticles from 0.0 I to 0.3 vol. % without any surfactant 
[19] and measured viscosity at the temperature range from 
21°C to 39°C. Experimental results showed that the effective 
viscosities of the dilute Ab0 3- water nanofluids significantly 
decreases with increasing temperature and slightly increases 
with increasing volume fraction. The measured viscosity of 
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F f~ffe(.'{ (!{ PI'l!plI}'(I{ioJl IIWI/UHf Oil I/If!rmo/ t.'fJllciuClh,i/y (!J' 
..1I.!03-h(lsct/lUuu?/lllhl. .. 
Thermal conductivities of Ihl: nanopartidc fluid I~ljxture were 
lirsl reported by Masuda et a l. Th!.! average diameter of the 
particles used in their experiments was 20 nIH, and the 
particles dispersed in water by using u high speed shear ing 
dispenser =:: 20,000 rpm. The wril!.!rs r!.!ported a 32,4% 
increase in tht~rl11al conductivity for the volume fraction of 
4.3 vol. % against 20% for 3 vo!. % mlllO alumina. Though, 
the experiment wns carried ou t at a higher rool11 lCmpCrtlturc 
of nearly 32°C, which is higher than most other investigators' 
reported data at room temperature ranging from 21 °C to 
28°C. Additional , the authors used a high-speed dispenser 
with adding of Hel and NaOH to the flu ids so (hat 
elec trostatic repulsive forces among the particles kept the 
powder well dispersed, Lee ct al. [16] dispersed 40-nm-sized 
AI::!O) nanoparticles in water and ethylenc glyco l by lIsing 
polyethylene container and shaken carefully to ensure a 
homogeneous mixture for producing stable mixture. The 
authors observed an inc reasc o f only 10% at the 4.3 vol% and 
8% for thc 3% load. The same enhancement was observcd by 
Das et al. [6] for the particle size of 38.4 nm and for the 
particle load between I % and 4%. Wang et at. [7] dispersed 
28-nm-sized AhO) nanopart icles in different base fluids and 
prepared nanofluids by mechanical blending, coating 
particles with pOlymers and filtration method. The thermal 
conductivity enhancement was 16% for 5.5 vol. % and 12% 
for 3% volume faction. In the case of Xie et al. [13], the 
researchers used 60A-nm-sized AbO) dispcrsed in water and 
prepared stable solu tion by adjusting pH. Nanoparticles are 
de-agglomerated by using an ultrasonic disrupter after mixing 
with a base fluid and were homogenized by using magnetic 
force agitation. The enhancement observed was 2 1 % for 5% 
volume fraction and 14% at 3.2% volume mction. 
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Figure 4. Effect of preparation method on thermal 

conductivity ofnanofluid. 


Figure 4 shows that the enhancement in the case ofXie et al. 

[13] is more compared to others even though they used lesser 
particles and in tbe case of Wang et al. [7] shows lesser 
enhancement at 2.5 vol. % compared to Das et al. [6] and Lee 
et al. [16]. The same method of synthesis in the latter two 
cases validated similar enhancement ratios. These results 
validate that a stable dispersion can be achieved by many 
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liJnilc l' st lld i~s si lll:c the stability 0[' slich fluids in the long 
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and 
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the data reponed here is 

D. i';Yli.:cr vf rempernllfl'f.! 
.·112()3basl!(! 11Onojllfids 

on rllerma! cOlldllel h'ily (!f' 

The thamal conductivity of nanofluicls is tem peratllfe 
scnsitive eompurcd to that of base fluid s. The effect o f 
tcrnp c.: ralurc 011 water-bascd AI203 nano f1uid s is shoWIl in 
Figure 6. Different groups measured th erJ11f11 conduc tivity at 
diffcrent temperatures. Das et al. [6] varied temperatures in 
(he range of 2 1°C to 5 1 °C demonstrating an enhancement of 
2% to 10.8% for lhe particle load of In Figure 7, the same 
trend is observed for ethylene glycol-based nanofluids. BOlh 
Mu"'hed ct al. [4] and Beck et al. [19] observed higher 
conductivity enhancement for the sllspensions co ntaining 
surfactants, though particle size of solids were different in 
both cases. Recently, Beck et al. [19] measured thermal 
conductivity of the ethylene glycol-based nanotluids in tht: 
rangc of 296 to 400 K and showed that thermal conductivity 
behavior of nanofluids is related the behavior of the base 
fluid , and they suggested that temperature dependence of 
nano fluids is due mostly to the base fluids. These results of 
tcmperatore dependence of thermal conducti vi ty 
enhancement in nanotluids based on alumina during the lasl 
15 years s ince 1993 is confusing and hence needs thorough 
analysis. The data must be interpreted in conjunction with 
the base fluid behavior, particle size, and surfactant effect. 
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Figure 5. Effect of telllperature on thermal conduc tivity 
nanofluid . 

H. Thermal conductivity of Af20J nanojluids measlIred by 
di/ferenllechniques 
Figure 6 shows the thermal conductivity measurement of 
AhO) water-based nanofluid measured by different 
techniques. A trend shows that thermal conductivity 
increased with the increase in volume fraction. The thermal 
conductivity data in the case of Oh et al. [20] were in well 
agreement with that reported by Wang et al. [7] which, 
however, was higher than the results of Lee et a l. [16] and 
Das et al. [6) for similar nanofluids but measured by 
d iffe rent techniques. The reason for this discrepancy during 
the measurement may be due to the sedimentation and 

of nanoparticles, particle diameter, and 
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different methods, but the thenna! conductivity e~,~s::~;~~~j preparation. In comparing the thermal conductivity 
is dependent on the preparation methods. These ' techniques, the steady state plate 
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n.:scarchl.:rs in their I.:xperillll.:Jltal works. rv!any dfbns have 
b\.!l: 11 Illade 10 slUdy the thl.: i' lllill conductivity of nilnolluicis. 
The summary of experimental studies 0 11 the thermal 
conduc tivity or AbO.l-baseci nanofluids arc giwn Usually, 
thernml conductivity of the nanolluids im:rl.:<Isl!s with 
increasing volume li'action of nanoparticles; with decreasing 
parlic\1;: s izl.:, the shape of partidcs I.:<ln also effect the thermal 
conductivity o f nHnofluicis, tempcrature, Brownian motion of 
the partkle, illterfacial layer, and with the <ldditivcs. 

C. Ej(e(.: f of volume ji'action 0/ nanoparricles 011 thermal 
crmdllclivily qfAl203-based nanojluids 
The effect of vo lumetric concentration on AhOJ-water based 
nnnofluids is shown in Figure I. The investigators used 
different sizes of AhO) nanoparticles at different 
temperatures jn water and ethylene glycol with particle 
volume conct::ntration typically less than 5% with few 
exe lusions. The maximum improvement in thermal 
conductivity observed for 4% vol. load in the case of water
based nanofluid was 32% [15] and in the case of ethylene 
glycol-based nanofluid was 30% [1 3]. respectively. Hwang et 
al. [1 4] observed a 4% improvement in thermal conductivity 
at 1 vol% concentration; the observed improvement was 
more compared to other researchers at same the volume 
frac tion of sol ids. Lee et aJ. [J6] observed a 2 % 
improvement at a lower volume percent for 35- nm-sizcd 
AhOJpartic les. In the case ofLi and the thermal conductivity 
jmprovement was decreased as concentration inc reased from 
6% to 10%, but in the case of Timofeeva et aJ. [I I], the 
thermal conductivity was increased as concentration 
increased from 2% to 10% even tho ugh the particle size was 
a lmost the same in both the cases. 
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Figure 1. Effect of volume fraction ofnanoparticles 0 11 ratio 

thermal conductivity of A1203-based nanofluids 

D. Effect 0/ particle size on thermal conductivity 0/041203 
based nanojluids 
Figure 2 reveals the effect of particle size on thermal 
conductiviry of AbOJ-water based nanofluids, the particles 
used were in the range of 13 to 50 nm. Alumin~ 38.4 nm, in 
water resulted in thermal conductivity improvement in the 
range of2% to 10% in two studies but up to 21% in some 
study. The thermal conductivity improvemen 

lSSN (Online): 13-17 - r I,'! 

sized partidcs a[ vol. % comparcd to [he !1anonuid ~ with 
2.5 vol. % of 21<-[\!ll particles in ethylenc glycol-based 1\1,,<h 
nanofluids. The authors have demonstrated that 80· 11111 

particles showl.:d highur 1hermal conductivity improve mellt at 

I vol% compared to similar data reported earlier. Xie L'1 .11 . 
[13] lIsed 15- ilnd 60Anm sized particles) observed highcr 
thermal conductivity improvement for larger nanoparlh.:ks in 
ethylene glYl.:ol-bascd nanofluids. The results c itcd here do 
not correlate fhe sizc effect of nanoparticles in thermal 
conductivity improvcment. More research is requirl.:d to 

understand this sizc effect. 
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Figure 2. Effect of particle size on therma l conductivity of 
nanofluid. 

£. Effeci of base fluids on Ihermal conductivity 0/ 
AI203based nanojluids 
The effect of base fluid on thermal conductivity is shown in 
Figure 3. The result in Figure 3 shows that the thermal 
conductivity improvement is least for the water-based 
nanofluids compared with other nano fluids. This result is 
encouraging because heat transfer improvement is often most 
needed when poo rer heat transfer fluids are involved. Thc 
improvement in the case of PO is 38% at 5 vo l. % compared 
to that of 20 % at 4 vo l. % TO in contrast to 10.8% 
improvement with the same volume fraction of nanoparlicles 
in water. Figure 3 thus categorica lly indicated tha t the 
thermal conduc tivity improvement for the poorer heal 
transfer fluid s is good compared to the fluids with better 
thermal conductivity such as water. 
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Figure 3. Effect of base fluid on thermal conductivity ofof38.4 and 60.4 nm, which cannot be expla . 
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ABSTRACT 

It is today undoubted that humans have to reduce their impact on the environment. Internal combustion engines, 
being the major power source in the transportation sector as well as in individual transport, play an important role in 
Ihe man-made emissions. While the mobility in the world is growing, it is important to reduce the emissions that 
result from transportation. The diesel engine provides a high efficicncy and hence it can help to reduce C02 
emissions, which are believed to be the main cause of global warming. Diesel exhaust also contains toxic gases, 
mainly nitrogen oxides (NOX) and soot particles. These emissions are therefore limited by the authorities in most 
countries, a way to reduce the nitrogen oxide emissions. 

- ---~------------

I. INTRODUCTION 
Growing concern about pollution led to the establishment of EURO-VI pollution norms in Ew·ope. And on the same 
grounds Indian Government is establishing Sharat Stage - VI nonns directly after Sharat Stage-IV skipping the fifth 
one. These new established laws demand to reduce the emissions by about 90%, It simply means that reduce the 
emissions of your vehicle by 90% and only then you can sell your vehicle in the Indian 
market. To meet these new emission leve ls we have to invent the news technologies and use new strategies. 
Amongst the many strategies following two are extensively used-
I . EGR- Exhaust Gas Recirculation 
2. SCR- Selective Catalytic Reduction 
These technologies have some Banes and Boons. One of the maj or Bane of EGR is reduction inefficiency. And that 
of SCR is increase in customer burden. Lets discuss these topic in detail one by one. 

Euro standard 
Introduction date Emission Limits 

New approvals New 
reaistration 

Petrol NO, Diesel NO:.: Diesel PM 

EVROI I Julv 1992 31 Dec 1992 0.97g!km 0.97g/km 0.14g1km 
EVRO II 1 Jan 1996 1 Jan 1997 O.SVkm 0.9l!ikm a.lalkm 
EVRO III 1 Jan 2000 I Jan 2001 O.ISg/km O.Sg!km O.OSg!km 
EVROIV 1 Jan 200S I Jan 2006 O.OSg/km 0.2Sglkm 0.02Se/km 
EVROV 1 Sept 2009 I Jan 2011 0.06Vkm O.ISg!km O.OOSe/km 
EVROVI 1 Sept 2014 1 Sept 20lS 0.06g!km O.OSe/km 0.0045g1km 

Tablel.Emission Norms 

2. EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION (EGR) 

A widely adopted route to reduce NO" emissions is Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR).This involves recirculating a 

controllable proportion of the engine's exhaust back into the intake air. A valve is usually used to control the flow of 

gas, and the valve may be closed completely ifrequired. The substitution of burnt gas (which takes no further part in 
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comhustion) tor oxygen ril:h air reduces Iht! propol1ion oj" tht.: cyl indcr contents available lor combustion. This callst;":s 
a correspondingly lower heat rclcu~ and pe<lk cylinder Ii.:rnpcf<ulIrt.:, and reduces the formmion or NO,. The.: 
prcscncl.: oj" un int.:rt ga~ in (he cylinder further limits the peak tClllpenllun: (mon: than throttling aione in a spark 
ignition t:ngine). The gas to be n:eirculmcd may also he passed through all £GR cooler. which is usually of the 
air/water type. This reduc('!s Ihl: temperature "rthc gas~ which rcdm;es the cylinder charge temperature when EGR i s 
employed. This has two henefits- the reduction of charge tcmpl.!rawl'c resu lts in lower peak temperature, and the 
greater density of cool cd EGR gus allows a higher proportion o f EGR to be used. On a diesel engine [he recirculated 
fracti on may be as high as 50% under some opcrUling conditions. 

Advantages 

• 	 Reduced NO:..:. 

• 	 PotenliaJ reduction ofthroltling losses on spark ignition engines at pan load 

• 	 Improved engine life through reduced cylinder tempcnltures (pal1ieulCirly exhaust valve life) 

Disadvantages 

• 	 Since EGR reduces the available oxygen in the cylinder, the product ion of particulates (fuel whieh has only 
pm1ially combusted) is increased when EGR is applied. This has trad itionally been a problem with diesel 
engines, where the trade-ofT between NOx and particulates is a familiar one to calibrators. 

• 	 The deliberate reduction of the oxygen available in the cylinder will reduce the peak power available from 
the engine. For this reason the EGR is usually shut ofT when full power is demanded, so the EGR approach 
to controlling NO:o;. fails in this situation. 

• 	 The EOR valve can not respond instantly to changes in demand, and the exhaust gas takes time to flow 
around the EGR circuit. This makes the calibration of transient EGR behaviour particularly complex
traditionally the EGR valve has been closed during transients and then re-opened once steady state is 
achieved. However, the spike in NOx / particulate associated with poor EGR control makes transient EG R 
behaviour of interest. 

• 	 The recirculated gas is normally introduced into the intake system before the intakes divide in a multi 
cylinder engine. Despite this, perfect mixing of the gas is impossib le to achieve at all engine speeds / loads 
and particularly during transient operation. For example poor EGR disu'ibution cylinder-to-cylinder may 
result in one cylinder receiving too much EGR, causing high pal1iculate emissions, while anmher cylinder 
receives too little, resulting in high NO:o;. emissions from that cylinder. 

Although the term EGR usually refers to deliberate, external EGR, there is also a level of internal EGR. 
This occurs because the residual combustion gas remaining in the cylinder at (he end of the exhaust stroke 
is mixed with the incoming charge. There is therefore a proportion of internal EGR which must be taken 
into account when planning EGR strategies. The scavenging efficiency will vary with engine load, and in 
an engine fitted 'with variable valve timing a further parameter must be considered, 

Application ofCombustioD Analyzers to EGR Development 

• 	 Combustion's CLD500 N0,:s analvzer offers two channels of simultaneous NO;.; measurement! with a T 10. 

90% of IOms or less. This allows NO:o;. concentrat ions in the exhaust to be measured for each firing cycle, 
allowing cyclic variability (Q be observed. 

• 	 Combustion's NDIR500 CO&C01 analyzer offers two channels of simultaneous CO & CO2 measurement, 
with a T 10-90"/0 of 8ms. This allows a varie ty of applications: 

• 
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• 	 Depending on the location of the int<lke probe, either (he overall EGR rate or the EGR rate specific to one 
cylinder may be measured. This allows verification and improvement or EGR modeling and EG R 
distribution, including transients. 

• 	 Sampling with thi! NDIR probes at different points through the EGR loop allows characterization of EG H 
system delays and behaviour. 

• 	 Comparison of the CO2 concentration in the pre-combustion gas with the exhaust gas from the previou s 
cycle allows total EGR (internal + external) to be caleulated. This technique can therefore reveal cyclical 
var iation, as well as cylinder to cylinder variation. Such a capability may also be useful when veri fyi ng the 
effects of variable valve timing. 

in take 
==¢>-

IIltllll 
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FigJ.EGR system 

3. SELECTIVE CATALYTIC REDUCTION 

Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) is an advanced active emissions control technology system that injects a liquid
reductant agent through a special catalyst into the exhaust stream of a diese l engine. The reductant source is usuall y 
automotive-grade urea, otherwise known as Diesel Exhaust Fluid (OEF), The DEF sets off a chemical reaction that 
converts nitrogen oxides into nitrogen, water and tiny amounts of carbon dioxide (C02), natural components of the 
air we breathe, which is then expelled through the vehicle tailpipe. 

SCR technology is designed to pennit nitrogen oxide (NOx) reduction reactions 10 take place in an oxidizing 
atmosphere. It is called "selective" because it redu ces levels of NO x using ammonia as a reductant wi thin a catalyst 
system, The chemical reaction is known as "reduction" where the OEF is the reducing agent that reacts with NOx to 
convert the pollutants into nitrogen, water and tiny amounts of C02. The OEF can be rapidly broken down to 
produce the oxidizing ammonia in the exhaust stream. SCR technology alone can achieve NOx reductions up to 90 
percent 

Wby is SCR important? 
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ruad I.!qui pmenl. il1l..: ludillg (;OIlSlfUl':liotl allli agrieuilunli equipllll.!llt. lllU:-;t meet I ~ PA':-; Ti t:r 4 ellliss ions standards 
requiring similar r:...:dUl.;liulls in NO;..:. PM and olher pullutants. 

Where is SCR uSl'd~! 

SCR has bl.!L:1l uscd lor decades to reduce sti.ltionury source emissions. III addition, marine vessels worldwide have 
been equippc:d wi th SCR technology, including cargo vessels. lerries and lUgbmlts. With its superior rcturn in both 
economic and cllviml1111t;1l1al benelits, SCI{ is also being recognized uS !he emissions controllechnology particularly 
helpful in mt;eting the U.S. EPA 2010 diesel engine emission standards for hGavy~dll(Y vehicles and the Tier 4 
emissions sll.llldanlior engines Ji,1U.nd in ofr~road equipment. SCI{ systems are also found in the growing number 0 r 
diesc:1 passenger vehicles. 

'Vila. arc the special considcnltions of using SCR? 

One uruque aspect of a vehicle or machine with an SCI{ syst~m is the need for replenishing Diesel Exhaust Fluid 
(OEF) on D periodic basis. DEF is carried in an onboard tank which must be periodically replenished by the operator 
based on vehicle operation. For light-duty vehicles, DEF refill intervals typ ically uccur around the time of a 
recommended oil change, while DEF replenishment for heavy-duty vehicles and off-road machines and equipment 
will vary depending on the operating conditions, hours used, miles traveled, load factors and other considerations. 

DEF is an illtcgml pm1 of the emissions control system and must be present in the tank at all times to assure 
continued opemtion o/" the vehicle or equipment. Low DEF supply triggers a series of escalating visual and audible 
indicators to the driver or operator. Once the tank reaches a ecrtain level near empty, the starting system may be 
locked out the next time the vehicle is used. preventing the vehicle from being started without adequate DEF. A 
nationwide DEF distribution inJi·astructure has rapidly expanded to meet the needs of a growing SCR technology 
marketplace. 

On-board tanks to store OEF are typically located in the spare tire area of passenger vehicles, while tractor rrailel-s 
typically have a OEF tank alongside the diesel fuel saddle tank. Proper storage of DEF is required to prevent the 
liquid fi·om fi·cezing at tempemtures below 12 degrees Fahrenheit, and mast vehicle DEF dispensing systems have 
warming devices. 

What is DEF? 

Diesel Exhaust Fluid (OEF) is a non-toxic fluid composed of purified water and automotive grade aqueous urea. 
OEF is available with a variety ofstorage and dispensing methods. Storage options consist of various size containers 
such as bulk, totes and bottles or jugs. The American Petroleum Institute rigorously tests DEF to ensure that it meets 
jndustry~wide quality standards. 

OEF is available for purchasing at various locations like truck stops, truck dealerships and engine distributors which 
can be located using one of the below links. OEF tanks range in size from 6 to 23 gallons depending on the truck's 
application. The OEf' tank fill opening is designed to accommodate a DEF till nozzle to ensure only DEF is put into 
the tank. A diesel fuel nozzle will not fit into the OEF lank opening. 

Most truck manufacturers calculated operating costs of new SCR-equipped vehicles based on a DEF price of $3 per 
gallon, however, the price of OEF is expected to respond to market conditions ofsupply and demand and is expected 
to decrease due to the growing network of DEF supply. 

Benefits of SCR 
• No power draw to cool the exhaust gases 
• No fuel uscd for active regeneration or ta boost SCR performance 
• No additional complexity for the manufacturer of the body 
• No engine noise during forced a standstill 

" .11 E"01266 
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• Lower operating temperatures inside the DPF and no risk of thermal !"unaway 
• Longer oi l change intervals (up to 90,000 miiesl150,000 krn) 
• Longest DPF service interval (up to 360,000 miles/600,OOO krn). 
• A much simpler engine me~ns a lowel"lisk ofbreakdov.·l1s. 

SCRSYSTEM 

NH
3 
0xidate 

Catalyst
Oxidation 
Catalyst 

Fig2.SCR system 

4. EGRVSSCR 

A recent request for help with understanding different emissions technologies to reach the Tier 4 Interim and Final 
off-highway emissions rules reopened the cooled EGR vs. SCR debate for me. Cooled exhaust gas recirculation, or 
EGR, is going to be the route most off-highway engine manufacturers are going to take when the rule hits a big 
chunk of the ofl".highway market in January 20 lUt's interesting, but not surprising, because severa! have already 
developed the systems to reach the earlier Tier 3 rules_ And Tier 4 Interim is nowhere near as demanding as EPA 
2010 on-highway regulat ions_ They' re more like the Tier 4 Final, which is due in 2015, by which time most ofT
highway engines will run similar combinations of EGR and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) as the on-highway 
counterparts and any issues with either technology or their combination will have been ironed oULBut for the 
looming Tier 4 interim, one equipment manufacturer, Case, is going down both routes simultaneously, using EGR 
and SCR individually according to application, duty cycle and so on. That way, Case customers will get cither the 
operator simplicity of EGR or the economy benefits of SCR according to how the construction or agricultural 
equipment is used. However, customers don't get to chose: Case will make the evaluation and select the technology 
it thinks will work best.ln the technology transfer from on-highway to off-highway emissions, it would be easy to 
think of Volvo Construction and the equipment manufacturers using Cummins power as the big winners because 
those companies have already taken engines to close-to-Tier 4 for their highway products_ But Case has that 
advantage, too, as it is part of the mighty Fiat empire and has access to Fiat Powertrain Technologies (a company 
that commercialized the common-rail diesel engine). and has lots of on-highway experience through the commercial 
vehicle Iveco brand that is big in southern Europe and elsewhere around the world .So far, there appears to be linle 
being said about reaching Tier 4 Final. Interestingly, John Deere Power is looking at a different approach altogether, 
perhaps even using an electric drive and a diesel engine running at a constant speed generating the electrical power. 
That's an interesting approach, allowing for a single speed optimization of the engine and none of the transients to 
deal \\'1.th that give the on-highway guys such heartburn. That brings us to Navistar's latest announcement that it will 

certify the MaxxForce at 0.2 g NOx (currently it is at the 0.5 g level , with emissions credits closing the gap). But the 
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plan is (0 not sl'llthatl.:!lgilll.: imillediatciy. htU sotdicr nil with tile CU1Tent D.S g calihl'atiol1s.Thl' thought here is thut, 

as Nllvist;tr hil!) c1aimt:lI all .dung, 0.2 g is doahle will a!l-E< ilt but it 111tl)" bring some I'ud ct.:onomy comp),()1Tlisl!s 

thm thl..: market cannot live with. By ddaying the cOl1llllcn.:i.1I laum:h oj' the c!canc.:r engine, Navistar engineers have 

11101'1.'; time 10 \\'mk out the ledulOlogil:al solutiolls 10 delive!' IllW engine-out NOx and fuel ecunomy at the sam,,; 

timc.Speculation luts it that to get down to 0.2 g. there will have to be sOme sort "fmlll-oll h::dUlology, similar to the 

concept proposed by Deere. BuL that may be a lillie too radi(.;aJ for truckers at th..: moment. J'-'ar mOl'e likely will bt.: an 

SCI{ solution that b nol lIrea in so lUI ion, if you'll pardon th..: pun. No messing with a I1C\'V nuiJ 011 (he truck, but 

lIsing ammonia l1l;verthe!!":ss.This could be through on-board generation from the diesel fuel , Cl tedmology that exists 

but e111TI..:ntly is vcry CXPCllSVC, Or it could be Irom a solid storage medium that has a cartridge that is renewed m oil 

chang!.; int!';I'Vals. Navistar h'l'> the technology in the Danish company J\mminex, which il invested in at the end of 

last yeill'. This ~ol1taills the ammonia in a solid salt matrix :.md givt.:s il up when the cartridge is hemc.:d. 
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Ab.l·lraCI:- High strength to weight ratio, directional strength and stii'fuess are the significant factors, forcing laminated composites int() Ih~ 

ilcrospnce, marine, and iJutolllotivc industries. Due to these major factors fuel efficiency and crashworthiness Propertics are the significilIlI 

out comes from the use oflhese advanced polymer laminated composites. TIle purpose of this work is to analyze lbe flexural beha,'ior 

and progl-essive failurc of laminated composites subjected to a bending load, Only the mechanical properties o f constituent Fiber and 
matrix materials under the bending load condition. All th ese data can be measured independently before composite fabrication_ Hence. in 

lis work, it is proposed to carry out a detailed experimental work to investigate the flexural and shear properties of high peTfomlanl,.~C 
lightwdght laminated composites. 

Keywords: direclional sirengih. sliffness, Advance polymer laminate. flexural properries. 

*.... "'* 
----------~~~----------- --~--~--~~--~~--~--

I. Introduction manufacturing potentiaL It has relatively low stiffuess. high 
Composite materials are one of the most favoured solutions elongation, and moderate strength and weight, and genernlly 
to this problem in the field. By combining the stronger lower cost relative to other composites. Glass fibers are also 
properties of traditional materials and composite materials available in woven form, such as woven roving and woving 
teChnology is providing compromising solutions and cloth. Woven roving is coarse, droppable fabric in which 
alternatives to many engineering fields. Problems born from continuous roving are woven in two mutually perpendicular 
material limitations like heavy weight, structural strength, directions. 
and thermal resistance are being solved by the composite 2. Problem Definition 
material a lternatives, and many more alternatives are being Composite materials are one of the most favoured solutions 
introduced to readily used engineering applications. to this problem in the field, By combining the stronger 
Composite materials, with their high strength/weight ratio properties of traditional materials and composite materials 
are becoming popular with their increasing availabllity due technology is providing compromising solutions and 
to advancement in their manufacturing processes alternatives to many engineering fields 

) Glass fibers 	 with polymeric matrices have been widely Analysis and development of fibre laminated composite 
used in variolls commercial products such as piping, tanks, beam. 
boats and sporting goods. Glass is by far the most widely 
used fiber. because of the combination of low cost, 3. METHODOLOGY 
corrosion resistance~ and in many cases efficient 

1. An interface is created using GUI in MATLAB to compute the deflection and stresses of the composite. 

2. Using ANSYS and HELIUS the overall material properties are computed and tried to validate with classical theory. 

3. Using these equivalent properties of the composite the natural frequency computations are done. 

4. Testing the composite beam wit~'Q:!I'''''''' ~ou,O!\line or vibration shaker 
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plan is 10 not sdl Ihut I.:ngilll': immcdi;Ltdy, hut soldier Oil wilh Ihe liLJl'renl 05 g calibrations, The thought herc is tlla t. 
as Navistar IIBs claimed all alon g. 0,2 g is doable will ~ 11-E(iR. hut it may hring some ruel economy comprnmiscs 
thallhe markct call1lot live wilh, By delaying lhe c0Jl1111eJ'o...:iul laullch oj' Ihe dean!.:r !.:J1gine. NavistHr I..'nginecr.> have..: 
mon: time ta wtlt'k (lUI the technologil.:l:J solutions to t1diver low engine-out NOx und fuel cconomy al the sam.; 

time.Spcculalion has it that 10 gct down to 0,2 g. tilcl't: will have to bc some sort 0 1' add-on tcchnology, similor to Ih~ 
eOnct;pl proposed hy Deere. But that may be a lillie 100 rmlieul I()rtruckers m [he moment. Far more likely will be:1I1 
SCI{ solution Ihat is not lIrea in solution, ir you'll pmdolltht: pun. No Lllt:ssing with it new tluid 011 the truck, bUI 

using ammonia nevertheless.This could be through on-board gcnt:rution from the diesel fuel , a teChnology that exis ts 

hut cun'cntly is very cxpensve. 01' it could be from a solid stol'<lgc medium that has a cartridge that is renewed al oil
change inlervnls, Nuvistar hus the technology in the Danish ~ompany Ammincx, which it invested in at the end 0 f 
last year. This contains the ammonia in a solid snlllllalrix and giW5 iL lip when [Ile cartridge is heatt::u. 
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5. !'-Glass Gyz 5. IOO E03 
.:. Fibres glass (or fibreglass) is a type of fibre-reinforced 

plastic where the reinforcement fibre is specifically Gxz. 5.263E03 

g lass fibre Nll(XY) 2.480E-01 

.:. 

.:. 
E-glass is made of alumina-borosilicate 

The glass fibres are made of var ious types of glass 
Nu(yl.) 3.775E-Ol 

depending upon the fibreglass use. These glasses all Nu{xz) 2.480E-01 

contain silica or silicate, with varyi ng amo unts of 
ox id es of calcium, magnesium, and someti mes boron. 

Density 2.08IE-03 

To be used in fibre glass, glass fibbers have to be made . .. 
with very low levels of defects 3.2. Analytical solut ion usmg ansys 

3.2.1 Angle orientali oll 

SCt I Set 2 Set) SCI 4 Se t 5 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 45 0 45 

0 45 90 0 90 

45 45 -45 45 -45 

90 90 Il 90 0 

-45 -45 0 ·45 0 

0 0 0 -45 0 

0 0 ~5 0 ~5 

Fig-I E-Glass Fibre 45 0 0 0 0 

3. 1.1 PROPERTIES 90 45 45 0 ·IS 

Ex 4.493EO-l 
-IS 90 90 45 0 

0 -15 -45 90 0 
Ey 1.404E04 0 0 0 -45 0 

Ez I.404E04 0 0 4.:5 0 45 

Gxy 5.263E03 
~5 ~ ; 45 45 45 

3.2.2 Validation 
Sel I 
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Von Mises Stress VS Length 
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By solving on ansys we come to an conclusion that set 1 is the optimum set carrying less stress and distribution 
among all set so E-Glass with angle orientation ofser 3 can be used for future material purpose 

4. CONCLUSION [2] Gill, R.M .• 1973, Carbon Fibers in Composite Materials, Page 

Thus this prototype proves that this angle orientation for e-glass Bros (No("l.vich) Lid, England. 

epoxy can be used for reduction in weight of material for future 
use 

[3] Isaac M. Daniel, Emmanuel E. Gdoutos, Deformation and 
Failure of Composite Structures, Journal of 111ennoplnstic 
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ABSTRACT 

Th e Direct Shift Gear Transmission (DSG) also knolVJl as Dllal Clutch TrallsmissioJl(DCT) or twin-clutch transmission. is an 
{Jutolllllfed transmission that can change gears faster than filly otber geared transmission. Dltal cllltclt transmissions deliver 
more flo'wer allll better cOlltrol tllan a traditional ((utomatic transmission amI faster performance than a manual 
transmission,Modem DSG automatic gearboxes lise a pair of clutches ill place of a single ullit to help YOli change gear f aster 
tflan a traditional mallual or automatic allernative. Cars with DSG gearboxes dOIl'tfeature a clutch pedal anti are controlled 
ill exactly the same w«y as a conventional olltomatic. Direct Shift Gear transmission (DSG) also called as Dual Clutcll 

."jth :, Transmissions (DCTs) are providing the full shift comfort of traditional step automatics but offer significalltly improved full 
efficiency {Jnd performance. Fuel efficiency increased by 15% compared to planetary-A Ts, tile DCTs fire tlte first automatics to " 
pr0l4de better values than manual transmissions. High er top speed and, more important in everyday driving. beller 
acceleration compared to planetafJ'-A Ts and CVTs are additional benefits. 

e 
tt 

Ke.ywords: Dual CIa tel" inner sltaft, outer shaft, meellOtronics systenL 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most people know that cars come with two basic transmission types: manuals, which require that the driver change gears by 
depressing a clutch pedal and using a s tick shift. and automatics. which do all of the shifting work for drivers using clutches, a 
torque converter and sets of planetary gears.But there's also something in between that offers the best of both worlds -- the dual
clutch transmission, also called the semi-automatic transmission. the automated manual transmission. Despite the incredible 
development and investment costs required to launch a new automatic transmission, it is the unit in the powertrain that has gone 

arthrough the most design innovations in rccent years. An important aim was to significantly rcduce fuel consumption in automatic 
ojvehicles. 
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Fig-l:DSG Transmission 

n. 
~2. WORKING OF DSG TRANSMISSION 

in 

T he internal combustion engine drives two clutch packs. The outer ars 1.3, 5 and 7- the outer clutch pack 
has a larger diameter compared to the inner c lutch. and can therefiO{~'JfI¢l e loadings_ The inner c l.~t~fi R~c~eatEls~'_ 
gears 2, 4, and 6 and reverse. Due to space constraints, the two cl ~ n(ric , and the shafts wlthllFtl1e ~erJ71iaff~ 
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If Ihe.:: paddk-shi n<lL'livUled 1I1;:nual override o f onc of Ihc <lutofll<l!ic modcs ( n or S) is uscd inleflnilh:ntly th!.! DSG tranSIl1 ission 
will ddimlt ba0k to Ii\(: previullsly sclct.:lcd automatic modt;: after a prL'dclt!rlllined duration o r inac.:tivily or the: paddles, or wlu':l1 
the..: vl!hich: bCL'ull1cs stationary, Alternatively. should Iht;: driver wish 10 immediately rt::vert to rllily automutic control, thi s L'an be 
dOlle by a<..:livaling alld holding the -I- paddle li)r al leasllwo seconds. 

Manual Transmission - Dual Clutch 
Torque Output Torque Output 


I, I 

1: Drlv. Torque 

l:Fi~tG"r 

3: Second Gear 

Fig-3: Graph of Manual Transmission vs. DSG Tr.msmission To.-que output 

3. CONCLUSION 

L 	 Better fuel economy (up to 15% improvement) than conventional planetary geared automatic transmission (due to lower 
parasitic losses from o il churning) and for some models with manuallransmissions. 

2. 	 No loss of torque transmission from the engine to the driving wheels during gear shifts. 
3. 	 Short up~shift time ofB milliseconds when shifting to a gear the altemate gear shaft has preselected. 

4. 	 Smooth gear·shift operalions. 
5. 	 Comfortable driving. 
6. 	 Marginally worse overall mechanical efficiency compared to a conventional manual transmission, especially on wet-

clutch variants (due to electronics and hydraulic systems). 
7. 	 Expensive specialist transmission fluids/lubricants with dedicated additives are required, which need regular changes. 
B. 	 Relatively expensive to manufacture, and therefore increases new vehicle purchase price. 
9, 	 Relatively lengthy shift time when shifting to a gear ratio which the transmission control unit did not anticipate (around 

1100 ms, depending on the situation). 
10. 	 Torque handling capability constraints perceive a limit on after-market engine tuning modifications (though many tuners 

and users have now greatly exceeded the official torque limits.} Later variants have been fitted to more powerful cars, 
such as the 300 bhp/350 Nm VW R36 and the 272 bhp/350 Nm Audi TTS. 

II. Heavier than a comparable conventional manual transmission. 

12. 	 While the first generation DSG fuel economy was up to 15% worse than a manual, the second generation DSG (current) 
gets the same fuel economy as the manual transmission. 
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ABSTRACT 

This p({per describes the working of braking system of traills, Cllrrellt statlls of J101l-lIlli/orm braking ill trains alld its C(lU.\·C.\·. 

NOIl w lll1i/orm braking in locomotives and coaches or wagons in emergency conditions can lead to calamitolls consequem;e.\· 
sllch as wheel locking which lead to derailments ami thermal cracking. Braking consists ofevolutioll ofthermal energy. After 
" period of llsage, thermal cracks call be encountered Oil the friction surface of brake disc which can exhibit dijIl!rellt 
(llitialion lIud propagatiollunder differellt braking conditions. In tlzis paper, there is ([ description of experimental testing doue 
for the analysis 0/ the effect of braking ellergy 011 fatigue crack evolutioll. This paper consists of two field trials dOlle by 
Illt/iall railway i) continuous rim temperature data for locomotive wheels ii) Olle time measurement of rim temperature of till 
wheels. The ill/ormation obtained from the trials is flsedto fiutl the causes of abnormal braliillg lilld to characterize the extcllt 
of lIoIHmi/ormity. The paper aims to measure the existing state of1I01l-unijormity ill braking ill passe1lger and freight traills 
liml fillt/iug the lInder/ying causes for the same. 

Keywords: Braking system; Brakillg energy; Fatigue crack propagation; Brake cylinder pressure; Brake pipe pressure; wlteel 

rim temperatures; Finite element analysis; 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A train in motion contains kinetic energy which is to be removed in order to retard it. This can be done by conversion of 
kinetic energy into heat energy by friction. This is usually executed by applying block or pad on rotating wheels or discs anached 
to the axles. Friction leads to energy conversion which causes wheels to slow down and eventually the train stops. 

Braking system in trains is having a great importance as per as the safety of the passengers and goods is concerned and also it 
has restrictions 011 peak speed of train. Most commonly lIsed braking system in trains is pneumatic and tread braking. Passenger 
trains use twin pipe system while freight trains use singe pipe system. There are many characters which influence the braking such 
as brake rigging, braking type, brake blocks, peak brake cylinder pressure. Abnormal braking can cause wheel slip, thermal 
cracking and excessive wear of brake block. generation of residual stresses etc. [1]. 

The high speeds trains (above 200 km/ hr.) use brake discs and brake pads. Due to repeated braking thermal cracks and hot 
spot (overheat areas) are found on the friction surface of brake discs. The overheat areas are having different microstructure and 
mechanical properties and the thermal distortions near it can lead to cyclic tensile and compressive stresses. These stresses can 
cause radial, crackle and circumferential fatigue cracks. The rapid growth of thermal cracks represents a great threat to operational 
safety of trains which is nowadays increasing linearly with increasing speeds [2]. In order to analyse crack propagation and 
efficiency of braking, many tests and experiments where done by Indian railway and China railway and results were obtained. 

Nom encla lure 

DBV Drivers brake valve 
MR Main reservoir 
AR Auxiliary reservoir 
DV Distributor valve 
lV Isolating valve 
app Brake pipe pressure 
BCP Brake cylinder pressure 
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Fig-I: Schem~ltic or twin pipe bl':ll(illg systcm 

2. BRAKING SYSTEM 

Fig 1. Shows a schematic of twin-pipe, air braking system used in passenger trains. The main components of braking system 
are Main reservoir(lvlR), Auxiliary reservoir(AR), Brake pipe, Feed pipe, Brake cylinder, Brake block, ,Brake rigging. 

The compressed air is supplied to main reservoir from compressor. This compressed air from main reservoir supplied to 
auxiliary reservoir through feed pipe. The pressure value maintained in main reservoir as well as auxiliary reservoir is 8-10 bar 
and 6 bar respectively. Distributor valve connects auxiliary reservoir to brake cylinder. When the pressure in the brake pipe 
reduces by its nominal va lue 5 bar, it is detected by distributor valve and it results in the increment of brake cylinder pressure. 
This in turns causes the application of brakes. Rise of peak brake cylinder pressure is directly proportional to the reduction in the 
brake pipe pressure up-to 3 bar. Brake pipe pressure is maintained at the nominal value by connecting it main reservoir through 
drivers brakc valve. Whenever the brake pipe pressure is to be reduced i.e. the brakes are to be applied, the loco pilot connects the 
brake pipe to the atmosphere by applying drivers brake valve. When the brakes are to be released, the loco pilot connects main 
reservoir to the brake pipe and brings back the brake pipe pressure. 

There is one auxiliary reservoir and one distributor valve for each coach. Four cylinders on the two bogies in the coach are 
connected by distributor valve. In order to keep any bogie isolated from the system if required then isolated valve comes in ) 
operation which is located between distributor valve and each bogie. Brake rigging is the mechanism used to transfer force from 
brake cylinder to brake blocks. Brake rigging mainly consists of linkage mechanism with mechanical advantage transferring force 
from brake cylinder to brake blocks, Thickness of the brakc blocks influences the braking effort on each wheel and hencc while 
replacing Ihe brake blocks all four blocks are replaced al a lime [3] [4] [5]. 

3. EXPERIMENTS TO INVESTIGATE CRACK PROPGATION 

The China railway investigated three types of braking conditions for finding out the effect of braking energy on crack 
propagation i.e. emergency braking at 300kmJh, 200 kmlh and routine braking. The braking tests were carried out on full scale 
dynamo testing machine. The brake discs used for 300kmlh were having large amount of fatigue cracks on it and they were 
compared with virgin discs. Nearly 1000 times repetition of EB at 200krn/h were performed on dynamo machine and the routine 
braking was monito red on railway car running under the normal condition of braking. The evolution of fatigue crack was 
compared using macroscopic photos of crack. The brake discs with fatigue crack were broken with hydrau lic fatigue test machine. 
Thc portion having hot spot on the disc was cut for metallographic observations and polished and etched with a nital etch ant. The 
microstructurc of the specimen was observed and micro-hardness was measured. The chemical composition near the fatigue crack 
was also analysed. After microscopic evaluation, thermal and slructl analysis was also done by using Finite Element model. 
Thus the effect of braking energy on fatigue crack propagation ~ . g microscopic and simulation analysis. 

The simulation of braking process was done by means 0 . thad. The braking energy while friction can be 
calculated by converting kinetic energy into heat. The heat ct area of the fri ction surface can be described 
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Wlll:n: 11 i~ till: hl:ut partitioning Ihetm of frictional hcat !lux eJlh.:ring the disc , ~t is cocnh..:i('!111 of friction, P is braking prc5 ."IlI'L' al1(l 
(tl (I) is the angular velocity of brake discs. The IL!rm q(r.l) is hcat flux applied at melius I' or brake disc at time / during hrakillg. 
Th!.: braking pressure is thc Illll!.:tion ofvciocity ",hidl c()nsiderably low in ruutine braking choscn from series ofdatn 011 a on lim: 
railway motor I..:nt'. Fig. 2 illustraks the variation of braking pressure with respect to the vcJol..:ity. For the friction pair inv<":sligatcd 
ill this work '1 ""' "alculated to be 0.86 allli fl "a, 0.265 [81 [9] [10] [II]. ., 

- - EB al 300 ,n.'" 

J I0\\. ,\ .tLklLw='~7:-'~ 
!,;.J :00 I~ :"..o ;£Cl 

Vo«it, (ir:'\."h) 

Fig-2: Variation of braking pressure along with velocity 121 

4. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 

4.1 Macroscopic observation of cracks: 

When the braking is applied at 300 km/h, the energy dissipation is very high find hot spots are formed on the friction 
surface of disc, Thermal cracks occur around the hot spot due to repeated braking. Frequent emergency braking can cause the 
crack propagation and lead to premature failure of disc. The fatigue cracks are half ellipticfll in cross section and they propagate 
and j o in in longitudinal direction. 

Crack propagation under emergency braking at 200 km/h is mainly dominated by the initiation of crack. Repetitive EB at 
200 kmlh leads to slight increase width of the crack instead of increment in the length. The presence of large amount of crackles 
reflects thermal damage of the brak.ing disc and it leads to growth in length of main cracks. Crack evaluation under routine 
braking was observed 011 the brake disc used on online railway vehicle having speed of 200 kmlh. The initial cracks were 
observed at speed 300 kmlh. With these initial cracks the state of the cracks on the surface was compared at speed o f 200 km/ h for 
6 months with 8000 routine braking cycles. Initially the cracks didn ' t propagate bUl it auributes to decrease in the initial braking 
speed changed from 300 km/h to 200 km/ h [10] [12] [1 4]. 

Fig-3: Presence oJJlllfl",tj)ot cracks on the disc surface 121 
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-1.2 Chemical an:lIy.~is 01" hr;lIu~ di~c: 

Ch~mical analysis qf brake disc W;IS l'ondllcted t() investiga te the degree of' \)xidatloll around the thermal I..:raCKs 011 tltl: 
frictioll surtilCC. For the hrakl: disc ()peratcd <It)OO klll/h, the n: W;IS Iarg~ illlHllllH oxidation. These m:idi%ed an:as show s mall pits 
and appeared light grey. For 200 km/h speed tlil: oxidizl:d arl:H \Va ~ 11111eh sr~lalk:r and was distrihuled to the cracl\s. The discs used 
ill rout inc braking were not showing any sign of m.:idatiun. The size o f m.:idizcd areas shows temperature rise 011 thl:.: li'iction 
surillee during braking. The existence o!"surf;lce cr,rcks lead to rK' n-ullitbrlll temperature distribution. Th:.: presence hut :;pot (;<ifl 

caUSe nOll uniform contact Oil the I'rict:oll surface and form bumps (lil tire surtiK'e. The cracks would be seen as the gaps amollg thi:: 
small areas. Alter the severe braking processes. the tt:rnpcraturc ill these areas each the oxidation temperature and form oxide on 
the surf:\ce. The oxide caHse stress concentration during cyclic braking process. Thus oxide layer on the I·j·ictioll surface crill bl: the 
source of crack initiation and crack propagatiun l21. 

4.3 Finite element simulation: 

Transient FE method was used for the simulatioll of braking processes for different braking conditions. Thermal 
simulation was carried out for determination of temperature Oil the disc and convecrive heat transfer during braking and cooli ng 
was· taken into consideration. 

The figA shows the temperaturc distribution during 01llergency braking at 300 kill/h. the non-uniform temperature 
distribution causes changing in the cOll!act area between pads and the disc. The temperature and braking pressure variation is 

J plotted in the graph. Most of the thermal cracks propagate in the radial direction and thc cyclic circumferential stress is the driving 
force for it. Four positions at distancc of 0 llllll, 5 n1l11, 10 mill, and 18 mm, wcrc selectcd in axial direction of disc to find ou t 
circumferential stress distribution. At the beginning of braking tensile and compressive stress was distributed along radial 
direction. For the 10 rnm position the stress was compressive. The stress on the friction surface changed from negative to positivc 
after cooling for certain period of timt'!. The residual tensile stress could be caused due to localized plastic detormation on the 
friction surface. In order to eliminate residual tensile stress near thc friction surface a ramp braking mode with low braking 
pressure can be considered. Under this condition, the temperaturc af the brake disc rises slowly and uniformly and hence the 
circumferential residual stress can be reduced along with smooth temperature variation. 

) 

Fig-4: Temperature distribution along the velocity 12] 

5. FIELD TRIALS AND FINITE ELEMENT FORiVlULATION BY INDIAN RAILWAY 

\ S.~~ 
A(h~al Ell!; .... 

t. '''Vale Colle 
Pun.. 

Fig·5: Setup of the field trialll I 
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Indian raihvay l.:oIHlu t.:' ted two !-ids o( lidd trials in orell::r 10 illVc.:Sligli tc.: variability ill braking, I) CU l)lilltlOIl$ 

IIIt.:aSIlrL'Jl1l:llt o!'traill speed. hrake cylindt.:r prt.:s~ ure.::, hrake.:: pipe pressurt.: and locomutivl: wlled rim tel1lperature. 2) Iv!t;:aslIn':IlIl:1I1 

ofrilll tClllpcratur~s oLII! whl\L"ls in passenger and freight trains at one time illst:ml.:e during their journey. 

The sel Ill' ror the trials is shown irllhl! tig. The locomotive axle has geHr hox 011 om: of its end and !iXlure holding 11\l: 
sensur was mounted on anotller end. Infrared II OIl-contm:t type sensors were lIsed <Jnll they were located at 70 mill distar II.:C from 
tht.! whed at any orielH(lliOIl (radial or angular), At this distance, the spot diameter whosc tcmpcrature is to be monitored by scnsClr 
is 8 mill . The nOIl-conlact type sensors werc I.:onncetcd to the fixture using sensor C;:IPS which also provide protection to sensor 
lens. The sensors were connected with one meter long data cable which lilrther connected 10 25 III long shielded dam I.:olllrol 
cables (hat call rcach 10 loco piloCs cabin. Thc sensors were powered by S V supply from a USB cOllnection on laptop 011 which 
the dma being recorded. 5 V is sufficient to measure the temperature up to 350. for highcr temperature the power supply can b~ 
increased to 30 V. Rim temperatllrcs of all wheels in tI passenger train were measured using infrared thermometer. Time taken to 
menunlly measure the rim temperature for about 11-15 coaches and 1-2 iocomotives wns 15 minutes. A calibratcd model which 
account for convective and radiative heat loss from the wheels to ambient air was used to estimate wheel rim temperature. 

In finite element formulation, commercial finite element analysis software ABAQUS 6.1 is used for estimHting 
temperature evolution in locomotive wheels. The nxi-symmetric thermal analysis was done. For linear axi-symmetric hcat tnlllsicr 
quadrilateral elements are used to represcnt wheel cross section while doing the Clnalysis. In FE formulation two types of analysis 
are conducted. Tn first type speed and braking his tories of locomotives in the field trial are lIsed to estimate heat generated during 
braking events. Linear heat generation was taken in to consideration while braking event. Ratio of minimum heat generated at til!! 
end of hraking and the maximum heat generated at the start of braking is kept identical. Analysis is done for 1074 mm wlwcl 
diameler of locomotive. \Vheel temperatures are validated with that obtained from field trials. In the second type, rim temperalurc 
evolution in each coach wheel is monitored for diffcrent train running conditions and coach wheel diameter. In both the enscs, 
heat evolved at wheel tlnd brake block was used. Heat transfer to the axles was neglected and hcat transfer to rail during s tatiollcry 
condition was zero. The convective heat transfer coefficient of wheel surface which was exposed to air in idling and running 
condition were taken to be 6 and 12 W/m2k respectively. Fig shows the boundary conditions used for straight plate locomotive 
wheel in the analysis. Finite element meshes with 1282, 1446, 1529, linear a:-:i-symmetric heat transfer quadrilateral elcment 
which were used to discretize 840, 87S, 915 mm diameter coach wheels, Therma l conductivity, density. specific heat, for the 
wheel steel were taken 49 W/mK, 7850 kg/m'. 460 J/kg K respectively [6] [7]. 

6. RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS 

6.1 Validation of finite element model 

The analysis was done on loco which covered 130 km distance from Kharagpur to Tatanagar, India. The velocity, brake 
cylinder pressure, locomotive wheel temperature were observed in the field trial. Heat generation rates during braking are 
estimated from velocity and brake cylinder pressure variation in the field trial. Peak temperature in locomotive wheels observed in 
the field trial are quite similar to that predicted frOIn finite element analysis. Multiple braking events occurring over a short lime 
period leads to rise in wheel temperature in early stages of loco operation. Heat loss to rail through conduction and ambient air 
through convection and through radiation during loco steady running conditions are well captured in the analysis. Difference in 
braking across the wheel is evident from standard deviation in measured temperature in four locomotive wheels. Standard 
deviation in rim temperature rise which was observed by sensors mounted on four axles were about SOc. The mean and standard 
deviation of% error in finite element prediction for wheel rim temperature rise is about SOc. 

6.2 Effect of operating conditions and wheel diameter on wheel temperature rise 

, ._---_. 
:.> 1 

-1.5 ---:..~ ,1 

,~v. 

Co) 

Fig-6:(a) Mean and standard ~r:!i~~:2!~ rise (b) Normalized temp risc during synchronized braking [II 
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Temperature fist: ill Wht'L'ls dirccII.v c.:OrTI.lSlh)lHis to heat di~sipatl'd dming hnlking" I:inill' l'k11lt:rll silllulmioll is done for 
dilh:rerll train running conditions and wheel diameters. Temperature ri~e is l11onitored ill the rim region Ihat is accessihle.: from till' 
lig. Fig (i(a) ShQWS mean nnd standard devimioll of tL'mpcraturc ri<.;e lor H40, 875 and ')15 (lUll diameter wheels subjected to 
dilli.:rent operating, l:onditions, 11 is dear thc wheel di:lIIlClcr is having minimuJIl clli.;CI Oil whccllemper:Hure risc monitOl"cd al 10 
or 20 mill of braking, evcnt. Operating speed and braking frc(ll1cIU';y havt:: signilicmll cllec! ulllcmpcralurc rise. 

Fig 6(b) shows normalized lempe:-aturc rise during synchronized braking which is equal 10 normalized braking effort i.t:. 
nonllalizcu hear generated during hraking Q/Qs. for different operating speeds. braking Ircquencics and wheel diameters. Wiler!! 
Qs denotes heaL generated at brake whcel interface in ~Yllehrollized braking and Q del\ote~ heat g~llcrntcd at brake wheel jllter/:tec 
in :tl::LUal scenario. 

6.3 Cumulative distributive functions ofwheellemperatnl'e rise 
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Fig-7: CFD for normalizcd temperature risc for (a)Exprcss,(b)PasscngcrJIJ 

The graph shows cumulative distributive functions (CFD) obtained by software Minitabl5 for normalized coach 
temperature rise for different passenger alld express trains, CFD is used to determine % of wheels experiencing a given 
normalized temperature rise or below. Passenger trains travel for shorter distance and with many stoppages. The express trains 
have large distances with few stops" All the trains having peak speed of about 110 krnlh and express trains have twice number of 
coaches as compared to passenger trains. In all cases rim temperature was measured from platform side. We can make observation 
from the fig that braking is more uniform in express trains. Standard deviation in normalized temperatllfe rise varies from 0.21 to 
0.34 for express trains and 0.20 to 0041 for passenger trains. As per current maintenance practice by Indian railways, number of 
braking events between two successive maintenance schedules is 3 to 4 times higher for passenger trains. 

{ CONCLUSION 

• 	 Braking effort is found highly non-uniform in case of freight trains. Issues related to distributor valves and dirt collectors 
are mainly responsible for excessive brake loads, 

• 	 Among express and passenger trains, braking is found more uniform in express trains because higher number of stops 
between two successive maintenance sc hedules is to result in greater non-uniformity in braking for passenger trains, 

• 	 Wheel rim temperature rise is maximum during initial few braking events. 
• 	 Finite element adopted in this work, which accounts for heat loss to brake block, rail and ambient air is seen to predict 

accurately wheel temperatures based on the input of train speed and braking history for a given journey. 
• 	 The fatigue crack on the brake disc surface, including crackle, radial crack and circumferential crack, exhibit different 

initiation and propagation behavior under different braking conditions. 
• 	 Braking test of fatigue cracks exposed that the fracture surface were covered by oxides and the shape of the fracture 

surface were elliptic type, 
• 	 Radial cracks appear and propagate on the friction surface of brake disc that serve at 300 kmIh. Only cracks appear at 

200 kmlh and no crack appear at routine braking. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the methods for self inflating tires. Nowadays every part of an automobile sector is 

getting automated. Automation relaxes :1 person to do manual work. Now a (hlY a lot of automation lUIs 
itakcn place in inflating tires. To inflate a tire a driver has to take his vehicle to the gas station or by using 
a manual hand pump. These involve human interference ,md labor work Tires lose air through normal 
driving i.e. after hitting pot holes or curbs, permeation and seasonal changes in temperature. Due to less 
pressure iu tires it will lead to low efficiency of fuel, time for filling the air in tires, Jess safety, cost for 

filling of air. With addition to this if there is sudden puncture can c'lUse the uriver to lose control, heading 
towards an accident. Self inflatiug systems arc designed to constantly maintain tire pressure at the proper 
level. 

Keywords -Selfinflating tires , Automatic Tire monitoring system. 

1. lNTRODUCTION 

Automobiles have become an important part of human li fe . The usage o f automobiles is increased rapidly in last few 

decades. Accidents related to it has encouraged the automobile companies to provide for safety. Every part is automated to 
an extend except tires. In last few years automation for inflating tires is given a concern due to various fac tors that cause due 

to low pressure in tires viz. accidents, more fuel consumption, speed etc. T ire- inflation systems have three goals Ti re
inflation systems have to detect when the air pressure in a parti cular tIre has dropped - This means they have to constantly 

check the air pressure in tires or in interva l of time, Indicate the problem to the driver. Inflate that tire back to the pro per 

level by supplying requi red air pressure to the tire . 

2.0METHODOLOGY: 

This syste m includes the three main procedurc which are as foll ows, 

• It senses the pressure of air of running tire with the help of pressure sensor system. 
• Then feedback sent to the program control 
• and it actuates the inflator to fill the desired air pressure 

2.1COMPONENTS : 

2.1.1 Rotary joint I rotary union: A rotary union is a union hat a or rotation of the united parts. It is thus a ~o.w 
device that provides a seal between a stationary supply passage (s" .... f.\P-J1& ing) and a rotating part (such as a dmm, 
cylinder, or spindle) to permit the flow o f a flu id into andlor out f J:fi r:ota ' luids typically used with rotary joints 
and rotating unions include various heat transfer media and flu }if~p-a::w~r media s steam, thermal o il . hydraulic fluid . A 
rotary union wi ll lock onto an inpu t valve wh ile rotating to me;et-an outl.~: Dur.in ~l time the liquid and/or gas will fl ow 
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into Ih..: rOlary union frolll its source and \'Jill he held wi th in Ihe device during ils movement. Thi$ liquid and/o r gas v,;111 
leave the union whe n Ihe valve opl:lli llgS lIlt:ct during rotation ~lIld morc liquid ilnd/or gas will now imo the UlliOI! again f i ~r 

the nc:-.; t rotation.PI 

2.1.2 Pressurc Scnsor: 

Pressure scnsor is tI~ed in th..: system is used tu I.h:lCct the pressure of fluid Jair .when the pn:ssurc of air drops sensor detects 
and whkh in terms ilctumes the system similarly wht:n rcquin.:d pressure is achirJvcd sensor detects the pressure cut off t Ill: 
sLlpply. [3[ 

2.1.2Anluino 

Anlnino is an open-sourcc project Ihat created microcontroller-based kits for building digital devices and interactive objeds 
[hat Ciln sense and cOlll rol physical deviccs.The project is based on microcontroller board designs, produced by several 
vendors. using vnriotlS microcontro ll cTs._Thcse systems provide sets of digilal and analog input/output (110) pins that l:nn 
intcrrctce to variolls e:-.;pansion bOilrds (termed shields) and other circuits. Thc boards femure serial com municat ion 
interfaces, including Un iversal Serial Bus (USB) on some models, for loading programs from personal eomputers. F(lr 
programming the microcontrollcrs l the Arduino project provides an integrated development environment (IDE) based 011 a 
programming language named Pl'ocessing l which also supports the languages C and C++.Arduino boards are availahle 
;ommercially in preassembled form, or as do-it-yourself kits. Thc hardware design specifications are openly availabl~, 

allowing the Arduino boards to be produced by anyone. Adafruit Industries estimnted in mid-20 II that over 300,000 official 

Adri.ano's had been cOlllmercially produced, and in 2013 that 700,000 official boards were in users' hands.[3] 

Fig J arduino 

2.1.4 .Inflator 

Inflator is a device used 10 pump the compressed air inside tire. This device can works on 12 V DC supply. The work of 
inflator is to have input from sys tem and wi ll acts when information send to him to fill the air through circuit. 

~.1.5Chain Drive 
chain drive is a way of transmitting mechanical power fTom one place to another. It (s often used to convey power to the 
wheels ofa vehicle, particularly bicycles and motorcycles. It is also used in a wide variety of machines besides vehicles .. [3] 

2.1.6Sprocket 
A sprocket or sprocket-wheel is a profiled wheel with teeth, cogs, or even sprockels that mesh with a chain, track or other 
perforated or indented material. Sprockets are used in bicycles, motorcycles, cars, tracked vehicles, and other machinery 
either to transmit rotary motion between two shafts where gears are unsuitable or to impart linear motion to a track, tape etc. 
[3) 

2.1.7 Dc motor 

DC motors are part of the electric motors using DC power as energy source. These devices transform electrical energy into 
mechanical energy. 

2.1.8LCD display 

A liquid-crystal display (LCD) is a fl 
properties of liquid crystals_ Liqui 
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3.0:- APPARATUS 

0, Frame 
I. Electric motor 12 volt dc I mnp 
2. Inflator 2 amp 12 volt 
3. Pressure sensor 70 psi 
4. Inflalor 40 psi 
5. Sprocket 18 teeth 
6. Chain 613 
7. Tire (90 100 10) 
8. Pedestrian b~aril1g 
9. Battery 12 volts 
10. LCD display 

4 CALCULATIONS:

4.1 Chain design 

chain -06 B 

pitch -9.525mm 

roller diameter.d l=6.35 mm 

width, bl =5.72 mm 

transverse pitch p,=54.85 mm 

approximate center di stance, 

a=40p 

=40*9525 

=381mm 

4.2 Design of sprocket 

Used chain no.068 

For Z=18 

Pitch ,P=9.525 

Width between inner plates , bl =5.72 

Roller diameter, dJ =6.35 

Transverse pitch PI= IO.24 

I.pitch circle diameter 

D =54.85 mm 
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4.1 Sh'lft caicllllltiolls 


P 0.25 KW 250 W 


KI ~ 1.75 

N 1001'1'10 

' " ,I . ", .. , 
i 

•
!=® ~ C8:l ~ 

I I!• I -'b! 
fig. 3 Sh.lft cakulalioll 

Td = 60'P*kI/2 n n 

P=0.25 Kw=253 W 

N=IOO rpm 

Td = (60 ' 10' 6'0.25* 1. 75) I (2*"*100) 

Td = 41 778.17256 Nmm 

Td = 41.77817256 Nm 

Maximum Stress 

T "''' = (16InO'3) (m' 2+Td' 2) 

T m~= 0.30 ' Syl 

For Shaft SAE 1030 (Mild sleel) 

Syl = 296 Mpa 

Take F.S =2 

Tmax = 0.30 • Syt = 0.30 • 296 = 88.8 N/mm' 

Mass of Sprockel, 

W = 2.943N 

Mass of wheel 

W = 42.1 83 N 

Reactions at Support 

Moment at A 

\ ~)
RB 65.62 N • 

Resultant force in vertical 
r 1(,,1 En9_ 
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Shear Force Calculatiol1 


SI'""L - () N 

SF,'I( ~ ··20.494 N 

SF,I. ~ -20.494 N 

SF," ~ -20.494 - 2.943 ~ -23.437 N 

SFHl., = -23.437 N 

SF"I( = -23.437 ·1· 65.62 =42.183 N 

SFyl• ~ 42.183 N 

SF,.. =42.183 - 42.183 =0 N 

Bending moment Ca lculations 

Bending moment at A 

BM" ~ O 

Bending moment at X 

BM, =20.494 * 80 = 1639.52 N mrn 

Bending moment at B 

BMB ~ 20.494 * 80 -2.943 • 110 = 1315.79 N rnm 

Bending moment at Y 

BM y =O 

Bending moment is max imum at point X 

Therefo re, Resulta nt Bending moment = Mb = 1639.52 N mm 

T ,=, ~ (161 nD'3) ( Mb' 2 +T d"2) 

D = 13.38 mm 

Selecting Diameter = 20 mm for safe loading and to affix rigidly in pedestal bearing and also for fixing air va lves and ro tary 
coupling on it. 

5. CONSTRUCTION:

Electric motor drives the shaft. via chain and sprocket mechanism Shaft is supported by two pedestrian bearing .Rotary 

coupling is mounted on shaft. which is embedded inside tire rim. Inflator is mounted on the frame. The output of inflator is 

connected to flexible hose. This hose is connected to shaft. Shaft has hole in two different planes by which air can be passed 

through it to the rotary coupling. One part of the rotary coupling is stationary and it is mounted outside the rim. Moving part 
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6. Worldng principlr:.· 

Moto r' rotates ihl.: dmin & sprocket Illct:hanisfll which intern r()tall.:s the shall. tire. rotary coupling. When the pn.:ssun: insidl! 

the lire <11'0])1' bel ow thl.: dl.:s irl.:d prl.:ssure it will bl.:sensed by pressure sem;or. It will give its nutpul tu the comparatur ,vIH.:n: 

the dl.:sij'l.:d pressure and actual prcssure of the tire will be compnrc, if it is less thJIl the desire pressure of the tire will he 

cOlllpnrc. Jfit is less thalllhc dc~;irccl pressure it will send it signal to Ihe display bonnj nnd alarm will be signal. II will also 

send a signal to il0[untc the innator vi .. elec tronic controller. Inflator will send the compressed air via fiexible hoses to the 

shaft Since the shaH has two holes drilled in two perpendicular planes whose one point is conne{;tcd to the hose and other to 

the rolnry coupling rotary part. Then the air from the inflator enters the rotary coupling from where it enters the tire . 

6.1Actual working:
Single phase electric supply is provided to the electric motor via adaptcr of I amp. Electric motor starts rOlat ing which intern 

rotates thc tire through chain and sprocket mcchanislll. Tire rotates at the speed of 100 rpm. 

Prcssure sensor is continllollsly scnsing the pressure of air inside the tire and its output is connected to the LCD display. 

When the ti re pressure falls below the desired pressure (in our case it is 15 psi) the intlator will start compressing and the air 

will be supplied to the rotary coupling via flexible hoses. The air reaches the stationary part of the coupling and comes o ut 

from the rotating part of the coupling which is joined to the shaft. Since shaft has two holes drilled in perpendicular 

directions the air from rotary coupling enters into the shaft and comes out from the other hole which is in perpendicular 
direction. The air from then enters 3 way valve and then enters the tire. 

3 way valve is used whose one end is connected to the pressure sensor, second to the inflator and third to the tire air filii ng 

tube. 

Once the desired pressure is attained (in our case it is 20Psi) the signal to stop the inflator will be given to th e relay via 

electronic circuit and hence inflator will stop. 

This cycle will again take place if the pressure falls below l5 psi. 

Fig 4: - CAD model (Assembly) 
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Fig 5 Actual mudel 

7.CONCLUSION:

This system will improve safety, automation of filling air in tires, reduced human labor for filling the air at fuel stations. 
control of driver over vehicle, comfort, control over vehicle. This system will help avoid accidents due to tire bursting. 
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ABSTRACT 

ReductiwI ill the vehicle weiglzt is fh e important approach in the fuer economy. Magnesium is among th e attractive 17lf1ferials 
available with low density and good strength properties. 111ngnesiu11I ll/lOY.\· (Ire tlte Ughtest of fllf structural mnterial tlllll they 
have treme"doll." weight saving potential. I" structural applications where weight plays major role, usage ofmagnesia '" {(/loys 
has considerably increased Ol'er past decar/e. /Is recyclnbi/ity proper(v hnve given it 1m edge. Tbe use ofmagnesium alloys was 
limited in ear(v years f or automotive industry but now a dnys the awnreness for fll el economy alld reduce the e~tlis.'ii(J11." 

tilrollgil reduction in CO] makes tfte material nttrnciive for lise. This paper highlights tile benefits of magnesium, its alloy 
materials, mnmifactaring processes, it~ applications ill automobile industries. 

Keywords: Magnesium, olltomotive, light weigluing. 

1. Introduction: 

In 1808, Sir Humphrey Davy has discovered the material , and in metall ic form was discovered by Antoine Bussy in 
183 l. It was originated from the Greek word from the district of Thessaly called tvJagnesia. Davi's suggestion was ' Magnium ' but 
later on it became 'Magnesium'. 

Magnesium is found to be 8th most ample element in earth ' s crust and 91h most ample in the Universe Magnesium is an 
alkaline metal having atomic no. 12 and oxidation no. +2. The free element is not fond naturally on the earth, and it is highly 
reactive. Magnesium is light , strong and silvery white material and gives white light when exposed to atmosphere [I] . 

1.1. Properties of Magnesium: 

Magnesium shows great potential to substitute to replace conventional materials. One of the important advantages of 
magnesium is its density. Magnesium is as good as or even better than aluminium and many commercial steels in terms of 
strength. Properties of magnesium. alu ln,inium and iron are tabulated in Table!. 

Table I. Properties ofMagnesium{2] 

\ Property Magnesium Aluminium Iron 
Atomic number 12 13 
Atomic weight 24.32 26.98 26 
Crystal structure HCP FCC 58.2 
Density (20 C) 1.74 2.70 BCC 
Elastic modulus (GPa) 45 69 7. 86 
MeItin~ point OC 650 660 207 
Boiling point OC 11 05 2520 1536 
Specific strength (kNmlkg) 35-260 7-200 30-50 
Specific stiffness (MNmlkg) 2 1-29 25-38 28-30 
Coefficient of thennal expansion 25 .5 23.6 11.7 
Tensile strength (MPa) 240 320 350 
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1.2. 


Usage of Magnesium: 


Magnesium is l:ol1sidcrcd to he I;nixlivl.:.' choil:t! ill :Icrospn~e applit..;a tiolls. alJwll1 ()hil~s :iIld de!i.:nte application, II is used 
in manufacturing or aircrn fl and aircrafl l:nginl: mourlls,rni ss iles compOllvnts, I.:ontrol hingcs l fuel lanKs, ,,\lings with i1lllll1illilllll 
alloy. In automobile sector mg is llst..:d for Wlll:t..:I~, housings, transmissions cases, t..:nginc hlol:ks. steering whccls, column, st..:<lt 
Irames" It is also used ill ciel:tronic goods laptops. TV. cdl phones, ctc. Fig I shows the supply o fi'\"1 g" 

Supply % 
1% 

II China
2% 1% 1% 

III USA 

Russia 

• Israel 

• Brazil 

:I Kazakstan 

II Malaysia 

South Korea 

Ukrain 

Serbia 

Fig 1. Supply ofMagnesium{81. 

2. Alloying Magnesium: 

The magnesium-alloy development started in the early days of 1945. Research has been conducted on the manufacture of 
various products by different combinations of alloys and its suitability and association of one element over the other. Magnesilllll 
contains hexagonal lattice structure which resist the plastic deformation hence majority of Mg alloys are casted. Wrought alloys 

came into existence in 2003 [9]. 

2.1. Alloys for Casting: 
) 

For castings AZ91 is the most widely used magnesium alloy_ This alloy can be used in both automotive and aerospace 
applications.It is used specificaUy for its good casting qualities and generaUy satisfactory resistance to corrosion. Additionally it is 
less costly in comparison to other magnesium alloys available in the market. The aluminium in the alloy causes an increase in the 
tensile strength and hardness of the alloy to a temperature of 120°C which improves castability. The disadvantages to this alloy are 
its susceptibility to creep at temperatures above 120°C and the cOlTosion res istance is impacted by the presence of cathodic 
impurities such as iron and nickel. 

In order to improve the corrosion resistance higher-purity versions of AZ91 have been formed and have comparable 
corrosion rates in testing to some aluminium casting alloys. Table I shows the properties of Mg alloys with aluminium . 

For automotive applications where greater ductility and fracture toughness are required magnesium alloys such as AM60, 
AM50 and AM20 are used. These are high purity alloys with reduced aluminium contents and are used in the given automotive 
applications: wheels , seat frames and steering wheels. 
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Tabk 2. I'ropcnlt,;s of 1\ 291 alloys ].1]. 

\lIoy y , (M I>,,) Ys (J\IPa) UTS (MPa) fUTS (MP,,) Elong:ltion Elongation 
20"C 180"C 20"C 180"C ('Yo) 20"C (%) 180' C 

Mg-9AI-1Zn t)~1 72 157 138 4 14 
(as-cast) 
rvlg-9AI-IZn 150 121 250 212 5 II 
(T6) 

2.2. Alloys for Wmught parts: 

DtlC to the hexagonal crystal structurc of magnesium it has fewer slip systems than face ccntrcd cubic aluminiunl which 
restricts its ability to deform; therefore wrought magnesium alloy products are normally carried out by hot working. Addi tionally 
extrusion speeds are five to ten times slower than is possible with aluminium alloys. Instead of describing the specific parts in 
automotive or aerospace application the best way to detail thc results of the literature review of magnesium alloys is by describing 
the wrought product formed. 

Sheet and plate alloys <Ire most commonly AZ3 ( which is the most widely used magnesium alloy for applications at 
room temperature. Sheets made from AZ31 have been used for prototype testing for automotive sheet panels, but as the l:ost of 
these panels is very high they are not seen often in cars; however it could offer unique opportunities in the future [5]. 

3. Processing Metbods: 

A wide variety of manufacturing processing methods and technologies have been developed for Mg MMCs (Metal 
Matrix Composites). Mg MMC is classified into three main groups based on temperature of processing as shown in Fig 2. 

(i) Solid State Processing 

(ii) Vapour Processing 

(iii) Liquid Processing 

',.~ -'H:'--:
Fabrication ~.

I , _ ,. _ ,~-

. Pl'o",:css~,J' II \ 
. _~.. :...=.._-c..a.e 

\ 

</,----
Power 

Metallurgy 

Diffusion 
. Bonding 

Fig 2. Classification of Magnesium processing methods {2] 

A finer grain size increases the strength and the fracture toughness of the material. It provides the potential for 
superplastic deformation at moderate temperatures and high strain rates. Traditional thermo-mechanical processes generally leads 
to a grain size above IO~m or, exceptionally, a few microns in diameter. However, several techniques to obtain submicron or 
Nano ~sjze grains are now available, deposition, high-energy ball milling, fast solidification and severe plastic 
deformation (SPO).Recently to obtain materials with submicron grain size: the fine grained 
material must have 

1$~~w;rfull!2s~j!ji:Speci'a' Issue) 

the structure must be uniform over the sample volume and the large 
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plnsti!,; ~t f'iliIiS tIIay not hnvc geIH.:nu\,;<! intel'll:!1 Jil llmgc or l ;ral.:ks. 'I rmliti omtl (k fornHUicl ll Ill l.!' lhods lih.l.' rolling illld wirL' drawing 
I.:mlllOI J'I1t.:ct II1(';SI: rcquirl' rncnls. Therefore spl:uin l defonn;'lIi (l 1l h.:cllIliqul.'5 have bee r! cil:VI.; IOPl·d . To obtain large...: plnslic 
deformation is II difficult task since ill Illnst 1ll1.'Inll~Jr[lling prol.:csscs it is lillliled by l--it hcr malerial or !clollilihlft:. 

Various Processing methods Ibr Illagnesillm and it s nl!oys arc .-IS follows: 

• Equal channel angular pr~ssjng 
• High pressure tors ion 
• Reciprocating cX Lrusion-col11pn:ssion 
• Repetitive corrugation nnd straightening 

3.1. Equal Channel Angular Pressillg: 

Equal channel angular press ing CECAI') was invented Sl.:!gal in 1977 in Russia. ECAP is based on simple shear HIking 
place in a thin layer at [he crossing plane of the equal channels. ECAP has become the most frequently used SPD process. This is 
due to its low force requi rement (small press can bc used) and the resulting low tool pressure. I-Ie concluded that the str;:Iin 
distribution depended mainly on friction uniformity in the channel sand the details of the channel geometry (sharp vs. round 
corner). Backprcssure appeared to have only small effect in work; he demonstrated advantages of simple shear produced by ECAP 
over pure shear present in other processes. In order to achieve the required strain in ECA P, the billet is processed repeated Iy ill the 
;ume die. The billet can rotate about its axis between each pass. The four bas ic options for these rotations are called A, C, J3A. and 
BC, as in Fig. 3. These options have been then classified and assesscd in terms of their ability to control the structure and tC.xture 
of processed materials. From these tests Langdon et aJ. established that for obtaining homogeneous microstructures of equiaxcd 
grains separated by high angle boundaries the best routc is Be. ECAP method does not involve high pressure which is 
advantageous from the machine and tooling point of view. This may turn into a disadvantage when processing brittle materials. 
Even ductile materials may require a bit higher pressure to avoid damage accumulation and substantially reduced duc tility in 
further metal forming operations. It is possible to process brittle materials at a smaller pressure prcv ided the temperature high 
enough [7]. 

Route A o· 

Fig 3_ Equal channel angular pressing17l. 

3.2. High Pressure torsion: 

High prcssure torsion was (HPT) first investigated by Bridgman. Bridgman's experiment did not bring much light on the 
microstructural changes taking place in severely deformed meta ls. It was Erbel seems to be the first who carried out HPT 
experiments for copper. He described and interpreted the grain structure evolution towards a stntcture of dislocation free sub 
grains with high angles of disorientation and sub micro meter s ize. He also directed out the increase and eventual saturation of the 
mechanical properties of severely deformed materials. Numerous papers prove capability ofHPT to achieve UFG structure. For 
this method, a coin-shape sample is pressed between two anvils under hydrostatic pressure (7 GPa). During the build-up of the 
pressure, the sample is pressed into the cavities in the anvil and a burr is formed at the edge of the sample. Then one anvil is 
rotated with respect to the other one and the rotation speed can be varied over a large range. This leads to a deformation of the 
sample by almost simple shear. The burr prevents a contact between the two anvils and upholds the hydrostatic prcssure as shown 
in Fig4. 

" •. 
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Fig 4. lligh pressure IOrsion 

3.3. Rcciprocating Extl"llsion Compression: 

J. Richert et ttl. came with the idea of cyclic reciprocating extrusion compression (RE) .RE involves the cyclic flow or 
mewl betvteen the alternating extrusion and compression chambers, Fig 5 The deformation effect could obviously be ~lchicvcd 
with the frame/die fixed and the movable punchl!s or vice versa. While the microstructural results of RE have been published 
widely. Ihe mechanics of the process received less atlention. Some results for RE of cylindrical billets are ava ilable in where a 
simplified stress mmlysis In the stress area, the stress path comprises primary yielding of the material due to extrusion, unloading 
into the elastic domain and secondary yielding by compression on the opposite side of tile yield surface . 

• 

Fig 5. Reciprocating extrusion compression 

3.4. Repetitive corrugation and straightening: 

Fig.6 shows the groove pressing die for performing the SPD experiment on the AZ31 Mg alloy sheet shear deformation 
in the material. In this die design, the pitch of the grooves features was 8 mm with an equal horizontal length spacing of2 mm for 
the 45° and flat surfaces. During the groove pressing stage, the specimen was placed between a stationary lower and moving, upper 
groove feature dies and allowed to freely deform to the shape of the dies by the movement of the upper die. During the 
straightening stage, the specimen was placed between two flat surface dies and allowed to deform back to the initial geometry 
using similar die movement while being constrained in the longitudinal direction by the side walls of the lower die. Fig. 7 shows 
the illustration of the pressing sequences necessary to achieve one complete cyele with uniform straining of the material. In the 
groove pressing stage (a-b), the specimen was subjected to a simple shear deformation in the 45° diagonal surfaces between the 
flat surfaces and has a theoretical effective strain, ecm of 0.58. The materials along the flat surfaces were not subjected to any 
straining [3]. 

Fig 6. Dies for groove press!3] > 
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r ig 7, Rcpelitivc Corrugation and straighteningP) 

4. 	 Automobile Applications: 

Consumer's preference for vehicle performance is increasing day by day. Fuel economy and air pollution are the deciding 
factors to select the vehicle, In the research aspects these are achieved by using alternate fuels, power train enhancements, 
aerodynamic modifications and weight reduction methodologies, Among these, weight reduction of a vehicle by alternate 
materials is the simplest and cost effective solution, 

Magnesium is a powerful weight saving option its density is 36% to aluminium, 74% lighter than zinc and 79% lighter 
than steel. The weight reduction using magnesium when compared with AI/Fe alloys was shown in Fig 8. 

Fig 8 Weight Reducti \ 0 i · I I] , 

~~'bv.~ae . ~-'}, 	 \ ~ 
5. 	 Advantages: _, "~ ~ 

,~ 9.. 
• 	 Thin wall: Magnesium alloy part routinely moulded witl~ @mirt~~I :-.\~a~ thie~ down to 0.020" (O.Smm) prchiLl!, High 

strength precise mouldings. Combining the process versatility, ~nd tooling -cap~ i ties of injection moulding with outstanding 
material flow. Magnesium alloy opens new intricate, space':'·.ef rcjent desig~o I i ~ilities in many markets. 
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L,iglu weight: !vlagnt.:s iullll.llloy 'Oll1rmllCllIS mc J·I':"<) ligh:l''' than aluminiulII and 7(1% 111:111 ~Iccl. With a material density 01" 

O.nO(d Ih. lill"'3( I.S I glee). ivlagllesiulll ulloy cOlllpares !;!vollftlbly with most iI,jccti oll moulded thermoplastics ,lilt! ufTers a 
signi [icant increase ill mechanical propcrtics. 

• 	 Iligh ~ trcllgth: rvlagll~siulll alloy have high slilfncss. strcwgth, lind durability. Which i~ 20 lilllC:i morc than otht!r rnntc..:rial. it 
have high strcngtl1to weight ratio. 

• 	 Iligh vibration absorption: Magncsium alloy Hbsorb the large amount of vibration. ! leller.: it increascs the comf(\I"t levu! or 
vehicle. 

• 	 Thermal managemcnl:Tilin wall magncsiulll alloy components optimize heat translcr with the: exccllent thermal conductivity 
of magnesium SUPI)Orting the needs of minimurization and efficient thermal managelllellt. 

• 	 Envirollmentally friendly :AII the magnesium alloy components -painted and unpainted arc fully recyclable 
6. 	 Disadvantages: 

• 	 Difficult to deform by cold working. 
• 	 Magnesium has high cost. 
• 	 High tendency to galvanic corrosion when (';ontact with dissimilar metals or elcctrolytc. 
• 	 High degree ofshrinkagc on solidification. 
7. 	 Cost: 

The cost has been decreasing below the cost of rhc aluminium since 2013 as shown jn Graph I. MagnesiulIl mel ting C()st 
is 2/3 as compared to aluminium, while considering productivity which cost 25% higher than aluminium for castings, 300- 500% 
for permanent mould casting and 200% compared to polymer injection moulding. 

MAGtlESIUM PRICE - ALUM'tUM PRICE 

Jon 4 . '1013 - Dec 30. 2016 


Graph I. Cost comparison of AI and Mg{l2) 

8. 	 Conclusion: 

This article overview the properties, Processing methods, advantages and limitations of magnesium alloys along with 
automotive applications_ It has been revealed by the research that the adaption of /'vIg alloys as substitution to aluminiulIl and iron 
alloys has more advantages_ The cast magnesium alloys usage is good enough with excellent properties while research on the use 
of wrought magnesium is continuing. Mg-AI-Zn alloys offer both strength and ductility at room temperatureswith greater 
flexibility in many applications_ 

Magnesium alJoys provides an opportunity to researchers to work in a broad area where there is a lot of scope to do_ With 
the global awareness on environmental protection, magnesium alloys usage in antomotive industry has been considerably 
increased to reduce the CO2 emissions, and weight reduction of the vehicle thereby increasing the fuel economy. Weight reduction 
using magnesium invehicles is interesting and proven with good results. However lot of research is needed in Mg processing to be 
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ABSTRACT 

Ab.\"Irflc:l:Tlte aim is to design alld derelop a cOllIrol system based OJI intelligellt electrollically cOlltrolled automotive bumper 
(Ictivatioll system i.'i called ·'AUTO,.,IATIC PNEUMATIC BUMPER". This system is consists of ultrasollic transmitter and 
Receiver ultrasonic circuit, Con trot Unit, Pneumatic bumper system. Tile ultrasonic sensor is used to tlelecIIh e obstacle. There 
is lilly obstacle closer to Ih e ve/licle (with ill 2 feet), Ihe control signal is givell 10 Ihe bumper activatioll system .. 

Keywords: Automatioll, Sensor, Pnellmatic Bumper, Automatic Brnkesetc. 

I. INTRODVCTION 

We have pleasure in introdncing our new project "AUTOMATIC PNEUMATIC BUMPER", which is fully equipped by 
ultrasonic sensors Ultrasonic and Pneumatic bumper activation Ultrasonic circuit. It is a genuine project whieh is fully equipped 
and designed for Automobile vehicles. This forms an integral part of best quality. This product underwent strenuous test in our 
Automobile vehicles and it is good. 

Automation can be ach ieved through computers, hydraulics, pneumatics, robotics, etc., of these sources, pneumatics form 
an attractive med ium for low cost automation. The main advantages of all pneumatic systems are economy and simplicity_ 
Automation plays an important role in mass production. For mass production of the product, the machining operat ions decide the 
sequence of machining. The machines designed for prOducing a particular product are called transfer machines" The components 
must be moved automatica lly from the bins to various machines sequentially and the final component can be placed separately for 
packaging. Materials can also be repeatedly transferred from the moving conveyors to the work place and vice versa_ Now days 
almost all the manufacturing process is being atomized in order to deliver the products at a faster rate. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Pneumatic braking system of an inteJiigent electronically controlled automotive braking system. Based on this model, 
control strategies such as an 'antilock braking system' (ASS) and improved maneuverability via individual wheel braking are to be 
developed and evaluated. There have been considerable advances in modern vehicle braking systems in recent years. For example, 
electronically controlled ABS for emergency brak ing. e lectronically controlled hydraulically actuated individual brake-by
ultrasonic (BBW) systems for salooo cars aod electronically controlled pneumatica lly actuated systems for heavy goods vehicles. 
The work of recent years shall form the basis of a sys tem design approach to be implemented. The novelty of the proposed 
research programmed shall lie in the design and evaluation of control systems for achieving individual wheel motion control 
facilitated by BBW. In the case of BBW the brake pedal is detached from the hydraulic system and replaced by a 'brake pedal 
simulator'. The simuJator provides an electrical signal for the electronic control system. 
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Fig-I: Constructional Blocli Diagr:lm 

There have been considerable advances in modern vehicle braking systems in recent years. For example, electronically 
controlled ASS for emergency braking, electronically controlled hydraulically actuated indivi<lual brake-by-uitrasonic (SBW) 
systems for saloon cars and electronically controlled pneumatically actuated systems for heavy goods vehicles. The work of recent 
years shall form the basis ofa system design approach to be implemented. The novelty of the proposed research programmed shall 
lie in the design and evaluation o f control systems for achieving individual wheel motion control facilitated by BBW. In the ca....e 
of BBW the brake pedal is detached from the hydraulic system and replaced by a 'brake pedal simulator'. The simulator provides 
an electrical signal for the electronic control system. 

2.1 Flow control valve 

Features: 
o Maintains constant flow with changing inlet and outlet pressures. The minimum pressure differential between inlet 

and outlet ports must be 100 PSI (7 Bar) to function propcrly. 
o Maintains flow setting within approximately ±5% variation over pressure drop range 100 to 3000 PSI (7 to 205 Bar). 


Has an adjustable flow setting. See needle cbart for controlled flow range. 

Trim adjustment option allows valve to be adjusted ±5% when valve is locked in a flow setting. 


o Sub plate mounted valve is standard with reverse flow check valve. (See Reverse Flow Chart.) Check valve cracking 
pressure is 5 PSI (OJ Bar). 

o Designed to give a constant flow rate over a wide change of fluid temperature. Refer to needle chart for percentage 

change in flow. 
o Available with optional lunge control for limiting compensator piston travel. This control prepositions the 

compensator piston to reduce actuator lunge or jump. 

2.2 Solenoid valve 

o 	 Valve Model: 2P025 
o 	 Valve Type: 2 Way. Normally Closed (NC) 
• 	 Action: Direct Acting (Poppet)Fast Response Time: <20msec 
o 	 Orifice (Cv): 2.5mm (0.23); 22SCFM @ 100psi 
• 	 Operating Pressure: Vacuum to 115psi 


Operating Temperature: 14 to I22'F (-10 to 50' C) 

o 	 Port Size (Tube OD): 1/8" or 1/4" NPT 
• 	 Wetted Surfaces: Valve Body: Engineered Nylon Seals: NBR Buna); Option: Viton (FKM), EPDM Annature 

Asselnbly: Br.ss; Option:Stainless Stcel le CO 
o 	 Coil Duty: H Class, IP65, 100% ED ~'b~6! 


Volt.g: Options: 12,24 VDC; 24,1101120 (SO/60Hz), 22Qj240 VAC (ifts z) 

o 	 Voltage Tolerance: ± IO% of Specified voltage "-::29.\
• 	 Coil Power: 3 to 8\V (pressure dependent) ~ M ~ 1 , !;" 
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• 	 Elc<.:lrical COllnections: DIN or Grolllm ~l 


Installat ion: Orientation Requirement (Optimum Position: Flow I-Iorizont<ll & Solenoid VerticClI) 

Service: Ai r, LiC]lIid, Water 


2.3 Pneumatic cylinder 

Construct ion: 

• 	 Cylinder Tube: For bore of 19, 25, 40 1 and 50 mm hard drawn, polished brass/ aluminum tube 

Piston Rod: High tensile steel, Grollnd & hard chrome plated. 

Seals: Buna "N" ( Nitrile elastomer) 

End cover & piston: Close grained cas t iron, 

Operat ing Condition 


• 	 Media: Air.Oil and inen-gases. 
• 	 Temp. Range: 00 C to +850 C 

Pressure Range: 10 Kwcm2 (150 PSIG) for compressed air. 25 Kwcm2 (350 PSIG) for oi l. 
Cushions: For 19 and 25 mm bore rubber shock absorbers as optional. Above 25 mm bore adjustable cushions as 
standard, 
Consumption: Liters of free air per 100 mm singJe stroke at 5 Kgflcm2 

2.4 	Frame material 

AJSI 1018 mild/low carbon steel has e:-;:cellent weld ability and produces a uniform and harder case and it is considered 
as the best steel fo r carburized parts. AISI 1018 mild/low carbon steel offers a good balance of toughness. strength and ductility. 
Provided with higher mechanical properties, AISI 1018 hot rolled steel also includes improved machining characteris tics and 
Brinell hardness. 

Chemical Composi tion: 
Element Con tent: 

• 	 Carbon, C 0.14 - 0.20 % 
• 	 Iron, Fe 98.81 - 99.26 % (as remainder) 
• 	 Manganese, Mn 0.60 - 0.90 % 
• 	 Phosphorous, P .:s 0.040 % 
• 	 Sulfur, S :> 0.050 

2.5 	Brake: - drum brake 

2.6 Controller: - Adriano atrnega328 

2.7 Sensor: - IR sensor 

3. 	 PHASES OF NEW MODERN VEHICLE 

The aim is to design and develop a control system based on pneumatic brakeing system of an inte lligent electronically 
controlled automotive braking system, for comparison of iterative technologies / techniques. The final phase of the new modern 
vehicle shall include: 

Development of improved ASS control systems 
Development and assessment of an electro·hydraulic-BBW (EH-B BW) system 
Individual wheel braking combined with traction control 

• 	 Assessing sensor failure and fault tolerant control system design 
• 	 Preliminary studies into an electrically ac tuated system 
• 	 Re-engineering using simpHfted models. 

4. 	 PNEUMATIC SYSTEM 

Pncumatic systems operate on a supply of compressed ultrasonic which must be made avai lable in sufficient quantity and 
at a pressure to suit the capacity of the system, When the pneumatic system is being adopted for the ultrasonic time, however it 
wills indeed the necessary to deal with of compressed ultrasonic supply. The key part of any facility for supply of 
compressed ultrasonic is by means . A compressor is a machine that takes in a ultrasonic, gas at a 
certain pressure and delivered the = 
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Comprcssor <.:apw..:ity is Ille !lCWlI l '111:1111 it)' or IIllraSLJnit.: (t) [JIprt.:s:-:;cd ami del ivcrcd and the volullw c.xprcssed is tl1<'1.1 o:·thl.: 
ultrasollil: <II intake conditiom; llillll1.:ly at atlllosphere pn:SSIlfL' ;111(\ normal a1llbient Icmperatme. The comprcssibil ity o r thi.: 
1IItr:1StI!lic was Ult"msonic inves tigated by Robi,:!rt Boyle in 1962 and that !(HlIld Ihat thc product of pressure <Ind volumi,;' of n 
particular qUflIltity of gus. 

The usual written as 

(01') p,y, = P2Y" 

In this equation the pressure is the absolute pressured which for free is about 14.7 Psi and is of courage eapnhle of 
maintainil1g a colum n of mercury, nearly 30 inches high in an ordinary barometer. Any gas can be llsed in pneumatic sys tuill but 
ultrason ic is the Illostly lIsed sys tem now days. 

5. PNEUMATIC SINGLE ACTING CYLINDER 

The cylinder is a Single acting cylinder one, which means (hat the air pressure operates forward and spr ing rclurns 
backward. The air from the compressor is passt!d through the regulator which controls the pressure to required amount by 
adjusting its knob. A pressure gauge is attached to the regulator for showing the line pressure. Then the compressed air is passed 
through (he single acting 312 solenoid valve tor supply ing the air lO one side of the cylinder. 

Fig: - 2: Single Acting Cylinder 

6. ULTRASONIC SENSOR 

A sensor is a transducer used to make a measurement of a physical variable . Any sensor required ultrasonic cal ibration in 
order lO be useful as a measuring device. Calibration is the procedure by which the relationship between the measured variable 
and the converted output signal is established. Care should be taken in the choice of SellSQIY devices for particular tasks. The 
operating characteristics of each device should be closely matched to the task for which it is being utilized. Different Sensors can 
be used in different ways to sense same conditions and the same sensors can be used in different ways to sense different 
conditions, 
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Fig: - 3: Ultrasonic sensor 

6.1 Ultrasonic transmitter 

The ultrasonic transmitting ultrasonic circuits used in many projects. The ultrasonic transmitter sends 40 kHz (frequency 
can be adjusted) carrier under 555 timer control. Ultrasonic carriers at around 40 kHz carrier frequencies are widely used in TV 
remote controlling and ICs for receiving these signals are quite easily available. 

6.2 Ultrasonic receiver 

The transmitted signal reflected by the obstacle and the ultrasonic receiver ultrasonic circuit receives the signal and 
giving control signal to the control unit. The control unit activates the pneumatic brakeing system, so that brake was applied. 

7. BRAKING SYSTEM 

The foot brake or service brake is always applied by a pedal, while the parking brake is applied by a hand lever. The 
parking brake is intended chiefly to hold the car in position. The parking brake can be set in the "ON" position by means of <I 

latch while the service brake remains on only as long as the driver presses down on the pedal. The hand brake is normally used 
only after the driver has stopped the car by using the foot brake. Its other use is as an emergency brake to stop the car if the foot 
broken system should fail. The hand or parking brakes operates on a PA Ultrasonic of wheels, frequently the rear wheels. When 
drum type rear brakes are used, the same shoes can be used for both hand and foot control. The drum type ofbrake may either be a 
band brake or a shoe brake. Both band brakes and shoe brakes may be either external or internal. 'fhe band brakes generally are 
external and shoe brakes internal. In drum brakes the drum is attached to the wheel and revolves with it. friction to slow the 
drum is applied from inside by the shoes which do not rotate but are mounted on a stationary metal back plate. There are different 

) 	 types of drum brakes such as a two leading shoe arrangement - which gives an augmented response to pedal effort because of its 
self-applying arrangement. A leading-trailing shoe is a cheaper and better alternative as it is equally effective whether the car is 
going forward or backwards. 

Manufacturers design drum brakes so that rain, show or ice or grit cannot get inside and decrease braking efficiency for 
moisture greatly reduces the friction between the linings and the drum. The dissipate quickly the considerable amount of heat 
generated when braking a fast moving heavy car large brake drums would be required ultrasonic. Disc brakes do the job more 
efficiently. for the cooling a ultrasonic can get to the rubbing between each piston and the disc, there is a friction pad held in 
position by retaining pins, spring plates etc. Passages are drilled in the calliper for the fluid to enter or leave the each housing. 
These passages are also connected to another one for bleeding. Each cylinder contains a rubber selling ring between the cylinder 
and the piston. The brakes are applied, hydraulically actuated piston move the friction pads into contact with the disc, applying 
equal and opposite forces on the later. On releasing the brakes, the rubber sealing rings act as return springs and retract the 
pistons and the friction pads away from the disc. 

8. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

The ultrasonic circuit is to transmit the ultrasonic rays. Ifany obstacle is there in a path, the ultra-sonic rays are reflected. 
These reflected ultrasonic rays are received by the receiver. The receiver circuit receives the reflected rays and giving the control 
signal to the control circuit. The control circuit is used to activate the solenoid valve . If the solenoid valve is activated , the 
compressed air passes to the Single Acting Pneumatic Cylinder. The compressed air activates the pneumatic cylinder and moves 
the piston rod fon,vard. Thus the bumper is actuated. Wh~n the solenoid valve gets aClUated the compressed air also goes to the 
small single acting pneumatic cylinder and actuates it. If the piston moves forward, then piston rod which is connected to the lever 
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n!"lhL' hydraulic disc brakc pushes and Ilt'IICl! tilL! brakL! is appliL!d. I'll !.:: braking arr.1ngl!llll!n! is used to brakl! the wheel grad mllly pr 
suddenly due to the piston moveme nt. rhe braking speed is varied by :ldjllSlil1g the valve is ealkd now control vah'c. Thc 
compressed <!ir flow through the polyurethanl! tube to tlw tlmv t'ontrol valVl'. The now cont ro l valve is conlll'cted to the sokll (lid 
valve. 
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Fig:-4 Block diagram of our project 

Fig:-S 3D model of automatic pneumatic bumper and braking system 

9. ADVANTAGES 

I) It able to Increase the sureness in braking system. 
2) Braking system able to give fast response. 
3) System able to increase the pre-crash safety, 
4) System able to provide more safety to the passengers. 
5) System plays an important role to save human Life in road acciden~_~~:::::;:,... 

'~ I,Wil/l:'\
10. LIMITATIONS '1.$'~q;

c.r, \~ 
OJ .. 
~ '/ ~r1
1) System has few limitations in densely traffic road. . , 

• ' .J
2) System has no provision to prevent and cure the accidents Q.l rear side of Vehl€le. 
3) Hard and thick materials cannot be riveted. J' '......... . ' , ' \ ~ )
".e-~ ..... " ::::: "'--_-. -.....- , 2""'16""\ 
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'\) 	 I)m: to the linkages there will bt frictional losses. 
5) 	 rviailllcnancc will be more due to the Ill/mher oi"muvlllg paris. 
6) 	 Stroke length is I1xed. 

II. 	!\J>I'L1CATIONS 

J) 	 This system may be applicable in all types ofliglu vehicles like cars, Rickshaws, Tempos. 
2) 	 This system also successfully installed in lhe heavy vehicles like buses, trllcks, trailers , etc. 

12. 	CONCLUSION 

Behind the designing of this system, our main aim is to improve the techniql!e of prevention of accidents and nl)lo 
reducing the hazard from accidents like damage of vehicle, injury ofhull1ans, etc. The application of pneumatics produces smooth 
operation. By lIsing more techniques, they can be modified and developed according to the applications. By implementi Ilg this 
project we can reduce cost of high end cars by giving sim ilar kind of safety. This project work has provided us an excellcnt 
opportunity and experience, to use our limited knowledge. We have gained pmcticfll knowledge regarding, planning, purchasing. 
assembling and machining while doing this project work. Towards the end of completion of the project, we felt that the projcct 
has helpcd liS to bridge the gates between institution and industries. 

In conclusion rom arks of our projecl work, we have developed an "DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF PNEUMATIC 
BUMPER WITHAUTOMATIC BRAKING SYSTEM" which helps 10 achieve low cosl aUlomation. We are proud Ihal we have 
completed the work with the limited time successfully. We have done the project to our ability and skill making maximum lISC () f 
available facilities and we are able to understand the difficulties in maintaining the tolerances and also quality. We also observed 
that the prototype manufactured is working with satisfactory conditions and otlr work is able to achieve all the objectives which 
are necessary 

13. 	FUTURE SCOPE 

Our future work deals with in corporating this system with various different features to provide enhanced protection by 
the intelligent braking system in real time application. For that, some of the possible changes are: 
I) Regular bumpers can be replaced by hydraulic bumpers. 
2) Infrared sensors can sense eye blinking and give signal to solenoid valve when driver sleeps. 
3) Limit switch can be used to limit the minimum speed above which the system gets triggered. 
4) PIC can be implemented in system for further modifications like gradual slowdown of vehicle. 
5) Bumper design can further be enhanced to act as external air bags. 
6) With some modifications, the project can be used with timer circuits so as to apply brakes and extend the bumper after a delay 
offew milliseconds so that the bumper does not ex tend unless the vehicle just reaches the crashing distance. 
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Dcvelopment of Dual Clutch Transmission Systcm by Considering Varions Working 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents the main [elltures o[ (l cOlltrol-oriented model o[ a Dual Clmch Transmissioll (nCT) system Iflfll Il£JS beclI 
desigl1ed to support model-based del1elopment 0/ tlIe DCT cOlltroller. Tile model represents an inllovative attempt to reprQ(Il"'e 
t/le [fist dynamic.:,.. 0/ lite hydralilic circuit while JJluintaining (l simulatioll step size large enough [or real time applicatioll. The 
'node! includes (I detfliled phy.\}cal de:icriptinll 0/ ,:Imclles, ~yJlchroJlizers fllld gears, flud a simplified model o/the vehicle alld 
o[ the illternal combustioll engine, in order to simulate the bellflviollr o[ t/le entire lystem. As tile oil circulating in tile sJ'...tem 
h(ls a large hulk modlllllS, the pressure dynamics are I'e.t:v [asl, possibly causing instability in a real time simulation; tlte same 
clwl/enge involves tile servo valves dynamics, rille to the very smal/masses 0/ the moving eiemenls. Th ere/oreJ th e hydraulic 
circilit model lias bee" mOdified and simplified withollt losing physical validity, ill order to adapt it to the real time simll/ation 
requirements. 

Keywords: A1odel, real-lime, cOlllrol, heal di.uipalioll, DUlIl clulch IrtlllSmissioll, power losses, adaplive cOlltrol elc. 

1. Introduction 
In recent years the need for increased fuel efficiency. driving performance and comfort has driven the development of engine and 
transmission technology in the automotive industry and several types of transmissions are currently available in the market trying 
to meet these needs. The conventional Automatic Transmission with torgue converter and planetary gears, was leading the market 
of non-manual transmissions, but in recent years it is los ing its predominant position, because of low efficiency of torgue 
converter and overall stnlctUre complexity, in favo r of other technologies; Continuously Variable transmission permit avoiding 
the problem of gear shifting, but are limited in torgue capacity and have a disadvantage ofa low transmission efficiency due to 
high pump losses caused by large oil fl ows and pressure values needed. Automated manual transmission systems, with dry 
clutches are most efficient systems but they don ' t meet customer specification due to torgue interruptions during gear shift. If 
compared to other transmissions, the Dual Clutch transmission tcdmology has an advantage of being sui table both low revving 
and high torque diesel engines and for revving engines for sport cars, maintaining a high transmission effi ciency. as well as high 
gear shift performance and comf0l1. A dual clutch transmission system can be considered as an evolution of Automated 
Transmission system. An automated transmission system is similar to the dual clutch transmission system but only difference is 
that in Dual Clutch Transmission system the gear shifting and clutch actuation is smoother and easier. 

Different models have been developed to control the power transfer in the drive chain of an automotive vehicle equipped 
with an automatic dual-clutch-transmission. Most of these methods require a more or less accurate knowledge of the clutch 
characteristic. In general c lutch characteristics represent the relationship between the actuating variable and torque delivered 
through the clutch. 

Pure Eleetric Vehicle being currently widely used in the market are mainly equipped with single speed transmission, with 
trade-off between dynamic and economic performance. Now-a-days multiple speed transmissions instead of traditional single 
speed transmissions, expecting to improve the electric vehicle performance. The usage of multi speed transmissions for electric 
vehicles is likely to improve average motor efficiency and range capacity or even can reduce the require size ofmoter car. 

2. Background 

This transmission was invented by Frenchman AdolpheKegressej ust before World War n. although he never developed a \ ..vorking 
model. The first development of the transmission started in the early part of 1980 under the guidance 
of Harry Webster at Automotive built into the Ford Fiesta. Initially, the control systems were 
based on purely analogue/discrete filed in July 1981 .AIl of these early AP twin -clutch installations 
featured a single dry clutch and continued from Porsche in-house e~ment, for Audi and 
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Porsc:lu; n lcing cnrs IUlt'r il l tIle 19HIls, when COl1ljllllcrs HI ';(lll~ rn i Ih!.! I r'nn~l11 iss ioli h,,:c:llnl' cl)mpnet CIlOlIgl,. l'ILl' lil'S l ~c rics 
produclion road ..:.ar willl a 1)( ''I' WilS Ihe _O U.1 Volks\.vagcn ( iol r tvlk4 IU :~. As of' :!nol), rill' largt.: ~ t saics of I )C"i's in Wn,I\.:J'n 
Europe arc hy various l1larqw":$ urlile (it.mmlll VolJ.; ..wag~Jl (jroup, Illout~h this is :mlicipatcd to changc :1 ~ tlrhl'r transmissioll 
makers and vehicle ImUlll illcturers Illitke neTs ;lVailahlc in st:ries prodUt:lioll :lIL!oll1obiks, In :W I n, Oil I1MW { ': lI1ada's wehsitl' (or 
Iht' 3 Scric:, Coupe. il is described bOlh as a sewn-speed double-dutch tra1lsmission :\Ild as a sev(,!ll-sp,'cd :tutolllalie tr1l11SI1I i%ion, 

3. LITEUATURE REVIEW 

In DCTs where the twO cluu..:hes are arranged !';()lll.:~ntrh.:ally. the larger outer dUlch drives the udd-numbered gt'ars.while the 

smaller inner t;lutdl drives the even-numbered gears,Shins accomplished without interrupting torque distribution to the driven 

road wheels, by applying the engine's torque [0 one dldch at the same lillie as it is being di~collllccted from the uther clutch.Si Ilee 


alternate gC(lr fillios can preselect· an odd ge'lf on one gem shall while the vehicle is being driven ill an even gear,(and vice versa). 

DCTs are the fastcst-shifting road car transmission available and arc even able to shin I~ls.ter than n professional race car driver 

using a manual transmission. DCTs can evcn shill more quh;kly than t:nrs cquipped with single-clutch alliolllatcd-ll1al1ual 

transmissions (AivtTs). also called sing1e-clutl:h scminutoll1l.ttics, Also, with a DC'!', shins l:<In be lllade morc smoothly than with a 

single-clutch AMT. making a OCT more suitable lor conventional road cars. 


4. METHODOLOGY 

The ways (0 determine thc clutch characteristics during opcrntion by us ing of tile methods ofsysl'clll identification were analyzed 

in a study. The prediction model ofa system in this study was based on torque balance at the input shan of'the dual clutch 

transmission, This paper addresses the movement of clutch piston ill the prediction model. It cvaluates or the chltch chamctcrislics 

~rovidiJlg additional and more advantageous information about the system slate ill comparison of the model. furthermore the 

advantages and disadvantages of such dctailed system model, related to the additional implemcntation and computation costs. will 

be analyzed, In order to address the points above mentioned a system model is prcscnted, which considers the main physical 

interactions of the torque delivery by an automatcd friction clutch, 


5. RESULT 

DEVLOPEMENT OF DUAL CLUTCH TRANSMISSION SYSTEM FOR REAL TIME APPLICATIONS -BY 
N.CAVINO, D.OLIVI, E.CORTI 

To develop a model suitable for real time applications, the calculations of the flow from high pressure circuit to low pressure 

circuit is provided by a dynamic model. rnputs to such map arc current supplied to servo valves and the pressure level in the high 

pressure circuit. Furthermore, the input flux is provided by pump is calculated via an considering leakage flows , which depen ds on 

engine speed and clutch pressure. 


Clutch characteristics which are important while designing the clutch model are:

System Pressure: - The pressure level acting on clutches and gear actuators is controlled by proportional pressure control valves 
which are designed to act as closed loop system, The proportionality between actuation chambers which generates a feedback 
force against the valve opening, whose proportionality factor is the feedback chamber area of the spool. 

Clutch Hysteresis: - The pressure variation between preload and kiss point pressure is called as clutch hysteresis characteristic. 
This is due to the stick-slip characteristics of the clutch, simulated in the model using two different levels of pre load pressure 
level. 

Clutcb Torque: - For torque analysis we need to study the slip characteristic which the difference between the engines speed and 
clutch output speed, The total torque generated by the friction between the clutch discs wil! be the sum of basic torque and total 
difference in temperature. Different oil temperatures were taken into account and during simulation such maps were interpolated 
called as basic torque. However it is not possible to use these models into practical applications because both the pressure 
dynamics and mass damper system is very fast while results of the models are quite slower. So to avoid this problem simulation of 
clutch modeJ with a fast current ampere from 0 to 700mA is taken. 

Clutcb Pressure: - When clutch is not moving pressure directly proportional to input current and during closed i.e, spool is 
moving condition the oil flows from port P to actuator port A. 

Gear Selection: - During the gear selection on the odd shaft of the transmi si0n;:~TI!fili " ~ss the engine is transmitting torque 
through even gear when odd clutc h is completely open therefore the engine speed and the ~en shaft speed are coincident. The 
pre-selection of gears is controlled by the TCV, which previews the future .gearaccQrding t ~I).aine speed and torque request. 

" ",."Jj
SIMULATION OF THERMAL BEHAVIOR OF TWO SPEED DUAL"CLUTCH T' SMISSION SYSTEiVI- BY 
XINGXING ZHOU, PAUL WALKER, NONG ZHANG ~ ~"'-:;. 
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By nsing Ncwlon's luw o j" L:oolillg IClJ' collvcl:tio!1 power los~a;s and thl: total hl:at dissipation capacity L:a Jl bl: found. Thcrc Uft:: 110 

syndll"Ollizers in [his two dual dutch transllIission systcllllhus the transmission can be looked as Iwulmlfllll.lllual trnllsm issiuns 
<lnd in this case shilling is rculi7.ccJ through the ~ilJlllltalH':()llS shifting between thes!: two half transmissions so why vehicle 
equipped with Dual dutch transmission 1: ~111 change speed :mHlothly with nearly no power. As the predicted lcmpernture incn:asl:s 
thl.: dual dutch trallsmission power 10$:>(.:s abo illcl'l:<lses. Also that the maximum po\\,('[' loss for dual dutdl transmission is 
approximate 2.04KW.The pnwer loss decreased :i lmrply is caused by wet chllch. It is because that the effcdivc wet clutch radius 
will dccreas!! which is caused by increased centrifllgal force during high speed. The wet clutch dmg torque loss domain the main 
pow!.!!' loss~s in two speed dual clutch transmi ssion system. 

MODEL BASED ESTIMATION OJ' THE TORQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF AN AUTOMATED DUAL CLUTCII 
TRANSMISSION IN WET TECHNOLOGY -BY A.TARASOW, C.BOtIN, M.VINASKE, R.SERWAY 

The ways to determine thc clutch characteristic during operation by llsing orlhc methods of the system identification were 
analysed by Tarasow in 20 I 0 which was based on the torque balance at the input shaft of dual clutch transmiss ion in which 
unknown parameters of the clutch characteristics clln be accurately estimClted based on the model using the prediction error 
method. The estimation results were verified in simulation studies and with the use of measured vehicle data. However the 
movement ofclutch piston is not considered so the model was only applicable when friction plates come in contact with eadl 
oth!!r i.e. the piston movemcnt has covered the complete displacement. The importance of considering the movement of clutch 
piston in prediction model will improve the clutch characteristics and also gives the additional information about the system sltltc 
whethe::r advantageous or not by using the unknown parameters finding considering unknown state of the system where the main 
physical interactions of the torque delivery by an flutomated friction clutch and the unknown par:lIneters will be found by Kalman 
Filter method combination with the Prediction Error Method. By using the model the clutch displacement and velocity can be seen 
as additional information about the system state. This information based can be used e.g. in the clutch control for detennination of 
time required for the closing of the clutch and beginning of torque delivery. The implementation and computation costs are abollt 
four times higher for next model so choice is only for desired purposes is only the drawback of the system. 
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ABSTRACT 

Ample amount ofresearch is going 011 since last two decades for improving tire fuel economy and relluce power loses in "chide 
by developi1lg power train systems. Continuously I'ariable transmission (CVT) is a sollition for it. The CVT gil'L's the 
continuollsly varying gear ratio instead of discrete ratios whic" saves fuel and gives better performance of vehicle that 
complies with t/le engine's working conditions alld makes it optimal of the use. Vehicles with CVT gives better mileage ""II 
(lcce/eratioll thall the vehicles witl! traditional transmissions. CVT's capability and reliability was unknown to the autol1loth'e 
world "lfti/UOW as it was limited in the past. But as the developme11f continues, cost will get reduced and performance will be 
'Jcre{1sed. Tltis paper helps in finding out the Cllrrent systems ill CVT and ongoing research and development. 

Keywords: Cont;'lIIollsly variable transmission, Belt, Cltain, eDrive etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the growth in economy and environmental concerns in recent years the automotive fuel energy consumption has 
been an important aspects. Lot of research and development is going on in power transmission systems for increasing the fuel 
consumption and reducing emissions. For this the CVT is one of the solution, so it is importanl 10 understand the worldng and 
dynamic interactions of CVT which will help in making an efficient controller thereby reducing the emissions and increasing fuel 
economy. The Continuously Variable Transmission provides the promising platform foe enhancements in power train systems. As 
CVT provides infinite gear ratios between the two finite limits enables the engine to operate very close to the optimal efficiency 
line. CVT system gives advantages such as smootlmess of operation, infinite gear ratios, easy drivability and power acceleration. 
There are many varieties of CYT each with its unique characteristics. 

But rust it's important to know basic working principle of CVT. CVT acts just like variator. It consists of two pulleys 
primary and secondary mounted on shafts and a V -belt connecting these two pulleys. Each driver an driven pulleys or primary and 
secondary pulleys consists of two pulleys fixed and movable pulleys each as shown in fig. I.(a) [I). The fixed pulley is fixed on 
the shaft and movable pulley can move in axial direction on the shaft. By changing the axial distance between the fixed and 
movable pulley we can obtain infinite gear ratios between its limit. If the movable pulley on the driver shaft is moved close to the 
fixed pulley the V-belt is forced to be pushed in outward radial direction, which increases the pitch belt diameter on driver shaft )as the centre distance between the two shafts and the length of bell is fixed the pitch belt diameter on driven shaft is decreased as 
it is forced to move inward in radial direction. This causes the reduction in gear ratios continuously. Thus we can get continuously 
varying gear ratios. The variator geometry is shown in fig.l.(b) [1]. 
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2. VARIOUS TYPES OF CVT 

There arc milny Iypcs or ('VTs caoh wilh il~ own ul1iql:e characteristics, hut helt nnd chain ('vT:-; have gain<:o.:d OlO rl' 
imptlrl;'IIl~c as Ihey were abk to Illcul (he requiremcnts at some conlt::>o;L Folluwing ar~ "omc (ypes o I' CV'J's . 

2.1. Push Bell CVT 
Push [kit type oj' cv'r is the l11 o s1 common Iype, It has a belt composed of segmented SIl:cl blocks stacked 011 ., sted 

ribbon as shown in FigJl2]. This bc:1t is used to tran~mlil power between two conical pulleys or sheaves, olle fixed and Oil\.! 

moving, With this special type of belt it also uses a electronic circuit For continuously changing the distance belween tile pulleys 
depending olllhc engine output whieh is analogous to the shifting of gears (2J. The advancement in push belt type has been rapid 
in few years and it has dnl\vll morc attention of automakcrs, 

BElT 
DJM'lAt:
EMf.:-', 

DI1',I:!1 

Pul!..: 

(," 
T~"l1'lLLe ~/xiI~rlil' 

fl!l:Ji 

~·:d lir~5 

Fig. 2.Model or Push Bell CVT 181 Fig. 3.Composilioll or Push lIell181 

2.2. Toroidal Traction-Drive CVT 
This type of CVT lIses the high shear strength of the viscous fluid for transmitting the torque between two torus, input 

and output. Each torus is made of (wo torus fixed and movable. The movable torus slides linearly and changes the angle or rolle r 
relatively on each shaft, as shown in FigA [2]. This gives continuously varying gear ratios. 

TORUS 
ROLLER 

• 
NINPUT 

• 
NOUIPtiT 

Fig. 4.Toroidal CVTI21 

2.3. Variable Diameter Elastomer Belt CVT 
This type uses the flat flexible belt mounted on movable supports, as shown in Fig.S [2]. These supports can radius 

continuously thus changing the gear ratios. But this type of CVT has CVT has disadvantages like creep and slip due to supports 
separating at high gear ratios and forming a discontinuous path. So this has led development in direction of Push Belt CVTs. 
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2.4. Nlltating Traction Drive CVT 

This type of drive uses a pivoting, conical shaft to change the gear ratios which is analogous to hanging gears in C VT. As 
the cone angle changes the inlet rad ius decreases and outlet radius increases, resulting in change in gear rati o. Thus by changing 
cone angle between two limits an infinite gear ratio can be obtained . 

. . SINGLE ACTING PULLEY ACTUATOR CVT 

This is the modification in the Push Belt type of CVT here the servomotor is utilized as an actuator and a spring 
mechanism is also utilized. The primary pulley's movable sheave is actuated by the servomotor with gear reducer aud power cam 
mechanism and movable sheave of secondary pulley is actuated by the spring mechanism for the clamping force, as shown in 
Fig.6 [I]. A spring disc is inserted in the back of the secondary pulley sheave to provide a continuous clamping force to the belt to 
reduce the slip during transmission. When CVT is transmitting, the change in gear ratio is required the servomotor will actuate the 
primary pulley iu axial direction to the required value, at the same time the spring mechanism will actuate the secondary pulley to 
adjust the radi us to required value and provide a optimal clamping force to prevent slippage. Thus the modification ill CVT 
reduces the slip and makes it more efficient for use [1 

FiJt~ PuUc-y 

Fig. 6. Single Acting Pulley Actuator CVTIII 

4.CVT FOR EFFICIENT URBAN TRAt"lSPORTA TION 

Adaptation of CVT technology to lighterweight drives that would be appropriate for lise in bicycles. The design, 
research, and dcvel opment of eDrive sprung out of the undcrstanding of the limitations of existing bicycle transmissions. This 
uses a computer and shifter mechanism to change the diameter of the variable diameter sprocket. eDrive promises to provide the 
efficiency, ease of use, and extended functionality to significantly augment icycles, enabling them to playa more 
significant role in sustainable urban transportation (3]. "b'Ja.te qj 

The primary components of the eDrive are a computer, shifter. a ·Qn,..ve....assem ~ . shown in Fig.7. The computer can 
be anything which can either be installed on bicycle or the it can be table't..or smartphone o~ hing that can worn by the rider. 
The shifter mechanism can be coupled with the handlebar grip or brakel'h1ndle-'H~ ~Jso ~ uter and shifter can be combined 
into a single device. The drive assembly consists of the spring loade ....5.~~ l spaced apart discs. Pulleys ing devicl~$" 1 
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segments are uSed which arc plft{'l:d blilwcell the two discs and a belt IS used In transmit torque. Belt is mounted O il pllllt.:y 
scglll(;jllts which transmits thl: torqut.:, the c<I mlllillg dt>:vicc is ll~cd to providt.: suffil.:it.:111 s liding resistance which would rlislllt in 
torquc transfer bclwcen the be lt and pullt.:y SCglllt.:IllS. Tht: Iwo discs have different slot:; ill each, one hn$ strnight slo ts and another 
curvcd, mainly to obtain the varied e l"fccliw dimndc-r and proper pulley segmenh positioning. Fig. 8 shows the cDrivl: drivt: 
asst.:mhly which is taken from reference [31. 

, " , 

0.,,,. """"'.'" 

Fig. 7. cD rive assembly on bicycle in operation with a close-up oftbe assembly (rigbt) .13J 

Fig. 8. eDrive drive assembly.13] 

5.CONCLUSION 

Many more research has been going on in the field of CYT. Various development and modifications are going on to make CVT 
more efficient. As CVT is an idea l transmission system for vehicles which can o n the one hand make bigger opportunity for 
automakers to improve thei r potential customers as we ll as improving the efficiency of their auto mobiles, firstly by equipping 
their current products with CVT instead ofMT, and secondly by designing new products equipped with high efficient CVT; a nd 
on the other hand, CYT is a more environmentally friendly transmission system compared with tbe other kinds o f transmiss ion 
systems and it can help reduce air pollution. Furthermore, this paper reveals that this system can amelio rate even more by 
improving its mechanism and probably des igning a new generation of it in the future . 

So to conclude, if \ve implement CYT in proper way of functioning we can improve and change the who le wor ld of automobile. 
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ABSTRACT 

Thc 'Hlvanceclncw technology has Icd to v;lrious modifications in the automobile scctor. There is no hard and fast fonnllia 
to calcnlate Ihc turning circle !Jut il C:III be calculated u .~ing this; Turning circle radius= (trackJ2) + (wheelbl,~e/.sin 
(average steer angle», Zcro degrce turning r:tdius of a vehicle implics the vehicle rotating about an axis passing through 
the centre of gravity of vehicle i.e. the vehicle turning at the Same place, where it is standing. No extra sp~ce is requind to 

turn the vehicle. So vehicle can be turned in the space eqnal to the length of tile vehicle itself. 

This technology exists in he~lvy earth movers like excav ator which consists of two parts i.e , the upper part cabin and lower" 
part crawler chain. The upper ll11rt of excavator can roi<lte about its centre, so that tbe direction of cabin can be Changed 
without changing direction of lower PIII't. Conventional steering mechanism involves either the use of Ackerman or Davis 
steering systems. The disadvantage associated with these systems is the minimum turning radius that is possible for the 
steering action. This difficulty that is associated with the com'entiona l methods of s teering is eliminated by employing a 
four wheel steering system. In this system, the wheels connected to the front axles are turned opposite to each other, and so 
are the wheels connected to the rear axle, The wheels on the on left half vehicle rotate in onc direction and the ones 011 the 
right half of the vehicle rotate in the opposite direction. This arrangement of the wheels enables tbe vehicle to turn 360 
degrees, without moving from the spot, i.e. the vehicle has zero turning radius. 

Keywords - Wheels, be~e/ gear, rack and pinioll,inlerna/ gear. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In highly populated areas it can be dimcult to find available parking spots, Frequently parking spots are located on the side of the 
road, leaving the driver with no choice but to attempt parallel parking. In general it is considered to be a rather challenging 
maneuver. Since parallel pClrking requires driving backwards it becomes difficult to coordinate the correct motion of the car. Some 
drivers have to perform mUltiple corrections before they park the car properly. In the worst case an accident can occur. A car that 
can perform parallel parking by itself would save dr ivers time, especially those that are not very good with parallel parking, In 
addition cars that can parallel park autonomously in a reliable manner would most probably reduce the number of accidents 
related to parking. The objective of our work is to implement parallel parking using a car like robot. The robot that we used is of 
type pioneer 3. We restr icted the motion of the robot to model the motion of a car. Usi ng our model we present a solution to the 
autonomous parallel parking prob lem, 

l.1COMPONENTS: 

1.1.1 Rack and Pinion; 

lea E :J;1 

cut across a pal1 of its length , The steps follO\\'ed during th'e~gen,eratjon of 
ototype of a Rack and Pinion ( I Steering (RPS) t Sysre'~ 7 1 
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A t:y lindricnl bar of cli:lIllctcr equal 10 thL" !'ack dlilllll:h:r is drdwlI III ,.\1 )A MS lI !ti llg .( 'ylillller' opium in )\I) t\ ! IS. r he,; rack L" UlI l' r 
is pllll1grd inlo the hl ;lII 1.: by alllClll 1II 'x' . as shown ill FiaurL~ I}la). 10 achieve a thillop lalld fiJI' thL' h:cth 1.;111 nil L' irt:u la r har.Two 
Illarkt'rs defined in Ihe WOrk$J1ilCe of t h t~ model to represent the ,l!.lobal coorciinntcs alld lhe local L'oo rcii nalcs of lhc rack, i1S in 
Figurc 8(c), In Ihe prototy pe. the global and local coordinate markers rcpre:;enl the norm.II and transverse pitd H:s of the gea rs 
respccli\'d)'. '1'111': cutler rad is oriented in relatio n 10 the hlank according hi Ihe hel ix <Ingle of lin:: rack. Wilh !he II :-:e orl hl! uplion 
'CUI out so lid wi th another' fmlll the noolcan ge,;olllt:try nf the ADA MS toolbox. thl! cutl er rack gl'ol11 l! lry is suhtrac ted Iru llI Ihe 
rack bar, The resulting hody is Ihe rack of the I{PS gL'ar ( Figure ')(h)). The f;lce-width of Ihe rack teeth va ries from 101' 10 Ihe 
hottom of the teeth dill: 10 the circular croSS Sl!cLiOIl of the rat.: k hur. II hilS min imum fiu..:c-width at the top of the lee th. whiLh 
gradually ri ses to maximum al the bottom of Ihe teeth . Modelling of rack Ul) Ihl.! rac.: k bar and the basic rack cutler nl ll k bar with 
hd iclII tee th. 

Fig-I: Rack nnd Pillion 

Pinion 
The generation of pinion in ADAMS is done in a manner similar to the gear shaping process (Merritt, 1971 ). The gear shaping and 
hobbing are similar in their principle of involute generation. The hobbing is a continuous generation process where the hob is 
continuously fed into the workpiece, whereas, (he gear shaping is an intermittent process where the cutter rack makes series of cut 
on blank, For each cutting instance during shaping, the rack and blank are moved through a small incrementa l displacement, as if 
72 N. Kamble and S.K. Saha they are in mesh. At the end of rack-stroke. it is withdrawn from the blank and brought to the 
original pos ition. The principle of gear shaping is used while modelling the pinion in ADMAS.A cylinder o f nomina l diameter is 
made first. The pitch diameter of the pinion blank and the line of symmetry of the rack are separated by Ihe amount of pro file 
shift. The cylinder and the cu tter rack is oriented to the required he lix angle of the pinion. 

1.1.2 Bevel Gear: 

Two important concepts in gearing are pitch surface and pitch angle, The pi tch sur face of a gear is the imaginary toothless sur face 
that you would have by averaging out the peaks and va lleys of the individual teeth. The pitch surface of an ord inary gear is the 
shape of a cylinder. The pi tch angle of a gear is the angle between the face of the pi tch surface and the ax is.The most fami liar 
ldnds of bevel gears have pitch angles of less than 90 degrees and therefore are cone-shaped. This type of bevel gear is 
called external because the gear teeth point outward . The pitch sur fac es of meshed external bevel gears are coaxial with the gear 
shafts; the apexes of the two surfaces are at the point of intersection of the shaft axes. Bevel gears that have pitch angles of greater 
than ninety degrees have teeth that point inward and are ca lled internal bevel gears.Bevel gears that have pitch angles of exactly 
90 degrees have teeth that point outward parallel with the ax is and resemble the points on a crown. That' s why th is type of bevel 
gear is ca lled a crown gear.Miter gears are mating bevel gears with e<lual numbers of teeth and with axes at right angles. 

Fig-2:Bcvel Gear 
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I.I.J Intcrllal Gl':IJ'; 

A hub gear. internal-ge;'lr huh. or jwa gcar huh is a gear ralio changing SYSICIIl commonly used 0 11 bicycles Ihal is implcmL'lllcd 
wi th planetary or epicycl ic gears, The gears and lubricants arc ~ca lcd within the shell of the hub gcar. in contrast with derailleur 
gear!' where the gears and mcchanism arc exposed to the clements. Chang ing Ihe gcar ratio was traditionally accomplished by 
a shill lever connected to the hub with a Uowdcn cable, and twist-grip stylI.: shiners IHlvl.: become cOllll11on.llub gear systems 
gcncntl!y have a IOllg and largely maintcnance-fj·ce life though some arc not sui tab le for high-stress usc ill competitions or hilly. 
olr-road cond itions. MallY commuter or urban cycles such as European city bikes are now commonly fitt ed with 7-spec::d gear
hubs and 8-spccd :;ystcl1ls arc becoming incrcnsingly iwa ilnble, OIlier or less co.stlyutility bicycles often usc 3-speed gear-hllbs. 
such as in bicycle sharing systems. 1'vlnny folding bicycles li se 3-spccd gear-hubs, Modern developments with up to 14 gear ratios 
are ava ilnb lc,[5] 

Fig-3: Internal Gear 

1.1.4 Chain Drive: 

Chain drive is a way of transmitting mechanical power from one place to another. It is often used to convey power to the wheels 
ofa vehicle, particularly bicycles and motorcycles. It is also used in a wide variety ofmachines besides vehicles.[5] 

Fig-4: Chain 

1.1 .5 Sprocket: 

A sprocket or sprocket-whcel is a profiled wheel with teeth, cogs, or even sprockets that mesh with a chain, track or other 
perforated or indented material. The name 'sprocket' applies generally to any wheel upon which radial projections engage a chain 
passing over it. It is distinguished from a gear in that sprockets are never meshed together directly. and differs from a pulley in 
that sprockets have teeth and pulleys are smooth.[5] 

Sprockets are used in bicycles, motorcycles, cars, tracked vehicles, and other machinery either to transmit rotary motion between 
two shafts where gears are unsuitable or to impart linear motion to a track, tape etc. [5] 

Fig-5: Sprocket • 
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3.1 Rack and I'inioll 

Addendum III 2111111 

D\!denclulll = 1 . 25 · 1I1 -<~.5Jllm 


Clearancc'=O.25m=O.5111111 


Working dcplh=:?m=4111111 

Whole depth=2.25m=4.5ml11 

Tooth thickness= 1.5708*111=3. 141601111 


Tooth spacc= 1.570S I11~3 . 1416mm 


Fillet mdius=0.4Il1=O.8mll1 


3.2 Bevel Gear 

III = 2mm 

Zp = 28 

Zg = 28 

b =Ao 13 =39.58/3 = 13.2mm 


dp = m Zp = 56ml11 


dg= 56mm 


Ao= 19.79*m = 19.79*2 = 39.58 


h.1= I "' m = 2 


hF 1.2 * In = 2.4 mill 


Yp = 45 


Yg = 45 


3.3 Internal Gear 

Selection of Internal Gear to support pinion 

This a non standard gear fabricated on laser machine as per our requirement 

Diameter = 240 mm -= 
\ ~ ':>L...__No of teeth =72 


Pitch = 5 mm , matching to pinion 


Module =2, matching to pinion 
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Gear rati D ~ 2.SX 

3.4 Chain 

Effort applied by human b01h kgs 200 N 


Mass ofShaft rvl ~ '2 kg 


W = 9,81 N 

Total breaking load on dwin = 200 -I- 9.8 t ::: 209.81 N 

For load F = 209,81 N Selecting Chain -06 B 

All Data From Table 14.1 ofTextbook of "Design ofmachinl! elements" by V. B. Bhan(\mi 

Breaking load of simplex 06 B chain, F = 8900 N > 209,8 I N 

pitch -9.525rnm 


roller dimneter,d I=6.35 mm 


width, bl =5,72 mm 


transverse pitch Pr=54.85 mm 

zl =44 


z2= 18 


approximate centre distance, 

a= 600 mm for practical feasibility and may change in the fabrication. 

No oflinks, 


L =2 * (!OJ +('1+") + (" -" ) ' * (1:)

n p 2 2rr a 

= 159,66= 160 

3.5 Sprocket 

For Used chain no,06 B 

for Z=18 

All Data From Table 14.6 ofTextbook of "Design of machine elements" by V , B, Bhandari 

For Z=18 

From table no 14,1 

Pitch ,P=9,525 

Roller diameter, d 1 =6.35 mm 
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Transverse pi lc" P:- I 0.211 

pitch c ircle dinmcter 

D=~:d.':":::-:-7 'i ll S. '" 80/ ) = . .• ) mOl 
Sill "vL 7. 

Top diameter (D,,) 

Root diameter. 

4. CONSTRUCTlON:

rhe main components are bevel genr, rack and pinion ,internal gear, wheels, chain sprocket, bearings, steering wheels. In this 
vehicle we used this arrangement to turn the wheel at 90 degree in a steady state condition. Shaft plays an important role of 
transmitting power from rack and pinion to internal gear. Here we use ackerman steering mechanism for front wheels and rear 
wheels fo llow thei r motion. 

5. Working principle:

In this model, we are transmitting power manually i.e by chain and paddle system. Here we are using chain and paddle 
arrangement only for transmi tting power to wheels. As we rotate sleering wheel , bevel gear v.-ill give power and motion to rack 
and pinion and then aecordingly shaft will rotate. internal gear is used for support where we used sun and planet gear, 

6. Advantages:

• Safety 
• ( ~{"\ rnf"rt 

• Control over car 
I lIlpmY"~ Ira"lilln Hnll hHn!ilinv 

• Able to transmit torque to all four wheels 

t I 

oct\;Jnlcal in 
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7.CONt: I.I IS ION:

A vchide featuring low cost and lIser fril:IU.ll y siccrillg mechanism has been introduced. This paper focused 011 a 
steering mechanism which offer!) feasible solutioll5 to a number of current IlHlIlctlvering limitations. A prototype for 
the proposed approach was developed by introducillg separat~ Illcdmnism for normal steering purpose and 360 
steering purpose. This prototype was found iO be able to be IlHUH::uvered vcry easily in tight spaces, also making 3GO° 
steering possihle, 
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ABSTRACT 

Bel:tlllse tile currently used Vapour Compressioll Refrigeratioll LJ'c/e (VCRC) for (lir conditionillg ill cars, uses compre.s.omr 
which lemfs to tiel:rlll/(Itloll of perforl1111llr.:e of ellgine. This eml be replaced with VUjJolir Absorptloll Refrigeratioll L}'de 
(VA RC). Tlte abOl'e II),pothesis WIIS stlldied using Electrolux VARC se/lll' illstallefl in SKNCOE, PUlle. The main motive 
behind experimentations Hlas to check the feasIbility of implemelllatio" (If VARC ill cars for cabin cooling. Since hellt 
recoveredfrom exhaust gases is utilized ill VARC, it results illto ecoJlomical air conditionillg.lmplemel1tations of this concept 
will after-effect into high energy conservlltion ill tropical conlllries. Since performance of allY thermodynamic system is 
dependellt Oil temperatures, variation in performance of VARC system with respect to various temperatures is studied. Alonl: 
with tlte performance al1alysis, the paper focuses Oil the enlightening the practical approach of implementatioJl of above 
system illto automobiles. When using this system, it HIllS found that energy saving lip to 10% coufd have beelt achieved based 
011 e.r:perimelltal data oflitis system. 

Keywords: VARC, COP, Generator Temperatllre, NHr H10. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Energy efficiency has been a major topic of discussion on natural resources reservation and cost reduction. The 
expansion of energy resources is one of the prime motivations for social and technological developments. In the last decades, 
strong international concern has been raised with regard to the depletion of the natural resources and an increase in polluti on 
levels as a consequence of the higher energy consumption necessary to sustain productive activities. 

Refrigeration and Air conditioning systems consume considerable amount of energy around the world. In order to reduce 
this, share some alterations need to be s~archtd for t:xamplt fur couling applki:tLioll, Vapour abSorpLion sy::;Ltm whidt is basically 
driven by low grade energy such as waste heat, solar energy is corning in picture for the last few decades. The advantages of this 
system lie in the possibility of utilizing of waste energy from industrial plants as well as of using solar energy. Aqua ammonia 
system is employed for applications below 32 F (0 °e) in which the refrigerating fluid is ammonia and absorbent or carrier is 
water. The elimination of the necessary shaft work has been the prime reason for the economic success of vapour absorption 
system. As these systems rC(luire ouly low gradt; ~1I~rg.y ill tht:; furm of ht::(tL (tm..l out: to Iimiloo C;:1It:r~y SuurceS and !!..ruwill ~ 
demand, there is a concern in the scientific community to develop energy efficient systems. 

From general observations and survey from various automobile stations it has been concluded that introduction of vee 
air eonditioning system in cars reduces economy of engine by 10% i.e. approximately by ] to 2 Km-Pl. 

An International report has suggested that daily Petrol consumption in India is about 3660000 barrels (581940000 litres). 
Also it has been stated by Government ofIndia that out of total petrol consumption 27% filel is consumed by 4-wheel vehicles. If 
it is assumed that 50% of 4-wheel Vehicles in India are air conditioned, and each AC consumes 10% of shaft power, 7500000 
litres fuel can be saved on daily basis. which can save around Rs. 2000 crores can be saved annually, if the V ARC based system is 
used in Automobiles 

\ S \. ul"~ ,,, 
7" LITERATURE REVIEW :1).\lale COb. ·~p.chan!cal En" 

ij .'\~ '. IL 4' vale Coller 
Abdullh(l Yildii'. I.':f r'll [1] did t:'.IIt;:rgy, t;:x~rgy art . efn~l-t'euIlUlTlil' ·lJalyst'!i of ltlt;: Elt'l:trolux vapur (tbslJrj)lil~ 1l ~ym. 

He has shown that that the best performances in terms 0 OF \';ere")o~in .d.ii om a concentration range of the rich solUllon of 
'" . c . " 
~ '~J HO 
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0.2-0.3 'lfIlllloni'l lliass ji";lelioll i1!ld 111m t..:ollcen trAtion or Ih.:: weak solllliOiI of 0.1. 'I'he COl' of the SySLt:1Il working with hcliulll 
wns higher lip to !WIX, thall that of the system working with hyc.lrogc.:n. E;~ergy is dclim:d ilS the maximuill HlIlOlillt oj' work 
pott:!lli:tl ora mah.:rial or an energy strcalll. in rclatio1J to the surrounding clivirolll1lCnt. In the cxergy anaiysis. tllcasUf\!d "mhkll! 
temperature is l:v<llual~d as the dl!ad stall: temperature fT Il). The above paper was cxtrcmdy helpful in understanding the overall 
characteristie~ uf Electrolu.\; V A J.L ~oml: of the points that need mtcntion were sunicicl1t amount or iJlsulation on the generator. 
Abdullah t.:1 al [2] has s!Jc)\vn through <lllillY:H:s. till.: energy conservation concept alone is not adcqu<lte ill gaining it fuJI 
understanding of all the important aspect:-; of cllt.:rgy utilization processes. Rahill Yadav [3] concludt.:d in [his research that water 
(H20) and Ammonia (N! 131 cornbilmtion is 111\: most suitable working fluid pair for vapour absorption refrigeration systl:1l1 and 
that the problem of fossil fuel and OZOIlC layer depletion together with some other advantages of ammonia water ....apour 
absorption system and this system is showing tr~mcndolls potential for (NH3- H20) absorption refrigeration system to flourish. 
Arun bnngotra [4] et al designed a 3TR refrigeration system. Also the data was analyzed using first and second law or 
thermodynamics. Salish ct al [5.1 havc analyzed (he ammonia-watcr vapour absorption system based on First Law of 
Thermodynamics and presented empirical relations for evaluating the characteristics and perfolmance ofa single stage Ammonia
water V AR system. Micallef D et <II [6] presented a simple linear model for a vapour absorption unit which could be based 011 

aqua-ammonia or Libr-watcr refrigerants-absorber pairs. Simulation results showed that system perfonnance seriously dcteriomtcs 
from maximum COP of 0.75 to 0.55 as gcncnltor temperature was decreased and absorber temperature was increased. The results 
obtained were in good agreement ...vith other similar studies which showed that the COP decreased with increase in the absorber 
temperature. Sachin et al [7J carried oul analyli~al study of Li-Br vapor absorption system. /\ little consideration has also been 
given to comparison of Li-Br mixture and NH)-H:lO mixture, highlighting the working ranges of the said refrigerant-absorbent 

j mixtures.Rahul et al [8] observed that with increase in generator temperature coefficient ofperfonnance increases but after certain 
range it starts decreasing. They also could observe that with increase in condenser pressure coefficient of perfonnance decreased 
and circulation ratio increased. Omer et al [9] cnrried out analysis of vapor absorption system based on entropy generation. The 
result showed that high coefficient of perfonnance (COP) value was obtained at high generator and evaporator temperatures, and 
also at low condenser and absorber temperatures. The generator had the highest entropy generation. The next highest entropy 
generation was found in the absorber. Z. Crepinsek [10] et al compared the performance of vapour absorption system using 
different refrigerants. In further study. the performances of a single-stage triple pressure level (TPL) absorption cycle with four 
HFC refrigerants namely: R32, RI2S, RI34a and RIS2a with combination with absorbent dimethylethylenurea (DMEU) WllS 

compared. Nahla et al [II] studied the performance of ammonia-water V AR sys tem which operates at three pressure levels. 
absorber is at an intennediate pressure (Pint) taken between the evaporator pressure (PEV) and the condenser pressure (PC D), 
unlike the single stage machine, which works between two pressure levels. The analysis found that the new proposed absorption 
machine. the coefficient of performance was higher than that relative to the classic system which is about 0.58. while for the 
conventional configuration, the COP could not exceed O.S1. Ahmed Ouadha [12] et a1 presented the thermodynamic analysis of a 
vapour absorption refrigeration system driven by waste heat of the diesel engine. The analysis showed that COP increases with 
increase in generator temperature. However, it decreases as the condenser temperature increases. The comparison between 
evaporator temperature and COP showed that COP improves significantly as the evaporator temperature increases. Shubhash et al 
[13] did a comparative study of V AR system with refrigerants as Ammonia-Water NH3-H20 and Water-Lithium Bromide (UBr
H20 ). The paper also suggests that (LiBr-H20) system finds applications for moderate temperatures (SO'C and above) applications 
especially air conditioning. Ammonia-Water (NH)-H20) system is used for low temperature (less than 50 °C) refrigeration 
applications with NH, as refrigerant and H,O as absorbent. Cristy v et al [l4J designed, built and tested a breadboard prototype of 
an absorption sys tem for refrigeration using heat from the exhaust-gases. For the experimentation for 1500 rpm the exhaust 
temperature was found to be in the range of 125 0 C to 2500 C. Franc;ois et al [15] have developed a 5 KW cooling capacity 
vapour absorption chiller which is driven by solar energy. Simulation study found out that heat exchanger efficiency improved 
significantly the thermal COP as compared to sub-cooler efficiency. It also revealed that the absorber and the sub-cooler are the 
only components which are sensible to pressure drop in terms of thermodynamic cycle's performance. J.L Rodriguez et al [16] 
reviewed diffllsion-absorption refrigeration techllolog-ies in this work in order to promote their main characteristics in terms of the 
refrigeration process, their applications. work fluids, current trends and limitations. among others. Nevertheless. it has been 
demonstrated that this technology is around 40% less efficient than convelltional absorption systems. Wael et al [17] studied the 
thermal performance of a Electrolux refrigeration system aka diffusion absorption rerrigerator (DAR) driven by the waste heat of 
a diese l engine exllaust gas as an energy source was investigated experimentally. The heat exchanger designed as a shell and tube 
heat exchanger with a shell length of 50 cm and a diameter of 8 em. The authors recommended tha( the optimum exhaust 
temperature supplied to the generator should be between 210 and 220°C. i( was seen that when (he exhaust temperature changed 
from 220°C to 230°C, the refrigeration effect dropped by 30 to 40 percent. 

The above literature survey has provided a very good insight ofElectfolux vapour absorption system. Some of the critical 
points to be paid attention have been identified. Particular the generator design, the operation of generator and its performance is 
an important area that needs to be stressed upon. 
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.1. SYSTEM IIESCRIPTION 


As shown in li gu rc 1 setup ufvapour ;lhs()rpti(m:;ys(clllilil ~ 1() llowing C() IIIPOIlCllt ~: 


( I) A hsorber 

(2) Gl!llI::rmor 

(3) Air cooled condenser 

(4) Tcmperaturl.! indicators 

(5) Energy meter 

-.... - ..,' -'-' 

FigureL VARe se tup 

The System shown above in fi gure is Electrolux Vapour Absorption Refrigeration system, available in IC Engine Laboratory , 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Smt. Kashibai Navale College of Engineering, 

Table I. Specifications of V AR system 

Technical data Specifications 
Total volume (lit) 30 

Heioht (mm) 552 
Width (mm) 380 
Depth (mm) 445 
Weioht (kg) 13 
Internal dimensions (H*W*D) (mm) 438 *295*245 
Maximum input 230 V (W) 90 
Energy consumption annum (kW-hr) 266 

Table2, Specifications of Ie engine 

Model Maruti Lubrication 
800(4S- System 
Vertical) 

Maximu m 27.6 KW Cooling System 
Output @5000 

m 
Maximum 59NM@ , Fuel Supply 
Tor ue 2500 rpm System 

Pressure Feed 
System 

Water Cooling 
with 
'{ 'hermostat 
MPFI 

vI ~..Ol 

""echanical eng 
NRvale Collir 
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No. o f .' f)Y llall lO nlClcr Ilydratlik 
Cyl illlh:rs DynUI11()fnCICr 

B()rc*' Stroke 66.5 • 72 Calorilit: Valuc '12500 KJ /Kg 
mm 

Cn rnprc'Ssiull (),2: I Dynanlomclcr :!(lOmlll 
Ratio Radius 

Ct~bic 796 cc Coefficient of 0.64 
Capacity Discharge lor 

Orifice 

Firing Order 113/2002 Orifice )6mm 
Diameter 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Graph shown figure.3 is of most significant since it is cooling curve of air inside cabin. The graph States that Ihe cabin 
tempemture initially ri ses with time [\nd then stmts decreasing. This happens because though generalor temperature is increased it 
requires a particular generator tempemture for commencement ofrefrigeratioll effect. Since at lower temperatures no separation of 
refrigerant and absorbent takes place, evaporation of refrigerant does not take place. Since high temperature mix ture of 
refrigerant-absorbent comes in contact with evaporntor coils, heat is transferred from mixture to evaporator coil and thus heating ) 
of air takes place, However once the sufficient generator temperature is achieved cooling effect is obtained very rapidly. Also 
apparently cooling curve states requirement of high generator temperature and time span it proves to be a base of future work. 
The graph shown in figure 4 confirms that, COP initially increases with Condenser temperature and then starts decreasing after a 
particular va lue. This nature is exactly opposite to that of VCC system. As in VCC system, Carnot COP depends on only 2 
parameters, i.e. Evaporator temperature and Condenser temperature, Lesser Condenser temperature result into less heat rejection 
and good performance. However, this is not the case with V AR system since COP of V AR system is function of vario lls 
temperatures. High temperature vapours coming out from condenser result into fast flash evaporation. Again, if temperature is too 
high it causes reversible heat transfer from condenser vapours to evaporator, which results into decreased refrigeration effect. 
Also, if it is to concern about Temperature Limitation of refrigerator, Cold fluid available for heat exchange is ai r and its 
temperature is almost constant throughout driving intervals. Thus it becomes very difficult to alter the performance of system by 
varying condenser re lated parameters. However, use of extended surfaces may definitely improve the condenser performance. 

i I 
.. "'" ! 

·1 
~ ! 

.. ! 
I \ . 

~-''"'-'I . 

Flgure2. Cabm temperature vs. time elapsed 
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Figure 3.COP vs. average condenser h:mpenuurc 
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Fig ure 4.COP vs. average absorber temperature 

As it can be clearly noticed from figure 5 that COP increases with Absorber temperature and then starts decreasing, it can 
be concluded that nature of COP ys. Condenser temperature and Absorber temperature is similar in nature. Absorption is an 

exothermic reaction, thus temperature of absorbent increases dnring (he process and hence the temperature o f absorber. 

-


,/
" ~ 

, ..L • f ...." ... '.. 
~ 

1('"_0' 
FIg ure 5 COP v<. gene9.! ~ I chanlca/ Eng 

//..... ~ ~il/fi (""" 7>,,--...;. i!' ~ It should be noted that generator temperature IS 1110st 't1~ilf~tth panund '\1 - arrel:lI-lerIUllllam:t:: lll!sY!:Ikl ll alit! wllid &; 

~M he: v~ry e:fj-e.r:tiv~ ly to f'l IH~r rhe. pelfOrnlf'lnCe ot sy~te11l. t-'rnn ~rerl: It IS clear ~3c derstood that (Of' initiallY Increases with Un 
ge]\"::Jc'~t01 te mp~ratUlO: lind then stalts dccrcnsll1g. Very Importu '~!l{dp~{tilfn Jj'J l{9l t rC'llliroo; n p:lr.ticular value of generator 

-
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tClllpcratun: \0 ndliew n:frigl.:' ratillll ~ nl:l:t, AI a Il..:lll p~r;tt u ..e less than th is ICll lpCra tlll'l..: lill..: rt: \\ ill !let be <m}' cl)u: illg err!;!I..:!, !HII Ihe 
heating o r l..:iI bi 11 , Thll s adlleving a high g\m~rator ternpcraturc at l~lSIl:r rale is wry cssellliai in \fAR sysl\.:ms, Also along wilh 
getting high gl:IICralOJ' temperature;; it is also quite ncccssl.lry to maintain thc leJHPI..:I'ClItIl \~. sincc any deviati oll from o pli11"111111 
gCllcnJlOI' II.!lllpcralurc is going 10 h:unpt.:r the performance o rsystem. 

Vcry important interpretation mnde Ii'om graph of cabin tcmpuratllrc VS. genera tor tcmpcrci!urc is Ihat il requires n 
parliculnr value of generator temperature to achieve refrigeration effect. AI II lemperature less than Ih is tempcr~tlurc there will lIot 
be uny cooling effect. but the heating or cabin. Thus achieving a high generator tcmperatu re at faster rate is vcry essential in \fA R 
systems, Also alollg with gelling high generator temperature it is also quite necessary to maintain the temperature, sillce any 
deviation rrom optimum generator tempcralure is going to hamper the pcrioflnancc o f system, However, the mentioncd nature of 
graph cml be proved very effecti ve in different seasons, for healing or cooling the air inside cabin 

, -, ' ,,1', 

.. .. ............ 

Figure 6.Cabin temperature vs. generator temperature 

:s'1 


i ,,.. " 
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Figure 7.Second law efficiency vs, generator temperature 

fn tryermodynamics, the first Jaw efficiency ofa refrigerator is defined as ration of refrigeration effect obtained to the net 
heat input supplied, Thus it is fraction of input heat energy that is converted into refrigeration effect.Thus, first law does not make 
any reference to the Best Possible Performance, and thus first law efficiency is not a rea listic measure of perfonnance of system. 
To overcome this deficienc " we defined second law efficiency of system. It gives measure of actual performance with ideal 
performance under . g conditions, It can be noted from figure 8 second Jaw efficiency initially increases wilh 
generator tempe arts decreasing, Reference 'of this graph is very necessary while learning thermodynamic 
performance of. ~ 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

/\s it has hecll di scovl.:I'I.:d tlHu \{efrigcnllioll efli:ot obtained was much satislilclory, it is proved tlmt propo~,l.:d I.:onccpt of 

('noling 01' Autrllllobile IIsing exhaust gas is of practical c(lIu,;crlll!d. 'I'he 1l1t:llliollCd concepl call he cllectively utilized f(lr 

automobile cooling. As il has hecn (lhscrv(..'d that only ;J Iwrt L'xhallst gas i::. being Iniii zeci for rcli"igeration purpose. a Systlllll c.:an 

me made where exhHlIst g.l:t" divided into 2 diffi:n:1ll nows and hC1I(,;I:.' prohlem of gL'llcratiOIl of Back Prcssun: call be t0tally 

uliminmcd. which is ant of tlw most serio liS issm; assuc:ated with Control VolullIU systems. The mentioned syswlI1 can he made 

more ctTectivc or instantaneous by the concept of Hybrid Energy SOl/rtc. An Elt.!t.:tric ! lcatcr can be implanted as parlinl sour~e of 

helll along \",itll exhaust gas. which will come into role only in SOme sredlie situations such as Cold Starting, Idle Condition, or 

when ihc enginc is otr or is just started. This system will work effectively and eeonomir.:ally only when c1ectril: input is utilized ill 

optimumicveL Also the c.xperiments t,;onclude thilt system can work efficiently even when engine R.P.M is 3500 only. As most of 

Vehicles can run ilt lllllch higher speed tlmn this, system is going to work well under conditions when speed is not constant. or 

avemge speed is considered, Another very innovative concept which is utilized by Reputed Chiller manufacturing COll1pani~s is of 

Hybrid Refrigeration. In this hybrid system. Vapour Absorption system and Vapour Compression Refrigeration systems are 

coupled together 10 form a single system, which yields into beller performance. Utilizing this concept into aotual can be proved 

beneficial as some pun of engine work is conserved, but the increased cost of the automobile could be the matter ofconeem. As it 

is common experience that cabin or truck driver is a warlll place. thus a unpleasant seat to take, condition can be improved by 

cooling the car cabin without expense of any mechanical energy and hence the fuel. Implementation of above system into trucks 

would not only result into exhaust heat recovery but also in safe driving. Another application of mcntioned refrigeration system 

can be put into providing a small capacity Refrigerator in car, which might be helpful in conserving the quality of food prod tlets 


nd fluids, during long journeys. It has been highly noticed that proper selection of materials for various components is very 
necessary for good performance. !\ very Economical and Practical Innovation can be developed by combining mentioned 
refrigeration system and Catalytic Converter. Very Important limitation of system is explosive nature of hydrogen gas, which 
might be proved very harmful if leaked. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of Formula SAE is to prollide sludellts 1lI/ opportunity to desigll,/ubriC:U1e, uml them/emons/rate the perforl}ulI1ce 
of(f prototype race car. This project/ocl/sed primarily Oil a major redesigll oftlr e previolls Formula SAE car by determifJillg its 
strengtlls and weaknesses. The areas addressed lor improvement illclude tlte chassis, frolll sllspellsion componenls (Iml 
geometries, tUlling trallsmission ,the air intake, e.'(lwlI.)/ system, ellgine mOllllting, /llel tank, hrokillg components, alld tlte 
uprigltts lor the /rollt smpeusioll. With weight redflctioll ill 1U111lerOllS systems 0/ at least ten percent, analytical design of th e 

illtake, e.'(/lOlIst, and/ront slispellsion, and ill creased height of the chassis roll hoops and tength between the /rollt roll hoop 
ami bulkhead, the final product is lighter, lIlore efficient, ami provides more room and com/art for the driller tflall its 
predecessor. 

Key wordS: IIprigilts, hllb, bearings, caliper, brake pads etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The upright connects the control anns to the hub which connects the upright to [he wheels,allowing the vehicle to move. The 
uprights also connect to the steering arm, allowing the driver to steer the vehicle, and the caliper. allowing the driver to stop the 
vehicle. The hub is directlyconnected to the wheel , and is connected to the upright. The upright is to remain stationaryrelative to 
the chassis while the hub is to rotate with the wheel. This is done by plac ing a bear ing between the hub and upright. Typically a 
f pindJe is pressed into the upright and does not rotate 

/ and a bearing is pressed into the hub, and the spindle is pressed into the bearings allowing the hub to rotate about the 
spindle. Unsprung mass is the mass of the wheel. hub, rotor, caliper,uprights, and brake pad s. Essentially unsprung mass is the 
mass that is not supported by the shocks (for example the chassis and everything supported by the chassis is sprung mass). 

1.1 Litera tu re Review 

Upright is a part of the wheel assembJy which holds the hub and allows rotation of the wheel. The forces from the tire contact 
patch are transmitted by the up right to the suspension links. The suspension geometry of a standard FSAE race car has been used 
for the calculation of the forces. The target values for concerning and braking have been set according to the tracks present in the 
FSAE International events. Tire data has been used to find out the friction coefficient at the contact patch which varies to the 
normal load on it.[l] 

The goal is to produce fl lighter and perfonnance oriented design of upright ~;~f~~~~~~ 
contributing in making of car of next season better than its predecessor. 1Jse 
overall weight of race car. For FSAE car, weight cri teri::l is <I main factor in 
view. The goal oflighter wei?;ht upright assembly ran he <lchieved hy less 
proper stiffiless and reliability can be achieved by analysis ofdesign of upright ~ 
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While design ing mid develuping any autotllu bilc the des igning \)f ,he whed i:lsscl1lbly is cri ti ca l. It is due {n lht: rcason thal a h)t or 
I{)rees are :Ieting Oil the wlu.:c! tlsst::mbly (hiring accdcralillg. hraking. cornering and ti lt ing, FlIl1IH:rlllorc . the Wheel Assembly is 

;:111 import<lIll pari 01'<111 illiWIllObik and its I:l ilure is Imzarduus endangering human li fe, Therefore ig required to des ign Ihe..: Whet.:! 
t\ssembly and ils componcllIs cunsidering i1 11 IIIC Ii:lctors leading 10 Ihe lililure by developing a sale Dcsigll. It must also be not(..'(1 
that. the components must he designed in ~uch a way that they have <I minimulll weight at the same lillle r.::ilre must be ta ken thai 
they do nol cross a cerra in limit of streso;; va lue Opiimizll tion has been cnrried Ollt by doing analysis of the compo nents ill 
J-Iypcrworks. [3] 

1.20bjcctivcs anll Scope 

lJ Rcdllc~ unspnmg mass, 
2] Must be the sole component in res isting forces in tors ion find bending. 
3] Lightweight to maintain good performance to weight ratio o r the race car 
4] Ease ofmainrenance for enhaneing serviceability and setup repeatabili ty 
5]And for the purpose of this team. ability to manu fac tured the components in-house to reduce turnaround time and outside 
dependabi I ity. 

2. THEORETICAL DESIGN 

I ) Modello.ding: 
The loads applied to model are based on the data collected in the previous years from the vehicle data acquisition system , The 
system records the maximum cornering force and this information is lIsed in conjunction with the vehicle layout and weight 
distribution to determine the forces on the front and rear tires. 
For thc cornering scenario, a lateral force (model y-axis) 1.2G is applied to the front upright at the contact patch centre, along with 
a 8001bf of combined bump and lateral weight transfer caused by the lateral acceleration of the vehicle, applied to the vertical 
direction at the contact patchcelltre (model z-ax is). 
2) Model constraints: 
The upright model is constrained at the upper and lower ball joint plus the steering/rear toe pickup points. Si nce all the j o ints arc 
made with spherical beari ng, they do no t offer any resis tance to moment; their rotational constraints are all left to be free , For the 
lower ball jo int On the race car, it is connected to the lower arm and also the pushrod. Und er load, the a-arm will res ist the 
movement in lateral and longi tudinal direction, while the pushrod will resist the load in the vertical direction, Therefore the lower 
ball j o ints are constrained in the mode l in the displacement in x, y, and z ax is. For upper ball j oint, s ince there are no pushrod 
connection, itresists movement only in longitudinal and latera l direction, there fore it is assigned with constraints in x and y axis. 
For the steering/toe-link pickup, the only link that connects to th is jo int is either the steering link or toc1ink. They only resist 
movement in the lateral direction, so only y-axis is constrained in the model. 
3) Model Stress : 
The FEA package allows for the computation of stresses in differen t ways, the stresses can be represented in princip le stress, 
component stress, or Von Mises stress. Since it is importan t to know the yield and material limit, as well as the computation of 
safety factor, Von Mises stress is used in presenting the stress results, The FEA results are compared against the fatigue strength 
of the material corrected fo r a known service li fe, T he correction factors fo llowed that ofa standa rd fat igue calculation a nd takes 
into account of load factor, s ize factor, surface quality, operating tempe rature, and reliabili ty . 
4) Optimization parameters: 
The deflection of the upright assembly will be the basis for the optimization process. With stiffness being the performance 
standard and weight being the concern , the design goals are defmed to be reduction in weigh(of previous car with comparabl e 
st iffuess. To optimize for weight, thickness for different faces of the upright are changed iterative ly based on the previous run 's 
stress distribution and de fl ection value, thematerial thickness were reduced in the areas where stresses are low. The limiting factor 
being stresses cannot exceed the material limit. With ava ilable thickness value based on available stock material, a number of 
combinations were analysed and the optimum front and rear upright designs were selected as the fi nal designs, 
5) Results: 
The finalized designs and the ir associated FEA results are as per our requirments. Knowing the aforement ioned issue with FEA 
results, interpretation in the boundary region o f the mating edges between solid a nd shell eleme nt, the focus then is on the region 
that's around the boundary, As such, the stresses in those region combined with calculated endurance limit resulted in the fatigue 
safety factor of3 for the front. The va lue may sound to be too risky, but knowing the conservat ive estimate for the fatigue cycle, 
as well as the actual j oint des ign being more robust with multiple weldments, these values should be more than adequate. 
Based 011 the FEA model. maximum deflection of the upr ight assembly based on the given loading condition for cornering and 
bump is 0,002 11>, wh ich is better than 0,005" 0[ 20 16 design, The gain can be contributed to the closer proximi ty of th e bearing 
support hOUSing to the outer per imeter of the upr ight body, since th is where the maximum deflection occurs. The resulted design 
also weighs less in the mo . he 20 16 design, due to the material reduction in the less critical area along the upper ball 
j oint. ;;...e. 'lfe 0/ 
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Fig-I: Component Dmwing of lIub 

Fig-2: Component Drawing of Knuckle 

Fig. 3: Upper, Lower & Steering ann shim 

Design procedure: 

The first s.te:p while designin§; the wheel assembly is to find out the required parameters in order to design the: wheel Rss.e:mbly 
from The sTeerIng and rhe suspensIon geomerry. The Steering and Suspension EngIneer design rhelr geometry, a kInematic 
representation of various parts in that system, according to the requiremel . Assembly Design Engineer must refer to 
these ~eometries so that in the actual car these parameter are followe a\St~j" ometry has an influence on the Front 
Wheel A£sembly only. The Front Su:;pen.!:ion and Rear Suspension tfS.' affet!: e ront and re3r 3££emblie£. Parameter£ 
such as King Pin Angle, Steering Arm angle, Tie rod angle are obtain m the Steed ~~meuy. whereas the Caster angle. the 
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angk OJ' lIpp!,;!, A-:lI'Jll lInd Ih~ lower A~mll\. Rt.!ar ll'i1t.:k widlh art: obtained frolll Su~pt:n~i\ln (j!';ol1lt:tI'Y. Parameter s: likl: till: Stub 
length and tht: li'ollt trm:k width !lrl: obtailll!d froll} hQlh (jeomdril:s. 

Formulae for finding tliffercnt parameters: 
IJ BlIlllP :< Travc.:1 du(' to bUlJlpForcl! =- Wh\!d rate 
2] Shear sIre,s:; " Fon:d n.:si sting area 
3J Torqul: ';:; lllaS ~; 0 11 the spindle x g x radius of the whed x coefficknt offriclion 

Amllysis of components: 
Contour Plot Model info 1 

Ertm@n, Slr~sses (20 !. 30)(vonMlses) 
 AolSlJ1t C I UseISlHP/Dnl.:lopiSTAUI01'lS 2Q171v.,lIh;w ,}nalys,s1t1~ i/Onl hub_6 I 2O,71i?ESUlTS h3d 

Analysis s'is'em 
 SUbC'}Sol T (h:.lb Stfp) . SI~IIC An31ys is 
Sunplol A'ItlrJj' 

fl~MeO.--7"""'" 

t

--6745E.Q1 

-5.9OlE-<01 

--5.059E-tOl 

-4216E-t{l1 

-J.J13E-.Ql 


2.S29E .Q1 

I.6a>E..{J1 


e431E~ 

451.tE-ffi 

Mn - 7.500E+Ql 
G,~:m. 

~n=~5'i4E.{)5 

GriM 1520 

ConlOUI prol Model info: 1 
Er ~menl SI("SSe5 (20 & 3D)(vont.lises) C:IUUrs/HPJDesklop/STALUONS 2017/V03lbhw <lnarysil/KNUCKLE FRONTIHMJ t3d 

An~r)'sis syslfm 
 SUbC: <lse I (hub step) : SI&1ic Analysis
Simple Avsraj'
.-l.IOJE+O Flilme a 

a..9.81-Se--.ol 


8_~E+01 

-7:}3.4E.o{I1 

-6.13SE-t{l1 

-4.913E-+O' 
-3,687Et{)' 

2~'E-+O'

E , 236E-t{l1 

9.r03E-02 

Ma. =1. TCUE.a2 

~ t..:n =9.999E·02 
GrioJ5 11931 

Co:t;our Piol Model info' T 
Oisplacemenl(f'.bg) R9$uit C,IUserSlHP/Dn ktoplS1AWONS 2OT7/v;;lIbh;r, OI., :olysI$/KNUCKlE FRQNTfHM3.h3d 
Atlalys;s S)'slem S...obC: :.JSf 1 (J1ub sIep) : Sl~lic. Analysis 1.4ffiE·0I 

Flame 0 
1~.0I( 

lJl94E.Q1 


-937Ee.Q'2 

-7813E-02 
-S251E.Q2 

- 4.6S8E-m 

E
3. '2SE.Q2 


1,563E·02 

O.CIXlE-+OO 

Mat: = 14I)3E.J)1 
G:id~ 
~O-,:mE...aJ 
Gnds3\6 
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Manuracturing-
By studying various IU31'eriai properties, for front huh we ~('Ieded EN2..t, for knuckle and for uppcr,lowcr .uul 
stccrm ' Sh'Ims we seIeete(I AL70r~. 

Part Selected Machining Processes Variolls Total duration 
no. 
Sr 

Material of machining 
in hrs 

machines llsed 

Hub EN24 CNC turning, vertical CNC lathe , 41. 
Slll"f~lI.=e milling. VMC 

2 AL7075Knuckle Vertical machining and VMC,DRO, 6 
surface milling, wire wire cutting 
cuttin<J. 

3 Shims AL7075 2 
Surface 
milling. 

Milling VMC, 

Conclusion: 

The purpose of this thesis project is not only 10 design and manufacture the upright and hub assemblies for Ihe20 17 Formula SAE 

car, but also to provide an in depth study in the process taken to arrive on top. FEA model form the design seems to be a step 

forward from the design of20 16.With the overall design being carefully considered beforehand, the manufacturing process being 

controlled closely, and that many design features have been proven effect ive by the 20 16 design, the 2017 uprights should be well 

within the performance requirement of the vehicle. In terms of quantifiable improvements, the 20 17 design illustrates a sign ificant 

weight reduction over the 2015 and 20 16design.On the 20 17 veh icle, with the same level of deflec tion compare to the 2016 design 

in the FEA. Although actual gains cannot be seen until the vehicle hits the track. 
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ABSTRACT 

Automobiles Ilave been used to move IllIman beings or tllings alld tile automobile teclrnology Iras been developed withill tire 

last few years, The traffic accidell/S are ill creasing as alltouwbile protu;ctioll /las been increasing. Tile number of casualties 

during the vehicle accidellts is very large as compared to the other causes of tleatll. It is important to prevent accidents and 10 

protect the driver alUlpedestrian when accidents occur. 

T/lOligll there are different callses for tllese accidents but proper technology of braking system and technology to reduce tile 

damage during accident (su ch as pneumatic bumper system) can be effective on tile accident rates. Tilerefore, pre-craslliug 

system is demanded. Automotive safety lIas gained an increasing amOlillt ofinterest from the general public, governments, anti 

the car industry. Tile pre-crash s)lstem is to prevent accidents on roads with poor visibili(v by IIsi11g senSor network to fiud 

invisible vehicles, wlticll are to be tletetted by autOllomOllS o11-vellicle se11sors. Tlte pre-crt/siting system is processing tile 

sellsor tlata and controlling tlte ve/zic/e to prevent accitlents and accitlellts caused by careless driving. The pneumatic system is 

simple and easy in operatioll al1(l hence cau be used in automatioll industry. 

Koytt'Of{/,'i;;.· Pnollmatil1 humpnl', nylimlt!r; hllmpr r l .']rn:mr-, hr-tllling rjl'. 

1. iNTRODUCTION 

l·he upcommg world IS tull o t :\UtOI11J.tIOI1 so we need to develop J. system which IS tully automatic. AutomatIOn elm J)c aclilcvcd 

through computers, hydraulIcs, pneumatics, roborlcs, etc., of these sources, pneumatics form an atlrl:l.clivc IIH:uillili lUI Iuw L;u::, l 

automation. Automation aims to overcome the mistake made by the drivers and at the time of accidents . The system takes control 
of the vehicle and brings the vehicle to stop before colliding. Thus, automation can help prevent accidents at higher reliability. 

Automated systems have following advantages over manual systems: 
... :'.~fl":r ,~yl\rl":lnt. 

RHIIHI IIIHI;j',illll 

• Higher reliability 
I ,cal Eng• Convenient design 

• Simpler opcrLiliuIl prO'I!~s t. Il'l I! 
• Reduction in the work II un?q= 
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Lc~sl: r dmlH':cs or hUlllill\ cl'ror 

The projl!ct is ('llll1hin:lliUrl of the mechanic:d :md Electronics, which is !i1irly known as the Mechatronics. The main advnnl :lgcs o f 
an all-pIH.:ulIlatic sysklll W'(': usually CCOrll)lll), (J1ll1 simplicity, tht: lauer reducing rnaintcnillH:c to a low level. It also has 
outstanding advalltagl..' ';, inll.!rllls ofsali::IY. 
To OVCfl;OIllC thc prohlt:l11s of'Ill,Hlllill braking 5ySlt~1I'I 1 we ilrc going to develop a syslem which is helpful lor the reducing the 
impact of road accidl..:lils. It is tht: project which has bcen lilily cquipl",:d and designed Ihr allto vehidcs. The technology of 
pncumatics plays a major role in the field rd' mnolllUtinll and modern machinc shops and space robots. Our Imeiligelll Braking 
with Pneumatic 13ulllpl.:r safely concept provides it glimpse into the future of i.Hltolllotivc snfety. and how Illllch morc ndvnnced 
these individual systcms cun bc for avoiding accidents ~nd protecting vehicle occupants when they are integrated into one s),slcm. 

2. Objective 
There afC many CfllISl:S of accidents. Some 0 r them arc 
• Ignoring lrartic rulL:s 
• Drunken driving 
• Dream driving 
• Mechanical failures in the vehicle 
• Mislnkes of the dri\et's 

'n nil these cnses the basic reason cited is failure 10 apply thc brakes at the right time. In all the above cases if the brakes arc 
JPplied at the right time, the accidents can be prevented. In conventional vehicles there are different mechanism operated for 
braking system like hydraulic, pneumatic, air, mechanical, ete. But all these braking mechnnisms receive the signal or input power 

directly from the driver. Thus, braking ofvehieles is totally manual operated. 

When Ille driver fails to observe the obstacle or any vehicle in front of his driving vehicle, he may fail to give the proper input to 

braking system and proper working docs not occur, leading to accident. Also the driver may not able to pay the full attention 

during night travelling so there are many chances to accidents. There is no provision to minimize the damage of vehicles. 

Currently. bumpers used in vehicles are of rigid types. These bumpers have specific capacity and when the range of the aecidentnl 

force is very high then the bumpers fail and these forces are transferred to the passengers, So, the current designed system onl), 

fairly reduces the damage of vehicle and/or passengers. 

To overcome with all of these challenges, we have designed of Braking System with Pneumatic Bumper. Hence the main 

objective to design a automatic system having pneumatic bumper. 


3. Proposed System 
The Warning systems are integrated with safety systems which warn the user about the potential threat.The warning system 
detects the potential threat level and decides whether a warning should be issued to the user through auditory and/or visual signals. 
Many accidents can be avoided if proper braking is applied in right time. The assesses the potential threat level and decides 
whether a warning should be issued to the driver, In the project, the proximity sensors (Sharp IR sensors used in the project) 
detects the distance of nearby obstacles from vehicle, and gives signal to the comparator circuit (LM 358) which gives output to 
the transistor circuit. If[he obstacle detected by the proximity sensors is within the limit,the braking of the system takes place with 
the help of pneumatic brakes .. Thus, the chances of possible collision of vehicle are greatly reduced. 

4. Components 
A. Pneumatic Circuit 
I) Compressor a) Pressure 2-3 bars - Used to provide compressed air 
2) Solenoid Valve - Used to actuate the pneumatic circuit 
J) PIIe'UIII.Uk. Cylilllh:a::. n.n LnlklIlg aBd <':XlclH.ll retrac[ [he bumper. 
4) Connecting Cables and hoses - for connecting compressor with solenoid valve and pneumatic cylinders. 

C Elec[rOnlc Circuit 
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I) Sharp IR St:l! sor -Rililge: 10 em 1070 em. - Used 10 deicci prcselH':c of ~lbslm;1c 


2) Transis tor DC 547 - Used as input to (he rclay , 

3) Motor - Used (0 provid\! power to drive the which.: 

4) Adaptor - 12 V. 5 A mpere!' - to reduce voltage supply from 230V ile l<.l 12V de supply, 

5) Voltage Regulntor Ltvl 358 - to reduce 12V de 

6) Resistor I Kilo-Ohms -used to limit current inlrans istor 

7) Capacitor Electrolyte capacitor - Used to rectify the fluctuations in pulsating dc, 

8) Relay - Used as a switch betwecn the mOlOr and plll!umatic circuit. 


5 Calculation details 
v, B. Bhandari and Design Data book wcre lI sed as rc le rence material. Stnndard values in certain cases were taken direc tly. as pCI' 

the empirical relations, from standard values and rrom the internet. The calculations and formulae are stated 

5.1 Design of frame: 

Maleriaillsed - mild steel, sq uare pipe 


Area= I.5* 1.5illch=38.1 *38.1= 145 1.61 mm' 


Length of link=26.4 inch=670 mm 


Weight ofproject=30 kg= 30*9.81 =294.3 N 


I. Effective length 


Effective length, when both end fixed, 


L _ L_900-450 mm 
'2 2 

2. Internal Area 

Internal width and depth, which have 3 mm thickness, 


d=b=38 .1·2*3 =32.1 mm 


3. Moment of inertia 

d!.B~D:.:3 ~b~dc:3=,, , . ,c:.3:!:2::''!:'~871 18_902 mnf~38~.!.'.::3~8~ ·l)::,,::3~2::2
12 12 

5_2 Calculation of cylinder dimensions 

Cylinder bore = 20 mm 

, Cylinder stroke=50 mm 

Vol. ofair exhaust from piston and cylinder = stroke area= 50x~ x OJ:• 
V = 15707.96 mm ' 


For out-stroke 


F 0/,- P ,\ A - 0.4 x 3 14.15= 125.66 N 


Fnr in-c;,trnkf":, 


Piston rod area = ~ x d2 = ~ X 72 

Effective area = ~ x (D' -d')= 275.66 mm' • 
F ",= 0.4 x 275.66= 110.26 N 

~\ 
".~ Rumpf'r -'--- , 
c,il ll ,:I.~ r 1;,,',/'1' - i'(IIl)U\ 

~~~~y,ijri";c :('~'

"81 _ngCyiindor Strok.- 100 mm 
{dlt' CollegL 
I'un • 
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For oUI-stroke force. 

For,,""" P X 1\ - 0.:1 ,x JI/I.l5" 125 .(,(1 N 

I':or in-stroke force. 

Piston rod area := .:!.< x d~ == !!. ., X 72 

EfTective arca = ~, (D'-d')= 275.66 mill' 

F ",= 0.4 x 275.66= 110.26 N 

6. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 
A. Advantages 

1) Simple construction of the prototype vehicle. 

2) This system incrcllses the response time of vehicle braking by keeping safe distance between two vehicles 

3) It provides safety to the vehicle body. 

4) The system reduces rrccident intensity and impact. 

2) This system increrrses the responsc time and kceps safe distance between two vehicles and obstacle. 

B. Limitations 

1) The range of IR sensor is small. 

2) Proximity sensors may get damaged due to water. 

3) Sensors may stop working due to random reasons 


7. CONCLUSION 

Due to the use of pneumatic system thc operation is smooth. The main objective is to improve technique of prevention of 

accidents and to reduce damaged caused to the vehicle. By using morc techniques. the system can be modified and developed 

according to the applications. The use of extension bumper helps to reduce the vehicle damage. By implementing this projcct we 
can reduce cost of high end cars by giving similar kind of safety. The prototype which we made is in working condition and all the 
necessary objective is achieved. 
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ABSTRACT 

In Ihis paper research is conducted 011 cOn/rot of (lregenerative braking sysfem for elec/ric vehicles, The eval1lafion me/hod'i of 
regenerative braking (0 improve elec/ric lIehide .~. energy efficiency are disclissed. In order to improve the effi(:iency 0/ energy 
conrersion Gild increase (he efficiency olelec:trh: vehicles. there genermive el1elgy caplllred during braking process is stored in 
,lie energy storage devices and fhen will he re~lIs(Jd. Three "01111"01 slralegie.1" called "parallel cOlllrol siralegy" and "serial I 
control strategy" and "'serial 2 cOlltrol strategy" (Ire proposed as the comparative control sfJ'G1egy, In this paper there is a 
description ofexperiment done all elec:tric vehicles. Road test is carried on in which in/ormation obtained is disclissed This paper 
consists of hall' the serial 2 control strategy offers higher regeneration e.lficiency than the parallel stl'(l/egy and serial I sJro/eg)'. 
Variolls energy storage devices like super capacilo/" ballery and IIltra capacitor are disclIssed in this paper. 

Keywords: Regenerative braking, Eleclric vellicles, Road lest, Super Capacitor, Advantages. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the shortage of non-renewable resources, along with environmental iss ues, hybrid tec hnologies and alterna(ive 
fuels are being increasingly used, Automobiles are required to be more efficienL Many Control optimization are used [0 make 
automobile more efficient, Regenerative braking system (RBS) is widely used in these electric vehicles, The electric motor in 
RBS also works as a generator to convert the vehicle's kinetic energy into electricity, thus the wasted energy is scored in the 
battery for later use, About one third of the total energy generated is wasted, and is librated to the environment in the form of heat, 
Therefore, recapture of this wasted kinetic energy is necessary, If the regeneration and frictional braking are well-coordinated, 
high regeneration efficiency and good braking feeling are achieved. 

The RBS has been already com mercialized by automotive makers and component suppliers, such as Nissan, Toyota and 
BMW. There is conventional braking system known as non-regenerative braking system, There are three different braking control 
strategies for regenerative braking: paraliel regenerative brake control strategy, and serial I strategy and serial 2 control strategy, 
The non-regeneration one, is set as a baseline, and only friction brakes are used during deceleration, the parallel regenerative 
brake control strategy features an easy implementation without any other hardware needs to be added, for the serial 1 strategy, it 
coordinates the regeneration and friction brake in real time, being advantageous over the parallel one with respect to the brake 
comfort and regeneration efficiency. 

2. MECHANISM ANALYSIS 

2.1 Configuration of the case-study electric vehicle 

The configuration of the case-study electric vehicle is shown in Fig, I, The vehicle is selected as a pure electric passenger 
car, which has the most typical configurat ion. The car is driven in front wheels by a permanent magnet synchronous motor. which 
can work in two states as a driving motor or a generator, A battery is e lectrically connected with the motor, and it can be charged 
or discharged during driving processes, 
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Fig-l: Configuration of the case-study electric vehicle. 

2.2 Energy consumption of a non-regener;.ltive braking electric vehicle 

Assuming that the road is stra ight and dry with a high adhesion coefficient, and neglecting power consumpt ion of 
accessories, high-level energy flow of elect ric vehicle is analyzed under the relatively ideal driving conditions as follows. The 
overall consumed energy E_drive which is utilized Lo drive the wheels can be caleulated by 

E *drive= fCl~ P drive dt 
3 

P •· f . CDI1U Ii duunve= mgu + Imgu + -- + mgu.
21.15 dt 

where P drive is the required power at driven wheels, f is the rolling resistance coefficient~ i is the gradient resistance 
coefficient, In is the vehicle mass. CD is the coefficient of air resistance, A is the frontal area of the vehicle, 0 is the conversion 
coefficient of rotationa l mass of power train, ~l is the real-time vehicle velocity, a is thc vehicle acceleration, and the a2::0 in the 
integral term indicates the driving processes (non-deceleration). 

2.3 Energy consumption of a regenerative braking electric vehicle 

Based on the same assumptions and environments described in Section 2.2. for an electric vehicle equipped with a 
regenerative brake, however, the energy flow, which is dual-directiou oue including propulsion and regenerative braking. 
According to the energy flow the energy E_drive consumed for driving the whole vehicle at wheels can be given by: 

Edrive = E *drive-1]d1]a1]gen1]charge1]discharge1]m1]a1]dEregen 

Eregen = J F moCbrk udt 

PregeJl<U 

whf".rp: F _rP2rn j<; th€' €'nergy rt;'covercd by rt:'gt:'nt:'rntive brake during the considcrt:'d driving rror'po::~, Fmnt_hrk ie:. thl'". 
braking force of motor, P _regen is the regenerative braking power at driven wheels, Tjd is th e efficiency of drive unit, 'la is the 
efficiency of ax le, g gen i!i the efficiency of the motor workin,o. R~ a F'.e.m~mtor; p'm is the motor efficiency, g_charge and 
g_dj~ohorgo oro tho ohorging and di:iOharging cfficicncic3 of the buttery, rC3pectivc1y. Comparing tho euerg)' oon~lImpti(ln!;. tha 
energy utilization ofa vehicle reduced hy regenerative hraking can he ziven hy: 

!:1Edrive=E *drive- Edri.ve 

= 1Jd1JCl1Jg en1Jcharge1JdbchnTge1Jm1Ja1Jd Eregen 

The regenerated braking energy is converted from vehic le 's kinetic energy to electrical encrgy during braking procedure, and 
stored in the battery. During nOll-deceleration processes, the Jt!cuvt!n:d t!nergy is t!vt!1I1ually released from battery to power the 
veh icle. The comributiolllllade by bJ'ak.e to em:rgy utilizatiull rt!duc..: tion of an dt!c..: lric..: vt!hic..:lt! c..:aJl be obtained by: 

u-~ :...: 100% 
E~dTiue 
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3. ROAD TESTS UNDER ClIIN,\ TYPICAL CITY RR(;ENEI~ATlVE ORIVING C YCI.E 

To Ibrther til:.: study of innllOlH:t.: on vdlidc's ellCr!;), dJicjcll~) t.:llhallct.:nu.:nt by rtt:: rl.!gL"lIcratiyt.: hrakin)!.. vchidc 
tests are carried out Ull road ullckr CTCJ{Dt' standard. The cxp.:rilJ1t:nl "chidc is driven by a PCrIIlilJlL'nt mal.!,nct !iynchrollolls 
motor, which can work in two stalcs as a dri\'ing IlHHor or a gtllH..'rtllor, TIll' esperimental resting syslL'1t! is cOlls istcd of hattery. 
motor, axle and drive unit. The hattery is cll!etr ieally L:OllllccteJ with lhe II100or, ilnd it Can bL' chol'gcd or discharged . Voltage 
sensor and current sensor <lrc applied 10 acquire baucry voltage lind current respectively. s lipping st.:nsor is applied II) <It.:qt1irc a,xh: 
torque, pedal force sensor is applied to ilcljuiic fo rce IOrquL'. amI dala acqu isition equipment i~ applied t(l obtain kind:; o f data 
during the road test (set..' Table 2) , 

'rest cquipment i\cc uracy Unit 
Voltauc sen.sor 0.001 V 

Current sensor 0.001 A 

Pedal force sensor 0.1 N 
Gyro 0.1 N/kg 

Data acquisition 
CQuiPl111!Ilt 

0.1 N/m 

Slipping sensor 1.0 r/min 
Power souree 1.0 IV 

Table-2: Key test eqUipment of the case study electriC vehicle. 

3.1 Road test results 

In road test the control strategy is conducted every one CTCRDC cycle. The test is carried on electric vehiclc. The lest 
result obtained is for the three different strategy that is parallel strategy serial I and serial 2. During dccelcrntion of vehicle eg~ if 
the vehicle velocity is about 1.0 km/hr the regeneration braking willlurn otT which indicates that no regenerative energy is being 
stored Le. no energy is being stored in the storage devices. As per the results the parallel control strategy is smaller than that of the 
serial I and serial 2 strategy. As the table shows, for the parallel regenerative braking case di scllssed here, the total recovered 
energy to the battery is about 0.206 kW h during one CTCRDC driving cyele. 
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Fig~2: Test re~iUlts of parallcl regenerative braking strategy. 

Fig 3. Shows the serial I regenerative braking control straregy in CTCRUC driving ( y r. \(:. 1\$ the re,gfmerative braking is 
on in this case the heat librated to the surrounding is being reco vered. during deceleration of vehicle the kinctjc energy ot the 
wheels is being converted into heat eneTgy, and this heat energy is converted into e lectricity due to the regeneration braking 
system. During deceleration the front axle torque shows negative value this means the kineti c energy is being recovered. With the 
current being negative the energy is being recovered in the storage devices . The energy recovery power of serial 1 control strategy 
is lower than that of serial 2, during test of serial 1, at the time of deceleration the control strategy last for only 6 seconds. 
Accordingly to test result the energy recovered during serial I is 0.235kWh during one CTCRDC cycle 
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Fig-3: Test results of serial 1 regenerative brak.ing strategy. 

fjg-4 shows the test result of serial 2 control strategy. During one cycle of CTCRDC. The test is carried same as thaI of 
serial I strategy. During deceleration of vehicle in serial 2 Ihe rear axle torque shows negative value which indicate the encrgy is 
being recovered in the storage devices. As the serial 2 strategy has hjgh power recovery than seriall strategy, the regenerative 
braking in serial 2 last for about II seconds. During the test result of the serial 2 the energy recovered in the storage dev ice is 
0.267kWh, which is much larger than that of parallel and serial I COnlro) strategy. 
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Fig-4: Test results of serial 2 regenerative braking strategy 

4. ENERGY STORING DEVICES 

4.1. Battery Dala 

One of the main accepts was will the batteries be able to absorb the small amount of energy generated by the brakes. 
Usually the energy is converted into heat and librated to the environment. The main question was how much allowance does the 
battery system will give for taking some of the work from braking system and recovering it back into the storage devices. Some of 
the calculations were done, so some relevant battery data is to be defined. The battery used in the syslem is lithium ion battery. 
The most relevant data is given below in table 3. It can be observed that Ihere are both batteries in series and in parallel. In this 
case, there are 112 cells in series with a maximum charging voltage of 3.65 Veach, which gives a maximum voltage of 408.3 V 
for the system. Analogously, batteries in parallels have their current capability multiplied by the number of cells in parallel. For 
this specific case the maximum charging current is 1 CA - I times the nominal current capacity ofthe cell, J Ah - totalling 420 A 
of maximum current capaci ty for the entire battery system. However, due to charging charac teristics of Ihese batteries, the 
controller limits the current transference, and the amount of regenerative braking current allowed by it is 200 A, which is the va lue 
used for the calculations. 
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Vari:li)h' \':i1I1C' 

Type urbattery Lil,'cP04 

NOl1lillal CBpm:ilY 3/\h 

Maximum chorging CurreIlt : ('/\ 

Ma:'\illllllTl Chnrgi ng Voltage ],65V 

Number oreells in parallel 140 

Weight 90g 

Total battery pack weight 1,411 kg 

Total battery pack storage 172 kWh 

T~)blc-3: Battcry Spccifictttion. 

4.2. Super Capacitors Data 

Super capacitor is the storing device. The main advantage of the capacitor is that it has a high power density 

comparcd to any other storing devices means it has the ability to accept and release charges at much faster rate, The capacitor can 

charge in less time and the only disadvantage is that is releases energy charge much faster rate. In order to investigate are the 

capacitor capable of absorbing regenerative braking energy. Because the amount of regenerative energy is very small. Some 

calculations are done to check the supcr capacitor is efficient or not. So capacitor data is to be defined. The chosen model to be 

analyzed was from Maxwell Technologies (Maxwell Technologies, 201 I), model BMOD0063 P125 B03, since this model is 

specific for heavy-duty vehieJe application Some important data of this super capacitor is presented in Table below, 

Value 

Type ofCapacitor 

Variable 

Super capacitors 

Module 
Rated Capacitance 63 F 

Rated Voltage 128 V 

Resistance 18 fill 

Maximum Continuous Current 240 A 

Peak Current, during 1 second 1,900A 

Weight 60.5 kg 

5. ADVANTAGES 
From the provided Information of battery and super capacitor, we come to know that capacitor is a great and useful 

energy storing device with provides a great c harging rate and gets fully charged by very less time 

It is observed that the battery charging energy required for battery is much more than a super capacitor. By RBS the 

efficiency of vehicle increases from a greater extent. Lowering carbon emissions .Main reason is that the wasted energy that is no 

more useful can be re-used and is used to charge the battery of the vehicles, Ultra capacitors or super capacitors are the devices 

that can accept and release charge much more quickly ex. The Mazda unit can accept a full charge in just 8-10 sec. The capacitor 

may take upto about 113s when the load is minimum about 18A. 

6. CONCLUSION 
Vehicle road test were carried out in CTCRDC drivi!1J.~ite e"Urnfe~e.! uenee of china, the results obtained for the 

three control strategy were good for the serial 2 s trategy. The t&t..result showed that, nder the CTCRDC. the contribution ratio 
I'" " 

made by the regenerative braking to energy transfer efficiency imP.1ovem~nt and to regenerative driving range is upto 41.09% and 

24.63% respectively .In case of emergency brakes the braking, S"r~e ~ai n·ly com,~· . on front wheels. The regenerative braking 
. ~ h 'r!'l • 296 
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sy:-. lclll needs a spcci !i l: vt::loc.: ity of tIll.: vt.!hkk: or the vehide need Lo in :'>pel: ilie limit of speed. If:hc spe..:tl ofvchic1e is Lan low 

Ihl:1I Ihl: regenerative brnking will not work because very mnplc mliUlIllt is energy is genera ted with is 1I0t able to charge thl: 

banery. Another main aspec t is the regencrati"c braking energy cftieiency also vilries li'olll driver to driver. The force acting Oil 
the hrakl: pedal is one orlhe important factor that affect the regencrative braking systcm. I rwe can combine the front and r~ar axle 

br<lking force fo r energy conservation then the ..:ncrgy recovery effect will be better. The energy efficiency in e lectric vehiclt:s can 
be inl:n:ascd by using capaci tor. It can be bel ieved that use of a super capacitor cail increase the overall performance <lnd 

eniciency of the system. From the above information we can concl ude that if battery is in elec tric vehicles the time reqlJircd to 

charge the battcry is very more. If we use capadtorthe time required to charge the battery is very less but due to the disadvantage 

of the capacitor it is not used by m?ny manufacturing companies. Now research is going Oil to implemen t the battery and cc:lpacitOf 

in one unit. To combine the advantages of the battery and capacitor. The ractors that wi ll increase the perfonnance is llmt the 

advantage ofbatlery that is di scharging the batlery at very slow rate and the adv<lntage ofcapacitor that it will charge in very le5s 

lime. By doing this we can get a storage device which will change the future of the electric vehicles. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tire attempt ha,v been made in this research to use preheating of ex/ratlst gw; is given /0 inpllt ofignilio" ill Two/Fou r 
stroke engine 10 illcrease Ille efficiency. Our foremost aim of selecling lhis research is 10 increase efficiency . 11 i... at.\'{} 
heneficial willI regard 10 economic consideralions lIlUl ellgine efflciellQI. A melhod fllld system for preheating internul 
comhuslion engine fuel 10 nil oplimum temperalure hefore inlrorlucing Ihe fuel i"Io car/lIIretion system. TIle IIVO wheeler 
el1gine ij' (Ill inlerllnl combuslion el1gine. It is (I rle,lice, which callverts Ifle thermlll helll energy from Ifle exlwllst alltl ("(}Jlverl.\· 
it 10 air preheat. Also Ihe atmospheric air is fixed over the silellcer for illiake Ifle flol air 10 the carburelor. The concepl of 
increasing the fuel efficiellcy of II petrol ellgil1e ill this research is 10 pre-heal tile intake air which is flowing throl/gll Ihe 
carburetor. The humidity ill the atmospheric air effects tfle petrol vaporizatiol1 il1 the carburetor. Therefore, by pre-healing IIIe 
inlet air to the carhuretor for a considerable amollllt, the vaporizulioll CO" he ea.fjer and ill IIlrn complete comblulioll i... 
achieved. 

Keywords: Heat exchanger, pre-henter etc 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of increasing the fuel efficiency of a petrol engine in this project, is to pre-heat the intake air which is 

flowing through the carburetor. The humidity in the atmospheric air affects the petrol vaporization in the carburetor. Therefore, 
by pre-heating the inlet air to the carburetor for a considerable amount, the vaporization can be ease and in turn complete 
combustion is achieved, Moreover by reducing the water vapour to the engine, the steam formation in the engine can be reduced 
pining of the engine cylinder. piston and exhaust pipe. 

The pre-heating of inlet air to the engine can be achieved by fixing a heat exchanger inside the exhaust pipe. The 
atmospheric air is sucked through the heat exchanger to the carburetor. The air which is flowing though the heat exchanger gelS 
heated by the engine exhaus t gas. This reduces the water vapour in the inlet air and the temperature of the air is raised. The 
temperature raise causes complete combustion in the engine and it is also more suitable for warming up the engine in cold 
conditions. The output of the engine ex haust gas is given to the input of the ignition system, so that the proper ignition is 
occurred. In this case, the efficiency of the engine is also increased . 

The exhaust gas is given to the heating chamber as shown in figure. The exhaust hot air is used to pre-heat the input air 
into the ignition system. So far this type of system has not been introduced in two wheelers. So this may be very useful to hvo 
wheelers without any complication and maintenance. But the air pre-heater design depends on the exhaust pipe fitted to the 
particular two wheeler engine. 
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Fig- 1 : Preheat system used in vehicle 

CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING PRINCIPLE 

3. Construction: 

The heal exchanger is located in the engine exhaust pipe. The exhaust pipe consists of a muffler and stay plates etc. The 

heat exchanger is made lip of 18 SWG M.S. plate. The inner tube is inserted tightly on the muffier tube. A spiral baffle plate 

arrangement is made in between the two concentric tubes so as to make a spiral path to the incoming air. So that the heat transfer 
to the air can be increased. Moreover the air is flowing in counter direction to the exhaust gas; thereby effective heat transfer can 

be achieved. 

The heat exchanger inlet is fitted with a pre-filter. The outlet is connected to a by-pass mechanism through a hose pipe, 

The by-pass mechanism is connected to the carburetor intake. The temperature of the air entering to the carburetor can be 
maintained constant for a particular degree centigrade. When the temperature of air is increased above the predetermined valve 

the thermal relay opens the butterfly valve (4- wheeler Application) and allows the atmospheric air to mix with the heater air from 

the heat exchanger. So the hot air is diluted with atmospheric air and reducing the temperature. Thereby the temperature of the 
hot air to the carburetor can be maintained at a particular level an adjustable screw which is used to pre-test the thermal relay for 

the required temperature. 

3.1Tcmperature Measuring Jnstrument Set-Up: 
A milli Voltmeter is used to measure the temperature at various points, i.e., temperature of air at inlet & outlet of air pre

heater. The readings can be noted by the deflection of the pointer in milli-voltmeter. One end of thermocouple is connected to the 

mill i-voltmeter while the other end is connected at required points on exhaust tube to measure the temperatures, The thermo 

couple wires are perfectly insulated by glass fiber sleeves. 

3.2 Working: 

The high pressure gas exiting the cylinder initially flows in the form of wave front as all the disturbances in fluids do. 

The exhaust gas pushes its way into pipe which is already occupied by gas from previous cycle. pushing that gas ahead and 

causing a wave front. Once the gas ahead flow itself stops, the wave continues on bypassing the energy to the next gas 

downstream and so on at the en . wave encounters any change in cross section or temperature it reflect a portion of 

"f'!i8-tr.m,['~ll.\basic principle is described in wave dynamics. A heat chamber makes use of this 
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jlI1l:llllllll'1l011 hy vurying ils diaIlH:It.:r (t.:russ sl'crioJl ) and k'nglh 10 cause Ik rcl1l:l<tiOlllo arrive bilck in Ihe ..:y linder al the dcsirl'cI 

tilllt! in Iht cycle. An approxim'llion of a heal dHunber in opl!ratiofl. II dOl:s a ~uod job illustrating the POSilivc ponioJ I of Ille 

e..... hullsl pulse. how..:ver the several errors in this cycle: The cx lmust gas wuuld nOI go all the way Ihrough pipe in the I t.:yclc. 
Nei ther dc)es il show the suct ion w;we gt::llcraled by the divergill,!; section. rhe rre~h mixture drawn inro header pipe. 

Therefo r(' iUlhis Ill~thod output or the exhaust gils is giv('n I() Ihe inplll of ignition system wilh the help of heal exclmngcr 
so Ihal propcr ignition occurs. The exhaust g.ls is givcn (() the healing chamber. And atmospheric air is healed with the help of 

heat exchanger. Therefore proper combustion of the fuel occurred and pnflicillate mattcr reduces at (he exhatlst. Due 10 prehca ting 

the steam formation and pitting inside engine cylilldt:r also reduced. 

4. COMPONENTS OF SYSTEM: 

4.1 Muffle.': 

A Illumer (silencer in British English, or back box in irish English) is 11 device for reducing the alllollnt of noise emitl..:d 

by (he exhaust of an illtemnl combustion engine. tvlufllers are inslalled within the c..... lmust system of most inrernal combustion 
engines. although the muffler is not designed to serve any primary exhaust function. The muffler is engineered as 
an acollstic soundproofing device designed to reduce the loudness of the sound pressure created by the engine by way of cH:oustic 
quieting. The majority of the sound pressure produced by Ihe engine is emanated out of tile vehicle using the same piping used by 
the silent exhaust gases absorbed by a series of passages and chambers lined with roving fiberglass insulation andlor resonating 
chambers harmonienlly tuned to cause destructive interference wherein opposite sound waves cancel each other out. An 

unavoidable side effect of muffler use is an increase of back pressure which decreases engine efficiency. This is because the 
engine exhaust must share the same complex exit pathway built inside the muffler as the sound pressure that the muffler is 
designed to mitigate. 

Some Vehicle owner remove or install an after market muffler when engine tuning in order to increase power Olltput or 
reduce fuel consumption because of economic environmental concern, recreational pursuit such as rnotorsport and hypermilling 
and/or for personal aesthetic acoustical preferences. Although the legality of altering a motor vehicle's OEM exhaust system 
varies by jurisdiction, in most developed parts of the world, modification ofa vehicle's exhaust system is usually highly regulated 
ifnot strictly prohibited. 

Inner Pipe 
Housing 

Sound Insulation 

Fig.3.6 Muffler cut section 

4.2 Hent Exchanger: 
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From hul waler 0" UU5.1111fal l!d hl)( waler steam 10 cool air. 

A heal cxdmngcr is <I COlllI'OJ)CIH Ihat allows (he Iransfcr of heat frel!) one Ouid(liquid or gas) (0 another Iluid. Reasons I-~)r IU':<11 

lr.Jn:; li.;r include the following: 

I. To heal <l cooler fluid hy means of il hotter fluid 

2. To reduce the tcmpcrawn.: ora hot fluid by means ora cooler fluid 

3. To boil a liquid by means ora hotter fluid 

4. To condense a gaseous fluid by means ora cooler fluid 

5. To boil a liquid while condensing a hotter gaseous fluid .Regardless of the function the heat exchanger fulfils, in o rder to 

transfer hem the fluids involved must be at different temperatures and they must come into thermal contact. Heat can flow only 

from the hotter to the cooler fluid. 

4.2.1 Types: 

Although heat exchangers come in every shape and size imaginable, the construction of most heat exchangers falls into one of'two 

categories: 

L Tube and shell heat exchanger 

2. Plate exchanger 


According to types of flow it is divided into three categories: 


I. Parallel Flow 

2. Counter Flow 

3. Cross Flow 

4.3 Air Filter 

A particulate air filter is a device composed of fibrous materials which removes solid particulates such 

as dust, pollen, mould, and bacteriafrom the air. A chemical air filter consists of all absorbent or catalyst for the removal of 

airborne molecular contaminants such as volatile organic compounds or ozone. Air filters arc used in applications where air 

quality is important, notably in building ventilation systems and in engines. Some buildings, as well as aircraft and other man

made environments (e.g., satellites and space shuttles) use foam, pleated paper, or spnn fiberglass filter elements. Another 
method, air ionisers, use fibers or elements with a static electric charge, which attraet dust particles. The air intakes of internal 

combustion engines and compressors tend to use either paper, foam, or cotton filters 

Fig.3.! 0 Engine Air Filter Clean and Dirty Side 
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5. DESICN OF AlR-PHEHEATER 

S. I St.'lcction of iVlaterhils 

The lirsl problem is selecting suitable materials to serve the design purpose. The material should also be locally available. II 
should be best studied and also cheap ill cost. The materia ls for baffle plates and tubes shall be decided first. Baffle p lales ;111<,1 
lubes sholl id IHlve very good thermal conductivity. It should also be resistant to chemical corrosion as well as erosion. ~OIllC or 
the ma(Griais Ihat can be considercd are copper, brass. aluminum and steel. 

5.2 final Materi:11 Selected: 

Considering the merits ofbolh the metals, steel is best suited for the purpose. But galvanized iron can be chosen as it is available 

in tube lengths in any diameter and to any required length. Also galvanized iron has very good corrosion resistance property, 
Further its cost is less and it can be welded to G.I shed or steel sheet. 

6.Conclusion: 

This work adventured by us is the one that can be used for both preheating and efficiency. Even though it is eom plicatcd 
10 convert to gas in four stroke engine, we have entered into (his project. We have done the projeet with simple in construction by 

lower expenses. This is one of the advantageous project conserving the cost and scarcity of preheating. The compression mlio of 
•.le engine is from ihe efficiency which we have avoided for the reason that if we suit the engine for it will not work with 

preheating. Road test and load test had been carried out for testing the condition of engine with efficiency and compared with 
preheating. 
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ABSTRACT 

Technologies which do llOt utilize humidity for producillg cooling effect have been introduced earlier. Bllt high cost alld lower 
EER have beell seen to be its virtlle. TlIe technology which Ileals with tile utilizatioll of hllmidity is l1Iore cost effecti)';.!. Hie 
basic factor ill tlIe same is the wet bnlb temperature achievell. The cOJlvelltional evaporative coolers actllileat exc/U1n::er IIIUI 

tile least temperlltllres achieved call1lot reacil lower tlum the wet blllb temperatllre. These disadvantages ilave been covered ill 
the evaporative cooler witii assistance of vapour compression cycle along witll t/le concept of fJOcturnal cooling ofwater, 
Various cities in Maharasbfra have varied climatic conditions. Cities such as Pzme have hal semi-arid climatic cOllditiou .... 
iHumbai /zas hot alld humid climate mostly throughout t/le year. Interiors sitch as Jalgaon face Itotlllltl dry climate wltile 
Solopur has dry (arit/llIld semiarid) climate. Therefore it is needed to conditioll the air for 1111111(111 comfort. Air cOlltiititJJler,\' 
IlIlve higlt i"itial anti ruuning cost allll many refrigerants also aid ill global warmillg and ozone depletioll. Also they recirculate 
t/le slime air making it stale alld impure. Hence, this can be effectively replaced by a IIybrid evaporative coolilJg system ill turn· 
sllpplying fresft air alld also saving a lot ofellergy. By using this system Oil solar energy, it is possible to minimize tile "'lIllillg 
cost, but will iucrease its illitial investment cost. T/lis system includes lise of nocturlJally cooled water for VCC Ilssisted Oired 
Evaporative cooling. If is hased On a concepttltat wlten water is naturally exposed to the cold air at night if loses its heat by 
radiatioll to atmosphere, and maximum cooling is achieved, This apparatus makes different combinations ofpsychrometric 
processes possible, tlll.ls giving comfort condition for any weather condition throllghout t/le year. 

Keywords: Evaporative cooler, Vapour compression cycle, Nocturnal cooling. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

India is a growing economy, developing country and a potential future superpower. Urbanization has immensely increased ill 
the past few years. Air conditioning is not just a luxury anymore, but is the need of the hour. It finds its applications in domestic 
homes, industrial areas, commercial buildings, malls and theatres, etc. Yet there are a few drawbacks of air conditioning that urge 
us to find better solutions. CFC emissions are high due to some refrigerants. it has high running cost. they work on electricity, in 
tum depending on non-renewable sources. Also global warming impulses us to use more of air conditioning, but AC itself causes 
global warming, hence it is a vicious circle. 

Air conditioning is a process of maintaining required temperature and humidity in a confined space. It can be used for cooling 
and dehumidification of outdoor air. Also various processes such as heating, cooling, de-humidification, cleaning, ventilation, or 
air movement can be achieved. It basically works on a simple VCC (Vapour Compression Cycle), which includes 4 main 
operating devices viz, a compressor, condenser, expansion device and evaporator coil. The air is passed over the evaporator coil to 
obtain cool air. 

Direct Evaporative Air Cooler is a device that cools the air through evaporation of water. The resulting air is thus of much 
lower temperature than ambient air and moisture is added in it as well. The cooling potential depends on the wet bulb depression 
or the difference between dry bulb and wet bulb temperature. So air coolers are most effective in areas of lower humidi!), or dry 
regions. So they aren 't as effective in coastal regions such as Mumbai, Chennai. They are most effective in arid cJimatjc regions. 
At such places, Indirect Evaporative Coolers can be used. In it, cool liquid is passed through a coil, over which air is passed, thus 
decreasing its temperature. In modem times, indirect-direct evaporative coolers have emerged, which use the advantages of both 
the cooling techniques to obtain better indoor conditions. 

Factors affecting human comfort are temperature, humidity, air movement and air purity. For human comfort, the temperature 
should range between 22°C to 27°C, depend' on the weather conditions, Relative Humidity (RH) should lie between 40% and 
60%. The air movement must be from 0.1 considering sedentary activity and I met of metabolism rate. These 
factors when in certain limits provide the outside conditions are not always in these limits. By using various 
combinations of cooling, heating. processes we can achieve the required conditions, 
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ABSTRACT 

Abstrnct:T7ze gas turbine has become all importa11f, widelpread, and reliable device in the field of power generatiou. 
transportation and other applicatiolls. As the demand for power increase, the power Oll/pllt alf(l thermal efficiency of gas 
':rrbine must also increase. Increasing temperature leads to i1lcrease ill botli power output and efficiency. Hence, a refined 
cooling system musl be developed for contilluous safe operation of gas lurbines witll IJigll performance. Variolls coolin!; 
techniques arellsed for cooling, Ollt of which the cooling with the branchef/ holes is amongst tlzeeffective ping technique 
reported. Due 10 high temperalure,progress;ve and localised struclural damage occurs which leads 10 creep failure. Signific(1nt 
deformation mlflfracture ofgaslllrbineparls like lurbine blades are the results oflheir long-Ierm e.:'(posure to high temperature 
aud mechfll.icalloads amI hence the creep. Creep caused failure is al1 importanl failure mode for lire lurbine blade. TIm!} 
estimation of Ihe creep life becomes lIecessary concern. Over Ihe years, various models have been developed and slu died for 
the creep life assessment. This sludy provides an insight il110 lise ofanti·vorlex cooling hole technique 10 increase Ihe creep life 
of lurbine blade. Larson·Miller Parameter Iras been used 10 calculale lire creep life of I/le gas lurbine blade and comparison 
JIOS been made between Ihe blade wUh cooling holes and blade without holes. The sludy shows significant increase iu creep life 
ofgas lurbiue blade with branchedfilm cooling holes as compared 10 blade wilholll holes. 

Keywords: Gas Turbin e, Creep life, Larson-Miller parameter, Film Cooling etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Gas Turbines have been playing vital role in various fields like aerospace industries and power generation plants. With 
the rjse in demand for power, increasing the gas turbine efficiency is of great importance. This led to the increase in Turbine Entry 
Temperatures (TET) [1 .2]. Nowadays, Gas Turbines operate in the elevated temperature range of 500°C and 1200°C. However, 
lhis rise in the turbine entry temperature imposes a huge challenge on the working of turbine blades and degradat ion of other 
components. The rise in temperature by 16 °c above the critical temperature of turbine blade material may bring down th e life (0 

half of its original value. 
In addition to higher Turbine Inlet Temperature Gas Turbines are also subjected to heavy mechanical loadings in the 

form of centrifugal and gas pressure forces. This furth er leads to fa ilure of gas tu rbine blades in fatigue. oxidation, corrosion and 
creep [3]. Design and development of gas turbine blade is done from special materials like super alloys to withstand hazardous 
conditions inside the GT [4].To tackle the failure and improve creep life, counter measures currently applied to the hot gas 
components include film cooling. internal cooling, impingement flow thermal barrier coating or a combination of all. Film coo ling 
holes help significantly to keep the surface temperature of blade well below melting point of blade material[5] . With the use of 
these technologies it is possible to operate Gas Turbines at a very high temperature and sometimes even above the melting point 
ofGT blade material [6]. 

Although. gas turbine blade is manufactured from super alloys to withstand hazardous conditions inside the GT they 
undergo failure by various mechanisms [7]. As a consequence of operating the gas turbine at higher temperature and stresses, the 
tu rbine blades are subjected to deformation in the form of creep. Creep is phenomenon where a constant load and temperature 
both act simultaneously for a very long period of time [B).Creep damage of the gas turbine blade is the major cause of blade li fe 
reduction especially, near the cooling hole regions used in film coolin technique [9]. Hence to estimate the li fe of GT blades. 
evaluation oftime required for the initiation of creep needs to be i r;,v~ 1 

Determination of creep life includes various mathemat"iC3F -BH Vc d models, based on different materials and 
conditions [10]. A turbine blade is the individual component " lii.cft lakes up ..~ chine section ofa gas turbine. The blades are 
responsible for extracting energy from the high pressure gas PT _~ ed by the com5.Ustor. The 'turbine blades are often the limiting 
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Cl..lTUPI..H1Cllts of gas Hlrbines . . \ he material strenglh or Ihe blades oilell imposes limits on the therlllal load Ihese components can 
bear. Duc IU Ihis reason the cooling of gas lUrbiJlc blades becomes mono! significant. Better cooling designs have the po tcntialtv 
cxkllcl Ihe hlade life span. I.:nhnncc Ilighcr inlcl IClllpcnllurc, and usc of opLimum compressor bleed air. Film cooling: I J I is 
eXlellsivcly lIsed 10 protecl hnt gas path components in Ihc gas turbine. 11lI10V<ltivc film cooling hole design have the :Ihilily tv 
furtht:r enhal1l;c the dumbilily and strength ofthcse compollents. 

In .2008 <l ]lovel COllccpt WB S illtroduced by Heidmallll and Ekkad which was conceivc(\ fliid designed al NAS A Cil;:nll 
Research Center. The Brancht!d film cooling hule design conccpt wa:s introduced to mitigate the t::fYc~ts of counter rotatir'lg vorlex 
pair which reducc:s thc elTcciivcncss ofdrculnr cross section film cooling :lOks at high blmving ralios[12]. In this study Iht.: main 
foclls is on preparation of creep life assessment model based on Larson-Miller parameter method tor industrial gas tlJrhine in 
which branched film cooling holes cooling technique is used for better cooling effectiveness. 

2. COOLING OF GAS TURBINE BLADE 

Cooling technologies and processes used in blade cooling also have significant effect on the blade life since the crcl:p is a 
function oftcmpcrature and stresses acti.ng on the blade from the root to thc tip. Cooling ofblndes plays a vital role in increasing 
the service life of turbine blndes. Film Cooling, Steam cooling, convection cooling are variolls methods of cooling of turbine 
blade. Among which film cooling is most effective method of turbine blade cooling. Film cooling is the tcchnique where the cold 
air taken through compressor is fed in turbine blade through hub and cooling passages which are made in turbine blades, Through 
the research since many years ' various types of cooling holes were invented and effectiveness were checked. In 2008 NASA 

, developed a new type cooling method [12] i.e. Anti-Vortex cooling hole technique. This hole consisted of a main hole and sidc 
branched holes at each side. The main advantage of this type of hole was the vortices fomled by normal cylindrical hole were 
cancelled by these branched film cooling holes. Due to this the cool film remains attached to the blade surface and we gct more 
cooling effectiveness than the other cooling methods. 

As this advanced cooling method has proved effective it becomes necessary to test its effect and how it has affected the 
life of blade. The paper will focus on estimation of creep life of turbine blade as creep is a major failure found in turbine bladc 
which is composition of both temperature and stress. 

Top 

Side vie""", 
Fig- 1: Design of anti-vortex holes and ditTerent configurations by Dhungel (2009)[13J 

2.1 Parameters Affecting Cooling Effectiveness 

(i) Effect of Hole geometry:Branched film cooling holes hole had higher effectiveness than cylindrical holes. 
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Fig-I: Psychrometric chart showing direct evaporative cooling 

Atmospheric air consists of 78.08% Nitrogen, 20.95% Oxygen, and 0.04% Carbon Dioxide by volume. When air conditioner is 
operated in a room full of people for longer periods. the oxygen content reduees, while the CO 2 eontent increases which is not 
desirable for the respiratory system. CO 2 should be within 600pprn, and above lOOOppm is considered hazardous for health. 
Hence it is importnllt to maintain the correct levels of constituents within the air. 
Radiative cooling is a technique used for cooling the roofs of buildings which is based on the heat transfer from the roofs to the 
low temperature skies. Similarly, when water is kept exposed to atmosphere during nights. its temperature is reduced drastically 
by transfer of heat to low temperature air. For, Pune weather conditions, the lowest dry bulb temperature recorded for a particular 
year during January is IOAoe and making WBT 9.72°C. Even during the summer, for the hottest day in May. the DBT at night 
reaches 22AoC and WBT 20.06°C. This indicates that there is huge potential in this cold water to be used for cooling during the 
peak hours of high temperature. A traditional earthen pot can be effectively used to store this water. These pots are porolls in 
nature and hence, the water due to its capillary action reaehes the outer surface of the pot and transfers heat to the surrounding air. 
This reduces the water temperature to minimum and can be lISed for evaporative cooling for the following day. 
Non-renewable sources of energy such as fossil fuel s, when burnt produce harmful products. They are utilized for generation of 
electricity causing it to deplete at very fast rates. Alternative sources of energy should hence be preferred. Solar energy is a clean 
and renewable source of energy which can be harnessed for the electrical use. In spite of its high initial cost, it is used because of 
'ts quick payback period. Also it hl'ls no adverse effects on the environment, So, solar farms are being setup in different parts of 
he country. Solar farm in Kamuthi in Tamil Nadu, is the largest in India which has a capacity of 648 MW. Solar photovoltaic 

panels can be used for running of this system. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Conventional Evaporative Cooler is capable of produeing temperatures about 25°C to 27°C in peak summer rendering relief 
cooling while AC provides comfort cooling. The experiment setup consists of all arrangement by which the evaporator of typical 
refrigeration coil is immersed into the sump of an evaporative cooler. The temperature drop of water obtained is 10°C in peak 
slimmer conditions. The water is cooled to a minimum of 4 to 5°C and temperature of air at the outlet of cooler is around l5 °C, 
The load on this vec system can be reduced by using nocturnally cooled water. This water from the earthen pots is insulated 
and stored for peak hours. 
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Fig-2: Experimentnl setup. 

The experimental setup primarily consists of a DEC. The water supplied to the DEC is nocturnally cooled first. Hence this 
cool water is supplied to a sump, The DEC uses water from the sump, The DEC consists of a motor of J05W, and a fan connected 
to it. The cooler has specifically engineered cellulose paper evaporative cooling pads from three sides, Water from the sump is 
pumped up and is allowed to flow through the pads. The forced air due to fan gets this moisture and the RH increases, A sys tem 
working on vapour compress ion cycle is installed to the DEC such that the evaporator of the system dips in the water sump 
making contact only with the water in sump. Nocturnally cooled water which is stored in the earthen pot during the night lime is 
passed and stored in the insu lated tank made of thermocole, It is circulated to the sump during peak requirements of lower 
temperature in the cooled rOom, This nocturnally cooled water thus reduces the load on the evaporator of the vec up to some 
extent and limits the condenser pressure, During the summer season when it is "impossible for evaporalive cooler to reduce the 
temperature further, this arrangement could be very useful. By using the various, arrattgements, il can be possible to achieve 
different combinations of processes like cooling and humidification, sensible cooling etc. Finally the conditioned, fresh air is 
passed to the room to be cooled, Unlike air conditioner, fresh air is supplied to the room with levels of oxygen, carbon diox ide 
with in limits. This arrangement can also be run on solar encrgy. 

Equipment used for the setup consists of an electric motor of 105 \\1, compressor of J/S lh HP and a water pump of IS W. 
Consider ing lime of operation of setup as 8 hours a day which gives the power consumption of approximately 2 kW-h per day 
requiring a photovoltaic type solar panel of capacity 300 \V, PV solar panel absorbs solar energy and produces electr ical DC 
output. This output produced is then passed through the solar charge controller to charge the battery to run the system, Also, it 
could be connected to an inverter to directly run the connected components, 

The heat load on vec system for 50 litres of water in the s limp to reach a temperature difference of 10°C is 2094 kJ. 
Compressor power requirement of one eighth HP amounts to 350J/s of heat extraction from water. 1.7 hours of vec system 
operation ensure.l> the temperntnre difference in sump Wil ter expected emiier. 

3. RESULTS 
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The results that have been observed and a noticeable difference can be seen in the temperatures after using air with vee assisted 
cooler. Even at peak hours of the day we can obtain the temperarures with comfort limits. Fig-3 describes the comparison between 
ambient air, the inside temperature and temperature after using the cooler. On the other hand, fig-4 describes the comparison 
between air we get at the end of the regular a ir cooler and the one with using a vee assisted air cooler. 

4. CONCLUSION 
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Effect of Inclination Anglc on Tcmpc,-atlll-c Characteristics or Watcr i n

Glass Evacuatcd Tubcs 
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ABSTRACT 

The Hlilter-ill-glass evaclUlte(/tube is IlJI illtegral part of ev(U,:uated tllbe soltlr water IIellter. Solllr Wilier hCHters witlt evacuuletl 
tube collectors perform beller Ihall Illal 0/fllli plille colfector. Tile usage of ellllclwletllltbe colleclors ;s im..'rell~;iJ1g tillY by tltlY. 
For flal plate colfeclors if is essentia} lllal Ille illclination 0/ tile col/ector ....· .<;IIoul" be based Oil Ille lalilwle 0/ tflat phlCC /or 
'eller performance. This [Japer disclI,'i.\'es tfle experimental study couducletl 011 tfle epaclillted tube colfeclors moul/ted til 
.iif/erent angles 0/ iJ1clination:r; i.e 15, 30,45 degrees. The temperatllre characlerislic,\' obtained as {f result 0/ the experimell/ 
sllow Illal tfle performance varies with respect to allg/e 0/ inclination. A salient feature 0/ this study is the employtnenl 0/ 
hve/ve temperature senSors located inside 0/ tllree lUbes and tllree lallks. A data logger was used 1o collect data durillg Ihe 
experiment on daily basis for seven IIolirs. Tile dala collected during the (!.'(periment sllows the highest vollies of waler 
lempeTlltllTeS for lesser illclination angles (J 5 degree) at earlier stages 0/tile c.xperiment. 

Keyworus: Evacualed tube collector, Solar waler IIeater, Colleclor lilt augle, Thermosyplloll, Thermal Per/ormanceelc. 

l.INTRODUCTION 

Solar energy, being abundant and widespread in its availability, makes it one of the most attractive sources of energies. Tapping 
this energy will not only help in bridging the gap between demand and supply of electricity but shall also save money in the long 
run, A Solar Water Heating System (SWHS) is a device that makes available the thermal energy of the incident solar radiation for 
use in various applications by heating the water [5]. The SWHS consists of solar thennal collectors, water tanks, interconnecting 
pipelines, and the water, which gets circulated in the system. Solar radiation incident on the collector heats up the tubes, thereby 
transferring the heat energy to water flowing through it. The performance of the SWHS largely depends on the coli ector's 

efficiency at capturing the incident solar radiation and transferring it to the water. With today's SWHS, water can be heated lip to 
emperatures of 60°C to 80 °C, Heated water is collected in a tank insulated to prevent heat loss. Circulation of water from the 
~ank through the collectors and back to the tank continues automatically due to the thermosyphon principle [6]. The hot water 
generated finds many end-use applications in domestic , commercial, and indust rial sectors. The evacuated tube solar collectors 
perform better in comparison to flat plate solar collectors, in particular for high temperature operations.One of the most significant 

developments is the use of double-glass evacuated tubular solar water heaters. The mechanism of this type of solar water heater is 
driven bynatural circulation oflhe fluid in the collector and the storage tank, It consists of all-glass vacuum lubes, inserted directly 
into a storage tank, with water in direct contact with the absorber surface, Morrison et al has mentioned that evacuated tube solar 
collectors perform better than flat plate collectors during high temperature operations [1 J. Evacuated tube solar collector system is 
better option for domestic utilization because of its simplicity and low cost. 

2. WORKING PRINCIPLE 
Solar Water Heater (ETC System) works on a simple principle ' Black body heat absorption principle'. The principle says, ' black 
colour absorbs maximum heat , more than any other colour' Solar water heating systems using vacuum tubes made of borosilicate 
glass with special coating to absorb the solar energy are called as Ev Collector system (ETC Systems).Air between 
the gap of two glass tubes is evacuated, It results in high level of .!t~~ . ..~ as the best insulation to minimize the heat 
loss from inner tube. The black coating on the inner tube absorbs e lar ener,:, nsfers it to the water. The water on upper 
side ofYacuum Tube becomes hot and thus Iig~ter, so it starts n .~ !!pwards in t l e t k. A,t the same time cold water, which is 
heavy, comes downward from the tank and IS stored at the P9rtPrlf.Uif;b:e¢b~n pon IS called as natural Thermosyphon 
circulation, which occurs in every tube,Thermosyphon Systems: o'-]iis type water ,~ Ihrough the system and when water gets 

"..~ /~...., ,, 
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Fig-I: \Vorking of Evacuated Tube Collector. 

2.CONTRUCTIONAL FEATURES 
Main components of evacuated tube solar water hC3tcr:Evacuated glass tubes and Barium Getter, Storage tank, Mounting Frame 

11Ev>1cllated Tubes 
j'he evacuated tube is made of borosilicate glass. The diameter of the tube is 47111m and the length is 1500mm. Figure 2 shows the 
detail parts of the evacuated tube.The vacuum tubes consist of a double wall glass tube with a space in the centre which contains 
the heat pipe. The presence of the vacuum wall prevents any losses by conduction or convection - just like a thermos flask. 
Because of this, the system will work even in very low temperatures, unlike traditional flat plate collectors. In order to maintain 
the vacuum between the two glass layers, a barium getter is used. During manufacture this getter is exposed to high temperalures 
which cause the bottom of the evacuated tube to be coated with a pure layer of barium. This barium layer actively absorbs any 
CO, C02, N2, 02, H20 and H2 out gassed from the tube during storage and operation, thus helping to maintaining the vacuum. 
The barium layer also provides a clear visual indicator of the vacuum status. The silver coloured barium layer will turn white if 
ever the vacuum is lost. 

Outer TUbe 

.-

. '

Fig-2: Details of Evacuated Tube Collector. 

1.2 Storage Tank 

It is a tank which stores the ...vater and come from external water source like water tank. Outer cylindrical surface is covered by 
high tech insulating material (Rock Wool or mineral VolOOI) in order to reduce the heat losses from the heated water exist inside the 
inner tank heated by the evacuated tube solar water heater. Rock wool is a man madefiber and has many excellent characters like 
non-combustible, non-toxic, low thermal conductivity, long service life and so on. Storage tank is placed at the top of frame and 
tubes. The top open end of the tubes is connected to the storage tank. The bottom end of tubes is placed in a holder provided at 
bottom of the frame. Figure 3 shows storage tank of7 Litrecapacity. 

Fig-3 : Storage T ank ~-~ , . 
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2.J iVlounting Frallle 

The whole SYSI";1Il required a structure stfong t::nough 10 huld lip illI tht:: lubes al variolls angks allhL: salJlt:: time. It is SlructLll1.: Ilmde 
of 110. or Illc.::tallk ;'lIlg]c or plait::. on which 110. or units liJ...c s l or ~lge lank tubes etc. ;IfC llIo1mr,,:d.Fil-!UI·e 6 shows .1 framc a s:-'clI1bly 
fl'lr evacuated glas.s tubc solar watcr heating SY:-ICIll IIpto7 I.i Ire Capadly. 

,[ 
, 

'. 
I\) 

Ii 

Fig-4:Mflunting frame (creo Illodel). 

3.INSTRUMENTATION. 
. remperatures arc to be measured in two places of the tube, viz., tOI) and bottom. The type of thermocouple lIsed in the experiment 
is n PT 100 thermocouple with the maximum measuring capacity of 300°C. The thermocouple is cnlibrated with a series of minor 
experiments and checked for errors. Data logger used was Series DL-35W 16 channel. It supports various thermocouples 
including K-type. R-type and PT-IOO. We lIsed PT-IOO thermocouples for the experimentation. It is developed by Microcubs 
Systems PVL Ltd, 

Fig-S: Sensor PT(1 00) Fig-6: DAQ (Data logger). 

4.EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

The basic experimentation is to record the temperature readings of the water in the evacUaled tubes at particular time intervals. 
The time intervals were chosen from a frequency of about once in every 15 minutes. Initially the experiment is conducted with 
\ubes facing the south direction. Figure-5 gives the view of experimental set-up. The experiment is conducted on clear sun-shine 
aay with global radiation of 820 W/m2. The solar radiation is measured with the help of pyranometer available in the solar 
radiation monitoring station. The readings are taken continuous ly for everyone hour from 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. 
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IIllifurmi!y I.I1l1ollg nlllhe- lube, When Illest.: IHbcs :L['\.: suhjeclcd 10 radimions tlh':y ahsorb :-i'IllIt.: aJlllllln1 ol"radintiolls witC!} kq lt II I 
l:qllal inclinatiolls. The test selup \'Ins int.:lirH.:d al all yk~ of 25() to thl: horizontal. The lest was <.:OIlducted for 2hotrrs and n' <; \llb 
oblaincd were plotted against thl..! time to verify tht.: vllri!ltion of the tcmperature along with radiation vndation with rcspc(.;t In lime.:. 
']'] stands lor IhcrmocOilple reading or tllbe ]. ']'2 I()I" rhcl'llwcollple reading of tube 2 and '1'1 for thcnnoeouplc reading Ol ' lllhe .\. 
Ttl is ambient air tcmp~l'nture during the Il:St. Solar radiation intensity is also pin/red into the graph to understand variation ,d' the 
behaviour of the tubcs, 
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Fig-8: Stagnation test thermocouple location. 
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Fig-9: stagnation test(l). Fig-lO: stagnation test(2). 

4.2 System Heat loss Test 

AIJ the assembly was preheated in the solar radiations for 4 to 5 hours for to get heated. Then evacuated tubes were covered to 
prevent heat gain from sun in the time of the day. Two hours temperature readings were taken. Temperamre profiles were plotted 
for heating as well as cooling for finding out heat loss coefficient. If density of the liquid is p. Volume of the tank is VT • Tfis final 
average temperature of the system. Tiis final average temperature of the system. Tois ambient air temperature. Time span is 
represented by (t2-t1) which in our ease was two hours 

~T~"~bl~e.:.!-I~~~'t~;nnn~te~s!,-t~I:.~T"'~lhl::;.:~~~,~,;'~test 2. 
Date Time n T2 T3 T4 

I: ).4 72 36.5 
I: 9] 38.9 

3~ 35.5 

I 
I I 

~ ~~:;~~:~~~I~t7.~~~~.0~l.746 
1.5 

--'.!!l2l: :; iT'5IiiO 1.2 3.6 
18/ , , i2:OO:iii);;;-t-i;i,2el2"... rrT,19;;:3,~.. 3-';';;i"l.4;-t-~'.2C1 
18/0212017 12:05:00 205 .7 196.2 . l'll~ 39. 1 

Date 
14: : 10 74.2 75 3.4 
14: : JO 95.7 90 1.4 
14: '.5 1.3 
14:41 : 1 ..0 

/2017 
I: 

14:4 : I 
I 14: I 
I 14:5~;:00 :2.3 I 

).4 

)212017 I 
1 :1 196.8 

I: 15: 199.3 I 

Time n T2 T3 r~ 

-r,)1 
,10 Coli ' 404111. 
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Fig-II :System Heat Loss. 

v C ' T T) I I'r<-70 )P .,. f \ f - i I1l~ 

UI"., = (t2 _ t1) ... (1) 

, The tommln used for calculfllions requires following properties to be known of the liquid . 

) I. Density of the liquid water, Assumed to be constant 1000 kg/1ll3 
2. Volume oflhe liquid bulk 
3. Specific heat of water also constmlt for given temperature rangc 
4. Initial and final temperatures of the bulk and ambient average temp. 

Various temperatures at instances are averaged throughout the setup. Ambient temperature was nveraged over given span of time 
of conduction of the test. There are (wo ways to find Olit the heat loss coefficient viz, either we can apply transient analysis or can 
use standard formula for calculation of heat loss coefficient as proposed in standard procedure ofIS09459-2, 1995 , Second way is 
to find useful heat gain rate during day from reference [I] et. al. Morrison and then subtracting it froln irradiation to get heat lost 
during heating. First procedure seems to be easier from experimentation point of view hence first procedure was adopted in order 
10 calculate heat loss coefficient. 

Table-3:He,at loss coefficient for 45 degree. Fig-12: Heat loss test 

) 

Date Time TI T2 TJ T4 
22/03/2017 17:05 62.5 6 1.1 58.4 53.5 
22/03/2017 17:10 61.7 60.8 58.4 53.4 
2])03(2017 17:t5 61.4 60.5 58.4 53.4 
2210312017 17:20 60.8 60.2 58.4 53.4 
2210312017 17:?5 60A 60. 1 57.6 53.3 
2210312017 17:30 60.0 59.7 57.5 53.1 
22/03/2017 17:35 59.9 59.4 57.2 53. 1 
22/03/2017 17:40 59.6 59.5 57. 1 53.0 
221031201 7 17:45 59.3 60.0 57.0 52.7 
22/0312017 17:50 59.1 59.0 56.9 52.6 
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Table-4:Heat loss coefficient for 30 degree. F'ig-13: Heat loss test graph 30 degree. 

D,,, nm, [7T 6 
17:05 622 62.8 
17: 10 .. s 62 . 
17: 15 61.6 62.6 
7:20 61.4 62.3 

17:25 61.6 62. 
17:30 6 1.5 60.' 57.4 

5'17:35 6 1. .7 ~ 17:40 6 1.0 .6~ fH 
17:45 60.7 . .4 5 
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Table-5:Heat loss coefficient for 15 degree. Fig-14: Heat loss test graph 15 degree. 
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Table-6: Heat Loss Coerticient Of System. 

--T9 

--TlO 

--Tll , 
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Test 
no 

Duration 
(hrs) 

Ti:wg 
(oc) 

T ra\'" 
(oc) 

U10ss 

(W/"l. 
1 I 56.69 54.41 2.263 
2 1 60.37 58.52 1.286 
3 1 61.60 59.78 1.186 

5.RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT 


The temperature characteristics are plotted based on the observed readings from experimental set-up facing southdirection. 
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Fig-15:Temperature characteristic at 45 degree. 
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K~ lperature characteristic at 15degree. 
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Fig-16:Temperature characteristic at 30 degree. 
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Fig-18:Tcmperature characteristic at 45 degree .Fig-19:Tcmperatllrc characteristic at JOdcgrce. 
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Fig-20:Temperatllrecharacteristic at 15 degree. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The temperature characteristics obtained as a result of the experiment show that the perfonnance varies with respect to angle of 
inclination. The data collected during the experiment shows the highest values of water temperatures for lesser inclination angles 
(15 degree) at earlier stages of the experimenLThe Heat loss coefficient is constant for all the three tubes. as shown from the graph 
Fig no 12,13,14) hence all systems of tubes are unifonn. For 15 degree system it is seen that temperature at the open end orthe 

tube is maximum as compared to other loactions. Hence for smaller angles stagnation zone inside the tank is more dominant. On 
the other hand, for 45 degree system the initial variation shows higher departure of temperature for closed end of tube as 
compared to other locations. Hence stagnation zone is m.ore dominant inside the tubes at higher angles. 

FUTURE SCOPE 

Further performance can be enhanced by using Owen illuinios tube inside the evacuated tube collector, which will eliminate 
stagnation zone fromthe system. Simulation of the Test Setup can be carried out to validate the results by using CFD software. 
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Effect of Inclination Angle on Tcmperature Charactcristics of Water 111
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ABSTRACT 

The water-ill-glass evacuated tube is al1 integral part of eVllcuated tuhe solar wuter !tellter. Solar water healers with eVtlCllfltel1 
tube col/eClors perforlll better tlzall that offlat plale col/ector. The lIsage of eVlI£.'llllteti tube col/ectors i"\' increasing dn)' by day. 
For flat plate collectors it is essentiallhattlle illclillatioll of the col/ectors should be based 011 tile Imitu(/e of t!tat plm.'e lor 
beller performam:c, Tllis paper discusses the experimental stlU~V conducted 011 the evacuated tube collectors mOlmlel1 at 
lifferenl angles of inclinatiolls i.e 15, 30,45 degrees. The temperatllre characteristics obtained as a result of tile e..r:perimellt 

show tlial file perfor11lllm:e varies witli respect to angle of inclinatio". A .mliellt fellture of this strub) is tile employment of 
twelve tempert/lllre sensors locnted illside of three tubes (fud three tanks. A data logger was used to collect data du.rin:: the 
experiment 011 daily basis for sevell hOllrs. Tile datil col/el.·tet! during the experiment shows the highest values Of water 
temperatllresfor lesser illc1illotiollllllgles (15 degree) at earlier stages ofthe experiment. 

Keywords: Evacuated tube col/ector, Solllr woter lIellter, Collector filt angle, Tllermosyplloll, Thermal Performmrceetc. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Solar energy, being abundant and widespread in its availability, makes it one of the most attractive sources of energies. Tapping 
trus energy will not only help in bridging the gap between demand and supply of electricity but shall also save money in the long 
run. A Solar Water Heating System (SWHS) is a device that makes available the thennal energy of the incident solar radiat"ion for 
use in various applications by heating the water [5]. The SWHS consists of solar thermal collectors, water tanks, interconnecting 
pipelines, and the water, which gets circulated in the system. Solar radiation incident on the collector heats up the tubes, [hereby 
transferring the heat energy to water flowing through it. The performance of [he SWHS largely depends on the collector's 
efficiency at capturing the incident solar radiation and transferring it to the water" With today's SWHS, water can be heated lip to 
temperatures of 60 °C to 80 0c. Heated water is collected in a tank insulated to prevent heat loss. Circulation of water from the 

..". 	 tank through the collectors and back to the tank continues automatically due to the thennosyphon principle [6]. The hot waler 
generated finds many end-use applications in domestic, commercial, and industrial sectors. The evacuated tube solar collectors 
perfonn better in comparison to flat plate solar collectors, in particular for high temperature operations. One of the most significant 
developments is the use of double-glass evacuated tubular solar water heaters. The mechanism of this type of solar water heater is 
driven bynatural circulation of the fluid in the collector and the storage tank. It consists of all-glass vacuum tubes, inserted directly 
into a storage tank, with water in direct contact with the absorber surface. Morrison et al has mentioned that evacuated tube solar 
collectors perform better than flat plate collectors during high temperature operations [I). Evacuated tube solar collector system is 
better option for domestic utilization because of its simplicity and low cost. 

2, WORKING PRINCIPLE 
Solar Water Heater (ETC System) works on a simple principle 'Black body heat absorption principle'" The princ iple says, 'black 
colour absorbs maximum heat, more than any other colour' Solar water heating systems using vacuum tubes made o f borosilicate 
glass with special coating to absorb the solar energy are called as Evacuated Tube Collector system (~TC.systerns).Air betvveen 
the gap of two glass tubes is evacuated. It results in high level which acts as the best insulation to minimize the heat 
loss from inner tube. The black coating on the inner tube and transfers it to the water.,The water on upper 
side of Vacuum Tube becomes hot and thus lighter, so it the tank. At the same time cold water, which is 
heavy, comes downward from the tank and is stored is called as natural Thermosyphon 
circulation, which occurs in every tube.Thermosyphon through the system and when waler gets 
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Fig-I: Working or Evacuated Tube Collector. 

2.CONTRUCTIONAL FEATURES 
Main componcnts of eV<lcuated tube solar water heater:Evacuated glass tubes and Barium Getter, Storage tank, Mounting Frame 

2.1Evacuated Tubes 
The evacuated tube is made of boro5ilicate glass. The diameter of the tube is 47mm and the length is 1500mm. Figure 2 shows tht: 
detail parts of the evacuated tube.The vacuum tubes consist of a double wall glass tube with a space in the centre which contains 
the heat pipe. The presence of the vacuum wall prcvents any losses by conduction or convection - just like a thermos flask, 
Because of this, the system will work even in very low temperatures, unlike traditional flat plate collectors. In order to maintain 
the vacuum between the two glass layers, a barium getter is used. During manufacture this getter is exposed to high temperatures 
which cause the bottom of the evacuated lube to be coated with a pure Jayer of barium. This barium layer actively absorbs any 
CO, C02, N2, 02, H20 and H2 out gassed from the tube during storage and operation, thus helping to maintaining the vacuum. 
The barium layer also provides a clear visual indicator of the vacuum status. The silver coloured barium layer will turn white if 
ever the vacuum is lost. 

Fig-2: Details or Evacuated Tube Collector. 

2.2 Storage Tank 

It is a tank which stores the water and come from external water source like water tank_ Outer cylindrical surface is covered by 
high tech insulating material (Rock Wool or mineral wool) in order to reduce the heat losses from the heated water exist inside the 
inner tank heated by the evacuated tube solar water heater. Rock wool is a man madefiber and has many excellent characters like 
non-combustible, non-toxic, lo"\\' thermal conductivity, long service life and so on. Storage tank is placed at the top of frame and 
tubes. The top open end of the tubes is connected to the storage tank. The bottom end of tubes is placed in a holder provided at 
bottom of the frame_ Figure 3 shows storage tank of7 Litrecapacity. 
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~Ki~~~~ve conducted a test known as stagnation test. 
~ f around 200°C theu tube is healthy and 

s tagnation test·: I . With this check we assure manufacturing 
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2.3 Mounting Frame 

'I'hl! whole system required a structure :Hrong t:llough to hold lip alltht..: luhes at variolls angles at the SIIIlJI.: tilllCo:.lt is structlln.: llIacle 
01'110. o f meta IIi...: angle or plate~ Oil which 110. ofullit:-i like stomgr.: tank IlIhcs etc. me Illt1l1l1h.:d.Figure (J shows a frame asselJlbly 
f()r evacnated gla~s tube soiaI' water heating system upto7 J,itn: (·ap:h.:ity. 

,, 

ot .... .. 

Fig-4:Mounting ibmc (crco model). 

3.INSTRUMENTATION. 
Temperatures are to be measured in two places of the tube, viz., top and bottom. The type of thermocouple used in the experiment 
IS a PTI 00 thermocouple with the maximum measuring capacity of 300°C. The thermocouple is calibrated with a series of minor 
experiments and checked for errors. Data logger used was Series DL-35W 16 channel. It supports various thermocouples 
including K-type. R-type and PT-IOO. We used PT-IOO thermocouples for the experimentation. It is developed by Microcubs 
Systems Pvt. Ltd. 

Fig-S: Sensor PT(J 00) Fig-6: DAQ (Data logger). 

4.EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

The basic experimentation is to record the temperature readings of the water in the evacuated tubes at particular time intervals . 
The time intervals were chosen from a frequency of about once in every 15 minutes. Initially the experiment is conducted with 
tubes facing the south direction. Figure-5 gives the view of experimental set-up. The experiment is conducted on clear sun-shine 
.lay with global radiation of 820 W/m2. The solar radiation is measured with the help of pyranometer available in the solar 
radiation monitoring station. The readings are taken continuously for everyone hour from 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. 

Fig-7: Experimental Setup. 

4.1 Stagnation Test 

To find out the maximum temperature achieved inside the empty t 
It gives temperature rise over the period of the day. If the tem 
working properly. The observation table no. I gives the results 
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Fig-II :System Heat Loss. 

v C ' T T) I I'r<-70 )P .,. f \ f - i I1l~ 

UI"., = (t2 _ t1) ... (1) 

, The tommln used for calculfllions requires following properties to be known of the liquid . 

) I. Density of the liquid water, Assumed to be constant 1000 kg/1ll3 
2. Volume oflhe liquid bulk 
3. Specific heat of water also constmlt for given temperature rangc 
4. Initial and final temperatures of the bulk and ambient average temp. 

Various temperatures at instances are averaged throughout the setup. Ambient temperature was nveraged over given span of time 
of conduction of the test. There are (wo ways to find Olit the heat loss coefficient viz, either we can apply transient analysis or can 
use standard formula for calculation of heat loss coefficient as proposed in standard procedure ofIS09459-2, 1995 , Second way is 
to find useful heat gain rate during day from reference [I] et. al. Morrison and then subtracting it froln irradiation to get heat lost 
during heating. First procedure seems to be easier from experimentation point of view hence first procedure was adopted in order 
10 calculate heat loss coefficient. 

Table-3:He,at loss coefficient for 45 degree. Fig-12: Heat loss test 

) 

Date Time TI T2 TJ T4 
22/03/2017 17:05 62.5 6 1.1 58.4 53.5 
22/03/2017 17:10 61.7 60.8 58.4 53.4 
2])03(2017 17:t5 61.4 60.5 58.4 53.4 
2210312017 17:20 60.8 60.2 58.4 53.4 
2210312017 17:?5 60A 60. 1 57.6 53.3 
2210312017 17:30 60.0 59.7 57.5 53.1 
22/03/2017 17:35 59.9 59.4 57.2 53. 1 
22/03/2017 17:40 59.6 59.5 57. 1 53.0 
221031201 7 17:45 59.3 60.0 57.0 52.7 
22/0312017 17:50 59.1 59.0 56.9 52.6 
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Table-4:Heat loss coefficient for 30 degree. F'ig-13: Heat loss test graph 30 degree. 

D,,, nm, [7T 6 
17:05 622 62.8 
17: 10 .. s 62 . 
17: 15 61.6 62.6 
7:20 61.4 62.3 

17:25 61.6 62. 
17:30 6 1.5 60.' 57.4 

5'17:35 6 1. .7 ~ 17:40 6 1.0 .6~ fH 
17:45 60.7 . .4 5 

1.01750 613 5< .~05 

--TS 

--T6 

--T7 

--T8 
TIM E 

Table-5:Heat loss coefficient for 15 degree. Fig-14: Heat loss test graph 15 degree. 
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Table-6: Heat Loss Coerticient Of System. 

--T9 

--TlO 
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Test 
no 

Duration 
(hrs) 

Ti:wg 
(oc) 

T ra\'" 
(oc) 

U10ss 

(W/"l. 
1 I 56.69 54.41 2.263 
2 1 60.37 58.52 1.286 
3 1 61.60 59.78 1.186 

5.RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT 


The temperature characteristics are plotted based on the observed readings from experimental set-up facing southdirection. 
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Fig-15:Temperature characteristic at 45 degree. 
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K~ lperature characteristic at 15degree. 
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Fig-16:Temperature characteristic at 30 degree. 
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Fig-18:Tcmperature characteristic at 45 degree .Fig-19:Tcmperatllrc characteristic at JOdcgrce. 
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Fig-20:Temperatllrecharacteristic at 15 degree. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The temperature characteristics obtained as a result of the experiment show that the perfonnance varies with respect to angle of 
inclination. The data collected during the experiment shows the highest values of water temperatures for lesser inclination angles 
(15 degree) at earlier stages of the experimenLThe Heat loss coefficient is constant for all the three tubes. as shown from the graph 
Fig no 12,13,14) hence all systems of tubes are unifonn. For 15 degree system it is seen that temperature at the open end orthe 

tube is maximum as compared to other loactions. Hence for smaller angles stagnation zone inside the tank is more dominant. On 
the other hand, for 45 degree system the initial variation shows higher departure of temperature for closed end of tube as 
compared to other locations. Hence stagnation zone is m.ore dominant inside the tubes at higher angles. 

FUTURE SCOPE 

Further performance can be enhanced by using Owen illuinios tube inside the evacuated tube collector, which will eliminate 
stagnation zone fromthe system. Simulation of the Test Setup can be carried out to validate the results by using CFD software. 
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Fig-2 : Comparison ofJafcra lly-avcraged film cooling crfectiveness for the two geometries [141 

(ii) Effect of Blowing Ratio : It was seen that even at fur downstream region effectiveness was higher for branched fi lm 
cooling holes. 
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Fig- 3: Laterally-averaged effectiveness as a function of blowing ratio [14] 

3. LARSON MILLER METHOD 
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dcpcndcnt olilhe applied strcss levels and is charac lerislic ofa particular material 115, 16J . This Larso n-MilicI' cquation is 1;? i\'l:n 


by 


;ogo· = fUllctioll[T(C + logt)1 (t) 

The time t is stress ruplure life at a stress t1 or time to accumulate iI certain amount of creep strain (say, 0.1 % or 0.2%,) <II 
IhHt slresS level [17]. Larson-Miller rurthcr proposed that the constant C may have <I universal value of20. 

For above Jimction to work, a new parameter is introduced as Larson-Miller parameter (P). At operating tcmperatuff.:, we 
Can (;alcuJate stress by npproprinle method. Since Larson-MilicI' pammctcr is logarithmic function of a, we can find Larsoll- rvliller 
parameter by logarithmic curve ofslress Vs Larson-Miller parameter. 

Thus, by knowing operating temperatllre T, Larson-Miller Parameter P and constant C (approximately as 20). WI;: can 
find creep life t,. by equation [18] 

P = T[logt,. + C] 
Where T is in OR and t.. is in hours. 
for Inconcl 718 , modified [19] form of Larson-Miller Parameter equation is 

P = (460 + n(2S + /ogt,.) * 10- 3 

The Larson-Miller method has proven satisfactory for many steels and super alloys and is often used not only tor 

extrapolative purpose but also for comparative evaluation of different alloys. Larson-Miller parameter is used to calculate Ihe 

creep life of the variolls components like blades, discs etc. This method also plays a vital role in life assessment of critically 

affected areas with high temperature and stresses. 
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Fig- 4: Larson Miller parameter curve (19) 

4. METHODOLOGY 

(i) Generate CAD model of Blade Profile using NX UG software from available research data and modify ifrequired. 

Oi) To develop 3D finite element model to identify stress concentration on the gas turbine blade with branched holes 

using ANSYS. 

(iii) To calculate strain values to corresponding stress. 

(iv) Calculation of critical stress to corresponding temperature. 

(v) To perform a feasibility study and facilitate the creep life estimation model. 
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Fig- 5: Methodology III 
S. COUPLED FIELD ANALYSIS 

5.1 Operating Parameters: 

The blades wereanalysed for the model [20] with the coupled field analysis with therma l and mechanical load s acting 
both simultaneously. The operating parameters for the analysis were as follows: 

Turbine Inlet Temperature 850 dC 

2 Velocity of Hot Gas 462 mls 

3 Cold Air Temperature 200 ' c 
4 Cold Air Velocity 53 m/s 

5 Axial Force 3.82N 

6 Tangential Force 248.2N 

7 Centrifugal Force 38039N 

8 Speed 10800 rpm 

9 Power 7MW 

Table- 1. Boundary conditions for coupled field ana lysis. 120,21J 

5.2 Analysis of Gas Turbine Blade: 

Couple fie ld analys iswas performed for blade without holes as well as for the blade with branched film cooling holes. The 
temperature profile, stress distribution and deformation results for both the blades are as fo llows: 

A) Blade without holes B) Blade with branched holes 
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Fig- 6: Temperature Profile 

Fig- 7: Temperature Profile 

Fig- B:Von Mises Stress 
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Fig- 9:Von Mises Stress 

Fig- 10: Deformation of Blade 
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5.3 	Result, of Couple Field Analysis: 

.. 
Sr. No. P<~ramcter Blade with holes Blnde without holes 

I. Tempera ture Distribulion 42.606·684. I 3"C27.0 19 - 781.87"( 

1.4422* I O·s -1.653:5W/mm2 2.9547* 10"· 1.4825 WlmOl' 2. Total Heat Flux 

3. Eq. (von-Mises) Stress 690.18 MP.567.66 MPa 

4. Eq. Elastic Strain 0.0042160.0044966 

5. Total Deformation 0.32976mm0.3581lilll 

Crcep Life 6. 40,391.6 Hrs 53,855.4 Hrs 

Tablc-2: Results of couple field analysis. 

6.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK: 

The study provides insight into the concept of anti-vortex cooling lIsed (0 improve the cooling effectiveness and use of Larso ll
Miller parameter for creep life assessment of blade. Coupled field analys is was performed for both the blades with cooling holes 
and without cooling holes. From the results obta ined, it can be concluded that the blade designed with the cooling h oles has 
decrease in total heat flux, reduction in equivalent elas ti c strain and drastic decrement in temperature. Even though the stresses are 
found to be mare in the blade that with the cooling holes but due to decrease in the temperature above the blade surface, c reep life 
has found to be increased by about 25-30%. 
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iYIodilication of ('he Float of the Dines Pressure Tube Anemometer" 
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ABSTRACT 

Relinhle datn on wind speed (lnd wind direction is frequently required in relnote locntions. wllere 110 extemul power source is 
availnble. Dilles Pressure-tube Anemometer menslires wind pressure to come ncrOSS ins/(llltnlleolis JVind ~peed alld wind 
direction simultaneollsly on {f single c/lQrt, Tile Dines Pressure-tube Anemometer cOllsist.f of large diameter pilot-tube 
mounted 011 a vane, cOllnected to (l mnnometer. Tbe manometer of Dines Pressure-tube Anemometer has complicated 
geometry, designed to obtain stea{~v stntejloat displacement tltat is linear witll the appliedwiml velocity. Manometer COJl.,·;st of 
all open-bol/omerl taperedfloat ill n water lunk, witlt tlte pressure tube from tlte pitot Ilead supplying into the airspace ill the 
float as tbe IVilld speed increases, tI,e pressure inside the float increases anti tile float rises, moving tlte recording pen, Tbe 
lIIaterial used for mauufncturing of tltis instrument is copper alld gUll metal, wlticll are costly. Also tile weight of the 
illstrument is more. Special type of mnnufac/JIring processes (Ire required like brazing, solrlering etc. There is neerl to design 
tlte instrument willi cheap and light weigllt material. The paper reflects a sturly about modification oj the float amI jI()(lt-trwk 
to reduce the size, weigflt alld cost of tile il1slfJlment, The calculations Jor modified float are rloJle by considering tile Jnrcdmnm 
speed recorder! by tile instrument should be approximate 220kmplz and reduced il1 size ofjloat to halfojthe actunl size. 

Keywords: Dilles Pressure-tube Anemometer, Float, Flont-Innk. Wind Spee(l. Wind Pressure, 

1. iNTRODUCTION 

The maximum range of the Dines Anemometer with a float of normal weights is 197 kmph, this can be increased to 220 
kmph by changing the diameter and length of the float and tank. The limitation to recording maximum velocity is at these 
velocities air from the inside of the float begins to bubble through to the space in the tank outside. 

If an anemometer is required which will record on linear scale velocities higher than 197 kmph the dimensions of the 
float must be changed. This change can be made by altering the shape of the interior of the float and an increase of the range lip to 
220 kmph can be obtained in this way with decreas ing the height of the tank. 

Float weighted so that it remains at zero level until air bubbles through. This gives the absolute maximum velocity which 
the instrument can indicate. This case is examined below and the theoretical examination has been supplemented by experiment 
with a modified instrument. 

2. CALCULATIONS 

We work in the float relative co-ordinate system outlined in the fig. 1. Let v be the wind velocity. The distance x is 
measured positive down ITom the top of the float , x .(v) and xi v) are the water level outside and inside the float respectively. X3 is 
the bottom of the floatation chamber, and Xd(V) is the bottom of the manometer chamber. At zero wind, the fl oat just rests on the 
bottom, so Xb~X.(O) is the length of the fl oal. 

Linear calibration of the anemometer implies that 

(I) 

\Vhere the constant a= (6 inches)i(IOO mph) = 3.40909 x 10-3 s for a standard Dines Pressure-tube Anemometer, and half that for 
a high-speed unit. ~~__:-__ 

\ ~ )"-----' 
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2.1 Mass ofFloal: 


For a tank diameter (c) ~O. l 06m. Cross-section area oFTank (C) ~ 0.00S825m' 


Float diameter (a) ~ 0.075m, Cross-section area of Float (A) ~ 0.00441Sm' 


Tube diameter (t) ~ 0.0 t27m, Cross-section area of Tube (T) ~ 0.0001 267m' 


Calibration coefficient q= 8m'l, 

Height o f air jacket (x,) ~0.206m. 

Mass of the float 

m~p {ax, - [aJ2c'q [(cot)' «I +4cqxl( cot»~ 1/2 -I) +2ctqx]) (2) 

m=0.4215kg 

r ass of float (m) ~ 0.421 kg. 

2.2 Volume ofwaler required: 

The total volume of water required with v~O and the boundary conditions x,(O) ~ x,(O) ~ 0, 
Length of the float xdO . 0.35m 

V~ XdO( cot) - x,a+ - [aJ2c'q [(cot) 2 « 1+4cqx)/( c_t»'12 -I) + 2ctqx]) (3) 

V~ 0.0026224m' 

Volume of water required (V) ~ 0.0026224m' 


In this case the whole of the water from inside of the float, O,0026224m3 is available to raise the outside level of the water. 


2.3 Calculations for maximum velocity: 

Total volume of submerged air (Vsa) = ~ = 0.000421 m3 
p 

Ole.sor 
. «(Vsa)+V)

Water level outsIde the float (h) ~ A 0.32756m echanical EM 
t ,~avale Co e 
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J-'nr the steady-slate, the preSSLln: difli:rencc between the float and Ihe 1"!Ilk is 

lip ~ Kv' (4) 
Whl.:re K is Ihe constont and v is the wind speed. Applying the hydrostatic equation to the liquid, 

lip == pg(-x ! + X2) 

ny L:onsidering Ir=0.32756m and x2;=0.35m.x! =x2-h=O.002243m. 


Pressure difference between inside and outside of float (op) =pg(x~-xd:::;; 3385.56N/m2 


from equation (4) 


v~60.92Il1/s i.e. 219 .30kmph 

b 

Fig.-2: a is actual float and b is modified float 

3. CONCLUSION 

In this study new model of float and tank proposed. Maximum velocity is taken into consideration in this study. The 
maximum velocity calculated is approximately 220 kmph but in actual practice air would bubble through at less speed than 
calculated. The change in the size of float and tank is not alone sufficient to enable much higher speed to be recorded. If no 
change were made in length of the float below the zero level, air would begin to bubble through at some speed less than 
considered length. To record higher speed for same diameter of float and tank it would be necessary to lengthen the float and tank . 
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ABSTRACT 

Abrasive jet lIlIt! fVater Jet technology has heen "rOUlld for yellrs, but abrasive jet equipment has jllst recently elliered tlte 
machining tool markeL This is extremely high-tech machilJillg method, and there lIrc on(}1 a IUlIld/lJl Of early im,ovlltor.\' 
'taking a lot ofmoney replacing alld complementing cOllventional machilling (ypes like laser cntting, plasma cutting, etc. wilh 
rbrasive JVaterjet cllttiug metllods. Abrasive fVaterjet tecllnology lias demonstrllted to he (lJI interesting manufactnrillg pr[J(.:e.\·s 

Jor space tllltl research equipmellt, aircrtlft, marine lind tllltomotive sectors due to its specific ad.'{mtages slIch as IIigll quality 
slIr/tlce jillis", )10 heat affected zoues, alltl is rarely affected by tile moterial beillg Cllt. Staillless Steel is one of the most used 
materials i" today 's wor/t!. MacllilZillg of stainless steel is ver), important task in consideration to tlte industrial secior alltl 
In(lIIY mallllfaclllriJlg processes call be used to tlo tlte same. A W JM is one 0/ tlte important processes to machine Staillless Steel 
willi lIigh sill/ace fillis!1 alld hllving tlesiretlthicklless anti sllape. Helice the aim of tllis research paper is to s/lldy effect 0/ 
AWJM machining ou a speCific process parameter i.e. surface rOllghness of {I SS304 25mm thick plate. Tile variatioll ill 
sur/ace rouglmess witll varyiug process parameters {Ire stlltlietl with Design of Experiment SOfhyare. Optimizatioll is dOlle 
lIsiug Respollse surface methodology (RSM) by implementing three levels Box-Behnkeu design. 

Keywords: Abrasive Water Jet, SUiface Roughness, Box-Behnken, Optimization, etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the 19505, forestry engineer Dr. Norman Franz experimented with an early form of water j et cutter to cutting wood. 
The technique of cutting relat ively softer materials using high pressure jet of water was first time patented in 1968 by Dr. Norman 
Franz, Associate Professor of Forestry and researcher at University of Michigan, USA [1]. However, the techuology did not 
advance notably until the 1970s. First introduced in the late 1980s, this technology allows harder and more exotic materials to be 
machined efficiently at reasonable speeds. Currently A W Js are used to cut a wide range of engineering materials including 
-::eramics, metal alloys. and composites [2]. Among the methods of cutting metallic and non-metallic materials, abrasive waterjet 
'uning techniques have a distinct advantage because of their versatility, no heat affected zone and speed. They can cut all 
materials, including hard-to-machine materials such as super alloy, stainless steel, Kevlar, and boron carbide. They can also easily 
cut aerospace material s such as graphite composite and titanium, and brinle materials such as advanced ceramics, granite, marble 
and glass. 

The high speed jet of water transfers the kinetic energy to the abrasive particles and the mixture (water and abrasives) 
impinges on the work piece mate rial. The performance of AWJM process is dependent on erosion of material by pressurized 
water-abrasive mixture and mechanical properties of work piece material along with various other process parameters [3]

The set up consists of a pump, abrasive hopper, high pressure tube, cutting head, catcher. etc. A WJM cuts 10 times faster 
than the conventional machin.ing methods. The system uses a high-speed water jet to accelerate abrasive particles at extremely 
high speeds so that it will erode (shearing) the work piece material at impact. 

High pressure water starts at the pump. and is delivere u2fr ia l high pressure plumbing to the cutting head. The 
pump or an intensifier elevates the fluid to desired nozzle pr ~ ffl th. umulator smoothes out the pulses in the fluid jet. 
Flow out, of the pump is turbulent (highReynolds number ~~ essure , rder of 50,000 PSI. The Huidenters a mixing 
lUbe, a section of which contains a sapphire onfice. The or, . c · !s)tl~e of salti>hJ e because the deSign speCificatIOns requi re that 
the orifice remain at a constant, size and shape in spite of ilu:.1)igh piess.~rE; for~es and wear and tear. The fluid is forced through 
the orifice at a speed on ressure ofihe rflow at the location of the orifice is lower than the order of about Mach 3. Th~£p:
atmospheric (increase of fluid speed across the orifice an til. ~.~.ontpanying pressure drop with the increased fluid 
velo.city). At t~lis .point, the ab~a~ive is sucked into the st.ream tfiti~,lIJj~,l,01''C~lled ~ "mixing chamber." See Fig. I for a cross 
section of the InSIdes of the mixIng chamber and the tubmg surrou '·ITg'tne-'Sapphlre OrIfice [4]. __~-:--
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Fig- I : Cross-seclion of the insides of the mixing ehamber 

The process parameters included in AWJM <lre transverse feed rate, waterjet pressure, SOD, abrasive mass flo w rate, 
abrasive type, nozzle diameter, thickness of material, etc, and some perform<lnce parameters taken into consideration are surface 
roughness, kerf width, taper angle, taper ratio, etc [5]. So in this study we have considered three major process parameters such as 
transverse feed rate, waterjet pressure and SOD and perfonnance parameters measured is surface roughness. The sample is a 
SS304 25mm thick plate. Jt is observed that surface roughness is one of the main ways of evaluating quality of cut surf.1ces 
obtained wHh AWl cutting. It is also one of the most often specified end user requiremen ts [6]. Process parameters such as 
traverse speed, material grade and thickness, abrasive fl ow rate and abrasive size directly affect surface roughness [7] . 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiments were conducted with a commercial abrasive waterjet machine Omax 60 120 which is illustrated 
schematically in Figure I. The details of the machine and process parameters are listed in Table 1. The three major process 
parameters considered in this experiment are transverse feed rate of the nozzle, water jet pressure at nozzle exit and abrasive mass 
flow rate. The two responses were also considered such as surface roughness and taper ratio in thi s experiment. Stainless steel 304 
is used as the work piece for experimentation having dimension of 400mmX 1 00mmX25mm. Chemical composition of SS304 is 
given in Table 2. 

representation of A\VJM 
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MACHINE DIMENSIONS 

footprint (~ith ~1)Jllroll..:r) 
 1:-) ' 1)" x 9'2" (51715 mm x 2,794 J111ll) 


Weigh I (Hlnk emply) 
 r..2DD Ib 12.S 12 kg) 


J·ki£.ht (with sdssor 2lulIIOi llg) 
 9'7" C!.1)21 mm) 

Operating Weigh I 
 23.200 Ih ( 10.545 k") 

WORI( ENVELOPE 
x-y ellttinn Twvcl 10'6" x 5'2" (3,200 111m x 1,575 111m) 
Z-Axis Travel S" (203I1lm) 
Table Size 12'0" x 6'5" 0,658 mlll.x 1,956 mm) 

STANDARD MODEL SPECIFICATIONS 
Malerial Support Slats 4" x l iS" Galvanized Sleel 
Maximum Supported Material Lond 400 Ibs/sq ft (1.950 kgl~meIer) 
Electrical Requirements 3-Phase. 380-480 VAC ± 10%,50-60 I-Iz 
Noise Level Below 80 dBA at one meter for submcrued cutting 
Speed 180 in/m in (4,572 111m/min) 
Linear Positional Accuracy ±O.OO I" (±0.025 mm) 
Repeatability ±O.OO I" (±0.025 mm) 

T:lblc- 1: AWJ l11:1chinc spccification 

C Si Mn P s Cr Ni 
0.08 10.368 1.74 0.0 18 0.019 19.04 7.93 

T:lblc- 2: Chemical composition of 55304 

2.1 Design of experiment (DOE) 

Design of experiments is a series of tests in which purposeful changes are made to the input variables of a system or 
process and the effects on response variables arc measured. Design of experiments is applicable to both physical processes and 
computer simulation models. Experimental design is an effective tool for maximizing the amount of information gained from a 
study while minimizing the amount of data to be collected. Factorial experimental designs investigate the effects of many different 
factors by varying them simultaneously instead of cbanging only one factor at a time. Factorial designs allow estimation of the 
sensitivity to each factor and also to the combined effect of two or more factors. In a highly competitive world of testing and 
evaluation, an efficient method for testing many factors is needcd [8]. In the current study Response Surface Methodology (RSM) 
has been applied for the above mentioned process parameters, using statistical software, Design-Expert VS. 

2.2 Response surface methodology (RSM) 

Response surface methodology (RSM) is a collection of mathematical and statistical techniques [or empirical model 
building. By careful design of experiments. the objective is to optimize a response (output variable) which is influenced by several 
'ndependent variables (input variables). An experiment is a series of tests, called runs, in which ehanges are made in the input 
,'ariables in order to identifY the reasons for changes in the output response. 

The application of RSM to design optimization is aimed at reducing the cost of expensive analysis methods (e.g. finite 
element method or CFD analysis) and their associated numerical noise. 

The response can be represented graphically, either in the three-dimensional space or as contour plots that help visualize 
the shape of the response surface. Contours are curves of constant response drawn in the Xi. Xj plane keeping all other variables 
fixed . Each contour corresponds to a particular height of the response surface . 

2.3 Box-Behnken design 

A Box-Behnken design is a type of response surface design that does not contain an embedded factorial or fractional 
factorial design. For a Box-Behnken design. the design points fall at combinations of the hig h and low factor levels and their 
midpoints: 

• Walerjet pressure: 50,000PSI, 52500PS[ and 55,000PSI 
• Transverse feed rate: 27mmlmin, 38mmlmin and 50mmlmin 
• SOD: 0.55mm, 0.8mm and 1.05mm 
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Fig- 3: Three-factor Box-Behnken design 

Here we have taken 17 samples having dimensions 20x20 mm and 25 mm thick of SS304 with varying input panllllctcJ'S 
Watcrjet pressure, transverse feed rate and SOD, The output parameters are then analysed according to the given data. 
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Fig- 4: (a) Actual sample that were cut during experimentation aDd (b) Left over material from work piece 

3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section. the effect of the process parameters such as waterjet pressure, transverse speed and SOD on the surface 
roughness at the top, middle and bottom of the work piece were analysed. The readings for surface roughness were taken fit three 
different locations for every single work piece as shown in figure 5. 

f 
i 
1' 

(al (bl 
Fig- 5: (a) Actual view of cut where roughness was measured for 25 mm work piece, (b) DimensiOD of individual sample 
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Factor I Farror 2 Fartor J Response I Rcspom;c 2 Respvnsc J 
Std Run i\:Water .Jet l'rcssllre II:Spcccl C:SO!) 'I:op Middll' Bottom 

psi mm/min mm micron micron Micron 
I 6 50000 27 o.~ 2.2.12 2.657 2.987 
7 9 50000 JX.5 1.05 2.325 2.419 3.012 
5 10 50000 -- 38.5 0.55 2.4 56 2.527 2.923 
3 13 50000 50 ().~ 2.335 2.471 2.995 
II 0 52500 27 1.05 3.254 3.265 3.757 
15 3 52500 38.5 0.8 J.452 3.855 4.039 
16 4 52500 38.5 0.8 3.596 3.855 4.238 
14 5 52500 38.5 0.8 4.412 4.789 4.835 
10 7 52500 50 0.55 3.781 3.956 4.012 
12 12 52500 50 1.05 3.996 4.227 4.438 
13 14 52500 38.5 0.8 4.003 4.123 4.238 
17 15 52500 38.5 0.8 4.259 4.591 4.737 
9 16 52500 27 0.55 2.4 57 2.752 4.006 
8 I 55000 38.5 1.05 3.756 3.862 4.122 
6 8 55000 38.5 0.55 3.154 3.249 3.43 i 
4 II 55000 50 0.8 3.258 3.379 3.591 
2 17 55000 27 0.8 3.552 3.822 4.059 

Table- 3: EXllcriment;lI dat4t 

3.1 Analysis of Surface Roughness at Top 

Surfhce Roughness tester was used in the study for determining the surface roughness value of (he machined samples ill 
microns. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on experimental data for investigating the s ignificance and contribution 
of the machining parameters on roughness. The ANOVA of surface roughness so obtained is given in Table 4. 

Anal sis of variance table Partial sum of squares - Type III 
Sum of Mean F p-value 

Source Squares df Square Value Prob > F 
Model 0.55 9 0.062 4.52 0.0296 significant 

A-Waterjet Pressure 0.21 I 0.21 15 .25 0.0059 
B-Speed 0.035 1 0.035 2.54 0.1548 
C-SOD 0.02 1 I 0.021 1.55 0.25 37 

AB 3.236E-003 I 3.236E-003 0.24 0.6410 
AC 0.010 I 0.010 0.77 0.4102 
BC 8.270E-003 I 8.270E-003 0.61 0.461 5 
A" 0.20 I 0.20 14.49 0.0067 
B' 0.034 1 0.034 2.47 0.1603 
C 0.0 18 I 0.018 1.34 0.2855 

Residual 0.095 7 0.01 4 
Lack of Fit 0.052 3 0.017 1.57 0.3280 not s ignificant 
Pure Error 0.044 4 0.011 
Cor Total 0.65 16 

Table- 4: ANOVA for response surface quadratic model at Top 

The Model F-value of 4.52 implies the model is significant. There is only a 2.96% chance that an F-value this large could 
ocCur due to noise. Values of "Prob > F" less than 0.0500 indicate model terms are significant. In this case A, At\2 are significant 
model terms. Values greater than 0.1000 indicate the model terms are not significant. If there are many insignificant model terms 
(not counting those required to support hierarchy), model reduction may improve your model. The "Lack of Fit F-value" of 1.57 
implies the Lack of Fit is not significant relative to the pure error. There is a 32.80% chance that a "Lack of Fit F -value" this large 
could occur due to noise. Non-significant lack of fi t is good -- ,,ye want t,b'SL t . 
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Sid. Dev. 0.12 R-Squ;,rcd 0.8533 

Nknn 1.8 I i\dj R-Squared 0.6647 

C.V, %1 6.45 Prell R-Squared -0..1751 
PRESS 0.89 Adeq Precision 6.270 

-2 Log Likelihood -]9.87 BIC -11.53 
AICc 16.80 

~

'rahle- 5: Vnlues of signal to noise ratio 

A negative "Pred R-Sqll~rcd" implies that the overall mean may be it better predictor ofyollr response than the current 
model. "Adeq Precision" measures the signal to noise ratio. A ratio greater than 4 is desirable, Your ratio of 6,270 indicates tin 
adequate signal. This model can be used to n8vigute the design space. 

A negativc "Pred R-Squarcd" implies that the overall mean may be a belter predictor ofyollr response than the current 
model. "Adeq Precision" measures the signal to noise ratio. A ratio greater thnn 4 is desirable. Your nHio of 6.270 indicates an 
adequate signal. This model can be used to navigate the design space. 

Figure 6 (a) and (b) shows effect of waLcrjel pressure and transverse speed 011 surface roughness when SOD was nt the 
centre point. Surface roughness increases with increasing waterjet pressure but after some time it starts to decrease slightly. This is 
seen at both the levels of speed i.e. high as well as low levels which are representcd by red and black lines respectively in figure 
7(a). Similar is the Celse with Transversc specd, in which the roughness increases wi th increase in speed, shown in figurc 7(b). The 

lI contourS and thrce dimensional response surfaces wcre plotted in figures 6(c) & (d), as a function of the interactions of an)' two of 
the factors by holding the other one at average valuc. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig- 6: Effect of Waterjet pressure and speed on surface roughness when SOD was at centre point. (a) The effect of 
Waterjet pressure and Speed (fixed) on Surface roughness at top, (b) The effect of Waterjet pressure (fixed) and Speed 011 

Surface roughness at top, (c) Contour plOts of effects of Waterjet pressure and Speed and (d) Response surface plots of the 
effects of Waterjet pressure and Speed on Surface roughness. 

Final Equation in Terms of Coded Factors: 

Sqrt (Top) ~ + 1.93 +0.18 ';1 +0.078 * B +0.074 *C -0. 014 • AE +0.051 ';lC -0.023 • BC -0.22 ';1' -0.022 • B' -0.066 • C' 

The equation in terms of coded factors can be lIsed to make predictions about the response for given levels of each factor. By 
default, Ihe high levels of the factors are coded as +1 and the low levels of the factors are coded as -I. The coded equation is 
useful for identirying the relative impact of the factors by comparing the factor coefficients. 

Final Equation in Terms of Actual Factors: 

Sqrt (Top) ~ -98.01988 +3.67550£-003 • Water Jet Pressure +0.12233 • Speed -1.79517' SOD -9.89258£-007 • Water Jet 

Pressure' Speed -;.8.17831 £-005 -0.015816 • Speed' SOD -3.46511£-008 • Water Jet Pressure' -6. 75576£-004' Speed' 

1. 05263 • SOD' 

Tbe graphical representation of the above said surface roughness model is depicted below in figure 8. 


Predicted vs, ).,e!ual Pert...tlolion 
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Fi l~- 7: (.1) (,; nlJlh (If I'I'(~ dic:lccl V:-; Al' lll:Il nJlI~hlll'SS and (h) I'CI'hll'lmlitlll (; "aph ur Surf:u:c Roughness 

From fi g ure 7 (a). il is observed Ihm Ihe sur!;u;e ru ughlH;~ s values ft) f 8 rUlis li t; ahove and 6 helow or:.gin lillc 
n:spel.aively ane! rt;;S I o f the vn lues arc 011 the li ne, The clh.'c l o r indi vid l! al p:mllllc ler nil surfm:c l'Uughncss was f(Hlnd by ploUing 
the pcrtllrbmioll graph as shown i ll Ji gure 7 (11) , 

The cllecl of mac hining p:mlllleh.: rs ob:.;erved OJ} surfilcc roughness al Top arc discussed bd uw: 

(.1) Effect of Water-jet pressure 
The curve with denotation (A) shows the erth:t o f Watt:l:ict prt:ssurc {)Il surface roughness, It is revealed form th<.: figure 

that with increase in wlItC[jct pressure. rhe surllice roughr wss lirstly increases then it decreases s lightly. This is because at higher 
waterjet pressure tile kinetic energy orthe illllividual p<1rticl·.: inside (Ile jet increases and cnhnnccs their capability for the material 
removal. However, higher wClterj et prcs:mre may also result in random collision between the panicles due lO the large acceleratioll 
and also due to more energy n'om the ab ra::>iYt: to the anm bombarded by the water jet hence resulting in a rougher cut. 

(b) Effect of Transverse Speed of cuuing head 
The curve with denotation (13) shows Ihe e ffect of Transverse speed on surface roughness. It can be seen in the 

perturbation graph that as the transverse speed increases the roughness also increases this due to the fac t that as the cutting hc,.d 
moves faster. less number o f partic les is .wuilable at the time of machining o f sample per unil orca of sample. Thus, less Ilumber 
of impacts and CUlling edges will be avai lable pCI' unit area that results in roughe r sur face fini sh. Consequently. the surface 
roughness is highcr at higher transverse speed ofcutling head, 

Ic) ElTect of Stand-off distance (SOD) 
The curve with denotation (C) shows the e ffect of SOD on surface roughness. The graph shows a ri se in surface 

roughness wi th increase in SOD in first half but then remains almost constant. This increase in the roughness can be justHied by 
the fact that as the SOD increases the j et diverges more which results in reduced effective jet diameter. 

3.2 Parametric Optimization 

The optimum solution was obtained by DOE softwarc Design Expert 10 by cons ideri ng the relation between the thrce 
input parameters and response va ri ables. The optimum parameter settings so obtained are given below in Table 6. 

Space Parameter Optimum value 
Waterj et pressure 50000.0 12 psi 
Transverse speed 38.363 mm/min 
Stand-off distance 0.550 mm 

Top 2.379 microns 
Middle 2.5 I 8 microns 
Bottom 2.987 microns 

Table- 6: Optimum Values of Parameters in Design 
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<a) (b) 
Fig- 8: (3) Optimization contours on surface roughness and (b) Surfaces of poss ible optimum solutions 

4. CONCLUSION 
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(iv) 	'1 lit:: optimal combination of Input paral1lel c r~ is Wateljet pressure 50000.012 psi. Trallsvcr!';c speed JS 3 G3 nllJ1dl1in and 
Stand-orr distance 0.550 11I1l1 . 

(v) 	 It was IOllnd that water jet pressure had greater dlcet On surfhcc roughness at all (hree posilions i.c. lOp. middle and hottom 
f(lllowcd hy ttnnsverse speed ofculting head and stand-off distance. 

(vi) 	 Increase in wHlcrjel pressure and transverse specd of cUlting head signilicantly afreded the surfh,c roughness p<U'amdcr 
which increased with inl:rcasc in both the parameters. Whert:<ls t.:hangc ill SOD hml just marginal significlJllcc on surl~\I.::t: 
roughm:ss which increased the surface rollghness with increase in SOD. 
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ABSTRACT 

Properties that mainly determine the thermal performance of a liquid for heat transfer applications are tlte thermal 
conductivity, viscosity, specific heat and density. Fluids such as air. water, ethylene glycol, amI mineral oils are typically lIsed 
as heat transfer mel/ia in applications such as power generatioJl, chemical production, automobiles, air conditioning and 
refrigeration. However, their heat transfer capability is limited by their very low thermal conductivity. For enhancement of 
thermal conductivity of (/Iese jluids, much attention hlls been paid ill (fIe past decade to II new type of composite material i.e. 
flflllOjluids. Nanojlllirls lire the suspensions of nalloparticles iu base jluids. Nalloparticles have unique features different from 
convelltional solids lilJuid mixtures ill wllic" mm or micrometer ...ized particles ofmetals lIud /lOll-metals are dispersed. Due to 
tlJeir e.x:celleJlt c1,araderistics IUI110jluills find wille applications ill enllancing heat transfer. A lIanoparticles suspension ;s 
considered liS a three phase system illcludillg the solid phase (Nanopartieles), the liquid phase (flUid media), and the interfacial 
phase, wltiel, contributes signijic(l11tly to the s.vstem properties because of their r!Xtremely high surface-to-volume ratio ill 
nallojluids. 

This study provides al1 experimental review all the effect of lIalloparticle size 011 cOllvective IIeat /Tansfer. The researchers 
focused all tile measuring (IIUI modeling IlJe Ileat trtmsfer c"aracteristics of J1{lIlojluids alit! they did experiment on tI,e Si01 

and AlzOJ nallopartieles. The nonoparticle size ranges from 10 nm to 100 mn. It was seen ,Itat adding lIanopartic/es to the 
coolaut significantly influences the heat tranSfer coefficient ill turbulentflolV regime. 

Ke.rwords: Nallopartieles size, Heat Transfer Enhancement, Nallojluids, helff transfer coefficieut. 
) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Tile enhancement of convective heat transfer and the related experimental and theoretical research beco me at present an 
independent, important and rapidly developing field ofhea[ transfer theory. High heat flux removal is a major consideration in the 
design of many machines, equipment and technologies, and can be accomplished using various kinds of heat transfer equipment. 
The urgency of this problem is determined by driving to enhance the perfonnance of heat exchange devices, reduce energy costs 
and achieve maximum compactness with minimum material consumption. One of the solutions to the problem of heat transfer 
performance enhancement could be the use of so called nanofluids, which are fluids containing nanoparticles of various 
composition[lJ_ 

Very small particles suspension in saturated liquids (water, ethylene glycol, engine oil) is defined as nanofluids may 
constitute a very interesting alternative for advanced thermal applications. It has been found that important heat transfer 
enhancement may be achieved while using nanofluids compared~e of conventional fluids; some oxide nanoparticles 
exhibit an excellent dispersion properties in traditional cooling vq~~nOlayer acts as a thermal bridge between a solid 
nanoporticle about less than in dimension lOOnm and a bulk.r~~n i~ to enhancing thermal conductivity. Nanofluids 
are dilute liquid suspensions of nanoparticle. The thermal bl~~l7Y>bProvide ~for an enormous innovation for heat transfer 
intensification the nanofluid structure consisting of nan o,'p'P ic l e3%.~~""Iulk Ii and nanolayers at solid liquid interface[3]. 
Scientists have been quite active in the past few decades in ~tr~d~arch bfn_9ve ~ oaches to increase heat dissipat ion of various 
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conling dL'\'iC"~s. ! leal tr~lIl s re r through a fluid lll..:d iu nJ is importftnt ill s(:vcral <.'llgill('cring applicat ions including he,H c.\cllangL'rs. 
refrigL'ralors. i1utomobik:s. and power plants. The ability of a fluid medium to transfer heat acrosS a slI1;·1I 1 tcmperature di l"Iercncl' 
cnhances the ctTieiency of energy conversion and ilTlproves the design and performance o f autolllobile t:ngincs, heat trllnsfer 
devices, and rniero-electro-lllcchnnical systems (MErviS). In reccnt years, modern technologies have pcrlllittecithe manuf<lcturing 
ora new cl<!ss of fluid s, called nanofluids_ 

2. LETERATURE REVIEW: 

A.V. Minalov (11- The paper briefly explains the effect of varioliS parametcrs on heat transfer intensification. These parameters 

arc particle eoncentration particle size, nanoparticle material, temperature. This paper also focllsses the p~rticlc effectiveness or 

the nanofluid. This p"per gives the experimental results. Extensive experimental studies ofturblilent convective heat transfer in 

annular channel for several water based nanofluids containing AlzO) and SiOz particles is carried out in this paper. 


Prof. A.M. Meshram[2J_ This paper is to presents the broad range ofnanofluid based current and future applications. This gives a 
brief description of how heat transfer enhances lIsing Nanofluids. And its appl ication in va rious fields viz. heat iransportat ion, 
military applications, medical, etc. This paper focuses one explaining the ba.c;ic mechanisms of improvement in heat transfe r by 
addition nano particles. It is an overview of systematic studies that address the complexity ofnanotluid systems and advances the 
understanding ofnanoscale contributions to viscosity, thermal conductivity, and cooling efficiency ofnanofluids is presented. A 
nanoparticle suspension is considered as a three phase system including the solid phase (nanoparticles), the liquid phase (fl uid 
media), and the interfacial phase, which contributes significantly to the system properties because of their extremely high surface
to-volume ratio in nanofluids. 

Cong Q [3] The effects of two kinds of base ft.uid (H20 and Ga) and three different nanoparticle radiuses (20 nm, 40 nm and 80 
nm) on the natural convection heat transfer ofa rectangular enclosure filled with AbO} - water and Ab03-GA nanoft.uid at 
different Rayleigh numbers (Ra = 103and Ra = 105

) are discussed based on a n.vo-phase lattice Boltzmann method in this p'aper. 
This paper does comparative study of heat transfer characteristics between H20 based and GA based nanofluids.Jt is seen that 
AhOrGA nanoft.uid shows a better heat transfer enhancement thanAbOJ-water nanofluid. A1203- Ga and nanoft.uid with the 
same smallest radius (r = 20 nm) can enhance the heat transfer by 86.0% and 24.5% compared with water respectively. It is also 
found thatAIzO) -Ga nanofluid at low Rayleigh number (Ra = 10 showsthebiggest heat transfer enhancement (shows a 4.40/0 
increase for every nanoparticle radius decreasing 20 nm) compared with AI20 J - water nanoft.uid. The enhancement ratio at low 
Rayleigh number is about 3-10.8% and 23.5-28.8% more than that at high Rayleigh number forAb03 - water and AhOrGA 
nanoft.uid respectively. In addition, the nanoparticle fraction distributions in the enclosure are also investigated. 

F. M. Ali (4] This paper studies the effeet of particle size and volume fraction concentration on the thermal conductivity and 
thermal diffusivity of AhO) nanofluids. This study presents new data for thermal conductivity enhancement in four nanofluids 
containing 11,25,50,63 run diameter aluminium oxide nanoparticle in distilled water. The result shows that the thennal 
conductivity and thermal diffusivity enhancement ofnanofluids increases as the particle size increases. This enhancement 
attributed to the many factors such as, ballistic energy, nature of heat transport in nanoparticle, and interfacial layer between 
solid/fluids. 

Valtteri Mikkola [5]. In this Master's Thesis. impacts of concentration, particle size and thermal conductivity of particle material 
on convective heat transfer ofnanofluids are experimentally examined. It covers key areas of heat transfer characteristics such as 
stability, aggregation, zeta potential, density, specific heat, viscosity. 

3. TYPES OF NANOFLUIDS : 

The range of potentially useful combinations ofnanoparticic and base fluids is enormous. Nanofluids can be classified broadly by 
the type ofparticles into four groups: 
I. Ceramic 

2. Pure metallic 
3. Alloy 
4. Some allotropes of carbon or carbon-based nanofluids. -
Nanoparticle Materia1s: 

Assistd 
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I. Oxide ceramics ~ Aha), CuO Dept.. I.let h, ~ng!..
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5. Non-metals - Graphite, carbon 
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fl. 1.;lycre el - /\ 1'1 A I.:O ;. Cu + C 
Ba:-;c Flui(J.s: 

I. \\' <1ter 
2. Elhylellc- or Iri-ethylellc-glycols and otber coolants 
3. Oil ,mel other lubricants 
4. Bio-fluids 
5. Polymer solution 

3.1 EFFECT OF SOME PARAMETERS ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NANO-FLUIDS: 

I. Particle Size 
2. Particle Volume: Fraction 
J. Particle Material 
4. Particle Shape 
5. Particle ivlaterial and Base Fluid 

6, Temperature 

7. Effect of Acidity (PH) 

~. EFFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE IN SiO,NANOFLUIDES: 

Further the effect of nanoparticles diameter on the heat transfer characteristics in turbulent regime of nanofluids containing silica 
particles was investigated. The particles diameter ranged from 10 tolOO nm, all other experimental conditions were similar. Fig.1 
presents the dependence of the average heat-transfer coefficient on flow rate of the 2% nanofluid with particles of different size. 
As is obvious, at a fixed fluid flow rate the heat transfer coefficient definitely inereases with increasing particle size. It is found 
that the viscosity of nanofluid decreases with increasing particle size, while the thermal conductivity, on the contrary, increases. It 
should be noted that currently in the literature there is no consensus regarding the dependenee of transfer coefficients of 
nanofluids on the particle size. The available data are rather contradietory. This is espeeially true for the thermal eonductivity of 
nanofluid. Many works indicate that the thermal conductivity coefficient increases with increasing particle size. Though. the fact 
that the viscosity decreases with increasing particles size is ascertained more reliably. Recall that the average heat transfer 
coefficient in the turbulent regime at a fixed fluid flow rate is proportional to the complex of .u·0.37ko.57. W ith the increase in 
particle size, thermal conductivity of nanofluids inereases, whereas the viscosity, on the contrary, decreases and. as a 
consequence, heat transfer unambiguously enhanees. This is shown in Fig.I . 
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Fig.1. He::tt tr::tnsfer coefficient versus flow rate for various sizes of Si02 nanoparticles at a bulk concentration of 2% [1]. 

Now it was found thatat a fixed Reynolds number the heat transfer coefficient has a maximum at particle size of 25 nm. The 
reason for this non-monotonic behavior again lies in the effect of nanopartiele size on the transfer coeffieients of nanofluids. 
According to Mikheev's formula, at a fixed Reynolds number, the heat transfer coefficient is proportional to the complex of fl ' 
037k° .57. in this case, with increasing particle size, we are faced with two competing tendencies, nameiy, the viscosity decreases 
while the thermal conductivity increases. Therefore the depen~ ,r - eat transfer coefficient on the particle size has a 
maximum. In this particular case it falls on the particle size of ~l Fm: ~~ notonic behavior of heat transfer coefficient is 
probably the main reason for such wide variations and in '(~t~tI ~' data on turbulent heat transfer of 
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mlllofluids, found in the litcrntun.: , because. as is ohvious, tile heal tr<1Jlsl(:r coefficient depcnds 1101 (lnly 011 jJ<1rticJes conct::ntnllion 

but also, in n complex way, 011 particles size, as well as criu:rion which was laken for companlliw analysis, 

Thus. it waS revealed that at n fixed fl ow nHe of" Ilanofluid, the heat transrcr coefficient incrclIscs with incrense in nano pmticles 

size. and has a certain maximum at tI fixed Reynolds number. 
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Fig.2 Viscosity (a) and thermal conductivity (b) ofnanofluids versus Si02 nanoparticies sizes at a bulk concentration of 
2%[1]. 

D,nm ~ln' cP kill k", 

10 1.43 1.015 

16 1.36 
I 

1.04 

25 1.33 1.027 

100 1.11 l.075 

Table I: Viscosity and thermal conductivity of nanofluids versus Si02 nanopartic1es sizes at a bulk concentration of 
2%.cf[ll· 
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Fig.3. Heat transfer coefficient versus Reynolds number for various Si02 nanopartieles sizes at a bulk concentration of 

2% III. 

5. EFFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE IN AI,O, NANOFLUIDES: 

PG:;;;;;;;:~;;;:"~easurements were made at room temperature, The samples consisted of 
A120) nanoparticles dispersed in distill 

of particle size, Moreover, it displaYefl"""~fJ 
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layed the thermal conductivities for AI203 nanofluids as a function 
thermal conductivity and t~nal diffusiyjty on the particle size, as 
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Particles 

size 

(nm) 

Thermal 

conductivity 

(W/m.K) 

Enhancement 

in thermal 

conductivity 

(%) 

11 0.676 9.56 
25 0.681 10.37 
50 0.689 11.6 
63 0.705 14.26 

Table.2.Variation of thermal conductivity of AI 20 3nanofluid with particle size obtained for 1.4 % volume fraction[SJ. 
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Fig-4.Variation of thermal conductivity of AI 20 3 nanofluid with particle size obtained for 1.4 % volume fractionI4]. 

Furthermore, the thermal conductivity of the smallest nanoparticles are lower than that of the largest nanoparticles. This would be 
attributed to phonon scattering at the solid-liquid interface. The phonon mean free path in small particles may be reduced by 
phonon-phonon scattering, scattering at the boundaries between nanoparticle and molecules, as well as , lattice imperfections. 
However, the relationship between the particle size and its thermal conductivity nonlinearly dependent for the particle size as 
shown in Figure 8. The lattice imperfections in smaller nanoparticles cannot remarkably affect the thermal conduetivity. This 
·ndicates that, the phonon- phonon scattering at the boundary between nanoparticle and fluid interfacial can be more remarkable 
than that at the lattice imperfections. Though lattice imperfections are readily fanned in small particles, the thermal conductivity 
and thermal diffusivity ofnanoparticles is mainly subject to its size. There fore, the results suggest that, the thermal conductivity of 
nanofluid is subject to a s ize-dependent effec t. The results show that, the enhancement in thermal conductivity were 9. 56 , 10.37, 
11.6, 14.26% at particle s ize 11, 25, 50, and 63 nm at volume fraction 1.4% respectively. These results indicate that~ the 
enhancement thermal conductivities of Al203 nanoparticle suspension in distilled water have increased with increase in the 
particle size of nanoparticles. The results are listed in the TabJe.2. 

The heat transfer coefficient depends on the coeffieient of thermal conductivity of nanofluids. 

The relation is given by: 

h=k/cS 
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Natllr~ or heat transfer surlill:l: lJ) Fluid ' ;-; density J OJ (r l:omt:trie ..1! sdup and diml!llsions. So. the tutal illlire"se in heaL trans f..:r 
cOl.!flkiel1t b less than the therll1alr.:Ollductivity. 

Thl.! Nusselt Number is given by. 

Nu=hdfl{ 

So. the overa ll Nussclt Number dcr.:reases as the particle size and thermal conductivity inerc<lses. 

" 

" I! 
, , , 

!D 15 30 )~ " d,::::l',!n o! n .!..:!pII'~{4) 

Fig.S. Variation of the average Nusselt number with particle size[5] 

Nanofluid with small radius ean enlmnce the heat trans fer. Nusselt number of nanofluid increases with Ihe decreasing nanoparliclc 
radius. 

6. APPLICATIONS: 

1) Heat transfer in microelectronics 

2) Pharmaceutical processes 

3) Hybrid-powered engi nes 

4) Engine cooling 

5) Domestic refrigerator 

6) Nuclear reactor coolant 

7) Grinding machi ning 

8) Space technology Boiler flue gas temperature reduction. 


7. CONCLUSION: 

1. 	 The analysis of the literature shows that in the avai lable works there is neither quantitative nor qualitative consensus in 
terms of turbulent heat transfer perfonnance of nanofl uids. In the meantime, almost all scientists note that the effect of 
nanoparticies on the heat transfer in the turbulent flow regime is much more complicated than that in laminar flow 
regime. This circumstance requires additional systematic experimental study of turbulent heat transfer o f nanofluids_ 

2. 	 For Si02 nanofluid, The heat transfer coefficient increases with the particle size. 
3. 	 The heat transfer coefficient increases with decreasing the average nanoparticie diameter in Ah~ nanofluid. 
4. 	 Overall, the majority of results seems to indi cate the small particle size to be beneficial for nanofluids, but no widespread 

consensus concerning the effect or its magnitude exists_ 
5. 	 Consequently, the final practical aim of improving convective heat transfer performance of fluids is to decrease the 

power of pumps or alternatively the size and fi nancial cost of heat exchangers. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tool wear ofmaclrine tools alld large usage of lubricallts is tire major problems ill maclIinillg process during mauufacturing. 
Tool life and temperature IIave all inversely proportiollal to eacII otlIer, Iltllnely that 'he lower the temperature at tile tool-chip 
interface is, tile higller tile tool life will be, lind vice-versa. This paper investigates tile performance ofa cuttillg tool implallted 
witll ami witllout /leat pipe on reducing clltlingtemperatllre alld surface roughness of work pieee. Tile temperature of II tool 
plays all important role Oil surface fillisll of work piece and accuracy of workpiece, as well as life of tool ill macllillilJg. 
Allimplanted heat pipe technology "as been developed to efficientlyreduce the IIeat produced at tile tool-cllip illterface ill 
macilinillg, thereby. reducing temperature of tool life and increase tool life. Compared with dry turning 1I1U1 flllid cooling, tile 
results indicate considerable benefit ofhellt-pipe-helped cooling all clltting temperature. tool wear, alld tool life. Thi~' IIllly be 
mainly credited to the fact that the /lelltpipe COOling cau ease tire cuttillg temperatllre at the tool tip and especially tlte 
difference of temperatllres between tliecllttingel/geandtlieblllkoftheillserl byimproviuglieal llissipalion. Trials should be carried 
out ill botll with and witllon/hellt pipe ill machining aUlI the temperature of tool will be measllred.lni'lilll aperimenls were 
carried ont nSing all air cooled hellt pipe ami all attempt was mflile to measure til e improvement ill clltting operatioll tlwt Cllll 
be llchieved whell tile air cooled beat pipe was replaced by a wllter cooled hent pipe. 

Keywords: Cutting Temperatnre, Hell1pipe, Surface Roughness, Dry Tnrlling. 

1. Introduction 

Machining is an important manufacturing process in industry. The purpose of a machining process is to produce a surface 
having a quantified shape and surface finish of product. and to prevent tool wear that leads to geometric imprecision of the 
finished part. Hard turning process integrallyproduces high cutting temperature due to dry turning of the work piece and the 
generating of high fri ction at the tool--chip and the tool- work interface. The tool life is commonly improved by supply ing large 
quantity of coolant. The objective of this effort is to contribute to the important wlderstanding of the application heat pipe 

) technology in metal cutting that can effectively carry away the heat generated at the cutting tool point in machining, and thus 
reduce wearing to tool and increase life of tool. Because the use of the heat pipe cooling system may reduce the need for lubricant 
in manufacturing, the pollution and impurity of the environment by coolants, and the health problems related to skin exposure and 
particulate breathing in manufacturing can be efficiently minimized. 

In machining process, mechanical work is converted to heat by using plastic deformation involved in chip formation as 
well as friction between the tool and the work piece. The interface at which thc chip comes in contact with tool is normally the 
hottest region during cutting i.e. manufacturing process. The aim of this work is to examine the performance of cutting tool with 
and without heat pipe aided cooling technology in machining that can efficiently carry away the heat produced at the tool-chip 
interface in machining which result in reducing tool chip interface temperature and increase surface finish. The tool temperature is 
affected due to work piece material, cutting speed, feed. Depth of cut, tool geometry, lubricant. and many other parameters. Due 
to the interface of the chip and tool, which takes place at high pressures and high temperatures of cutting tool because of this the 
tool will always wear. A heat pipe is anactive passive heat transfer device with a high thermal conductivity. It is used to transfer 
heat from one point to another point by means of evaporation and condensation of the working fluid . in which circulation of the 
fluid is done with the help of capillary forces acting on it. Heat pipes are used in wide range of applications such as cooling 
purposes, die-casting and injection moulding, heat recovery, aircraft de-icing. the cool ing of batteries and the control of 
manufacturing temperatures 

1.1 WORKING OF HEAT PIPE 
The main components of heat pipe are shown in fig. 1 the heat pipe consists of evaporator section and condenser section 

and adiabatic sec tion in between. Heat pipe is made up of tube of copper material and wick structure. Path is provided in pipe for 
flow of working fluid. When temperature at section increases the teInpe;:ture < f wrking fluid also increases and it 
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ABSTRACT 

.11 industry leadiug companie.\· doing NVH testing require (l standard test hellclt Jor reJerence data acquisition aud research 
purpose. Testing aud cOllsultrllJCY illcorporate.\· tlte Design, Development, Nleasurement, Data acquisition, AllalJ'sis~ Report 
gelleratioll aimed at product improvement. This review paper is illteuded at e.xtractillg relevallt inJormlltioJl alld study oj 
various concepts aimed at designing, JabricatioJl and testing oj a mUltipurpose test rig used hy company Jor corporate 
preseutation. This test rig will be capable ojperJormillg tests like vibrational analysis, torsional vibratioll testing, rotational 
balrmcing, Jorce trallsmissihility ami noise testillg. The variolls te!1·ts capahle to be perJormed on this test rig serve the purpose 
ojpresentillg the compal1y's profile to its cliellts. Tile papers reviewed prm'ide useJul illJormation on desigll and testing oj 
systems like damped vibratiou ill a shock absorber used ill alltomohile."i, test rigs IltilisedJor estimating vibration characteristics 
oj a beam, rigs Jor vibratioll loosening oj bolts and easy interchangeability as well as its study, researcll work done on 
modellillg alld Jabricatioll ojcrallkshaJt is also considered. 
Keywords: Test Rig, FFT Analysis, Order Allalysis, Octave Analysis etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The knowledge of the physical nature of vibration phenomena has always been important for engineers in industry, as 
models are becoming lighter and more flexible due to incrcased demands for efficiency, speed, safety and comfort. A model or 
machine in motion presents several issues likc high vibration, performance limitations and failure in the model. Two ways could 
be considered to solve the vibration problem: first, prevent via proper design, and secondly, cure it, by changing model that serves 
as a design to control vibration. In any case, a full proof knowledge of vibration of the model is essential. Hence, accurate 
'uathematical models are required to describe the vibration characteristics of the model. 

For simple models, like beams and plates, good analytical predictions using closed form solutions can be easily found in 
various reference books and tables (Like Blevins) or lumped parameter systems can be used to model the dynamic behaviour of 
the model. However, for more complex models more powerful tools are needed. Today, two separate tools are used to model the 
dynamic behaviour of the models, namely analytical tools and experimental ones . The most widely used analytical tool is the 
Finite Element (FE) method, while the experimental counterparts are largely based on modal testing and analysis. As a result of 
different built-in limitations, assumptions and choices, each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages. 

Structural vibration testing and analysis contributes to progress in many industries, including aerospace, auto-making, 
manufacturing, wood and paper production, power generation, defence, consumer electronics, telecommunications and 
transportation. The widely used application is identification and suppression of unwanted vibration to improve product quality. 
This application note provides an introduction to the basic concepts of structural vibration. It presents the fundamentals and 
definitions in terms of the basic concept. It also emphasizes practical applications and real world examples. 

The tests for vibration are conducted by introducing a forcing function into a model, usually with some type of shaker. 
Alternately, a DUT (device under test) is attached to the "table" of a shaker. Vibration testing is performed to examine the 
response of a device under test (DUT) to a defined vibration environment. The measured response may be fatigue life, resonant 
frequencies or squeak and rattle sound output (NVH). Squeak and rattle tests are done with a special type of quiet shaker that 
produces very low sound levels while under operation. The most common types of vibration testing services conducted by 
vibration test labs are Sinusoidal and Random. Devices focussed at tracin~ ~vibrations are called vibroscopes. 

Vibration Analysis (VA), applied in an industrial or mainteJ1a~e~r~ ~ aims to reduce maintenance costs and 
equipment downtime by detecting equipment faults.VA is a key co~..t?~nt of a ~~tion Monitoring (eM) program, and is 
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IIsually called as Prcd il.:tiv~ i\""\ uilltL'n3ncc (Pdj\'l) . Mo~! commonly VA is ll sed to detect faults in rotating equipment ( Fans~ MUIOI'S, 

Pumps, nnd Gearboxes ctc .) like Unbalance, Misalignlllent, rolling clement hel1ring fl1ults and reSOIli.lI1Ce conditions. Vibration 
Analys is utilises the un its of Displaccll1c lII , Velocity and Acceleration displayed as a Time Waveform (TWF), but 11l0:-;t 

comlllonly the sp t:.'C trum is used, derived (rom a Fast Fourier Transform of' the TWF. The vibration spectrum provides impo1"l<Ult 
/rcqucncy in /o rmation that can pinpoint the faulty componcnt. The bas ics of' vibration an.. lys is can be learncd by studying thc 
s imple mass-spring-dnl11per model. 

Noise Analysis is a small signal rlllalysis which is carried oul at d iscrete frequencies using a lineari zed vers ion or thl.! 
circuit. The mechanics are quite sim ilar to that of ilil AC analysis. Noise analys is can be done by using various instruments and 
parameters. Mainly used SLM, ISLM, DOSIMETER, etc. 

The SLM includes a microphone, electronic (';ircuits and a readout display. The microphone detects the small air pressure 
variations associated with sound and changes them inlO elect rical s ignals. The signals are then processed by the electronic circuits 
of the instrument. The readout displays the sound level in decibels. The SLM takes the sound prcssurc level at one ins tant in a 
partieular location. Noise dosimeter is a tiny, light device which rests on a person's belt with a smaJI mierophone that fas tens to the 
person's collar, close to an ear. The dosimeter stores the noise level information and carries out an averaging process. It is useful 
in industry where noise usually varies in duration and intensity, and where the person changes locations. 

Modal analysis is the study of the dynamic properties of models under vibrational excitation. Modal ana lys is is the field 
of measuring and analysing the dynamic response of models and or fluids during exc itation. Examples would include measuring 
the vibration of a car's body when it is attached to an elect romagnetic shaker, or the noise pattern in a room when excited by a 
loudspeaker. Currently used modal analysis systems are comprised of I)transducers (typically accelerometers, load cells), or non
contact via a Laser vibro-meter. or stereo photogrammetric cameras 2) data acquisition system and an analogue to digital 
converter fTontend (to digitize ana logue instrumentation signals) and 3) host PC (personal computer) to view the data and analyse 
it. 

The analysis of the signals usually relies on Fast Fourier analysis. The resulting transfer function will show one or marc 
resonances, whose characteristic mass, frequency and damping can be estimated from the measurements. The graphic 
representation of the mode shape is very useful to NVH (noise, vibration, and harshness) engineers. The results can also be used to 
correlate with finite eleme nt analysis norlllal mode solutions 

2. DESIGN & FABRICATION 

In design and fabrication, we learned from all papers we have referred that they made it as per the s implicity of testing 
and not by the aesthetic purpose. Nikhil T et a l. [1] made a s imply supporting beam structure so that the beam testin g call be 
simple and quick. Similarly Sarika M. Aware who have done her work on test rig for threaded fastener made a simple construction 
as shown below. 

Fig.! 3D Test Rig Mode! Prepared by Sarika M. Aware 121 

2.1Design 

Designing of test rig incorporates several factors regarding the application of the rig as weH as feasibi lity for the required 
tests to be done on it. Several attempts done by various researchers were considered ranging fro m test rig design for characteristics 
for vibration of a beam. Such rigs had salient fea tures like variation in cross sec tion of the beam achieved through detachable 
ends. variable length through guide assembly as well as use of various materials. The test rig used also had arrangements for 
providing different end conditions like cantilever, simply supported and fixed ends. The location for excitement g iven cou ld be 
varied as per requi rement and excitation is provided through an eccentric mass mOilllted to a disc run by variable speed motor that 
produces a sinusoidal unidirectional force. 

The location of this excitation source can be varied (through Motor Assembly),and its magnitude can be varied by 
changing anyone of the parameters like eccentric mass (m) or distance of eccentric mass from center of the disc (e) or by 
changing RPJvJ of DC motor (w controller. Eccentric weights are adjustable from zero to full eccentricity so as to 
allow a wide range of forces approximately same~ The test-rig was designed for aluminium beam ~ 
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wilh L:un likvL:r cond ition, Dirnl::lIsious ufbc811l wel'L: c~lktililled by L:un:>ilkrinl' hUll! S\;l [it.: load duc h) wt.:igh t or motor a:-::;t.:llIbly 
and beam, Stresses dcvdope..:d WL'rc ca lculate..:d fl nfllYl icillly by drawing SF!). H~/tD fbI' cadI L:(1SC and fiJ lIlHI 10 he..: Ics,",c r than 
allowable stresses cnlL:u latcd Il s ing endurance limit ()f malcria l. The lest rig devdoped cnnbks to pCrillflll a wide rang.e of 
transverse vibmlion ~xperil1lt:l1ls with the minimum :11110 11111 ofasscmbly limc and thc 1I1aximum adaptability, 

2.2 Fa brio"!ion 

As A,P Arlin ct <II. 1.7J created a concrete base lor main frnllle placcmt.:::nt we <lrc planning to illcorpontlc 6 1\ VMs 10 
mount Ollr baseplate on it. Also, they used a 3 phase induction Illotor along with a scpamtc RPM controller 10 cOIllJ'ol motor RPM 
from 0 to 3000_ Similarly, we arc planning to lise n servo motor which will get its power from AC-DC converter ranging !'rom 0 10 
4000 RPM. Flangc coupl ing wtlS used by A.P Arun c( al. [7] to connect gearbox and Illotor shaft, Similarly. we will usc love joy 
coupling to COIlIlt':ct motor output shaft and main shaft of the test rig. As the shaft will be long enough in length it will need some 
support to avoid deflection at center, we will add two supports with bearing inside whose 10 will be similar to the OD of' sha fl. 
Here on the bearing supports we will be able to take FFT readings by mounting all accelerometer 011 it. The shaft will be h;wing a 
keyway wherc a small elisc or flywheel will be mounted. This flywheel will do thc work of measuring revolutions using I<leho 
probe mounted on fixture or 0 11 second bearing support. Before the love joy coupling two fixtures will be designed to mount a 
motor by which shaft will be rotated. One will be mounted rigidly 011 baseplate and it will bear the load of motor and another 
fixture. Another fixture will bc consisting of a stepped platc which wi ll go inside the fi rst fixture and have motor mounted 011 it. 
Below shown is the f.'lbrication and arrangement done by Nikhil T, e( al [I]. We are also planning to do the same arrangement for 
our test rig. 

Fig.2 Vibration Test Rig Prepared by Nikhil T. et al III 

3. TESTING 

3.1 Octave Analysis 

An octave is the difference between a frequency and its double or its half. There is one oetave band between frequencies 
1 000 Hz and 2 000 Hz. Like there is an octave band between 1000 Hz and 500 Hz. In application for engineers, sound spectrums 
are data presented in octave or one-third oc tave frequency bands and not in narrow frequency bands, This frequency 
representation is linked to the perception of sound by a human ear and it allows a compression of the amollnt of information . Still 
major part of this information is lost while conversions of signals from narrow frequency to one-third frequency band. Narrow 
frequency refers to band that has a constant frequency increment in step much smaller than the frequency spectrum. 
Measurements carried out with spectrum in the 200 to 4000 Hz having a frequency step of20 Hz is called narrow frequency band 
results, 

3.2 Octave Bands 

In cases where further inform ation is needed we split the spectrum in 10 bands called as the Octave Bands since there is 
one octave between the bottom and top of each band.The centre frequencies for these bands are usually: 

31.5Hz, 63Hz, 125Hz. 250Hz , 500Hz, IkHz, 2kHz, 4kHz, 8kHz and 16kHz 

Sound level meter measures the noise for each 0 	 ~~~~Ij~e~,octave, either all at the same time that is parallel or 
~e ~ ... octave band spectrum. In this case, you can cleor ly 
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Sct:: thaI (Ill: I kHz and 2kllz hmKls arc showing Illuch higher Icvels than (he others. !f you were try ing to reduce the noise thl:1I 
based Oil Ihis measuremcnt you call sec where all the effort needs to go, especially when you consider that these bands intcrsct:1 or 
overlap wilh the frequencies WhCiC a human ear is Illost sensitive. 

I I I 
N N N 

Fig.3 Oclave Band Spectrum 

3.3 FFT An.lysis 

Human ear creates a transform by changing sound-the waves with respect to pressure traveling over time and through 
the atmosphere-into a spectrum, a data of sound as a series of volumes at distinct pitch values. The brain further converts that 
information into audible sound. 

Such conversion is also pbssible by the use of a mathematical method on the same sOllnd waves or virtually any other 
fluctuating signal that varies with respect to time. Fourier transfonn is used for that specific mathematical conversion. In few 
words, the Fourier transforms changes waveform data in the time domain into the frequency domain. The way this is done is that 
Fourier transform breaks these series of time based signals into sinusoidal terms, each with a unique magnitude, frequency, and 
phase. Such process, as an effect. changes a waveform in the time domain which is difficult to understand mathematically into a 
more simplified series ofsinusoida( functions that \vhen added together, exactly reproduce the original waveform 

Descri~tion Time Series Fourier Expansion Power Spoctrum 

vlVApure5kHz v(l) = lsin(u,l)tsrne wave 

measuring 1 
 1vi I'..)1 = 2K(SkHz)volt peak f(Hz)

-lV 51< 

Fig.4 Transformation from Time Domain to Frequency Domain 

3. CONCLUSION 

By reviewing some of the papers which were based on the design and development of the test rig, we get to know that 
mainly test rig is developed on the basis of ease of operation and analysis. Also we learned some scientific phenomenon like 
cantilever condition of the bean can be very sensitive to the change in the characteristic conditions while on the other and fixed 
beam is less sensitive. From the paper of Sarika M. Aware [2] we reviewed that while developing a test model Ansys plays an 
important role for determining the safety of the test rig. We are planning to make a test rig in CAD mainly in Creosoftware first 
then for the analysis of model , we are aimed to use Ansys and the model will be desjgned towards simplicity. 
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ABSTRACT 

Properties tflat mainly determine the ,flermal performance of (l /iquiri for IIeat transfer applications are the thermal 
couductivity, viscosity, specific heat ami density_ Fluids sllch as air, water, ethylene glycol, and mineral oils are typically llsed 
as heat transfer media in applicaJions such as power generation, chemical production. automobiles, air conditioning ami 
refrigeration. However, their heat transfer capability is limited by their very low thermal conductivity. For enhancement 0/ 
thermal conductivity of IIlese jluids, much attentioll has been paid ill the past decade to a new type of composite material ie. 
lIallof/uids. Nallof/uids are the suspensions of llalloparticles ill basejluids. Nallopartic/es have ul1iquefeatures different from 
couventiollal solids liquid mb:tltres ill which mm or micrometer sized particles ofmetals alUll1011-metals are dispersed. Due to 
their excellent characteristics mlJ10jluids find wide applications ill enhancillg heat transfer. A nalloparticles suspension is 
considered as a three phase system including the solid phase (Nanoparticles), the liquid phase (fluid mer/ia). and the llllerfadal 
phase, which contributes significantly 10 the system properties because of their extremely high surjr(ce-to-volume ratio ill 
nanojlaids_ 

This study provides an experimental review on the effect Of nanopartic/e size on convective heat transfer. The researchers 
focused on the measuril1g anr/modeling the heat transfer characteristics of l1allojluids and they did experiment 0 11 the Si02 

amI Aha} llanopartic/es_ Th e nallopartic/e size ranges from 10 nm to 100 nm. It was seen that addiug lIonoparticles to the 
coolallt Sigllific(llllly iujluellces the heat transfer coefficient illtllrbllielltjlow regime. 

Keywords: Nalloparticles size, Heat Transfer Enh(lIlcemelltJ NallojlllirlsJ heat transfer coefficient. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The enhancement of convective heat transfer and the related experimental and theoretical research become at present an 
independent, important and rapidly developing fie ld of heat transfer theory_ High heat flu x removal is a major consideration in the 
design of many machines, equipment and technologies. and can be accomplished using various kinds of heat tran sfer equipment. 
The urgency of this problem is determined by driving to enhance the performance of heat exchange devices, reduce energy costs 
and achieve maximum compactness with minimum material consumption. One of the solutions to the problem of heat transfer 
performance enhancement could be the use of so called nanofluids, which are fluids containing nanoparticles of various 
composition[l]. 

Very small particles suspension in saturated liquids (water, ethylene glycol, engine oil) is defined as nanofluids may 
constitute a very interesting alternative for advanced thermal applications_ It has been found that important heat transfer 
enhancement may be achieved while using nanofluids compared to the use of conventional fluids; some oxide nanoparticJes 
exhibit an excellent dispersion properties in traditional cooling liquids [2]. The nanolayer acts as a thermal bridge between a solid 
nanoporticIe about less than in dimension lOOnm and a bulk liquid and so is key to enhancing thermal conductivity. Nanofluids 
are dilute liquid suspensions of nanoparticle_ Th al behavior provide a basis for an enormous innovation for heat transfer 
intensification the nanofluid structure con~stmg....- articles, Bulk liquid, and nanolayers at solid liquid interface[3]. 
Scientists have been quite active in the Pi frew decadesq~ search of novel a~ to increase heat dissipation of various 
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change!; Ihe phase ill va pour. Due 10 prc.s:~u rc dillcrencl! b..:lwccn condenser .mel evaporator sec lion vapour fl ows rrom ev ap<>Hllnr 
section 10 cOI1<knscr section. At condenser sC(.;liulI heal b~ taken oul due to natural cOllveclion and v"pour converts back into Iluid. 
This process kceps Oil running until the heating at evap0ralOr section stops. 

VO:1por
VV;ck \ 

COI)I,).lncr 

HC-Olt Input. . ,. \I I 
I 

4. 

Flew 

Heat Output 

t t t t 

'. .. 

Fig-I: Structure of Heat Pipe 
At the heat source the cold liquid is evaporated, [he hot vapour flow is afterwards transported to the heat sink where the 

vapour condensates again and is transponed back to the heat source. To have a convective flow of the fluid it is a necessity to 
generate a pressure difference between the hot and the co ld side of the pipe. 
1.2Analysis of tool holder 

Static structural analysis of cutting tool is carried out to check the effect ofdrilHng a hole of5mm diameter on the cutting 
(001. Force of 30 N is applied and Equivalent Von-Misses stress and total deformation is calculated and results are shown in 
figures below. 

Fig-2: Equivalent stress on cutting tool without hole 
) 

Fig-3: Equivalent ' cn:!;ti~g5t;~pl with hole 
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horn results it is obscrn,;d thnt drilling a hi)lt: ill CUlling tool produces more stress ill II but still it is in sale limits and factD], ur 

saft:ty of ton! docs not reduce ill large amourll 


2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Culling experlnH.::nts is conducted all a lathe 10 study the influence of heut pipe assisted cooling of cuning tool on CUlling 
pcrlorillancc. Cutling tool contained oftungst(:11 (,.'arbidc introduces with sculptured rake tace, HCftt pipe lIsed in this reSeal'dl work 
was made of'coppcr and working fluid. Before tilling working fluid , presence of nOli-condensable gases ifany, was detacilt::d by 
elimill<ltion using ft vftcuum pump before selecting the structural parameters of heftt pipe:, authors mnnaged preliminary 
experiments for optimizing the type of wick structure, location and the locfttion of heftt pipe, Accordingly, grooved type wick 
having an ftxial groove along the length ofheilt pipe 1m!:> becn des ignated for the study ill order to circulate the working fluid inside 
the heat pipe with less flow resistance thftll other typcs of wicks such as mesh and sintered powder types. The tool holder WftS 
provided with a 6.5mm hole on the top face using EDM process for mounting the heaL pipe in vertical position. The locatio n of the 
hole was selected in stich a way that there was sufficient surface contact between the hent pipe and the tool insert. Thermal ccmcm 
with high-pitched thermal conductivity \\IftS consumed to fix the heat pipes to the 1001 holder to ensure good thermal contact 
between the insert and the heat pipe. Assembly Ofloo1 holder with heat pipe is schematically shown in FigA 

G • 

Nomenclature: 
A- Air Cooled Heat Pipe 
B- Tool Insert 
C- Tool Holder 

D.E,F,G· ThermocoupJes 

Fig-4: Arrangement of Heat Pipe 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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'\'rial , \ ' 1 \':lllp~nlttln,~ readings wi ll lout leal " pc: 
T2SI'.No. 1'1 T3 T4 '1'"., (2.3&4) 

I 31.1 30.2 27.2 30.1 29.166 
2 30.1 27.731.2 31.2 29.666 
3 30.8 27.3 29.8331.9 31A 
4 3 1.5 29.1 30.73333.4 31.6 
5 31.9 29.8 31.8 31.16633.5 
6 34.5 32.3 30.2 31.9 31.466 

! 7 33.6 32.3 31.3 32 31.866 
8 32.B34.6 31.5 32.3 32.2 
9 35.4 34.3 31.6 33.1 33 
10 34.4 33.736 32.3 33.466 
II 37 .2 35.1 32.6 33.9 33.866 
12 33.738.2 36.7 34 34.8 
IJ 37.138.2 33.8 34.5 35.133 
14 38.6 37.8 34.8 35.7 36.1 
15 38.7 37.9 34.8 35.9 36.5 
16 37.9 36.9 39 35 36 

Trial.2 Temperature readings with heat pipe:

Sr.No. TI 1'2 T3 1'4 T ..(2 3&4) 
I 21.3 20.6 19.2 19.8 19.86667 
2 2 1.5 20.9 19.8 20.1 20.26667 
3 21.8 21.4 20.4 20.7 20.83333 
4 22 21.7 21.3 21 21.33333 
5 22.5 22 21.5 21.3 21.6 
6 22.7 22.2 21.8 21.5 21.83333 
7 22.9 22.4 22 21.8 22.06667 
8 23.4 22.8 22.3 22.1 22.4 
9 23.1 23.1 22.1 22.4 22.53333 
10 23.7 23.5 22.5 22.9 22.96667 
II 24 24 22.9 23.4 23.43333 
17 25.5 24.7 23 23.7 23.8 
13 26.7 25.3 23.8 23.9 24.33333 
14 27.3 26.1 24.5 24.4 25 
15 28 27.4 25.5 25.6 26.16667 
16 29.4 28.1 26.3 26.3 26.9 

Temperature increase vs. Depth of Cut (Turning) without heat pipe 
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l'cmpcraturc illcrca~c VS. Oepth nf Cut (Turning) with heat pipe 
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3. CONCLUSION 

The heat transfer performance fTom an experimental model in the current study confirmed that the heat generated in machining 
can be effic iently detached by the use ofa heat pipe installed on a cutting tool. After equating the result of both the type, with heat 
pipe as well as without heat pipe by using "Taguchi Method". We are predicting that by using the heat pipe; effect oftempernture 
and surface roughness is comparatively minimum at high value of speed and depth of cut on the working materials Mild Steel, 
Aluminium, Brass. So application of heat pipe in lathe machine operation is highly effective as compare to the using the normal 
coolant for cooling operation. Thus we control the tool chip interfering temperature and surface roughness of work piece by our 
practical device water Iype heat pipe. 
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ABSTRACT 

We should preserve 'he environmental balallce of planet carll1while achieving peace and development of sociely. Today',.. 
,ociely is faced by crisis relating to supply of ellergy, water, food, cle. Refrigeration is llJl important factor ill the hflclJly first 
century. /I is important in alir day-ta-day life for cOllversflIioIJ offood, medicine, blood ami preservation of hUInall organs {IJ1(I 
tissues. However, refrigeration/zas a negative effect 011 the environment aud hence, refrigeratioll systems (Ife subject /0 
development. rhis advancement provides a great opportunity Jor ,Ire emergence 0/modem refrigeration/ee/molagies (1m/new 
product Jor in/emotional markets. In upcoming years, magnetic refrigeration is considered as a serious al/ernalive Jor 
cOllvelltiollul vapour compression systems. Today proof of tbe concept is establisbed. This report reviews AMR (Active 
Magnetic Regellerative) refrigeration technology for low temperature applications that is a sofe cooling metllod to expalld IIH! 
temperatlire span ofmaglletic refrigerators based 011 AfttlR cycle. 

Keywords: (AA1R) Active magnetic refrigerator cycle, ADR (AdiabatiC Demagnetization Refrigerator), (MCE) Maglleto
caloric effect 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Refrigeration is a process of moving heat from one location to another in controlled conditions for the purpose of lowering 
temperature of enclosed space or substance and main ta ining the same low temperature, This heat transport is conventionally 
driven by vapour compression or absorption cycles, but can also be driven by ammonia, HFOs), thermal electric refrigeration, 
thermal acoustic refrigeration and magnetic refrigeration (MR). Applications of refrigerationinclude household refrigerators, 
industrial freezers. cryogenics, and air conditioning. In most developed countries, cities are mostly dependent upon refrigeration in 
supermarkets, houses in order to meet their daily needs. 
The refrigeration industry achieved a major success with the developments of refrigerants like CFC-R1 2, HCFC-R22 (1935) and 
CFC·R502 (1961), HFC R 134 (1993), etc. The complex HFCs do not deplete the ozone layer however; they still have some global 
wanning potential impact (GWP). An idealrefrigerant must be environmentally safe. chemicaily stable. materially compatible 
with high refrigeration-cycle performance, non-flammability and non- toxicity etc, Modern refrigeration techniques are focused on 
two most important drawbacks. Firstly the depletion of the ozone layer (CFC, HCFC), secondly the intensification of greenhouse 
gases (CFC, HCFC and HFC) which increases carbon footprints. 
[n order to avoid these toxic refrigerants, industries are developing environmentally friendly and suitable new technologies that 

will enable high-energy savings. therefore reducing indirect C02 emissions. 

Active magnetic refrigeration system is considered as a dynamic alternative for conventional vapour compression refrigeration 

systems. 


2. MAGNETIC REFRIGERATION 

Magnetic refrigerationtechnology based on the magneto caloric effect, an intrinsic property of certain magnetic solids, The 
magnetocaloric effect is characterised by a temperature change indue ~-1.ng reversib le magnetic field, It requires the 
combination of a magnetic source of rather high strength and a mate . ~~Ii 1.1A51j tly high refrigerant capacity.The refrigerant 
is placed in apotentially strong magnetic field, forcing its various r ~~aIPO ~align and putting these degrees of freedom 
of the refrigerant into a state of lowered entropy, The heat release <J e refrigeran ~aL~ to its loss of entropy is then absorbed by 
the heat sink To ensure that the system is insulated the magnetic I s it~~.r ~dthermal contact with the heat si nk is then 

"' . . - 'J' -r. 
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brokcil. This iJH;reilsc~ ~hc hl.:at CHpill.:l!), 'lfl hl.: refrigerant. which results in de~rcasiJlg its Icmperatun: below the t<:mpcratun..: "f lhc.: 

heat sink. 

Chc.:micnlty rare cilrll! dement g:ldoliniulIl and some o r ils alloys POSSl:SS the magnlltocaloric elTcet. Gadolinium's lempt;;J'ature 

rises whcn it is placc.:d in cl:l"fflin magnetic Iields. When il !cm·es thc magnetic ficlt!, the temperature drops. 

Equation: 

The lllagnctocalorh.: dli:ct C,lJl be qlHlIlIilil:d with the equation below: 
.. _-1 '11 (_7_' (iJM(T, /1)\ ./ 

ill"" _. C(T II)) iJT I (/1.
HO 'II J II 


Where, 

T: temperature, 
H: applied magnetic field, 
C: heat capacity of the working magnet (rcfi·igerant) 
M: magnetization of the refrigerant. 

From the equation, we can see that magnctocaloric effect Clm be enhanced by: 


I. 	 Applying a large field, 
2. 	 Using a magnet with iJ small heat capaCity, 
3. 	 Using a magnet wiih n large change in magnetization vs. temperature, at a constant magnetic field, 

3, MAGNETO-THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE 

The magneto-thermodynamic cyclc is analogous to the Carnot refrigeration cycle, but with increases and deereases in magnetic 
field strength instead ofinereases and decreases in pressure. 

1. 	 Adiabatic magnetization: A magnetocaloric substance is placed in an increasing external magnetic field. The magnetic 
dipoles afthe atoms align and decrease the material's magnetic entropy and heat capacity. This increases the temperature 
oflhe substanee. 

2. 	 Isomagnetic enthalpy transfer: This added heat can then be removed with the help ofa water based fluidor liquid helium. 
To prevent the dipoles from reabsorbing the heat the magnetic field is held constant by supplying constant energy. The 
magnetocaloric substance and the coolant are separated when equilibrium is achieved between them. 

3. 	 Adiabatic demagnetization: The substance is returned to another adiabatic condition to maintain constant entropy. This 
time the magnetic field is decreased and the thermal energy causes the magnetic moments to overcome the field due to 
which the sample cools, i.e. an adiabatic temperature change. Heat energy (and entropy) transfers from thermal entropy 
to magnetic entropy according to the intensity ofMCE. 

4. 	 lsomagnetic entropie transfer: The reheating of the material is prevented by supplying constant energy to the magnet. 
Heat energy is transferred from the environment to be cooled to the material, which placed in thermal contact. Because 
the refrigerant is cooler than the refrigerated envi ronment (by design), heat energy migrates into the working 
material.Once the refrigerant and refrigerated environment are in thermal equ ilibrium. the cycle restarts. 

4, ACTIVE MAGNETIC REGENERATORS 

A regenerator that undergoes cyclic heat transfer operations and the magneto caloric effect is called an Active Magnetic 
Regenerator (AMR).An AMR should be designed to possess the following attributes: 

I. 	 High heat transfer rate 
2. 	 Low pressure drop of the heat transfer fluid 
3. 	 High magneto caloric effect 
4. 	 Sufficient structural integrity 
5. 	 Low thermal conduction in the direction offluid flow 
6. 	 Low porosity 
7. Affordable materials 

Magnetic refrigeration requires excellent heat transfer to and from the solid magnetic material. Efficient heat transfer requires the 
large surface areas offered by porous materials. When these porous solids are used in refrigerators, they are referred to as 
"regenerators" . 
Typical regenerator geometries jncl ude: 

I. Tubes 

2, Perforated plates 

3. 	 Wire screens 
4. 	 Particle beds 
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5. KEY COMPONENTS 011 AMH IU:I'I{fCI':HATOH 

Brown develup..:d a mom temperature magndic heat pump where a porous C:ldolinium plme structure wa:-; used with wn.tcr 
:d(';O~101Illixtlln; as h!.:tlt tratlslcr fluid inside the rcgcllcmtor as showll in Fig-I (kIt). Simple ADRs have been success hilly used in 
lllany sub-Kdvin temperature applicatiolls 11l1d multi-stagt: ADRs have bCt:Il developed to optim ize the design for their cooling 
delll<IIH.I. ADR is the hasic form of magll..:ti<.: n.:frigcrator showil ill FigRl(right) ( i1). However, its operating tCllIpemlUre spall is 
limited to few Kelvin duc to low intcnsity ur material's magnt::to·l.:aloril: eflcl:\ ami wl:uk Jllagn~lie field. An AMR cyelt:: opl.:ra h;~ 

Illllch Inster than thm of a Iypieal ADR because of its simple con!'truclioll. Nevertheless, it requires an e flki cnt heat lranslcr 
mechanism between the magnetic refrigerant [lnd its surroundings to achieve wide temperature range. As shown in Fig-l (r ight ) 
(b), an AMR core is located inside the magnet lor cyclic magnetization and dcmagnelizntion to complete the magneto 
thcrmodynmnic cycle. Heat exchangers si tuated ncar the warm and cold ends of the AMR to allow effici ent heat exchange 
between the AMR and its surroundings. 

W:UIII~bftl 

n;;:lIJIt'". T. 

c:::::J 

(a) (b) 

Fig-I: (left) AMR apparatus for room temperature magnetic rerrigeration 

(right) Schematic diagram of ADR and AMR (a) ADR (Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigerator) 


(b) AMR (Active Magnetic Regenerative) refrigerator. 


5.1 Magnetocaloric material 

This is the key component of any magnetic refrigeration, which fundamentally enables transferring heal from low temperature [0 

high temperature. Paramagnetic and ferromagnetic materials near Curie temperarure show large magneto-caloric effect and are 
useful to obtain wide temperature ranges. AMR has conceived to operate in a wide temperature span above or including the Curie 
temperature. The useful temperature span of a certain magneto-caloric material is characterised by magnetic field change. The 
gadolinium metal and its alloys are mainly used material in room temperature magnetic refrigerators. 
Table I provides a review of magnetic materials that can be potentially used for magnetic refrigerat ion. The characteristics like 
phase transition temperature, the material type, and its applicability have been listed in the table. We still need more innovation in 
material science to develop a practical system to theoretically cover the required temperature range from cryogenic to room 
temperature by AMR refrigeration. 

No. Substance T,' M atcrialcharacteristi c Applicability 
(V) 

I Dy3GaSOI2(DG 
2 Gd3Ga50J2(GG 
3 Gd3A15012(GAG 

4 Gd3(GaO.8AIO.2 
5 Gd2(S04)3 
6 Dy2Ti207 
7 HoP04 
8 TmV04 
9 Dy3A15012(DAG 

!O DyV04 

0.37 
0.85 

< I 
1.35 
1.39 
2. 15 
2.53 
3.0 

High (hemlalcollductivit)· 
RX04 11 family 

Good candidate for AMR (1 12 K) 
Excellent m<'lgnetic refrigeral1t be low 10K 

e ller than GGG above 10K 
ixed w ith GGG in AMR machine between 2 K 

OK 
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16 EuS 16.0 
17 Dy!'Ji2 19.3 

IS HoA I2 26.8 

19 (lIuO.5DyO.5)A t ·16 

20 IJyA I2 55.9 
2 1 H 05S i4 76 
22 GdN i2 85 
23 (GdEr)O.5A I2 9G 
24 0)"55i4 }·W 
25 GdA I:! 164 
26 GdAI1.9NiO. 1 19 1 
27 ad31n 213 
28 Tb5Si4 225 
29 Gd3A I2 287 
30 Gd 293 
31 MnP 298 
32 GdSSi4 336 

ItXlJ.lrrr:uTlily 
I'"crrumagnct;c r:1TC-Catlh ;ntcrnlc tall; ccOInpound 

Fo.:rromas no.:ll\: rarc-c:trlh intc n l1e lalliccornpouncJ 

Ferrom,tC,; IIl:l ie r"re-eartl t ill tcrnlelilll ic eolllpmulcJ 

Fcrron tagncl ic r;lfc-canhcumpound 
Ferromagnctic rarc-earth inlcnnc tal liecCompound 

Ferronmgnclic rare-carllt inlennelalliccompound 

Fe rroma£nelic rarc-carth inlennc lalliccompound 

Fcrromagnclie rare-carth inlermelalliccompo ulld 
Fcrromagncl ie rarc-cmlh intcrmclalliccompollnd 
Fcnoma£nctic rarc-canh intcnnctalliccompound 
Compound ofGdAI2 andErO.5A J2 
Fcrromagnclic rarc-.:arlh inlcnne ta lliccompound 
Low hys lcrisismalerial 
Ferromagnelic rarc-carth intcrmctal[iccompound 
Ferromagnclic rarc-e~rth in lcnnc talliccompound 
Fcrroma£nclic rarc-canh in lcrme talliccompound 
Ferromagnetic rare-earth intennc t311 iccompound 
PurcmctaJ 
Fcrromllgnctic compoWld 
Ferromagneti c rare-ellrth intcrmcta!liccompound 

Cio()(1 mal..:ri;11 ill Ille t":ll1pentW !c ran~e 5- 10 1, 
1'f<llllisHI:4 rlHLlcr;al in the wide 
beluw 35 K 
Userul for compound m311!r1al lor Enl!s.~.)11 type 
machinc abovt 15K 
Prom ising material ill the wille 
helow 3 :5 K 
['rom il>l n~nntleri ttl ror;\ M Rill >!eh ttlcabo\'e20 K 
Promising material ;n the wide 
below 35 K 
UscJul compound material ror AMR mach ine 
15K 
Useful l:oll1pound material for AMR machine 
15K 
UsefullorAMRmachinebcLw':l!n20 Kand77K 

Promis ing material in Ihe wide 

Candidate fo r room temperature AMR 
Populamtalerialforroomtcmpemtl!reAMR 
Candidate for room temperature AMR 
Candidatc fo r room temperature AM R 

ClPhase transitiontempel"<lturc. 

b Rare earth material, X == V, As o r P. 

Table-I: Potential magnetic materials for a magnetic refrigerator 

5.2 Magnet 

Strong magnetic fieJd is very importantto create large magneto-caloric effect with a given magnetic material. A superconducting 
magnet in either steady Or varying modes depending on whether the system is dynamic or stat ic can be able to generate the 
required magnetic field. A steady-fieldsuperconducting magnet, economical in terms of electric power control, needs cyclic 
displacement between the AMR and the magnet to generate magnetization and demagnetization. The superconducting magnet has 
to generate a time-varying field, The electric energy stored in the energized superconducting magnet should be regenerated to 
avoid unneccssary power loss by controlling electric power supply to the superconducting magnet. The AC loss should 
beminimum if the magnet is cooled by a cryocooler. 

5.3 Heat exchanger 

An AMR refrigerator requires two heat exchangers; one at the cold end where it cools down the area to be refrigerated and the· 
other at the warm end where the heat is rejected to the higher temperature environment. A water-based fluid or helium gas is 
circulated throughout the system to transfer heat between AMR and the heat exchangers. If there is too much volume between the 
AMR core and the heat exchangers. this results into inefficient heat rejection process at the warm end heat exchanger and an 
absorption process at the cold end heat exchanger. The heated fluid by AMR at the end of magnetization period may return to the 
AMR core without rejecting its heat to the wann end heat sink. Therefore. the heat exchanger should have high thermal 
effectiveness to minimize the dead volume between the AMR and the heat exchanger. Thermal construction of the heat exchanger 
in an AMR refrigerator is critical fo r large temperature span. Desirable temperature span will not be achieved due to unnecessary 
entropy generation during heat exchange process. It is difficult to calculate what the minimum effectiveness of the heat exchanger 
in AMR should be. because it depends on the system requirement. The ineffectiveness of the heat exchanger ultimately becomes 
the burden of the AMR whose performance characteristics are influenced by the system parameter such as the AMR size and the 
magnetic field strength, the magnelo-caloric effect of the refrigerant and required temperature span. In general, the effectiveness 
value higher than 0.9 is recommended as a cryogenic heat exchanger although in some case, a 98% effective heat exchanger was 
used at liquid helium temperature. 
In Fig-3. an example of the obtained temperature span between hot and cold sources. after a number of AMR cycles is 
demonstrated. 
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Fig-2:A general view of the developed ItIngnetie refrigenltol' (a), and a schematic picture of the implemented AMR cycle 

with the new design of the regenerator (b). 
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Fig-3:ExampJe of the obtained temperature span 

6. ADVANTAGES 

Magnetic cooling is becoming a practical and advanced solution for the cold industry. The technology resolves the two main 

issues affecting the compressor-based refrigeration systems, the environmental challenge via a gas-free so lution, and the economic 

challenge by reducing energy consumption and increasing the efficiency. 

Since Montreal protocol (1987), many works have been carried out in order to eliminate the ozone depletion effect (Table-2). 

With Kyoto protocol (1997), energy efficiency has emerged as an important parameter in refrigerators. 


I. 	 High efficiency: As the magneto caloric effect is highly reversible, the thennodynamic efficiency of the magnetic 

refrigerator is high. It is somewhat 50% more than vapour compression cycle. 


2. 	 Reduced operating cost: As it eliminates the most inefficient part oftoday's refr igerator i.e , compressor. The cost reduces ) 
as a result. 

3. 	 Compactness; It is possible to achieve high energy density compact device. It is due to the reason that in case of magnetic 
refrigeration the working substance is a solid material (say gadolinium) and not a gas as in case of vapour compression 
cycles. 

4. 	 Reliability: Due to the absence of gas, it reduces concerns related to the emission into the atmosphere and hence is 

reliable one. 


5. 	 Ozone depleting refrigerants are avoided in this system, hence it more eco-friendly. 
6. 	 The efficiency of magnetic refrigeration is 60% to 70% as compared to Carnot cycle. 
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Table-2: A list of refrigerants used in conventional cooling systems. 

7. DISADVANTAGES 

The use of gadolinium as active material has various disadvantages_ First, the price ofGd is very high (w4000 Slkg). Second, Gd 
has a poor resistance to corrosion and oxidation in water, which affects its magnetocaloric properties, and de~ creases the magnetic 
cooling machine performance. Finally, the cooling range is limited close to the room temperature where the magnetocaloric effect 
is very large (because of the second order transition occurring at 294K. 

1. 	 The initial investment is more as compared with conventional vapour compression refrigeration, 
2. 	 The magneto caloric materials are rare earth materials hcnce their availability also adds up a disadvantage in magnetic 

refrigeration. 
3. 	 GMCE materials need to be developed to allow higher frequencies of rectilinear and rotary magnetic refrigerators 
4. 	 Protection of electronic components from magnetic fields. However. notice that they are static, of short range and may be 

shielded 
5. 	 Pennanent magnets have limited field strength. Electromagnets and superconducting magnets are expensive. 
6. 	 Eddy current heating losses can occur within the device due to the presence of the time~varying mag.netic field and 

metallic materials. 

8. CONCLUSION 

If we say future perspectives of rOom temperature magnetic refrigeration, it can be seen from the earlier description that main 
progress have been made in America. However, with the continual phasic progress of room temperature magnetic refrigeration, 
the whole world has accelerated in the research. Nevertheless, it is notable that main work is concentrated on investigations of 
magnetic materials, lack of experimental explorations of magnetic refrigerator. From thc former res ults achieved by researchers. it 
can be seen that there is still a great perfonnance difference between magnetic refrigerator and vapour compression refrigerator in 
terms of cooling capacity and temperature span. At the end of this study, we can say: 

1. 	 This technology has proven to be environmentally safe. 
2. 	 In order to make the magnetic refrigerator commercially viable, scientists need to know how to achieve larger 

temperature swings and pennanent magnets which can produce strong magnetic fields of order 10 tesla. 
3. 	 There are still some thermal and magnetic hysteresis problems to be solved for the materials that exhibit the MCE to 

4. Magnetic materialsbecome useful. ~~~~~~ ~Iernpefi"u"e magnetic refrigeration are mainly Gd, Gd alloys, per 
5. 	 Materials room temperature magnetic refrigeration are La(fexsi \-X)13 and 

La(FeO.88SiO.1 
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applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

We should preserve the environmental balflllce of planet eartinviIile aciIieving peace ((11(1 development of society. Totiay ',\' 
society isfaced by crisis reiating to supply of energy, water, food, etc. Refrigeration is till important factor in the Iwentyjirst 
cenlury. It is imporlant in Ollr day-la-flay life for conversation offood, medicine, blood and preservation ofhuman orgulls (lml 
lissues. However, refrigeralionhas a "ega/;ve effeci on the fl1virOllmefll allli helice, refrigeration systems are subject 10 
f/eve/opmenl. This fl(lvallcemeni provif/es a great opportunity for the emergence ofmodern re/rigeraliofl technologies and IU! W 

prorlucl for illlernaliona/ lIIarkets. III upcoming years. magnetic refrigerflliOIl is cOllsidered as II serions fllterl1mive f or 
conventional vapour compression systems. Today proof of Ihe cOllcept is eSlablishefl. This reporl rel·iews AJl1R (Active 
il1agnetic Regeneralive) refrigeration technology for low temperatJlre applications that is a safe cooliug met hot! to e.;'(jlflIU/ fbe 
temperalllre span ofmagnelic refrigerators based on AMR cycle. 

Keywords: (AA1R) A clive magnetic refrigeralor cycle, ADR (Adiabalic Demagnetization Refrigeralor), (MCE) il1agllelo
cII/oric effecl 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Refrigeration is a process of moving heat frOlll one location to another in controlled conditions for the purpose of lowering 
temperature of enclosed space or substance and maintaining the same low temperature. This heat transport is conventionally 
driven by vapour compression or absorption cycles, but can also be driven by ammonia~ HFOs)~ thermal electric refrigeration, 
thermal acoustic refrigeration and magnetic refrigeration (MR). Applications of refrigerationiuclude household refrigerators, 
industrial freezers, cryogenics, and air conditiouing. In most developed countries~ cities are mostly dependent upon refrigeration in 
supennarkets, houses in order to meet their daily needs. 
The refrigeration industry achieved a major success with the developments of refri gerants like CFC-R 12, HCFC-R22 (1 935) and 
CFC-R502 (1961), HFC RI34 (1993), etc. The complex HFCs do not deplete the ozone layer however; they still have some global 
warming potential impact (GWP). An ideai refrigeranl must be environmentally safe, chemically stable~ materially compatible 
with high refrigeration-cycle performance, non-flammability and non- toxicity etc, Modern refrigeration techniques are focused on 
two most important drawbacks. Firstly the depletion of the ozone layer (CFC, HCFC), secondly the intensification of greenhouse 
gases (CFC, HCFC and HFC) which increases carbon footprints. 
III (.I1'dGr to avoid thl!,K toxic rdl'igcrnnt3. indu3trk3 Arc dcvduping ,nvirul1mcntnll), fricndly and :JUitablo now toohnolo.r;ioCi that 
will enable high-energy savings, therefore reducing indirect C02 emissions. 
Active magnetic refrigeration system is considered as a dynamic alternative for convent ional vapour compression refrigeration 
systems. 

2. MAGNETIC REFRIGERATION 

Magnetic refrigerationtechnology based on the magneto caloric effect, an intrinsic property of certain magnetic solids. The 
magnetocaloric effect is characterised by a temperature change induced by applying reversible magnetic field, It requires the 
combination of a magnetic source of rather high strength and a material with sufficiently high refri gerant capacity, The refrigerant 
is placed in apotentially strong magnetic fi eld, forcing its various magnetic dipoles to align and putting these degrees of freedom 
of the refrigerant into a state oflowered entropy, The heat released by the refrigerant due to its loss of entropy is then absorbed by 
the heat sink. To ensure that the syste .. ted the magnetic field is s\ovitched offandthermal contact with the heat sink is then 

\l-a'lale CO -----\Q <2... 
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broken. This incre<lses Ihe heat <:ilpacity or the refrigerant, which resull" ill decreasing ils[cmperature below the temperature Oflhc 

heat s ink.. 

Chemically rare earth element gadolinium and somc of its alloys possess the magnctocaloric effect. Gadolinium's tem pcr;ulII't 

rises when it is placed in certa in magnetic fields. When it leaves the magnetic lidd, the tcmpf.'rature drops. 

Equation: 

Thc magnctocaloric effect can be quantified with the equation below: 


lH'( l' ) (tlM(1',H))
d'/;", = - CrT 1/) 11' dH 

~IO ' II ( /I 

Where. 
T: temperature, 

1-1: applied magll~tic field. 

e: heat capacity of the work.ing magnet (refrigerant) 
M: magnetization oflhe refrigerant. 
From the equation, we call see that magnetocaloric effect can be enhanced by: 


L Applying a large field, 

2. 	 Using a mngnet with a small heat capacity, 
3. 	 Using a magnet with a large ehange in magnetization vs. temperature, at a constant magnetic field. 

d. MAGNETO-THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE 

The magneto-thermodynamic cycle is analogous to the Camot refrigeration cycle, but with increases and decreases in magnetic 

field strength instead of increases and decreases in pressure. 


l. 	 Adiabatic magnetization: A magnetocaloric substance is placed in an increasing external magnetic field. The magnetic 
dipoles of the atoms align and decrease the material's magnetic entropy and heat capacity. This increases the temperature 
of the substance. 

2. 	 Isomagnetic enthalpy transfer: This added heat can then be removed with the help ofa water based fluid or liquid helium. 
To prevent the dipoles from reabsorbing the heat the magnetic field is held constant by supplying constant energy. The 
magnetocaloric substance and the coolant are separated when equilibrium is achieved between them. 

3. 	 Adiabatic demagnetization: The substance is returned to another adiabatic condition to maintain constant entropy. This 
time the magnetic field is decreased and the thermal energy causes the magnetic moments to overcome the field due to 
which the sample cools, Le. an adiabatic temperature change. Heat energy (and entropy) transfers from thermal entropy 
to magnetic entropy according to the intensity ofMCE. 

4. 	 Isomagnetic en tropic transfer: Tbe reheating of the material is prevented by supplying constant energy to the magnet. 
Heat energy is transferred from the environment to be cooled to the material , which placed in thermal contact. Because 
the refrigerant is cooler than the refrigerated environment (by design), heat energy migrates into the working 
material.Once the refrigerant and refrigerated envi ronment are in thennal equilibrium. the cycle restarts. 

4. ACfIVE MAGNETIC REGENERATORS 

) A regenerator that undergoes cyclic heat transfer operations and the magneto caloric effect is called an Active Magnetic 
Regenerator (AMR),An AMR should be designed to possess the following attributes: 

1. 	 High heat transfer rate 
2. 	 Low pressure drop of the heat transfer fluid 
3. 	 High magneto caloric effect 
4. 	 Sufficient structural integrity 
5. Low thermal conduction in the direction of fluid flow 

6, Low porosity 

7, Affordable materials 


Magnetic refrigeration requires excellent heat transfer 10 and from the solid magnetic material. Efficient heat transfer requires the 

large surface areas offered by porous materials. When these porous solids are used in refrigerators. they are referred to as 

"regenerators". 

Typical regenerator geometries include: 


L 	 Tubes 
2. 	 Perforated plates 

\	 \.\ ./ 
55 ista rlt Pre> "SS-~ 83Dr--:5C:-:-

3. Wire screens 
4. Particle beds 
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5. Kr.;V COMPONENTS OF AMI{ REFIHGERATOR 

I3rl)\vll developed a room temper:.l1ure lIIagnetic heal pump where a porollS Gadolinium plate slructure was lIsed with walt:r-· 
<llcoholmixlure!ls heat Imnsfcr fluid insiuc Ihe regel1cnltor as shown in Fig-I (left). Simple ADRs have been successfully used in 
lllany sub-Kelvin tempc.:mture applications and multi -stnge ADRs have been developed to optimize the design for their cooling 
(il;rnand. ADR is the bllsic lorm or magnetic refrigerator shown in Fig-l (right) (n). However, its operating tempemture span is 
limited to few Kelvin due to low intensity of llHlteriai's rnaglleto-c~loric dfect ~l1d weak m~glletic field. An AMR cycle operates 
much fhslcr than that of a typical ADR becnuse oj' its simple construction. Nevertheless, it requires an cfficient heat trall ~ li.:r 
mcchanism between the magnetic refrigerant nnd its surroundings to nchicve wide temperature range. As shown in Fig-I (right) 
(b). an AMR core is located inside the magnet for cyclic magnetization and demagnetization to complete the magnc..:to 
thcrmodynamic cycle, Heat exchangers situated near the warm nnd cold ends of the AMR to allow emcient heat exchange 
between the AMR and its surroundings. 

l,I,r,CHF.TlC M-'T£IIU.L 
AC1UA~OR ,· R£CE~£AA~~ 

ACTUJ.1QA 

tal (b) 

Fig-I: (left) AMR apparatus for room temperature magnetic refrigeration 

(right) Schematic diagram of ADR and AMR (a) ADR (Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigerator) 


(b) AMR (Active Magnetic Regenerative) refriger:Hor. 


5.1 Magnetocaloric material 

This is the key component of any magnetic refrigeration, which fundamentally enables transferring heat from low temperature to 
high temperature. Paramagnetic and ferromagnetic materials near Curie temperature show large magneto-caloric effect and are ) 
useful to obtain wide temperature ranges. AMR has conceived to operate in a wide temperature span above or including the Curie 
temperature, The useful temperature span of a certain magneto-caloric material is characterised by magnetic field change. The 
gadolinium met~1 and its alloys are mainly used material in room temperature magnetic refrigerators. 
Table I provides a review of magnetic materials that can be potentially used for magnetic refrigeration. The characteristics like 
phase transition temperature, the material type, and its applicability have been listed in the table. We still need more innovation in 
material science to develop a practical system to theoreticallycover the required temperature range from cryogenic to room 
temperature by AMR refrigeration. 

No. Substance Tca Materialehorocteristie Applicability 
t K) 

1 Dy3GaSO I 2(DG 0.37 
2 GdJGaSOI2(GG 0.85 
3 Gd3AI50 J:2(GAG 

4 Gd3(GOO .8AI0.2 

5 Gd2(S04)3 < 1 

6 Oy2Ti207 

7 HoP04 

8 TrnV04 

9 Oy3"' 5012(OAG 


10 DyV04 


11 DyPO. 
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single crystal 
Gamet. solid solution of GAG andGGG 
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(Special Issue) 
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Good for temperatures below 1.8K 
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aphase transition temperature, 

bRare l?arth material. X '" V. As or P. 

Table-I: Potential magnetic matcl'ials for a magnetic refrigerator 

5.2 Magnet 

Strong magnetic field is very importantto create large magneto-caloric effect with a given magnetic material. A superconducting 
magnet in either steady or varying modes depending on whether the system is dynamic or staticcan be able to generate Ihe 
required magnetic field. A steady-fi eldsupercond ucting magnet, economical in terms of electric power control, need s cyclic 
displacement between the AMR and the magnet to generate magnetization and demagnetization. The superconducting magnet has 
to generate a time-varying field. The electric energy stored in the energized superconducting magnet should be regenerated to 
avoid unnecessary power loss by controlling electric power supply to the superconducting magnet. The AC loss should 
beminimum if the magnet is cooled by a cryocooler. 

5.3 Heat exchanger 

n AMR refrigerator requires two heat exchangers; one at the cold end , ...·here it cools down the area to be refrigerated and the 
other at the warm end where the heat is rejected to the higher temperature envi ronment. A water-based fluid or helium gas is 
circulated throughout the system to transfer heat between AMR and the heat exchangers. If there is too much volume between the 
AMR core and the heat exchangers, this results intoinefficient heat rejection process at the warm end heat exchanger and an 
absorpt ion process at the cold end heat exchanger. The heated fluid by AMR at the end of magnetizat ion period may return to the 
AMR core without rejecting its heat to the warm end heat sink. Therefore, [he heat exchanger should have high thermal 
effectiveness to minimize the dead volume between the AMR and the heat exchanger. Thermal construction of the heat exchanger 
in an AMR refrigerator is critical for large temperature span. Desirable temperature span will not be achieved due to unnecessary 
entropy generation during heat exchange process, It is difficult to calculate what the minimum effectiveness of the heat exchanger 
in AMR should be, because it depends on the system requi rement. The ineffectiveness of the heat exchanger ultimately becomes 
the burden of the AN1R whose perfonnance characteristics are influenced by the system parameter such as the AMR size and the 
magnetic fi eld strength, the magneto-ca loric effect of the refrigerant and required temperature span. In general, the effectiveness 
va lue higher than 0.9 is recommended as a cryogen ic heat exchanger although in some case, a 98% effective heat exchanger was 
used a t liquid helium temperature. 
In Fig-3, an example of the obtained temperarure span between ho t and cold sources. after a number of AMR cycles is 
demonstrated. 

12 TmA, ()·1 h.O 
13 EINi~ \1,7 

14 Frl\ l~ J 1.7 

" IluNi:! 12.3 

II. EuS ICI .n 
17 lJyNI 2 19.3 

IS lIoAI2 26.N 

19 (1IoO.5DyO.5)AI ·16 

20 DyA I2 j5.9 
2 1 1-lu55 i<l 76 
22 GdNi2 X5 
23 {GdEr)O.5 AI2 96 
24 Dy5Si4 140 
25 GuM! 164 
26 GdA[ 1.9Nio.[ 19 1 
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1.11 

Fig-2:A general view of the dcvcloped magnetic rdrigcrator (a), and a schematic picture of the implemcnted AMR cycle 
with the ncw design of the regenerator (b) . 
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Fig-3:Example of the obtained temperature span 

6. ADVANTAGES 

Magnetic cooling is becoming a practical and advanced solution for the cold industry. The technology reso lves the two main 

issues affecting the compressor-based refrigeration systems, the environmental challenge via a gas-free solution, and the economic 

challenge by reducing energy consumption and increasing the efficiency. 

Since Montreal protocol (1987), many works have been carried out in order to eliminate the ozone depletion effect (Table-2). 

\Vith Kyoto protocol (1997), energy efficiency has emerged as an important parameter in refrigerators. 


1. 	 High efficiency: As the magneto caloric effect is highly reversible, the thermodynamic efficiency of the magnetic 
refrigerator is high. It is somewhat 50% more than vapour compression cycle. 

2" 	 Reduced operating cost: As it eliminates the most inefficient part of today ' 5 refrigerator i.e. compressor. The cost reduces 
as a result. 

3. 	 Compactness: It is possible to achieve high energy density compact device. It is due to the reason {hat in case of magnetic 
refrigeration the working substance is a solid material (say gadolinium) and not a gas as in case of vapour compression 
cycles. 

4. 	 Reliability: Due to the absence of gas, it reduces concerns related to the emission into the atmosphere and hence is 
rf':li~hle nnP-" 

5. 	 Ozone depleting refrigerants are avoided in this system, hence it more eco-friendly. 
6. 	 The efficiency of magnetic refrigeration is 60% to 70% as compared to Carnot cycle. 
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DI' ( jWJ> V o lume capacity ' ~ "e Ci II "/K~ ..\ · '·EI.luxiciLY LFL 
(rcf.CI '-[:-1{ 12) (n:!. [ [e Ff: H22.2(12) infbmmnbilitylimitlimir 

CFC-UI2 lOJl9Cl 11)0 	 0.1l! M o.on 
II Cf."C · It:!2 11.115 1810 161 	 11)11 ??? 0.00) 
HFC-RI.;.ta 1430 ')(. 	 (,Il 0.25 0.00" 
I IFO-It I234yf " 	 I). WI 0.107'"<. 	 ,,, 
"\nnnoni:t l MI 00 0 .00035 0. 104 


HC· R29() " " 3 1.10 <.4 0 .09 0.03 8
" 
CO~ ·l( iH () K40 	 0.036 0.00'" 

Table·2: A list of refrigerants used in conventional cooling systems. 

7. DISADVANTAGES 

The use of gadolinium as active material has various disadvantages. First, the price ofGd is very high (w4000 $/kg). Second, Gd 
has a poor resistance to corrosion and oxidation in water, which affects its magnelocaloric properties, and de- creases the magnetic 
cooling machine performance. Finally, the cooling range is limited close to the room temperature where the magnetocaloric effect 
is very large (because of the second order transition occurring at 294K. 

1. 	 The initial investment is more as compared with conventional vapour compression refrigeration. 
2. 	 The magneto caloric materials are rare earth materials hence their availability also adds up a disadvantage in magnetic 

refrigeration. 
3. 	 GMCE materials need to be developed to allow higher frequencies ofrectiJinear and rotary magnetic refrigerators 
4. 	 Protection ofelecrronic components from magnetic fields. However, notice that they are static, of short range and may be 

shielded 
5. 	 Permanent magnets have limited field strength. Electromagnets and superconducting magnets are expensive. 
6. 	 Eddy cun·ent heating losses can occur within the device due to the presence of the time-varying magnetic field and 

metallic materials. 

8. CONCLUSION 

If we say future perspectives of room temperature magnetic refrigeration, it can be seen from the earlier description that main 
progress have been made in America. However, with the continual phasic progress of rOom temperature magnetic refrigeration, 
the whole world has accelerated in the research. Nevertheless. it is notable that main work is concentrated on investigations of 
magnetic materials, lack of experimental explorations of magnetic refrigerator. From the former results achieved by researchers, it 
can be seen that there is still a great performance difference between magnetic refrigerator and vapour compression refrigerator in 
terms ofcooJing capacity and temperarure span. At the end of this study. we can say: 

1. 	 This technology has proven to be environmentally safe. 
2. 	 In order to make the magnetic refrigerator commercially viable, scientists need to know how to achieve larger 

temperature swings and permanent magnets which can produce strong magnetic fields oforder 10 tesla. 
3. 	 There are still some thermal and magnetic hysteresis problems to be solved for the materials that exhibit the MCE to 

become useill!. 
4. 	 ==:~_ w,"",ation are mainly Gd, Gd alloys, per 
5. 	 Malerials under development for roo refrigeration are La(fexsi I-X)l3 and 

La(FeO.88SiO. 12)13Hy 
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6. 	 Excellent hdmviollr (:f rcg":llcralioli Hnd hcatln"lnsfl:r i::. n;quircd 
7. 	 It can be lISC household rcfrigcrmor. ccntrnl cooling systems. roOIli air condilioncrs and supcrllliukt.:l refrigcrat!tJIl 

applieCltions. 
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ABSTRACT 

There aremally;lItlustrialapplicationswhereroufldbarorsquarebarsarereqlliredlobeoperatedol1differentmachine:.. to 
make 1IlCfcbiue components sucll as Shafts, Bolts, SCr£.'ws, etc. Tllis needs more and mOre number ofpieces to be clltfor mass 
;;rodm:tion of tllose components. Tile bar fee(lillg meclllwislIl is a metal Culling maChiJle tool designed to feed the metal. The 
machine is e.xclusively intended for tlte mass production ami tltey represeut faster anti more efficient way to feed tlte metal. 111 
this projectIVe are (Iesiglling allll developillg automatic pipe clllliug machine which will be useflllto feed tile bar to the cutter 
automatically ami tllell cutting the same. 11 is able to clIl metal bars of lljfferenl malerials ami will be helpfttl ill UWIIY 
int/ustries due its compatibility, reliability and efficiency. 

Keywords: Barfeeding mecJwnisnl, Cutter etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This is an era of automation where it is broadly defined as replacement of manual effort by mechanical power in all degrees of 
automation. The operation 'remains an essential part of the system although with changing demands on physical input as the 
degree of mechanization is increased. 
Degrees of autorn at ion are of two types, viz. 

• Fu ll automation. 
• Sel n i automation. 

In semi automation a combination of manual effort and mechanical power is required whereas in full automation human 
participation is very negligible. Mechanical engineering without production and manufacturing is meaningless and inseparable. 
Prod uction and manufacturing process deals wi th conversion of raw materials inputs to finished products as per required 
lirnensions specifications and efficiently using recent technology. The primary concern of this system is to cany our three 

operations Feeding, Clamping and cutting. The sequenced operations of the system must be precisely timed. The major work of 
th is system is to slice out large number of jobs in rod or pipe form according to the batch production. The selection of cutter is 
based on the stress calculated considering the pipe or rod material. The material preferred in this system is a PVC (polyvinyl 
chloride) pipe for demonstration. But mild steel rods and pipes also be worked out by using different cutters specifications. The 
cutter to be used in the machine system has been considered by calculating the torque required for cutting PVC object by help of 
the design data available. With the help of this system the time required to slice the objects like the pipe or rod will be less the 
accuracy of slicing or cutting of the material will also be improved. The system can be handled by semi sldlied operators with 
ease. The layout of the machine is compact to be placed in a small workshops. Automation or automatic control is the use of 
various control systems for operating equipment such as machinery, processes in factories, boilers and heat treating ovens, 
switching in telephone networks, steering and stabil ization of ships, aircraft and other app lications with minimal or reduced 
human intervention. Some processes have been completely automated. The biggest benefit of automation is that it saves labour, 
however, it is also used to save energy and mate'rials and to improve quality, accuracy and precision. The term automation, 
inspired by the earlier word automatic (coming from autoJB ot widely used before 1947, when General Motors 
established the automation department. It was during thili:. f\! was rapidly adopting feedback controllers, which 
were introduced in the 1930s. Automation has been ac r~? y varia ans including mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, 
electrical. and electronic and computers, usually in com ~tion. Complic ~ \ystems, such as modern factories, airplanes and 
ships typically use all these combined techniques. ~ :]"fjl pun -41'
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l.1 Types of AutoOlation 

One o f the s implcst types o r contro l is on-off control. An example is the thermostats lI sed on hOllseho ld appl hmccs. 

Elec tromcchanical the rmostats used in !-I V AC may only have had provision for on/o fr contr() ! o f heat ing or cooling s ystems. 

Elec tronic contro llers may add multiple stages of hea ting and variable fan speed con tro l. Sequcnce cont ro l, in wh ich II 


progfi.ll1lm ed sequcnce of discrete operations is perfo rmed, o ften based on system logic that iJl vo lves syste m sta tes, An elevator 

cont rol sys tem is nn cxmnple of sequence contro l. The advanced type of automation that revo lutionizcd ll1 al1u fnctur ing, aircl'a!l, 

communications and other indus tries, is feedback control , which is usually continuous and invo lvcs tnking mtasurements llsing a 

sensor and Illaki ng cnlcLl lated adj ustments to keep the measured variable within a set range. 


1.2 Scope of the Project 

Pipe cutting machines are popular in offshore. pipe processing, ship building, pressure vessel . structu ral and mechanical 

contracting manufac turing because of the complex cuts and profiles lypical required in their respective industries. Some c ommon 

pipe cutting applications arc: pipe work, industrial steel structures, stadiums, cranes, nozzles, and pipe laying stingers . Our 

machine will be useful in many applications still it can be used for small scale production only. So it can be modified for mass 

production by furth er automating the operation ofthe machine. Also now we have developed only prototype hence it can cut the 

PVC pipe. In future if we increased torque developed by thc cutter on the workpiece, we will also be able to cu t hard material 

pipes like steel, aluminium, etc. 


2. WORKING 
) 

Our project "Automatic Bar Feeding Mcchanism" Bar feeding mechanism is used to fe ed the raw materi al into the machine 
automatica lly when a se t of operat ion is finished, it consist of two set o f rollers one is ideal and another is d rive rolier, ideal ro ller 
are used to gu ide the job and feed roller has a dri ve r from a D.C motor. A vice is connected to the frame so as to guide the pipe 
being cut before the cutter. T he pi pe is fed to the cutter assembly which is s liding with the help of lead screw mechanis m, The 
cutter cuts the pipe. 

2.1 Components 

1. Cutting machine 
2. DC motOr fo r cutter 

~,3. DC moto r fo r pipe 
4. DC motOr for VI CE ~, nc 

, I 5. VICE clamp Srnt. Ka;tubill t ~va C'LO,
6. PVC pipe of En£tneering. Pune - 41.7. Cuner blade 
8. Roller arrangement to move pi 
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2.2 A(h':lIllag"' 
I. Load ing time rl.::duced due to automation achiev ing Ihstcr production. 
2. Muss production is poss ible with little mod ification. 
3. Easy se tup. 
4. Can be opt.:ralcd with unskilled worker. 
5. It is portable. 

6, Less maintenance 


2.3 Disadvantages 

I . Addit iona l eost required to do further automation. 

2.4 Applications 

Our project has wide range of applications in industries: 

1. Small and medium Metal Cutting Industries. 

~ . Workshops 


3. CONCLUSION 

Thus, this work provides an alternative to the existing automatic PVC pipe cutting machine, in terms o f automating the pipe entry 
into the cutting apparatus, eliminates power fluctuation and lesser initial investment. Time consumption is Jess when compare d to 

manual cutting. This work provides the des ired output for automation and fab rication. This machine is very useful for small scale 
industries. 
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Design and Analysis of Snap Fit Joint with Design Calculator 
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ABSTRACT 

Structural elemellts tllat are required to have IIigb deformability should be designed so that they are 
capable of ovitllS/(lIIdillg the flexural or torsional londs associaled wilh Ihe applicatioll. Two examples oJ slIch 
desiglls COIIIIIIO" ill parts made from polymeric materials lire snap-fit or interlocking joillt elements and elastic 
elelllents. SlIap filS are Ihe simplesl, quickesl & 1II0S1 cosl-effective melhod ofassemblillg MO parIS. Whell deSiglled 
properly, parts wilh slIap-jils can be assembled allli disassembled lIumerous times withoul allY adverse effecl on the 
assembly IlIlellsion of Ollr projecl was 10 replace Ihe screws used 011 Ihe PCB's ill any eleclrollic device. We hllve 
design a cauti/ever sllap-jil joilll with referellce of dimellsiolls lakell from a PCB (nwlherboard) of a lap 101'. We 
have formulated Ihe desigll procedure for variolls compOl/elllS ofsllap-jil ill excel sheet, whereill we could fllrlher 
develop differelll desigll of each componellt for differelll payloads, Ihus we have partially made a ulliveTSul 
program 10 develop allY (of Ihis type) sllap-fll. The desigll was calclliated analytically alld Ihe model has beell 
prepared usillg SOLID WORKS. The allalysis of sllap-jit or was carried oul usillg analytical alld software IIsillg 
ANSYS software. SlInp-jits are also Ifle most environlllenlally frielldly form of assembly because oflheir ease of 
disassembly, makillg compollellls ofdifferelll malerials easy 10 recycle. A snap-jit device is providedfor jOillillg two 
parIS of any s!tape logelher by flllillg, perpendiclliarly 10 Iheir JUIICtiOIl surfaces, at leaSI olle elemellt projectillg 
from the juuclioll surface ofone oflhe parts, after sligh I deformation thereof, inlo a recess ill Ihe jUllclioll surface 
oflhe olher parI and engagemenl oflhe projeclioll elemelll, by resilielll relumlhereof, 011 a surface portioll oflhe 
recess. Basically, a moulded undercul 011 olle part engages a maling lip on Ihe other. This melflod ofassembly is 
ulliquely suiled to Iflermoplaslic materials due to flexibility, high elongatioll and ability 10 be moulded illlo complex 
shapes. Allhough snap-ji/s can be designed with many materials, the ideal material is thermoplastic because ofits 
high flexibility allli its ability 10 be easily alld illexpellsively moulded illto complex geometries. 
Keywords: Snap Fil Joinl, Design, Desigll Calculator. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A Snap-fit (Integral Attachment Feature) is an assembly method used to attach flexible parts, usually plastic, 
to form the final product by pushing the parts interlocking components together. There are a number of variations in 
snap fits, including cantilever, torsional and annular. Snap fits are an alternative to assembly using nails or screws, and 
have the advantages of speed and no loose parts. Snap fit connectors can be found in everyday products such as 
battery compal1ment lids, Snap fasteners and Pens. Snap-together connectors have been used for thousands of years. 
The first ones were metal. Some of the oldest snap-fi ts fou nd are snap fasteners, or buttons, developed for the Chinese 
Terracotta army. Metal snap fasteners, spring clips, and other snap-type connectors are still in broad use today. With 
the development of new flexible yet springy materials, sllch as moulded plastic, and new manufacturing processes, 
many new variations in these types of connectors have been invented, and are commonly called snap-fits. They can be 
fOllnd in on our phones, laptops, keys, and other household devices. Engineers have studied and developed these snap
fits, creating formulae concerning the amount of deflection allowed on the components, amount of torque one can 
take, and the amount of space one can allow in order to be detached. 
Production of snap fit molds of the parts is created and hot liquid plastic is poured into the molds. The molds contain 
the shape of the parts and the snapping component built in. However, one major risk when the cooling of the mold 
finishes is the product shrinking causing errors in the attachment parts. Building a snap-fit design requires more 
precise engineering than a screw or nail assembly, and is often more expensive. When snap-fits are being made, the 
producer needs to' of the parts will be applied to when assembled, or they break will 
during assem bl y. The are due to the amount of calculation and precision that must be done in 
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order lO create n strong snap-fit. The design or the Snap-fit determines what it can be lIsed for. 'rhcre nrc three lIlain 
types o f snap-lils: annular, cantilever. and torsional. Most sllap-liljoillts havc a common design of" a protruding l:clgl.; 
and a snap-in area. The specific namc of the snap-li( is lIsl1alIy nallled aner the type of stress or strain it tltiliz(,!s; !111.! 
torsiollal snap-Iii uses torque to hold pariS in place. 

1.1 NEED FOR THE WORK 
Cuslomers want their laptops to be thin, light weight, durable nnd of course. stylish. To produce these '·ultra

notebooks~', manufacturers need an equally advanced material. Fortunately, they can turn to high-performancl.:! 
reinforced polycarbonates and polycarbonme blends to bring the nexi generation of laplops 10 market. Snap-tits are 
used to replace screws in the PCB's or motherboards. Since the screws used in motherboards can sometime lead to 
grounding issues, Grounding is act of short-circuiting due to contact of metal parts with your system. So, using plastic 

part instead can avoid short-drcuiting. Sometimes un-screwing a motherboard gets tough from standoff, making the 
screws to rotate at the same position 

2. DESIGN CONCEPT 

Snap-fit joints are widely used in the industry as a simple, economical and quick way of connecting two parts. 
The joints consist of one male and one female part. The temporary bending of the cantilever hook allows the fit of two 
pieces, using the material's elasticity property. After the joining operation, the pieces return to a stress- free state. The 
geometrical parameters of the parts define the force needed to assemble or di sassemble it and the separable or 
inseparable characters of the joints. The joint is mainly designed according to the mechanical load during assembly 
and its corresponding assembly force. 
Rudimentary design is provided by the snap-fit manufacturers such as BASF (BASF 2007) or Bayer (Bayer Material 
Science LLC 2000). Based on the assumption of the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the design variables for the joints 
are the following: 

Height of the cantilever beam t, 

Length of the cantilever L, 

Width of the cantilever b, 

Undercut Y. 

'-"

." 
" ", .. - ... . .. ", . ' ' n .. ' " .. " • • ,.. ..... -..... ,"-_.. 

Given the maximal permissible strain of the material E, the maximal deflection for a cantilever with rectangular and 
constant cross section is: 

£L2 


YCmax) = 0.67 (b )

t ase 

For a cantilever snap joint with decreaSing height to one-half at the tip over the length the 0.67 factor becomes 1.09. 

During the assembly, the deflection force P at the tip of the cantilever at Ymax is given by: 

bh3 

PCdeflection) = 6L
E£ 

Where E is the modulus of the material and b the width of cantilever. More infonnation on the design of cantilever 

snap joint can be found at (BASF 2007) or derived fi'OIn the beam theory of a cantilever beam with point load at the 
tip. 

-'\ . . \ <:..~ 645 __ 
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The fol'l:L' necessary to assL:lllble thcjoint, called mating force, dcpend~ olllhe friction coefficient of the material p, (he.: 

insertion angle and the dcl'lection lorce. Both the dcl1ection and Friction lorce have to be overcome by the Illating. 

forcL' : 

fl + tan u 1
f(mating) = P [1 - fl tan u 

The same equation can be used to determine the separation force of the joint where the insertion angle alpha has to be 

replaced by the retention angle beta. A value of 90° for the retention angle gives the maximal retention tilrce. 

Furthermore, a study from Luscher (Luscher 1995) shows that the retention force not only depends on the retention 

angle but on the Percentage of Engagement (PE) as well. The engagement is the depth of insertion in the undercut of 

the mating part. A hook fully in contact with its mating part would have a PE of 100 per cent. The PE defines the 

failure mode and thus the maximal retention force. Finally, the stress concentration at the root of the cantilever should 

be reduccd by adding a fillet radius. 

3. DESIGN CALCULATION 

3.1 MATERIAL SELECTION 

From circuit breakers to renewable energy products, polycarbonate helps the electrical industry bring its technologies 
to the market to meet the high demand for durable, rugged performance. [8] 
Thermoplastics for electrica l applications must offer reliable insulation properties, safe operation, high mechanical 

fild 'fi I' kproperty pro I e an . protectIon rom e ectnc shoe 

ABS+PC POLYSULPHONE RADEL-r PETG 

MAX TEMPERATURE (deg celcius) 105 174 182 70 

COST ($ / kg) 8.37 26.98 56.75 5 

TENSILE YfELD STRENGTH (MPa) 51 70 69.6 50 

FLEXURAL YIELD STRENGTH (MPa) 75 106 91 70 

FLEXURAL MODULUS (MPa) 2410 2600 2400 207) 

1 0lycarbonate + acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (pC+ABS) blends exhibit an excellent balance of properties, most 
notably high toughness - even at cold temperatures - rigidity, dimensional stability, excellent creep resistance, low 
moisture absorption and good heat resistance. Polycarbonate's high mechanical strength, heat resistance and 
outstanding electrical insulation properties makes it the material of choice. 

3.2 FORMULAnON FOR INSERTION FORCE 

3.2.1 Determine the insertion force: 

The dimens ioning of the snap-fit is done for the deflection Y, to which the hook moves in order to go past the 
interference. The deposition of the forces acting on element one, at this point is shown in fIg 
Considering from the figure 
P :- Horizontal Force 
W :- Insertion Force 
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Figure 0-1: Forces on cantilever snapfi/ 

The horizontal force (P) acting during the defl ection equal to: 
P = N cos a - ,uNsin a 

= N[cosa - flsina] 
esolving Vertical Force Yield. 

W = N sin a + f!Ncos a 
= N [sin a + )lcos a] 

Eliminating N from above equation given 
)l+tana]W-P [1 - ,ll Ian a 

The Snap Fit when regarded as the cantilever then the horizontal deflection Y is 
PL3 

Y=
3£1 

Where 
bt3 

1=
12 

After replacing' P' we get, 

Y= WL 
3 

[1-,utana] 

3£1 )l + tan a 


Hence the insertion force 'w' is 
£bY 1 [1 - f! tan a] 


W = 4(D3 )l+lana 


3.2.2 Determination of stress when joining tbe parts: 

The dimensioning of Snap-Fit also requires determining the stress at the point when the beam experiences strain.The 
stress must not exceed the yield strength for the material.The stress for such type of cantilever is 

My 
6=

1 
M is the bending moment, 

M=P.L 
Y is the half depth of the beam, 

t 

2
y=-

~'> )
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"t 3
1=

12 
a = PLt = WLtl1- fltana] 

21 21 fl + tan" 
3EYt 

(i='- 
. 2L' 

From the above formula. we can see stress is independent oCthe width 'b'. 

3.3 CAD MODEL 

3.2.1 2D Model 

L 

'-+-____1_ 

'. 

Figure 3.2.1 Snap-jil2D model 

to Thickness oflhe cantilever beam at base end, 

tL Thickness of the cantilever beam at catch end, 

L Length of the cantilever beam, 

b Width of the canti lever beam, 

Y Undercut, 

a Angle of insertion, 

p Angle of retention. 

3.4 RESULT & DISCUSSION 

0.66217 mm 

5.36N 

8. 12N 

89.22 N 

2 \ 7 'i~ ,';.,d.j ../.2 .J 72.3 
< jdar . 


OJ (J 5 1 46.538 
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Permissible deflection 
force(P) 

Assembly force(W) 
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The bending strcss at lhe section I-I of Ihe cantilever b~a1l1. nlier C"akulalion is well within the range of the flcxurctl 
strcngth of rhe material. 

The shear stress at the section 0-0 of the cantilever beam, aftcr ansys analysis is within the range of the tensile st.rength 
or Ihe malerial.Thlis snap-tils mnde from Ihe selecled malerial and lInder Ihe given boundary conditions can "cplace 

screws in Ihe fixing PCS'S 10 Ihe laptop buse. 

3. CONCLUSION 

Snap-filS solve Ihe problem of creating an inexpensive componenl Ihat can be quickly and easily joined with another 
piece. With the need of lighter laptops, ease in removal and attachmcnt of Ihe internal parts, screw replacement such 
as snap-fit is considered. Few geometrical conditions are already known such as the distance between the PCS and 
laptop base, and the PCB hole diameter. The cantilever type of snap-fit is selected for the application. When 
permanent assembly is considered, there is just one deformation, so the strain cannot exceed the above-mentioned 
strain. In the case of a sloped beam, stress is reduced as it is widely distributed throughout the cantilever. Therefore, 
the stress concentration and fastening force is relatively reduced. Selecting the material which can withstand 
maximum temperature, Thermoplastics are selected as they are ideal material for snap-fits because they have the 
flexibility and resilience necessary to allow for numerous assembly and disassembly operations. On the basis of 

..llaterial prope,1ies and geometrical values, thickness, permissible deflection (Y), permissible deflection force (P), 
assemble force (W), retention force (W') is calculated and the stress obtained is compared with the flexural strength of 
the material. Further an ansys report is obtained and prqject is validated with the obtained shear stress and given 
tensi le strength of the material. 
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Environmental Fdendly Practice of Air Conditioning fOI' Hot Climate Distl'ict Solapl'" 


M.M.Kulkarni research scholar, JJT university, Rajasthan 


ABSTRACT 

The immediate effect ofglobal warmillg has "(llIsed lllemperatlire rise all across globe L'UlIsing discomfort, Air conditioning is 

e.xtellsiJ'e(y used to provide thermal comfort, howel'er it has increased ellergy denulIllls at elevated rate. ThiJ pllper propn.\'es 

ellergy efficient air cOJllIWoning usiug advanced evapornth'e coolillg. First(y the f easibility of this technique is checilcil for 

IOI.:atioJls IIl11ler interest. For tltis purpose one Of tlte rapidly developing district lit ,\-'/a/taras/tlrll, Solap"r is taken illlo 

cOII...ideration. It is foulld that for tlte month of February to ,'''1ay, it hilS potelltiai to replace air conditioning wilh has 

l1un-imllln prospective. Tlte temperature achieved is ill the range of 22°C to 25°(.' wldeh are in thermal comfort limit.\' with 

desirable IllImhlity rllnge of 40% to 60%. It is concluded that 12 mw-Hr energy call be saved using this techniques ill Slimmer 

cOllditions. 

1. Introduction 

Solapur is one of the fastest developing districts in India in respect of industrial ization, urbanization since last two 
decades, The energy demand of state is increased from 15000 MW to 24000 MW in last decades. The increased use of power 
demands installation of power plants, One foml of alternative is available in the form of evaporative cooling. This techn ique is 
known to mankind since 1000 years. However recent developments in evaporative cooling techniques has opened the 
opportunities to use this techniques as it is capable to provide same comfort conditions that are achieved by mechanical 
refrigeration system. Evaporative cooling is simple technique of lowering the temperatu re of air. It is based on principle th at when 
water evaporates ill air, the heat required for its evaporation is supplied by air thereby reducing its temperature, 

Direct evaporative cooling 

With direct evaporative cooling, outside air is blown through a water-saturated medium (usually cellulose) and cooled by 
evaporation. The cooled ai r is ei rculated by a blower. 

Direct evaporative cooling adds moisture to the air stream unti l the air stream is close to saturation. The dry bulb 
temperature is reduced, while the wet bulb temperature stays the same. 

, " 

, _ .... a...

.---~-~ . 
""- , 

Figure) Direct evaporative cooling 
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ABSTRACT 

The "'iliwtioll Of bagasse Wi a fllel ill SlIgar cane based illdnstry is well known. The moisture con/ellt offresh bflgLlsse ;..; 
relatively high which lowers the tutal he{(t available from bagasse lIlltl affects its combustion efjiciency. Th erefore, bi/gasse 
drying flas become a necessity in order to improl'e its combustioll efficiency amI the environmental condiliol1s, and to reduce 
'he bagasse qualltities llsed as a fuel. This work presents the teclJIlical !Jossibility of bagasse pulp "rying llsing solar energy. 
Bagasse pulp was dried by two metllods, one Ilsing natural air cOlll'ectioll and t/le otlIer using forced air the moisture COJ1le lll 

deals witll drying rate were calcillated. In case of llsing forced air, air temperatlire a1J(1 bagasse pnlp tempemlllre lVere 
calculated. The advantages of tile bagasse pulp solar drying in tile present study were iIIustrate fL Tile results imlicnte that the 
usefill solar euergy lVas perfect for bagasse pilIp drying. The ma;timum permitted drying temperatnre was 520e dllriJJg the 
solar drying process nsing lJatnral air convectiou. UsilJgforced air sal-'ed tile drying time. 

KeywordS: Bagasse, Indirect Bagasse dryer, Solar Bagasse dryer. 

l.INTRODUCTION 

The export of surplus electricity from sugar industry cogeneration is becoming the norm in many parts of the world. Cogeneration 
sys tems are composed of a steam generation system, turbines and, of course, the process plant that acts as the condenser for 
the LP exhaust steam, The need to keep generating beyond the end of crop means that many systems also have water cooled 
condensers, typically integrated with a turbine which is then a pass-out condensing machine. The steam generation sys tem is 
the principle source of losses from modem cogeneration stations. It has a boUer, an air pre-heater, an economiser and 
sometimes a bagasse dryer. The bagasse dryer, like the pre-heater and economiser, increases the steam generation efficiency 
but it only becomes a significant influence when flue gas is used as the heat source for drying, the steam generation efficiency 
being directly related to the final gas temperature. It must be remembered that, even though bagasse drying is a means of 
making more energy ava ilable from the cogeneration station, the net increase in electricity generation depends on the 
characteristics of the ent ire plant, which is also a function of mainly the turbine inlet steam condition, the temperature and 
pressure of the exhaust and the turbine efficiency, 

1.1. OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of this project is to dry bagasse by using solar energy, The sugar industry utilizes the by-product, bagasse, 
as a fuel. The boi ler is fed with bagasse having a moisture content of 50% . The moishlre content on the bagasse is effo rt on 
Ihe calorific value (CV) of bagasse and boiler efficiencies. Drying of bagasse increases its calorific value thereby improves 
the boiler efficiency. Industries and research institutes have been working to reduce the moisture content of mill wet bagasse. 

2.BASIC COMPONENTS OF SYSTEM 

I. Solar Collector 

2. Drying Chamber . \ ~· S.>--3. Blower 
5S1::'tant Pr,...f::lt't'or

_oJ • c.4 . Duct 
er:' of . ,

~. lie l:. 

'j ale 
5. Healer coil. 
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Fig.~. Duct 
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1. SOLAR COLLECTOR 

!\ solm thennal collector is a solar collector speci fica lly intended to collect heat: that is, to absorb sllnlight to provide heat. 
Although the term may be applied to simple solar hot water panels, it is usually used to denote more complex installations. 
There are variolls types of lhermal collectors, such as solar parabolic, solar trough and solar towers. Flat type and box-type 
collectors are typically lIsed in domestic and light industry npplications. 

A solar collector is basically a flat box and is composed of three main parts, a transparent cover, Black Plate and an insula tcd 
back plate. The solar collector works on the green house effect principle; solar radiation incident upon the transparent Sllrl~lCC 
of the solar collector is transmitted through though this surface. The inside of the solar collector is usually evacuated; th e 
cn~rgy contained within the solar collect is basically trapped and thus heats the black coated plate. The plate is usuall y made 
from mild steel, and the back plate is painted black to help absorb solar radiation. The solar collector is usually insu lated to 
avoid heat losses. 

2. DRYING CHAMBER 

A drying chamber is basically a fl at box, due to the high air resistance encountered when forcing the a ir through the drying 
product, only a few numbers of drying shelves can be stacked without significantly affecting the ai r movement. Tluee drying 
shelves forming three horizontal planes. The dry ing shelves are kept on the wooden frame fixed to the inner side walls of the 
drying chamber and can be easily removed to load or unload the dry ing product from the door, which represents one side of 
the drying chamber. 

3. BLOWER 

A centrifugal fan is a mechanical device for moving air or other gases. The terms "blower" and "squirrel cage fan'\ (because it 
looks like a hamster wheel), are frequently used as syno nyms. These fans increase the speed and volume of an air stream with the 
rotating impellers. Centrifugal blowers provide directional air fl ow by maximizing static pressure, making them opt imal for spot 
cooling and for air flow t1uough a duct. Alternatively, their high suction can be used to hold an object in position or their directed 
ai r flow can be used to move objects. 

Fig. I. Blower 

4. DUCT 

DUCIS are used in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HV AC) to deli ver and remove a ir . The needed airflows include, for 
example, supply ai r, return air, and exhaust ai r. Ducts commonly also deliver ventilation air as part of the supply air. As such, air 
ducts are one method ofensuring acceptable indoor air quali ty as well as thermal comfort. 

A duct system is also called ductwork. Planning (laying out), sizing, optimiZing, detailing, and finding the pressure losses through 
a duct system is called duct design. 

h.) ~ 
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5. HI~ATEn 

Electric heating is a process in whid! e lec trica l cllc.:rgy is cOl ;vl.!rh.:d to heal. COlll lllon applications include space 

heming. cooking, walcr heating and industrial processes. All electric heater is ,ill electrical device (hat COllvorts electric curren t to 
heal. The heat ing clcmclil insid(; every cJc\.!tric henter is an ckctrical n.:s istor, 1md works 011 the principle of Joule heating: 
an electric current passing through a resistor will convert thm electrical energy into helll energy. Most modern eleciril: heating 
devices usc nichrome wire as the (Ictive elcment; the heating dement. (k~picted on the right, uscs nit:hroll1c wire supported by 
ceramic insulators. 

Alternatively. a heat plllllpuses:'111 electric motor to drive a rclrigeration cycle, that draws heat energy from a source such CIS the 

ground or outside air and directs (hat heat into the space to be warmed . Some systems can be reversed so that the interior space is 
cooled and the warm air is discharged outside or into the ground. 

Fig. 3. Heater 

3.2D MODEL:

'~. s.. .... '::~:) o-;ro C'IrCllf 

,.,C~} 

odel) 
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303K = 300 C. 
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4. CALCULATIONS 

4.1 SOLAR COLLECTOR 


Area of the solar collector4 300mm*300mll1 


Height of the solar collector =]OOmm 


Volume of the solar collector- 300*300*300 


4.2. DUCT 

Area of the duct - I*b= 300"300 


Height of the duct 4150mm 

Volume of the duct= 300*300*150 

4.3. BAGASSE DRIER 
Area of the Bagasse drier- 300mm*300mm 

Height of the Bagasse drier=300mm 

Volume of the Bagasse drier= 300*300*300 

= 2T"'lO"-3m"3 

The design of solar collector and bagasse drier setup is based on the amount of solar energy accepted.Total area is lS0000mm2, 
The constraint we are giving on the calculation is compact in size" 

4.4. SPECIFICATION OF BLOWER 
230V, 50Hz 

Power-400W 

Speed, N = 12000rpm 

Volume flow rate ofblower= 2"2m"3jmin 

=0.0366 m'3js 

Density of the air, p = 1.25 Kg/ m 3 

Mass flow rate ofblower,rh= Volume flow rate of blower x Density of air 

Mass flow rate ofblower,m= 0.0366* 1.25= 0.0458Kgls 

Specific heat of air, Cp = 1000JIKgK 

4.5. DUCT CALCULATION 
(From user's handbook on solar water heater) 

\ ~"-'~--; 

r ~I" 
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We arc considering Ih e: dlJl.: t surlht.!c area as pcrirm:lcr llrlhc <lUI.:t rnultipl~ with Ihe length o f the duel 

Pcrirm:tl:r of the duct opening. P---'" 2x 150 + l X :WO = 900rnm 

Length of the duct, L-::::300mm 

Heat lost at duct L:!I1l be calculated by the air which is contact with duL't. 

Area of air in conlat:t with dUCl= PcrimCIL:r of ducl= 2x 150 + L x 300 = 900mlll 

Cross section ofll ir flow= 150* 300= 45000mm2 

A' d t t· - Perimeter of ductj
Ir - uc con act- Cross section arca of duct 


_900/ 

- 45000 

~0,02 

So that we are considering the heat gained by air'sO.02 is lost at duct 

Heat gained by air, Q= IhCp (T2 -Tl) 

~ 0,0458*1000 *(333 - 303) 

~ 1374J/5 

- Q'/ ~ 1374/ =?7 48JlsQconv - /50 SO -, 

Surface area, As =900x 300 =270000 mm2 


COllvective heat transfer coefficient air over surface, h= 100W/m2k(From Heat transfer- B. L Singal) 


27.48=!OOx 270000 x 10-6 x (60 - T~) 

Temperature at outlet of the duct, Too = 5S,9SoC 


4.6.SPECIFICATIONS OF HEATER 

r ower and Voltage- SOOW, 2JOV 

Maximum temperature- 200°C 

Diameter of the coil - IOmm 

Lenglh ofculJ- IOlnch =154mm 

According past research there are Jot of meth.od to find out moisture contains in bagases, 


Some method is not most accurate .

A 

\ s,~S~J 
Ssrstant Prof

Dn essor
It is possible to detennine the better results by two method -Pi, 01 tV1~ch _ ' 


Smt I( '- ~'1fc ~ 

. as/-"bar~' II I
I) Ropiel flryin e or En' , '" c C ~"'c;:n , '9 IJu' 11" _

2) Oven Drying 

Sine!;! rapid dry ing method is nOl feas ible for our model hence; ry method Ii)!' belief results of l)lIr 

JJJuJcl. OUI IIJuud will work as oven for drying bagases 
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Moisture contains .. ------------:---:-- ----:--- -------- - ~ ! 00% 
dr/bagsc~wc l ~ll l 

Sample selectioi1:

we are going to li se sugar mill bagases. According to past research mill bagases contains 48% ofmoislure of IKg of sample 


Scale Requirements:

The accuracy required for the scale depends on the size of the samples to be dried and accuracy to which moisture content is to be 

determined. 


For testing we took 1000 gm of mill bagases. 


After testing we find weight ofbagases is 856.35gm 


intialweightofbagases (wetbagases ) -bagasesweightaftertESting (drybagases ) 


MC 
 ---------------~~~---:-~----------------- . 100%drybagseswetgJII 

1000 - 856.35 

MC ~--=-=-. 100%
856 .3S 

MC~ 16,77% 


As we have use mill bagases which contains 48% moisture 


Hence, 


Total moisture reduced = (% moisture of sample ) - (% moisture reducedby model setup) 


=48%- 16.77% 

= 31.23% = 32% 

5. ADVANTAGES 
Inerement in the calorific values 

Increment the vaporization coeffieient 

fncrement the energy production 

Reduction of the losses 

Decrement the flue gases volume 

Reducing the losses of sensible heat 

6. DISADV ANT AGES 
Efficiency reduced in rainy season 
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7. RESULTS 
W~ have slIcccssfillly rcdul:l.!s 32% lIloisturr.: from I kg uf' mill hagast:s salllple with 1..1Ill,1/11lin now raW of' air hlower and 700 C 

tCl11pcralurc. 
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ABSTRACT 

Diesel engines have high thermal efficiency so they are widely used in light, medium and heavy duty vehicles and also for power 
generation. Bio-fuels are able to reduce net carbon dioxide (CO::!.) and CO emissions. As Bio-fuels are made from renewable 
sources they are having environmental benefits. Bio-diesel is biodegradable and it can be lIsed in most of the diesel engines by 
making some changes ill the engine manifold. The various types ofbiodiesel used are Karanja. Jatropha. Mahua, etc. The another 
name for Karanja biodiesel is Pongamia Pinnata oil. Non edible Pongamia Pinnata (Karanja) biodiesel is blended with diesel to 
use as an alternative fuel for diesel engines. This oil is blended in varying proportions sueh as 10%.20%,50% and 100% with 
pure diesel. The Compression ratio, injection pressure, Speed and load can be varied or additives can be used to check [he 
performance and emission characteristics of Karanja biodiesel blends. By this method we can select the most suitable blend for 
diesel engine. 
KeywordS: Pongamia Pinnata, Engine Combustiol1 and Performance, Efficiency 

1. 	 INTRODUCTION 

Due to increase in number of automobiles along with world population, the exhaust gas emissions of internal combnstion engines 
become a big problem.Because of this air pollution also increases. Bio-fuels are produeed by various ehemical or natural 
processes from biological materials like plants. agricultural wastes. vegetable oils, animal fats tee. Biodiesel is renewable, 
oxygenated, non-toxic and Sulphur free fuel. It is the most suitable alternative fuel to diesel because offollowing reasons: 
• 	 Biodiesel is completely made up of natural sources, so it does not contain any sulphur, aromatic 

Hydrocarbons, metals. 
• 	 Biodiesel is an oxygenated fuel. 
• 	 It can be used in the existing engine without any changes in the engine. 
• 	 Emissions of carbon monoxide and soot reduce. 

2. 	 PROCEDURE FOR PRODUCING KARANJA BIODIESEL 
T ra nsesterifieation 
In this process. alcohol is used (e.g. methanol, ethanol or butanol). This process is carried out in the presence of catalyst 
like Sodium hydroxide, Potassium hydroxide etc. Transesterification process can be explained with the help offollowing 
chart: 
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Collection of ;eed 

~ 
Extra~tion ofoil 

~ 
Pre-heating of oil 

Oil + SOdill1l1 ~ Sodiu!ll 
Meihoxide 	 Melhoxide 

+-

I 

+ 


Methanol .,,
Sodium 

HydlOxide 
-~ 

Stin"ing (I hour) and Tram-eslerification 
heating at 55°c: ~I 	 Proce.;ses I 

Setting ofmi.xh:re 
(8 hours) 

'I Gravitv ""Paration I ... .. ' 

IBiCHiiesel I IGlycerin I 


L 

Bubble wa~hing & heating I 

1 
.:f 'L Quality [",st I 


Pure BiD-diesel 

(ready lor use) 


Fig. 2.1: Transesterification process 

Karanja biodiesel can also be produced by Esterification process, Production pf biodiesel from Pongamia Pin nata oil involves 
allowing steps: 

a) Blending 

b) Micro-em ulsification 

c) Cracking 


d) Tlall~t:st t:r1ncadun 

3. 	 COMPARATIVE PROPERTIES OF PURE DIESEL AND KARANJA 
BLENDS 

'\ S,S}--_ 
A-,i5tant Pr , • f 
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Table 3.1: Properties or karanja biolliescl blends 

I 
KBIOO 

S5-1 

7 16 

.-,.'
I19-1 

1 ! 5. 1 
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3~ . 94 

I 
I 

4. COMBUSTION CHARACTERISTICS 

4.1 RATE OF PRESSURE RISE VIS LOAD 

From figure, it is observed that the rate of pressure rise increases for increase in loading conditions for all fue ls. This happens 
because greater amount of fuel is injected at higher loading conditions. The value of rate of pressure ri se fo r KB20 blend is higher 
than that off KB50 blend. Therefore: amount of karanja biodiesel in diesel is used to reduce engine noise level, to increasethe 
engine li fe and to obtain a smooth combustion process. 

0% ~~% Lo.ci il% I~% l o,r, ~ 

Fig. 4.1: Rate of pressure rise vIs load 

4.2 HEAT J{ELEASE !{ATE VIS LOAU 

diesel than Karanja Biod iesel Blends at 25%, 50%, 75% and at fu ll load 
conditions. The Karanj a "1',ncl$.I_ iiibtas'"alte because they have lower calorifi c value. 
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-
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w 
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2: 

25% load50% 75% 100% 

Fig. 4.2: Heat J'elease rate vis load 

4.3 MEAN GAS TEMPERATURE VIS LOAD 

Ifvalue of mean gas temperature is high, then more amount of NOX will be formed , Hence, to reduce the emissions of NOX and 

thus to decrease the air pollution, value of mean gas temperature should be very less. At loading conditions like 25%, 50%, 75% 
and full load conditions, the pure Karanja Biodiesel and its blends have high value of mean gas temperature than that of pure 

diesel.While at no load condition, pure diesel has high value of mean gas temperature as compared to other Karanja blends . The 

reason behind it is that the Karanja biodiesel contains 10% more amount of oxygen than the pure diesel. Therefore, proper 
combustion takes place and it gives the high value of mean gas temperature. 

2UOO 
• Oi, ..~ t·1 .KI.I1 00 kl\'.C1 • KI~lO

1MOO 

'1600 

E l~OO 
Q, 

E 1I(l1l$ ....~ Inoo 

! xc',,', 
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:Ii 

~no 

ltJO 

D 

Fig 4.3: Mean Gas Temperature vis Load 
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The pure Karallia biodicsd and il:; blends .... U20. K1350 havc high lhermal effich.:nc), llliln pure dic.:sd at 25% lund, The pur..: diesel 
and Karanjn Imve same bmkc thermal cllicicllcy at 50% load. Similarly, KIJ50 and KB75 have same thermal efficiency. Bul ill 

75% of 10<1d Kamllia biodicscl records less valuc of brake thermal crticit:llcy. This is because, the K(lrflnja hiodicscl have low 
ca lor itic value lhan diesel. 

5,2 FUEL AIR RATIO 

", 

'" 

n 

.. I)"" ~ . · I _l<1J1I)11 

0" ", }:!j~6 Lo.Cd}!' /'," (, I Un'!fJ 

Fig 5.1: Brake thermal efficiency vIs load 

KB100 have high value of fuel air ratio than all other Karanja biodiesel blends as well as pure diesel for all loading condilions 

that is 25%, 50%, 75% and full conditions_This occurs because Karanja biodiesel have higher density than diesel and 
also lower calorific value than pure diesel. 
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Fig 5.2: Fuel Air Ratio vIs Load 

From graph, it is observed that heat equivalent to useful work is increased if the loading conditions are increased, But KBIOO 
gives less values of heat equivalent pure diesel for all loading conditions, The reason fo r this is that the KB 100 
have more calorific value than conditions, the performance of biodiesel blends is near to the pure 
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dic:scl Oil basis ofbcttl!r ..:ombUSlitll1, This is due to llIore ;lIllOlIlll ofoxygeH is prc:sC:1l1 ill biodicsd blends <Ind al so rt:tlucL'c! I'ricliorl 
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Fig. 5.3: Heat equivalent to useful work 

6. DIESEL ENGINE IN DUAL FUEL MODE WITH KARANJA BIODIESEL AND LPG 
6.1 FUEL CONSUMPTION VIS LOAD 

The graph shows that the value of fuel con~umption i::; more for pure biodiesel. If LPG is mixcd with it then it reduces the fuel 
consumption, HOHLt it i!. dc::::.w::ll fialll lh~ g.mpb Ihut u1 high lauding conditions, dual tllel mixture ( I.e, KaranJa biodicscl I LPG) 
is more effective. At all loading cond itions fuel consumption for pure diesel is less than pure biodiesel. While at low loads dual 
fuels have better fuel consumption than pure diesel. 

Fuel Consumption Vs Load 

.~.~~_~ I 
~ 0.6 -

~:.: ~~ -
0.1 
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o J 10 

6.2 BRAKE SPECifiC ENER\;Y CONS IIM I'TION VIS I .OAO 

Brake specific energy consumption (BSEC) means the energy ~i the fuel to generate per Unit of brake power Pure dIesel 
and Pure biodiese! have better BSEC than dual fuel ~'Wale (">' K 
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fig. 6.2: BSEC vis load 

6.3 BRAKE THERMAL EffiCIENCY VIS LOAD 

Brake thermal efficiency (BTE) is the energy given by fuel which is converted to brake power. Jt is a dimensionless number. It 
varies linearly wi th brake power and inversely with energy content of fu el. lf brake power increases, brake thermal efficiency a lso 
increases. At all loading conditions, va lue of BTE for pure biodiesel and diesel is high. If the amount of LPG in biodiesel 
isincreased, then BTE decreases. 

~------------------------------~ 
Brake Thermal Efficiency Vs load 
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f ig. 6.3: BTE vis load 

6.4 EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE VIS LOAD 

Exhau~f. l?a~ tcmpCfitturc (EClT) i,co dircctly pmpcH1inll,"1 to ,n,lo. Th... val lie ofr.ClT i.co more fo r dunl fuel mode. Thi::; b bccou~c 
quantity ofa ir required tor combustion in combustipn ~hamb~ is less and heatin value of LPG is high. 
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7. CONCLlISION 

• 	 The physical propcrtiCg like density. lire point, doud point arc almost similar fiw the KanUljll biodiegcl blend K[nO :lI\d 
pure dil.:sd, But thl.: value.'i of density. lin; point, duud point lor blends K.B50 and KI3100 arc very much dill'erclH than 
the pure diesd. Only theCalorific value of pure diesd is mort: than that ofKB20, KB50 and KBIOO blends. 

• 	 The rate of pressure rise lur pure diesel arc more than the pure karanja biodiescl and its blends. This shows the smooth 
combustion process. Because of this engine noise level reduces alld the engine will have more life. 

• 	 The value of heat rel('(1se rme for pure diesel is more than the Kmanja biodiesd blends. Because Karanja biodiese l blends 
have 1O~12% more oxygen content than dicsel. The fuel air mixing rate decrease due to high value of viscosity and 
density resulting inferior atomization and vaporization. 

• 	 For KBIOO mean gas tcmperature is more than the other Karanja blends and pure diesel. So this gives more all10unt of 
NOX emission. This is because the KB 100 has 10-12% more content of fuel bound oxygen than diesel which contributes 
better combustion of diesel enginc. 

• 	 For all loading conditions i.e. 25%, 50%, 75% and full load conditions, the value of fuel air ratio is lower for KB20 blend 
than pure diesel. 

• 	 The KB20 has high value of heat equivalent to useful work than pure diesel at 50%, 75% and full load. 

• 	 Fuel consumption, Brake specific cnergy consumption and Brake thermal efficiency are low in dual fuel mode. As the 
calorifiC value of LPG is high and it is less llsed so, BTE decreases. 

• 	 Only the value of exhaust gas temperature is more in dual fuel mode. High temperature inside the combustion chamber 
can harm engine parts and decreases mcchanical properties of the engine. Therefore. cooling systems are needed in dual 
fuel modc. 
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ABSTRACT 

India is mr Agrariall country where 60% oJits people directly or indirectly depel1d on Agriculture as a source oJ income. With 
recent technological udvrlllcemellts ([Iollg with Jactors such as s/rortage oJ labOllr, water scarcity, higher demand Jar eJficiem 
Jarming Jrol1l a limited piece oJ lalld etc. the ueed Jar automated solutions Jar repetitive tasks has increased ill the field oJ 
agriculture. As water has become 011 even more precious resource ill the recellt years, proper storage and optimulIl distribution 
is a key Jar a well planned crop cye/e. Also, crops which are sensitive to even the smallest oJ the weather changes require 
special attentiou. 111 cases like these high precision based alltomated control becomes even more relevant. Programmable Logic 
Controllers (PLC) have beell in lise since the 19705. They have undergone tremendous upgradation. Also the affordabili(v oJ 
these Programmable Logic COlttrollers has inereased due to a hllge market competition in this field. ThereJore, usillg tile 
reliability ami tile flexibility oJ the PLC systems Jar a relevant problem like lack oJ necessary reSOurCeS Jor Jarming, is veryl 
importalll. III tltis paper we have explained the process in wflich we studied PLC programming soJtware alld thell 
implemented a programme demollstrating {Ill Automated Irrigation process. A Visualisation or a Human }J;Iac/ZilZe Inter/tlce 
(HMJ) is also made. Through this Hil'lI a persoll call control and monitor the entire processJromjllst one location. This paper 
defines a simple automated irrigation system design Jar water level and flow control using moisture sensor, float level sensor, 
solenoid valve etc. 

Keywords: Automated Irrigation, PLC, HMI. etc. 

1. Introduction 

Agriculture is the backbone of Indian economy. India ranks 2nd in farm output on a worldwide scale. With advancements in 
technology. the economic contribution of agriculture is fa iling. but it employs more people than any other sector in India. India 
exported $39 billion worth of agricultural products in 20 13, making it the seventh largest agricultural exporter worldwide and the 
sixth largest net exporter. The irregularity in rainfall pattern and uneven availability of groundwater resources are the main issues 
faced. 
" S IO\:\l ::.gr i(,Hltl lr::.1 growrh ;~ ~ ront:' ':''1"[l for p0lkymal-;'iffi ac Gomo 1'.1,'0 thirdo of India'o pooplo dopond on rural omploymont for a 
living. Current agricultural practices are neither economically nor envi ronmentally sustainable and India's yields for many 
agricultural commodities are low. Poorly maintained irrigation systems and almost universal lack of good extension services are 
among the factors responsible. Fanner~' acce.,,~ to mflrkets is hampered by poor road~ , rudimentary market infra~tructure, and 
excessive regulation." 

- ~orld Bank: "India Country Overview 2008,,(5] 
The major reasons for the need of a system like this are: 

• 	 India is a predominantly agricultural country with 2I3 rd of the people engaged in agriculture in one way or the other. 
• 	 In the recent years. with unpredictable monsoon and prcvniline rlrollehf l nerir.n itme: r.ommnnity i.<:; the: worM victim ofthr. 

conditions 
• 	 Rapid UrhaOlzatio ~~J,j\rnl1 ~~e:l'I"f" in th /'" hllrripn nn a lirn itpd art:'a offi\rming 
• 	 A system like th O e1P"'I fl ifit:~~· g the output from a piece ofland . 
• 	 This will repla I ~ epetitiv~ta:sk1 will be convenient for th e farmer. :::::. 	 
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I'rognlmnmhlc Log.ic COlllrolier-; nrc cOlltnll h:rs which ofrer high n.:liahilily. cUIlVL'llielli prugramming ilnd quick HUll! dt:leciion. 
They were concei cd Ii)!" tlse in the aUhmwtioll of the :llllOlJ1obile industry 10 replm:l: hard wired rclays. They arc rugged and arc 
suitabil: tor a wide range of harsh cnvironnH..'Ilt. Prograllllllahic Logk COll trollcr~ are mociuinr. I-Ienec tlley can he used lor a 
hand flll or inputs and OUlput~ (1I0~) or they eml be scak-d lip to a Ihollsand II()S due to Iheir modular nature. 

Nowadays. PLCs nrc programmed lIsing proprietary soHwnn:s by the !,<IIl1e PLC manul11cturcrs. These solhvarcs are installed on 
the personal compult:J's (PC) mal arc eormccted to the PLC through a Ethcrnet l:ablc. The programming soilwares and languages 

[6[ 
nre based on the IECG l U 1-3 slandards . The Illost predominantly llsed hl r;guages lor [lLC progrtlmrning arc: 

Laddcr Oitlgrmn (LO) 

Structured Text (ST) 

Function Block Diagrmn (FBD) 


2. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In India. agriculture is dependant on rairrlhll . but the rainfall pntterns arc getting irregular. Also groundwater table is not 

consistent. In times like these water storage and water saving techniques have become very relevant. Manual Irrigation is mainly 

based on the past experience of the fhrmer/workcr. But these mcthods of mnnunlly controlled Irrigation have some obviolls 

limitations. Delayed water supply, lack of precise water distrioulion based on the exact need of crops, adequate water storage etc. 

are some of (he main issues faced . 

In this System design, a prototype is designed to demonstrate the real life application. 


3. SYSTEM DESIGN 

The System Design consists of the following components: 
• Submersible Pump 
• Float Level Switches 
• Solenoid Valvc 
• Moisture Sensor 

A schematic diagram for the System Design is shown below, 

.. .,
.< 

6 .. 
i 

.1 

-
Fig-l Scbematic System Design oftbe Prototype 


[Labels: (I)Sump tank with Submersible Pump; (2)Overbead Tank; (3)Float Level High; (4)Float Level LoW; (5)Soleooid 

Valve; (6)Moisture Sensor; (7)Soil sample [ 


Two plrt£ which art COllGilltmloJ UpUlI, •....11110 Implemcnting the nutoll1!lr.:d il'rig,ativll prv(.(...\.\ «1(.: 
I. Water Level Control. 

. , 
' 

2. Water Flow Control. /" -
\ S,~
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J.t. WATER LEVEL CONTROL 
Inlhis part following I.:o/llponr.:nls arc lI sed 

I. Submersible Pump (240 V AC) 
1, Flom Icwl Switdws (one 1.:<1(;11 to show the high and the low Il::vd status) 

The snbmersible pump and the Float l!.!vcls are conllecred to thc PLC. Till: submersible plllllp is switched ON when the overht:ad 
tank is dry, The cycle of filling the tank goes on automatically in case of a contillllolls water supply , Otherwise a manllnl soil 
button is provided on the HMI screen to start/stop the lIser's t,;oilvenience, 

~ig-2 Magnetic Float Level Switch 

The PLe programme for this pa rt is shown below in Fig-3 

- - - --Iii 


Fig-3 Ladder Diagram PLC Programme for Water Level Control 

This programme has 2 Digital Inputs [01] and one Digital Output [DO] 

Variables used in this program are 


1. blevellow- Boolean Level Low (NC contact) [01] 
2. blevelhigh- Boolean Level Low (NC contact) [01] 
3. bpump- Boolean Pump (coi l and it is used for latching as an NO contact) [DO] 

3.2. WATER FLOW CONTROL 
In this part fo1iowing components are used 

I. Moisture Sensor (5V) 
~. Solenoid Volve (7.4V DC) 

The moisture sensor and the solenoid va lve is connected to the PLe. The moisture sensor requires a 5V supply, Its output voltage 
is based on the conductivity of the soil . which in tum is direc tly dependant on the wetness of soil. This output vo llagt.: for lht: Dry 
soi l state to completely Wct soil state, ranges in between 0.95 V - 3.35 V, Thcse vo ltage values are converted into Integer values 
inSide the PLL. rhe Swltchmg UN/UFF ot the solenoid valve IS thus, dependant on the mOIsture values ot' Ihc soil. 

) 
\ ~ '..:>...-.-) 

5sIstaht t:- 'J ;JJ ~ 
Fig-4 Moisture Sensor 
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The PLC programlm: ror Ihis P,)rt is shoWIl he lo w ill Fig-S 

l[fl i ,I.. i :. r '.n .. 
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Fig-5 Structured Text PLC Programme for Water Flow Control 

This programme has I Analog Input [AI]ulld 1 Digital output [~O] 


Variables used in this programme are 

I, amoisturesensor- Analog Moisture Sensor (J nteger values) [AI] 

2. bsolenoidvalve- Boolean Solenoid Valve [DO] 

)4. HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACE (HMI) / VISUALISATION 

HMI or Visualisation is used to control and monitor the status of the process remotely from one place. Three screens are designed 
which can be navigated through the buttons for screen change. 

,...·w Pt/MO " . ..... ..~ ..:::J 
• 
. ~ ..- • 

,.-
PLNfI> SIM rc" 

!I" 
..

SOlE1'~D VAlVESTArus

• 
Fig-6 Visualisation Screens 

The Visualisation! HMI consists of the following screens: 
I , Home screen 
2. Water Tank Level Monitor. 
3. Moisture Level Monitor, 

Thl "; mHk(:~ II very ~lmrlc: :mt1 r.;t~y ti)r the- lI~p,r to havl;' control over the process. Also HHlIt detection in the process can be 
rlptprr",ri 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Thus. Ihis prolotype proves Ihat Olll: PLC ";1111 he us~d to control the mentioned processes, As the PL.Cs llrc Flexible and Modular. 
th e /lumber of 1I0s ,,;an bl: incrcasl.:d as per requirement. Also, the rvlonitQring and Fnult delection process becomes easier due to 
the Visuatisation/Hf\../ I scrC(;;l1s. The successf'lIl execution of the PLC programme using the prototype is a proof of concept for real 
life application of Alltomah:d Irrigmion lIsing PLC programming, 
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ABSTRACT 

Tire goal of this paper is to present low-cost applications ofdrones in forestry and agriculture. Tire first Objective Of this paper 
'j to prepare a simple low-cost assembly wlrich ases {J conical flask to store seeds and all open-close slru//er mechanism fo/' 

goud dislributioll ofseeds all over Ille farm using dr011es. The drone considerably decreases iluman efforts and iucrease.\· lite 
seer! dislribution efficiency. The second goal ofthis paper is to present a low-cost single-camera system to allalyze plant /leallil 
statlls lIsing NDVI analysis. Normalized Differe1lce Vegeta!io1llndex is a spectral band calculatio1l til at l1ses tile visible (RGB) 
find Near-Infrarer! (/VIR) bauds oftile electromag11etic spectrum. Leafcells /lave evolved to re-emit solar radiation ill the IH!flr
infrared speclral region and to absorb solar radiation in the visible spectral regio11. Comparing the amount of reflecled red 
NglII 10 Ihal of the Near-Illfrared liglll COIl suggest what proportion of t/le sunlig'" was being absorbed by tile plants. This 
method can be used to avoid the crop-loss due to various reasons such as weedsJ pest infestationsJ lack ofnutriellts and mallY 
more. All tile available resources for monitoring plant healtll are extremely costly. Not all the farmers can afford tile lise ofIhe 
technology. Helice Ollr goal is to make low-cost equipments so tltat farmers call make use of tile technology at fl mucll 
affordable price. 

Keywords: Illfrared, NDVI (Normalized Differenlial Vegelallve ludex), NIR (Near Infm-Red), Nulrienls, Plall/ Siress Level. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The applications of drones are expanding with each passing minute and agriculture is no exception. The technology of 

unmanned aircrafts can be used for collecting valuable information in the agriculture sector, which can be used to avoid damage 
caused by pest infestation. 

The factor that makes drones the best option for this purpose is the cost effectiveness of these unmanned devices. The 
;heaper cost as compared to airplanes and helicopters makes UAVs the optimum choice for carrying out valuable research which 
can help in the enhancement of production. It has been predicted that the agriculture sector wiJI be responsible for nearly 80 
percent of the commercial market tor drones[ I]. This is because drones can be that defining piece of technology which enables 
farmers 10 make better decisions regarding the management of their farms. 

P I',',·nk.I' At,I'i." I't ll II). 1 •.•. lul••,I"'Hi',l pl ••·,Ij.J>; .til '-'l-'l-",Jlllllljl), ('J '="Ali'Ak ..,111111 '.'_'UUlIUllili-=, llliliH li~hl " fl. '. Inl ••.•. . 

Agriculture defines the success of a plant as productivity per unit of land area. Environmental stresses impose limitations on plants 
ability to achieve maximum yield. Inadequate fertility can reduce the growth and production. The consequence of stressful 
growing conditions is a decline in leaf chlorophyll concentrations, a decrease in incident light absorbance, and a reduction in 
overall plant productivity. 

Planting trees in remote forest locations is a slow, laborious process that still relies on humans with shovels to do all the 
work. It can be drastically modernized by employing drones to plant seeds, spray for invasive species, and monitor the tree growth 
process, Forests are important for mitigating the effects of climate change, acting as carbon sinks that absorb as much as 30 
percent of annual C02 emissiuns. LuaJeJ wiLli d L"Ll:h uf ~t't:J,~, Hit: JlUlJt:~ \,;UIl fly tu ~lJcl,;.ifjcJ ~itc~ dUJ fife d seo!d inlu the 
yrvum1. Besides !:ipt:cdiny up thc process while drastically reducing fhe co.<'.t:., drones replace human effort with modt.:rn reliable 
technology. 

On the other hand. the use of vegetative indices has allowed users to relate differences in reflectance of incident light at 
various wavelengths to changes in canopy characteristics. There are numerous indices, all derived from ratios based on the 
reflectance of incident light at specific wavelengths. The normalized difference vegetative index (NDVl) has gained wide 
acceptance based on its ease of use, only requiring two waveleng\~~ characteristics it has been correlated too. NDVI 
has been used to evaluate plant nitrogen status, chlorophyll conJth..~~OQ1ass and grain yield. S~ctral information has 

VI ~ ,'. \ ~'> ,{:!F 
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been uSl:d to cvaluale mil:rOllUlril:llt slrcsst detection o f insec t inlCstation. and dise.""tsc infec tion o r plants. An undersmndi Ilg o f the 
physiochemical impacts of plant s tress and the ir spectral responses, through the lise o f rcmote sens ing. can allow produl:c rs to 
make decisions that a rc cllvirolllllcllll.llly friendly. and economically fea sible. On the fie ld . an UA V equipped with multispectral 
CillIlera allows us to <.l etcnninc thc pest infestation of plants l:vcn before the leaves wilt. Using UAV 's, the massive lise o f 
fC/1ilizers can be reduced; ESlilll<ltion of Chloro phyll content and plant nitrogen stnt llS, Leaf A rea Index (LAI): T oral 
photosynthetic tissue pcr ullit ground surt1ce~ crop yield estimation can be predicted[2]. 

2. SEED SOWING DRONE 
A simple low cost drone which can be designed and made at home lIsing scrap materia ls very eas ily. The drone consists 

of a conical flask to store the seeds to be spread, a support mechanism to support the whole sys tem and a shutter mechanism to 
open and close the opening of cOllical flask and to equally distribute the seeds over the farm. 

2.1 ASSEMBLY AND WORKING 
Seeds are poured in the conical flask through the opening. The opening and closing of the opening is done using a 

shutter. The shutter is operated or ro tated using a servo motor. An L-shaped bracket is attached to the servo motor. An Arduino 
Uno board is attached to the servo motor which gives the input program for servo motor. This program decides the <Ingle of 
rotation and the rotation speed( rpm) of the motor shaft. For our purpose, an angle of90-120 degrees is used. The Arduino Uno 
board is connected to a battery which is the input power source. 
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It l:<I1l bl.: seen Ii'om !ig,~, as the shutter opens the lIo1.zil.. sl.:eds arc spmycd v i:1 a guiding Illcl: i1allism which increases till' s el~d 

dhal'ihulion efficiency, The angle o f rotation set f()r this shuLter mechanism is kept C)() degrc(;s, It erlll he varied ,IS per the drClne 
speed nnd the speed of the servo moto r so as to achieve maXimllnl distrillillion o f seeds, 

3. PLANT HEALTH ANALYSIS -NORMALIZED DIFFERENCE VEGETATION INDEX (NDVI) 
NDv r is acronym for Norma lized DitTercnce VcgelHtion Index. It' s used to better define [he vitality and pho!osYlltllcri e 

activity of plants. The NDVI is a IUllllcrical indicator thai uses the visible and ncar-infrared bands of the clcctrol11agnctiL: 
speclrum, It is adoptcd to analyze remotc sensing me<lsuremcnls .and assesses whelhcr the target being observed l:OIllain~ livc 
green vegetation or not. 

~ 
Oead Leal Stressed Leal Hoalthy Leal 

Fig-3: Vegetation Rencctam:e 

In the Fig, 3, NIR indicates the reflectance in the near-infrared region and RED indicates the reflectance of red region in 
the electromagnetic spectrum[3]. Healthy vegetation reflects more light in the NIR region and absorbs most o f the light in the 
visible red region. Whereas, stressed vegetation reflects less sunlight in the NIR region and absorbs more sunlight in the red 
region than that of the healthy vegetation, Theoretically, NDVI values are represented as a ratio ranging in valuc from -I to I but 
in practice extreme negative values represent water, values around zero represent bare oil and values over 0,6 represent dense 
green vegetation. 

3.1 CHLOROPHYLL ABSORPTION SPECTRUM 
The NDV I concept is best understood by the Chlorophyll absorption and reflectance spectra. Chlorophyll in plants 

absorbs maximum of blue and red radiant energy incident on it. We can choose either red or blue filter for our NDVI calculation, 
Since red filter provides best contrast for our NDVI image, we choose red for our N DVl calculation[4]. 
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3.2 VEGETATH),''1 REFLECTANCE SPECTRUM 
Abolll 50-70% of' ncar-infrared spectrum is reflected i1lld only about 1-5% of red spectrum is reflected by lhe green 

veget;:Jtion[4]. Higher the NIR reflectance and lower the red reflectance, healthier is the vegctntion. As shown in fig.5 we CUll see 
thai plants reflect 11105 t of the radiant energy in green ilnd NIR spectra of the electromagnetic spectrum, 

'" 
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Fig-S: Graph of Rell.etanee Vs Wavelength of light 

3.3 CAMERA MODIFICATION 

3.3.1 MOBIUS ACTION CAMERA 

The Mobius action camera is one of the most sophisticated mini cameras, One of the biggest advantages of this camcra is 
that it is light weight and has manual time-lapse setting, It allows us to take a picture after a fixed interval of time, By 
mounting this camera on UAV, it can take pictures after a fixed preset interval of time which can be modified as 
required. 

3.3.2 CAMERA HACKING (REPLACING THE lR-BLOCK FILTER) 
Human eye consists of three COnes red, green and blue and everything we see is a combination of colors formed by a 

combination of various intensities corresponding to the each color. We do not see infra-red rays with the naked eyes and so 
allowing the NIR rays to enter the camera makes the images noisy as far as the human seeing mechanism is concerned. For this 
reason, Our traditional digital cameras have an inbuill NIR block filter which blocks all the incoming radiation in NrR region. 
Fig,6 shows the dismantled view of our Mobius action cam. 'Ve first broke down the IR-block filter which is a very tedious task 
since it's very small in size and the lens is just below it and if the lens gets even a single scratch the camera gives blurry images. 
We then cut a piece ofWratten-25a filter and placed it just after the lens where the IR-bJock filter was originally fitted as shown in 
fig.6. The camera was reassembled after replacing the filters and focus was adjusted using the Allen-screw to get good images. 

----Backing 
Our normal digital camera ha<; 3 channels- red, green and hlue. Since the available infra-red cameras are extremely 

CO.\ltly, \""C eun U.!IC our own convcned caIneI'&' which C&.ptUl"5 the NIft. 1'11y.!l rdkclcd frorn the phillt:J, Flll Ihi ·, 1'"llhl!,", \\'., 1~IIIII\'l.. 
ylh'. Illhlllh lI'fl·II-I ..·.,'l fllu.1' IIlh; 1\',1"11.',,', If wITh II ,'hl/d-I',f,I,,'I-jj b,H flh ..,1' "",hkh 1II1,·,w.~ y,h •. wllvelcllgth:1 Cllrn.!!.IpulH.lill!; 1\.1 lilll (lIl,] IlIM 

infra red (NIR) to pass. The blue channel captures the near-infra red (NIR) and the red channel captures the wavelength, 
corresponding to the red region of the electromagnetic spectrum. As shown in the tig.5 , the Wratlen-l .':>a allows only the red and 
NTR rep, inn ,<; nfthe ele:ctrom:w:netic ,<;pectmm to-: , ,h it r.:q , 
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Fig-7: TnmsmiUancc characteristics of Wratten-25a 

3.3.3 CAMERA CALIBRATION 
The leaked NJR in the red channel CAIl be tackled by Ned Horning's Calibration Plugin added to the software Image-J 

l hich is a Scientific Image Processing Software [6]. We can subtract the required amount ofNIR from the red channel to gel 
good enough results for our analysis 

3.3.4 NDVI ANALYSIS 
Using the Ncd Horning's NOV I lookup tables, we convert thc raw image into an output NOVr image on a scale from -1 

to +1 using Image-J. Experimentation needs to be done to gel a good contrast by adjusting the white balance settings, as well as by 
modifying the traditional NOVI formula in a way such that it doesn't affect the core concept behind NOVI. 

4. EXPERIMENTS 
4.1 DETECTING WILT LEA VES 

We performed our first experiment on a set ofJeavesjust to make surc whether the camera hacking was perfectly done-
a. We arranged 7 leaves, 3 of them affected due to water-loss and heat and remaining green and healthy and 

placed them alternately. 
b. The image was taken using our modified camera. 
c. After post-processing and conversion using Image-J, the output result in the form of an NOVI image is obtained 

as shown in fig.9. 
The traditional formula used for NOVI calculation is: 

NOV] =(NIR-REO)/(NIR+RED) 
We could not get a good contrast using the traditional NOVI formula" So we had to try out different formulas without affecting the 
significance of the NOVI and modity the fonnula to obtain a better contrast[7] . 
By trial and error method, we got the best contrast using this Modified NOVI formula

NOVI = (NIR-REO) / (NIR+O.8*REO) . 

• 'ig-tJ: Ibw image t 
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Fig.8 nnd Fig.9 represent the raw image and the NDVI output respectively. We cml clearly scc the difTercncc in shades. 
The rcsulls an~ explaincd in section 5. 

4.2 LOCATING TIm AFFECTED AREAS OF A DISEASED PLANT 
Second experiment was performed with an aim to detect the diseased plant and differentiate between the healthy and 

affected areas of the diseased plant. The input image and the NDVI output arc as shown below

Fig-lO: Raw Image 2 Fig-II : NDVI image 2 

Fig.9 and fig.tO represent the raw illlagt: and Lil t: NOV) output respectively.Here also the unaffected part appears green 
and the affected part has a white tinge. The results are explained later in section 5. 

4.3 WEED DETECTION 
This experiment for performed in order detect the weeds growing in the plant region which might potentially affect the 

plants. 

Fig-l2: Raw 
Fig-!}: N\~~~a_g_e _3__ 
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l,'ig.l 1 and Fig.1 J represent [he R,I\\' I magI.! arid lhe NDV l OUIPtlt respec ti vely. Tht: wcr.:ds appear green. whil:h m:l.: () rding 
to the lookup tabic used lor this c;.;perimcnt have lower NI)Vl values than Ihe red regioll indicating higher Nt>V l valut:S.Tl1c 
resulls are explaincd later in :wctinn 5. 

5. RESULTS 

Experiment 4.1 


According to NDVI output obtained, a clc~lr difference is SCt::!l ill shades bCl\Ve~1l the green leaves and wilt leaves in the 
stretched NDVI images. Healthy leaves appear Illllch grecllt::1' and wilt leavcs appear faded in the image. 
Experiment 4.2 

The NDV I image clearly difTeremialcs the affcc[ed rarts of the diseased plant from the parts that are yet to be affected. 
Thus corrective mensures Can be wkcl1 to snve the plant from getting entirely damaged. 
Experiment 4.3 

This experiment demonstrates that NDVI analysis can be used for detecting weeds which can potentially damage the 
plants. The weeds rencet lOuch les!; portion ortlle sun-light in the NIR region as compared to that of the healthy green vegetation 
and thus the NDV I values of the weeds are lower than that of the healthy green vegetation. 

6. CONCLUSION 
Any digital camera can modified to detect green vegetation and to do some basic plant analysis by replacing the NIR-block filter 
with the red pass filter. Mobius action camera costs about 10 times less than the commercially available cameras used for plant 
'lealth analysis which is a huge triumph of the modified single-camera system thereby making it easily affordable for the 
.radilional fanners which was the major goal of our project. From the performed experiments) we can conclude that the clear 
contrast in colours is obtained from NDVI outputs of the respective images. Thus with reasonable accuracy, we can lise the 
modified single-camera system for i1llalyzing the green vegetation and performing plant health analysis. 
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ABSTRALI 

Fractal Robots is all emerging new service that promise.\" to rewlntionize every aspeCI of human technology. Fractal 
robots are objects made from cubit.: bricks thaI can be cOlltrolled by a compllter to change j'lwpe and reconfigure 
Lhemselves illto objects of different shapes. 17,cse cubic motorizt!ll bricks call be programmed to move and shuffle 
themselves to c/tauge shape to make objects like a hOllse potentially in a few seconds. This technology has the potential 
to peuetrilte every field of hlUmm work like cOllstruction, medicine, research (Ind others. Fractal robots call enable 
bui/dings to be built witlliull day, I,elp perform sensitive medical operatiolls oud call assist illlabaratory e..:cperiments. 

Tflis technology is called Digital Matter COlltrol and is implemellted here with a machine called robotic cubes amI the 
entire technology is called Fractal Robot Tecllllology. Also Fractal Robots have built-ill self repair wldch means they 
can cOlltinue without humall interventioll. 

Keywords: Fractal,Fractal Robots,Frac.:tal Bus 

I.INTRODUCTION 

1.1Wbat Are Fractals? 

Fractals are never ending matters which are created by repeating same procedure again and again.They have self similarity in the 
structure,Wherever you look at any part of its body it will be similar to the whole object, 

(b)Manmade Fractals 

Fig.1 Fractal [I] 

1.2FractaI Robots: 
,.\ rr.l":'I.'l1 RI,IIlII l.lllYloiuully 1 II " j il:IL:lruu(!ordln/f 10 thl,.'" deflnhlCll1 nbCov,,:,.rl'nCtllll'obCIt3 lIrc the ObJCCI~1 1111HIL: BreI/hie 

bricks having some electronics . \l!- nn reconfigure themselves and can bc controlled by eomputer.These ore the 
· t tv alhJLhc:a. 
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2. FRACTAL ROBOT MECHANISM 

2.1Simple constructional details 

Lot of cfforts has been takcn in making the robotic cubes as simple as possib le. The design is such that it has leasl possible 
moving parts so that they can be mass produced. Material requirements havc also been made as flexible as possible. They can be 
built from metals and plastics which are cheaply available in industrialized countries but also from ceramics and clays which are 
environmentally friendlier and more readily available in developing nations. These robot ic cubes are assembled from face plates 
vhich have been manufactured and bolted to a cubic frame as illustrated in fIgure 3. 

Fig·3: Hollow cubic structurel2) 
Hence the cube is hollow and the plates have all the mechanisms.Face plates have electrical contact pads that allow 

power and data signals to be transmitted from onc robotic cube to another. 45 degree petals that push out of the surface from face 
plates to engage the neighbouring face that allows one robo tic cube to lock to its neighbour. The contact pads could be on the 
plates themselves or be mounted separately on a purpose built solenoid operated pad as shown in figure 4. 

2.2Movement mechanism: 

Vig.4 Movement mr.ch~ni~mI2) 

Th~ pdab arl.: pu~bt:J in and out of the slots with t r. The petals have serrated edges and they engage into the 
noighboring robotio (lubo throu.!I;h thc 45 dq~I'CC 3110 • . flill.. pd.il~ .itt\,.- \,.-1I:;.isl..d Ly l,..jlill..l .i g~b.r I'Yh(..c.i ul ...1. bl'=;l.

Sl!l ew ll!['t;~aJ IWlnlng the lehgth ofthe slot which shown 111 fIg '2. 
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3.IMI'LEMENTATION OF COMPUTER CONTROL 

All aClivc rObOli(; (;ubcs uses microcomrollcr 10 perfc, rm bll:-;ic opcralion:i such as the eOI11l11unh:ation Hnd control of internal 
mechan ism, Hence Ihe computcr program to control the robot is greatly s implifh.'d in that whatever so ilwarc that is deve loped fix 
a large .scale robo t, it also applies to the smaller scale with no modi ti cm ions to the cOlllilland struclure, 
The largest camponenl of tbe Frnclal Robot systcm is tht;: soflware. Because shape changing robots Hre fraclals, evcrything around 
the robo t such as openning system ,tooling. software etc must bc fractally organ ized in order to take advantage of the fractal 
operation. Fractal Robol hardware is des igned to integrate as seumless ly with software data structures as possible. So, it is 
essential that unifying fractal architecture is fo llowed to the leller fo r compatibility and interoperabili ty . Fractal architccture 
dominates the functions of the care of the O.S, the data slrllcttll'es, the implementation of the devices etc. Everything that is 
ava ilable to the O.S is containerized into fractal data strllc tures that permit possible compatibility and conversion issues possible. 

3.1 Fractal O.S 

The Fractal O. S plays an important role in making the integration of the system seamless and feasible . A Fractal bus pennits 
Hardware and software to merge seamless ly in to one unified data structure. It helps in sending and receiving fractally 
contro lled data.T0 reduce [he flow of instructions the message is broadcast to a local machine tha t controls a small no: of cubes 
(typically around 100 cubes). All cubes communicate using a simple no: scheme. Each is identified in advance and then a 
number is assigned. The first time around, the whole message and the no: is sent but the next time only the number is sent. 

4. APPLICATIONS OF FRACTAL ROBOTS 

Bridge Building: One of the biggest problems in civil engineering is to ge t enough bridges built as rap idly as possible for mass 
trans it and rapid development of an economy. Shape changing robots are ideal for making all manners of bridges from small to the 
very larges t. To grow a suspension bridge, the shape changing robot grows a bridge by extending a rod and it feeds the rod using 
the L-shape streamers from underneath the rod. The bridge assembly machine is buill principally from simple mass manufactured 
repeating eubes that move under computer control, and reshape into different scaffolds in a matter of seconds. 

Fire Fighting:Fire fighting robots can enter a building through entrances that may be very small. The machines themselves may 
be very large and yet they must get through and once inside, they may have to ~lIpport the huilding from collapse. To a great 
extent fire fighting is an art and not completely reliant technology.There are times where only machines with capabilities far 
beyond what we have today are capable of rescuing a particular situation. 
Entering Buildings~ ; Shape changing robots can enter a bui lding through entrances that are as small as 4 cubes. robot can do to 
en ter a room through a duct These shape changing robots could be carrying a firc hose in which case on entering they can apply 
the hose immediate ly. 

Defense Technology : 
T he use of new technology of fractal shape changing robots in defense applications is going to completely change the way warfare 
is conducted in the next millennium. The machine s even at the slow speedscan dodge incoming shells at 2 km distance by opening 
a hole in any direction. While most tanks and aircraft need to keep a 4 km distance from each other to avo id being hit, this 
machine can avoid be ing hit and return fire inside 2 kill, while carrying a formidable array of fractal weapons integrated into a true 
multi -terrain vehicle, mak ing them totally lethal to any passing War fighters, ai rcraft, tanks, and armored personnel carriers; 
surviving shelling, rockets and missiles. As the technology moves on to hydraulic & pneumatic technology, shell avoidance is 
fco::;iblc at praoticall), POillt blonl< range. Nothing :)urvivc:i on cJ\lt'nde'd warrantip,r·. in :'l h:ltflefield a~ it has (\dVflnt~~p. nf C;;f":lf rf":pftir 

Medical Applications 
A rrHdal robo t syslelll wilh I IJlIII t.:ub~ t:<'111 squirt into the human body through a 2 mm pin hole and rcbuild itse lf inside the body 
into surgica l instruments and perfonn the operation without hav ing to open up the patient (figure 1) 
A size I mm is just adequate fo r nearest point of entry into the s ite of injury from the surface to perform very complicated surgery 
to remove cancers, cysts, blood clots and stones. The machine reaches its objective from nearest geometric point of entry by 
threading itseJfpast major blood vessels or pinching and severing them if they are not for negotiation. The smaller the machines 
thr. mnrt" rr.~rlily it ('.~n hr.llc;rri fn rlirt"rtly npr:rnfr: fTnm thr. nrnr('.~f ent ry pomt with t he least amount ofWQunciing lu llc!: J.Ht.titmL A 
machine like this could opera te on shrapnel victims. As shrapneJ is a fractal object, the wounding it causes is fractal in nature. Aln 
no rmal use. this machine must be able to drain bad blood and fluid s, detect and remove all foreign objects that have entered the 
body, sew up minor wounds after Cleaning and medicating them. sew together blood vessels and nerve bundles using 
microsurgery methods before sea1j.n.g-!ntti wounds. move shattered bone fragments inside the body and ho ld them in position for 
a rew days while it sets back. al ':~l1~ft ~ > perform amputations that involves cutting through fl esh and bone. 

/~?> ~ 
,,2 9
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S. LIMITATIONS: 

I. T~chnology is st ill ill infancy 

2. Current cost is very high (S IOO() per cube for lhe 1st gencration ofcubes. <Iller which it will reduce to S[OO or so). 

3. Needs very precise & Ilcx ible eonlrolling so ttw:lrc 

6. CONCLUSION 

I. It may take about 4~5 years for this technology to bc introduced and tried out all ovcr the world. 
2. Once the first step is taken and its advnntages wcll understood it will not take much time for it to be llsed in our everyday liCe. 
3. Using Fractal Robots will help in saving economy, time etc. 
4. The fractal geometry science in this new ern is proven to be flexible and efficient. 
5. The applications of fractals in various fields has been proposed and analyzed. 
6. They can be used even for the most sensitive tasks. Also the raw materials needed are cheap. making it affordable for 

eveloping nations also. 
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ABSTRACT 

Pneumatic Artificial JHlIsc/e (PA kl) is all actuator which gets Charged and discharged when filled with air.As it il" made "I' of 
thin rubber tube covered by braided Illes" s"e/l,it is very light weighted.lt is so soft that it call replace a defective IIZlIscle.lt hlls 
higlt f orce to weight ratio. j1e:dble structure, minimum compressed air consumption alltllow cost.A long wit" the bio· medical 
fieltl,tbese "II 1IllwII1tuges e.xtent! lire application of PAM to robotics.Apart from these properties, PAA1 has a highly 11 0 /1

linear behm'iour. This IimiiS Ihe applicatioll of PAM. In Ihis paper, we are going 10 Slu({v the m echanical behaviour of PA Il-1 
and even its mathematiclll 1110(Iellillg to stm/y the belw vourilll analysis of PAM. TIlis paper also deals wilh a method for 
suppression Of erroneous temperature increase in tfle PAM. 

Keywords: E-Gafn, Kevlar, Pneumatic Articial Muse/e, pressure, stiffness, temperature 

1. INTRODUCTION 

PAMs are devices which contract or extend when operated by pressurized air filling a pneumatic bladder.PAMs were first 
develped by McK ibben in 1950s in order to utilize in artific iallimbs. PAMs are very lightweight because they are made up of thin 
membrane.This permits them to be directly connected to the structure they power which is berrificial when used for the 
replacement ofa defective muscle. 

Another advantage of PAM is their inherent compliant behaviour when a force is exerted on it, it 'gives in', without increasing the 
force in actuat ion.This characteristic plays a vital role when PAM is used in a robot which is connected to a human or when 
delicate operations have to be performed .The loose weave nature of the outer fiber shell also permits PAM to be flexible and to 
replicate biological systems. 

The PAlvI has various advantages over convent ional pneumatic actuator such as high force to weight ratio, variable installation 
possibilities,no mechanical wear, minimal compressed air consumption, size availability and strong reliability for human use. As 
the size of PAM is relatively small it consumes minimum compressed air.Hence PAM produces large pulling forces with the least 
amount of compressed air consumptionThey respond quickly. When they are completely s tretched they generate an incredible 
force . Due to their flexible material they are permantely cushioned while extending and are self damping while contracting. 

A lono, w;f h Ihp"p ~rl "~nt"'f'/" " Ih....y pM~P~ rprt1lin rl i ~'ilth/1Int~H~p~ PAM f'vhihit .. hi ,l'1,hIV non-linp.~r C'.h ~ mc.le:ri~tir.s cille to 
compressibility of air. inherent properties of elastic-viscous material and geometric behaviors of the PAM shel l. As the fluidity of 
air at the end is less while charging and discharging of compressed air,the temperature at the end increases.They pose a 
particularly difficult control problem. When measurements devices are used (for eg:measurement of diameter or the length) ,the 
whole system becomes complicated and heavy .Hence we are goi ng to study measures taken to elimi nate the disadvantages . 
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2. MECHAi'i[CAl.lll~HAVIOUR OF PAM 

Whrn the PAM is stlpplil:d \\lith (.;omprcss~d air at thl! inle! PM!, the internal hladder illl.:n.:ascs its volume in t,;untrnsL to the braided 
mesh ~hdl.Thc threads or the braided l11l!sll which arc llt)[l-extellsiblL: GllISl: Ill!.: act uator In shorten and produce rHllling forces if it 
is eOllllCeled with the lowJ.This means that as th~ inlet pn::ssurc incn . .:ases the length decreases but the diameter incrc<lscs. \Vhcll the 
air pressure with inn the PAM changes from low preS.5l1fe to higher prcssurL:,it <.;ontrW.;ts ulltil it reaches its new cquilibrium 
length.The maximulll contraction length is called as the IIlistrctched kngth.This un~lrdcheti length changes according to the air 
pressure, When a pulling for(.;e is npplicd (keeping [hi: pressure (:OI:stal1l). the (';ol1lracteu PAM tends to incrcase its length 
according to the pulling force F, with which it is exerted.This is the instantaneous length. So the stretched length is defined as the 
length clifl'ercncc bt:lwcen thc instantaneous length and the unstrctchcd length.The pulling force balnnees thc elastic force.lt is 
obsercvcd [hat nOli linearity takes place due to hysteresis at various air pressurc.As the lIllstretched lenhrth at low pressures is 
longer,the stretched Icngth at lower pressure is shorter than the stretched lenglh at higher pressure. (I] 

From this behaviour we can make out that PAM behaves in a similar way to a mechanical spring whether it is driven by pulling 
forces or without ieBut the sliffhess of the spring system is constant and it is dependcnt upon the material properties and the 
geometry of the spring. Whereas the stiffness of the PAM is a variable parameter and it depends upon material properties,geometry 
as well as the operating air pressure within the PAM. [I] 

Larger diameter PAM is Ilsefull for the higher force application rather than small diameter with the same length. In case of 
compact applications small diameter PAMs can be lItilized.By controlling the compressed air the stiffness parameter of the PAM 
can be adjusted in order to handle the pulling force for a given length of the PAM. We can regulate the dynamic behavior of PAM 
by knowing this information. [I] 

3.MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF PAM 

As mentioned above the behavior of PAM is depent 011 the material properties. Experiment was performed and static and 
dynamical characteristics were measured 

Fig 2:Geometric parameters of PAM 171 

The Fig 2 shows the geometric parameters of PAM. 
F-pulling force 
p-appJied pressure 
ro.Jo,Clo-initial inner radius, length of the PAM, the initial angle between the thread and the muscle long axis 
r.l.a-inner radius, len~lh \lfthe PI\II1. anel~ betwejOn the Ihread and the m\.s~le lope axis when the muscle is contracted 
h - constant thread length 

n- number ofturns of thread 

k- contraction 


With the help of the figure force can be calculated as 

cosa,,=loIh • cosa=11h • 1Il0=cosalcosa" 

sinUa-2*rr"'rn"'n/h , SiIlCl-2"'rr*r"'n/h , r/ro=sina/sinCt(l 

dlldl-(-roi!inu,,)"(I"cos' aoilo ')"( I/( I-""a""I' 1101' I,,) 

F=21'-n* p*1'* I '" drldJ-p *n*r 

F=n 'p'10"(J/t'g" a,,)'(1'/10' J-( lis i n'a,,) 

F= rr'p'ro"(a(l-k)'-b) 

wilt!re, H- 3/l 'g~ I Uo ,tJ- liSIIl' l1o , k-l1o-Iji1o 
 . = \ 1f~ \1..---

.• 11m! [1,,,1 
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ig-4: PAM with installed pipeline 121 
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On th·~ hasis of Ihe ahove equation gr;:lph o r contraction against fo rce was ploued ill Marlab ilnd the measured dma and lbn.:c 
model was cOlllpl.lrcd.Dini:renccs were obscreved between the e-xperimental force find the model. 
Equation (1) docs not consider the material of the muscle (lnd it gives the SClllle Illaximal contrw,;tioll lor va rio liS pressures.l.ate~ 
the factor ~l was considered to complctt:: this initial approximCltion,Tllc new equation dcveloped was good for higher prl.!ssurc$ 
especially pressures greater than 2 bar .Thus the nlcLOr (. was illtrodllccd to cOIl~ider the aproximmioll for snmllcr pressures PI 
The modified equrHion is 
1'(p.k)=ll*n'p'ro '*(a( I-c*k)'-b) (2) 
wherc &=~(*e'f'I·bc anc! w.:ak*e·~o·k-b~ 

The results of equation (2) and the measured data was compared. Using the least square method in Matlab th!! unknown parf1I11C1CrS 
3t ,bt ,abbk were found.There was still difference in both the tlatas and the theoretical and e:-;perimental data could not match. /\ 
better approximation was generated with normalized parameters using a new expanded search in MatJab. In this case CHcll 
unknown parameter has an initial scaling factor to ease the search. This model calculates the correct force for almost all pressures 
(p> 0 bar).Although the changes were made there was a little ctifTerellce.[7] 

To obtain the best results a new mahematical model was worked ollt-The contraction to force fuction was approxima1cd with 
general exeonential function with first order correction polynomials of contraction under fixed pressure.[7] 

F(k)=a*e(b k"l+d*k+e (3) 

The equation (3) was further generalized to obtain !he pressure dependency and variables were replaced with first order 

polynomes of pressure, 


F(p,k)=(a*p+b )*e«'k'd)+( e*p+f)*k+g*p+h (4) 

The unknown parameters a,b,e,d,e,f,g and h were found using least square method in Matlab,The theoretical data using the 

equation (4) and the experimental data was matched,Thus this new equation can predict the correct force for different pressures 

and contraction and hence a correct mathematical model is deveroped.[7] 


4. A METHOD TO SUPPRESS THE TEMPERATURE INCREASE AT THE END OF PAM 

As PAM is used in applications related to humans,the temperature rise at the end of the PAM can be proved to be 
dangerous. When PAM is inflated or deflated, compressed air is charged or discharged through the inlet of the PAM. When the 
PAM is supplied with air,it expands radially and contracts axially.The closed end is considered as the end part. The fluidity of air 
at the closed end is less. So when a PAM is pressurized repeatedly ,the temperature at the closed end increases rapidly.This 
temperature increase has a bad influence on properties such as continuous drive and on operating life of PAM.High temperatures 
can be dangerous as PAM systems are used in human cOlltact applications This occurs due to lack of convection at the end 

This problem can be solved by installing a pipeline in the PAM.This pipeline made up ofnyloll which has thermal conductivity of 
0.25.10 order to support convection at the end,compressed air is charged or discharged through installed pipeline. Thus the 
temperature at the end part remains low. As a result, the temperature increase in the PAM is suppressed. [2] 

r, 
Fig-]: PAM Without pipeline 12/ 
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The uses of PAM has wide appl ication due to its high force to changes mentioned above are made the PAM 
can be used in various fields.S o far it is used mostly in the bio its usage can be extended to robots in space 
program. It is used to develop exo-skele ton which can be he! tion as it can carry a greater weight and 
reduce the burden.!t can completely replace the limbs.It can als rmri~·ld as it has low weight. Thus the PAM has 
a promising fluure 
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tcmpl.:['lIlUre im:rcuscs.ir is still lower (!innlhc ](.'mperaluJ"t.: at (hI.: end of lhc PAM wilhO\II a pipeline. ["his Imppcns dut: 10 diffusion 
ora ir lit thl.: inle!. [21 

If the diameter of the pipeline is kept $;.utl e and increase the I(;ngth,thc temperature m tht.: end decreases and al the inlet it 
incn;ill;cs,'/'hc IClllpraturc at the inlel i!1(,;n:ascs heC:lIISe ot'lo,vt.:r air convection around the inlet. t2] 

If the Icngth is kepi same and thl! diameter im;n:ases, thc tClllpcratun: at the end increas;!s whereas the temperature at the inlet 
decreases.The temperature at tlw end increases because the flow veloci ty decreases which in turn reduces the convec tion of air. [2] 

Thus by this method We can suppress th l: tClllper::tlurc increase cffcctive ly 

5. PAM WITH EMBEDDED MICROFLUIDIC SENSING 

Due to the non-linearity and usage of extcrnal measurcmen device (he PA M system becomes very complicated and heavy.Many 
times there is a need to measure the contraction length,Thus an alternative was found out to measure it i.e, by using hyperclastic 
tra in sensing with embedded microehannels filled with liquid condllctor such as eutec tic Gallium Indium(eGal n) .The structure is 
double layered elastomer tube,The inner layer consists of parallel Kevlar threads and the outer layer has helical microchannel 
filled with eGaln as shown in the Fig 5. [4] 

(a) Helical eGaln microchannel __~.~~-, 

Embedded Kevlar threads 

Air chamber 

FiC;-5; (:1) MlIlti .. lfI)'f'rf'ri r1n')tomcr tube desip;n with embedded Kevlnr tbreads 
and a helical microchannel (b) Complete prototype 141 

When the air is comprcssed into the air chamber the JIlusde expands in the radial di rection and axial contraction is created by th e 
Kevlar threads,The elongation of the microchannels is caused by the rad ial expansion of the muscle during axial contractiol1.This 
lr:tI('iS to innt:'iur. In tile elo\~t r i\,;:l III1';i' i l"IIIH r ,lflh" rnkr0('hnnncl,Thc c\-,lHr.'h'.lil',I", 1(.tlCr ll \ .• 111 I, ,.., 11,..,1,.."111 ;,,,,,1 '-'UI_' Illl.\II\IU~': illllic 
resistance of the microchannel.The shape change of the microchannel is dependent on the change in geometry of the whole tube 
because the microchannel is embedded outside of the Kevlar thread.c; .Though the ~ctuation behaviour was still non linear:the 
s~lIsor charact~ristiL:s revealed to be excellent. When the graph of contraction of the muscle against resistance change was 
plotted,it was highly linear and showed low hysteresis. [4] 

Hence this method can be applied instead of external measuring devices 

6. CONCLUSION 

Assistant Pte te5sor 

D~p' 0' 

In . ~ .1_ ··..11 oJ: V 
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ABSTRACT 

The use or slainless steel (SS) in the recent years has grown worldwide. A wide spectrum or industries rely on stainless 
steel including constructions, automotive and much more. Different shapes like plate~ bars. sheets and tubing can he 
manuractured using stainless steel rOl' using industrhll ami domestic settings. It cannot be easily cut by Inser cutting 
.process, In this research work effect or fiber laser cutting ror SS has been considered, Fiber laser has capacity to cut 
.lard materials due to its higher efficiency, better beam quality, reliability and ease or beam deJivery through optical 
fiber. In this study, the laser cutting parameters such as laser power, cutting speed and gas pressure are analyzed and 
optimized with consideration or work piece surrace roughness. Surface roughness is considered as one or the 
performance parameter. The variation in laser cut quality with varying process parameters are studied with the design 
of expert software, Response surrace methodology (RSM) is used by implementing three levels box- behnken design for 
optimization. Jt is observed that surrace roughness can be optimized effectively by using this approach. 

Keywords: Surface roughnessl Box- Behnkenl Laser cutting 

1. INTRODVTlON 

LASER is an acronym for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. It was first suggested by Albert Einstein in 
1916. Laser cutting is a two dimensional cutting process which removes the material by focusing a highly intense laser beam on 
the work piece. It has ability to produce highly quality cuts at optimum production cost [1]. In last few years fiber lasers have 
proven themselves as the preferred laser source in industrial applications_ Small size, maintenance free operation, thermal and 
electrica l efficiency combined with outstanding beam quality has made the fiber laser effective choice for cutting. It is a reliable 
technique used in many industries for production. Laser cutting is known by localized heating, melting and vaporization. The cost 

} f difficult to cut material by traditional method is high because of less removal of material. In this technique highly intense 
monochromatic beam is used to cut hard materials. Generally, fiber laser operating machines are used to cut because of its high 
focus ability [2]. The important factors that affect the cutting process are gas pressure, feed rate, cutting speed, type of assist gas 
and flow, and foclls position. Multiple interaction effects between these factors further complicate cutting process making it 
difficult to develop relationships between process factors and performance characteristics_ The effects of these factor s on the laser 
cutting pertormances such as cut quality characteristics, productivity and operational costs have been widely studied. Stainless 
Xtc<.:\ h1L~ wiLle 1LppIJclltiom: In rhe hOnl(" . indu(.try, hOGpitJi!., too(1 pro(.e!;sUif;, ('Lero!.pJce, (·ollt.tructJon etc. l-lIttin~ of ,hick t.t,'lnl~!;!; 
steel sheets is the basic requirement in fabrication work of the various components [5]. Fiber laser cutting of stainless steel 304 
offers several advantages over conventional cutting methods. The laser cutting parameters used for this experiment are laser 
power, cutting speed and gas pressure as these parameters affect cutting quality in laser cutting process and the cut qualiti es were 
analyzed by measuring the surface roughness[ 1-2]. Some experimental investigation has been conducted by analyzing the effect 
of these parameters on cut surface quality. In this research paper process parameters were analyzed and optimized with 
consideration of response surface methodology by using design of expert (DOE) software. Response surface methodology is used 
by Imrlementmg three level box bchnkcn design to optimize t~~ yari~tiQIJ orcut q\!aJjty 121. 

1.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiments were conducted on Rystronic 407.0 fiher 1£I!':r. (': r~, PHIlE': WE': h£lVE': ~p.lecteci 10 mm thick SS 
3Q4 sheet (1 $ work pier e materi(ll. Technical specifications 0 in tahle I. The 17 samples of 30 mm X 30 
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11 1111 \.:ro~s-section and 16 I1IIll thickness were cut. ... ~O-l wns selected as work pi\!ce mater ial because of low carbon whidl 

dc.:c.:n:ascs carbide spcL: il icaliolls, Also, it has higher operating tCllIpcnuun: ;Ipplication, 

T lIb le I S PCCific;Hions or 111;\chinc 

lnser cutting system Bysprinl ~O20 

Nominlll Sheet size X -4000 111111 , Y-2000 mm 

Cutting Area X-4064 10m, Y -2032 111m 

Maximum Positioning speed parallel axis x, y 100 mill 

Maximum simultaneously positi on ing speed 140 mm 
Positioning acc uracy Pa ±O.I 

Repealability Ps ±.05 

Maximum work piece weight 1580 

Machine weight 15000 

Operation via panel Byvision touch screen and manual control unit 

2. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT (DOE) 

Design of experiment (DOE) is the method of planning and conducting experiments in a systematic way to study any process or 
system using statistical analys is [3]. It is used for collec ting an appropriate set of experimental data to be used for statistical 
analysis in order to draw inferences about the process or system. In the current study response surface methodology (RSM) was 
applied for the above mentioned process parameters, using stat istical software, Design-expert viO. 

2_1 RESPONSE SURFACE METHODOLOGY (RSM) 

Implementation of RSM requ ires the following steps like selection of parameters with major effects, selection of proper 
experimental deSign, fitting of adequate mathematical model, ehecking the quality of the fitted model and evaluation of its 
prediction behaviour with respect to the experin""lental data. RSM is applied to predict thc parametric relationship from the 
responses obtained in a series of experiments by fitting a polynom ial equation with experimental data. The input parameters are 
known as factors and output va riables are termed as responses. If all independent variables or factors are measurable and can be 
repeated wi th negligible error, the nature of relationship between the factors and responses i.e. the response surface can be 
expressed by the following equation 1: 

where p is the number of independent variables. Usually a second order polynomial is used as a functional relationship between 
the independent variables and the response surface to optimize the responses in RSM, as presented in equation 2: 

2 

The coefficients bo• bi. bii, bij are detennined using regression analysis. Fitting the response surface most efficiently requ ires 
rrnp~r -.;~l~l:lion l,lr the tlt:.si.gn <.If experimc:nls (DOE) (h(lt hdps in dH,1ll-';;I1P. prnper' exper imental array to carry out within the 
process w,"dow [11-1 2j 

2.2 BOX BEHNKEN DESIGN 

Various complex experimental designs like three level factodal design, central composite design (CCD). Box-Behnken design 
(BBD) and Doehlert design are used to generate response surface. In this study Box-Behnken method was chosen due to the 
shorter range of process parameters and less experimental runs_ BBD is also reported to be more efficient compared to CCD and 
three level full factorial designs r61. where efficiency is defined as the ratio of number of I:ot:f!i\,;it:ll ts present in regression mndcl 
and number of experiments conducted. Another advantage of Box-Behnken design is that, it does not contain combination of 
factors at which all the factors are simultaneously at their highest or lowest level, thus can avoid experiments under the extreme 
conditions [6] . The experimental runs wsr,e- ductt:d as per the desjgn matrix given by the software. Second order polynom ials 
were fitted to the experimental data0 ~s e '. r'ess io-n method was used to find out the significant model terms and the final 
regression equation. Afterwards . ~ e-so· · ~ ras used to generate different response plots and to carry out numerical 
optimization to fmd out the set 0 s paramete~ :which the desi red cut quality can be achieved_ 
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3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONOF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Tht.! expcrimental data gCllcrn tcd by DOE 50ilwmc is shown ill Tab!!: 2, 

Tahle 2 Observation Tahl!! 

F<lctor 1 F'lclor 2 Factor 3 Response I 

Run Std 
A:L<lser Power 

(W) 
B:Gas Pressure 

(Bar) 
C:Fccd Rotc 
(m ill/m in ) 

Top SurfilCC (microns) 

I I 6000 12 250 2.325 

2 14 5000 13 250 6.322 

3 5 5000 10 250 6. 125 

4 2 6000 12 250 2.714 

5 6 5000 13 250 6.424 

6 15 5000 16 250 6.1 56 

7 7 5000 10 250 6.011 

8 16 6000 13 300 3.993 

9 8 5000 13 250 6.422 

to 9 5500 13 275 3.748 

II 10 5500 16 300 6.547 

12 13 5500 13 275 4.712 

13 II 5500 16 250 4.125 

14 12 5500 13 275 4.461 

15 4 GOOO 12 250 2.~26 

16 17 6000 16 275 3.524 

17 3 6000 12 250 2.789 

In Table 2, readings of 17 samples are taken by varying cutting parameters sLlch as laser power, gas pressure and feed rate, These 
readings are taken as given by the design matrix in DOE software, 

Table 3 ANOVA for response surface quadratic model 

Sum of 
Df 

Mean F P - value 

Source Square!-; Square Value PIUU:'" F 
Model 2.09 6 0.35 66,17 < 0,0001 significam 
A-Laser Power 0.19 I 0,19 35.46 0.0001 
B-Uas Prcssure U.U~:; I U.U~:; ]),6) u.uu:u 
C-Feed Rate 3.35IE-003 I 3.35IE-003 0.64 0.4440 
AB 0,014 I 0.014 2.70 0.1312 
AC 0,048 I 0,048 0.07 0.0131 -
BC 0.084 I 0,084 IS.84 0.002G 
Residual 0,053 10 5.276E-003 
Lack of Fit 6.790E-003 2 3.395E-003 059 0.5763 not significa nt 
Pure Error 0.046 8 5,746E-0rn:::- . ~ 
Cor Total 2.15 16 //.~/ ,,~ ~ 

..<!I 0 
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111 tahle 3 the Model F-valm: 01'66.17 implil'~ the model is s ignificant. There is only a 0,0 1% Ch,HiCC that an F-valuc this large 
l:ould occur due (0 Iwise. Valul::s of "Prob> F" less than 0.0500 indicate model terms arc significant. In this case A, S, AC~ Be nrC 

significnnl rnodd terms. Values greater than 0.1000 indicnle Ihe model terms are not significant. Iflbcrc <.Ire many insignilicant 
model terms (not counting thosc required to support hicmrchy) , model rcduction may improve your Illodel. The "Lack of Fit F
villuc" orO.59 implies the L.:1ck or Fit is not significlillI relative to the pure error. There is a 57,63% chance (hnl (1 "Lack of Fi t F
value" this Inrgc could occur due 10 noise. Non-significam lack or fit is good -- we want the; model to fit. 
The "Prcd R-Squarcd " of 0.8998 is in reasonable agreement with the "Adj R-Squnrcd" of 0.9607; i.e. the difference is less than 
O.2."Adcq Precision" measures the signal to noise ratio. A ratio greater than 4 is desirable. Your rmio of 19.659 indicatcs an 
adequate signa l. This model can be lIsed to navigate the design space, 

Deslgn·Expcn® Soltware 

Fnclor Codim)' Ac!utl\ 

Origioal Scale 

Top Surl,1ce (mu;rons) 

• Design points &bow pred'cted -.olue 
• 	 0"" 0" ("<''''! z: ~·ov.. pn::3,U·,,' "\ Ilia 


65'I7 


C2.325 

Xl .. A: la:oet' Power 
Xl" B: Gas Pressure 

Ac1ual FacIO( C 
C: Feed Ra ta :II 2iS "'e 

u 
:§. 
8 
~ 
en " 
"
~ 

7 

6 

6000 

B: Gas Pressure 11 5200 A : Laser Power (W) 

Fig.llnteraction effect of cutting parameters on surface Roughness 

In fig. I, Graph shows that with increase in laser Power, surface roughness values decreases and as gas pressure increases, surface 
roughness values increases_ 

a Final Equation in Terms of Coded Factors: 

Sqrl(Tup Surface) = 2.08067 + -O.2933u~ • A + U.190987· B + 0.0341278 • C + -0.07791 32 • AB + 0.165156' AC + 0.241325 
* Be 

The equation in terms of coded factors can be used to make predictions about the response ror given levels of each ractor. By 
default. the high levels of the factors are coded as + 1 and the low levels of the factors are coded as - L The coded equation is 
useful for IdtllllfyiJlg lhe relative Lmpact ol'the tactors by comparing the tactor coefticients. 

a Final Equation in Terms of Actual Factors: 

Surface roughness = 3 1.8772 + -0.00354479' Laser Power + -0.535515' Gas Pressure + -0.113133 • Feed Rate + -5.19422e-005 
.. Laser Power · Gas Pressure + 1.32125e-005 '" Laser Power * Feed Rate + 0.00321767 * Gas Pressure" Feed Rate 
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Actual value of SS 304 for 16rrm 

Fig.2 Graph of Predicted VS Actual Roughness Values 

In fig.2 graph represents predicted Vs Delual surface roughness value. The straight line represents predicted va lue and other points 
represent actual value. It concludes that the actual va lues are closer to predicted values of surface roughness. 

o..~'por!®SoItw1o. 
Fr.t«CoIiov ,,~ Perturbation 
O<IQ!UI Sc<ie 
TopSurfx.(~) 

>.=.. FKI ..... 

A, t ...... ?".." • 55c!;
BGas PI"",.,.., . tJ 
C F_~t. :v5 

.

DeviauOfl frem Reference Point (Coded Units) 

Fig.3 Graph showing deviation from reference point 

In fig.3 th e graph shows relation between cutting parameters. Th e middle point represents the mean valu e of all the cutting 
paramet ers. The AA, SS and CC lines represent the variation of the parameters laser power, feed rate and gas pressure 

accordingly. 
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FacIOI'" Coding: Actual 
Origln31 Scale 
Top Surface (microns) 
• Design Points 
.•• 95% CI Bands 

Actual FaclOl'"s 
A : Laser PCl\Ner = 5500 
B: Gas Pressure = 13 
C: Feed Rate = 275 

, , 
01 'l" " 

EI: G.H p".sn... Il>W) 

Fig.4 Graph showing variation of roughness values with respect to cutting parameter 

In tigA the graph shows individual variation of the parameters with rt:spt:d to surface roughness readings of the top surface. For 
example we can see that as the laser power increases the values o f surface roughness start to diminish. 

3. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the complete analysjs of the influence of process parameters, i.e" laser power, feed rate and gas pressure, on the laser 
cutting process was performed with Fiber laser cutting machine Bysprint 4020, 6KW laser power. After DOE analysis, total 17 
run were identified for experiment with sheet metal SS 304 ( 16 mill thick) as work piece material. The optimal va lues of these 
parameters were defined with the aim of achieving the required surface roughness. It was found that the laser power is most 
significant compared to cutting speed and gas pressure. As we can see surface roughness decreases with increase in lase r power 
whereas it increases with increase in gas pressure. Laser puwt:r ami gas pressure were identified as thc most significant interactive 
paraJllt!ler wi th higlJl..:sl F valul: ufO.04. By u~jJlg ICgIC:,:, iuli tllhJ.ly:.i:. IlIdho,j, th..:.. optimizcd value ofpararnetEtrG found ali powe-r 
1,'16 kW, r,nr: rnr:r.lIri 0.70 h:lr :l.nd cuttinH F;:peed 1".'0 mlmin fN thl? minimum \/:-II ..t' nr ... mr(lf:c": rnll~hness 2.1 R179 ",m. Based on 
these results, the optimal cutting condition, at which the surface roughness is minimized 1S recognised. Alsu, delayed cuttlllg 
phenomenon is estimated to improve both the quality of the cut section and the cutting efficiency" 
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ABSTRACT 

The expanding interest/or aluminum scrap (as waste constituent) in 0111' environment can', be ignored Henceforlh. an enhanced 
arrangement of continuous aluminium recycling as a secondGlY aluminilJm genera/ion is composed amI developed. A ga,'i-fired 
cr/lcible furnace is designed and manufactured for melting aluminium scrap, This furnace is a modified model appropriate for 
labs and workshops. This heaLer is composed and manufactured utilizing locally accessible materials and LPG gas as the therll/al ) 
energy source in heming lip /he system to Ihe melling point of aluminium (659°C). The liquid aluminium is poured 10 a desired 
shape and size eilher as a alllminium block orfinal product. 

KeylYords-P'ul'nace, Aluminium, At/elttrealment, Materials 

***** 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Making aluminium from crude materials is a compound process. However once made the metal can be softened down and 

improved without losing any quality.The procedure can be perfonned again and again.Recycl ing of aluminium not only saves 

energy but also reduces around 95% of the greenhouse gases emission as compared to 'primary' production process. Recycling I 
tonne of aluminium saves Y tonnes of C02 emissions; So when you consider that l tonne at CUl IS equivalent to drIving 2800 
miles the benefits of recycling really begin to become compelling. The motive of this prqject is design and manufacturing of a 

portable metal melting furnace which will operates on LPG gas with the help of burner. Melting of metals, glass, and different 

materials has been an essential process for a few 1000 years, creating liqu id fluids that can be emptied and cemented into valuable 

shapes. The melting process is not only responsible for the energy consumption and cost-effectiveness of producing the castings, 

but it is also critical to the control of quality, composition, and the physical and chemical properties of the final product. In this 
venture we will plan and make a convenient metal melting furnace which \-vi ll work on natural gas with the ass istance of burner . 

l.LlTEHAIURESUHVEY 

Sacomlmy uluminium produotion (rcuyaling) 30'.'on 95% Qnorgy nl!udod to produ(;u U1UlJljlliuIII flUllt iti ore [I). IkOl.· ':, i( i-,: 111m.' 

of economic importance that aluminium recycling becomes a major source of aluminium production [2]. AluminiuJn is primarily 

used to produce pistons, engine and body parts tor cars. Beverages cans, doors, Sildll1g door and aiUl[IlIllUm tall. it may also be 
used as sheet metal, aluminium plate and foil, Rods, bars and wire, aircraft components, windows and door frames. The leading 

users of aluminium include the container and packaging industry, the transportation industry, building and construction industry 

[31 . Aluminium can either be produced from bauxite ore (primary aluminium refining) or from aluminium scrap (secondary 

aluminium refining). Refinement of aluminium ore is sufficiently expensive that the secondary pn)tinrtion inc1 ustry commands 

much of the market. It is recorded that about 40% of aluminium in the US is recovered from secondary refining [4] . Hence, the 

interest of this project lies on the secondary aluminium production. Furnace is a space surrounded on all sides by walls and a roof 

for heating metal or glass to very high temperatures [5]. The earliest furnace was excavated at Oalakot, a sitc of the Indus valley 

civili7<ltion. Then, nlrnace was most used for the manufachlring of cera mics ohjects [6]. Furnaces operate in aggressive 

environment, where~everal componeng molten metal , furnace lining, atmospheric ga~L: !::, and product::. trom combu~tlOn (It tueJs

coexist at extreme high temperature. Aluminium melting furnace derives its heat from solid fuel (coke and breeze), natural gas, 

how the energy is traN:fI1Ii 

URlTCC I June 2017, 

enen,v. Furnaces vary in design, geometry, production capacity (melting rate), materials of 

factors related to the energy source also affect the furnace design wh ich includes 

material, how combustion gases are removed, and what refining and treating 
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equipment must Cnlcr the rurnacc, how long the hnldin£ per iods arc, and how Ihe lIlolten Illl'tal will be tapped. Several fm::t rs 

come into play besides the COfe ingredient ofhc31 and mct'll.pq 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

3.I.Cunccpt Diagram 

We lin:: going 10 develope i.l circular fUl'Iltlcc buill of steel sheet and lor support the sted bars are ulilizedY. Funml.:c is 

imphmwnted with rotary wheels for simple moving. Furnace will be covon.:d with steel sheet lid h'lVing a round opening. Inner 
wal! of furnace is covered with insulation. There will be arr:mgclllcnl for putting graphite crucible. As we start burner the inner 

side will start heating and steadily melting.The operating temperature required in the fllrnace depends on the required+ melting 

and pouring temperature of the materials being melted. They can range from about (650 F)350 °C for zine alloy to (3100F) 1700 
°C for alloy steels. But for aluminium, the operating temperature is gretl1er than 650 0c. There are various types of furnaces Clnd 

all the furnaces are mainly classified according to their cnergy source, and applications. The different types of furnaces arc: 

Crucible Furnaces. [nduction Furnaces, Dosing Furnaces, Immersion Furnaces, Reverberatory Furnace, Stack Furnace, etc. The 
fumace of interest in this research work is the crucible limmce. 

O:.>c:ling for 
C;;, .. ~ Bum...,

'. 

_ _ Outer IlOtJ) 

-If-+I--':;rnphi'~ 
C!\ld~'1c 

Fig 1. Concept diagram 

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

-4.I.i\I~tc! iul:, 3t:I,"diuJI allll C,lh:rilill 

The materials used in tbe course of this research work are sourced locally and seleeted based on their thermal properties, 

insulation abiJity and availability. The selected materials and there specifications are shown in the table below. The components 

used for tbe manufacturing are Metallie plate, Insulating material (glass wool), Bumer~ Gas Cylintler. Gas pipe, LPG Gas, 
0, ilpllilt: 0 ucihlt!, Oa. ... I t:gulaltll. 

Sr.no ComponentS 

Materials 

Quantity Specification 

1 M~'~lIic plOl~ 1m x 2m 
sheet 

3 mm thicknc:;s 
steel) 

(mild 

2 Insulating material 1 Glass wool 

3 Burner I Locally fabricated 

4 COl Cylinder I :; kg 

5 Gas line/pipe I 1500mm 

6 Gas 5 kg LPG 

7 Crucible pOL I Graphite crucible 

8 Gas regulator ;:, t;:,.'Z>"'"'' IO»-~glhr 

'," , Table I. c mP1ent selectloll'~able 

nI - , c " 
J j . Ill · .. 1-

~ q .. . J £:!1 
\\ - ~- /~ 
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-l.2.llcsign Model 

lilt: design or this research work is based on thermodynamic analysis or i'UI'IH!.CCS, materials availability, energy source alld 
tnmsfcr. Thl! following parameters guidl!d during the dt:sign Hnd bbrication of this melting furnace 

.. Mnterials availability; Materials for the cOl1slruetion of the fUJ'IlilCC are selected clue to their availability and ability to withstand 

rhe desire temperature and purpose of the system . 


.. Energy sOllrce and transfer: Cooking gas (hutanc) is combustcd ill air {oxygen} and the heat produced is directly used as the 

thermal energy source. Energy Iransfer applicable in the dcsign is lIlultimode, which is a combination of radiation, convention and 


11 litlle of conduc(ion. 


4.3.Structural Design 


The structure of the furnace is cylindriclilly designed. This cylindrical structure is so desired, technically due to effectiveness in 


thermal distribution within the furnace chamber. The structure is explicitly detailed in the drawing below 


~--- 01'••• '1'0'.':' 

'" 
--'lrlr-- .... · ~ D';;:o . uo 

Fig 2. Melting operation 

4.4.Major Feature of the Furnace 


The design model is a modification having the following under listed features; 


i. The body and chamber: rhe body is formed from a cylindrical shape of2mm thick steef sheet. The body form a melting chamber 

enclosing the insulating materials (glass woof)1 and crucible. 

ii. The burner: the burner is externally attached to the body and tangentially positioned to burn the supplied gas (using 
atmospheric oxygen as the heat source to the melting chamber. 

iii. The crucible: the crucible is a locally made graphite pot placed in the melting chamber for the purpose of holding the molten 

aluminium to the time of casting, 

iv. Roof/cover: the use of furnace cover is critical to energy efficiency. This is constructed with the samc materials as the body, 

which reduces conduction and radiation heat loss. 

v. Circular opening: a circular opening of 1.') 0 mm n;ameter pipe is attached to the cover, for r~duclioIl ofinttfJlal fmnace pressur~ 

gradient built across the ceiling, and waste gas exit and to introduce fresh oxygen into furn ace for proper combustion. 

4.:;.Fahrication Pror.ecfllre and Assembly 

3 mm mild ttiil r.hiit mital ...:ar. cut to dimen r. ion and r. haped to form thi cylindri~~1 Etructuc,: ,.,fth':" furn;w'" nl~ ... ... w(lnl W~<:. 11<;".,1 

as insulating Il1/;l.terial~~;: [It--1i-41d RI~ced internally on the gheet-metal floor and ,.valI.Thl;' (: ifl:uIM rlll· nfl(,.~ j<:. prnvior:o with opening 

alltl ciO!iillg lid will L-sili.'l!) 'uPcnihi 'at lop. The insiue of furnace is proviu~u with a circular platform tor placmg a graphite crucible. 
,." "'.~ 

The whole inside ,surface is insul&te}l with glass wool insulation. Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) will be used as a fueL The gas 
I . ,.. r 

burn':r \vill b,=, pr~\(id,:q (or \:Iurning pr6C'~u , Ga£ \:Iurn<::r flam'! ,viII b,: in dirt;'('t r l"'ln tr1 l"'t I.\l ith gr~rhitf': rrJw,jhle: The: fnm whf':f':1.c; 

will b. lher. lbr movement anJ ponabJlhv of tile furnace. • V 
"'~ 

~i 
Assis1 n 
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Fig 3. Furnace dimensions 

5. SCOPE 

In this furnace we have used a s ingle burner but for more uniform heat distribution we can introduce more number of burners. The 
insulating material we lIsed in this furnace is glass wool which can insulate temperature lip to 250 0 C which is favourable to the 

aluminium melting. If we want to use the furnace for different metals having higher melting point, then we have to replace the 
glass wool by other insulating material which can insulate higher temperatures. For pollution control , we can replace the LPG by 

CNG but, it affects the furnace cost and availability. 

6. RESULTS 

After a thorough analysis and calculations, rhe following parameters were used during the designing and fabrication of aluminium 
melting furnace using locally available materials. The obtained parameters as calculated are shown in Table 2 below. 

6.1.Furnace Performance and Evaluation 

The aluminum melting furnace was evaluated to ascertain its performance by melting aluminum scraps at a temperature of660 0c, 
In first 15 minutes preheating treatment should be done so that furnace will be ready for further melting process. The results 

t btained were tabulated as indicated in Table 2. 

6.1.Prehealing 

Time (minute) Temperatnrc (Degree celcius) 
o 35 
05 180 

to 310 
15 370 

Table 2: Performance Analysis of the Furnace du ring preheating 

6.3.Actual melting after prebeating 

Time (minute) Temperature (Degree celcius) ~\ .J 
AsSistant Pro~ -"-- - -o 370 '1e essor

Pt of Meehan; 10 520 
r /(, ", )1 ~Id
E • • 
~ '<:t!flll.-, f 

Tabl e;: 3. Perfonnance Analysis o rIhe M the Furnace 0"11 Ulle 
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ABSTRACT 

A portable taper grinding tnllchille /ras been designed allll 11Imwfiu.:tured to regrind the fallllj' BT tapers of VMCIHftlC 
spindles, This f1l(lc!lille is designed tf) regrilld BT30, 8T40, 81'50 spindles. T!lis machine saves {(bOllt 3-6 days which were 
"equired for disflssemhling. tramportllUoll to service centre, regrinding, testillg, traJfsportation back to client and (lssemlJlillg. 
Cost of transportatioll find servicing is reduced to 30,000-40,000 which W((S up to 80,000 by conventional method. If the 
machine ;s disassembled to remo~'e to spindle then hearings have to he replaced. irrespective of their cOlldition, bllt b.y this 
method there is no need to replace tfle bearing. Less le((d time, saves 1II01ley, fast, reliable services, precision results, the 
mac/line call offer unique services "0" site toper gri"ding" for ftlUlty taper bores of V,HC/I/,l1C spindles. As the macfline is 
portable it can be taken to flny location amI spiudle tapers can be grollnd baL'k to specifications, to ensure grealer concentricity 
to the bearings (lnd thlls mi"imum rllII oat. Bille matching test is being performed to eJlsure proper regrinding ofthe spindle to 
the required specifications. Regrinding ill place also eliminates 'be tear dowll required to remove tbe spindle and reduces tbe 
down time lIormally experienced to save tbe mOlley. TIle cost estimatioll ofmachille is approximately 7.5 lacs. Analysis of the 
machine was performed, tfle results shows that the deformation (flld stresses were wifhlulimits. 

Keywords: On-Sife Taper grinding machine. 81' tapers, Blue matching. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Spindle Taper Problems

'here are four major spindle taper problems with which all manufacturers need to be concemed-

The fi rst taper problem is bell mouthing. Bellmouthing takes place naturally as the spindle taper wears during continued use. It 
usually occurs at the large diameter of the taper, leaving contact only at the small diameter portion, which may account for fifty 

percent or even less of the total spindle taper contact area. This reduced confact leads to increased tool movement and greater tool 

runout. 

-  - _. ..,.,. ....... - ......... I .". 

Figure-l: BeJlmouthing of S~i~JI [ : 
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Because bcllmoulhing happl:lls vl:ry gr<ldllaily over a long period of time. it often goes lInl1otjl:cd. The drawing (ligure ! ) below 
shows the area ofwcar (or bell mouthing) on thc spindle taper. This lack of contact bctwccnlhc 1001 holder and the spind le will 
first bcgilllO show all the mnchinc spindle taper (and too l holder) as frelting. This is easily seell by the cyes of the operata r as rust 
colored aretls, or spots. The machine operator will begin to observe such symptoms as tool chatter on work piece surfaces. carbide 
inserts chipping at the clItting edge and inconsistent bore sizes. 

The second taper problem is machine malfunction or operator error.This can cause a lool holder to spin inside the spindle tap cr. 
This cond ition lends to a buildup of galled material , which completely eli minates contact of the tool with the taper surface. 
Although attempts to grind away the material buildup by hand can increase taper contact, the increase is usually not sufficient [ 0 

achievc satisfactory work piece quality. Furthermore, slich grinding can irreparably damage (Figure 3) an otherwise repair<lble 
spindle. 

The third taper problem is weak tool retention. This problem can cause tool chatter, even though the spindle taper is acceptable. 
Unchecked. the condition inevitably leads to premature taper wear of the machinc spindle and of the tool holder. 

The fourth taper problem is the use o f worn tool holders. Us ing worn tool holders in a new, rebui lt , or reground spindle will cause 
premature sp indle taper wear. due to inefficient contact between the lool and the taper. TOOl holder condition is as important as 
spindle condition. 

1.2. Construction of machine-

The machine grinding tool call be moved in transverse(depth of cut) as well as in longitudinal direction(feed). The grinding tool 
angle can be set along the BT tapers angle. The to tal feed in longitudinal direction is 150mm and in transverse direction is 65111m 
and the angle can be set +1- J 1 degrees about pivot point. 

1.3. Working of machine 

First of all taper angle is set along the BT taper with the help of pivot assembly and swivel plate and the arrangement is locked, so 
as to keep the same angle throughout the complete operation. 

The depth of cut in transverse direction is give with the help of anti-backlash lead screw. which is operated manually with the help 
of engraved dial. The precise transverse motion is guided by the LM blocks and LM rail arrangement. 

Figure-2: Block Diagram of machine 

Reasons for using LM blocks are-

There is no st ick-slip condition in LM rails due to rolling contact between mating surfaces. It has lesser heat generation due to 
point contact. Capable to maintain accuracy for a prolonged time. It has low cost. easily available. 

The feed to the grinding w help of the ball screw which is driven by stepper motor for automatic to and fro 
motion feed. This linear m !I"'"",~~o.N", the LM blocks. 

The tool rotation is giv ing maxim1.lm 30,000 rpm. This motor is operated at 8000 rpm for grinding 
operation. 

essor e 
! . 
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1.5. Manufacturing 

Most of the required parts were outsourced to various companies. 
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104. Calculations 

N = Speed ofwol ""' soon rpm Nw ~ Speed of workpiece ::: IOOOrpm 

D .= Diameter of wheel = 30 I11Ill Dw = Diameter of workpiece ~ 80 mm 

= Depth oftravcrst: grinding - 0,05 JIlIll per pass It =Table I,-averse feed nlle = 1000mll1/min 

v ::::. Velocity = (it*D~N) 160 ..1 ( n.o!' ](l't·CjQOO ) / (I{),OOO'""; 14.137 Ill;S M<llcrial removal rate per minute(Trnvcrse grinding), 

Q ~ (n*Dw*t*n) 11000; (.'SO· O.05'11l1l0) 11000 ·' 12.56 celmin U ;:: Average unit power for grinding:::; 0,65 

(For 1001 steel for 0.05 n1l11 depth of grinding) p; Power; Q'U; 12.56*.65 = 8.168 KW 

Ft .= Tangential cutting force :::; I02*P/V :::; 102* 8.168/14.137 :::: 58.933 kgf= 589.33 N~ 600 N (approx) 

T = Torque al spindle ~ 975'PIN = 975'8.16819000= 0.884 kgfm ~ 8.84 Nm 

a. {olallength qfL\:f Rail inlongitlf(lhw/ directioll 
(2*length ofLM Block) + distance between 1m blocks + feed in longitudinal direction+ length of grinding wheel 

= (2·91) + 59 + 150 + 30 ; 421 Illill 

Distance between rails is taken liS per standard cll1cullited values from THK catalogue== 151 mm 

b. Total length 0/LM Rail inlransvcl:W direction 
= length of LlvI Block + feed in transverse direction + Extra distance to avoid interference 

; 105.7 + 65 + 109.3 = 280 mill 


Distance between rails is taken as per standard calculated values fro(11 THK catalogue = 250 mm 

c. LM BLOCKS SELECTION (Horizontal conditioni-

Static safety factors are - Fsi =45.25; Fsm=6.45 

Both are acceptable in static conditions 


d Uvl BLOCKS SELECTION (Vertical condition) -

Slatic safety factors are - Fsi = 44.74; Fsm=2.834 

Both factors are acceptable in static conditions 

e. Calculations/or pivot bearing
Radial Force, Fr=2992.305 N 

Axial Load, Fa; 294.3 N 

Radial Force=FI2+ force due to momentum of the moving parts 


Force due to Momentum;(Mass of moving parts' Velocity of moving parts)llime ~20*(1160)18 ~.04166N 

Radial Force =5984.6112 + 0.04166 ;2992.3466 N 

Radial Force, Fr=2992.3466 N 

The weight of the machine ~50 kg 

So we took axial load on the pivot=30 Kg 

Therefore the Axialload= 30*9.8 1 ; 294.3 N 

Axial Load, Fa=294.3 N 


Equivalent dynamic Load. -
P=X*Fr +Y*Fa; P;I*2.992 KN 

P;2.992 KN 
 \SS 
FoS=COIP ;FoS;6.55!2.992 AssistlO t Professor & 
FoS;2.17 I?ept. of /I1P( '1atueal 
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of Engineering, Pune 
r the base. plate and the vertical plate was 
ere manufactured with the help of a VMC. 

As the LM rail s are fixed on to the 
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base pIal!.:, we alsn needed Ihe plates 10 be perfect ly nat which would OllJcl'\lIis..: lend 10 a loss in the ilccuracy or the mat.:hin e. 

lienee, Ihe plates wen; ground so as to oblain n good slirfl.1ce finish and flatnes.s of tip to 0.5 microns. Furthermore. to obtai n 

further weight reduction, so me amount of material was removed !i'OIll the plates, This was obtained with the help oj' watt;;!, jet 

machining, As these holes wurc not required to have pedcct dimensions, Willer jet machining was suitable for our relJuircmcnts, 

We decided against milling and wire cutting as it would havc becn time consum ing, dirticult and vcry costly. 


The material ll sed lo r thi:! plmes supporting tht: wheel and the pJiltes Hsed for the cross Feed, was Stcel. Steel was used <1S we 

needed the plates to be abll! to withstand the CUlling rorces and the vibrations acting on them. These plates were also manufactured 

wHh the help or a VMC They were black anodized so as to increasc the surface Imrdness. This was required as it would further 

help the plates in withstandi ng the cutting forces (lnd vibrations and also protect them from the debris generated during grinding. 

These plates were also required to be perfectly nat and a flatness of 0.5 microns was maintained, 


Thc ribs are made up of Steel. Thc ribs are instrumental in transferring the weight of the machine along with the cutting forces and 

their vibrations, to the verticill base plate, when the machine is operatcd in the vertical condition. As these forces hilve a 

considerable magnitude, we concluded that steel was a suitable material for the ribs. The ribs were milled with the help of a VMC 

and were also black anodized to iacrease the surface bard ness. 


1.6. Analysis 

Structural ana lys is of various machine parts ensured safe design of the parts. Tetra mesh used for meshing. Quality checks like 
Jacobian. Tetra collapse, Aspect ratio in suitable values ensured quality of mesh, Hypermesh was used for meshing and Optistruci 
for post processing, Factor of safety of 5 was ensured in stress results and a deformation value of 0.1 mm was considered safe. 

Parts base plate, angle plate, spindle plate, right angle plate (rib) and pivot were analyzed and proved to be safe. The anal ysis was 
done both in horizontal and vertical wo rking condition of the machine. Forces considered included cutting force, force due to 
weight, moment due to cutting force and moment due 10 weight in vertical condition. 

1.7. Inspection 

The quality of the taper is measured using var ious tests. These tests are done before taper grinding to judge the condition of the 
taper and after the grinding to get confirmation of good quality taper. Important tests done are Blue matching test and Mandrel run 
out test. These test are important for assessing taper quality, 

Blue Matching-

A thin coating of Pruss ian blue is applied (usually with a paint brush) on the insert before the matching is done with the spindle. If 
the Prussian blue (generally called as just "blue") appears evenly on the mating area and with 80% of blue intact, it is considered 
good matching and thus expecting a good final product. Matching less than 80% is improper finish grinding and needs to be 
ground more and moore than 80% shows more fit than required which can create jamming. No spindle would be finished blue 
marching, a tenn generally used by the tool makers in Asia, In other words, Prussian blue is considered as an integral part of 
tapered grinding. Engineer's blue is prepared by mixing Prussian blue with a non-drying oily material (for 
example, grease).Prussian blue is a dark blue pigment with the idealized chemical formula Fe1(CN)lS. 

Mandrel Run out - ) 
Run-alit is an inaccuracy of rotating mechanical systems. Here we lise to check that the spindle's axis of rotation is in line with 
main axis. Run-out is measured using a dial indicator pressed against mandrel which is fitted in the spindle while it is turned, The 
dial indicator is pressed at a standard distance of 350 mm on the mandrel. And the spindle is given one full rotation. The 
maximum and minimum values on the dial are recorded. The difference is the run out for that spindle. Spindle run out around 10 
micron signifies good quality taper grinding. Total indicated run-out (TlR) is a technician's term for the measured run-out, 

1.8. Testing 

\Ve tested the machine at GL&V. It is a company which manufactures equipments for paper and pulp production, located at 
Alandi. The spindle in the horjzontal boring machine had lost it's taper and had to be reground. Due to the faulty taper, the 
company was unable to obtain repeatability at different lengths of the mandrel. The entire spindle was 3 meters in length. The 
taper was a BT50 taper. Before grinding, the radial run out obtained was 120 microns which, after grinding. was reduced to J 5 
microns. 

.d-___ 
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2. Literalure Review 

2.1. Machining Time Required For Taper Grinding ilud Its Cost Analysis in G 17~22U Grinding Machine. 

An attcmpt is mudc (0 solvl.! problems ill the process /low in ..Ill altcmator productioll plant. The plant had to oulsuurcc 
Iheir pHrtially machined shaft for lapper grinding for a certain rating ofahcrnalor. A small study \>"';:11' conducted ror idcntil)' ing is 
there nny opportunity to do the operation within the plant. Next approach wns to solve the problem with in the plant's availablc 
resourcc. with high quality illld law cosl. Machining time and labour cost was calculmcd. Finally thc profit or the company tor a 
certain period or time is calculated within the availablc dala's. This attempt helped us (0 know about the production pro~css of 
different rated alternators, working ofdirrcrcllt departmcnts in thl.! firm, problems laced by a company. 

BHEL EML is rt!cognized as thc CJuality product manufacturcr in its play ground. It has mnintained all upper hand in 
tcrms or trust among customcrs and still holds the monopoly in certain fields. In vcry short span of operation BHEL EML has 
madc major strides in this vital sector and has acquired a solid reputation for superior quality, high emciency, reliable 
perrormance after sales service and quick serviceability In my training i could suggest a proposal which brings about 53000 Rs 
saving ror the company aftcr all constrain in the company. This proposal could help the company not to outSOllfce their products 
to outside ror tapper grinding rcsult in smooth process flow and rast output. 

2.2. Effect of Dressing on Internal Cylindrical Grinding 
Perfonnance or grinding operation is influenccd by a variety or f.'1ctors amongst which dressing process is the 1110St 

mportant. Through the dressing process, the grinding wheel topography is produced. This affects, in turn, directly the grinding 
rorces, workpiece surfacc quality and grinding wheel wear. This research aims to develop appropriate dressing strategies for small 
abrasive wheels in internal cylindrical grinding. For this purpose, three different dressing rollers, including an electroplatcd, a 
vitrified bond fonn roller and a cup-dresser, with four different grinding wheels, two CBN and two corundum wheels, werc 
experimented. The studies on the ground surrace roughness values and grindingforces prove the validity of the Schmitt-diagram in 
internal cylindrical grinding operations. When up-dressing, a fincr workpicce sur race was achieved as compared to the case of 
down-dressing. This is associated with higher grinding forces which are caused by the finer grinding wheel surface. Further 
investigation was carried out on the wear rate of CBN grinding wheels. However, no measurable wear was seen up to a specific 
material removal volume of 9700 mml/mm. 

This research is concludcd as follows: 1. The dressing and internal cylindrical grinding experiments with small vitrified 
CBN and corundum grinding wheels show that the Schmitt diagram is valid for small diameter grinding wheels. The dressing 
were carried out in both down and up dressing modes and Schmitt diagrams were verified in both modes. 2. The measurement of 
radial wear of the ceramic CBN grinding wheel after a long term experiment showed that the wear value of this wheel after 
removal volume of9700 mm3/mm is negligible (less than I~lm). 3. Measurement of the topography of the CBN wheel shows that 
the grinding wheel after dressing is closed and need to cut a certain volume or material to become open. This leads to high 
grinding forces right after dressing. However, the forces decrease after a certain removal volume. 4. When using the small 
vitrified grinding wheels, sharpening or using relatively low feed rates after dressing at the beginning of the process is 
recommended. This is carried out to open the grinding wheel pores or resetting the bond material. 

2.3. Monitoring and Optimization of/nteroai Grinding Process 
The grindillg, lJ1V\"(,~~ i~ iufhu;I!l,;t:J LJy lllauy IhelOfs such as grlndlhg wheel characteristiCS, dressmg COlldltJons and of 

course grinding conditions. The-refore it is difficult to perform the grinding opcration in an optimum state. In this study. in-process 
monitoring methods using power and acoustic emission sensors are proposed to detect malfunction in the internal grinding 
process. In addition, a new internal grinding cycle featuring rapid in'-feed is proposed to minimize the grinding cycle time. 

In order to establish the highly reliflhle: monitoring system for the internal grinding proce:.:. the aprlic~tion!: of Ihp. po\v{!r 
senSOr and the AE sensor were proposed. With respect to pnwer monitoring, it has been confirmed that the calculation of the tilse 
constant as wellas the dead time in the grinding process areeffective to detennine the wheel life. The occurrence ofgrinding burn 
could be successfully detected by monitoring the sudden increase in grinding power. The IEsensor together with the grinding fluid 
coupling device proposed in this study was capable of detecting tP ,3 chatte- vibration. The total grinding cycle that could be 
considerably reduced by applying the rapid infeed. The theoretical background for decreasing theamount or rapid infeed needed to 
minimize the transient state was given. 

2.'1. Review of high pCriOl"lUllllCC c.rintllnl;! In pl'ect.sh""I~ IllUIIUfaclllf'i,,~, JlrI"'t'"'\s~s 
The growth ul 4uahty demands in high~pedormance manufacturing requires new and improved manufacturing solutions 

that provide the best perfonnances at a reasonable cost. Increased performance and reduced component cost have all been 
achieved in recent years, through the exploitation of advances of new;,~"~~~~~'lUfacturing processes. The Objectives of this 
paper refer to brief review of some basic aspects of grinding anli~~t ia~-0'a~gms of contemporary high-speed grinding 

(HSG) .;#/~. 
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Nowadays. where quuiity and qllllnlily iil high-pc:rlorlllillll:c 1Il.:nufi.1CH:ring processes arc jl:SI as imporlam as efficiency, 
gr indi ng processes h;nlc to hI.! rc-dcsigncd. Ecollomical and dfecti vc employmcnt of HSG is limited to narrowed nKlchining 
frame, \vhich Ica<..ls [0 oplimulll cost cffk: icncy. The bC:-it HSG is only llcbit:ved by effective integrated quality management , which 
refers to Oil -line prOCess monitoring system, multilevel error control, visual isation, in/post process measurements, <llliomatic 
process optimisation nnd remole qunlilY diagnosis. The broad aspects or integrated quali ty management exceed the frmne of this 
paper. We have emphasized that incrcascu grinding CUlling speed is the most important f.1c tor in achieving improved quality, tool 
life and productivity. It shou ld be further stressed that HSG has ali attributes to brin g it to the tront posi tion of grinding 
technology. Howcver, despite this HSG has not achieved the dominance once expected. There are two main reasons why HSG has 
not had the envisaged imp<lct on high-perlbrmance manufacturing. Firstly, due to high costs of machine-tools and grinding wheels 
and secondly due to a l<lck of fundamental process knowledge on how to lise the process effectively. 

2.5. Modelling and Simulation of Process-Machine Interaction in Grinding of Cemented Carbide Indexable 
Inserts. 

In this paper, a method of modeling and simulation for process-machine interaction in grinding of cemented carbide indcxable 
inserts was presented. A center coord inate adjusti ng method and a virtual grid method were adopted to model the topographies of 
grinding wheel. The methods proposed ill this work take account of the random nature of abrasive gra ins and were able to avoid 
overlapping between abrasive grains in the binder in mOdeling. Wi th the grinding wheel model at hand, a process model base on 
KSIM was able to generate forces as input data in process-machine interaction. A wheel-spindle structure was selected and 
modeled by means of finite e lement method. The dynamic characteristic of the model was then veri ti ed by experimental modal 
analysis, which proves (0 match well wilh the experimental results. The characteristic equation of the closed-loop dynamic 
grinding system was derived to account for the inner-relation of process and machine. A coupling s imulation wi th an iteration 
algorithm was proposed to investigate the process and machine interaction. In the coupling approach, process and machine 
structure \vere dea lt with in an integrated manner and interacted in synchronized cycles. Dynamic interaction of grinding forces 
and grinding wheel deformations were then investigated based on the proposed simulation method. It shows that the grinding 
wheel deformations have an influence on the cuning forces. The coupling method serves as a usefu l tool to understand well the 
interaction phenomenon in gr inding of cemented carb ide indexable inserts. 

2.6. Performance Analysis of Cylindrical Grinding Process with a Portable Diagnostic Tool 
This paper presents an approach to develop a diagnostic tool that can monitor the power drawn by the spindle motor 

using a power sensor and infeed of grinding \vheel using a linear variable differen tial transformer (LVDT) in cylindrical grinding 
machine. A combination of spindle power and wheel infeed measurement enables the performance evaluation of grinding process. 
This evaluation suggests the possibility of optimizing the grinding cycle in order to enhance the efficiency of grinding process. 
The effectiveness of the developed in process, portable diagnostic tool is demonstrated with a case study. 

This paper covered the development and application of a portable, in-process diagnostic tool for monitoring of grinding 
power and wheel infeed during cylindrical grinding, using a power cell and LVDT. The collected data is then used to evaluate the 
performance of the grinding process in terms of specific energy consumption in grinding. Futu re efforts are direc ted towards using 
this diagnostic tool for designing effic ient grinding cycles for optimal use of grinding machines, 

3. SUMMARY 

Des igning, manufacturing and ana lysis of machine is done and its testing has been successfully completed . Machine is satisfYing 
the standard of the company and working well within the required spec ifications. The estimated cost of machine is approximately 
7.5 lacs_ The company is planning to make 2 more similar machines, with further modifications. 
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ABSTRACT 

il4etal cUlling is one ofthe most significant manllfacturing processes ill the area ofmaterial removal application. Metll/ clllliug 
is defined liS the removal ofmetalfrom a workpiece ill order to obtain II finished product with desired attributes ofsize, sh ape, 
and .'wrjace roughness, III this high speed cUlling operations, laser culling is widely used. III tlzis research work effect offibre 
laser clllling ofStaiuless Steel grade 304 is considered, Thefiber laser is more compact, has better performllllce characteristic.", 
(I11t1 permits clilling thill (llpto 4 111m) sheetswitll higher speed, III tllis study, the laser cufting parameters suc" tiS laser pOI't,'er, 
clftting ."'peell lIml glls pressure are flIm/ysell ami optimized wit" cOllsideration o/work piece swface roughness. Tflree/actors 
that one mllst cOllsiller for llimellSiollal accuracy llre kerf willth, HAZ alld quality of surface jinish, Amollg various procl!.\·s 
variables, surface finis" is central to IleterminillK the quality of a workpiece. Surface roughlless is banter to aftnilllllul track 
tha11 physical dimensions are, because relative(v many factors affect sllrface jinish, Tile effect of var),illg process parameters 
011 the quality of laser cut lire studied with the design of expert software. Respollse surface methodology (RSJ~ is IIsed hy 
itnplemelllillg box-bebnkell design for optimization. Surface rOllglmess call be optimized effectively by llsing tllis approach, 

Keywords:Surface roughness, Laser cUllillg, DOE. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Laser is ac ronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. The world's first laser was demonstrated by 
Maiman using a ruby crystal (1960). Laser material processing has become popular due to several unique advantages of laser 
namely, high productivity, easy of automation, non-contact processing, improved product quality, highest material utilization and 
minimum heat affected zone. A laser can produce a coherent, convergent, and monochromatic beam of electro-magnetic radiation 
with wavelength ranging from ultraviolet to infiared [1]. Laier clitting, bl!inp. il. n~m_('nnt~rt rrnr.r:"". rlnp.~ nnt lnvnlve any 

mechanical cutti ng [OI'Ces amJ loul w~r. III (his process, the workpiece material is locally melted by the fucu::;Cll lu:,cl lig.ht. 111 
metal cutting operations, in general, oxygen or nitrogen is used while argon or helium is used for wood or plastic cutting. I t was 
shown thnt the laser ('utting quality depends on the laser power, cutting speed, gas prpc;c;lIrf';. hf';<lm rii<l mF.ter, heam incident anele. 
stand-off distance, pulse fiequency and focus positions [2].In present paper cutting of widely used industrial application material 
i." self:crecLStflinle....." steel has wide applicalions in the hnmt":, incillslry, hnspitflls, tood processmg, ae rospace. construction etc. 
l.ullin .!? f.f thick .\tllillk.\,\ .\1 (.(. 1 ...Il~. d~ i~ 111(. llll.,k ((I~Ll i f(.m(..nt ill fl.l.hricllti(11l w(lrk of the \'oriou3 onmpnnontr. l3J, According to 

various experiments carried out in previous work, it was found that the most significant cutting parameters are cutting speed, gas 
pressure and laser power which has more effect on cutting quality [4-5]. Surface finish is central to determining the quality of a 
workpiece. In this paper, cutting parameters such as laser power, gas pressure and cuning speed were analysed and optimized with 
consideration of workpiece surface roughness with he lp of DOE. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experhnem~ were cunducted on Bysrronlc 4020 fiber IU$tr muchlnt: al K"-Iktld~ ILt~j\:r!J , PUIlI.:. WI.:. 1111 \I t: :,t:iel..h ... J 25 iHin thick ~S 
.'i0 '1 :! IIUUL II!I wlnlqJluuu 111111111101. I hllUlIlllulJlltlllit 1II'IIJ!lUI IIll1Ultltl1J UIU I,;i ',' UI I ill l~llJl. 1. Till. 17 IlllllP1o: I ;',flO I\lln 1( In 
mm cross-section and 25 cut. SS304 was selected as workpiece material because of low carbon which 
decreases carbide operating temperature application and widely utilized material for sheet metal 
operation for various ications like screws, machinery parts, car heat.!t:r.:i, lillt.! fabrication of 
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l.ll SCI" culling .... )...Iclll Byspl'int -t020 

Numinal Shl.:t.:t siLl.: X·,IOOO111111 • Y -2000 nlln 

Cutting Area X-<106:1 !lUll, Y<2032 nun 

Maximum Positioning SpCI.:U paral1t:1 axis x, y 100 mrn 

tvlaximulll slmuftarlcollsly pnsitioning spct.:d 140 I11Ill 

Positioning accuracy Pil .1.0.1 

Repeatability Ps ±.05 

Maximum workpiece wdght 1580 

Machine weight 15000 

Operation via panel Byvisioll touch screcn fmd manual control unit 

rabie-I :SpcclficatlOns of machme 

2.1Design Of Experiment (DOE) 

Design of experiment (DOE) is the method of planning and conducting experiments in n systematic way to study any processor 
uystem lIsing statistical analysis [4]. It is used for collecting an appropriate set of experimentnl data to be used for statistical 
analysis in order to draw inferences about the process or system. In the current study response surface methodology (RSM) wns 
applied for the above mentioned process parameters, using statistical sofiwnre, Design-expert vlO. 

2.2Response Surface Methodology (RSM) 

Implementation of RSM requires the following steps like selection of pnrameters with major effects, selection of proper 
experimental design , fitting of adequate Inathematical model , checking the quality of the fitted model and evaluation of its 
prediction behavior with respect to the experimental data. The input parameters are known as factors and output variables are 
termed as responses. 

2.3 Box Behnken Design 
Various complex experimental desjens like three-Ir.vd frl(:tnri"l rlp:c;;ien . ("pnfrl'li ("nmr"'ijt~ de[ign (CCD), Box Bihnkin dooign 
(BBD) and Doehlert design are used to generate response surface. Box Behnken method has already been used for the 
optimization of cut quality in laser cutting of different materials, due to its various advantages over the other existing designs. In 
this study Box Behnken method was chosen due to the shorter range of process parameters and Jess experimental runs. BBD is 
also reported to be more efficient compared to CCO and three level full factorial designs, where efficiency is defined as the ratio 
of number of coefficients present in regression model and number of experiments conducted. Another advantage of Box-Behnken 
design is that, it does not contain combination of factors at which al( the factors are simultaneollsly at their highest or lowest level~ 

thus can avoid experiments under the extreme conditions. The experimental runs were conducted as per the design matrix given 
by the software. 

·2.4 Factors With Level Value 
The range of process parameters and experimental design levels are given in tahle 2 

F'a('.tnr~ J iv,l 1 Level ~ 

Laser power (watt) 5500 6000 
-

CuttIng speed (mm/min) 150 200 

Gas pressure (bar) 8 12 

T~ble-2:Factors with level value 

J. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONOF EXPERIMl!:I'ITAL H.ESULTS 


The experimental data generated by DOE according to levels entered ar.e given in table 3. 

:, ~-t3IQ · '1 

Fac{ul· t 
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I SId Run A: L:lscr Power U:Cutting speed C:Gas pressure 
surface roughness 

(top portion) 

Watt mm/min bar Microns 

9 1 5250 100 10 9.847 

8 2 5500 125 14 5.895 

12 3 52.50 150 14 9.653 

7 4 5000 125 14 10.547 

14 5 5250 125 12 9.581 

15 6 5250 125 12 9.458 

17 7 5250 125 12 9.478 

1 8 5000 100 12 9.847 

4 9 5500 150 12 6.658 

6 10 5500 125 10 7.547 

3 11 5000 150 12 12.325 

2 12 5500 100 12 7.512 

10 13 5250 150 10 9.5 14 

16 14 5250 125 12 9.871 

13 15 5250 125 12 9.784 

II 16 5250 100 14 8.474 

5 17 5000 125 10 10.355 

11:1('1'::;11 in lid (" nn fC'n'un' ' III !iI"'L~, lr:L P:L\, I ;, 'HI 1 LlIlIJl-:IIH.n i ,. \ h'l" lIa aj,;;,1 I,II:!illt'l'ri II:! (I( '111.\11". :!(IJ i) 1".... ;\: Bl1 -l! lh" 
Vllh"IH'~;; h~!Ll': (, 1(,·1 7"/0 

.

Table-3:0bservation 1 able 

Surface roughness for all trial runs is measured with profile meter named as SJ-201 (surface roughness tester). 

Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares - Type HI] 

Sum of Mean F p-value 

Source Squares df Square Value Prob> F 

Model 1.11 9 0.1 2 165.56 < 0.0001 Significant 

A-Laser Power 0.86 1 0.86 1146.97 < 0.0001 

B-Cutting speed 0.016 I 0.016 21.14 0.0025 

C-Gas Pressure 0_030 I 0.030 40.71 0.0004 

AB 0.071 I 0.071 95.15 < 0.0001 

J\C 0.030 1 U.UJU 40.1:i 0.0004 

BC 0.016 1 U.016 20.96 0.0025 

A' 0.072 I 0.017. 9(,.37 < 0.0001 

B' 1.582E-003 I 1.582E-003 2. 12 0.1889 

C' 0.017 I 0.017 22.30 0.0022 

Residual 5.229E-003 7 7.469E-004 

Lack ufPIL 1.68&/!-OOJ J M2SE-00~ O.M 0.6)02 ILvl ~i,gl\ificnnt 

,f-uf·~6t@:~/.i::, 3.540E-003 4 8.85 1E-004 

t::YCTotal ~~ '\ 1.12 16 

I --:: ( PJfL _.,. I:~ ifit! ~hm.,' oi NOV A for ~lIrifl (,f' rOllghnf"''i'': of SS ~rt fl for 2:; rom , 
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Tlw Modd F-va llll': of 165.5(, impli t!s [Ill! model is signilicant. T hl:!T is only ,\ 0.01% chance that .:1] FAvalu!.! this lurge t:Oule! U(.;Ullr 

due 10 lIoise. Values or "Prob> 1"" less than 0'<J500 indiL'atc model terms i,rl: signi!il:nnt. [n Ihis case /\, B. C, AU, /\ C'. BC, 1\'\2 , 

C.... 2 arc signific'lllt model terms. Valucs grca[l:r than 0.[000 indicat<.; th~ model termS are not significant. [I' there are many 

insign ificant mod,;;! terms (nol couBting those required to support hierarchY),lllodcl reduction may improve your model. The "Lack 

of Fit F-va[uc" oro.ott implies the Lw.;k o!,Fit is not signilicanl rclativ(,! to thc pure l:ITOr. There is a 63.02% chance that a "Lack or 
Fit f:'-valuc" this large cOllIe! occur dUl: to noise. Non-signifkant lack of Ii I is good we W<1nt tile mouel to fit. Std. Dev. 0.027, R
Squared 0.9953. Mean 3.02, Adj i{ASquarcd 0.9893, C.V. % 0.90, [Jr..:d H.·Squarcd 0.9709. PR ESS 0.033, Adeq Precisio n 

50.73 1.The "Prcd R-Squmcd" of 0.9709 is in r~asOllable agreement with the" Adj R-Squared" of 0.9893;i.e. the difference is less 

than 0.2."Adeq Precision" measures the signal to noise ratio. A ratio gr":<lt<.;r than 4 is desirable. Your ratio of50.731 indicates an 

adequate signal. This model C<1n be used to navigate the design space. 

DC'lilln-Expr.l1® Scnw.:lre 

Faclor Coding: ACIUo l 

Original Scale 

SurliJce Roughnes$ tM lcrons) 

• De:;iDrl pOints abo\O prediCled ""Iutl 

D (J1EC3 J",n )j '~ ;"l$ heJcw ..... e (J!C.:cd I,;Jlue
C12.325 

5.695 

X l '" A; La!'lo:lr Paw"r 
X2 '" S: Cutting s peed 

AClUiJl FacioI' 
G: Gas Pre$SUre '" 12 

B: Cutting speed (mmlmin)10 5100A: Laser Power (Walt) 

1 50 5500 

Fig-I: Interaction effect of cutting par'ameters on surface roughness 

In fig· 1 , graph shows that with increase in laser power. the value of surface roughness decreases and as c utting speed inc reases, 

a lue of s urface roughness increases. 

Final Equations in terms of coded factors 

Surface Roughness = 3.10382 - 0.327246·A + 0.0444269*B - 0.0616558*C - 0.133299*AB - O.0872285*AC;- O.0625586*BC 
0.130752* A' + 0.01 93836* B' - 0.062898S"C' 

Final Equations in terms of actual factors 

Surface Roughness = -72.4279 + 0.0254168 * Laser Power + 0.0909811 * Cutting speed + 1.10607' Gas Pressure - 2.1327ge
005 * Laser Power'" Cutting speed - 0.000 174457 * Laser Power * Gas Pressure + 0.00125117 * Cutting speed'" Gas Pressure

2.09202e-006';' Laser Powcr2 + 3 .10137e-005'" Cutting speed2 
- 0.0157246 »: Gas Pressure2 

The equation in terms of actua l factors can be used to make predictions about the response forgiven levels of each factor. Here, the 

levels s hou ld he speci fied in the origin:tlllnits for p.(l:ch factor. This equation should not be. used to determine the relMive imptlct of 

each factor because the coefficients are scaled to accommodate the units of each factor and the interceptis not at the centre of the 

design space. 
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Fig-2: Graph of predicted vs actual surface roughness values of SS 304 for 25 mm 

The relationship between the actual and predicted values of experiment of SS 304 for 25 mm is shown in fig-2. It has observed 

that the developed model is adequate and predicted results are in good agreement with experimental results. 

D es ig n-Ex pert® Sol'tware 
F acto r Coding: Actua] Perturbation 
Orig inal Scale 

S urface Roughness (Mit:rons) 
 14 

AC1uai Fat:tof"S 
A : Laser Power '" 525 0 
6 : Cutting speed : 125 
C: G a s P ressure: 1 2 

12 

10 ~ B 

8 

6 

4 

-1.000 0 .0 00 0.500 1.000 

Deviation from Reference Point 

Fig-3: Perturbation plots representing the effect of process parameters on surface roughness 

surface roughness increases. 
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Fig-4: Individual effects of all three parameters on surface roughness 

The individual efTect of alllhree paramcters, laser power. gas pressure and cutting speed on surface roughness are shO\\'n in flg-4. 
Surface roughness decreases with increase in laser power. With increase in clltting speed there is slight increase in surface 
roughness value and with increase in gas pressure there is decrease in surface roughness. 

3. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the complete analysis of the influence process parameters on the laser cutting process has performed with Fiber laser 
cuning machine Bysprint 4020,6K W laser power. After DOE analysis, total 17 run were identified for experiment with sheet 
metal SS 304 (25 mm thick) as workpiece material.The optimal values of these parameters were defined with the aim ofachieving 
the required surface roughness. It was found that the laser power is most significant compared to cutting speed and gas pressure. 
As we can see surface roughness decreases with increase in laser power whereas it increases with increase in gas pressure. By 
using regression analysis method, the optimized value of parameters found as power 5.25 kW, gas pressure 12 bar and cutting 
speed 125mm/min for the minimum value of surface roughness 9.89~lm. Based on these results, the optimal cutting condition, at 
vhieh the surface roughness is minimized and both the delayed cutting phenomenon is estimated to improve both the quality of 

the cut section and the cutting efficiency. 
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A STUDY FOR ANALYZING THE EFFECT OF PROCESS 

PARAMETERS ON FORMABILITY IN THE INCREMENTAL SHEET 


FORMING 


Jilender Shcoran I, Ishu Monga' 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, PPIMT, HISAR (INDIA) 


Abslrllct: rhe formability of sheet metal appears better ill 
incrementalformillg 'hull ill cOIll/ell/iOllal forming. III t/lis 
research paper the effect of J'flfiou.'! prOCeS!i parameters all 
formability has been !itudied. This .'!tudy reveal.'! about the 
effect that the incremental sheet forming has tlte potelltial 
to revolutionize sheet metal forming, making it accessible to 
all level ofmauufacturing. 
Keywords: Incremental sheet forming, formability, process 
parameter, F.E.wI 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Sheet metal forming is a major manufacturing process in 
many industrial sectors. Mostly in engineering field, parts are 
made of sheet metal particularly through eonventional 
fOmling techniques such as deep drawing. stretch forming, 
shearing. blanking, bending etc. These fOmling processes 
need dedicated, highly specialized equipment such as 
forming presses, dies and punches, so these processes are 
expensive and time consuming in producing sheet metal 
parts. Moreover, smf1li) mp.riinm vll!llmp: rmrl1lr.tinll nf 
precision cOilvenli0Bai [UlIllilig P1'U(';I:SSI;:S has still b~(;!n a 
problem of the metal working industry. Incremental sheet 
forming (ISF) is a very promising technology to manufacture 
sheet metal products by the CNC controlled movement of a 
simple forming tool. Although it is a slow process, the cost 
reduction linked to the fact that punches or dies are avoided, 
makes it a very suitable process for low series production, in 
comparison with the traditional stamping or drawing 
processes. Nevertheless, the process sti1l needs a further 
optimization to guarantee the reliability required for 
industrial applications. Process analysis based on 
experimental tests and modelling is required to analyze the 
effect of process parameters on the characteristics of 
incrementally formed parts and to go deeper in the 
und(:{S(fIIH.lill!; of Lht: proce:ss itself. ll,erefnre, obtaining 
c:.:pcrimcnttll tcsts and a .silllfJlc FErvl IlIuJd whj!..:h gives 
accurate prediction of some characteristics of the formed 
parts becomes a necessity. The 1.tl(;1\~IIlt:lllaJ Sht:t:l Forming 
process can be implemented rapidly and with a reasonable 
precision. Drawings from CAD (Computer Aided Design) 
are converted into CAM files (Computer Aided 
Mnnufucturing) containing the information of the three
dimensional path that should be developed by the tool in the 
process. Therefore, the tool path is totally controlled by the 
CAlvi program as in the usual Numerical Control technoiogy. 
In this process, the total deformation is reached by the sum qf 
the incremental steps with only small strains involved in each 
step. The strain in the blank can be reached in two differ~nt 

ways: the forming tool has a support below the sheet (Two
Point Incremental Forming - TPJF) or rhe forming tool has a 
single point (Single-Point Incremental Forming - SPIF). this 
means there is no support below the sheet. In the TPIr 
process, with a partial positive die as the support fixed bclow 
the blank convex surfaces can be produced, while in the 
SPIF concave surfaces are produced. 

II. INCREMENTAL FORMING TECHNOLOGY 
The ISF technology is a forming approach in which the 
numerically controlled (NC) technology is used to produce a 
part from the sheet materials. With this technology. the new 
product can be made in one day from CAD modelling to 
finished part. To response this task, a fully digital integrated 
system for SPfF process can be developed. The system can 
recognize automatically the features of CAD model of SPIF 
product. Then, it generates tool path based on machining 
data from the user or database of library. The key aspect of 
this system is a unique data flow used in the sub-module 
from ('AD moof;'"1 to (,N(, t:'odt;" , A II mn<inlf':" (':;1J1 hf' 

integrated fully on oommereial CAD/CAM sofiware called 
CATIA. It is very suitable for prototype process of new p<ut 
and low-quantities production. The basic elements of ISF 
system are illustrated in Fig. 1 included CAD system 
(Computer Aided Design), CAPP system (Computer Aided 
Process Planning), CAA system (Computer Aided Analysis) 
and CNC machine (Computer Numerical Control). 

Fig. I. Steps of incremental forming process 
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l-/owevt:l", tht: t:ore rtSpct:t of this study is iot:rementallorming 
tt:chnology for sheet materials. The ISF consists ofa series of 
local forming operations leading to the final geometry of th~ 
part without the need for expensive tools or dies. The process 
involves the use of a single cnd-hemispherical 1001 to carry 
out progressively local deformation of sheet metal with thrce
axial CNC machine (or more axial CNC machine), or with an 
industrial robot. The movement of forming tool based on NC 
technology is generated from normal CAM system. The 
product of this process can be made directly frolll a 3-D CAD 
model to fmished product without any dedicated dies or 
special tools. Therefore, the ISF process offers the rapid 
prototyping advantages of short lead times, high flexibility 
and lower cost for small batch applications. For complex 
product, a simple support is required to reinforee the stability 
of the system. The incremental sheet forming techniques 
(ISF) can be divided into two categories: two points 
incremental forming (TPIF) and single point incremental 
forming (SPIF), also known as negative and positive 
forming, respectively. The SPIF process (see Fig.2) is 
presented in the detail of section. In the TPIF process, the 
sheet metal moves vertically on bearings, which move on 
sheet holder posts, along the z-axis, as the forming tool 
pushes into the metal sheet. 

!iiiiil 
Fig.2 Schematic diagram oflSF system 

This process is calIed TPIF because it has two contacting 
points between forming tool and the sheet. The first point 
wht:n: forming tool prt:sses down on the sheet metal to cause 
locally plastic deformation. The second point is a contacting 
point bem/een a static post and the sheet creating when the 
tool pressed into the sheet. Although TPIF process used a 
partial die, it is often called a5 die less forming. 

IF n 
Ii 

~! j, 
i i 

_IJ I' 
' 

.. 1. two Point.,; Incremental Forming: The TPIF process Can 
be dassificd into two types: TPIF with a stalic support and 
TPIP with a kinematic support. ror TPIF with n static 
SlIpport (sec Fig.3), the support is positioned firmly on the 
opposite face of the sheet melal (opposi!c with contacting 
surface between tool and sheet). The sheet metal is clamped 
firmly on a frame that can move up and down in the parallel 
direction to thc tool. For TPIF with a kinematic support, the 
SllPPOr[ moves simultaneously with the forming tool. There 
nre several configurations for this type in literature. In this 
configuration, the partial support is fixed on a rotating table 
which rotates simultaneously with torming tool. The rotnting 
table holds a partial die that has a shape of final product. 

13. Principle ojSPlF: 
The principle of incremental sheet forming can be explained 
on rhe fact that sheet or blank is clamped in blank holder 
with or without support. The formed tool draws a contour 011 

horizontal plan, then make step downward and draw next 
contollr and so until operation is completed for process. In 
this process deformation is reached by sum of incremental 
steps with only small strain involved in each step. 

Fixture W Tool 

"' ~~ 


/" 
Blank 

Fig 4- Principle of incremental sheet forming 

C Literature revielV: 

Rattanachan.K LIJ studied the eilect of tool rotational speed 

nnrl ff'f'r1 l' ntr. nn fmmnhility nf ["!TN I l'I(tn '1TMl hyllnlt"lt, 

SPTF IJlclhnd. They round that tool rotational ~peed had more· 

effect to formability by increasing tool rotational speed 
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wc:ar of spcL'imclI .1001 Iced rale has liuk cI'fcl.:l by 011 
incrc(lsed Iced rale there by decreasing 1()I"[llability by 
lowering depth or specimen 
Daniel Fril ZCIl et al [2] presented on bra~s 70/30 and 
Illcrelllcllt(ll sheet forlll ing process. They have presented the 
EXjlcriment based 011 single Point inCrC/lll.:lllal ti.)('Illing. 'Illey 
analyzed experimelltal work 0 11 material brass 70/30 by 
llsing CAD/CAM software, CNC machining centre with 
three axles, matrix incremental ,in cremental fbrming loot and 
a device press sheets. They investigated the result of effect of 
paramcter sllch (IS wall angle. step vertical. st rategy of tool 
p(lth. They round by practically th(lt spiral strategy yielded a 
gre(lter wall anglc, compared to the convcnlioJlal strategy 
olltline 
Miskolc M. Tiszn [3J studied the eITect of lorlll(lbility and 
accuracy in Incremcntal sheet forming by using S(lme 
material grade (AI 1050) performed 011 Universal forlll(lbility 
testing machine with the Vialux optical strain measurement 
device ovcr conventional sheet ronning. From this study they 
concluded that the formability in incremental forming is 
significantly increased with increased thickness as compared 
to incremental sheet forming. The result achieved are eqlmlly 
important both practically and th eoretically (lSpcct in sheet 
incremental forming. 
S.Dejardin et al. [4J Studied on experimental investigation 

and numerical analysis for improving knowledge of 
incremental and sheet forming process for sheet metal parts, 
They investigated and demonstrating th e capabilities of 
single point incremental forming to provide sheet metal 
components with accuracy they investigated the geometrical 
profiles of truncated cones resulting from the aluminium 
plate (AAI050) material through SPlF method and compare 
experimental results with the numerical result based on FE 
modal developed by studying ISF parameters including both 
material parameter (thickn ess, flow stress, hardening, 
friction) and process parameters (forming tool p(lth or 
fonning tool diameter) and then accurately predictcd by 
spring back analysis of ci rcumferential rings by focll sing on 
the influence of fonned tool path 0 11 resulting parts. 
G Hussain et al. [5] has done an experiment anal ysis on a 
novel mtlitou tu test the thinning limits of sheet metals in 
negative incrcmcntal forming. They illvt!slig<ited 
experimentally on sheet to test its thinning limits by forming 
axis symmetric part which can be modelled with a generatrix 
are, was form ed incrementally until it cracked. Based on 
these results. several axis-symmetric and asymmetric parts 
were formed at fixed slopes. From this study it can be 
concluded that a strategy to test the lowest possible thinning 
limits of sheet metals has been proposed .the proposed 
method is capable to test the thinning limits of sheet metals at 
reduced processing time and cost 
lunchao Li et al. [6] studied on Numerical simulation and 
experimental investigation of incremental sheet forming with 
an elastic support. In this paper they investigate the influence 
of elastic :;llPflOrt on "rrine 1)(tf.'k and of 
ill\..!\..IIH':llkd fVlwillg was c>:plorl"'.d based 
~illluICi(ion cmd experimenr~1 wtlirl~tinn. 

W"tvw,iitre,c;om 

formability 
011 nUlllenc;11 

They lise three 
materials for elastic support is polyurethane. rubber, wood 

':t. . ... I/nlu e 
.r ip iS the Olll~ }~ ~
~ Une'4 -.,.. -

. .
'.'vt[. 
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material. 'nley 10111](1 ir same tODi p::th is I.:Jllploy(o:d then 
more ehlstic support hns IW'ge :-;hapc t.: rror and Efli:Cl of 
spring back COlllpCllsati{)11 llH:lliud based ~111 too l path 
revision improv:..! geollletry 3teuraq. 
I. Ccrro cl al. 17llms studicd on Ihc()J'etical and experimental 
analysis or die Il::ss inerl::lllclHal sll\;ct fi.mning PnJcess, They 
presellted expl:rimcnt 0 11 A I 1050 sheets 011 ANA K MATIC
7eNC milling machine. Equipped with AFanuc mod .2IiMA 
numeric eonlrol. They lISi:d coordinate measuring machine 
f()r tktennillillg of geometrical accllr<ley lind th ickllcss 
measuremcnts. They comparcd the c;.:perimcnt(ll effect of 
process paramcter (likc advancing speed, forcc (lnd forming 
strategy) on the characteristics or the pnrts (thickness, 
gcometrical accumey, roughncss) produccd by ISF with the 
FEM modelled which is obl(linecl with Al3AQUS/Explicit 
so fi"vare. II can be concluded that elTcel of increase in 
fonning force with ndvancing speed is that ihere is change in 
modulus and direction of forCeS involved, which may 
fhlcture due tu undesirable lhinning or tile sheet. 
Jeswict cl al. [8] hns a complete SUIl1Jll<1ry of resenrehes 
about the ISF technique unti12004. After that time, 
researchers have been investigated deeply to mature this 
process in industrial applications. Therefore, this section will 
list some obtained results on Aspects of formability, 
numerical analysis, numerical simulation and failurc 
prediction rrom 2004 up to now. 

II I. FORMING MACHINES 
In general all CNC-conlrolled three-axis CNC machincs are 
suitable to perform ASIF. High speeds, large working 
volumes and sufficient stiffuess (Ire favorable. Milling 
machines are available in different designs, which differ in 
working volume, maximum feed rate, maximum load, 
stiffness and cost prices. The following includes machines, 
which can be lIsed for AISF. In most cases they can be used 
for other machining processes, hence they are multi-purpose. 
Only three-axis mills have been used to date. 
A list of the types of machines available to do incremental 
forming is: 

• 	 CNC milling machines; 
• 	 Purpose built machines; 
• 	 Rn~0ti; 
• Stewart platforms and Hexapods. 

Common , applicable, shop, CNC milling machines that can 
hp II<;Prl ~rp' 

• 	 Gantry milling machines; large working voi11me, 
high speed drives. high forces. expensive. 

• 	 Gateway milling machine; large working volume, 
high feed rates, high forces and stifihess, expensive. 

• 	 Bedplate type milling machines; large working 
volumes available, width is limited, low cost price, 
lower stiffness. 
~~e milling machine; available in almost every 

#,,},'o\la a,~ ,low cost price, relatively small working 

r thrt:!e uxi:; CNC mil1 uscd to dotc. 
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IV. DESIG, OF EXPERIMENT 
This work is a preliminary invesligalion of SP IF prOCI!Ss 

applied to AI alloy. Thc Illost efticient way to investigate the 

innut!nce of some variables on measurable outputs is by 

plmming a DOE. The objective of this experimental strfltegy 

is to determine which forming parflilleters influencc lhc 

formnbility of sheet and to understand the interacting effects. 

Based on the previolls experimental fimdamental of the SP IF 

process with sheet metals, the main parameters mflinly 

affected on this process is chosen for investigation of DOE. 

The four forming parameters (factors) will be considered for 

the experiments with sheets: 

(i)step size; (i i) tool size; 
(iii) Feed rate; (iv) spindle speed. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
From this study, we can conclude that the incremental sheet 

forming lead to higher material formability w.r.t conventional 

forming process. The effect of various parameters on the 

characteristics of the parts will be investigated and finally a 

simple FEM process model will be developed in order to 

predict the behaviour of the sheet during the process. 
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ABSTRACT 

'I1,ere tire "lillly alloys wMc" find wifle application.\· ill the (ferospacf!. {IJ1(1 defellce imlustrieJ due to its high 
strength to weight ratio (lilt! good dlletili(v. More over dlle to their propertieJ these materials lIre also used ill 
marine imlustries as well. FrictiOll stir weldiltR (FSW) process, an emerging solid strite joining process, is sui/able 
for joining tlJis alloy eomparell to fusioJl weldillg processes. This work preselt/s Ifte formulation of a 
mathemlltical model with proc(!ss Imrlmteters fllld 1001 geometry to prellictllle responses offriClioll stir welds. Til e 
responses taken are yield slrength, temdle strengtll lIml ductility (Percentage elollgaJiou). Tile parameters lakell 
illto consideration are spindle speed, weldillg speed, tilt flllgle am/tool profile. A respoJlse SlIrface methodology 
was used for cflecking out the responses. Vf'llid{ltioll trials were cltrried Ollt 10 valida/e tile results. The results so 
obtaiued illllieatedlhat weld witl! hexagoJ!al tool pill profile I!ave /lle highesl tensile Slrength and elollgatioll, 
whereas the jOillts fabricated with eonical tool pill profile have Ille lowest tensile strength and elongation. 

Keywords: Process Parameters review, Nleclulllical properties, Friction stir welding. etc. 

L lntroduction: 

Use of Fusion Welding ahvays provides difliculties in welding the heat treatable alloys. The 
difficulties associated with these joints are presence ora tenacious aluminium oxide, high thermal conductivity, high 
coefficient of thermal expansion, solidification shrinkage, and adsorbed gases in such alloys. Moreover in fusion 
welding (e.g. TIG OR MIG) due to formation of brittle layer because of eutectic melting and solidification resulting 
in lower mechanical properties of the material. Cracking due to weak structure also occur. Hence fusion welding is 
not preferred for welding such materials. 

Friction Stir Welding (FSW) is a solid state joining technique developed by TW1 , Cambridge, in 1991. This 
method shows very less defects compared to the Fusion welding Technique. It has improved mechanical properties 
than Fusion. The Weld microstructure is more refined than the Fusion one as the microstructure observed in Fusion 
is distorted. The 
present research work focuses on the development of mathematical models [0 predict the mechanical properties 
(yield strength, tensile strength and percentage elongation) of fSW joints and to study the effects of various process 
parameters, viz. , tool rotational speed, welding speed, tilt angle and tool pin profile, on the mechanical properties of 
friction sti r welded joints. 
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2. Work: 

2.1 Identifying the process parameters: 

The primary process param~lers affecting the mechanical propert ies, yield strength, tensile strength and 
percentage e longation were chosen through literalur\! search and several preliminary lab experimentations. These 
parameters were found as rotational speed, welding !'ipccd, tilt angle and tool pin protiie. 

2.2 Determining the workin g range: 

a) When the rotational speed was less than 600 rpm, no sutTicient heat was generated. 

b) On the other hand, at rotational speed higher than 1400 rpm, an excess heat was generated during welding. 

c) When the tilt angle was low€r lhan 1.5, thl! tunnel and crack like defects were observed in the middle of the 


cross section. 
d) When th e tool tilt was increased above 3.5, the excess flash and thinning of the weld duc to excessive 

penetration of the shoulder into the weld were observed. 
e) 	 Tool profile is th e secondary process parameter, which purely influences material flow during welding. The 

profiles of fi ve different tools were chosen viz. conical, triangular, square, pentagon and hexagon .The tools 
are made from H-13 tool steel. 

\11.'rlIoW...:'.lf POTr,x:nI~"" 
"f \\'dd,. ,(r>:,.. 

------------~~----~----------~~----~-II y~~~ 
~ f li:ll"lllk' ~Ir~...~, 
J 1I . (~lil.fo fll 

Ca use and Effect diagram for selecting Process Parameters 

J. Developing mathematica l model 

Response surface methodology (RSM) is a collection of mathematical and statistica l techniques useful for 
analyzing the. problems in which several independent variables influence . 

T.hlt I 
:\uj,lyzoo chemj l..~ c.ompmltiMI .:tid ItledUlnit:il propen.ib of .-\:\ 1014 
:ilwniuul'\) aUoy. 

OlaJnicaJ c[ mposiriou ht't'+) 	 Meehan iw I (lmpett in 

Cu Si ~~I Mg ZII Cr F. AI Y.'iIMPa lJTSl/.lI'a "';EI 
4.0 U.g O.l~) 0.4 0.15 0.1 0.7 Bul 41-l -lS.l JJ 

Now for exa And Ihe below lable 
states the various ran 
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The table shown below slates the responses of the alloy. As (he above given parameters change the effect of 
slH,: h changes leads to chang~ on (h~ rusponscs like their tensile and ultimate strength. 

Tuhk .l 

~.'Ii£.11 IIHlIIix with re.~ pOIl'eoI (lllo;!dl.lIlic:a1 pr~ics o( v.~Id ~). 


51. no [>roces ~ ~an~ters R.e~POl1.les 

SI:.1nilird <"Irdu Run ordet .1 1 x, .l.l x. %8 y.s:r....~ UTSJMPil 

1.6 124 	 21', -. -. -. -."2 +. -. -. -. ·US 2SS 360 
J 6 	 3.25 275 l8S, 	 -.+. -. -. 

10 +. +' -. -. 2..26 211. 293 
5 	 II -.-. H -. 'S 210 ll5 
6, 4 +. -. +. -. 2.5 32f) 

~.S5 )!l! 

" 12 .r! + 1 +I -I •.4 2116 29IJ 
23 -I +. +1 -. "" 407 

9 	 .9 - I - I + 1 3.R!i 290 31>,-. 
IU + 1 -I -I +1 '.2 290 413• 

••• -."I. - I + • 2 . 2M4 2\11 
14 , + 1 . ·1 -I + 1 J.7 2611 300 

J3 -. -. +1 + . 6.1 292 4.5 
14 30 + 1 -. q ... . J W .KS 287 ~26 

14 -I +. +1 +1 21)S 428 

" 
•" 3 ·:-1 +. +I J(n 42K16 	 + 1 •

.7 2. - .. 2 J) U 0 7S ]tJ2 41 6 

• +2 I' 0 II 4.6S 291 'J69" 	 10 U -! I) U 3.2 269 3211 
25 U ·t·2 0 0 2.3 .lOS'"21 	 II - 0 30l '" 28 II ! 7. ' 41S 

22 5 u 0 +2 0 .,.15 31! ,DS 

• U II 0 -2 2.1 300 :m 
24" 13 U 0 0 +2 2.2 )30 445 
25 27 u u 0 0 1_9 30) 31>2 
26 0 U 0 0 5.2 310 385 
27 22'" u II 0 II 1.9 303 376 
21'1 17 0 0 0 U '-3 308 390 
29 2. 0 0 0 0 2.9 J(>J 37M 
3lJ 21 U U 0 0 52 306 3K2 

The objective of the response surface methodology is to find those settings of process parameters that give 
an optimum value of the response, In addition, it provides a regression mode! that establishes relationship between 
the process parameters and response. 

This relationship can be used 10 predict the response when the process parameters are varied within the 
selected ranges. Such plots make it possible to visualize the relation between the response and process parameters. 

The above-mentioned regression model or the response surface model is the form of 

l-b ' b· .L l .L b· · .Lb· .Lb l.L b ' .. b ' } - OT III . ~Xl . ]J; . ~J4 . II.lj , ll.lj T ,]lj 
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wh~rc )' - \!ith~r Y.S or UTS or Percentage elongation as case may be x I ~too ! rotationnl speed, x2~tool 
traverse speed, x3 -tih angle. ~A· -tool profile. 

4. ResuJt and Discussion. 

From the regression models. the effects of fric tion sti r welding process parameters viz. (00 1 rotational 
speed, welding specd, 1001 tilt angle and [001 profile on yield strength, ull imme tensile strength and percentage 
elongation of friction stir welded joints \Verc cvalutaed. The four operuting parmnctcrs considered directly nffect on 
generation of frictional heat and causes the plastic flow of the material. The effects on the properties were observed. 

From the Above methodologies the effect of these process parameters, their effect on tensile strength, 
percentage elongation, and yield strength is observed. 

And in th is way the strength of weld is known [0 us from the above process which helps us to know which 
process (0 choose for higher strength ofweJd. 

5. Conclusion 

a) Regression equations were developed based on the experimental vaJu!';)s. 

b) Based on the regression models the effects of operating parameters on yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and 

percentage elongation ofthl! friction stir welded joints were presented and interpreted in detail. 

c) This work helps us to decide the proper set of process parameters to be chosen so as to get better strength of the 

weld in Fricrion slir wdding. 
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ABSTRACT 

A crankshaft is an important pan of an engine. It is the heart of an automotive vehicular system. A crankshaft in an 
internal combustion engine which converts the linear motion of the piston in to rotary motion of the flywheel. This 
converted rotary motion is used to drive automobile or any other device. In that main function of crankshaft is there 
any ovality on pin and journal pan of crank shaft causes the improper power transmission, fluctuation and large 
noise and vibration production in engine. We have studied the proouetion process of crankshaft haviug 5 journal and 
4 pin 00. the centerless automatic grinding machine (like JUCRANK, JUMAT and OIL). 
It is an important pan iu various types of engines like acrospaee, reciprocating. A crankshaft contains two or more 
centrally-located coaxial cylindrical ("mains") journals and one or more offset cylindrical crankpin ("rod") journals. 
Thc crankshaft main journals rotate in a set of supporting bearings ("main bearings"), causing the offset rodjoumals 
to rotate in a circular path around the main journal centres, the diameter of which is t\vice the offset of the roo 
journals. 
In BFLI we observe various types of defeetive crankshaft are manufactured during various forging and cutting 
process. Mainly the problem occurs in manufacturing line consist of various automated machine line. Defect 
produce due to pin width oversize, ovality, undersize, unclean patch, diametcr run out, flange boss diameter 
over/undersize, etc. these defects arc mainly produced due to defects in grinding operation. 

Keywords: BFL-Bharat Forge Ltd.l etc, 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A crankshaft is a main component of an engine. A crankshaft in an internal combustion engine which 
converts the linear motion of the piston in to rotary motion of the flywheel. This converted rotary motion is used to 
drive automobile or any other device. It can be manufactured by various method but we mainly concentrate the 
forging technic for manufacturing. 

Great care must be observed in the manufacture of the crankshaft since it is the most imponant part of the 
engine. The journals and the crank pins are ground to e;.;act size after turning. Most crankshafts are ground at the 
journals and crankpins. In some cases~ grinding is followed by hand lapping but in mass production it is done by 
some automatic grinding machines like centre less grinding machines (JUCRANK, JUMAT and OIL).Crankshaft 
used in high production automotive engines may be either forged or cast. Forged crankshafts are stronger than the 
cast crankshaft, but they are more expensive. 

Forged Crankshaft:Forged crankshafts are generally made from SAE 1045 or a similar type of steel. The 
crankshaft is formcd from a hot steel billet form earlier through a series of forging dies. Each dic changes the shape 
of the billet slightly. The crankshaft blank is finally fonned with the last die. The blanks are then machined to finish 
the crankshaft. Forging makes a very dense. tough crankshaft with a metal's grain structure I1lnning parallel to the 

"""""",;,«;,",,"~,. ~ ." 
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LI Processes Flowln BFL CLI Line for Crankshaft Production: 
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Fig~2: Process Flow Line for CL ] Line of BFL 

As Vvl! observe the production of crankshaft involves so many processes, so for easy analysis we divide 
above processes in three modules which as follows 

MODULE-I & II: Turning, Milling. Deburring, Tempering, Hardening etc. 
MODULE-Ill: All sort of grinding processes. 
MODULE-IV: Balancing, Super finishing, Crack detection, Washing, Packing etc. 

Mass Balancing: 
Mass Balancing is the first process done in the CLI Line. In this Machine, the forged crankshaft is 

balanced so that it is free from vibration and stress. 
PROTECK I & II: 

In Proteck 1 & 11 the crankshaft Machining operation is perfolmed i.e. the turning operation of Crankshaft 
to form the specific of Pin and Journal. In Proteck I first the journal in the crankshaft is turned and in the 
Proteck II the pin turning process take place. 
RGFM Mill: 

In this Machine, the Pin Milling operation is performed. A Multi tooth milling cutter is fed on the 
crankshaft so the milling operation is performed on the crankshaft. The cutter also run at an eXlreme speed. 
EiVIAG Drill Chamfer Oil Hole: 
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Oebul'ringRobflt: 
'I'll!.! Dt.:burring Robut ["'lachine docs. the work or ft:ll1ovillg tilt.: burr Ii,JrIllt:d 011 lile crankslmlL !t is 

automated rohot working umJ(!r st: t pt1rall1eter~, 
PYI'o~Tcmperjng & Hardening: 

The tempering principk is simpk tt:mpering or crankshal'l i.lt high-templ..:ratun: and 1..:001 lIwll1 quickly to 
kt:l.:p their new lorm to modify their dlcmicaJ aspect. An AUlOmatcti Hardening Machine is used lO increase rhe 
temperature on rhejoullml and pin or the crankshal'l and reduct.: the tcmpcl11ture, 

Induction hardcning is used to sc1cctivcly hardcn arci.lS of n part or assembly \.... ithout aJTecting the 
properties ofthc parI as a whule. 
JUMAT Semi Finish Grinder: 

JUMAT ..,;xtcrna! cylindrical grinding machines can be used in individual or combined grinding operations 
in the straight or angular in feed process to grind: Crankshaft, 
Jucrank Journal Finish: 

Jucrnnk grinding machincs solve practically every grinding task in erankshall grinding. Main bearings 
(cylindrical, concave, and convex) and pin bearings (cylindrical, sphl!rical, concave and convex) can be ground 
in a single clamping. 
Toyod. End Operation and FE Grind: 

The toyoua grinding machine the Face End of Crankshaft is grind and the end grinding operation is done, 
Dynamic Balancing: 

An Automated dynamic balancing Machine balance the forces present in the crankshaft it ensures that the 
shaft is completed out of stresscs. 
Super fin ishing: 

Super linishing to all the pin and journal is done on the crankshaft. The checking of the crankshaft is also 
done by using various type of radiation. It also is last turning process after this process the crankshaft is washed 
and packed. 

1.2 Scrap History: 

We adopt following to solve the avality problem occurs in BFL MCD II depal1ment of CLI line. And 
Collect the Month wise Scrap Data £I'om Quality Assurance Division for JAN'I6 to AUG' 16 and plot Pareto by 
using MINITAB. 

Pareto Chart of Defects Month Wise 
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HereSwdy of :'iOlllC imporlanl processes which is contributing 10 sl:rnp as follows in Mel) II lor the 
ll1<1nUfnclUring ofcrankslmlL 

Joumul turning of ProLcck I 
Pin Milling 

• 	 Protcck 2 

Drill & ChOlnlcr 

Hardening & Tempering 

All Grinding and Super I1nishing processes 


In that ormost scrap contributing process i .~ Grindi ng.Three stages ofinspection are mainly done, lirsl RunMout 
inspection after induction hardening second one is after grind ing stage and (hird one is after super finishing stage. 

As the above Pareto chart show the amount of defec ti ve crankshaft from the month January to the August. 
These total amounts of defective crankshaft are produce on the Crankshaft line t in all the machines and the 
modules. 

From Fig-l process now diagram, we sort Oul fo llowing some process wh ich most contributed ill rejection 
orthejob. 

>- Semi·linish Grind 
~ Finish Grind (All Pin) 
~ Finish Grind (All Journal) 

In that we plot a machine wise scrap pattern and observed the JUCRANK, JUMAT & OIL as critical 
machines. 
Which fall under Module-III contains these machjnes as critical level of scrap production need 10 rcduce 
them. 

Collect last 8 month's scrap data and observes following points: 

I. 	 Jan have pin ovality as top 5 defects in 1hm month. 
2. 	 Feb, April and May has second highest defects of pin ovnlity. 
3. 	 In the period of observation 10ta130% ofjob has been rejected due to pin ovality. 
4. 	 Apri l and may has ma"imum numbers of job rejection due pin ovality. 
5. 	 H is especia lly in module III defects (pin ovali ty) belongs in grinding secti on. 
6. 	 Generally, ruCRANK, JUMAT and oil has great contribution in ovality defects. 

Pareto Chart of Various Defects 
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Fig-4: Defect wise Pareto of BFL eLl Line 
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As til t: above Fig-2 & lig-3 chart show that uruund abm:! approx. 30% or lht.! detect in the cnmkshall un.:: 

due to Iht.! Pin OVll.lily. To reduce the reduction r~ltc in thc crankshali it is important to reduce the Pill Ovali ty defecL 

This Pin Ov:.i1ity delcct come alway:.; jn the grinding St.:clivn in lbe CL I Li ne. 


2. ROOT CAUSES AND REMEDIES: 
With the help of expert ise in I1FL and Past Scr",p Data \\'c (.;ategorics the rool carouses from Scrap List and 


Wc shows it in to Tree Djagram of vurious dckcl !i and their solution in yellow in blocks. Thc classilicat ion of 

defects is done using Man, lvIuehinc1 ProCl~ .s.s, Environment and Material. The delects produced due to the 

Envi ronment and Matcrial are neglected. Main area or occurrence of defects is lying under Man, Machine and 

Process. 


Gap checking in between 
v Block Setting: Component 0.5 mm 
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2.1 Trial on Machine: 

:\s we ohscrvc thl! rl!sult of pin ovnlity from previous rl!sult Wl! prepared the check-shcet lor pin oval ily in 
grinding machine. And give..: it to machine..: operator lor follow thl! instruction as per check-sheet. And resu lt are 
plolted as tallows from moth of October to Novemher. whk h is development stage and dTct;(ivc t;hi:lllgt:s was 
obselve in (he month or Deccmbl!r, January and February, 

40 

35 

30 

2S 

20 

15 

10 

5 I lill I I•• 111 .• • I0 . • • • 
Sep October November December Jan Feb 

• Pin Ovality Pin Dia U/S II Pin Dia O/S Pin Throw iii JR Dia U/S • Pin Dia Unclean _ Taper Pin Dia 

Fig-5: Month wise Trial Result ou SCRAP of BFL CLI line 

3. FINAL CHECK SHEET AND MACHINE PARAMETER: 

From the fig-4 Data we conclude that the prepared sheet isjust in the acceptable tolerance orany normally 
functioning industry shows bello\'! 

. 
GRINDING MACHINE C HECKSHEET PARAMETERS 

S.N PARAMETER SPEC FREQUENCY 

After! while Dressin~ parameters to be check 
I Wheel width I 46.5 mm Min Daily I 

During component Macbinine: 
For Old wheel 

2 Travels I min wheel width 46.5 mm Daily I 
For New Wheel 

3 Travels I wheel width 49.7 mm I Dailv I 
Machine Condition 

4 steady deflecti on Vertical"" + 2 mic Horizontal- -6 mic I/Monlh 
5 Sleady pad condi lion No sharp edge/loose/crack Daily 
6 Steady clamping pressure 141022 bar Weekly 
7 Marphoss Checking No Crack! No loose / No Damage Monthly 

(Linkage, boll elc.) 

8 M8f]Jhoss rinsing Active or deactive Daily 
9 Marphoss cylinder forward ... Weekly 

and backward proxv 5eltil)g 
10 Coolanl tempe ~ 26 to 30C at knoll unit Daily 

~y--~
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II V hlo.;k setting and 
inspection 

(iar ch.;\,;kin~ in bc!wc..:n Component 
0.5 mill n1:l:>; 

and part 1'0edvcr, holts condition 

Weekly Inspect/Adjust 

12 Centre tip run out 2 mic Weekly Ins~cctlAdiust 

13 Clamping Jaw and boll 
condition 

Cruek, wear out loos(;;: limenl etc. Weekly 

14 Tailstoek lbnvard proxy 
setting 

-- Weekly I nspect/ Adjust 

15 Centre (;ondition No wcarlstcp/erackldcnt Weekly Check 
16 Steady journal 

roundness/unclean before 
pin grinding 

Roundness within 3mic & clean Daily Inspect/Adjust 

17 Steady journal Run out aftcr 
Din grinding 

Within 0.15111111 Inspect/Adjust Daily 

18 Steady pad condition No sharp edgl!lloose/crack Check Daily 

19 Chuck bearing condition free rotation! No abnormal sound Weekly Check 
Table-I : Gnndmg Machine Parameter 

3. J Standard Check Sheet: 

From the reference and past c;"perience we conclude the final check sheet for defect of ovality. And for 
ease ofhandlingjusl \\le tabulate them as below. 

Defect Method Root Causes Action Taken Checking 
FreQuency 

Ovalily Man 

Machine 

Wrong Correction Added Refer SOP 

Nozzle Position Changed Nozzle PositionSetting 

Wrong Input condition After Hardening )4 run out high 

V block serting and Gap checking in between Component 
inspection 0.5 mm 
Centre tip run out 5 microns 

Fault in Various Machine Alarm 

Power Fluctuation ........ 

Steady deflection Vertical - + 2 microns 
Horizontal= -6 microns 

Steady pad condition No sharp edgelloose/crack 

Steady e lamping pressure Should be between 15 to 20 bar 

Coolant Press. Malfunction Lanny Valve Replacement 

Clamping Jaw and bolt crack, wear out loose fiment etc. 
condition 
Tailstock forward & reverse Confiffil positive stroke should bc at 
setting least 8 to 10 mm & it should not clamp 

on chamfer. 
Centre condition No \vear/step/crackldent 

Steady journal Roundness within 3mic & clean 
roundness/unclean before pin $aV}I~.grinding 

.... .... 

11 week 

1/5 parts 

Weekly I 
confirm 
Weekly I 
confinn 
None 

........ 

I!Month 

Weekly 

Weekly 

Damaged 

Weekly 

I/setup 

Weekly 

II setup 
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Work Ill:au & tail slOl.:k 
alignment 

Should be with in f).03 to 0.05 mm IIsix 
months 

Pro<.:css Uneven Grinding cut Should be within 3 micron I/Sct-up 

Stead), j ourna l roundncs~ 
Unclean before pin grinding 

Roundness within 3mic & clean Dai ly 

Sleady journal Run out <.Incr 
pin grind ing 

Within O.15mm Daily 

Material Improper Heat-Treatment None SamplelLot 

Environment No Causes related to ovality None None 

Table-2: Standanl check sheet for ovahrty 

4_ CONCLUSION 

Allhough the decision making c riteria and co-ordination of process is quite for imposed challenging problem which 
however where welcome by LIS, Due to ava ilability of good reference and expel1ise to very close tolerance and 
thereby minimizing the level scrap production specially in grinding due Lo oval ity. 
In this, we can do some machine w ise changes and analyse so that it can meet the requirement of the people like 
automation and many other aspecls. And we succeeded in that reduced the overall scrap trom 59 count (last 8 
months) approx. 29.5% to I per month in FEB appro,. 2.9%_ 
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) Abstract 

Most of the leading manufacturing companies are facing the problem of lower operator efficiency and 
operators victims of MSDs i.e. Musculoskeletal Disorders. Ergonomics plays an imporlanl role in \Vorkers~ 
produetivity. Workstation layout and work design are t\vo major faetors of ergonomics of worker's efficiency. NO\v, 
manufac turers found that instead of investing lots of money on man, machine, material, method, improving 
ergonomics of workplaces is cost saving also leading to remarkable increment in worker performance ultimately 
enabling greater efficiency. Ergonomics found great need when demand is high and manufacturers need more output 
within short period. This study was conducted in machine shop of manufacturing of engines. Ergonomic study of 
this workstation was done by precision preventive measmes and improvements. Analyses were done by studying 
eaeh element of motion by accurate visual inspection. Results from this study reveal that there is need to modify 
workstation layout according to ergonom ic principles. The main objective of ergonomics leads to various quality 
control concepts being implemented in the manufactUling industry and help in improvement of quality standards by 
presenting a method with work instructions and a control plan. The calculation of stress and load factor on operator 
due to poor ergonomics is based on the NIOSH equation. Analysis of MSDs and operator stress level can be 
calculated. All these results from the analysis are used for the implementation of essential ergonomic measures and 
regulations leading to perfoITIlance improvement. 

Keywords: jl,;/llscu/oskelelol Disorders, ergonomics, NIOSH, suslainable. 

l. Ergonomic Studies:

For improving the productivity in manufacturing industries, efficiency of workers plays an important role. 
Productivity ofworkers greatly relies on the ergonomic design of the workstation. Efficient ergonomics in the 
workstation design reflects better interaction between man-machine systems. Lot of research has been done 
on analyzing and irnprov ing ergonomics of workstation, facility layout and tool design for (he sake of 
increasing productivity. Studies regarding operator performance and comfort in repetitive assembly task have 
been done in the past. Workstations may function with less efficiency, if anthropometry data mismatches with 
workstation design. Methodology has been proposed to analyze and classifY the assembly workplace layout 
configuration with respect to both technological and environmental parameters. Effect of workstation design, 
assembly design and working postures on assembly line shows working postures have significant effect on 
assembly line. Study of discomfort experienced by operators during process has been studied and analysis of 
working postures has been done in software to find out awl", ostures. Analysis of work stress during 
process among Indian workers has been carried in manu~G. . ofIndia. 
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This stUlJy is conducted on a metal pfll1 asscmbly workstation. Objective of this study includes 
pcri<mnancc evaluation of workers during a.ssembly process. In the primary phase s.tlllJy reganJing the 
workSlalioJl layout, process design and product spccjlic(!.lion had been carried out. Further motion study is 
done It.>!' the ergonom ic study by observing the worker. This is analyzed for each motion clement of (he 
worker's bnJy p~(\lre and movcm~nt of ot h~r body members relative to each other. RC::;U ~IS of motion study 
revealed various lnligue causing and time consllm ing faCIOrS related to worker and workstation Inyout. 

2. Ohjecti"e:

• Study of Ergonomics and its applications in the industry. 
• Understanding the basic essentials and code ofconduct. 
• Undersl3nding the various assembly processes line hy line. 
• Checking of existing ergonomic studies and probable development of the same. 
• Analysis of operator working and procedures at machine shop workplace. 
• Improving the operator efficiency to the required quality standards. 
• Issue root cause identification and corresponding action plan. 

3.Necessity of Ergonomic Studies:

As previously stated~ the exposure to poor ergonom ic condit ions does not result in falal injuries. The 
development ofserious disabling injuries, although possible, is not very freq uent either. The most usual outcomes of 
adverse ergonomic characteristics of work are many different types of not so dramatic disorders, frequently referred 
[0 as musculoskeletal disorders. They are the must commonly reported work-related illnesses in the working 
population [I, 2]. One of the few things that they all have in common is that they cause pain, and because of this 
they significantly affect the ,,·,'orker's ab ili ty to perform a work and thus their productivity. Furthermore, the 
evidence shows that they have a huge impact on work-related absence and a high proportion of days lost all around 
the world. In summary. ergonom ic-related disorders represen t a considerable economic burden to employers, 
employees and to society as a whole [3-5] and therefore should be a major concern for industrial and proouction 
engineers. 

4. Musculoskeletal Disorders IMSD'sl: 

Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) at work are a persistent problem in industrial nations costing a lot of money and 
causing much suffering to workers. MSDs are an unintended output of many work systems due to incOiTeCt working 
conditions. In 2003 Sweden1s total costs for work related sickness and absence were over 110 billion Swedish 
crowns (SEK) - an increase of almost 50% in just 4 years. The economic costs alone for work related injuries and 
disorders have been estimated by some European nations at between 2.6% and 3.8% of gross national product with 
abou t ha lf of this cost being anributed to MSDs (EASHW, 2000b). In the US over I million people annually seek 
medical treatmem for Back and upper limb MSDs and "Conservat ive estimates of the economic burden imposed, as 
mea'iured by compensa tion costs, lost wages, and lost productivity, are betw-een $45 and 54 billion annua lly" (NRC 
and Panel on musculoskeletal disorders and the 'I,,'orkpla(.;e, 200.1). Poor ergonomics in manufacturing not on ly 
results in direct costs associated with injury treatment and compensation: but also in indirect costs re lated to factors 
such as absenteeism, costs of administration, employee turnover and training, poor employee morale, as well as 
reduced productivity and quality (Alexander and Albin, 1999; Oxenburgh <t aI., 2004; WSIB, 2001). 

Indirect costs could be several times greater than the direet costs and are often not measured by companies 
(Hagberg et aI. , 1995), which may lead th"m to underestimate the depth of the problem. For" . .. in 1997, the overall 
economic losses resulting fi'om work·related diseases and injuries were approximately 4% of the world's gross 
national producl." - World Health Organjsation 19993 Introduction" (he afflicted workers the consequences of 
injury are much more personal and include considerable loss of physical, psychological and economie well being 
(Pransky et aI., 2000; Tarasek and Eakin, 1995). While much research has been done on intervening to reduce MSDs 
in the workplace (Weslgaard and Winkel, 1997) the problem appears to be continuing, arguably, unabated. Work 
related musculoskeJetal disorders (MS heterogeneous group of disorders that, by definition, have a work-
related cause and can include a w' , parts and tissues (Hagberg et al., 1995). MSDs are also difficult 
to diagnose with precis ion (Va ~~~ 
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MSO~ limn tlte (inul otltcoml.: or H chain or events over (hl: l:oursc or the developmcllt of thl! production 
systcm, Thcsc disordcl',s can hI.: :;I;cn ;'1:; uninlcnciud side efJccts clue 10 Ihe productioll system lha! ha ve negutive 
conseqncnces lor both the opcrator and system perfornmnl=c" This thesis locuses specilil:ally on musculoskeletal 
disorders which torm the s:ngJc mu~t l:xpensivc work n::latl:d ill hcahh calcgory (WHO, 19(9). The solution 
pathway for MSDs deals with many or the silme issues that must be hi.lIldkd when trying to so!vc o ther wurk-relatcd 
heil lth problems, Thus we usc MSDs as a kind of 'modl:! ' lhal might bl.! applied marl.! generally to other problems as 
well 

5. Analysis:
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Fig. 2 Resultant Value Calculation 

The analysis based on Ergonomic studies was evaluated with the help of BRIEFT.\1 survey sheets developed by 
HurnanTech®. BRIEFTM is Basic Risk identification ofErgonomic Factors. It has systematic arrangement of actions 
and postures to be inspected visuaHy-amttakcnl1Ute-o£ 
mOSH Equation: National Institute of Occupational Safety & Health have developed an equat ion which can be 
used for the evaluation of the score which de termines the extent of ri sk with respeclto the work which might lead to 
MSDs. 
MSO( klusculoskeletal Disorder): Musculoskeletal disorders are the injuries or pain causcd in human 
musculoskeletal system involving the joints, ligaments, muscles, nerves, tendons, and structures that support 
limbs, neck and back. They occur due to incorrect working condition, repetiti ve working postw'es which are 
inappropriate leading to prolonged injuries and acute pain which might lead to permanent disabil ity. This can in tum 
decrease the productivity and perfonnance ofthe worker. 
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Duration and Frequency: The duration or cvery w.:tion pe.:rlormcd :.11 the workstation and fi'cqucney i.e. number of 
repe~lcd l:),l:ic oran action pl:r unit tim;.; atlhe.: \vOrkst<llion whidl f.ll'Ii.:l:(!; (he ergonomics scan:, also the risk facLor 
evaluation. 
Physical Stressor'S: Major aspcet~ which "lrl: inhe.:rel1t dllC to rc!')pectivc working cnvironment cun become the reason 
for the MSDs or Work related prohlcms knowll as l)hysici.lI Stressors. Vibmlio ll nt the workstation) Impact Stress at 
the during the action, LO\.\' Temperature.! at se\"cral workplaces, Glove Issues, and Soft tissue Compression during 
operalions are the several exmnpks or Ph)'~ica l Strcssors. 
Tim..: Exposure: Time contributed to eaeh tas k at the machine s tmion in the respecti ve working environment with 
speci fi c working ac tion can playa vital role in afiecting the Risk Factor. It is determined in terms of multiplier 
factor lor the Shifts in industries which dc!crmines the role work shins play in the manipulation of Risk Factors and 
Performance. 
Job Hazard Score: This aspect is the deciding tactor lor the evaluation of Ergonomic score which identifies the Risk 
Lcvod and Necess ity of Ergonomic Consideration at the respective workstation. It determines lhe exten t with levels 
i.e. Low, Medium, High and Very Higb based on the analysis. 

Malle - l'-'Iachine Station Operation Ergonomic Score Ergonomic Score 
(Before) (After) 

BU04 

I. YBM 600N 

2. Welding Station 

3. Brazing Station 

4. Sem i Cooling 

5. Flow Test Machine 

6. Washing Station 

BU05 
Cell I 

7. BFW 

8. VENUS Nut Runner 

9. Baker Gauge 

Cell 2 
10. Deburring Station 

CNC Machine -
TierTube Lube 
Pump 

Welding - Pipes, 
Manifolds 

Brazing
Components 

Semi Cooling
PCN 

Flow Test-PCN 

Washing - peN 

Facing & Parent 
Boring Rotary 
SPM 

Tightening 

Various 
Parameter Check 

Deburring and Oil 
Hole Polishing 

13 II 

16 9 

15 8 

21 17 

20 II 


17 14 


5 5 

8 4 

24 18 

32 27 
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II. Fiber Lasl:]' Marking Machinl: 
V -Mark Lusl:1' 
Marking 

20 18 

12. WIDMA - Manual OIP 

Bahmcl: Pad 
Milling 

30 26 

Cell J 
13. VENUS Bush Press 

14. Baker Gauge 

Bush Press 

Honing Parameter 
Check 

30 20 

15. NAGEL Honing Machine 
Honing 30 20 

Cell 4 
16. WIDMA Bush Boring 

17. Oiling Station 

Boring 

Oiling for 
Threading 

28 

3 1 

20 

16 

18. AlvIS Milling 
Milling - Slot 19 12 

Cell 5 25 20 

19. VENUS Loosening System Loosening-
Connecting Rod 

20 8 

20. Washing Station Washing-
Connecting Rod 19 IJ 

TOTAL: 	 BU04 & BU05 423 297 

Scope of Improvement: 
I) YBM 600N

• 	 Precaution paint Isticker at the step hinge holder due to instability_ Slipping might occur when stepping 
overi t 

2) Welding
• 	 Back support needs to be provided for better working posture, 
• 	 Distance between operator and station needs to be reduced for better accessibil ity and controlled 

operation, 
• 	 Height of operator bench needs to be adjusted to an appropriate level to avoid hunching of the back. 
• 	 Shielding mask for welding needs to be made hands fre~. Hold ing on to it by hand makes it ditlicull for 

the operator to work efficiently and could cause complications in the 'wrist. 
3) Brazing-
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• 	 Back suppmt needs [0 h..: provided for hdter \\It,rking poswrl.:. 
Sqmrute holders for glovl.!s, glasSl:!s and lighter needs to be provic.kJ to avoid storage of thc$C in thc 
common componcntslra\v materials fi:ll.:k, 

o 	 Trays need to be provided for storage.: of com pOllelliS bl.!iol'l.: and after the opcrntion (tH' bctt~r handling. 
• 	 Masks need to be provided to ,Ivoid inhalation of flllnes which arise during the opermion. 
• Irritation in the eyes due to impropl.:l' litting goggles. lienee fitting needs to be proper \0 avoid this. 


4) ~cmi-cooling PCN
• 	 Lock hole extrusion needs [0 be displaced 01' removed to avoid injury. 
• 	 Sticker or paint needs to be providcd for precaution. 


Holders need to be provided for [he gun and pipe an'ungcmcnl. 

• Distance between the machine and operator !leeds to be optimized for bettl!l' ergonomi..: posture:. 


5) Flow Test
• 	 Holders need to be provided for storage of glovcs 10 avoid misplaeement. 
• 	 Cover sheet needs to be provided for the motor prescnt under the sUl lion to avoid injury to the feet. 
• 	 Addilional step needs to be provided for increasing the working height of the operutor. This will help to 

minimize the pressure on the shoulders, 

6) PCN Washing

• 	 Holders need to be provided for the gun and pipe arrangement. 
• Distance between the machine and operator needs to be optimized for better ergonomic posture. 


7) BFW Facing and Parent Boring SPM
• 	 Additional steps need to be provided for easier access to main control. 
• 	 Pressure gauge at the bottom needs to be displaced to avoid injuries. 
• Holder needs to be provided for pressurized air cleaner to reduce actions and improve posture, 


8) Venus Nutnmner
• 	 Machine enclosure needs to be displaced towards the inside to avoid leaning by the operator. 
• 	 Junction box should be inside the enclosure as it is used frequently to minimize walking time. 
• Fixtures bolted to the ground eould be removed to allow station displacemenl 

9) Baker Gauge(various parameter cheek)
• 	 Step provided needs a cover to avoid injury to the shin. 
• 	 To avoid twist in the lower back the height and length of the step needs to be increased. 
• Provision of podium or an additional s urface for placing the mouse and keyboard. 


10) Deburring & Oil hole polishing
• 	 Platform needs to be provided for appropriate height needed for working. 
• 	 Cover needs to be provided for the steps as they could hurt the shin of the operator. 
• 	 Stickers need to be provided to indicate unsafe surfaces or rounding of surfaces could be done to avoid 

injury. 
• . Cylindrical holder needs to be provided to avoid keeping the pneumatic cleaner in the working box. 
• Height of the holders need to be adjusted for smoother functioning. 


11) Laser Marking(V -mark)
• Sensors placed o.n top of the conveyer need to be placed inside to avoid injulY via collision. 

12) Balance pad Milling
• Steps need to be provided for avoiding neck related disorders. 

13) Venus Bush press
• Additional steps to be provided for avoiding shoulder shrugging. 

14) Baker Gauge(Honing parameter check)
• Additional steps to be provided for avoiding shoulder shrugging. 

15) Nagel Honing machine
• 	 Distance between operator and station to be reduced to avoid strain on forearms and elbows. 
• Steps to be provided for easier access to the station while manual working takes place. 

16) Widma Bush boring
• 	 Additional bench needs to be provided as component placement is difficult and reach is less. 
• Height adjustment is needed for prevention of elbow and neck disorders. 

17) Oiling for Threading

• 	 Holders need to be provided for appropriate storage o~f~~*!l:I~ 
_---,-...831 
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• Height or steps need to be incn..:ascd, 

IX) AMS Slot Milling

~ Steps needed for easier reach during placement of L:omponcnt in!O the machine. 

!9) Loosening Connecting roct

• Addition ofsLeps for improving elbow and shoulder shrugging issues. 

20) Washing Muchine

• 	 Steps are necessary at loading and unloading of components. 
• 	 Steps need to be narrow as pathway where the machine lies is small. 
• 	 Holders needed for pneumatic cleaner as no Spot is present for holding it. 
• 	 Stickers needed at ON/OFF bulton, 

General Suggestions for BUD4 & BUDS: 
Wooden nooring could be provided at places where workers need 10 stand frequently. This helps in 
curbing in lower back and leg disorders. 

• 	 Stickers Ipainted surfaces could be provided to highlight unsafe surfaces which might cause injuries if 
left unchecked. 

• 	 Body fitting unifonn could be provided to avoid hazards caused due to clothes interfering with machine 
operations, 

• 	 Anti-rust coat for better working condi tions at stations which need them(fabrication section). 
• 	 Trays in the storage trolleys(moveable by hand) need to be rearranged and placed at an appropriate 

height to avoid back relmed injuries. 
6_ Conclusion;
Considering the scores being indicators of the progress made, it can be deduced that the scores calculated after the 
implementation of suggestions could be far less compared to the previous scores. This shows the necessity of 
ergonomic considerations at the various work places. 

7_ References;
[I] "Ergonomic analysis of an assembly workstation to identify time consuming and fatigue causing factors using 
application of motion study" by Gurunath V. Shinde and V.S. ladhav 
[2] "An Experimental Study on assembly \vorkstation considering ergonomically issues" by Ibrahim H, Garbie 
[3] "Ergonomics and Musculoskeletal Disorders" by In-Ju Kim 
[4J "The Importance ofErgonomies in Industrial Engineering" by Ana Suarez Sanchez 
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ABSTRACT 

There (Ire many inventions aimed lit improving 'he perJormallce oJ Ie Engines. It is a know/1 Jact that the power Olltpllt oJ 
all engine illC'reases witlt all increase ill amoUllt oJ air or mixtllre in 'fie cylinder. This paper studies the perJormance 
characteristics and eJJects oJ supercharging process in Sf Engille. Most oJ the automobiles are ollerpowered, Jor most oJ 
lI, e time these vehicles operate at less than speed. Fu1l power is needed on~l' Jor accelerating amI flill climbing during tlte 
remaining time the excess ",eig'" oJ the vehicle is carried with loss oJ efficiency anti the most important parameter oJ the 
engine is tile shape and size w!lieh aCl..'ommodatesfor its weight. A smaller engine can be IIsed advantageously when IIsed 
with supercharger, the supercharger being lIsed only wile" e.r:cess power is required. 

Keywords: S1 Engines, Supercharger, Supercharged engine, pelformance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The performance ofthe engine can be improved by

Increasing the speed of the engine. 

Use ofhlgher compression ratio. 

Utilization ofexhaust gas energy. 

Use of two stroke cycle. 

Improving volumetric efficiency. 


The power output of the engine depends on the amount of air inducted per unit time, the degree ofuti lization of that ai r and the 
thermal efficiency of the engine. The amount of air inducted per unit time can be increased by increasing the engine speed or 
by increasing the density of air at intake .Increasing the engine speed increases the inertia loads and demands a rigid and robust 
engine. The engjne friction and bearing loads also increase and the volumetric efficiency decreases with the speed of engine. 
The method of increasing the inlet air density, called supercharging, is 
usually employed to increase the power output of the engine. This is done by supplying air at a pressure higher than the 
pressure at which the engine naturally aspirates air from the atmosphere by using a pressure boosting device called as 
supercharger. [I] 
The supercharger gives boost to the engine, Boost is measured in Manifold Pressure (MAP).The boost increases with the 

) 	 increase in the density of the air charge. Which allows the engine to bum more air and fuel hence it generates more power. [3] 
The increase in the amount of air inducted per unit time by supercharging is obtained mainly to burn a greater amount of fuel in a 
g iven engine and thus increase its power output. The objecti ve of supercharging include one or more of the following: 
1. To increase the power output for a given weight and bulk of the engine. This is important for aircraft , marine and automotive 
engines where weight and space are important. [2] 
2. To compensate for the loss of power due to altitude .This is mainly related to aircraft engine which lose power at an 
approximate rate of one percent per 100 meters altitude .This is also relevant for other engines which are used at higher 
altitude. [1] 
3. To increase the power ofan existing engine when the demand for power increases. [1] 

2. WORKING OF SUPERCHARGING 

More air meanS more power and so the current demand for increased engine outputs is met by larger cylinders or by running at 
higher speeds to deal with the greater weight of air per unit time. With a normal (supercharged) engine it is atmospheric 
pressure which forces air through the carburetor into the cylinders on the induction stroke .As atmospheric pressure falls with 
the altitude, the weight of air available for combustion also falls off and power goes low. This natural fall off with the altitude 
can be avoided if we deceive the engine that it was still at sea level . air into its induction system using some kind of 
pump .This process is called supercharging. T he air is drawn' impeller, centrifugal force causes it to radiate 
outward. The air leaves the impeller at high speed, but low a set of stationary vanes that surround the 
impeller - converts the high-speed, low- pressure air to . Air molecules slow down when they hit 
the vanes, which reduces the velocity of the airflow and 
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Fig-I: \Vorking of Centrifugal Supercharger. 121 

3. THERiVlODYNAM1C CYCLE WITH SUPERCHARGING 

Fig,2 shows diagram for an ideal Otto cycle supercharged engine, The pressure PI represents the suction pressure and ps the 
exhaust pressure, Area 8-6-7-0- 1-8 represents work done by supercharger (mechanical driven) in supplying pressure air at a 
higher pressure PI while area 1-2-3-4-1 is the output of the engine, 

1"-_ 5 
"" =---. 

Fig.-2: gine, [1] P-V Diagram for an Ideal Otto Cycle Supercbarged En 

Area 0-1-6-7-0 represents the gain in work during the gas exchange process due to supercharging ,Thus a part of the 
supercharger work is recovered ,However the area 1-6-8-1 cannot be recovered, and represents a loss of work .This loss of 
work causes the ideal thermal efficiency of the supercharged engine to decrease with an increase in supercharging 
pressure .The gain in the output of the supercharged engine is mainly due to increase in the amount of air inducted for the same 
swept voJume.An additional amount of air is also induced due to compression of residual volume to a high 
pressure.Supercharging also results in an increase in mechanical efficiency. and in better gas- exchange process,A n engine 
should be designed ITom the start as a supercharged engine to obtain optimum performance with the desired life , [3] 

4. SUPER-CHARGING OF SPARK IGNITION ENGINES 

As fa r as spark-ignition engines are concerned, supercharging is employed only for aircraft and racing car engine, This is 
because the increase in supercharging pressure increases the tendency to detonate and pre-ignite. Apart from increasing the 
volumetric efficiency of the engine supercharging results in increase in the intake temperature of the engine. Increased intake 
pressure and temperature reduces ignition delay and increases flame speed. Both these effect result in a greater tendency to 
detonate or pre-ignite. For thi s reason, the supercharged petrol engines have lower compression ratio. The use of lower 
compression ratio and increased heat losses due to higher value of specific heats and dissociation losses at higher temperature 
results in a lower thermal efficiency for such engines, Thus supercharged petrol engine have a greater fuel consumption than 
naturally aspirated engines, 
Fig.3 shows that performance of a supercharged petrol engine for different speeds. Knocking can be controlled in highly 
supercharged cngine by injection of water i . tion chamber. However, large amount of liquid needed for this purpose 
becomes prohibitive, Another alternativ ~\lt~ {inter.... ing of the charge before it is fed to the engine, [1] 
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Fig-3 : Effect of supercharging on :l petrol engine. II! 

5. EFFECT OF SUPERCHARGING 

Power output-The Brake power wi!! incrl!ase by a significant amount because of increase in supercharged pressure as more 
amount of fuel will be burnt wi thin the same period as mass taken per stroke is increased.Also the power to weight ratio o f the 
supercharged engine is much better than naturall y aspirated engine. [I J 

Nlechanical efficiency- Due to paeking of more air in the engine cylinder during supercharging, the gas load is increased 
which needs large bearings and robust co mponents. Heavy load on the bearings increases friction force. However. the increase 
in the brake mean effective pressure is much more than the increase in frictional forces. Therefore the mechanical efficiency o f 
a supercharged engine is improved as compared to an un-supercharged engine, Thus mechanical efficiency increases with the 
increase in the degree of the supercharging, but red uces with increase in engine speed.[2J 

Fg--4: Effect of supercharging r atio on power and efficienc)14J 

Fuel consumption - The power required to run the supercharger varies with different arrangements of supercharging. If the 
supercharger is directly run by the engine some of the power developed by the engine will be used in running the supercharger. 
Moreover, at part loads the compression of the supercharger is not fully utilized. This will result in greater loss, hence the 
specific fuel consumption for mechanically driven superchargers will be more at part loads, In addition to this, the fact that 
highly supercharged Otto engines use very rich mixtu res to avo id knock and pre-ignition will give rise to higher specific fuel 
consumption. Thus in spite of better mixing and combustion due to reduced delay a mechanically supercharged Otto engine will 
almost always have specific fuel consumption higher than a naturaJly aspirate engine.[l] 

6. SUPERCHARGING LIMITS 

The power output of an engine is basically limited by knock, thermal and mechanical loads, Usually one of these limits is 
reached earlier than the, other limits depending upon the ty engine and its design of the structure, the cooling 
arrangements, etc. For spark-ignition engines knock limit i~ ,r first while for diesel engines the thermal and the 
mechanical load limits are reached first, H~~t!J~ . 
The degree of supercharging in Sf el1? ines is Ch i~fl.~.Jin1fte~y the\r~ k. This increa,se in pressure ~ nd usually in 
temperature also, because of supercharglllg reduces 19 l~1:ela~nd cohRrquently the engme has a knocklllg tendency at 
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these pressure. The knock limit is depcr.dcnt upon lhc Iype of fu el uscd, mixtun: mtio. spark advam:!'! ilnd tile design featu n::~ of 
the engine. of which the valve the va lve timing and cooling system arc important. 
DilferC!H fuels have different knocking tcndendcs. Some are more sensitive to increased pressure. othe rs to increase in 
!cmpcrature. Fig 5 shows higher useful compression rmio for di fferent fuels used and Fig.6 shows mean e ffective pressure 
obtained with diITerent fuel s at different intake [cmpcmtures. It can be seen Ihilt for volatile petroleum fuel of high octane 
number the knocking and pre-ignition tendency is reduced at very rich and very lean mixture, and that fuel s of Same octan e value 
have different respollse to supercharging. 
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Fig-5: H.U.C.R .v/s mixture strength curves for different. 111 

Fig-6: Highest mean effective pressure near the knock limit vIs temperature. II I 

The strongest knocking occurs near chemically correct mixtures ratios. Very rich and very lean mixtures give non- knocking 
operation. Usually supercharged engines are run on rich mixtures to control knock because the lean limits of non-knocking are 
narrow and require very accurate control of mixture ratio, A slight reduction in lean mixture results in irregular and 
intermit1ent engine operation . This can occurs with as early as 20% excess air. The use of rich mixtures results in a higher 
specific fuel consumptions for the supercbarged engines. The knock limit of an SI engine is also affected by the ignition timings 
and the thermal load on the engine. At higher intake pressure and temperature the ignition must be retarded. In general, 
supercharger pressure of the order of 1.3 to 1.5 bar are used. That corresponds to about 30 to 50% supercharging. [1] 

7. MODIFICATIONS TO BE DONE IN ENGINE 

The power output ofa naturally-aspirated engine can be increased by supercharging. However, certain modifications will make 
the engine more suitable to supercharging This modification include increase in the valve overlap period to allo w complete 
scavenging of the clearance volume aod increase in clearance volume by decreasing the compressio n ratio. A highly 
supercharged engine needs a very rich mixture to avoid knock and pre-ignition. Hence an arrangement for increased fuel supply 
is also to be provided to avoid knock and pre-ignition. 
8. CONCLUSION 

Experimentation and competition results have proven that the performance of downsized engines can match that of their larger 
counterparts, with the aid o f intake the extent to which swept volume can be reduced in any downsized 
application is combustion limited . If speed, small bore engines could be enhanced to promote faster 
burning. the severity of end-gas This would allow further increase in compression ratio and/or 
manifold absolute pressure, resulting efficiency. 
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I . 	 The supc: rdmrgl:ct l:uginc perltir illanc.:e was 111ainly dCpl:l1dcllt Ull tlie power Joss tn drive the slIpcrchnrger CIt low s[1l:cd. In 
addition, at high spl!l:d, th!.:: superdlllrg\.!u engine pcrforlllan<.:c was Illon: inllutllccd by the compression ratio than power 
loss. 

2. 	 In Illost of the cases engine pt.:rlof mam:t.: invcstig;ilioll$ using the supercharger indicate that the output and ton/lie 
performance can be improved in co mparison with the Ilrlturally aspirated engine. 

3. 	 Limit of superclwrging is imposed due to maximum permiss ible pressure and temperature and thermal stress in the 
cyl inder. 

4. 	 Supercharging C'lI1 be all alternative (or engines where more power and torque is desired on the verge of more tile I 
consumption. 
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ABSTRACT 

Brown's Gas (HHO) "as been introduced to tile allto industry flS fllleW source of energy. This paper reviews tile 
construct ofa simple HHO generation system alld its illtegratioll witlt the gasoline engine. Til e effect of IIydrox)'1 
gas (HHO) addition into gasoline fllel are evaluated 011 engine performance and emissions during previolls 
research. The H HO ceil was designed, constructed and optimised for maximum productivity of the cell iu 
producing HHO gas per input power. Studies s/low ,/lat tile parameters on wllich tile productivity of t/le cell 
depends are number ofneutral plates, distance between them and type (f1U1 quantity Of two catalysts ofpotassiu /JJ 

Hydroxide (KOH) and Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH). The performance 0/ a Skoda Felicia 1.3 GLXi gasoline 
engine was evalliater/using HHO as a secondary fuel anti tbe results s/lowed 10% iucrement ill gasoline engine 
t/lerlllal efficiency, 34% reduction ill fllel consumption, 18% redllctioll in CO, 14% reduction ill HC and 15% 
reduction ill NOx. rhe results explained tllat addition ofHHO gas i"to gasoline is all effective way afimproving 
the engine performance and mailltaining the ex/laust emissions to all environment friendly limit compared to 
lIeat gasoline operations. 

Ke):wortls: HHO Gas, Gasoline Engines, Hydrogen cell, E'Chaltst Emissions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In last two decades, internal combustion engines industry is intentioned greatly to use alternative fuel 
systems for much effectively combustion and less environmental pollution. The increasing demand for petroleum 
fuel associated with limited non-renewable stored quantities has resulted in a huge increase in crude oil prices. A 
trending global concern, towards lowering fuel consumption and emiss ions of internal combustion engines, is 
motivating researchers to seek alternative solutions that would not require dramatic modification in engine design. 
As such a solution is using H2 as an alternative fuel to improve engine efficiency and reduce harmful emissions. it 
has been studied previously that using pressurized hydrogen gas as a fuel in internal combustion engines (IC 
engines) has many advantages such as more engine power and lower pollutant concentrations in exhaust gases. 
Additional note from [I] says that Hydrogen and compounds are the major players in energy world. The heating 
value of hydrogen is much higher than that of conventional fhels if taken as per unit of weight and hydrogen 
combustion is completely clean, producing only water vapor in the exhaust gas. 

Also research is in progress for using hydrogen for transport as a main fuel (oJ' supplement fuel) for 
internal combust ion engines and for fhel cell. Hydrogen internal combustion engines have the potential for high 
power because of more energy per unit mass and high flame speed, high efficiency because of high fl ame speed that 
causes high rate of pressure rise in the cylinder and hence near constant-volume combustion and they also have 
near-zero emissions, except NOx at higher loads, because of the absence of carbon in the fue l molecular 
Slmclure. [I) 
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t\nOlhcr \l ption i~ bh.:nding 112 with Natural (ju~ {NCi).Nalural gu:-; i:-> n;g,:r~h;d as on!! o f the most promisi ng 
altt.:rnativl.' lucl s and i~ olle o/" the d canc:->l fuel:-> in combu:->(ioll. Natural gas is a mixture of diflcrcnt gases whcri.: 
methane is i[ ~ !tHuor component. Thl: combustion of natu ra l gas pJ"()d tu.;.:~ k ss cmi:->sion than thaL o f gasoline and 
diesel fllcl~ due to its simple chemical strll clUrc amj absence of fud evaporati(Jn. But natural gus has the drawback of 
.... low burning ve locity and poor lean hum ability and this may lend to the incumplcte combustion. One effective way 
to $olvl.: the problem is to mix tht.: natural gas wi th 1.1 fuel thm POSSCSSl:S Ihe high hurning veloc ity. Hydrogen is an 
exce llent additi ve inro ll<1tural gil~ in improving the burning vl!!oCily of mixture due to the high burning ve locity of 
hydroge n. Adding a small amount 01" hydrogen into J1mu rul gas can improve the combustion characteristics and 
reduce exhaust cmissions. [11 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

AI-Rousan[2] have designed, integrated und testr;::d a compact 1-11-10 generating device on a gasoline engine. 
Their results showed that nitrogen o:xidcs (NO:x), carbon monoxide (CO), Hnd tuel consumption were reduced by 
50%,20%, and 30%, respectively, with an uddition o f !-IHO gas. 

EL Kassuby [3] in his work showed the advantages of CO2 , CO and HC reduction, while NOx increased , 
with higher H2 %, which arc as follows: reduc tion of these 3 was attrihuted to enhanced combustion kinetics, as H2 
combustion produces the oxidizing species of OH am! 0 radicals that benefit the chcmistry of Hydrocarbons (HC s) 
combuslion. Besides, gasoline fuel fl ow was reduced with H2 enrichment to maintain constant global mixture 
equivalence and compare the engine performance with pure gasoline 50, lesser HCs content is in the fuel, which 
cuts the formation of CO, CO2 and HC and promotes economic fuel consumption. Furthermore, hydrogen has a 
higher diffusion coefficient than that of the gasoline, and so, the gaseous l-h ean disperse thoroughly in the charge 
and Dllo\\' tbr greater mixture homogeneity and combustion oompkteness. On the other hand, NOx increase was 
attributed to the higher adiaba ti c flame temperature of hydrogen.[3] 

Adding HHO to the fuel-air mixture has the immediate effect of increasing the octane rating of any fuel as 
explained by AI-Rousan[2J. Octane rating indicates how much a fuel can be compressed before it ignites. This fact 
causes the fuel-air mixture (without HHO) to ignite percent the density of air. Moreover, it is not a cOlTosive gas and 
can be used in engines with no toxic effects to humans. It ranks second in flammability among other gases, but if 
and when it leaks, hydrogen rises and diffuses to a non-flammable mixture quickly. Hydrogen ignites very eas ily 
and burns at a high temperature, but tends to burn out quickly. A mixture of hydrogen and air wi ll burn \·vhen it 
contains as litlle as four percent up to as much as seventy five percent of hydrogen in the mix. 

3. HHO GENERATOR (DRY CELL) 

3.1 Experimental Setup and Test Procedure 

HHO generator used in this study is shown in Fig I. It consists of separation tank (I) which supplies the HHO cell 
(2) with continuous flow of water to prevent the increase in the temperature inside the cell and to provide continuous 
hydrogen generation. Oxygen- hydrogen mixture generated fi'om the dry ce ll will be back to the top of the tank with 
some water droplets. 

Waler droplets will separate and faJJ to the bottom of the tank wi lh the rest of the v.later, while hydrogen and oxygen 
gases are directed to the engine intake manifold. The HHO flow rale was measured by calculating the water 
di sp lacement per time according to the se tup shov./f} in Fig. 1. The Hl-IO gas leaves the separation tank and flows 
into the water open pool (4) bushing the water dovm of the inverted graduated cylinder (3) . The volume of gas 
collected in the graduated cylinder per unit of time was measured as the HHO flow rate. Therefore, the cell 
productivity can be calculated from the following equation: 

HHO productivity 

t~Na~. 
=~ A ~ 
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Fig-I: Schematic diagram of HHO gas generation system. 

3.2 HHO Dry Cell System Description 

Stainless steel tumblers were used as the eleetrodes. There are 16 electrodes 16*20*0.2 cm thickness, 
configured as shown in Fig. 2 in alternate form (+,2N,-), where (+) represents the positive electrode, (N) is neutral , 
and (-) is the negative electrode. Ampernge flo\vs from the negative banery terminal through the neutral plates to the 
positive plate and onto (he positive terminaL Neutrals reduce the plate voltage, share the same amperage and 
increase surface area for HHO production. The gap between adjace nt tumblers \vas limited to I mm using rubber 
gaskets. In addition, 20*24* I cm thickness cover plates were made of acrylic to provide visual indication of 
electrolyte level. HHO cell is supplied by electrieal energy from the engine battery which is recharged by the engine 
altemator. The cell productivity was tested without being connected to the engine \,~th 2 difTerent catalysts, KOB 
and NoOH, to find the best electrolyte with best concentration experimentally. 
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J.J Engine and Test Bcd Descl'iption 

These research c:o.;perimcnls were perfhnllcd Oil Skoda Felicia engine whose specifications (lrc shown in 
Tabl!! I; tests were carried (wt at cngi nl:! speeds or 1500, 2000 and 2500 rpm with diffcrcnlloads. Different engine 
parameterS un; measured, on ,ltcst rig which is illustrated in Fig. 3. Engine load was measured by Froude hydraulic 
dYllamolllctel' (2), engine speed <tnd .tir !low rate by Vag-Com Ditlgnustic Systl:lllS (VCDS) (3), engine fuel 
consumption is measured by self·build inclini::d manometer (4), and engine clllission by exhaust gas analyzer model 
TE488 (5). The testing is conducted lor the wkcn engine operated with gasol[m: as base fuel without using the 1-11-10 
cell and with using HHO cell connected to the inkt manifold. A consUlnt speed test at variable load has been 
pc.:::rfonned on this engine. The engine is tested illld the mea<;uretl data arc colh.:ctl:d at the same operating conditions 
for both cases ofl-l1-l0/gasoline and gasoline fuel only. 

Engine model Skoda felicia 1.3 GLXi (1289cm) 

Engine typc In -line, 4 cylinders 

Fuel system Multi point fuel injection 

Compression ratio 9.7:1 

Max. power 67.66 HP @5500rpm 

Ma..\: torque 1 02Nm @3750rpm 

Table-I: Engine Specifications 
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Fig-3: Schematic diagram of engine and test bed description. 

3.4 RHO Cell Results 
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Fig-5: Average efficiencies for using different concentrations ofNaOH at different engine speeds. 

Fig, 6 compares the results of6 gIL ofKOH with those of 4 gIL ofNaOH, and it is found that 6 gIL KOB 
gives highest efficiency at difTerent motor speeds (see Fig, 6), 
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3.5 Engine I'cl'fonnaJlcc 

Figs. 7 amI R show (ht: \.!f"tect of intn)l1ucing 111-10 gus tv the ~olllhwaion un both tht!rmal cflic.;iency and 
spl.'Ci!ic rud consumption. It is !luted that I-IHO gus enhanL'\.!:) the combustion process through increr,sing engine 
themHl! ellidcncy ,lOd reducing the spcd Jic fuel consumptiun. Comparing 1-11-10 gas to comm(.:rcial gasoline fuel , 
J-1HO is c:\tr.;:mely cflicicnt in terms or fuel chemical structure. J Jyd rogcn and oxygen e:(isl in 1·" ·10 as l\vO atoms 
per combustible unit with indepcndi.:nl clusters, \ .... hilc u gasoline fucl consists of thousands or large molecuics 
hydrocllrbon. This diutumic conligurution or 11110 gas (1-12 anti O2) results in dJiciem co mbustion because the 
hydrogen and oxygen atoms interact directly without nny ignition propagation delays duC;! to surJilce travel time of 
the reaction. On ignition. its flame Ii-ont !lashes through the cylintlcr wal! at a much higher velocity than in ordinary 
gasoline/ai r combustion, The rclcused heat or HI'IO Ibcil itated breaking oCthe gasoline molecules bonds and hence 
increasing reac:ion rate and fl amc speed and then combustion dliciency is increased, 
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Fig-7: Overall thermal efficiency improvement with HHO over pure gasoline fuel at difTerent engine speeds 
(a)1500rpm, (b)2000rpm and (c)2500rpm. 
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Fig-8: Effect of varying the engine dynamometer load on BSfC 
(a)ISOOrpm, (b)2000rpro a nd (c)2500rpm. 

3.6 Engine Emissions 

The effect of suppl ying the gasoline engine with HHO gas on the carbon monoxide CO, unburned 
hydrocarbon He and nitrogen oxides NOx is presented in Figs. 9- 11 respectively, CO is highly affected by the fuel 
to air ratio of the engine, so using a blend ofHHO gas re~~~'ficantIY the presence of carbon monoxide in the 
exhaust due to decreasing 0\!lP~ gasoline fuel consumption. 
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Fig-9: Effeet of varying the engine dynamometer load on eo emission 
(a) 1500 rpm, (b) 2000 rpm, and (e) 2500 rpm. 
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Fig. 10 Effect of varying thc engine dynamometer load on H e emission 
(a) 1500 rpm, (b) 2000 rpm, and (e) 2500 rpm. 
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Fig-l I: Effect of varying the engine dynamometer load On NOx emission 
(a) 1500 rpm, (b) 2000 rpm, and (e) 2500 rpm. 

In Fig_ 10, it is clear that, at fixed speed the unburned hydrocarbon increases as the load increases. This is 
due to more fuel is introduced to achieve the desire engine torque and hence it leads to increase in He emission. It 
also noted that there is a reduction in He emission when the engine runs with HHO/gasoline than gasoline fuel only. 
This is owing to the high O2 % in HHO gas being injected into the intake manifold which in tum enhances the fuel 
oxidation process and reduces the He emission. High NOx emission is usually increased with high flame 
temperarure and !. ducing HHO into the intake manifold resul ts in reducing the amount of gasoline 
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which leads hl lean mixtlll'e and 11l'ncc ~ ~'esu!tiJlg in rctluetioll til [hI.: Ilamc temperatlll'l:. Therelorc, lower NO,x 
emission is ohtaincd as shown in Fig. ) I. Iii 10 ga~ shi Its all emiss ion curvcs downward, since it cnlmnces thl: 
combustion dmnlctcrisl icstmd con~eqtlclltly rcdlJ(;CS 11ll: I'lid cOJl.';umption.1t any speed. 

4. CONCLLJSION 

Aller studying 1'1'0111 thl: papers. !he labomtory cxperimen[s we!'!! carried ou! [0 investigate the effect of HHO gus 0 11 

the emission untl pcrlixmnncc of a Skoda I:elida 1..3 <.iLX i engine. A new design of Hl-IO fue l cell has been 
performed to generate HHO gmi required for engine operation. The generated gus is mixed with a fresh air in [he 
intake l1lunilllld. The exlmllst gas conccillralions have becn sampled and measured us ing a gas analyzer. The 
foll owing concl usions can be drawn. 

l. 	 HHO cell can be inLi!grated ca~i1y with ~xi s ling c!lginc ~ystem s. No major hardware modificat ions arc 
required. 

2. 	 The brake thermal enieicnc), has been increuscd up to 10% whe!1 HHO gas has been introduced into the 
air/fuelmixturc which reducing fuel consumption lip to 34%. 

J. 	 The concentration of NOx, CO and HC gases has been reduced to almost 15%, 18% and 14% respectively 
on an average. 

4. 	 The best availtlblc cata lys t \vas found [0 be KOH. with conccntration 6 giL. 
5. 	 The proposed design for scparmion tank takes into consideration the saH~ty precautions needed when 

dealing with hydrogen fuel. 

As studied Irom the references, use of hydroxyl gas (HHO) can be recommended for improving gasoline engine 
performance and reducing exhaust emissions to an environment fiiendly limit. There is scope for further studies of 
HHO engines parameters like compression ratio and rank ang le and its effects on engine performance and emissions 
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ABSTRACT 

Abstract - Design alld analysis ofpropellant grain plays all important role to determine the stress, strain, temperature 
and lite pressure generated th e motor cml will1st(lluL This paper deals witlt the design (lnd analysis of case bonded motor 
USing ANSYS Rlj.O. 17,e dimensions of the model have been arrived by numerical calculations as per the HEMRL 
Standards. Structural analysis of casing, insulation and propellant is done with different materials. The numerical mlues 
are calculated by llsing plane strain theory. Th e method adopted call be applied to any complex design or model of 
composite rocket motor in a much easier way to design th-e grain configuration of rocket motor. As the propel/nllt burlls it 
causes variation in pressure with respect to time and this change in pressure will Change the mass floHl rate. Due to the 
viscoelastic character of the propellant it causes damping to the system. A suitable material for insulation is takell into 
consideration to withstand internal pressure generate,1 ill solid rocket motor. The margin of safety of propellallt i.\· 
calculated on the basis ofpercentage elongation. The solid rocket motor is mzalyset/jor pressure load induced stresses to 
show that the developed stresses alld strains are within the controlled values. The numerical and analytical results are 
compare,1 to verify the desiglled propel/allt in solid rocket motor. 

Keywords: Stress, Strain, Ansys, Solid rocket motor, Propellant. Structllral allalysis, Margin of safety etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Solid rocket with a rocket engine that uses solid propellant as a fuel is known as solid propellant rocket motor. In earlier 
131hdays the fuel used in solid propellant rockets was gun powder that was used during wartime in century. Until 20 rh 

century the propellant used in rocket motor was gun powder, later the liquid propellant rockets were introduced.. The liquid 
propellant are more efficient. Due to the reliability and less maintenance solid rocket motors are used in \-vide applications. 
Solid fuel rockets can be stored for long periods, ready to launch at short notice. They are widely used in military 
applications. 
T he initial geometry of a solid propellant grain entirely dictates the subsequent burning surface area evolution and hence the 
mass flow rate and thrust profile. In this sense the thrust-time profile of a conventional solid rocket motor is pre-determined. 
The absolute magni tude of the thrust profile is determined by the surface area in conjunction with propellant burn rate 
pressure dependency, propellant density and thermochemical properties and the nozzle geometry. A thrust-time requirement is 
usually prescribed by the miss ile designer. The grain designer must then try to meet this requirement as closely as possible and 
this gives rise to a wide range of geometrical configurations. There are however further design constraints. Grain geometry 
affects stress levels within the propellant and hence structural integrity. 
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'1"hl: objcl:tivc is to design it :; dimensiona! (3D) Illodd frolll the diml:llSillllS and ~tru~turl' or the solid rotkct 1110tor. Tht;:n 
analysis is dOlle Oil the whole composite structure. ' [ he main objeL:tiw () fthc analys is is to delenninc the stresses and str[!ins 
devel oped in the propcllant due 10 the burning orille propellant. The load generated by prcsslIrisation due 

Combustion chllmba' Noulu .. ----.1.. .. , 
Propcllllrt gnsln 

lxteust ICt 

'. 
Insullllion 

Fig, I Components ofPropellnnt Grain 

to ignition of a solid propellant grain is considered as static load. This static load is the initial maximum pressure obtained 
either by internal ballistics prediction or fTom data collected fTom a static firing. For case bonded systems the propellant 
grain may be highly constrained and therefore a potentiaJly significant stress can develop at the grain interfaces. The 
stresses and strains developed are calculated by IIsing Ansys first and then they are verified with analytical calculations. The 
cumulative strain due to both thermal load and pressure load is used to calculate the margin of safety of the propellant. Factor 
of safety is calculated from the margin of safety. which explains if the designed propellant can bear the loads applied to il. 
The strain analysis of two and three composite cylinder of different material with different grain geometries is done below and 
compared for pressure load and thermal load accordingly the margin of safety is calculated and is checked for most feasible 
geometry. 

2. EXPERliVIENTAL DETAILS 

2.1 Analytical Method 

Consider a long thick hollow composite case bonded cylinder as shown in fig. 1. The composite cylinder is made of a 
homogeneous isotropic material and as it is a long enough in axial direetion that the plane strain condition satisfies. This 
model is subjected to internal pressure. 

A. Generalized Assumptions 
In this analysis, the following assumptions are taken into consideration: 

The materials of each layer are assumed to be homogeneous. The 
composite cylinder is made up of multilayer case bonded. 
The longitudinal strain developed due to the stress is uniform and constant, i.e. *= 0 

B. Boundmy Conditions 
Boundary conditions are as: 

The solid rocket motor is subjected to internal ~~~
J".--.*= 0 

OEJ = S(»... 

W"~~.-'OO"'..'~ 
~'" ,() ~~ When r= b = outer radiUs &07. ('Il

H,I (0, ~ 
r 7> ' 

F . I· <or axla stram • 
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In Ihis nnalysis, lollowing Slress and strain equations arc used for siructural ana lys is 
.£...01~.I:!...h.2 ..f....J....=.. .ilz...u.z 

bRndial Stress ....... . [4) 

b2_;, 2 rZ 

Axial Stress a, = (2v)· ( ) .. .. .. [4) 

l'..il..aL~b..h.2 .f....1..=E ..<1~z 

Hoop Stress 00 = + h . ..... [4)h2_a2 r2 

1+v [(Radial Strain E 1 - v)a, - va,] ........ [4) 


Hoop Strain Ee = 1+v [(1 - v) a, - va,.) ... [4)
E 

2.2 Analysis allt! ComparisOIl 

For validation purpose, we considered an example of composite cylinder of two layers one of copper and another one of stee l. 
A 3-dimensional model was modelled on Ansys Workbench. Due to the axisymmetry of the solid rocket motor and 
boundary conditions, a quarter of geometric model was modelled on Ansys APDL. It was constructed using so lid quad 8 node 
t 83 , The material properties are linear isotropic. The symmetrical boundary conditions were applied at the top and bottom of 
the cylinder, the number of nodes and elements are 27701 and 9 100. Both layers 8re case bonded. The inside layer i s made 
up of copper and outside layer is made up of stee l. The inner radius of copper Jayered cylinder is 100mm and outer radius is 
200mm. The inner radius of steel layered cylinder is 200mm and outer radius is 400mm. The internal pressure is 147 MPa, 
the outer pressure is 0 MPa. For thermal analysi s the reference temperature is taken as 33 1 K and uniform temperature is 293 
K. For 3-D model , tetrahedral mapped meshing is used. For 2-D model, quad mapped meshing is used. Finally the internal 
pressure was applied in radially outward direction at copper layer. Then the radial and hoop, stress and strains were 
determined. 

T bl a e I: Matena an. I dGeometnc Prooertles 0 f Each Laver 
L.ayer·1 CC:opper) Layer-2(Steel) 

Youn£'s Modulus 98e6 KPa 196e6 KPa 
Poisson's Ratio 0.34 0.3 

For Structural Load 

Fig .3 Radial and Hoop Strain 
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Analytical 2-D ]-D Accurac)' ] 
2-D w.r.t. 3-D 

1·loo p Stress 133 MPa I] 1.87.1 MPa UR.49 MP" 95.22 
Radial Stress -147 MPa -1 47.005 MP" -1 45. 18 1 MP" 101.25 
Hoop Strain 0.001883 mm 0.001856 nun O.OO19192mm 10 lA5 
Radial Strain -0.00 196 mm -0.001953 mm -0.00 1968 mm 100. 10 

As seen in above table. we can concl ude that the accuracy is good between all the three comparisons. As rhe formulae and 
method is validating for this analysis, we will be \Ising Ihe same method for doing the analysis of variolls propellants in 2-D 
only. as it is less time consuming. 

T bl a . I P e3: Matena r. E I G rooertles or ae 1 eometry 
Propellant Insulation Motor Casill O' 

Young's Modulus 3.5 MP. 3.5 MPA 207000 MP. 
Poisson's ratio 0.4995 0.4995 0.3 
Density 1.76 g/ee 1.05 g/ee 7850 Kg/OJ' 

The strain analysis is done on fo llowing different propeHnnt grain geometries. A. 

CYLINDER GRAIN GEOMETRY 

Fig.4, l SI Pdncipal Strain for Cylinder Shaped Grain Geometry 

From the 2-D analysis of cylinder grain shaped geometry in fig.4 for pressure= 10 MPa. Strain= 
0.053408 mm 
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PerccllHlge clong(ltiolF'- 40 % 


Mnrgin ofSafcty= _~"'-, il t i.n n x n........l!i~_l 
 ...... J14]
!itralll 

= 4.0928 
B. FIN GRAIN GEOMETRY 

Fig.5. 1st Principal Strain for Fin Shaped Grain Geometry 

From the 2-D analysis offin grain shaped geometry in fig,5 for pressure= 10 MPa, Strain= 

0.035362mm 

Percentage elongation= 40 % 


.l OB"~g~~tUj~O~"UX~OL.~B5~X~OLa8%~EI~Margin of Safety= - 1 
Strain 

= 6.6918 

C. STARGRAINGEOMETRY 

From the 2-D analysis of star grain shaped geometry in fig,6 for pressure= 10 MPa. Strain:: 

0.027145 mm 

Percentage elongation= 40 % 

Margin ofSafety= % EIQ De at i Q D xQ B5xQ B_1 


Strain 

=9.0202 

riJl1.llO~!g!0!'i!!,:£.<?[rg (Specinllssue) 
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3. CONCLUSION 


Sr. No. Grain Geometry Margin OfSafety 
I Cylinder 4.0928 
2 Fin 6.6918 
3 Star 9.0202 

From the above result table, margin of safety for cumulative loads is quite high and more than adequate. Hence the margin 
of safety of cylinder shaped geometry is minimum and maximum for star shaped geometry. It can be concluded that the star 
shaped geometry IS the most feasible geometry, 

" Co 
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ABSTRACT 

Open die forging also known as free forging is mostly usedfor lIlaJlltjaclurillg simple parts whereas complex parts are 
manufactured through impression die forging, A complex geometry can be prodnced through open forging but it would 
be time consuming and expellsive. Tlze size of the component plays a significlInt role iulhe selection oftype offorging 
method to be used. The heavy and massive components are trOllitionally JIllIl111/actllrell hy open forging as quantity of 
parts required is 100 small to justify tlte cost of dies. The purts produced through the open forging rOllte require 
mlditional machining to fulfill the required surface finish specifications. During machining the grain flow lines get cut 
which results in a Significant decrease in the 
strength of component. Another drawback of this process is that a highly skillet! operator is required to give more accurate 
shape, 
I.n the present work a new method ofmanufacturing Ihe component is demoJlstralerlwilh primary objective of 
achieving near to shape of tlze component. The new method involves theoretical{~1 designing a closed die, analyzing the 
stresses developed ill the die IIsing analysis software. The next step is checking the feasibility of the process by using 
simulation software and providing the actllal f orging parameters. This completes the validation of the mamtjactllring 
process. The components mallufacturell by this process have shape close to the desired shape, Therefore minimum 
machining is require(/ resulting ill the rei/llclion Of maChining cost and size of ingot require(/. Hence the presented 
method is more ecollomical thau open forging approach, This concept call be implemented for other similar geometlY 
components, 

Keywords: Closed die, Forging, Net to shape, preforlll, simulation etc, 
) 

1, INTRODUCTION 

Tn this paper, a suggestion has been made to improve the existing forging process of a spec ific co mponent by 
designing a split die for manufacturing the same component. The component fo r which the suggestions are made is a part 
used in the oil and gas sectors to control and maintain the flow from wellbore. The component is currently being 
manufactured by open forging. The hot ingot is held by the manipulator and press is used to give the desired shape to the 
component" The main drawback in this process is that the geometry of the component obtained is rough or net to shape is not 
achieved. Also a large amount of machining is required after forging to get the desired shape which cuts the grain flow of 
the material and reduces the strength of the component. 

The new process of manufacturing includes designing a closed die to make an I-shape preform in the next stage. 
The stress analysis of the dies is to be done in the ANSYS software. Lastly, computer simulation of the manufacturing 
process is done PJtttin~ actual forging parameters. 
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1.1 LitcratuH'Rcvicw 

t 
Forging process typically consists of two main types i.e, open-die forging and impression-die or closed-die f()rging. 

Open die torging is suitable for simple geometry components unlike complex discs, rings, crankshaHs, axles etc. A signi iil:ant 
machining is required after open die forging to achieve desired tolerances. Also the size of the job is a considerable factor 
for deciding the type of forging process. Open die forging also gives an advantage that the material grain flow is more 
continuous \vith increased fatigue resistance and strength of the component. The preform geometry of complex parts has .. 
great impact on forging loads and material wastes, [I] presented a new algorithm involving the selection of primary preform 
geometry and secondly, improvements in the preform dcsign, By eliminating the time consuming remeshing process, the 
ability of material flow simulation is increased, The trials performed on the two dies showed that the matcrial waste can be 
reduced to 5.1% to 7.3% with decreasing forging force required [1]. 

[2] Proposed a new method of manufacturing curved work pieces by open-die forging in which the material flow is 
controlled by the manipulator displacements. The integrated forging and bending process combined with different stcps of 
forming performed with the manipulator displacements, the influence of var ious process parameters on the workpiece 
curvature and geometry is discussed [2]. 

[3] Suggested that the material wasted in nash accounts for about 20-40% of original workpiece. The forged 
product cost can be reduced if the forging is performcd in a closed die with minimum raw material required. The forging of 
complex parts is introduced with a new tooling concept. The Ilew process has been checked by doing process simulations 
performing number of iterations, thereby eliminating the need to manufacture the expensive tooling [3]. 

1.2 Objectives and Scope 

1] Studying the component geometry and application. 

2] Analysing the forging process to manuthcture the component viz. Open-die forging. 

3] Suggesting a new method of manufacturing the component i.e. in split-die. 

4] Theoretical design,on-shaped prefoml and die and 3D model preparation 

5] Stress and deformation analysis-ofJ-shape die in ANSYS ]4.5 putting the maximum forging force. 

6] Checking feasibility of process by doing process simulation in DEFORM 3D. 


2. THEORETICAL DIE DES~ 


The following is the given component which is to be manufactured: 


1--- 

£---: 

~--

Fig-I: Component Drawing 
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2.1 Forging Model! Forging Drawing 

Forging model is prcpan::d at1l:r adding alluwances to the proof machine drawing i.e, COIllPOIlCllt drawing, The two types 
ofallow <l IICCS added arc : 

IJ Madlining Al lown nec: I ( is aroulld 20 111111 added along the diamcter of lhe component at vnriolls sections, 
2] Shrinkage A[Jo\."allce: F()l' Steel, the shrillkagt: allowance is J.3% orlhe dimt:llsio lls of the component , 

The dimensions of as fort7cd component arc calcuhl.ed ..'IS foi!o\vs'.. 
~ 

Section Marhincd Component Dimens ions As Forged Componcnt Dimensions 

I-I 588 mm 615.87 mm 
2-2 465 111In 491.31 mill 
3-3 677 mill 706 mm 

fable No·1: Dmlcnslons of as Forged Component 

Allowance over height = 25 mill, Therefore, As forged eomponent height =696 + 25 
~ 721 rnm 

2.2 Calculation of Weights: (Note: Proof Machine weight, Net weight are, calculated from Creo Paramteric 
Software) 

I] Proof machine weight = 1200,08 Kg 
2] Net Weight~ 1433.39 Kg 
3] CuI Weight ~ Net Weight + Scale Loss 
4] Scale Loss ~ 7% ofNet wt. ~ 100.34 Kg. Therefore Cut Weight ~ 1433.39 + 100.34 = 1534 Kg 
5] Gross Weight ~ Cut Wt.l0.88 = 1743 Kg 

The Net weight calculated by 3D models in Creo Parametric: 

..
• ...r . ~ 
, ., .... tot' , 

..,.' --~ 

x 

Section 
I-I 
2-2 
3-3 

Fia-2: As For 
2.3 Dimensions of Ingot 
The ingot selected is the standard ingot avai lable: 
Standard Ingot Diameter = 5 J5 mm 
Standard ingot length =92 1mOl 

2.4 Dimensions of Die 
As in I fiI fd" 'dtema l pro J eo Ie IS replirca 0 f outSI e pro filleof component. Therer.are d'ImenSIons are ca' cu ate d as a bove: 

Final Die DimensioDs 
615.87 mm 
491.3 1 mm 

706 mm 
Table No-2: DimensIOns of Dle 
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2.5 Willi Thickness of Die 

The material se lected for die is die steel having ultimate (ensi le strength of 1300 Nfnlln2 , 
crAlI o\'''~lblc = SlIll FOS = I~OO 14 = 325 NI nlln
lJy using formula for Hoop Stress, 

(j/dl(I\\'<lblc = (P*d)/2:t \, where. 

O"t\lllm'ilblc = Allowable Hoop Stress (N/mm"2 ) 
P = Internal pressure inside the die (N/mlll"2) =69.47 N/ mmA 2 d = 

Internal diRllleter ofdie (mOl) = 706 nUll 
t ~ thickness of die (mm) 

Thickness of die (t) 
2.. oAllowable 

Thickness of die (0 -75.45 mm 

3. STRESS AND DEFORMATION ANALYSIS IN ANSYS 14.5 


The stress analysis in ANSYS 14.5 has been done by putting the maximum forging force exerted inside the die cavity. 

Maximum force = 4000 Tons, The followin o table comnares the analvtical and numerical results: 

Stress Analytical Value FEA Axi-symmetric Value 
Hoop Stress (MPa) Allowable Hoop Stress Equivalent (von·Mises) Stress 
Formula: (MPa) 

rJ = 
~ 
(".. -lii)' 0 ~ Outer Oia. ~ 325 MPa 

= 238.51 MP, 

Table No.3- Comparison ofTheorehcal an d FEA stresses 

As we can see that tbe actual stress by ANSYS is less than the theoretical design stress or allowable stress, the die 
design is safe. 
The maxjmum stress ANSYS i.e. Stress is shown in the fall 

I ~..... . .........'" .-.-.. ;£I,~>\ ....-..~ o >
1M __ =- ~ <I'; .J ..... . "'_1_ .,. .J ~ • ~ s-. I, 
~.' . ::!I' :.,· ItiJ·· - • Iii · ~ .:. ~ III mQ. Il '% " ., d -(), I' 
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A --..._ · ..;} ...,~,
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Fig-3: EqUivalent (von-Mises) Stress 

The deformation occurred in the die o btained by ANSYS results ~ 0.086604 mm 
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Fig-4: Total Deformation 

4. PROCESS SIMULATION IN DEFORM 3D 

The actual process has been simulated using DEFORM 3D software to check feasibility of manufacturing: 

.1:190 

J91 ,,.,... ·1SO) ~in- . ~ . ;. - -,, 
83A Max 

0 .000 .,,.. · 1700 ·1050 .:Jtn 43) 1>70 
Stress ( Max principal ) (MPa) 

Fig-5 : Process Simulation (Step-I) 
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Fig-6: Process Simulation (Step-9) 

CONCLUSION 

1] The new method suggested for manufacturing the component is more economical compared to current process, 

2] The method is more feasible and suitable to manufacture the component of same geometries. 

3] The die design can be improved in future for similar part geometries. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tlte objective of automation includes cycle time inlprovement, cost reduction, productivity improvement, 
maleriallwfulling anti eJficiency improvement. Malerialltantiling and relaletl mechanism 10 pick and place are 
widely fOllnd in automation sectors anti industrial manuftlctllring. During lathe machine operation loading anti 
lillioadillg oJwork piece is tlolle manually.Illlhis process sequence ofperJorming Ihe operalioll was nol proper. 
Cycle time is higher because of manual loading allti unloatling. Target is to automate the lathe machine. 
Aulomalic loading and linloading oj component on CNC latlze improves produclivity also il ineludes analysis 
and delail sludy oj manuJacluring process oj compollenls 011 machine. This Paper involves llie pneumlllic 
aulomalioll 10 illcrease cyele lime and eJficiency. There are tlifJerell1 grippers wizicll are based on difJerenl 
grasping lechnologies. The mechanical gripper used in projeci is a Illree jaw Iv/liclt is difJerell1 from Oilier 
which controls movement of the jaws which is done with tlte help ofplleumatic cylinders llsillg air pressure 
alld movemelll ojgripper is dOlle willi Ilze help oj slider mecilOni.<II. AC mOlor is usetl alollg willi spur gears 
alld a Ihreaded slzaft arrangemelll Jor proper motion oj II syslen. By IItlequale selection oJ working parameler 
vaJues Ih e oplimum varialll oflhe systemJor 1I1110maiioll oJCNC lullie is oblained. 

Keywords: AIl/Omalion, CNC lallie, Gripper, Jaws elc. 

1. INTRODUTION 

Nowadays there is change in technology \Jsed in manufacturing companies. Especially in industries the competition 
is increased very much. Automation deals with the improvement, development, implementation and evaluation of systems 
of people, knowledge, energy, equipment, material and process. Automated manufacturing mainly includes the use of 
automation to reproduce things usually obtained in a industries. The automation technology has many advantages and thus it 
influences in the manufacturing and production processes. Automation techniques play very important role in increasing the 
productivity. 

Robotics is a branch in science and Engineerin:=; abot making which deals with design, development, 
manufacturing, application and real time use in day tod·ay~d. i eludes three branches mainly mechanics, electronics 

and software development. To be effective, it requir~s m"eChaniC~1 ~ ,which are generally referred as grippers. The role is 
to replace human hands with mechanici l o~ b/iStudies ~have proved that jf the gripping capacity 

( • /1..</1 9 
• . r 
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ora 5-finger mechanical hand is considered 100%, then the gripping capacity ofl.1-'1-lingcr mechanical hand is of99%, that of 11 

3-lingcr hand of 90% and that of a 2-llngcr hand, namely of a 2-jaw gripper is only of 40%. Thl: maximum number of 
motions to be conducted by a gripping system is six, namely three translations and three rotations (p itcl!, twist yaw). The 
manipulators work as the working arm of the robot whereas the End elTectors work as the hands 0 f the robot. The end 
effectors are actuated by various mechani sms which are mechanical drives, electrical drives, hydraulic drives and PneullllHic 
drives. 

2. PROBLEM ST A TEM.ENT 

Exoskeleton Robotics Technology, Pune has been serving a wide spectrum for the past few years. 
Exoskeleton Robotics has developed wide range of CNC and Special purpose machines for different applications with a 
strong presence in the domestic market. ExoskelelOll Robotics has now moved on to compete in the market in line with its 
vision to move ahead with continual improvement ill its product quality maintaining its highly competitive price. A 
recent survey could reveal that there is a scope for productivity improvement by using these machines by using some 
automation techniques at much lower rates. The various operations, loading, and unloading methods were studied. During 
lathe machine operation, loading and unloading of work piece is done manually. During this process, sequence of performing 
the operations was not proper. Labour fatigue was more. Cycle time was higher because of manilal loading and unloading of 
the components. 

2.1 Existing Scenario 

As we know that time reCJuired for loading of work piece manually on CNC lathe is approximately 20 seconds with 
proper loading and eccentricity of work piece on CNC lathe. That's \.....hy the total time required for loading and unloading of 
work piece manually is 40 seconds. Considering 1000 work pieces the time required is 40000 seeonds i.e. 11 hours which is 
too much. That's why automation is required for loading and unloading of work piece during the mass production. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The CUrrent problem faced is the large eycle time for the process. This can be eliminated by using a pneumatic actuated 
two jaw gripper which will move with the help of rack and pinion arrangement in the vertieal direction and the horizontal 
movement will be controlled by slider which will move with the help of the belt and motor on the bed. The gripper has two 
jaws aligned at 180 degrees from each other. One of the jaws removes the machined part from the chuck and then (he 
gripper rotates in 180 degrees with the help of the stepper motor. The other jaw, then loads the job for machining in10 the 
chuck. Then the ready job is stored on tbe pallet. 

Fig-I: Methodology for Automatic Loading and Unloading of Work piece 
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4. MECHANICAL GRIPPER 

Roboti!.: Gripper: . These arc the type of robOls which have ability to grasp ddiilitc objects and thell positioning it 
according to r~quirel1lcnt. There an: two basic parts of robot ic grippers. Tiwy ;;n: the maniplIicltors and end erfeetors. 

r\ gripper is a device whieh enables the holding of' an object to be manipulated. The simpiesl way to describe gripper 

is to cOllsidemlion o f Ihe human hnnd. just like a hand gripper enables bolding. h:mdling. lightening and releasing of an 

object. A gripper is just one component of an automated system. A gripper is attnchcd to a robot or it is part of a Iixl.:!d 
automation system. As we know that to hold the job we want gripping action like our fingers for that purpose we design a 
gripper with three jaws which has optimum gripping action with optimum cost. By using three fingers gripping eflicieney 

will be 90% as discussed above. 

4.1 Types of Grippcr according to the gripping action 


I) Mechanical Gripper 


2) Vacuum gr ipper 


3) Magnetic Gripper 

4) C lamping gripper 

4.2 Why Mechanical gripper? 


I) Easy to opemte 


2) Low cost 


3) For our purpose diameter ofjob is constant if we want to change the diameter, whole gripper system is going to rebu ilt 

which is very costly and hectic for other mechanism 

4) Vacuum gripper used only for pick and put purpose not for holding purpose 


5) Magnetic Gripper is restricted only for the magnetic material 


Types of mechanical Gripper according to its link mechanism 


Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 


) 

Fig-2: Types or Gripper According to its Link Mechanism 


From above discussion we have used "Three Jaw Pneumatically Operated Class 3 Mechanical Gripper". 
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4.3 Design of Gripper 

The design of the end-of-arm looling for a rneumalic assemb ly systcm is very import,mt for rcdudng errors <1nd 
decreasing cycle limes. This is the piece of the gripper parts h(lmllcr or assembler that physically illteracts with the 

cllvirollment. M.IIlY factors are responsible for thc common failurt.."S of workcclls, well designed grippers can itlcrease 
through put, improve reliability of sys tem, compensation of robot inaccuracy and pcrform addi tionai functions for the 

assembly. The design of the gripper sys tems is not a important task. Often a smal l feature that can be added to a pnrt can 
greatly inc rease the reliability of the gripper. A proper gripper design can increase in sys tem reliability, as we ll as decrease 
in implementing cost of the system. 

Fig-3: CA TJA model of Gripper Jaw 

.i.
, 
. 


Fig-4: Strain and Stress AnalYS is of Jaw 

In strain analysis, maximum strain occurs at same point where the s tress is occurring which is represented by the red 

colour. The ma"jmum strain which is occurred is negligible which is in the permissible range. In stress ana lysis, maximum 

amount of stress which is represented by the. red colour is produced at the j o int where the gripper jaw is connected with the 

piston rod throngh pin which in Ihe permissible range that of the force applied by the gripper. Hence the design of gripper 

jaw is safe. 
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Fig-5: GripperJ:nv :lnd Gripper Assembly 

5. SPUR GEAR 

Parallel nnd co-planer sh.dt connected by genrs are known as spur gear. Spur gear has straight tooth and are parallel 
to the axis of the wheel. During working of spur gear tooth, it is subjected to cyclic stress, Both stress may not attain their 
peak values at the same point. These failures can be reduced by analysis and by producing proper tooth surface profile with 
desired manufacturing methods, The power between aligned shafts can be transmitted by using spw gears. Spur gear give 
98-99% operating efficiency. 

5.1 Design consideration for Spur Gear 

Lewis considered a gear loath to be a loaded as a cantilever beam with a force applied to the tip of the gear. He made the 
following assumptions; 

1) The load is applied to the tip ofa gear tooth; 
2) Only the tangential component of the force will be a factor (the radial component is neglected); 
3) The load is distributed uniformly across the entire face width oflhe gear; 
4) Slid ing friction forces are negligible; 
5) No stress concentration is present in the tooth fillet. 

5.2 Specification of Spur Gear 

1. Module (m) =3 mm 

2. Pressure Angle a = 20 

3. Number of teeth z = 20 

Fig-6: Strain and Stress Analysis of Spur Gear Tooth 
~ s. ':?2-~-
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Frolll strain analys is, nmxiJl1uJl1 delormation occurs lit thl! face o rllle g CHr tooth which rcprcscmcd by the red colour. 

Wc select 17Mn [er9S which prevcnt de formation ol'material. Also, it is tound thai the maximum defonlliHion of the m ateria l 

is neglig ible. IL doesn' t effect 0 11 gear perfornHlnce, In stress <ltlrtlysis.. maximum stress occurs bctween the tlank an<.l loolh 

space which is represcnted by the red colour. T he value of the stress which is produced is very small as compared to the 

HlHl lytical olle and it is in permiss ible range. Hence the des ign o f gcar tooth is safe. 

6. CNC LATHE MACHINE BED 

Lathe machine bed is considered as one o f the tools and widely llsed in industries , Casting is only the 

Manufucturing process used to prod uce the beds. For the design ofa lathe machine bed in CATI A we selec t grey cast iron as a 

material. It is requi red to use CNC lathe machine to get more precise dimensions and intricate shape. 

6.1 Guidelines for the DeSign of CNC Lathe Beel 

I) High weight 

2) Less vibration 

3) Damping efficiency 

4) Sudden loss 

5) Free fro m casting defect 

,. , 

Fig-7: Strain and Stress Analys is ofLM Bed 

In strain analysis, maximum amount of deformation is occurred at the middle of the lathe bed which is shown by red 

colour. The grey cast iron is the material we selec t for the design of LM bed which produce high strength to the bed only 

when the bed is manufactured with high weight. As the value of the deformation is ve ry less. In stress analysis, maximum 

amo unt of stress is produced at the end of the CNC lathe bed which is shown by the red colour. The va lue of the stress 

whi ch is obtained during the ana lys is is within the permissible limit. It gi ves high rigidity and lugh stabili ty against the 

vibration . Hence the design is safe. 
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7. SLIDER 

Slider is Ihl! most important part in our project. Our whole automation work is based 011 the slider. Because slider 

consist of gripper assembly along with two jobs. rack and pinion drive. When slider is slid over the guide ways, it 1ll0VL'S all 

these components in horizomal direction. During this process it should have to resist high amollnt of thrust. Fur tilL: 

manufacturing of slider we have to lISC grey cast iron as a material which provides good working condition. 

Fig-8: Strain and Stress Analysis of Slider 

In strain analysis, maximum amount of deformation is produced at the uppermost edges of the slider which is shown 


by the red colour. Whatever the stress is produced is very negligible. 1t does not affect the slider design as the material 


selected for the slider provides good thermal property. In stress analysis, maximum amount of stress is produced at the 


uppermost joints of the block which is shown by the red colour. But the maximum stress, which is produced is within the 


permissible range. Hence the design of slider for LM bed is safe. 


8. STEPPER MOTOR 

Stepper motors are used to conven electrical pulses into discrete mechanical movements. OriginallY a stepper motor 


was designed to provide accurate position control within number of steps without using a sensor and they are open loop 


stable in any step position accordingly. No feedback is needed to control the stepper motor. Stepper motors have low speed 


and holding torque. 


In this system, Stepper Motor used 

I) For the transverse motion of sliding along x-axis direction. 


2) To drive the pinion gear for lifting mechanism. 


3) For gripping action. 
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Fig-9: Mechanical characteristics for stepper motor 

9. CONCLUSION 

I) After design and analysis of system, the designed system is safe to be manufactured. 

2) After the installation of three jaw gripper the cycle time of the operation wi II be reduced. 

3) Due to reduced cycle time, the productivity will be increased, 

4) Pneumatic actuated gripper is more convenient than Hydraulic actualed gripper. 

5) Finite element analysis is the best method for intricate geometries to calculate results. 

6) The stepper motor g ives more accurate angular displacement. 
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ABSTRACT 

Noll' II (lay's air conditioning is Olle of tile major aspect of Oilr society. While using conventional air comlitiollillg !'}'stem 
there is lots of energy consumption becallse of tlte compressor. Also cOllventiollal air conditioning system uses refrigerant 
which calises harm to tile environment. Our motive to introduce this system is to provide alternative to conventional air 
conditioning system whicll lII11i"ly rUI1S Oil vapour compressioll cycle requiring compressor, evaporator a",1 ut/ler 
au.xiliaries. Tllis system rUI1s mainly 011 two componenls which lire newly introduced into tile "ir conditiolling system 
that are peltier plate amI desiccllIltwheei. III this research work tlte idea is to build (III alterllutive for air cOlUfitiulling 
alUl to provide air conditioning effect witholl/using the compressor. By using t/lis system we can reduce energy 
consumption up to certain extend and proville comfortable air couditionsfor humall working. Tltis system does not 
use any kiml ofrefrigerant so that it will not calise any harm to the environment 

Keywords: Peltier pillte, Desiccant wheel 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An air conditioning is defined as the process of conditioning the air for the simultaneous control of indoor air 
within the acceptable limits. Air-conditioning has been attained reliably and efficiently from the last few years due to the 
popularity gained by vapour compression system as a result of hydrocarbon discovery. Nearly all air - conditioning 
systems in use are built around vapour compression systems driven by electricity. A conventional air conditioner consumes 
large amount of electrical energy especially in hot and humid climatic conditions because of high latent load which is 
decide by the outside contents, Desiccant wheel based hybrid air conditioning system is one of the promising alternative to 
handle the high latent load efficiently where sensible and latent heat of air are separately removed. Desiccant wheel consist 
of dehumidifying the incoming air steam by forcing it through a desiccant material and then draying the air to the desire 
indoor temp to make the system working continuously, water vapour absorb must be driven out of the desiccant material 
(regeneration) so that it can be dried enough to absorb water vapour in the next cycle. This is done by heating the material 
desiccant to its temp. of regeneration which is dependent upon the nature of desiccant. 

A normal thermoelectric module consists of an array of semiconductor pellets that have been "doped" so that one 
types of charge carrier- either positive or negative-carries the majority of current. The pairs of PIN pellets are configured 
so that they are connected electrically in series, but thermally in parallel. Metalized ceramic substrates provide the 
platform for the pellets and the small conductive tabs that connect them, \Vhen DC voltage is applied to the peltier module, 
the positive and negative charge carriers in the pellet array absorb heat energy from one substrate surface and release it to 
the substrate at the opposite side, The surface where heat energy is absorbed becomes cold ~ the opposite surface where heat 
energy is released becomes hot. Reversing the polarity will result in reversed hot and cold sides, The word air·conditioning is 
used in this paper it refers to dehumidification and cooling 

2. BASIC PRINCIPLE AND WORKlNG 

This system mainly works on two principles that are desiccant dehumidification and peltier effect. For many 
industrial and domestic applications, dry air is produced by using solid desiccant , This desiccant can be used 
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OIl~C or many limes. When it is used OIlL:C, there is wastage: of desiccant. For using it again, it is regenerated by using 
conventional heater which consumes high grade energy. III this system conventional heater is replace by peltier platt:, 
liot side or peltter plalC~ will perform the rU!lction or conventional heater. This process saves lot of energy. Variolls solid 
desiccants like silica gcl. aclivmed charcoal, activated alumin" nnd zeolitc etc. can be regenerated nt low temperature by 
using minimum energy, temperature required for regeneration of desiccant wheel is depended 011 Ihe desiccant materials 
which wcre being used for thc regcnermion 

Hot 

Incomins Air 

Fig-I: Desiccant wheel assembly 

Silica gel was one of the most extensively investigated and promising solid desiccant material which required a 
regeneration temperature of about 65°C. In this system desiccant material use for regeneration is silica gel; Silica gel is a 
granular, vitreous. porous form of sWcon dioxide made synthetically from sodium silicate. Silica gel contains a nano
porous silica micro-structure, suspended inside of a liquid, Most applications of silica gel require it to be dried, in which 
case it is called silica aerogel. 

To design a cooling system using thermoelectric module (TEC) one has to know the basics of 
thermoelectric effect, thermoelectric materials and thermoelectric cooling. Thermoelectric effect can be defined as the direct 
conversion of electric voltage to temperature difference and vice versa. Thermoelectric effect mainly covers three different 
identified effects namely, the See back effect, Peltier effect and the Tholnson effect, Thomas Seebeck and Jean Peltier, first 
discovered the phenomena that are the basis for today's thermoelectric industry. 
Seebeck found that if you placed a temperature gradient across the junctions of two dissimilar conductors, electrical 
current would flow. Peltier on the other hand, learned that passing current through two dissimilar electrical 
conductors, Caused heat to be either emitted or absorbed at the junction of the materials. It was only after mid-20th Century 
advancements in Semiconductor technology, however, that practical applications for thermoelectric devices became feasible. 
With modem techniques, we can now produce thermoelectric "modules" that deliver efficient solid state heat-pumping for 
both cooling and heating so peltier plate is one of the applications of peltier effect which absorb energy from one side of 
plate and reject it to other side 

Once it is decided tha.t thermoelectric cooler is to be considered for cooling system, the next step is to select the 
thermoelectric module or cooler that can satisfy a particular set of requirements, Modules are available in great variety of 
sizes, shapes, operating currents, operating voltages and ranges of heat pumping capacity. If the object to be cooled is in 
direct contact with the cold surface of the TEC, the required temperature can be considered the temperature of the cold side 
ofTEC. Here in this system the object is air, which has to be cooled when passed through a cluster of Aluminum heat sinks. 
The aim is to cool the air flowing through the heat sinks. When this type of system is employed the cold side temperature of 
the TEe is needed to be several time colder than the ultimate desired temperature of the air. 
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Fig-2: Peltier Plate 

3. METHODOLOGY OF DESIGN 

During summer season we require cool and dry air and for winter condition we require humidified hot air for 
human comfort. for fulfilling this requirement we require hot air and cold air systems. In this project we are integrating 
these systems by using peltier effect. In this system we charge the battery by solar cnergy and use this energy to operate 
Peltier plate, Peltier plate produces two different temperatures at both ends, one side is cold and other is hot. The air which 
is passes through desiccant wheel is further passes over cold side of peltier plate and gives dry and dehumidified air at the 
other end of duct, on the other hand air passes over hot side of peltier plate becomes hot by absorbing the heat of p late and 
further passes through desiccant wheel and regenerating the material. Hot side is used to remove the moisture from 
desiccant wheel which is absorbed during dehumidifying process. Cold side is used to cool the air by passing over it. This 
will decrease air temperature and specific humidity. 
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Fig-3: Schematic Diagram of System 
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8. For regenerating purpose wc required heal so we pass 1111.: hot air through desiccanl wiwd, 
9. A( outer side ofthe dcsiccam wheel, we obtain hot humidilicd air. 

3. COOLING CAPACITY 

Readings are taken on three different days in the mOllih of March and April these me as follo\\''S 

Temperature (OC) Day I Day2 Doy3 

Td 35 38 34 
Td' 12 12 II 
Td' 30 32 29 
Td 51 52 50 
Td' 40 42 41 

Table-I: Tcmpcrature readings 

We can calculate bypass factor using following relations between temperatures 
Bypass factor ~ (ld3 - td2)1 (td l-td2) 
0.7 ~ (30-12)1 (35 - 12) Bypass 
factor~ 0.7 

We can obtain temperature difference between hot side and cold side upto 1O-12oC 

We can find total heat transfer by separately calculating heal transfer during dehumidification process and heat transfer 

during cooling process 


firstly calculate heat transfer during cooling process 

Sensible heat transfer (SHT) 

SH ~ (1.2264 Y xt,t)/60 

SH ~ 12.8772 KW 


Nowcalculate heat transfer during dehumidification process 

Latent heat transfer (LHT) 

LH~ 50Y x (/lw) KW 

LH ~ 1.03425 K W 


Total heat transfer (remove) from air during cooling & dehumidification q total = 


LH+SH 

q total ~ 1.03425 + 21.4620 q total ~ 


13.91 [4 KW 

The most important factor to be accurately calculated for this system is the amount of heat to be removed or absorbed 
by the cold side of the TEe. In this system cooling capacity was calculated by finding the product of mass flow rate of air. 
specific heat of air and temperature difference. Here the temperature difference is the the difference between the inlet 
temperature and outlet temperatures of the cooling system. The mathematical equation for cooling capacity is as shown 
below. 

Cooling capacity 
Q ~ rna x Cp x (tdl -td2) KJ/min 
Q ~ 13.09 KJ/min 
Q ~ 0.2181 KW 
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~. CONCLUSION 

By [[sing this air-conditioning systelll we l::tll get the cooling erred without help o r compressor, but peltier module 
miiSt be upenue with a sufficient heat rcjct:lion Irom the hot s ide which is beneficial tor regeneration also. With the help of 
Ihis system we can say that this lype of syste m gives the cooling effect up to 29°C. This system is work well in warm sUllny 
days and analysis shows that this sy :-;km will be significantly more economical to own and operate then the conventional AC. 
In spite of a s ligh!!y higher illitial t:osl. lhis s)'stcn~ proves to he more economical, mainly due to its significantly lower 
operating cost. Because of desiccant wheel load get completely separntcd there by perfor~nance of system improve by certain 
level as performance of air conditioning is signitil:nntly governed hy latent load. It can be good option when the humidity 
level is high. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with 'he methodology of designing of (l glue dispensing ganlJy syslem. The linear molioll 

gl.lideways, bal/screw, rack and pinion and stepper molar is selec.:led. The sIalic loads of Ihe system are calculated. 

Verification ofload and defleclion is done /Ising Ansys. The cad designs are made using Aulocad and Solidworks. 

Keywords: Linear molion guideways, bal/screw, rack and pinion, /lutocad, SolidU'orks. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The project involves designing of a glue dispensing gantry, based on the specifications provided by the company. The 
system is used for application of glue uniformly on metal sheets. membranes etc., that are required to be adhered 
together. Glue dispensing gantry system is preferred over the manual application of glue due to its uniform applicatioll. 
reliability on intricate shapes too, bettcr accuracy in localized application of glue. 

The project includes design, manufacturing, testing and trials of the system. The gantry size specified is 800 x 500 x 
1200 (10m). The approximate weight of the machine is IOOkg. Furthermore, the component loading height is specified as 
800mm. The system has 3 axis travel along X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis. The driving system comprises of ball screw and LM 
guide. servo motor and drive. The servo motor has replaced the hydraulic/pneumatic driving system 
due to its sophisticated controlling options. 

1.1 Objectives 

Understand the function of the filtration candle in the filtering of water. 

Designing the base and work bench ofthe gantry system based on the company specifications. 

Study of the drive system catalogues and selecting appropriate ball screw and LM guide ways. 

Selection of stepper motOr. 

Design of the glue gun. 

Manufactwing ofthe components. 

Testing of the system. 


1.1 Scope: 

the stepper motor made the system I ighter and 
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T his gUll is dcsi gm:d wi!h II pJ'Ovisi ('1l o f mixing or the two solutions withln tht.: gUll" This e liminates the \Va stage (}f' 

glue. T he design ensures onl y a required amount o f !-to lutiolls \0 be mix~d accurately. This directly aides in increas ing 
the production roUe. 

1.2 Work Vlow 

Study of co mpo nent ca talogues and related 

research papers 

Study of company sped fications 

Calculation of static loading and 

deflection 

Selection of LM blocks and LM rails 
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Torque and speed calculatiolls 

--

I 

Selection of motor and ballscrew 

A 

20 and 3D CAD drawing of the sys tem in AutoCAO 

and Solidworks respectively 

T 

Manufacturing and Procurement of the components 

I 

Assembly of the gantry system 

, 

I 
Trial and dispatch 

I 
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2. Calcuhltioll for selection of components 

2.1 Distance between the LM hloeliS 

The system is to be designed as per the specincations provided by the company. firstly thl;! weight all each axis is decided. 
This weight is to be carried by the slide plate of the LM guide. This slide picHe is mounted on four LM blocks. It is thus 
essential to find the optimum distance between the LM blocks 10 slistain the weight withuul any deflection of slide pime. The 
formula for the force on each block is us follo ws, 
",/4 + F!4 + " ok/2d ~ p" 
where ,11' = weight on the slide plate (N) 

F~ dynamic force (N) 

Ii = offset oflhe CG from the geometrical centre of the slideplalc (mm) 

d ~ distance between the blocks (10m) 

Pa = force acting on each block (N) 

In our case value of k is considered to be zerO. The vallie of P" thus found is the theoretical which is later verified by using 

Ansys. A number of permutations were run on Allsys by changing the dis tance between the blocks. The optimum value was 

selected on the basis of almost equal force distribution on all the four blocks. The arrangement of the blocks obtained \vas a 

square arrangement, with each block placed at the vertex of the square. 


2.2 Ball Screw Calculations 

Referring to V.B. Bhandari for power screws we calculated the diameter of ballscrew, For the Z axis slide plate the mass of 
the glue gun is considered as the axial load. The referred formula is as follows 

Where = Compressive s trength (N/rnm2) 

p ~ Axial load (N) 
d = Diameter of balls crew( mm) 


However the calculated diameter was found to be of a very small value. It was therefore decided to go for the 

minimum standard diameter of the baJlscrew from the HIWIN catalogue. 


2.3 Motor Calculations 

The standard pitch for ballscrew available in the HIWIN catalogue for our required diameter are 5 mm and 10 nun. The 
selection of the required pitch is then done by considering the speed which is to be achieved. The motor pulses arc also taken 
into account in order to decide the required pitch. 

The value of torque required is an important parameter in selection of motor. The torque is calculated by using the 

following formula 


~ ( 

F + mg (sin + ) 

Where = Load torque (Nm) 
F = Force in the moving direction (N ) 


~ BaUscrew lead ( m1rev ) 


~ Internal frict ion coefficient of preload nut (0.1 - 0.3) 

~ Preload ( N ) 

~ Efficiency (0.85 - 0.95 ) 


i = Gear ratio 
 . \ ~2> . 
~ External force ( N ) Asststant Professor-.& o-'ed.H'-<td-- 
~ Tilt angle ( degree) In our Dept of Mechanical Engg. ,
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Fig 2.3.1 Torquevs Speed motor characteristics 

3. 2D and 3D diagrams 

The next step after slec tion of components is designing of the auxiliary components required for the assembly of the gantry 
system. Thc auxiliary components include the slide plate, the base plate, couplings, bearings and ballscrew nut mounting. 
The size of these auxiliary components is decided after the relative placements of LM guides, LM blocks, ballscrew, 
ballscrew nut and motor. The 20 drawings help in finding the relative positions and placements of various components. The 
foJlowing2D drawing is done by using Autocad. 

Fig 3.1 2D drawing of Z axis 

Using the 2D drawing from autocad the following 3D drawing was made. 
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[5] SEW Euro drive planning 

[6] HIWIN Linear Motion rails 
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Conclusion 

The design is validated by manufacturing the component without affecting the component's functi on. The motion of the gun 
is observed, its positional accuracy) glue dispensing volume and its efficiency. The design and the final system will be 
checked for its accuracy and if found any defects it would be rectified. 
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ABSTRACT 

Carbon lIanotubes (CNTs) Itave receiyeti ,f1eforemost attention aeroSJ lite eartlt. Th ese area IInits configurationally admire (J 

tWQ-(limensiollal grapltene slteet rolled liP brto a Irollow structure. JVith just one wa/lup tlte cylinder, tile structure is termed (J 

single-wallell nanotube (SJVCN1). The structure Iltal appears sort of a cOllcenlric sel of cylil7llers witlr a continuing l{lyer 
separalioll of 0.34 A is termed u multi-wulled Ilanotube (ft1JYCN1). Tire YOllllg 'S mOlllllus is over J TPa and the tensile 
strength is about 200 GPo. The thermal cOllductivity can be as higll as 3000 JYlmK. With a perfecl ratio, tilry tip rat/ilu of 
curvature and sensible emission properties, CNTs evell have established to be womlerful cmlllil/ates for emission. CNTs fire 
chemicals jimctiolltllized, i.e. it's attainable to conllect a range of atomic alld molecular teams to the ends of sidewalls of the 
nanotllbes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

[n 1950s, the need for composite materials with superior mechanical properties was a driving stimulus into carbon fiber 
research, which eventually led to progress in carbon whisker and single crystal graphite research. The emerging challenges of 
crack propagation and encountered fiber defects however called for alternative solutions fo r obtaining ultra-high modulus fibers 
[1]. One approach towards this goal was the employment of controlled synthesis of carbon fibers by utilizing a catalytic chem iCR I 
vapor deposition (CVO) [2]. The progress in polymer based carbon fiber research was initially carried out on microscale filaments 
and consequently led to experimental identification ofCNTs using transmission electron microscopy [1] . 

More detailed historical insight into carbon fibers and CNTs has been outlined by other researchers [3-7). 
Polymer composite is a multi-phase material comprised of polymer matrix and reinforcing filler. Integration of the 

reinforcing filler results in composite material with synergistic mechanical properties that cannot be achieved from either 
component alone. As the mostly used composite material, fiber reinforced polymer composite material (FRP) has been employed 
in many industrial applications such as automobile, aerospace. and sports utilities due to their "Light and Strong" characteristics. 
In practice of FRP for high performance and structural applications, FRP layers are assembled together to make composite 
laminate to provide as needed engineering properties [8] . Epoxy is the most common polymer resin in composite laminate where 
it provides better design flexibility, enhanced mechanical performance, and good chemicaland electrical resistance. Nanocrystal 
materials are one of the most interesting branches of today's nanoscience and nanotechnology. Semiconductor nanocrystals 
exhibit unique size and shape-dependent optical properties due to the quantum confinement effects and thus may find a wide 
range ofappIications in optoelectronic devices, photo-catalysis, solar energy conversion and biological imaging. A prerequisite for 
successful attempts in this direction is the availability ofnanoparticles of superior quality [9]. 
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Fig-I :Carbon nanotubes in aerospace applications 

and electrical resistance,Nanocrystal materials are one of the most interesting branches of today's nanoscience and 
nanotechnology. Semiconductor nanocrystals exhibit unique size and shape-dependent optical properties due to the quantum 
confinement effects and thus may find a wide range of applications in optoelectronic devices, photo-catalysis, solar energy 
conversion and biological imaging. A prerequisite for successful attempts in this direction is the availability of nanoparticles of 
superior quality [9]. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Due to the numerous beneficial applications of CNTs in various scientific fields, the spectrum of the published literature 
regarding these materials has examined many of their characteristics in terms of atomic structure and morphology, processing. 
characterization, mechanics, and other chemical/physical properties in several books and review articles. In this section, a brief 
overview isprovided related to the characteristics ofCNTs [l]. 

2.l.Classification 

CNTs are commonly classified into two categories, termed single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multi-walled 
~arbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), with the former comprlsing a single sheet of graphite, rolled into a cylindrical tube. For MWCNTs, 
a perspective normal to the tube axis exhibits a family of concentric tubes , The conductivity ofSWCNTs is based on the direction 
of the roll pertaining to the graphite sheet and the tube structure, determined by the two integers (n,m). Depending on the values of 
the integers m and n, the nanotube is considered to have a structure of: 

Armchair:- ll=m Zigzag:- m=O 
Chiral:- other nand m values than above 

2.2. Manufacturing 

Products featuring CNTs at the present have these implemented either dispersed in POo1Jf$C fQJ:lT! or deposited as thin 
films, However, for commercialization of these products, it is crucial that such implementation is carried out in conjunction with 
existing manufacturing methods, It can be established that the optimal values attained for CNT:l. .ar~ yet to be realized, None the , . 
less, due to the wide research efforts conducted on these materials, ~:v ir manufactu'r~ng are constantly improving. 
Wang et al recently reported CNT composites with unprecedented ~~Iift ~ e including record high strength (3.8GPa), 
high Young's modulus (E) =293GPa, electrical-conductivity (s)= 12 m-', and ~ I-conductivity (k) =4 IWm·1 K-1 These 

values were attamed by employing along length, high volume frac~ij ~~~~m ~II cOlljunction with reduced waviness ofl 
the CNTs and a novel-pI ocessing approach feaSIble for a large-scal strial pr~'L lon~ 
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2.3. Experimental 

ll. BNNPs (Boron Nitride NanoparlicJes) 

2.3.1. Materials 

Boron nitridc nano-powdcr/nanopartic1cs (BNNPs) frorn U.S. Research Nanomatcrials Inl:. (Houston, TX) and waslH:d 

with 2MNaOH at 80'C before usc. Fiber-Cote E-Glass Fabric 77811E765 epoxy prepregs were purchased from Fibre-Glast 

Developmcnts Corporation, Coupling agcnt 3-aminopropyl-triethoxysilanc (KH550) and c.:etyl-trirnethyl-ammonium-bromidt: 

(CTAB) were purcht\sed from Sigma-Aldrich. All chemicals were used as received (8]. 

2.3.2. BNNPs funetionnliznlion 

BNNPs chemieal functionalization was carried out by one-step chemical treatment of pristine BNNPs with KH550 to get 
amino surface fUllctionalized BNNPs (KH550-BNNPs), In a typicallreatment, 6 g pristine Sl\l'NPs and 0,3 g KH550 were addcd 

into 200 mL ethanol solution (95%) followed by 30 min ultra-sonication. The resultant suspension was transferred to a flask 

equipped with a reflux condenser and maintained at 70°C for 4 h under constant magnetic stirring. The reaction system was then 

centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 10 min. The obtained solid was washed three times with ethanol tlnd subsequently dried in a vacuum 
oven at 60·C for 24 h. 

BNNPs physical functional ization was performed by adding 100 mL 1.5 mM CTAB aqueous solution to 109 pristine BNNPs in a 
250 mL flask. The flask containing BNNPs and CTAS system was first placed under ultra-sonication for 30 min, then transferred 

to a water bath at 80°C and maintained there for 5 h followed by centrifugation at 8000 rpm for 10 min. The obtained solid WtlS 

washed with DI water and dried ill a vacuum oven at 60·C for 24 h to get CTAB functionaiized BNNPs (CTAB-BNNPs) [8]. 

2.3.3. Preparation of BNNPs enhancedprepreg and compositeLaminate 

Fiberglass based composite laminates were prepared by laying up multi-layer of FiberCoteprepregs following a thrce
step procedure: brushing, lamination, and curing. BNNPs were dispersed in acetone first through ultra-sonication. Each prepreg 

layer was placed on a flat glass panel and brushed with the BNNPs acetone suspension evenly. These prep reg layers were left to 

dry at room temperature for halfan hour, 12 plies ofBNNPs enhanced prepregs were assembled one-on-one to laminate via haud 

lay-up. The laminate was vacuum-bagged and then cured at 143°C for 3 has illustrated in Fig. I. Cured composite laminate was 

trimmed using diamond-grit wet cutting wheel and cut to specimens for mechanical test. Loading of BNNPs in final composite 
laminate was - 0.5 wt% [8]. 
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2.3.4. Charactci-ization 

Fourier-Inlllsform infrared O:'T-IR) spectroscopy was recorded lISi:lg a Variall 670 FT1R Spect rometer instrUIlll.::1l1 ovcr 
the range of 4000e400 (,;111 , .. 1. Scanning cledron microscopy (SEM) images wereobtnined using a Carl Zeiss Auriga SEM-FIIl 
licld l'missioll scanning electron microscope. AI! SEM samples were sputter-coaled with alhin layer of gold to avoid charge 
accumulation. Thermogravimctric ClJlalyscs Were performed on a TA Instrllmcnt Q500 Thermogravimetric Analyser (TGA) at a 
heating rale of JOoC/lIlin under a nitrogen atmosphcre. Thc crosshead displacement rate was sct at 2 mm/min. five specimens werc 
tcsted Cor each snmple and the average was re.ported [8]. 

2.3.5. Application 

Next generation aircraft, rotorcraft, unmanned aerial vehicles, and missiles will ha ve stricter requirements in terms of 
light-weight, visual and thermal signature, increased speed, and manoeuvrability. These requirements, however, incite a need for 
adv(1nced materials and systems that can incorporate these functionalities. CNTs are ideal candidates to meet these demands, as 
tht:y can be incorporated in different technologies. In particular, this section examines weight reduction by replacement of current 
airframe materials and wiring which results in the reduction of fuel consumption. In ndd iiioll, the potential benefi ts of CNT 
implementation for aircraft-icing, aircraft-lightning protection, propulsion systems, and safety aspects nrediseussed. Wiring is the 
potential areas where a weight reduction and redueed fuel consumption can be obtained in aeronautics is the replacement of 
current copper wiring, which is significantly heavier than wires made of CNTs. A commercial airliner such as Boeing 747 has 
lbout 135 miles of copper wiring, which represents a weight of 40001bs. According to scientists, a cable made of CNTs called 
1553B can result in a 69% weight-saving. In addition such replacement would en tail that premature failures and overheating 
caused by vibration fatigue, oxidization and corrosion of the copper wires can be avoided. Aircraft-Icing is with in aeronautics in 
which realization of CNT employment will be eonducive is the field of aircraft-icing. This phenomenon develops upon existence 
of water droplets below freezing temperatures, or super-cooled droplets, in the atmosphere that impinge on the surfaces of an 
aircraft during flight. The nature of the icing that occurs is dependent upon the density of liquid water per unit cubic meter, or (he 
liquid water content. droplet size, and temperature among other factors. The adverse effects of aircraft-icing on fi xed-wing aircraft 
are reduction of lift and stall angle of attack, and an increase in profile drag. The more frequent usage of composite mate ri a ls in 
aerospace applications offe rsnumerous cost-effective advantages sueh as increased fuel efficicncy, reduction of acoustic emiss ions 
and pollutants. 

Fig-3: The RHS technology emp10yed by Battelle on a wing section exposed to icing conditions. The wiog's right-hand side 
is ice-free following the usage of Battelle's anti-icing system [11. 
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Fig-5: Flexural strength and modulus of BNNPs enhanced epoxy composite lamin:ltes 181. 

a.Thermal conductivity: 

In this study, we also investigated thermal conductivity of composite laminates with different types of BNNPs. Surprisingly, 
inclusion of pristine BNNPs decreased thermal conductivity of the laminate while functionalized BNNPs increased it by up to 
2.04% (Fig. 5).Pristine BNNPs may fonn big agglomerates that would be detrimental to their dispersion in epoxy matrix. 
Furthermore there would be void space betv..-een BNNPs agglomerates and epoxy matrix due to the lack of interfacial inter ac tion. 
Both factors could undermine the crea tion of thermal conduct ive networks. 
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Fig-6:Thermal conductivity of BNNPs enhanced composite laminates 181. 

b. CdSe (Cadmium SeJenide) 
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Product iOIl of' CdSc:, 

The CdO (Cadmillm Oxide) was dissolved in stearic Reid in a tri-ll(.'ck flask at 180"(' with stirring. The red color of' CdO 
disappears and the solution hecomes colorless. The Se powder was dh;solved in TOP (Triostyl phosphine) and injected into rd
neck nask at 210QC 10 2S0"C. Altcr inject ion \VC work Oil II samples Ii"om the rcadiollll1i xlurc for a time t~ken ai. a constant rate 
(15s). All s<lInplt!s were ..:ooled with toluene to .stop particle growth [91. 
3.ConciusiOIlS 

CNTs study has reviewed current and potential applications of CNTs for future commercial aircraft, 1l1ilitary air- craft, 

UA Vs. MA Vs, space vehicles, satellites, acrostats, and the space elevator. Boron nitride nanoparticJes (BNNPs) wcre surfncc 
fllllctionalized .mtl subsequently applied to surface of fiberglass prcprcss to fabricate hybrid BNNPsffiberglasslepoxy composite 

lmninate. To improve interfacial interaction between BNNPs and epoxy res in, two routes ofBNNPs functionalization were carried 

Ollt and compRrcd: (a) chemical route wi th 3-amino-propyl-triethoxy-silane (KH550) treatment to introduce covalent b onding 

between BNNPs surface and epoxy matrix; (b) physical route with cetyl-trirnelhyl-ammoniurn bromide (CTAB) treatment to 
introduce better wetting between BNNPs and cpoxy matrix. Experiments successfully have demonstrated the synthesis 0 f CdSe 

nanocrystals by the hot injection method . NanoparticJes with varying sizes and bnnd gaps emerge in the process and prodllceci in 

spherical shape. The coloration of the nanopmticle is directly linked to the band gap. The color of the light depends on the size of 
the quantum dots. It is recognized that new concepts in nanotechnology will facilitate this implementation procedure despite 
.urrent existing scientific challenges. 
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ABSTRACT 
)

It is today undoubted that humans have to reduce their impact on the environment. Internal combustion engines, 
being the major power source in the transportation sector as well as in individual transport, play an important role in 
(hc man-made emissions. While the mobility in the world is growing, it is importanl to reduce the emissions that 
result from transportation. The diesel engine provides a high efficiency and hence it can help to reduce C02 
emissions, which are believed to be the main cause of global wanning, Diesel exhaust also contains toxic gases, 
mainly nitrogen oxides (NOX) and SOQ( particles. These emissions are therefore limited by the authorities in most 
countries, a way to reduce the nitrogen oxide emissions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Growing concern about pollution led to the establishment of EURO-VI pollution nonTIS in Europe. And on the same 
grounds Indian Government is establishing Shamt Stage -VI nonus directly after Bharat Stage·IV skipping the fifth 
one. These new established laws demand to reduce the emissions by about 90%. It simply means that reduce the 
emissions of your vehicle by 90% and only then you can sell your vehicle in the Indian 
market. To meet these new emission levels we have to invent the news technologies and use new strategies. 
Amongst the many strategies [oJlm.,/ing two are extensively used-
I. EGR· Exhaust Gas Recirculation 
2. SCR- Selective Catalytic Reduction 
These technologies have some Banes and Boons. One of the major Bane of EGR is reduction inefficiency. And that 
ofSeR is increase in customer burden. Lets discuss these topic in detail one by one. 

Euro standard 
Introduction date Emission Limits 

New approy~ls New 
reeistration 

Petrol NO, Diesel NO, Diesel PM 

EUROI 1 July 1992 31 Dec 1992 O.97Wkm 0.97g!km 0.14g!km 
EURO" I Jan 1996 I Jan 1997 O.S!!Ikm 0.91!fkm O.I!!Ikm 
EURO III 1 ,Ian 2000 1 Jan 2001 O.IS!!Ikm O.SI!fkm O.OS~1km 

EUROIV 1 Jan 2005 I Jan 2006 0.081!fkm 0,2Sg!km 0.02Sg!km 
EUROV I SeD! 2009 I Jan 2011 0.06g!km 0,18!!1km O.OOSo/km 
EUROVI I Seot 2014 I Seot 20lS 0.061!fkm 0.08Wkm 0.004SWkm 

T~blel,Emissjon Norms 

2. EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION (EGR) 
A widely adopted route to reduce NO" emissions is Exhaust Gas Redreulation (EGR).This involves recirculating a 
controllable proponion of the engine's exhaust back into the intake air. A valve is usually used to conh'ol the now of 
gas, and the valve may be closed completely ifrequired. The substitution of burnt gas (which takes no further part in 
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comhustion) !"or o;,\ygen rich air reduces Ihe propor1ion ufthe cylinder conlclHS avaihlble fiJI" (.;ombustiol1.This cause!> 
a eorre;:!-;pundingly lower hl.!ut release amI pe;:ak cylinder tcmperature, alld reduces the form ation of NO~. The..: 
presence uf an inert gas in till: l:ylil1lkr rurther lilllits till! pcak temperature (more thil:1 Ihrottting alone in a spark 
ignit ion engin{;). The gas to bt..: rccireulalCu may also bt..: passed through un EGR cooler. which is usually of {h(;! 
ai r/water typc. This n.:duccs the Icm pcraturc of the gas, whieh n.:duecs the cylinder dmrgc Icmperature when EGR is 
cmployed. This has two bcnefits· the reduction of charge tcmpcraturc results in lowcr peak temperature, and the 
greater density ofcuolt::d EGR gas <ll!ow~ 1\ hight..:r proportion oj" EGR to be used. On a diesel engine the n:circulalecl 
fraction may be a~ high as 50% under ~omL:: operating condilioJls. 

Advantages 

It Reduced NOx 

It Potentia l reduction ofthrolliing losses on spark ignition engines at pari load 

It Improved engine life through reduced cylinder temperatures (parlkularly exhaust valve life) 

) Disadvantages 

It Since EGR reduces the available oxygen in the cylinder, the production of particulates (fuel which has only 
partially combusled) is increased when £GR is applied. This has traditionally been a problem with diesel 
engines. where the tradc·offbelween NO.; and parliculatcs is a familiar one to calibrators. 

It T he deliberate reduction of the oxygen available in the cylinder will reduce the peak power available from 
the engine. For this reason the EGR is usually shu t o ff when full power is demanded, so the EGR approach 
to controlling NO,; fails in this situation. 

It The EGR valve can not respond instantly to changes in demand, and the exhaust gas takes time to flow 
around the EGR circuit. This makes the calibration of transient EGR behaviour particularly complex
traditionally the EGR va lve has been closed during transients and then re·opened once steady state is 
achieved. However. the spike in NOx / particulate associated with poor EGR control makes transient EGR 
behaviour of interest. 

• 	 The recirculated gas is normally introduced into the intake system before the intakes divide in a multi 
cylinder engine. Despite this, perfect mixing of the gas is impossible to achieve at all engine speeds / loads 
and particularly during transient operation. For exampl e poor EGR dislribulion cylinder·to·cylinder may 
result in one cylinder receiving 100 much EGR, causing high particulate emissions, while another cy linder 
receives too little, resulting in high NOx emissions from that cylinder. 

• 	 Although the term EGR usually refers to deliberate, external EGR. there is also a level of infernal EGR. 
This occurs because the residual combustion gas remaining in the cy linde r at the end of the exhaust stroke 
is mixed with Ihe incoming charge. There is therefore a proportion of infernal EGR which must be taken 
into account when planning EGR strategies. The scavenging efficiency will vary with engine load, and in 
an engine fitted \\'ilh variable valve timing a further parame ter must be considered. 

Application of Combustion Analyzers to EGR Development 

• 	 Combustion's CLD500 NOy analyzer offers two channels of simultaneous NOx measw-ement, with a T 10.

90"10 of IOms or less. This aftows NO:>.: concentrations in the exhaust 10 be measured for each firing cycle, 
allowing cyclic variability to be observed. 

• 	 Combustion's NDJR500 CO&C01 analyzer offers two channels of simultaneous CO & CO2 measurement, 
with a T 10.90"/0 of 8ms. This allows a variety of applications: 

It Sampling with the NDIR500 in the intake allows me ent of CO2 concentration in the intake charge. 
Measurement of exhaust CO2 with the other ch ~ ~1I0WS calculation of the ex ternal EGR 

rate, on a cycle by cycle basIs- a~N ~ 

~ ~ 
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Depending on the IOCiltioll ur the intakl: probe, either the uver .. 11 EGR nltl: or thl! EUR rate specific to Oll4.;! 

c)'linckr may be measured, This ullo",s verification and improvement of EGR modeling and EGR 
distribution, :ncluding transients. 

• 	 Sumpling with the NDIR proOcs Ul dirJcrc!ll points through the EGH. loop ,1110ws characterization of EGH 
system ddays and behaviour. 

• 	 Comparison of the CO2 concentration in the pre-combustion gas with the ex haust gas li'om the previou s 
cycle allows lotal EGR (inlernal + cXlenlul) to be calculated, This technique can Ihcrefore reveal cyclical 
varimion, as well as cylinder to cylinder varimion. Such a capability may also be lIserul when verifying Ihe 
effecls of variable valve timing. 

IIl1lfHj 
Dio&<Jl 
Eng fie 

) 

Figl.EGR system 

3. SELECTIVE CATALYTIC REDUCTION 

Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) is an advanced active emissions control technology system that injects a Iiquid
reductant agent through a special catalyst inlo the exhaust stream of a diesel engine, The reductant source is usually 
automotive-grade urea, otherwise known as Diesel Exhaust Fluid (OEF). The OEF sets off a chemical reaction that 
converts nitrogen oxides into nitrogen, water and tiny amounts of carbon dioxide (C02), natural components of the 
ai r we breathe, which is then expelled through the vehiele tailpipe_ 

SCR technology is designed to pennit nitrogen oxide (NOx) reduction reactions to take place in an oxidizing 
atmosphere. It is called "selective" because it reduces levels of NO x using ammonia as a reductant within a catalyst 
system, The chemical reaction is known as "reduction" where the DEF is the reducing agent that reacts with NOx to 
convert the pollutants into nitrogen, water and tiny amounts of C02. The OEF can be rapidly broken down to 
produce the oxidizing ammonia in the exhaust stream. SCR technology alone can achieve NOx reductions up to 90 
percent 

Why is SCR important? 

SCR technology is one of the most cost-effective and fuel-effic ient technologies available to help reduce diesel 
engine emissions. All heavy-duty diesel truck engines produced after January 1, 201 0 must meet the latest EPA 
emissions standards, among the most stringent in the world, reducing particulate matter (PM) and nitrogen oxides 
(NOx) to near zero levels. SCR can reduce NOx emissions up to 90 percent while si multaneously reducing He and 
CO emissions by 50-90 percent, and PM emissions by 30-50 percent. SCR systems can also be combined with a 
diesel particulate filter to achieve even greater emission reductions for PM. In the commercial trucking 
industry, some SCR-equipped truck operators a ue l economy gains of 3-5 percent!. Additionally, off:.. 
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nnlcl cquipmclJI , including C() IlS:nI~lion <IIld agri cultura l I.i ljUipmcllt , mU:-:1 mct.:. t EPA's Tier 4 emiss ions stundards 
requiring similar n,:u llclions in NOx. PM and other pollutunls. 

\,yherc is SCR lI~cd? 

SCR has ht:t.:.n useu Ii)]' dccaul.::s to r..:d w.:..:: stutionary soure!.! emissions. In addition, marine vessels worldwide hav~ 
bet:n equipped with $CI{ technology. induli illg cargo vessels, terries and tugboals. With its superio r relurn in both 
economic and environmenta l bendits, SCR is a lso being recognized as the emissions control technology particula rly 
helpful in mec ting tlw U.S, EPA 20 I () diesel engine emission ~H1ndards for heavy ~duty vehic les and the Tier 4 
emissions swndard lor t.:.ngincs Ibund in o ff~l'oad equi pment. SCR systems are also found iu the growing number (If 
diesel passenger vchicks. 

What are the special considerations of Ilsing SCR? 

One unique aspect o f' a vehicle or machine w ith an SCR system is the need for replenishing Diese l Exhaust Fluid 
(OEF) on u periodic basis. OEf is carried in an on board tank whieh must be periodically replenished by the operator 
based on vehiclc operation. For light·duty vehicles, DEF re fill intervals typically occur around the lime o f a 
reco mmended oil change, whi le DEF repleniShment for heavy-dUlY ve hic les and off-road machines and equipment 
will vary depending on the operat ing conditions, hours used, miles traveled, load factors and other considerations. 

DEF is an integra l pan of the emissions cont ro l system and must be present in the tank at all times to assure 
continued operation of the vehicle or equipment. Low OEF supply triggers a series of escalating visual and aud ible 
indicators to the driver or operalor. Once the tank reaches a certa in level near empty, the starting system may be 
locked out the nex t time the veh icle is used, preventing the vehicle from being started without adequate DEF. A 
nationwide OEF distri bution infrastructure has rapidly expanded to meet the needs of a growing SCR technology 
marke tplace. 

On-board tanks to store DEF are typically locu ted in the spare tire area o f passenger vehicles, while tractor trailers 
typically have a OEF tank alongside the diese l fuel saddle tank. Proper storage of OEF is required 10 prevent the 
l.iquid from freez ing a t temperatures below 12 degrees Fahrenheit, and most vehicle OEF dispensing systems have 
\varming devices. 

What is DEF? 

Diesel Exhaust Fluid (OEF) is a non~toxic flu id composed o f purificd water and automotive grade aqueous urea. 
DEF is available with a variety o f storage and di spens ing methods. Storage options consist of vario LIS size containers 
such as bulk, totes and bottles or jugs. The American Petroleum Institute rigorously tests DEF to ensure that il meets 
ind ustry~\.vi de quali t), standards. 

DEF is available for purchasing at various locations like truck stops, truck dealerships and engine distributors which 
can be located using one of the below links, DEF tanks range in size from 6 to 23 gallons depending on the truck's 
applicati on. The DEF tank fill opening is designed to accommodate a OEF fill nozzle to ensure only DEF is put in to 
the tank. A diesel fuel nozzle will not fit into the DEF tank opening. 

Most truck manufacturers calculated opera ting costs of ne",v SCR-equipped vehicles based on a OEF price o f $3 per 
gallon, however. the price of DEF is expected to respond to market cond itions o f supply and demand and is expected 
to decrease due to the growing network ofDEF supply. 

Beneli1s of SCR 
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• Lower opera ti ng temperatures in~ide the DPF and no risk orlhcrmal runaway 
• Longer oil <.:hange intervals (up [0 90,000 milcslJ50,OOO km) 

• Longest OPF service interval (up to 360,000 miles/600,OOO km). 
• A much simpler engine means a lower risk of breakdowns. 

SCR SYSTEM 

Oxidation 
Catalyst 

·Urea SCR.. -

NH
3 
0xidate 

Catalyst 

Fig2.SCR system 

4. EGR VSSCR 


A recent request for help with understanding different emissions technologies to reach the Tier 4 Interim and Final 

off-highway emissions rules reopened the cooled EGR vs. SCR debate for me. Cooled exhaust gas recirculation, or 
EG~ is going to be the route most off-highway engine manufacturers are going to take when the rule hits a big 

chunk of the ofT-highway market in January 201 1. It's interesting, but not surprising, because several have already 

developed the systems [0 reach the earlier Tier 3 rules. And Tier 4 Interim is nowhere neal' as demanding as EPA 
2010 on-highway regulations. They're more like the Tier 4 Final. which is due in 2015, by wh ich time most off

highway engines will run similar combinations of EGR and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) as the on-high\vay 

counterparts and any issues with either technology or their combination will have been ironed out.But for the 
looming Tier 4 Interim, one equipment manufacturer . Case, is going down both routes s imuhaneously, using EGR 

and SCR individually according to appl ication, duty cycle and so on. That way, Case customers will get either the 

operator simplicity of EGR or the economy benefits of SCR according to how the construction or agricultural 

equipment is used. However, customers don't get to chose: Case will make the evaluation and select [he techno logy 
it thinks will work besLln the technology transfer from on-highv,"ay to off-highway emissions, it would be easy to 

think of Volvo Construction and the equipment manufacturers using Cummins power as the big winners because 

those companies have already taken engines to close-lo-Tier 4 for their high"vay products. But Case has that 
advantage, too, as it is part of the mighty Fial empire and has access to Fiat Powertrain Technologies (a company 

that commercialized the common-rail diesel engine), and has lots of on-highway experience through the commercial 

vehicle lveco brand that is big in southem Europe and elsewhere around the world.So far, there appears to be little 

being said about reaching Tier 4 Final. Interestingly, John Deere Power is looking at a different approach altogether, 
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plan is (0 not sdl that I.:ngim; immcdi.ndy, bm soldier on with Ih\.! I.:lHTl.:nt 0.5 g l.:alibrations.The Ihought here is that. 

as NuvistHI' has duil1l\.!d it!! along, 0.2 g is doable will ull-EGI{, but it rnay bring some fuel economy compromise:"; 

Ihat the market cannot livc with. By dtlaying Ih\.! commercial launch or the cleaner engine, NavisHu' cngine.:er.s havlo: 

more.: lime to work out thc II.!e.:hnological solutions to d~live.:r low engine-out NO:..; and fud economy at the SUIll0 

timc.Spc.,;ulmion has it that 10 get down to 0.2 g. Ihere willlHlvc to be some SUI'! of ntlJ-on technology, similar to the 
concept proposl.!d by Deen.:. But thatmuy be a little too radicul ti)r trw..:ke.:rs at the momenl. Far more likely \-vill be tln 
SCR solution that is not un.:!! in solution, if you'll pardon the pun. No messing with a new fluid 011 Ihe trul.:k, but 

using ammonia Ilcvcrthclc~~.This could be through oll~boartl generation from the diese l fuel, a technology that exists 

but currently is very cxpensvc. Or it could be from a solid storage medium that has a cartridge that i's rencwetl <It oi! 

change intervals. Navistar has the technology in the Danish company Ammincx:, whieh it invested in at the cnd of 

last year. This contn ins the ammonia in a soliJ salt matrix and giws it up when the cartridge is hemed. 
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Abstmct: 
This 	 paper summarises the rcsearch work done on hem 

pipes using Nanoflnids. Hem pipes arc one specific type of heal 
exchangers, having very wide application In electronics and other 
fields, bee,msc of its compactness, high efliciency, less number of 
components and no need for extcmal circulation of working fluid. 
Addition of nanD size solid particles having high thermal 
conductivity to the \vorking Jluid of low conductivity, will enhance 
the 	overall heat transfer coeflicient or the system and intnnI thl' 
efficiency. Nano particles of AI 20), CliO, Ti02 with base fluids like 
water, ethylene glycol, lubricating oil, eic. have been considered. 
Relevant nanofluid properties have been calculated using empirical 
correlations and Heat Pipe performance has been evaluated 
theoretically using merilllumbeL 

It is observed that lIsing Merit Number there is sie.nificallt 
enhancement in the overall performance of the heat pip;s using 
nanofluids. 

Keywords; Heal E:xchanger. Heat Pipe. /v'anofluids, Heal Tra/1s/er, 
Alait Number. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Conventional heat exchangers are in existence for 
more than a century and are in use for variolls industrial 
applications. Their types, working principle, and perfoITIlance 
are well established. Heat pipe is one such device widely used 
in electronics, computers, medical and many other 
applications. 

In these dcvices normally heat exchange takes place 
between two fluids separated by a solid wall through 
conduction and convection modes of heat u'ansfer which are 
directly linked with the thermal properties of the two fluids 
and the solid wall. It is well known that liquids have very poor 
heat transfer propcrties compared to solids thereby leading to 
low overall efficiencies. Researchers have found that addition 
of highly conductive solid particles into the fluids enhance 
their thermal properties and in tum improve the efficiency of 
heat exchanger devices including heat pipes. [1] 
The primary factors influencing the enhancement of heat 
transfer properties are [1] 

1. 	 Material, size, shape, concentration, stability, 
dispersion, settling velocity of the particles. 

2. 	 Thermal properties like p, C" ~, k, h elC. of the 
resultant fluid. 

In most of the heal transfer equipment water is the mai n fluid 
being used, because of its abundant availability, easy handling, 
safety etc. although other liquids like oil, Ethylene glycol have 
been tried for specific applications. Addition of solid panicles 
of mctal or metal oxides should result in a homogeneolls, 
uniformly distributed, stable mixture to get maximum benefit. 
It has been observed by previous investigators that the 
optimum size of nano particles shall be in the nano range (10 
to 100nm) and hence the name nanot1uid. The normal solid 
particles lhal can be added are AI, Cu, Ag, A[lO;, CuO, TiOz 
etc. which have very good thelmal properties and lIptO a 
maximum of 3% by volume is sufficient to attain the required 
results depending upon the application. 

The main purpose of using nano fluids is to attain highest 
possible thermal propel1ies at the smallest possible 
concentration« 1 % by volumc) by uniform dispersion and 
stable suspension of nano particles (lO to 80 nm) in base 
fluids. 

NANOFLUID PROPERTIES: 
When solid nano particles of high thermal 

conductivity are added to the base fluid of poor conductivity 
the resultant properties of the nanofluid have to be established 
either theoretically or experimentally, so that overall 
performance of the heat exchanger can be evaluated. 
Many researchers have suggested several empirical 
correlations for calculating nanofluid properties and tried to 
validate the same with available experimental results. [2, 3, 
II] 
A few impol1ant relations are shown below: 

I. Pn = (1 - 'I')Po + <pPp -------------(1) 
l1-~JPbCp"+~Pp?r

2. C, = 	 """"""-"----(2) 
• 'l':: (:!.-~)Pb+'i'Pp 

.-., -~,) . .un  (1_<p)n 

.U n = ."0(1 + 39.11'1' +533.9'1'2)- (3) 
lkp+.ziq,}+l\9(~-i>cJ 	 . 

4. kn = ., ",. } (" .. ) k,----------" (4) (Eq".4 LS fort"p +"'''cr -;).1 lip-r.." 

Spherical Particles------Ma.,'\well Model.) 
The resultant properties of nanofluid particularly k which 

increases to the extent of 50% will definitely help in 
enhancing the heat pipe efficiency and effectiveness. 

From the available literature, there seems to be very littlc 
agreement betw~ the above correLation <;lnd corresponding 
experimental resmt..~. Very little work has i5~en done in 
estimating these properties at higher temperatures. Also the 
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MECHANISM OF HEAT TI!ANSFEI!: 
The mechanism of IH;al transfer cniHlllr.;clllent ill the 

prcscnr.;c ufnnno particles in thc hasc lluid Ims hccn vcry little 
understood Hnd is mainly ultl'ibutcd 10 151 

a. 	 Brownian Motion of Nnno pnl'ticies(Sn1<111 ::;izt! or the 
pnrticles and their speed oj" Browniun motion \· ...hich 
makes th~ micro convection hent movement guide). 

b. Liquid laycring at tht; liquitlfparticle illt~rli.H;e 
c. Ballistic nature ofhcat transport in nanoparticies. 
d. L.lrge surfllcc to volume ratio of the particles, 
A large number of theoretical and cxpl.!rimcntal work has 

been done by many rcsefLrchers in evaluming lhc perlormance 
of heat cx.dmngers tlnd understanding the hent transfer 
mechanism lIsing nanoiluids. Considerable amount of work 
also has been done on Heat Pipe.[S·1 but many rcsults are 
inconclusive. 

INTRODUCTION AND WORKING PRINCIPLE OF 
HEAT PIPE: 

The basic phenomena of evaporation, condensation 
surface tension, pumping through a capillary wick, permit the 
heat pipe to transfer latent heat continuously withoul the help 
ofex tema I work. 

Heat Pipe is a compact heat exchanger without having 
any moving parts. Consists mainly of a narrow bore tube, both 
ends closed, with a wick lining on the inside surface of the 
tube ",,-hich is soaked with the heat transfer fluid at saturated 
state. It is a different kind of heat exchanger which has an 
abilicy to transport heat over a large distance with relatively 
small temperature difference. The heal from hot source to cold 
sink is transported in the form of latent heat. 

Heat Pipe is simple in construction, less expensive, 
silent in operation and has loog life. In Heat pipe, en~rgy 
transfer takes place by Conduction, convection and radiation. 
One end of the heat pipe acts as an evaporator, the other end as 
a condenser and the middle portion acts as a convective 
passage for motion of the fluid vapours by capillary and 
gravitational forces. By virtue of high latent heat of 
vaporisation and condensation and the capillary action of the 
sink, a large quanticy of heat can be transported from one end 
to the other end of the pipe continuously and does not require 
mechanical pump. 

Circulation of working fluid in heat pipe is 
maintained by capillary forces which develop in the wick 
structure at the vapour interface. These forces balance the 
pressure losses due to the flow in the liquid and vapour phases 
and are manifest as many tiny menisci which allow the 
pressure in the vapour to be higher than the pressure in the 
adjacent liquid in all parts of the system. 
In a heat pipe, convection in the liquid is not required because 
heat enters the pipe by conduction through a thin saturated 
wick. 

The closed outer vessel is made up of Glass or Metal 
tube, The work~ng fluid use? in heat pipe is w~ter, acetone. 

heat pipe is ll1adc lip of \'.'on:n cloth, fihre glass, poroi.l~ 111!.!1 ~11. 

wire St:rel.'il. porous ccr:::mk' 1Il1lc. narrow grooves cut Il:ngth 
wisc (m thc pipe w(:lll, thin currug .. ncd and pt:r:orated mctni 
sheet. Pressure within the heat pipe is the s<lLUration V~lpOur 

pressure cOITt:sponding to the operating temperallln! r..:ondition. 

ilcm Pipe with conventional heal transfer fluids have 
been in usc lor many applications in the field of clectronics. 
computers, medicine, at)l'ospacc, solar, Nuclear etc. and their 
per/ormnnce have been evaluated. Bccfluse of its high thennal 
conductance in steady slate opcl111ion it is also known as 
'Super Thermal Conductor'. In order to achieve a higher heal 
lransfer rate nanotluids like waler with AhO." CuO. Ti02 have 
been tried by mallY researchers. Trai eLal. lirst studied lile 
effect of nanofluids on simple heat pipe and found that the 
resistance of heat pipe decrease tremendously. 

PRESENT WORK: 
In the present work a typical heat pipe config-uralion 

has been chosen as an e:<ample (Fig. 1.)[7] and its performance 
evaluated tht:oretically, with and without using a nano fluid. 

..... ,.><t ,""'"' 
\I ! I I j 'L 

RtF E' 

f'ig.l : Heat Pipe. 
AI20 ), CuO,TiO;2 nano particles with water as base fluid have 
been tried with volumetric fractions of0.1 to !.0%. Resultant 
physical and thermal properties have heen calculated using the 
empirical relations, (Equation No.s 1,2,3,4). 

Typical sizes of the heat pipe used by the researchers are: 

a)Cu tube with Water + AI20} nanofluid.[7] 


1. 	 Outer dia, = 8 mm, Length = 190 mm) \Vick = 110m 
thick. 

2. Outer dia. = 9.52 mm, Length = 0.3m, O.4Sm, 0.6m. 
Heat Input 40W~ Performance (increased It with 40° tilt angle): 
(i) for O.3m - 22.7%; (ii) for 0.45m - 56.3%; and (iii) for 0.6m 

- 35.1% 

b) Cu tube with Dl Water + 50 nm CuO nanafluid.[6] 


Outer dia. = Smm, Wall thickness of the heat pipe O.6mm, 
Evaporator, Adiabatic and Condenser Length is IOOmm, 

100mm, 150 mm respectively, 

PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION: 
_ rder to study the effect of various parameters 

6~rJ -~nhanc~me.nt of ph?'sical as well as thermal 
alcohol, glyeenne, ammonra, Freon-I 1,FreoiI-l 13, mol~e~~ 0 e., 1 quantltatl~/e techn~quc can be ~sed. It offers 
saits, molten metals (Hg,Na,Li). The porous. wick is used 	i~ ~ attractJv ~ for deSign chOices addressmg the heat 
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\ran~!er demands or a given industrial flpplil:f.ltion. This is an 
approximUlc rdllking 01' engineering parameters that assume 
~qual and independent weightage Inr each of the nanoiluid 
properties contributing to thermal transporL Effect of incrt:ase 
ill temperature 01" base l1uid(watcr) on Merit Number is shown 
in fjg.2.Using this \cchnique overall pert~1rmancc has been 
evaluated hy considering the Merit Number also called us 

MouromtsclTrefercnce number (Mo) which is defined <ls[8} 

,p ._.'-":...• . .,.',:'c,,:r....'_"II -
• c - .U" .4 .. 

Results are shown in flg.3.The ratio ofnanonuid to the base 

fluid Merit Number should be grea ter than one (I~ > 1 ) for 
,M'!lb 

bencr perfonnance of the heat pipe. Using Mo, heatlransfer 
ra!~ of Ihe heal pipe is given by[8] 

An'~\'Uo [2 gpL 1 q=--L-- r(cosa.e-cosa,)--;-cosP Wjm2 

A liquid wilh large Meri! Number(Mo) provides 
higher heat transfer rate. The choice of the right kind of liquid 
and wick material is important in heat pipe design. Liquids 
such as NH 3,N2, H20,alcohol and liquid metals are used. Wick 
materials may range from Wire screen to woven cloth, 
These results are plotted in and it is very clear that addition of 
nano particles enhances the overall performance of the Heat 
Pipe. 

Recently available experimental results have been 
collected and imposed on the theoretical plots. The mismatch 
between theory and experiments very Clearly indicate that lot 
of work needs to be done in this area to understand the 
mechanism of heat transfer enhancement in nanolluids. 
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FUTURE WORK: 
Further it is proposed (0 procure! fabricate a Heal 

Pipe and do experimental investigation, using nano Iluids. 
analyse the results and arrive at bener correlation to estimate 
its performance. 

Detailed theoretical and experimental investigations 
are needed to understand the heat transport propel'lies of 
nanonuids in heat pipes and the optimise their concentration. 

CONCLUSION: 
From the theoretical estimation made 50 far it is 

observed that use of nanofluids like Ai20). CuO in water will 
enhance the performance of heat pipes to the extent of 20 to 
80% respectively. Mainly there are two benefits seen in the 
present work: (i) enhancement of heat transfer properties using 
nanofluids and (2) enhancement of the heat pipe performance. 
These results will be validated experimentally in the next 
phase of the project. 

Nomendature: 
2Aw= Wick Cross sectional area~ m • 


Cp = Specific Heat, kJ/kgK . 

k = Thennal Conducitivity, WImK. 

L = Length of heat pipe, m. 

Mo = Merit Number, 

Pw= Penniability of the wick 

r = Radius of pipe, m. 

C4 = Capillary contacting angle- Evaporator 

~ = Capillary contacting angle- Condenser end 

P= Pipe orientation angle relative to the gravity vector. 

hfg = Latent Heat of Evaporation or Condensation, Jlkg. 

u = Surface Hension at the interface, N/m 


p = Liquid density, kg/m3
• 


~ = Liquid dynamic viscosity, Ns/m2
• 


g =9.81rnls'. 

Suffix 

b for Base Fluid and p for Particle and N tor Nanofluid 
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ABSTRACT 

Exoskeleton find application in various fields like medical, rehabilitations, military, workshops. The human body is 

an extreme piece of engineering, but it has got several limitations. With the help of robotics these limiultions can be 

eliminated. Exoskeletons or orthosis are external devices which assist human.s for their day today work. In case of 

military, soldiers get chronic back problems due to constant heavy load they carry similarly for that population who 

face any kind of disability, exoskeletons can be used to prevent and cure their discomforts. Tn this review, design of 

upper and lower limb exoskeleton is been discussed. Also various types of exoskeletons and power sources is also 

reviewed. Lastly the future scope and applications have been discussed. 

Keywords- E;'COskeleIOns, O,.Ihosis, Robotics suUs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Exoskeletons are robots '(hen can be used on, in day today life that will provide user extra strcngth. It is actually true 

integration of man and machine. A average soldier carries 100 pounds equipment on ·his back, 30% of them face 

chronic back injuries. There are 68 million people estimated to be in wheelchairs worldwide, this is about 1 % 

population whkh even people at age of 20s which face spinal cord injuries due to accidents. 25% workers face 

MusculoskeJetal disorders (MSDs) constitute the most common work-related health problem. Intelligent Assist 

Devices (LADs) are mechatronic devices whose aim is to help the user cany out daily tasks that require a certain 

effort. These efforts may not be too great, bUl if they are carried out frequently (either in a repetitive or a habitual 

manner in the workplace or in a domestic environment), they can cause serious health problems. 

lADs arc machines designed not to replace the human but to help calTY out the work more safely and efficiently. The 

following review discusses about some of the revolutionary IADs that were developed to help human sustain work 

more efficiently. The exoskeleton design is mainly categorised as upper limb and lower limb e:-;oskeletons.eg. 
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IKerian's n rlhosis (IKO) is a wearable uJlJler limh exoskeleton ill\'~nlCd for helping the lI~r performs a roul in \.:! 

aelivity al the \\'orkpln~c. The main purP()S~ ora c.\oskdeLOn can be stated in 3 iJOinls. 

1.1 R~sloring hUIlHlI1 J\1I1ctions (orthosis) 

1.2 Enhancing humun ..:arabilitics 

1.3 Substituting human functions (prosthesis) 

2. MODELLING 

Modelling of upper and lower limb exoskeleton is discussed separately as follows. 

Upper Lim~ Exoskeleton 

The kinematic analysis of mOlion of hand like in Figure I.(a) is carried by considering su itable degrees of freedom 

(DOF) at the joi nts Ihrough theoretica l and experimental ways. 

figure I. (a)Human Arm Ki nemat ics. (b) Proposal of redesigned mechanism. 

From those many cases it was concluded thai the most opLimal possible kinematic chain wilh 3 DOF for shoulder 

and 2 DOF at elbow. Wrist is not included in this case as it is considered that user uses his wrist to carry the 

operation, where a ll the forces are u-ansmitted to exoskeleton and not his arm. Figure l.(b) show"S final designed 

exoskeleton arm. 

2,2 Lower Limb EXOSkeleton 

Design of leg structure is complex due to multi degrees of freedom required at hip and ankle joints. Figure 2. Shows 

various joints and their kinematic analysis. The knee joint which is specially designed using regeneration tecbnique 

is also discussed in brief in later part of this review, 

~,. 

". 
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(1) Hip (Quasi-passi ..) 

Fle."ion 
• Free m:;.lion 
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(2) Knee (Active) 

FlexionlExtension 
• Actuated rootion 
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(3) Ankle (Qu.si-po",i.e) 
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(4) Hip (p.ssi.'e) 

ExtJIn,. Rotation 
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\1) 
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ExtJInt. Rotation 

(J) Ankle (Passhe) 

EverJIn'/er. Rotation 

,

I _n


.-/ ~-

(4) 

(1)( 

1/ 
( 

....... 

Figure 2. Human Leg kinematics (solid c ircle indicate active joints and stripped circle indicates passive joints) 

Design of Knee Joint 

The Figure 3. (a) and (b) shows the design of the quasi-passive joint for hip extension/flexion motions of the 

exoskeleton. Under this mechanism, the location of the supporting spring changes according to the phase of the gait. 

During the stance phase, when the legs of the exoskeleton are making contact with the ground, one head (A) of the 

supporting spring moves along (he slider (AS), creating <l moment arm (1\ ·S). and enabling the generation of a 

counter moment by the spring force. Conversely, during the swing phase, the force from the supporting spring is 

removed by moving (he head (A) of the suppotting spring and returning the spring (ksp2) to the rotation centre of 

Ihe hip mechanism in extension/flexion motions. 

With (he backpack weight, and the length of the moment arm between (he backpack and the hip jo int. the torque 

caused by the external load can be calculated and the same torque should be generated by the supporting springs of 

(kspl). In this review, (he moment mm length (AB), sliding rail angle (a), inclination angle of supporting spring (p). 

and spring length variation (AA) were designed specifically according to authors calculations. Consequently, the 

spring constants of the supporting spring (kspJ) to support a backpack load of30 kg, 

-r. 1002 
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Figure 3. Mechanism for hip j oint in (a) swing phase (b) stance phase 

2.4 Actuator Selection 

Selection of actuators is based on type of load to be carried , amount afforce and how prec ise positioning is required. 

Thus, servo motors serves good precision but less load capacity, pneumatics and hydraulics actuators can li ft heavy 

load but system is bulky and prec ise positionmg cannot be maintained . Thus for various joints actuators are selected 

according to cases. 

For hip j oints 90W, 24 V DC motor torque 390 mNm with stra in wave gear with gear ratio of 100 : I with 

output torque 39 Nm is selected. 

For knee and ankle joints j oint 70W, 24 V DC motor torque 130 mNm with strain wave gear with gear ratio 

of 160: I with output torque 20.8Nm selec ted. 

For the shoulder flexion and abduction DC motor(MaxonGP42C). BOlh the motors, (Maxon EPOSP 24/5) 

positioning contro llers are used. 

For elbow rotation is powered by two (DMSP-20200N) pneumatic muscles manufactured by Festo, length 

200mm working with (MPYE-5- 1!8HF) pneumatic servo valve wi th a working pressure of six bar. 
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3. EXPERIMENTATION ANt> SIMULATION RESULTS 

The ~xpcrimcms pCl'lonncd on ProlotYflcS and thdr n:su llS monitored using SOftWill'C and sensors are m~n t iol1~d 

below according to upper ond lower limh pml of¢xoskclcton, 

For Upper Limb Exoskeleton 

E:<perimental results are given to show the dynamit: l't:<ltures of the actuated DOF. Initially, in order to perform the 

movemems. a dummy wore the exoskeleton as shown in Figure 4. (a) To see the in fluence of a mass grasped by lhe 

hand, a weight o f' 2 kg was Ilxed to the dummy's hand, Figure 4. shows the response of the elbow flexion to a 60" 

upwanl jump fo ll owed by a downward jump, fm; t or all with no weight in the hand und then with a 2-kg weight, 

Firstly, tlcspite the action of gravity, which is not expressly compensated, the l!pward and downward dynamics are 

seen to be identical ,Furthermore, there is absolutely no difference when the weight is placed in the hand, The time 

required for movement is around 3,5 s due to the motor that is used and the resulting reduction fac tor . 
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Figure 4, (a) Exoskeleton IKO worn by a dummy, Experimental results fo r:(b)elbow flexion, 

(c)foreann rotation, (d)shoulder flexion 

3.2 For Lower Limb Exoskeleton 

Figure 5, and 6, Shows grnphs of experimenta l results which were carried on a male asset, the results show 

considerable decrease in EMG readings ( ie. Muscle strength requ ired to carry out work) on muscles Rectus Femoris 

and Gastrocnemius, which proves effectiveness of exoske lcton, 
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Figure 6. Measured EMG data for the stairs ascension experiment with/without the exoskeleton 

4. CONCLUSION 

The upper limb exoskeleton reviewed presents IKO, a wearable five-DOF upper limb exoskeleton for increasing 

perforrnance levels during daily tasks, especially at the workplace. The selection of the five actuated DOF and 

cel1ain auxiliary passive DOF was based on both ergonomic considerations and maximum reachable workspace. 

Conventional electrical motors and pneumatic muscles are used for actuation purposes. Bowden cable-drive 
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transmission uppe;'lrs to be a guod solut iull 1(1J' ;,\!ducing :TIoving 111.IS:-; and (lc(Ualor .md smlctural part size. After the 

first protolypl.: \vas built, OJ. r~d(;s i gll proe~ss was can' jed nUl by the <.lut hor. where materials and, i ll part iculal', 

aest hetic issues wcr~ an<llys~d in detail. For the next stages, an inver,s\.! kinemmic model is being set lip cmd tested in 

simulation be fore it is integrated in IKO, togt!ther with a generator llfpositioll sc t-point values, 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the %MVIC of Rectus Femoris and Gastrocnemius muscles for the walking conditions. 

As shown in Figure 7. for lower limb exoskeleton reviewed, the most notable effect of the exoskeleton system can 

be found in the gastrocnemius during level walking and the Rectus Femoris during stair ascension with a relatively 

heavy load. The force reduction of the gastrocnemius in level walking is considered to be as a result of the 

e.,'\oskeleton system supporting the external weight of the backpack and walking propulsion. 

The maximum carrying weight considered in this article, as assumed in the section 3.2, can be handled by a normal 

person even wi thout the exoskeleton system, From this point of view, if the user's torso is not significantly inclined 

forward while wearing the exoskeleton with the backpack, the major punion of the vertical weight can always be 

supported by the exoskeleton and the user can be assisted continuously during the walking cycle by the exoskeleton 

system. However, this system can partia ll y assist with that load. Consequently, gait posture change could occur 

while the user is wearing [he developed exoskeleton system as a resu lt of the underactuated leg mechanism and 

uncomfortable intelface design, Therefore: we have reviewed the design for comfort fittin g to the ,"vearer to 

minimize the unexpected extra burden and fatigue caused by exoskeleton system. Further, deve lopment for 

inexpensive exoskeletons for Indian market is cWTently in development by us ing standard available actuators, and 

efficient design systems. 
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ABSTRACT 
Global warming is increasing on our earth because of major explosion within the pollutants, Air pollution is very 
critical trouble on our earth, Air pollution is most essential from the public health point of view, Polluted air causes 
physical ill effect decides undesirable aesthetic and physiological effects, The primary element due to which the air 
pollutants is increasing arc (Co), (No;.;) and lead that are gel exposed from cars, The alternative resources including 
huge factories, electric strength, generation nora, and massive industries .So its miles required to resolve these 
issues with the aid of taking vruious extreme attempts, Aqua Silencer is a custom designed version of a usual 
silencer designed for the reduction of poisonous emission from the exhaust of an IC engine into the environment and 
additionally 10 reduce the sound that is produced by damping strategies which entails water and as a result the name 
aqua silencer, It contains the use of least expensive chemicals like lime water, activated charcoal and water with 
the help of simple but powerful alternate in the layout and fabrication of the si lencer to reduce the noise and toxic 
emi ssion degrees. 

Keywords: Aqua Silencer, Emission Control, Noise Reduction, Peiforo1ed Tube, Outer shell, 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The aqua siJencer system is design for replace genera lly used single unit silencers in engine with its nanow 

shape and much less weight. It plays a crucial position in control the noise and emission of gases from engines. Air 
pollution causes dangerous physical impact on the human frame: animal and sun-oundings, The primary reason to 
use aqua silencer is because now a day ~s air pollutants is increasing rapidly. This device reduces the harm ful exhaust 
gases from the auto. This emission controlled by the activated charcoal layer round perforated tube and lime water. 
The charcoal layer having excessive capability to soak up emission gases from engine, This type charcoal layer with 
lime water reacts chemically with emission gases and modifications the chemical structure of emission gases. The 
smoke or emissi on gases and noise degree in aqua sileneer may be very less than the usually used silencers.The 
main reason behind the air pollution is automobile releasing the gases like carbon dioxide and un-burnt 
Hydrocarbon, Carbon emission is the release of carbon into the atmosphere. The carbon emissions are directly 
referred [ 0 the greenhouse gas emissions, The main contribu tors [Q climate change. 

Currently, overall exhaust emissions, crankcase blow by & evaporative losses are the main constituents 
contributing towards exhaust emissions in case of automobiles cataly1ic converter is used for getting control over 
carbon monoxide (CO), unburnt hydrocarbons (UBHC) & oxides of ni trogen (NOx), and many more gasses, 
Muffler is used for conrrolling undesirable noise at tail pipe of vehicle exhaust system. It also controls the exhaust 
gas recirculati on (EGR) for controlling crankcase blow by, 

2. EMISSION AND NOISE REDUCTION 

emission 
vehicles, will rnake gasoline intake discount 
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improVl:I11L'1ll is d..:wlopmcnt o fth;; silencer unit or an e!lgill~, 'Ihlt is wh~n.:in an Aqua Si l enc~r comes inlo piny, An 

Aqua Siknc~r pmticularly oJ'lcrs wilh manipulmc of emiss ion and noise in engine exhmlsl [2].It ba~jcally consis\s or 
a pl:rii:)rated tub\.' that is cstablishcd on the go out orlhe exhaust from the cngin~, which may aJJitionally have holes 

oj' variable diulllctcrs, this is rKT1{)rmed to divide tile gas molet:u lcs or large proportions to shape gas moJccuk~s of 
smalier diemlCil:r. Theoretically, f{)Ur or extra units of holes arc mude at thc perrorated tube using drilling, The 
alternmive quit oCthe perforated tube is sealed using a plug. 
In addition \0 heat and water vapor, the puilutullls :ormed in engine exhaust <Ire, 

• Carbon monoxide (CO) 

• Carbon dioxidc (C02) 

• Oxides ofNitrogen (NO"J 
• Su lphur dioxide(SO,) 

• Particulate nnd Unburned Hydrocarbons (UBHC) 

• Respirable combustible Dust (RCD) 
The above pullut ing contents in the engine exhaust are to be controll~d by the Aqua Silencer (3]. 

) Causes ofSmoke: 
The main calise of smokc is incomplete combustion of fuel inside the combustion chamber. Two main 

reasons ror incomplete combuslion are incorrect air - fue l ratio and impropcr mixing. These might result due to 

engine design factors, such as il~ection system characteristics, the induction system, governor control, the fuel used , 
and the engine rating_ 

We understand mat in addition to harmful emission, engines also produce a completely excessive quantity 

of noise. Industrialization, together with the needs of our modern-day soeiety for numerous machines for Human 

comiort, rapid travel and appliances for habitual jobs in homes and workplace..<;, has caused boom in the degrees of 
noise pollution almost everywhere. The harmful effects of noise are widely known [4]. 

T he simple prccept of the use of water in reducing noise is that sound produced below water is less audible 
than in atmosphere. This is mainly because of small sprockets in water molecules, which lower3 hs amplitude for 

that reason, lowers the sound stage. 

2.1 SELECTION OF MATERIAL: 

Properties: 
The material selected must possess the necessary properties for the proposed applieation. Thc various requirements 

to be satisfied can be weight, surfaee finish. rigidity, ab ility to withstand environmental attack from chemicals, 

service life, reliability etc, The fo llowing types ofplinciple properties ofmale rials can affect material selection 

I. Physical - melting point, therm al Conductivi ty, speci fi c hea t, coeffieient ofthennal expansion, specific gravity. 

2. Mechan ical - shear. bending, tors ion and buckling load, fatigue resistance, impact resistance, elastic limit. 
3. Manufacturing point ofview- Cast ability, Weld ability; Surface propelties, Shrinkage, Drawing propcl1ies, erc. 
4. Chemical 

3. COMPONENTS AND EXPLANATION 
1. Perforated Tube: The perfora ted tube consists of number of holes of different diameters. It is used to convel1 

high mass bubbles to low mass bubbles. The charcoal layer is pasted over the perforated tube. 
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Fig 2.1- Perforated Tube 131 
2. Charcoal Layer: The charcoal layer has more absorbi ng capaeity because it has more surface area. T hi s 
charcoal is called as ACTIVATED CHARCOAL. Il is produced by heating the charcoal above 15000c for severa l 
hours in a burner. Its surface area gets increased. 

Fig 2.2- Charcoal Layer 131 

3. Outer Shell: The whole setup was kept inside the outer shell. It is made up of iron or steel. The water inlet, 
outlet and exhaust tube was provided in the shell itsel f. 

Fig 2.3-0uler Sbell13J 
4. U Bend: The U Bend is provided instead of a non return va lve which is a mechanical device, which nonnally 
allows fluid (liquid or gas) to flow through it in only one direction. Tbe Aqua silencer was fill ed with water and it is 
directly connected to the exhaust pipe of the engine. There is a chance for the water to get enter into the engine 
cylinder. To avoid this, U bend is used. 
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6. Non-Return valve: The Non return vu lve which is a mechanical device, which normally allows fluid (liquid or 
gas) 10 llow Ihl'ough it in only one directiun. The Aquu ~i lcnecr was IiIh.:d with wnlcr tin t.! il is directly connected to 
the cxhnusl pipe of the engine, TIH.:n.: is <.I t:hance lor the \\ ..Itcr In gel cnLcr imo the engine cylinder. To avoid thi!:, 
Non Return vn lvc is ll s!.!d, 

Fig 2.5- Non-Return valve [3) 

) 4. CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING 
> COllstrllctioll: 

An Aqua Silencer essentiall y includes a perforated tube thm is installed on the exit of the exhaust from the 
engine. which may also have holes of variable diameters (perforated). This is executed to divide the gasoline 
molecules of large proportions to form gasoline molecules of smaller diameter. Theorelically, 4 or greater uni ts of 
holes are made on the perforated tube with the aid of drilling. The other end of the tube is sealed with the aid of a 
plug. Lime water is stored in the perforated tube, which chemically reacts with the exhaust coming from the engine. 
A small coating of activated charcoal is supplied everywhere in Ihe perforated tube us ing an internal box which 
holds the charcoal in vicinity and separates the charcoal and lime water from the water inside the Aqua Silencer. 
This unit is then positioned in a container in which water is crammed to a certa in level. A small commencing is 
fumished at the lid of the inner container which consists of the exhaust from it to the outside using a small diameter 
pipe. AU-bend of pipe is built on the end of perforated tube which doubles as a non-go back valve which prevents 
the again go with the fl ow of engine exhaust or lime water returned into the engine, [3] 

.\QUA SIl.t:~CF.R 

£.X1L\"~'T1S 

... 0 

o fu:-.:cr. 
{) 
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Fig-I: Construction & Working 
J> Working: 

When the exhaust from engine enters the Aqua Silencer, gasoline molecules of massive proportions are 
converted into gas molecules of smaller diameter the use of the perforated tube and then they chemically react with 
the lime water solution and in the end pass via the charcoal layer, which again purifies the exhaust gases. The 
activated charcoal is exceptionally porous and has a pretty high absorption pOlenlial because of possession of more 
loose valences in it. Since the intemal field containino h~~oal layer is immersed in water, noise produced is 
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damped and uecrt:ased to a lo\\' degree. Hence. the Aqua Siknccr n:duccs noise and air pollution to an appropriate 

level. 


5. EFFECT OF DISSOLVED GASES ON WATER 
In this system waler is very good absorbing medium. In aqua silencer gases made to dissolved in waleI' when these 

gases li'om engine geL dissolved in water they form acid, carbonatcs and bicarbonates etc. 

~ 	 Action oJ dissolved Sox:- When Sox is treated with water, it form S02, S03, SO", H2S04, i.c. sulfur Acid 


(H 2S03,)" it produces Hydrogen Sulphide which causes egg smell and causes corrosion of metals. 


~ 	 Action oJ dissoh!ed C01 :- The dissolved carbon dioxide forms bicarbonate at less PH and Carbonates at 


greater level PI-I. This levels 40 10 400 mg/liter. Form a scale in pipes and boilers. The carbon dioxide mixes 

with water to form Carbonic acid. It causes green house effccL 


~ 	 Action oJ dissolved No.~: _The Nitrogen in water under goes Oxidation to form ammonia, Nitrate, Nitric acid. 

This synthesis of protein and amino acids is get effect by Nitrogen. Nitrate usuaHy occurs in trace quantities in 


surface water. A limit of 10 mg per liters Nitrate is affordable. 


6. METHODS TO CONTROL WATER POLLUTION 121 
There are two processes in aqua silencer which are used 10 control water pollution. The water gets polluted 

by the dissolved gases. When these gases are mixed with water, they fonn acids like carbonic acid, sulfuric acid, and 

Nitrous acid etc. The petroleum products contain phenols which gives suffocating smell. The sulfur gas mixes with 

water to fonTI hydrogen sulfide, which give rotten egg smell. These gasses are needed to be controlled to reduce the 
\'iater pollution. 

6.1 LIME WATER WASH METHOD: 
• 	 The water is treated with the calculated quantities of slaked lime. After mixing the heavy precipitates settle 


down as sludge at the bottom of the tank are removed from time to time. 


• 	 Lime can neutralize any acid present in the water. S02' 

• 	 The precipitates dissolved carbon dioxide as calcium carbonate and convelts bicarbonate ions into 

carbonates. 


6.2 ABSORPTION PROCESS: )• 	 Activated charcoal is available in powdered or granular fonn. As it is highly possess free valences and it is 


highly porous. Hence it posses high absorption capaeity. 


Activated carbon is mainly used for the removal of taste and impurities from the public water supplies. 


• 	 Because it has high properties of attracting gases, it divided solid particles and phenol type impurities. the 


activated carbon, usually in the powdercd form is added to the water either before or after the coagulation 


with sedimentation. 


7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION PI 
First we decide the quantity of exhaust gas like hydrocarbons, nitrogen and so on that's present inside the single 
cylinder diesel engine without connecting zero emission silencers. And then aqua silencer (without lime water) is 

hooked up at the exhaust and determines the quantity of exhaust gasoline by smoke analyzer. At final the silencer 

(with lime water) which is related to exhaust pipe and readings are taken. The effects which are obtained from the 

mission analysis are given in the tables. Smoke analyzer tests were finished for studying the overall performance of 
the silencer. 
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;;. Tcst using si mple silellcer 
The smok.,; from n single cylinder four st roke dies..:! engine is nmdc 10 puss via <.I n nqua s ilencer by connecting it lc.) 

(he exhaust of'lhe engine. Table I: Tes t using simple silencer 

Content 

No. 

Constituents Amount 

1 CO 15.00% 

2 HC +22520ppm 

3 CO, +20.00% 

4 0, ·'0.00% 

5 NO, 660ppm 

>- Test using silencer with activated charcoal 
Activated charcoal is used inside the si lencer because of its ~cessivc absorption capability. It is able to 

soak up some quantities of the toxic gases presen t in the c:\haust. At some point of this check, it's miles loc2ted that 
the amount of hydrocarbons and nitrogen dioxide are decreased as compared to the previous take a look a t. That is 
because of the calise that the charcoal embedded inside the silence hns absorbed certain quantity of the gas. 

Table 2- Test using silencer with activated charcoal 

Content 

No. 

Constituents Amount 

1 CO 15.00% 

2 HC +22654ppm 

3 CO, +2 0.00% 

4 0, 0.00% 

5 NO, 559ppm 

:> Test USing lime water 
In this test lime water is fill ed in the silencer. The quantity of hydrocarbon has multiplied than that of the 

previous test. Excessive temperature is wanted for the hydrocarbon to burn absolutely and these outcomes within the 
incomplete combustion of the hydrocarbon. But it is discovered that the there may be a huge reduction in the 
quantity of nitrogen dioxide. As nitrogen dioxide is more poisonous than hydrocarbons, this test is taken into 
consideration as greater efficient, 

) Table 3- Test using limc water 

Content 
No. 

Constituents Amount 

1 CO 15.00% 

2 HC +22822ppm 

3 CO, +20.00% 

4 0, 0.00% 

5 NO, 460ppm 

8. COMPARISON: 

The comparison of Smoke Density Comparison and No~"
se son for the above three cases are shown in 
the graphs gIven below. . ,!>-?)\J 
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Case I : Tl~S I using simple silencer 
Case 2: Tcst using si lencer \-Vilh activated charcoal 

Case 3: Tesl usi ng silencer with activated charcoal and lime waleI' 
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Fig 8.1- Comparison of Smoke Density Levels [41 Fig S.2-Noise Level Comparison 14) 

9, SCOPE FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Modifications and future scope for this project can be done by implementing nano tubes inside the 

perforated tube. The nano-tubes are polymers which have the manganese in its which will trap the exhaust pollutants 
inside it and separates the hydrogen molecules. These hydrogen molecules then can be used as regenerative to 
charge the fuel cells. Nano tubes can be used instead of charcoal in Aqua Silencer [1]. This aqua si leneer's 
perfonnance is almost equivalent to the conventional silencer. It can be also used both for m'o wheelers and four 
wheelers and also can be used in industries. 
Presently, the Aqua Silencer is only suitable for use in industrial engines and intense power vehicles. But R&D 
depattments have taken the subject into concern and are going into developing and redesigning the Aqua Silencer to 
make it possible to be fitted in to automobiles keeping its aerodynamic properties secure and satisfying or increasing 
its effiCiency. 

9. CONCLUSION 
An Aqua Silencer having more efficiency to reduce emission gases from engine using lime water, charcoal 

layer and perforated tube with thc use of perforated tube back prcssurc always remains constant and sound level of 
exhaUSl reduces. Contamination of water remains very less in aqua silencer. In this system fuel consumption remain 
same as conventional silencers because the use of perforated tube. Due to use of water as a medium, sound reduces 
these system having pollution free emission and smokeless. This system is very cheap. This system is used for both 
fo ur wheelers and two wheelers. It plays important role in industries. 
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ABSTRACT 

The lopic of this project is steering controlled (or directional) headlights, thal are usually a separate set of headlights 
tilted to road vehicles beside the usual low beamlhigh beam headlights and their feature is that they tum with the 
steering, so that the driver of the vehicle can see the bend , what he is actually turning into. The headlights can be 
connected to the steering linkage by means of rods or cables, operated hydrau lically by the po .....ref steering or 
nowadays electronica lly adj usted, even controlled by satellite navigat ion system. 
Our project deals with the fabrication of the automatic headlight. As for Indian road transport scenario is concerned . 
accidents are becoming a day to day cause an attempt has been made in this project to reduce such mishaps. In our 
project the fo llowing operation OCcurs automatica11y in the vehicle. They are Automatic head light left and right 
al ignment depends upon the vehicle moves in left and right direction. The head Ught in steady position for the 
vehicle in nonna! condition. 
Keywords: Alltomatie, Headlight, Alignment, Rack and Pinion. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Car safety is the avoidance of automobile accidents or the minimization of harm ful effec ts of accidents, in 
particular as pertaining to human life and health. Special safety features have been built into cars for years, some for 
the safety of car's occupants only, and somc for thc safety of others. This is an era of automation where it is broadly 
defined as replacement of manual effort by mechanieal power in all degrees of automation. The operation remains 
an essential part of the system although with changing demands on physical input as the degree of mechanization is 
increased. Degrees of automat ion are of two types, viz, 

Full automation. 
Semi au tomation. 

We have pleasure in introducing our new project, which is fully equipped by automatic system, It is a 
genuine project which is fully equipped and fabricated for automobile vehicles. This fOnTIs an integral part of best 
quali ty. This product underwent strenuous test in our automobile vehicles and the results are excellent. 

A headlamp is a lamp attached to tbe front of a vehicle to light the road ahead. \Vhile it is common for the 
term headlight to be used interchangeably in infonnal discussion, hcadlamp is the tenn for the device itself, while 
headlight properly refers to the beam of light produced and distributed by the device. 

Headlamp performance has steadily improved throughout the automobile age, spurred by the great disparity 
between daytime and night-time traffic fatalities: the US National Highway Traffic Safety Administrat ion states that 
nearly half of aU traffic-related fatalities occur in the dark, despite only 25% of traftic travelling during darkness. 

Othcr vehicles, such as trains and aircraft, are required to have head lamps. Bicycle head lamps are often 
used on bicycles, and are required in some jurisdictions. They can be powered by a battery or a miniature generator. 

Car safety is the avoidance of automobile accidents or the minimization of harmful effects of accidents, in 
particular as pertaining to human life and health. Special safety features have been built into cars for years, some for 
the safety of car's occupants on ly , and some fOf the safety of others. 

This is an era of automation where it is broadly defined as replacement of manual effOit by mechanical 
power in all degrees of automation. The operation remains an essential part of the system although with changing 
demands on physical input as the degree of mechanization is increased. 
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1.1 	 Problem Stalement 

• 	 DESICiN und DEVELOP the modd of vchicle which will havc Ih.;.; vehicle sakt)' s), stem of automaric 
head lamp alignment system for JircctiOlml headlights whkh hclp~ I(,r 'lutornaLic. 

• 	 I\lso to Ii.tbric<lte the I11l1dcl of the Slllle which would able to show the cimmctcristics of systems and 
working m.:cording to need. 

1.2 Objectives 

To provide smooth and $afcty ride at night, 

To provide safe and automatic hcadlights on turn . 

To provide the nUlion with an accident free roads with Low Cost Automation Project. 

The head lamp a ligns in twO directions (Left, right). 

To design and develop the modd of showing the system . 

To fabricate the model this wiil work on thi s system for the vehicle safety conditions. 


1.3 Scope of work 

• 	 We've all been there. A dark night, a sharp bend, and a pedestrian wearing dark e10thes hiding in the 
shadows. If only there was some way that the headlights could 'see round the comer', like the driver tries to. 

• 	 That 's \....hy we are making to [Urn the headlights as the driver steers the vehicle. 

• 
1.4 Methodology 

This system will modify its lightning pattcrn \\'hilc travelling turning of road or curvature of road. It will enhance 
the night visibility for drivers in nighltime.Figure2.2: Car I without Adaptive Front Light Control System and Car 
2 with Adaptive Front Light Control System AFS therefore improves driver's visibility during night driving by 
automatically turning the head lamp in the direction of travel according to steering wheel angle and the 
distance between two vehicles. 

Head Steering
Lamp ¢:>gle

rack and 
pinion 

>. DJstar.c~ 

;. 

Fig: 1.1. Working Methodology 

The aim is to improve visibility for the driver, thereby ach ieving a significant increase in road safety and driving 
comfort. The concept of this system is that while turning of the road the headlamp beam turns to follow the 
direction which was sensed by the steering angle of rack and pinion. Here, we are sensing angle using a POT for 
demonstration purpose. Good illuminat.ion results in a 58% increase in the driver's ability to recognize an obstacle. 

2. WORKING 

These provide improved lighting for cornering. Some automobiles have their headlamps connected to the steering 
mechanism so the lights will follow the movement of the front wheeJs. 
At normal condition:
The rack and pinion steering is in straight line, so that the headlie.ht frame is in straight line. The headlight framc is 
made up of mild steel pipe materials. 
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At left side turning timc:
'The rack alKl pinion steering turn the krt direct ion, so that the head light Il'ame moves in the snme left side by using 
hinge.:: s mechanism. Headlight is drawn suprlies li'om the nlrcady charged 12 voltage lead-acid battery. 
At right side turning time:
The rack and pinion steering turn the right direction, so that the h<.~adlight frame moves in the same right side by 
using hinges lllcchaJlislll. 

AUTOMATIC HEAD LA..\1P ALIGNMENT 
SYSTEM:·~~>·;SSTEERING 

LNER MECl-llli'lISM 
/, 

.~=7-~- - -HEAD 
TIE UGHT 

FRONT , WHEELRA,CK AND PIN10N STEERING 

Fig ,2.I. Schematic of the system 

Fig2.2:.effeet of adaptive headlights 

3. CALCULATIONS 

3.1 Rack and Pinion 

• Fn=Fttan8 ........ . ........ .. .... . ~ ..... (l) 


But, 


f, ~ tangential force (weight of human)~60kg 


f, ~ 60 x 9.81 


I f, = 588.6 N I 
Therefore above t; value add in equation no (1) 
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t~ = 588 .6 X tan 20' 
f,,- 2 14.23 N I 

..... ...... .... .... (2) 

f;- 626.38 N 

Work
• Power (P) = -.- ................... . ............ .(3)


lIme 

P = Force x displac~ml:nt 
time 

p = SBB.6 x 0.050 
1 

P - 29.43 watt 

• P = 2:~T .............. ............. ...(4) 


T = p x 60 

2xN 


T = 29.43x60 

2x 3.142 x30 


T -9.3 N.m. 

• T = f, x r . .. . . •. .•.... •....... . .............. . .(5) 


T r = 
f, 

=E
5BB.6 

I r-0.015m 

r - [5 mm 

Therefore, D = 30 mm 

• Using Lewis form factor, 

f()( Pd 
cr,= ---;:b .. .... ........ .. .. ...... ...... (6) 


Let, 


Pd =0T ............ .... ....................(7) 


IB 
30 

IPd - 0.6 mm" 

Then, above value use in equation no(6) 
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_ (, x I'd 
(J - - 

I y.h 

SflfL6 X 0.6 


30 X 0.308 


cr, - 38.22 N/mm'] 

• Gallow = ::~ ...... _... ... .......... .. .. ........ (8) 


2 10 


2 


I (J.,~w - 105 


So G'« O'illiow 


So design is safe 


o

• 	 m .... . .. . . .. ... .. (9) 


30 

18 


m - 1.66 


Then the module of pinion ~ 1.66 


Al so The module of rack ~ 1.66 


• Pinion dimension, 


Outer Dia. (do) ~ 2m + D........................(10) 


~ 2 x 1.66 + 30 


do- 33.32 mm 


• Root dia. (dr) = D - (2m + 2C) ...........................(11) 


~ 30 - (2 x 1.66 + 2 x 0.25) 


Id,-26. 18 mm I 


• 	 Addend um, ~ = m .. .. ... . . . .... . .... .. . ( 12) 


~ 1.66 


• Dedendum, Dd = m + c ................... .... ......(13) 


~ 1.66 + 0.25 


Dd~ 1.91 ~2 mm 


• Linear displacement of rack fo r one rotation of piston, 


L ~ run x I. ........ .. ........ .......( 14) 
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~ IT X \.66 X 18 


~ 94.44 


L- Ioon~ 
Maximum length of rack is 100 mm. 


Width orrack is 10m ~ 16.6mm. 


3.2 Design of Frame: 

• ']M =y ab .........................(1) 


Bending moment (M) ~force 'perpendicular distance 


=40*600*9.81 

J Bending moment (M) ~235440Nmm 

[ ~ b(.')• 	 12 


= 35(35' ) 

12


II - 125052.08mm4 


Therefore above value use in equation no(I). 


235440 crb 


125052.08 17.5 


Therefore, 


I crb - 32.9Nmm 


32.9 <105 


Hence design is safe. 


3.3 Design of shaft: 


M crb

• 	 ']=y ......................(I) 


• 	 Bending moment ~ force'perpendicular distance 


Bending moment ~ 5*9.8 1*450 


I Bending moment - 22072.5Nmm 

• 	 For diameter 15mm, 


1= ..!:.>!<d4 


64 

=.!.>i< ts4 

64 


1=2483.78 mm' 
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Therefore. above value lise in equation no (1) 

22072.5 "b 
2483.78 7.5 

"b = 8.86*7.5 

= 66.64 N/mm' 

Therefore, design is safe. 

4. MANUFACTURING PROCESS 

Fig 4: Actual Model 

Manufacturing processes are the steps through which raw materials are transformed into a final product. The 
manufacturing process begins with the creation of the materials from ,,,·hich the design is made. These materials are 
then modified through manufacturing processes to become the required part. Manufacturing processes can include 
treating (such as heat trea ting or coating), machining, or reshaping the material. The manufacturing process also 
includes tests and checks for quality assurance during or after the manufacturing, and planning the production 
process prior to manufacturi ng. 

5. ADVANTAGES 

• Low Cost Automation Project 
• The head lamp aligns in two directions (Left, right), 
• Provides Smooth and safely ride in curved roads especially in ghat roads. 
• Provides mind free ride for the motolist. 
• Provides the nation with nccident free roads. 
• It requires simple maintenance cares. 
• This is the improved safety measure introduced in the Ilutomobile. 
• Easy to operate. 
• Manual power required is less. 
• Repairing is easy, 
• Replacing parts is easy. 
• No need of heavy lubrication 
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6. CONCLUSION 

Today ' s existing ct)IJvcnliullal iighl syslcms do !lot provide illumination in the right direclion on curve roads, Due 10 
this disadvantagl!. a need to underst<llld an alh.:rnativt: technology solution, This new system llsing mck <lnd pinion 
IlH::chanism and lI.:ver mechanism this newly propost.:d Ad,,!piivc !i'Ollt lighting systcm helps 1O improvc dl'i vcr~s 

visihililY i.lt night time hl.!llC(;; achil.!ving cnlmllce sal~lY ant.! avoid accidents, The future work mainly COlleenlrutl.!S on 
to invent a comprehcnsive hcal1light i.llignmellt systeJll which C'1l1 be suitahlc for complex road conditions induding 
related to this pupt:r. 

7. NOMENCLATURE 

~ = tangential force 

fll := normal forc e 

fr = resultant force 

8 = pressure angle=20o 

T ~ torque 

p ~ power 

r = 	radius 

D ~ diameter 

p d ~ diametrical pitch 

m~ module 

Ad~ addendum 

Dd ~ dedendum 

t = numbe r of teeth on pinion 
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ABSTRACT 

Nanofluid is the leading technique which has been widely used for enhancement of heal transfer rate in various 
applications. This paper gives review regarding properties of nanonuids and experimental study on heal transfer rale 
enhancement in automotive cooling system. Nanofluids are produced by suspending nanoparticles in base fluid. 
Suspension of nanofluid in base fluid totally changes the properties of base fluid and one can get the fluid wilh 
beLter performancc as a resultant fluid. in this paper comparison betwecn Ti02-W and Si02·W nanoflu ids used to 
enhance heat transfer rate in automotive cooling system. The result shows that the Nusselt number increases with 
volume flow rate and slightly increaseswith inlet temperature and nanofluid volume concentration. By using 
nanofluids up to 22.1 % heat transfer rate has been increased. 
Keywords: Automotive cooling system, Nanoj1uitl, Heat transfer, Performance 

1. INTRODUCTION 
According to recent studie s, Nanofluids are performing major role in enhancement of the heat transfer rate in many 
applications such as cooling, power generation, defense, nuclear, space, microelectronics and biomedical appliances 
Nanofluids are produced by dispersing the particles of metallic or non-metaHic nanoparticles or nanoflbers of 
smaller size «lOOnrn)in base fluid. Nanoparticles present in base fluid contribute better flow of mixing and higher 
thermal conductivity compared to pure fluid. Even a small amount of nanoparticles can noticeably enhance the 
effective thermal conductivity of the nanofluid. Most ofnanopartieles have greater thermal conductivities than mosl 
of the Uquids used as base fluids.A substantial reduction in energy consumption could be made possible by 
improving the heat transfer rate. The presence of nanoparticles in the base fluids contributes bener now of mixing 
and higher thennal conductivity compared to pure fluid. It is obvious that solid particles having thermal 
conductivities several hundred times higher than these conventional fluids.To improve thermal conductivity of a 
fluid, suspension of ultrafine sol id particles in the fluid can be a creative idea. Different types of particles (metallic, 
non-metallic and polymeric)can be added into fluids to fonn slurries. Due (0 the fact that sizes of these suspended 
partieles are in (he millimetre or even micrometre scale, some serious problems such as the clogging of flow 
channels, erosion of pipelines and an increase in pressure drop can occur. Moreover, they 0 ften suffer fi-om 
rheological and instability problems. Especially. the particles tend to settle rapidly. For that reason, though the 
slurries have bener thennal conductivities but they are not practical. 
A property causing significant concern is thermal conductivity. The introduction of nanofluids usually represents a 
significant enhancement in the thermal conductivity of the fluid, which represents an enhancement in the heat 
transfer of a determined appLication. Even a small amount of nanoparticles can significantly enhance the effective 
thermal conductivity of the nanofluid once most solids have grealer thermal conductivities than most of the liquids 
used as ba.c;e fluids. Also, many studies report that the introduction of Nano metric-sized particles in base fluids 
results in a fluid with higher thermal conductivity than the thermal conductivity expected from the simple 
combination of the solid particles and the fluid, obtained from the weighted mean of the thermal conductivities of 
the base fluid and the nanopartic1es. Also, recent studies show that the use of nanofluids represents a significant 
enhancement not only in the conduction heat transfer but also in the convection heat transfer. Hence to improve heat 
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tralls lcr ratc in dinen::nl areas and lO improve enicicney of systems like automotive cooling sy~tem t.:ollabonltion 0 r 

nano lluids in tho.: syslem is Ihe tcdmilJue eH>lving now i.I days. 

I)r.lwb,ids (If conventional nuids over n<JJloflui tis arc: 


I. Fluid The particle settles mpidly. larming a layer on [he sur lace and 

2, Reducing the heattmnsfcr carm:ilY uflhe fluid. 

3. 	 If the {'ireulmion mle ofthc Iluid is inc reased, seliimemation is reduced. but the erosion orthc heat transfer 

device. pipe linc etc. increased rapidly, 
4. 	 The huge size of the panicle Icnds to clog the now channels, par[ieulurly if the cooling channels ar~ 

narrow. 

5, The pressure drop in the fluid increases considerably. 

6. 	 Inherently Poor Thermal Conductivity 
7. 	 Do Not Work With Miniaturized Technologies 
8. 	 Surface Area Per Unit Volume l.esser 
9. 	 R,lpid Selliement or Particles 

In cose of automotive cooling system nanofluids pay important role in enhancement of hent transfer rate. With the 
use of nnnotluids optimization in use of energy as well as compact devices can be achieved. In the present revicw 
elTecl and comparison betwe~n t\-\'o nanotluids such as Ti02-W and Si02-W in au tomotive cooling system is nOled. 

2. NANOFLUIDS 

Nano fluids arc tluids containing nanometer-sized particles called nanoparticles. i.e.Nano fluids are produced by 

suspending Nano particles in base fluid. 

Potential Features ofNano fluids: 


I. 	 Mor~ stability than other colloids. 
2. 	 Reduced rate of erosion and clogging in micro channels. 
3. 	 Reduction in pumping power 
4. 	 Reduction in friction coefficient. 
5. 	 Better lubrication properties 
6. 	 Increase in thermal conductivity beyond exception and much higher than theoretical predictions. 
7. 	 Ultrafast heat transfer capacity. 

2.1 Preparation of Nanofluids 
Nanofluids can be prepared by using tv.'o methods 


a) Two Step Method 

b) One Step Methods 


) 
Two-Step Methods 
According to recent studies regarding Nano fluids, used a two-step process in which nanoparticles are first produced 
as a dry powder either by physical or chemical method. Next step is to suspend nanoparticles into the base fluid by 
using magnetic force agitation, ball milling or by some other techniques This method is morc widely used to 
produce Nano fluids because Nano powders are commercially available nowadays. Various lypes of physical , 
chemical, and laser-based methods are used for the produclion of the nanoparticles to be used for Nano fluids. 
Nanoparticles can gel agglomerate during the process. Hence to stabilize the nanoparticles suriactants are used. 
Though surfactan[s are used in this process it is quite difficult to produce stable nanofluid by using two step method 
Figure 2. I.a shows diagrammatic representation of two step method. 
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Fig 2.1.a:Preparation llsing Two Step Method 

One Step Method 

Need of one step method 
a) Agglomeration of nanoparticles in two step method (mixing in bulk during drying storage ilnd 

transportation process) 
b) Difficulties in dispersion stage in one step method. 
c) Stability and thermal conductivity ofNano fluid is nol ideal 
Hence to overcome these effects one step method is deve loped. In one step method nano particles are made and 
dispersed at the same time which avoids agglomeration. This process includes drying, storage. transportatio n 
and dispersion in base fluid. Figure 2.I.b shows experimental setu p for one step method. Use of this method 
gives highly dispersed, unifonnly stable nanofluid. Though one step method has merits over two step method. it 
is not found successful in case of bu lk production. 

Re.ctlon 

N.noftuld -.o'utle»n 

Fig.2.l. h: Preparation using one step method 

2.2Factors Influencing Thermal Conductivity Enhancement 

• Nanopartide size 
The size of the nanopa11icle is an important fac tor to determine the thermal conductivity of the Nano tluid, The 
general trend in the experimental data is that the thelmal conductivity ofNano tluids is inversely proportional with 
particle size. Hence lesser the size of pal1icles suspended in a base fluid while creating the nanofluid more will be 
the ab ili ty of fluid to conduct the heat. Graph no. 2.2. 1 shows the inverse relation of nanopal1icie size and thermal 
conductivity of nanofluid 

• NanoDarticie Shape 

Enhancement in thermal conductivity is dependent on the geometrical shape of the nanoparticles. It was found that 
the nanoparticles having elongated and extended shapes have more thennal conduct ivity than spherical shaped 
nanofluids. Graph no. 2.2.2 shows the re lation between nanoparticle shape and thermal conductivity. 
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• SurrHct;lntJStBbilisel-

Stability of the nallolluid is a vcry illlpon~!llt 1~lctOl' in dcc.:iding tht.! Ihcrll1i.l1 eonJw':l iviLY. II' the nano/luid is om 
smblc Ihl!1l the nan()partid,:~; will show a tendency 10 gl:t agglCll11erall!d and I'orm <I c luslCr and aHer certain limit it 
gets sntur<lleJ, It is observed that freshly prep<ln:d e ll lianofluid shows more ~nhaneelllc nt than the older m,e. The 
reason behind this is, in the rreshly prepared mmollllids. l1<.lIllipartidcs arc well. Grnph IlO 2.2.3 shows relation 
between volume fral!lion and thermal L:onductivity and c IH::c\ or stability or IlI.lnolluid. 

• Nanoparticle Tempernturc 

In conventional micro fluids thermal conductivity is dependent on operative tcmperatll!'c is only due to the 
dependence of the constituting part's thermal t;ond uctivi ty on the tcmperature. But in r.;a<;c of nanofluic!s various 
othe r factors emerges like clustering and Brownian motion of the 1l3noparlicles which results in the dramatic r.;hangc 
in the thermal conductivity \-vith temperature. Graph no. 2.2.4 shows that nanoparticle temperature plays important 
role leading to improve thermal conductivity significantly , 
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3. ADVANTAGES OF NANOFLUIDS 

Nano!luids cause In;mcndous change: in (he propt.!l"lics oCthc base liuid so, the following bcndits arc expected to gel 
on. 

• 	 Pressure drop is minimum, due to Nano size ofp~lrtic\es . 

• 	 High thermal conduclivi ly ofmmoparlicies Increases the heat trans fer rate. 

• 	 Successful employment of nanofluid leading 10 lighter and smaller heat exchanger. 

• 	 Heallransfer rale is increased due to large surface area of the nanoparticles in the base fluid. 

• 	 Nanofluids are most suitable lor rapid hcating and cooling s),stems. 

• 	 Because afNana size particles, Iluid is considered as integra l fluid. 

• 	 Well dispersed nanofluids will give betler heat trans fer. 

• 	 Nanotluids are not ani), a better medium for heat transfer in general but Lhey arE also ideal for micro 
channel applications ,vhere high heat loads arc needed. 

• 	 Cost and energy saving. 

• 	 Successful use of nano fluids wi ll result in significant energy and cost savings because heat exchange 
s),stcms can be made smaller and lighter. 

4. APPLICATIONS OF NANOFLUIDS 
There is \-vide I1lnge of appJicalions of nanotluids in industries nowadays such as heat exchanging devices appear 
promising with these characteristics. Nanotluids can be used in following specific areas: 

1. 	 Hcat-transfer nanotluids. 
2. 	 Tribiological nanofluids. 
3. 	 Surfactant and coati ng nanofluids. 
4. 	 Chemical nanofluids. 
5. 	 Process/extraction nanofluids. 
6. 	 Environmental (pollution cleaning) nanofluids. 
7. 	 Bio- and pharmaceutical-nanoiluids. 
8. 	 Medical nanofluids (drug delivery and functional tissue-cell interaction). 
9. 	 Enginc cooling 
10. 	Nuclear cooling system 
II . Cooling of electronic circuit 

J2. _ Refrigeration 

13. 	 Enhancement of heat transfer exchange 
14. 	 Thermal storage 
15. 	 Biomedical application 

5. APPLICATION IN AUTOMOTIVE COOLLING SYSTEM 

The increase in etTective thermal conductivity is Important in improving the heat transfer behavior of fluids_ A 
number of other variables also play key roles. For example, the heat transfer coefficient for forced convection in 
tubes depends on many physical quantities related to the fluid or the geometry of the system through which the fluid 
is flow·ing. These fac tors include intrinsic properties of the flu id like its thermal conductivity, speci fic heat, density, 
and viscosity, along with extrinsic system parameters such as tube diameter and length and average fluid ve loc ity_ 
Therefore, it is necessary to measure the heat transfer performance of nanofluids directly under flow conditions. 
Researchers have observed nanotluids have not only better heat conductivity but also greater convect ive heat 
transfer capability than that of base fluids. figure 5.1 represents experimental setup to get results related to heat 
transfer enhancement using nanofluids 
This experimental setup contains a plastic reservoir tank , an electric heater, a centrifugal pump, a flow meter, tubes. 
valves, a fan, a DC power supply, ten T -type thermocouples for temperature measurement, and a heat cxchanger 
(automobile radi ator). An electric heater ( 1500W) is kept inside a plas tic storage tank (40 cm height and 30 cm 
diamcter) represents the engine and to heat the flui d. A voltage regulator (0- 220 V) provided the power to regulate 
the temperature in the radiator (60-80 °C). A fl ow meter (0-70 LPM) and two valves measure and control the 110w 
rate . The fluid tlow was measured through plastic (ubes (0.5 in.) b . a centrifuga l pump (0.5 hp and 3 m head) from 
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Ihl.! I~Ulk 10 tht.: mdiatOl" at thl' flow mit.: J'Hllgt.: of 2-8 LPN!. The lolal volum..: of Ihe dn.:uJaLing nuid (3 I) W<lS 
c.:OIlSI..1Il1 ill ali cxpcrirncnw.1 Sh!PS. Two T-typc thl'rrnol.:ouplcs (coppcr-conslurl1uU) wcre conllcch:u to the flow line 
!o record inlet <tml miliel Icmpcraturcs of fluid. Eighl T-lype thermocouples also connected wi!h Ihe radiator surface 
fiJI' Iht; surlilce area measurement. Due to rhe \'cry small thickness nnd high thermal cunductivity uribe copper nat 
tubes. the inner and mller surlhces of the tube arc equal temperature. A halld-hdd (-40 °(; to 1000 °C) digital 
thcrmomch.:r with the accuracy 01±0.1% was lIsed to read all the tcmpt:raturcs lI'om thermocouples. Calibration or 
thermocouples and Lh~rmoml!tcrs was carried out using a constant temperature water bath, and their accuracy was 
\!stimaK-d 10 be 0.15 °C Pcyghambarzudeh cl al. Two small plastic tubes with a 0.25 inch diameter were connected at 
the inlet and olltlet of the radiator and joined to l/ -tube merCUI)' manumeter with ,H.:curatcly scaled O.5mmHg to 
measure the pressure drop at the inlet and outlet. 
The car radiator has louvered fins and 32 nm vertical copper tubes with a l1~t cross-sec tional area. The distance 
between the tube rows was filled with thin pl!rpcndicular copper fins. For the 
air sidc, an axial force Ibn (1500 rpm) was installed close on <lxis line of the rndiator. The DC pmver supply (typt: 
Teletron 10-12 V) was uscd instead of a car battery to nun the axial fan. 

Fig. 5.1 Experimental Setup 

c:"".. · r:adi.:o.t'o~· 

T"o".,).ocoupl..",__.-

~. I.::1Ino ...C!t'. ·. · 

a 

b 

5.1 Experimental data collection 

Accord ing to Newton's couling law the following procedure was followed to obtain the heal transfer coetTicient and 
corresponding Nusselt number as : 

Q ; hAflT; hACTb - To) ......... .(l) 
A is surface area of tube, Tb is the bulk temperature: 

T. T,,,-Tcnlt
b ;-,- ...........(2) 

(Tin, Tout) are inlet and outlet temperatures and Ts is the tube wall temperature which is the mean value measured 
by the 1wo surface thermocouples as: 
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The heat transfer coefficient can be evalunted by collecting Eqso (I )unJ (4): 
m- C(1'111 - Tn/II)

h 
l:.fp 

= 
nAs(Tb - I:,) 

When.~ n is a number of radiator tubes, and the Nuss~1t number can be ~alcuJated as, 
herp x Dh

Nu = --="-;----"
k 

Dh - hydraulic diameter of the lube which estimatcd by description of (he problem undertaken as cylindricui 
geometry 
Assuming all thermal propel1ies are estinmted at the bulk temperaturcofthe fluid 
Reynolds number (Re) is detennined as; 

p X Dh X II 
Re = '-------''---

J! 
Where u is the velocity at the inle t of the radiaior 

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Materials Density(Kglm3 ) Sp. Heat(J/kg k) Thermal conductivity (W/mK) Viscosity (Pa.s) 

Pure Water 998 4180 0.6067 .0014 

Ti02 4175 692 8.4 . 
Si02 1009 4110 0.56 . 
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Nima'it Numhel' 
I. 	 TiO, - W = [8.1733 
2. 	 SiD, - W = 20.63152 

H(';l1l..:c . by sl'e ing observing the rl..:su lt s it is clcar thaI lilcrmal conduct ivity ofSi(h - W is more than ri02 - W. 
Th()ugh thermal conductivity or Si02 b lL:~ser than Ti02 (Ii'om table no 5, 1), I-Icnce we can conclude that 
nanupartie!t:s eomplt:tcly reereate the bas!;; fl uid ali.cr dispersion and tI1l.:n: is surdy heal transfer enhaneement in 
au tomutive cooiing sysLem when nanonllids arc disperscd inLo radiaLOr. 

6. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

• 	 Heat transfer rate is direct ly propoJ1ionai t() Reynolds number 
• 	 Pressure drop increases with incrc(lsc in volume concentratibn 
• 	 Spherical shaped nanomatcrial giw better heat transfer rate Ih m1 other shapes 
• 	 Increase in size ofnanopartieies k:ads to decrease in heat tmllsfcJ' rate due to low area per unit volume . 
• 	 The maximum enhancement of' the Nussclt number is 22.5% when Nano fluids and pure water arc 

compared. 
• 	 Mi nimum pressure drop 
• 	 Higher thermal conductivity 
• 	 Lighter and smaller heat exchanger systems 
• 	 Suitable for rapid cooling systems 
• 	 Micro channel cooling wi thout clogging 
• 	 Cost and energy saving 
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ABSTRACT 

Robust braking results in heat generatioll whose effects may have considerable impact on the parameters of the proces,\' ,wcb 
as wear rate and coefficient offrictioll. hI this paper, t!le performance of the brake is studied for the different material. The 
simulatiou of wear alUl contact pressure is reportell by IIsing FEA software. Tfle investigation caJI be extending for tbe 
verification of mathematical modeL The FEA software is more effective as II tool for verificatioll ofaualytical co"tribution. 
The frictioll ami wear performances of brake material ill dry conditioll are also reportel/ ill the paper. Tile thermal al1l1ly,..is 
ami the structural aualysis are foand to be II care of iuvestigatioll ill study of disc hml.:e. The collective dependent 
rnatizematical model is developed to study their collective effect all spet..:ijic disc IIlaterial. The applicatioll Cllll be e.xtentl tn 
validate a mat/lematical model ami tbe predictiolls ,'1111 be reportedfrom tbe investigation. 
In tlzis paper, The Jl1nthematical model for tire disc brake for al1l1lysis of wear is developed. Tile equatiolls are designed to 
study tbe effect ofpllrameters like breakiug energy, breaking power, contact pressure ami actuatiug force on tfle wear ofdisc 
brake. Tile obtained mathematical model is sludied to report tbe modification to improve tile degree of acceptance. Tile 
customize software package like ANSYS is llsel/ to verify t/,e modified analytical ill vestigation. 
Keywords: Breaking power], Mathematical modell, Wear3, Frictionalforce4, Brake padS etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Passenger car disc brakes are safety-critical components whose perfonnance depends strongly on the contact conditions 

at the pad-to-rotor interface, When the driver steps on the brake pedal, hydraulic fluid is pushed against the piston of the caliper, 
which in tum forces the brake pads into contact with the rotor, The frictional forces at the sliding interfaces bctween the pads and 
the rotor retard the rotational movement of the rotor and the a'Xle on which it is mounted. The kinetic energy of the vehicle is 
transformed into heat that is mainly absorbed by the rotor and the brake pad. The pad-to-rotor interface can be classi fied as a 
conformal dry sliding contact. During braking a point on the brake pad is in constant contact with the rotor, whereas a point on the 
rotor experiences intermittent contact. A natural co nsequence of the sliding contact is that both the rotor and the pads are worn 
out, affecting the useful life of the brake as well as its behaviour. 

The brake disc (or rotor) is usually made of cast iron, but may in some cases be made of composites such as reinforced 
carbon- carbon or ceramic matrix composites, This is connected to the wheel or the axle, To stop the wheel , friction material in 
the form of brake pads, mounted on a device called a brake caliper, is forced mechanically, hydraulically, pneumatically or 
electromagnetically against both sides of the disc. Friction causes thc disc of wheel to slow or star Brakes convert motion into 
heat, and ifthe brakes get too hot, they become less effective, a phenomcnon known as brake fade. [2 

rut.,,.. 

2. OBJECTIVE & SCOPE 

l. 

: Assembly of Disc Brake 

3. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Analytical Investigation 
\. 	 Hrake (lower 

Thennnimodeling Regarding to (he unirorm pressure or the constant wear boundary condition at the contact surface. two 
methods arc availahle for calculating the braking heat generation r:He, Unirorm pressure distribution in the contact region 
is often valid wht:J1 the pad is new, However after braking for severn I times, assumption of uniform wear is more 
pragmatic, In this study, the pad is lIsc.:cI sc.:vcral times and uniform wear betwecn pad and brake disc is stabilized. hencc 
the hcm rlux isjust fI function oftimc and it is independence orthe spatial variables, For a vehicle which is decelerating 
on a level surface from a higher velocity V I to a lower velocity V2 the hraking energy Eb can be wrinen as 

1 11 1 1 1
E =-m(V,- -V,-)+ - J(co - -co,-)
'2'-2' 

Where, I is Illass moment of inertia of the rotating parts, m locomotive mass and 00 is the angular velocity of rotating 
parts, If the locomotive stops completely (V2 = 002= 0) then all thc rotating parts will be expressed relative to the 
revolutions of the wheel. 

I J 2 I 2
E" =-111(/+--,-)>,; = -K"mV, 

2 Rw-m 2 
Where, Kef is the correction factor for rotating masses and Rw is the wheel radius, Braking power Pb is equal to braking 
energy divided by the braking lime t, 

P. = dEb 
b dt 

The bmke power is given by. 

\Vhere, a is the deceleration of the locomotive. The distribution of braking energy between pad and disc cannot be 
predicted readily. I') 

Fig~2: Parameter of Disc Brake 
Thc model consist of various forces on the vehicle during braking and computes the time-dependent braking power 

dissipated, ITom the calculated brake torque Tb, and wheel speed w, i.e. Pb =Tb w =Tb (I-Ti re Slip) wheel speed/Rolling 

radius. 

2. Linear Sliding wear 

Considering a block with surface area A, sliding over fixed surface with contact pressure P, where the co-efficient ofsIiding 

friction fs & define a linear wear measure w, [10) 


The work done by frictional force fsPA during displaeement S is fsPAS or fsPAVt (where V is velocity & & t is time). 

The volumes of material removed because of wear wA is proportional to the work (wA a fsPA Vt) 


i.e. wA = KPA Vt 

Where, K is proportionality factor which includes the co-efficient of friction fs. The SI unit ofK is m3.s I (N.m.s) 


w = KPVt 

Additional correction factors fI & f2 can be included such that: 


w = flf2KPYt 

Where~ fI correction factor for motion type 
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12 correction :actor for environment 
The Force and the torq ue equat ions arc given as. 

II' ~ f ll2KPVt 

{} ru 

F = f f pr.d/'.dO 
01 rl 

=(0, - O,)f pr.dr 

O.r/) 

T =fff .pr' .dr.dO 
0, rt 

'" =(0, - o,)ff pr' .dr 
,/ 

m

fpr' .dr 
T " r - - - ""----e-jF-rl) 
. fpr.dr 

, I 

B, ro 

M, = F r= ffpr(r. sin O).dr.dO 
Or rt 

'" 
=(cosO, - cosO,)fpr2 dr 

,/ 

r=M ., =(cosO, -cosO,) /' 
F 0, -0, ' 

These equations are applied for uniform wear and unifonn pressure conditions: 

A. Uniform Wear Condition 

F = (0, - 0, )Pa.lj (r, - r,) 

'" 
T = (0, - 0, )f.P"r, fr.dr 

,I 
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n . 

I' ,. J,..dr" , 
r = ---"'-"-

" 

P" ,., J<I,. 
,., 

2 

/' -I- r
-"--' 

2 

.. cos 11, - cos D, r +r." 	 ,I" = 
11, -11, 2 

n. 	 Uniform Press lire Condition 

'" 
T = (11, - 11, )f.p. Jr'-dr 

" 

21;, 
m

Jr dr 

r, ",. 
PaJr.dr 

" 
3 3 	 3 3 r 	 -/"., 2 2 r. -r,0 , ,13 ra -lj 3r 1 

-Y
j• 

cosO, -eos02 2 1'0
3 -'I:; 

r 
O2 -0, 3r

o
"2- 1/ 

_ 2 1~3 _~3 cosO, -cosO
- , , l 

3 ro' -r,' (J, -11, 

3. 	 Force system for car model 
The Normal force FT on the inner and outer faces can be obtained from the Torque 
T~FT.R 

FT~ T/R~ ~ Coefficient of friction 
FT ~ Total nonnal forces on disc brake ~ FTRl + FTRO 
FTRI~FT/2 

FTRl ~ fl1.FRI 
FRJ~ FTRII ~J 
FRJ ~ P max / 2 x A pad brake area 

~ 1 = Coefficient of friction = 0.5 
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Fig-3: Forces System for car model 
4. Braking Distance(x) 

The tangential braking force acting at the point ofcontact of the brake and the work done relation is given by, 

Work done = FT' x 

Where FT = FTRI + FTRO 

x = Distance trave lled (in meter) by the vehicle before it corne to rest. 
The kinetic energy of the vehicle. K.E. = (mv') / 2 
Where, In = Mass of vehicle & v = Velocity of vehicle 
in order to bring the vehicle to rest, the work done against friction must be equal to kinetic energy of the vehicle. 
FT. x = (mv') / 2 
Assumption v = 100 kmlh = 27.77 mls 
m = Dry weight of Vehicle 

Therefore, x = (mv') / 2 FT 

5. 	 Thermal Model 
The thermal conductivity of the brake pads is smaller than the disc (K p < Kd), so one can consider that the total amount 

of the braking heat will be completely absorbed by the brake disc. This assumption leads to higher temperature 

estimation for brake disc. To avoid this issue, suppose that the braking operation time is short, hence the pad and brake 
can be considered as semi-infinite solids and the heat generation ratio can be calculated as foJlows [61 

/l = qd = (Pd,Cd.Kd J 
qp pp.Cp.Kp 

where A is the heat generation ratio, qd" and qp" are the heat flux absorbed by the brake disc, and pad. p represents 
density, C is the specific heat, K the thermal conductivity and the index d and p indicale disc and pad, respectively. The 

heat flux on the braking surface can be found 

.. ), 
q I 	 = K'f'm.a(v, - at) 

, A(/l + 1) 

Where, A is the disc and pad contact area. 


Heat Generated (Qd) = m .Cp. l>T 

l>T=Q/mCp 


3.2 Software verification 

A. 	 Background 

Linear static analysis is carried out to get the desired results. 

\ ~...2.._-
I, 
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4. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

The investigation of wear of brake pad is dOJ}c :lnd catcgorii.I.:J based on mmlylicaJ investigation & so ftware verificat ion. Tilt.:: 

results arc studied, ~oJllpared ,md arc reported. 


4.1 ANALYTICAL RESULT 
The studies are performed for braking time of2 -6 Sec. II is observed Ih<11 tor a min. braking time the torque reports th e highcr 
vnllles. As th l.! velocity o f vehicle inereases, the time required for braking is also increases. Since braking time vary with velodty. 

" \"'Io( II)' V:o Tor'lUI!;' " 

_	 I', ~. .... 

• 
'1</ ' ol) 	 ....J n· """. 	

" 

'" 
~______--'y..·I"S.l.CXJt(ll'Ilhj,lI_______-' Vo:lucil,'lKIII/hr} 


Fig.S Velo. Vs Torque for braking time of2-6 Sec. Fig.6 Velo. Vs Contact Pressure (Dry) for braking time of2-6 Sec. 
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Fig.7 Velo. Vs Contact Pressure (\-Vet) for Fig. 8 Velo. Vs Active Force (Dry & 'Vet) for uniform braking time 
of2-6 Sec. Wear & pressure condition 
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Fig. 9 Velocity Vs Forces 	 Fig. 10 Velo. Vs Braking Distance for brllking time of2-5 Sec. 
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Fig. 11 Heat Dissipation Vs Force fo), Clst il'on & AL20 J Fig. 12 " 'cal' Vs Active Force for Cast Iron 
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Fig. 13 'Year Vs Active Force for AI20 J 

5.2 	SOFTWARE VERIFICATION 
The wear of the brake pad material is analyzed by using software package like ANSYS. During the variation of velocity, 
braking time is kept constant & corresponding wear of cast iron brake pad material is analyzed. There is variation of wear 
of brake pad material with respect to velocity of the vehicle & its corresponding braking time, The static structural 
analysis is performed analysis of total deformation of cast iron brake pad material. 

'~ -. < 
Fig. 14 Wear deformation of brake pad at velocity 40kmlbr & 45 kmlhr witb 2 seconds braking time 
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Fig. 15 'Year deformation of brake pad at velocity 50km/br & 5Skmlhr witb 2 seconds braking time 
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Fig. 16 Wear dei'ol'lllulion of hrake pad al \'Clocity 60km/hr' & 65km!hr' wilh 2 sec()nd~ hnlking lime 
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Fig. 17 Wear deformation of bmke p:HI at velocity 70km/hr & 75 km/hr with 2 seconds bnlking time 
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Fig. 18 Wear deformation of brake pad at yclocity 80kmlhl' with 2 seconds braking time 

6. CONCLUSION 

1. 	 The mathematical Equations are developed for investigation of wear of brake pad for various materials. The obtained 
analytical results from mathematical equations are studied and verified by using ANSYS. The equations are designed to 
study thc effect of parameters like breaking energy, breaking power, contact pressure and actuating force on the wear of 
disc brake. 

2. 	 The Investigation is performed on brake pad material for uniform pressure condition & uniform wear condition under dry 
& wet condition. 

3. 	 The results are compared on common scale and the acceptance of modification shows good agreement in the range of5 
t08%. 
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ABSTRACT 

Robust braking results ill heat generation whose effects lIIoy hflve considerable impact 011 the parameters of the process SHch 
as wear rate alld coefficient offriction. III this paper, the performallce of the brake is studied for the different lIIaterillL The 
simulation of wear alld COlltllct pre.5.mre is reported by using FEA sofhvare. The investigation call be extellllillg for the 
veriflciltioll of lIIatllematical mOilel. The FE.4. sofhvllre is more effective liS It tool for verification of flIwlytical contribution. 
The frictioll ami wear performances of brake llIaterial ill dry cOlldition aff! "Iso reportell in tlte paper. The thermal fllllllp;is 
anti tile structural cma(vsis are found to be a core of investigatioll ill study of disc brake. Tire collective dependent 
mathematical model is developed to .5tud), their collective effect 011 specifiC disc material. Tlte application can be e.;'(teutf to 
'alidate alllatlrematical model and the prediclions call be reportedfrom tlte investigatioll. 

ill tltis paper, The lUatlrematical model for tlte disc brake for analysis of wear is developetL The equations are designed to 
study the effect ofparameters like breaking energy, breaking power, contact pressure and actuating force 011 the wear of disc 
brake. The obtained malllCrnatical model is stlldied to report the modification to improve tlte degree of acceptance. Tile 
customize software package like ANSYS is lIsed to verify tile modified flIlfllytical iJlvestigation. 
Keywon)s: Breaking power J, Mathematical mOllel2, JVearJ, Frictional force4, Brake patl5 etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Passenger car disc brakes are safety-critical components whose performance depends strongly on the contact conditions 

at the pad-to-rotor interface, When the driver steps on the brake pedal, hydraulic fluid is pushed against the piston of the caliper, 
which ill turn forces the brake pads into contact with the rotor. The frictional forces at the sliding interfaces between the pads and 
the rotor retard the rotational movement of the rotor and the ax le O'n which it is mounted. The kinetic energy of the vehicle is 
trans fanned into heat that is mainly absorbed by the rotor and the brake pad. The pad-to-rotor interface can be classified as a 
confomlal dry sliding contact. During braking a point on the brake pad is in constant contact with the rotor, whereas a point on the 
rotor experiences intermittent contact. A natural consequence of the sliding contact is that both the rotor and the pads are worn 
out, affecting the useful life of the brake as well as its behaviour. 

The brake disc (or rotor) is usually made of cast iron. but may in some cases be made of composites such as reinforced 
carbon- carbon or ceramic matrix composites. This is connected to the wheel or the axle, To stop the wheel, friction material in 
the form of brake pads, mounted on a device called a brake caliper. is forced mechanically, hydraulically, pneumatically or 
f lectromagnetically against both s ides of the disc, Friction causes the disc of wheel to slow or star- Brakes convert motion into 
heat, and if the brakes get too hot, they become less effective, a phenomenon known as brake fadeY 

rutor 

: Assembly of Disc Brake 

2. OBJECTIVE & SCOPE 

I. 

2. 
3. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Analytical Investigation 
I. 	 Brake power 

Thcrmalmodeling Regarding to the uniform pressure or the constant wear boundary condition at the contact surt-ace, two 
methods are available for calculating the braking heat generation rate. Uniform pressure distribution in the contact region 
is oilen valid wben the pad is new, However aftcr braking for several times, assumption of uniform wear is more 
pragmatic" In this study, the pad is used several times and uniform wear between pad and brake dise is stabilized, hence 
the heal flux is just a fUll ction of time and it is independence of the spatial variables, For a vehicle which is decelerating 
on a level surface from a higher velocity V I to a lower velocity V2 the braking energy Eb can be written as 

1 J 1 ~ ')
E, = -m(V.\-

J 

- V,-)+ - I(liJ\ - -liJ,-) 
. 2 - 2 

Where, I is mass moment of inertia of [he rotating parts, m locomotive llIass and C1) is the angular velocity of rotating 
parts" If the locomotive stops completely (V2 = 002= 0) then all the rotating parts will be expressed rela tive (0 the 
revolutions orthe wheel. 

1 1 2 I . , 
Eh = - m(J +--,-)V, = - K.or mV ,

2 R..-111 2 
Where, Kcfis the correction factor for rotating masses and Rw is the wheel radiu s, Brak ing power Pb is equal to braking 
energy divided by the braking lime t, 

1', _ dEb 
b - dl 

The brake power is given by, 

Where, a is the deceleration of the locomotive, The distribution of braking energy between pad and di sc cannot be 
predicted readily, (51 

I' 

Fig-2: Parameter of Disc Brake 
The model consist of various forces on the vehicle during braking and computes the time-dependent braking power 

dissipated, from tbe calcu lated brake torque Tb, and wheel speed w, i.e. Pb ~Tb '" ~Tb (I-Tire Slip) wheel speed/Rolling 

radius. 

2. 
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1'2 !.:orrccliun Ihcl(,r for l! :1vironmcllt 
Tht: Force and the torque equations arc givcn as: 

W :I::. n t2KPVt 

II, r ' j 

F ~ Jf pr.dr.dO 

'" 
~ (13, -13,)f pr.dr 

0, ro 

T ~ JfIpr'.dr.d13 
0. ri 

'" 
= (13, - 13,)!j pr2 dr 

'" 
f pr'.dr 

T " r ----"::---<- fF. 
m

fpr.dr 

" 

O2 ro 

M, = F r ~ f f pr(r.sin (3).dr.dl3 
01 1'1 

m 

=(cos13,-cos13,)f pr'.dr 

- Mx (cos 13, - cos 13,)
r = --= - r 

) These equations are applied for uniform wear and Uni!~m pressur:~o~::ions: ' 

A. Uniform Wear Condition 

'0 

T = (13, - 13, )IPol; Jr.dr 

t.· ,.,. \- ~'-'!)----..... ". 
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r .. 

p,.Jrdr
<I I ' 

r, " 

P,,l~ 
co

Jdr 

" 
2 

,~, -r, r" +r ,= 
2 ':, - ': 2 

- case, - case, ro +r, 
r = 

e, -e, 2 

B. Uniform Pressure Condition 

F = (e, -e,)Po 

m

Jr.dr 
, 1 

T = (e, - e,)j'Pa 

m

Jr' .dr 

Po 
m

Jr'.dr 

re =_",r;o::-

;::,J
r.dr 

" 

2 

3 
3 

- cosOI -COS(J2 2 ro -rj '> 

r ~ 2 .,e, -e, 3 r 
0' 

-r
o 

3. Force system for car model 
The Normal force IT on th e inner and outer faces can be obtained from the Torque 
T ~ FT.R 

FT= TIR,u = Coefficient offriction 

FT ~ Total nonnal forces on dise brake = FTRI + fTRO 

FTRI=FTI2 


\ \)...L--
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FTRI ~ fll.FRI 
fRI~ FTRII ~d 
fRI ~ P max 12 x A pad brake area 
III = Coefficient of friction = 0,5 
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Fig-3: Forces System for car motlel 
4. 	 Braking Distance(x) 
The tangential braking force acting at the point of contact of the brake and the work done relation is given by, 
Work done = FT' x 
Where FT = FTRI + FTRO 
x = Distance travelled (in meter) by the vchicle before it come to rest. 

The kinetic energy of the vehicle, K.E. = (mv') I 2 
Where, m = Mass of vehicle & v = Velocity ofvchicle 
In order to bring the vehicle to rest, thc work done against friction must be equal to kinetic energy of the vehicle. 
FT. x = (mv') 12 
Assumption v = 100 kmlh = 27.77 m/s 
m = Dry weight of Vehicle 

Therefore, x = (mv') 12FT 

5. 	 Thermal Model 
The thermal conductivity of the brakc pads is smaller than the disc (Kp < Kd), so one can consider that the total amOllnt 
of the braking heat will be completely absorbed by the brake disc. This assumption leads to higher temperature 
cstimation for brake disc. To avoid this issue, suppose that the braking operation time is short. hence the pad and brake 
can be considered as semi-infinite solids and the heat generation ratio can be calculated as follows[6J 

} . = 	 q,," 
R 

=(P".cd.Kd ) 

q,J P,J,C".Kp 

where A is the heat generation ratio , q,f" and qp" are the heat flux absorbed by the brake disc, and pad, p reprcsents 
density, C is the specific heat, K the thermal conductivity and the index d and p indicate disc and pad, respectively , The 

heat flux on the braking surface can be found 

'Where, A is the disc and pad contact area. 

Heat Generated (Qd) = rn .Cp. ~T 
~T~QJmCp 

3.2 Software verification 

A. 	 BaCkground 


Linear static analysis is carried out to get the desired results. 


Pisroo. 

Bxk 

Fig 4 Simplified CAD model...... '" 
i.- " 
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4. RgSlJLT & DISClJSSION 
Till: investigation of wear of brake pad is done and categorized based on analytical investigation & software verification. Tile 
results arc studied, compared and are reported, 

• ,. 
'Q , ,., 00 ..n 10~
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Fig.5 Velo. Vs Torque for bl-nking time of2-6 Sec. Fig.6 Velo, Vs Contact Pressure (Dry) for bl'aking time of2-6 Sec. 
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Fig. 7 Velo. Vs Contact Pr4!Ssure ('Vet) for Fig. 8 Vclo. Vs Active Force (Dry & Wet) for uniform braking time 

of 2-6 Sec. Wear & pressure condition 
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Fig. 9 Velocity Vs Forces Fig. 10 Vclo. Vs Braking Distance for bra king time of2-5 Sec. 
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Fig. 11 Heat Dissil);ltitlR Vs Force for Cast iron & ALzO,3 Fig. 12 Wear Vs t\ctivc Force for Cast Iron 
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Fig. 13 Wcar Ys Activc Force for AI20.) 

5.2 SOFTWARE VERIFICATION 
The wear of the brake pad material is analyzed by using software package like ANSYS. During the variation of velocity, 
braking time is kept constant & corresponding wear of cast iron brake pad material is analyzed . There is variation of wear 
of brake pad material with respect to velocity of the vehicle & its corresponding braking time. The static structural 
analysis is performed analysis of total deformation of cast iron brake pad material. 

<"- . -'-. - , 

Fig. 14 'Year deformation of brake pad at velocity 40kmlhr & 45 km/ht- with 2 seconds braking time 

-: -
.:: 

-

-J "-"-.. p ... 

Fig. 15 Wear deformation of brake pad at velocity SOkmlhr & 5Skm/ hr with 2 seconds braking time 
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Fig. 16 '''car l1cformation of brakc pad at vclocity 60km/hl' & 65km/hl' with 2 seconds bnlliing time 

• 
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Fig. J7 Wear defor'm:ltion of brake pad :It velocity 70km/hr & 75 km/hr with 2 seconds brnking time 

Fig. 18 Weal' deformation of brAke pad at velocity 80km/hr with 2 seconds braking lime 

6. CONCLUSION 

I, The mathematical Equations are developed for investigation of wear of brake pad for various materials, The obtained 
analytical results from mathematical equations are studied and verified by using ANSYS. The equations are designed to 
study the effect of parameters like breaking energy, breaking power, contact pressure and actuating force on the wear of 
disc brake. 

2, The Investigation is performed on brake pad material for uniform pressure condition & uniform wear condition under dry 
& wet condition, 

3, The results are compared on common scale and the acceptance of modification shows good agreement in the range of5 
to 8 %. 
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ABSTRACT 
It has been studied that alumiJlium, its alloys (llld their mauufacturing tecllllologies applied Oil vehicles ill 
EuroCarBody conferellce. Using percentage ofAlumillium alloys 011 Body 111 White(BIW) are summarized and 
allalysed.Aspects of mfllerilll selectioll amI illllovative concepts of car constmctioll using aluminium as best 
sllitefl lightweight materials was presel1ted.5x ..xx alld 6xx.\" series lIluminium alloys were presented tliat have been 
improvefl/or increase ill tlemflm/s regarding higher .';trengtlt greater formability,resulfil1g mass redllctioll and 
improvefl crasflwort/tilless.Jl1ulfimtlterial SUPER LIGHT CAR(SLC) was also presel1ted for mass reduction. The 
result.'; regardillg tile studies 011 car flood il1dicates that tile optimised Aluminium hoot! structure shows similar 
performace aIJd belter peflestrialJ protectioll as that 0/steel/urther reducing the 'lJeightllp to 46.4%. 

------------------------------------------***••----------------------------------------

1 INTRODUCTION 

Car safety, energy saving and environmental protection these three have been considered while designing a car. On 
average, IOOkg mass reduction on passenger car saves 0.315 litre of petrol per IOOkm and 9gm of CO 2 per km.Here 
due to use of aluminium the weight of the body has been safely reduced by 40%nnd 10% reduction in consumption 
of fuel.Each of the car body presented in EuroCarBody conference was evaluated in following categories: 

A. Eflicient development and construction concepts 

B. Effective material developmenrs and applications 

C. Production efficiency 

D. Customer benefit conveyed by bodywork 

E. Completeness and engineering orienlation of presentation 

Here aluminium alloys and their manufacturing technologies were discussed. For light wejght design of vehicle. A 
combination of extrusion parts,complex casting nodes and sheet pans of aluminium are used.ln this paper the 
average aluminium alJoy percentage applied on veh icles presented at EuroCarBody have been summarised and 
analysed. 
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By light-weighting with Aluminium, weight savings of parts up to 50% can be achieved. Aluminium solutions are 
already well established in power-train, chassis, car body, hang-on parts, bumpers and interiors. Full aluminium 
bodies allow weight saving of 70 to J40kg (i.e. 30-40%) depending on the size of the car.l·Jere he concept of 
multimaterial(SuperLightCar) also discussed. 

2. OBJECTIVES OF L1GHTWEIGHTING 

LOWER 

C02. 


EMISSIONS 


IMPROVE ENHANCE 
FUEL VEHICLE 

ECONOMY SAFETY 

3 ALUMINIUM ALLOYS FOR CAR BODY APPLICA TlONS 

Applications of Aluminium and it's alloys has been discussed in this section.The four types as fol lo\\'s: 

3.1 Age·bardening AI-Mg-Si alloys 

6xxx series alloys contain magnesium and silicon. Cun·ent 6xxx alloys used for autobody sheet are A6OJ6 (Europe): 
A61 11 (America), and A6181A, which were added more recently because of recycling aspects. In USA, A6111 is 
often used for outer panels in gauges ofD.9-1.0 mm \....hich combines high strength wiIh good formability. In Europe, 
EN-6016 is preferred and applied in gauges of 1-1.2 mm . It shows a superior formability and filiform corrosion 
resistance and allows flat hems even on parts with local pre-deformation. However, the bake-hardened strength of 
6016 is significantly lower than that of A-6111.New alloy and processing modifications have been introduced in 
recent years to meet the increased requirements. Higher may allow outer panel thickness reduction 
with no loss of dent resistance, provided stiffucss paint-bake temperatures decrease, there 
is increasing demand for a significantly higher age for some parts formability remains 
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the nHljor difliculty. Thcrcfon:, special alloy lllm..liiicmions with cithcr improvctl formability or strength havc 
rc~ently b~~!l d\!vclopcd by European uluminiul11 sheet manufacturers :tnd agreed lIpon as standards by tht: 
HUIOll1otivt: im.lustry. 

3.2 Non hellt-trclltable AI-Mg-Mn alloys 

Al- Mg-Mn nlloys sho\\" un opt imum combination of formability and strength ul:hieved by (he mcchnnism of soliu 
solution nnd dt:fornwtion-han.h::ning due to thcir specilic high-strain-hardening. Further improvement inproperties 
requiretl for specific applicmiolls (e.g. surlau: uppearanee, corrosion resistance, thennal stability) has been achieved 
by small additions of other alloying elements and/or modified processing routes e.g. stretl:her strain fi'ee (';SSF") 
sheet, avoiding Li.iders-lines.Non heat-trcatable Al-Mg-Mn alloys arc applied in Europe for automotivc parts in 
larger quantities as hot and cold 1"011...'(.1 sheet and hydro-formed tubcs due to their good fannability whieh can alwnys 
be rt:gaincd uuring complex fonning operations by inter~annealing where quenching is needed for age-hardening. In 
chassis parts or wheel applications the benefit is twofold since the mass reduction in the unsprung mass of 
movingparts additionally enhances driving comfort a!1d reduces noise levels. A well-established alloy with high 
magnesium content, AIMg5Mn (A5182), is used for high strength ami complex stampings. For 5xx..x alloys 
containing >3% Mg the precipilation of P-Mg5AI8 particles at grain boundaries can result in susceptibility 
lointcrgranular corrosion cracking (ICC) by long lerm exposure at >80 °C. For thcse conditions special high-Mg
content alloys have beendevelopeu with a good comprom iseforsufficient strength and ICC resistance. For all other 
cascs, spccial high-Mg-content alloys (>6% Mg) have been introduced which show high- strength and strain
hardcning, thus also enhancing fonnabiIi [}'. Ai-Mg-Mn alloy sheer has also been succcssfully applied or is 
cUITcntly being tested in many parts far strucl"ural support, pedal boxcs, heat reflectors, lever arms etc. AI-Mn EN
AW 3xxx alloys are applied to heat-exchangers which is another success story of aJuminiwn sheet and extrusion 
applications that started in Europe many years ago. It is an increasing market with intensive R&D, established for 
advanced light- weight technology for radiators and air condilioning systems in cars (and elsewhere) worldwide. 

3.3 Extrusions 

A wide field of aluminium solutions and applications is opened by making li se of the well- established technology of 
aluminium extrusions. Here quite complex shapes of profiles can be achieved, thus allowing innovative light-weight 
design with integrated functions. In Europe completely new and flexible car concepts (e.g. the aluminium space 
flame) and complex sub-structures (e.g. in chassis parts, bumpers, crash elemems, air bags) have been developed 
using aluminium extrusions. Their high potential for complex design and functional integration is most suitable for 
cost-effective mass production. Medium strength 6xxx and high strength 7xxx age-hardening a.lloys are used since 
the required quenching occurs dwing the extrus ion process. Formability and fmal strength are controlled by 
subsequeut heating for age-hardening. Extrusions are applied to space-frame design ,bumper beams and crash 
elementslboxes. 

3.4 Castings 

The highest volume of aluminium components in cars is castings, such as engine blocks, cylinder heads and special 
chassis parts. The substitution of cast iron engine blocks continues. Even diesel engines, which continue to gain a 
substantial increase in markct share in Europe, are being cast in aluminium, due to the high requirements on sh·ength 
and durability. Cast iron has generally been used before. However, progress in aluminium alloy development 
(AI- Si-Cu-Mg-Fe type) and new casting techniques come up ·with improved material propcrties and functional 
integration that enables aluminium to meet these requirements. Aluminium castings are also gaining acceptance in 
the construction of space-frames, axle parts and structural components. Complex pans are produced by special 
casting methods that ensure optimal mechanical properties and allow enhanced functional integration .For high 
pressure die cast (HPDC) new AISiMgMn alloys have been developed with enhanced strength and ductility 
combination. In thc SLC project structural parts in the wheel house architecture have been designed using advanced 
aluminium die cast with an integrated striker plate. 

4.SLC (Super Light Car): 

The final SLC-body concept (Fig. I) shows anoptimum be(ween mass reduetion of95 kg (34%), i.e. a mass saving of 
41 % VS. reference (from 65 kg to 110 kg) and an add itional part costs of 5 €/kg. It has amagnesium roof and a steel 
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noor thlllle (i.e. lighter Ull top thun underneath ) and a torsion ring in the sid\.' struct ure made of IOrln-hardcned high 
str~nglh sted ct>lllhint.!d with nn uluminilim shect li"lIllL'. for [he inner 1 '~-riJhlr TWU slet: l sheet is llsed with ,In 

c.xlcrnalulullliniulll :;kin. Aluminium is lIsed a:-; shc\.·[ pam:1s and as c.,,(rusiolJ in front rails, bumper, crash clemellls~ 
in the rear underbody mil. ami in the wheelhousc strlll,:lllrc as I !PDC (high pl"l,:~Sllre die east). 

n "~nIlJrn v " ..! 
• ..~lin'Jn IUIT1 c:..l:.1 

• '\~IIrItI 'IIIT1I;l)·r••-.-.c~ •..... 
C MIQ"hum 
• Flt<e Ii!-!nrcrre-d pl:m·c 

SlC 8M': _igtlC Cl(lkg t·"'"'- .,.....101kg) 

Figl: Final BJW and selectcd materials for the innovative multi material SLC concept 

5. New manufacturing technologies 

The three new manufacturing technologies have been discovered under this section as follows: 

5.1 Self-piercing riveting(SPR) 

Requires no pre-<irilling of holes into the mating work pieces. A punch and die are used to complete the joining 
opermion in a single step. With solid rivets, the punch drives the rivet which pierces the sheet plies completely. 
Using semi-tubular rivets, the punch drives the rivet which pierces the top sheet and is set into the work-piece by 
partially piercing the bottom layer. A shaped die on the underside reacts to the sening force and causes the rivet tail 
to flare within the bottom sheet. This produces a mechanical interlock which includes the added rivet joining 
element and creates a button in the bottom sheet. The length of the ri vet tail, hole diameter and hole depth to shank 
diameter, and the design of the tooling mainly determine the final shape of the ri vet and of the button on the 
underside of the joint. There is a wide choice of rivet forms. The rivet is generally sem i-tubular but may also be 
solid[7]. Aluminium self-piercing rivets can be used in special cases. Fig.2 shows Self-Piercing Rive t technology of 
aluminium alloy applied on Range Rover Sport. It can be noted that the processing of SPR is: 1. Place two or more ) layer ofmaterials on lOp ofa die. 2. Clamp the layers of materials between the blank holder and die. 3 . Drive a semi
tubular rivet piercing through the top layers. 4. Flari ng into the bottom layer to form a mechanical interlock. 5. Lift 
the blank holder and move to next SPR position. It can pierce 2 or 3 layers of sheets (see Fig2). 

"" 

n 

Fig 2. Self-Piercing Rivet applied on Range Rover Sport 
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5.2 Friction stir welding (FSW) 

lt is n solid ~Ia(c welding rroccss performed at temperatures tower th,111 the melting point or the alloy. The work 
pieces arc rigidly clamped in a li~cd position and a specially proli lcd rotating tool travci'scd through the joint line 
prodnccs the lr iction heating. The tool is crushing the joint line, breaking up thc oxide film by a mechanical stirring 
and forg ing of the hot and plastic material. The resulling joint e~hibits a finer grain structure thar. the base metal 
,frict ion st ir wclding has application in the aerospace industry, [Ind it also has been applied in the automotive 
industry gradually. The FSW tools ean permit over 1500 m of I,veld to be produced in 4 mm thick aluminium 
extrusions without changing the tool. Fig. 10 shows the Ji'iction Stir welding technology applicd on Mercedes-Benz 
SL R23l class, it can bc notcd that the main floor madc of friction stir welded profiles and shows outstanding 
rigidity in the floor area. 

Fig.3Friction Stir welding applied on Mercedes-Benz SL R231 class 

5.3Electromagnetic forming (EM forming or magneforming) 

It is a type of high veloci ty, cold fanning process for electrically conductive metals, most commonly aluminium and 
copper. The workpiece is reshaped by high intensity pulsed magnetic fields that induce a current in the wor\...']>iece 
and a corresponding rep ulsive magnetic field, rapidly repell ing portions of the workpieee. T he workpiece can be 
reshaped without any contact from a tool, although in some instances the piece may be pressed against a die or 
former. The technique is sometimes called high veIocity forming or electromagnetic pulse technology. Lexus 
company adopted electromagnetic fonning technology which is a high-speed and non-contact forming method to 
manufacture aluminium rear bumper system, the processing ofelectromagnctic to rming shown in F'ig,4 it can reduce 
weight 38% from conventional structure. 

9t-ormeo conoman 

Principle : Fleming's rule 

Induced curri!nl Flange shape \ Caulking 

~SJl '
~F-o-rm-,~:.:e::·'::':I::':C:;:!::-=-~' 
i~!!!!~~ mDIeS Magnetic field 

Crash Box Q . ... 
~WI I&JtJn tJ:: ro r~ 

Bectritied coil 

FjgA Electromagnetic Forming technology applied on Lexus New IS 

6. Pedestrian protection property analysis 
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Accord ing to the requirell1cnts o f (ht.: Europt.:an New Car i\ssl.~$mt:rl! Program (I:.uro·NCAP) pedestrian protectio l1 

V5.3. 1 vt.:I'Si (lIl. i( nct.:d (0 dctint.: Z OIlI.!S of t.:ar hood for analysis, as shown in rjg ,5, it can be noted that \Vh~n the 

collision projL.:ction point locates bCiwe~n WA I) 1000 ami WAD 15(lO. the [wud type wil ! use the children hend t)'P~. 

The adult ht.:ud typL.: will be ust.:u while the t.:o1\isiol1 projccliol1 point !ocntcs bt.:twccn WAD 1700 and WAD 2100. 
When thl.! collision projection point locatt.:d belwL.:cl1 WI\D 1500 ..lilt.! WAD 1700 line, if the poim is on the moving 

pm1s with the lid moving (lor example, sur lucc of hood), the children hCild typt: will be used, if the point is on the 

without moving parts with the lid moving (sudms the bottom of the windscreen or the wiper arm), then the adult 

head lype used. 

\\ \1f!I/U,,,,, .. , 

~ \\ \IIU""',,,, 

\\ \UI:;unnuII 

EJ \\ \IIH:c..... 

) \\.\UI Uti li ... ", 

Fig.5 Pedestrian head impact protection zoning for ENCAP 

In the simplified model, the head impact area on hood region is observed, so the zone between WADlOOO and rear 
line of hood is analysed, namely the children head will be used to impact on the hood. Child's head impact model 
established in accordance with regulations, the impact speed of head type is set as 1 1. Imis, the impact should be 
directed to the vehicle longitudinal vertical plane which relative [0 the hori zontal plane of impaet angle is 500

, 

relative to the front structure, the direction should be downward and backward ,36 collisionanalyses are achieved by 
adopting children head type for pedestrian protection, and the results shows in Table 1, the Head Injury Criterion 

(HIC) is an important parameter to evaluate the pedestrian protection leveL 

Impact 
Point 

HIC Impact 
Point 

HIC Impact 
Point 

HIC 
Steel AI Steel AI Steel AI 

CIA 360 376 C4A 470 261 AIC 982 832 
CIB 525 438 C4B 455 235 AID 625 684 
CIC 417 374 C4C 529 499 A2C 539 635 
CID 504 460 C4D 530 446 A2D 386 474 
C2A 585 361 C5A 590 272 A3C 410 368 
C2B 584 273 C5B 590 354 A3D 309 335 
C2C 553 442 C5 C 557 451 A4C 309 335 
C2D 557 452 C5D 555 432 A4D 420 368 
C3A 454 231 C6A 525 432 A5C 379 467 
C3 B 467 260 C6B 362 379 A5D 530 631 
C3C 532 445 C6C 499 457 A6C 640 680 
C3D 533 498 C6D 420 375 A6D 988 830 

Table l :Comparison ofpedestrilln protection analysis between steel and optimized aluminium bood 
, 'a"lf" 

7.Ne,~u·nl'fn~'l1P alloys for automotive applications: ...." 
Seve~w product developments were introduced in the SLC project to meet specific demands of the BIW that 

cannot bCp et by ·the present aluminium a lloys. For instance, a hig • lent 5xx.x alloy especially dedicated to 
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warm t()rm:ng. New 6x:..;x <! lIoys Ibr Slrw.:;lural applications were introduced, uscd for the crash members in Ihe ("ront 
SlrUCll!re of Ihe SLC model, or a new 6xxx alloy has been introduced as ·Roof a lloy' when placed on a sted 
structurc with liL'i( pnim bake response to withstand thermally induced plastic deformation. 

8.Conclusion : 

Due to its low density. goodformability and corrosion resistance aluminium is material of many components sllch 
chassis a,amobody,ctc.Thc SLC concept shows that we can achievc up to 50% decrease in aUlomobilc weight 
wi thout comprom ising with periomance.ln thi s paper \"ie have also summarised % of A laJloys on BIW presented at 
EuroCarBody conference. More and more ncw technologies applied on hot stamping processing. suchas, casting, 
seLf-piercing riveting, electromagnetic lorming,etc.The use of Aluminium hood instead of steel can achieve weight 
reductionup to 46.4% and better pedestrian protection. The HIe value of aluminium hood is lower than [he original 
s tee! structure after head impad analysis of pedestrirm protection, the optimized aluminium hood structure can 
achieve a hetter pedestrian protection. 
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ABSTRACT 
It has bee/l .wulied tltat alumillium, its alloys alltl their mamifactllrillg technologies applied 011 vehicles ill 

EuroCarB()((v conference. Using percelliage ofAluminium alloys 011 Body III White(BIW) are sllmmllrized and 
anolysed.Aspects of mllterial selectioll IIml illllovative concepts of car construction using aluminillm as best 
suiteillightweight materials was presellted.5,-..:xx aud6xxx series aluminium alloys were presellted tllat have beell 
improved for increase ill demauds regarding higher strength grt!lIler for11lability,reslllting I1If1S:" reductioll amI 
improvell l:rasll""orthil1ess.Mullimaterial SUPER LIGHT CAR(SLC) ""liS also presellted for mllss reductioll. Tile 
results regardiug tile studies on Cllr hoot! indiclltes Illat tile optimised AlwlJilliulIl hood structure sllows similar 
performace ami beller pedestrian prolec:tiou as tllat ofSleel further reducillg the weight up to 46.4%. 

"'''' ... 
1 INTRODUCTION 

Car safety.energy saving and environmental protection these three have been considered while designing a car. On 
average, IOOkg mass reduction on passenger car saves 0.315 litre of petrol per {DOkm and 9gm of CO 2 per km.Here 
due to use of aluminiul11the weight of the body has been safely reduced by 40o/oand 10% reduction in consumption 
offueJ. Each of the car body presented in EuroCarBody conference was evaluated in following categories: 

A. Efficient development and construction concepts 
B. EJfective materi al developments and applications 

C. Production efficiency 
D. Customer benefit conveyed by bodywork 


E, Completeness and engineering orientation of presentation 


Here aluminium alloys and their manufacturing technologies were discussed.for light weight design of vehicle. A 
combination of extrusion parts,complex casting nodes and sheet parts of aluminium are used.In this paper the 
average aluminium alloy percentage appl ied on vehicles presented at EuroCar80dy have been summarised and 
analysed. 
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By Iight-',.\Ieighting \vith Aluminium, weight savings of parts up [0 50% can be achieved. Aluminium solutions are 
already well established in power-train, chassis, car body, hang-on parts, bumpers tlnd interiors.Full aluminium 
bodies allow wcight saving of 70 to J40kg (i.e. 30-40%) depending on the size of the car.Here he concept of 
Inultimaterial(SuperLightCar) also discussed. 

2. OBJECTIVES OF LlGHTWEIGHTING 

ENHANCE 
VEH ICLE 
SAFETY 

) 

3 ALUMINIUM ALLOYS FOR CAR BODY APPLICATIONS 

Applications of Aluminium and il'S alloys has been discussed in this section.The four types as follows: 

3.1 Age-hardening AI-Mg-Si alloys 

6xx..'( series alloys contain magnesium and silicon. Current 6xxx alloys used for autobody sheet are A6016 (Europe), 

A61 I I (America), and A6181A, which were added more recently because of recycling aspects. In USA, A61 I I is 

often used for OUlcr panels in gauges om.9- J.O mm which combines high strength with good formabiJi[)'. In Europe, 

EN-6016 is preferred and applied in gauges of 1-1.2 mm. It shows a superior formability and filifonn cOlTosion 

resistance and allows flat hems even on parts with local pre-deformation, However, the bake-hardened strength of 

6016 is significantly lower than that of A-6111.New alloy and processing modifications have been introduced in 

~&tyears to meet the Increased requirements. Higher strength alloys may allov,' outer panel thickness reduction 

wit~ nO)Qss of dent resistance, provided stiffness requirements are met. As paint-bake temperatures decrease, there 
t5 in~rea?jng demand for a significantly highe . response. However, for some parts formability remains 
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the rnt~j or diniculty, Therefore, special allo), motiili<.:aliolls with ei ther improved formability or strength have 
recently been dcvdorcd by European aluminium sheet m<'lI1l1t~lClurcrs and agreed upon as standards by the 
automotive indmary. 

3.2 Non heat-treatable AI-Mg-Mn alloys 

Al-Mg-Mn <l ll o)'s show an optimum combination of formability and strength achieved by the mechanism of solid 
solution and deformation-hardening due to their srecitic high-strain-hardening. further improv..:mcnt inpropcrtics 
required lor spcciJic app lications (e.g. surface appearance, corrosion resistance, thermal stabi lity) has been achieved 
by small addit ions of other alloying clements and/or modified processing routes e.g. stretcher strain free ("SSP') 
sheet, avoiding LOders-lines.Non heat-treatable AI- Mg-Mn alloys arc aprlicd in Europe for automotive parts in 
larger quantities as hot and cold rolled sheet and hydro-formed lubes due to lhei r good fonnabil ity which can always 
be regained during complex fonning operat ions by in ter-anneal ing where quenching is needed for age-harden ing. In 
chassis parts or wheel app lications the benefit is two fold since the mass reduct ion in the unsprung mass of 
movingparts additionally enhances driving comfort and reduces noise levels. A well-established alloy wi th high 
magnesium content, AIMg5Mn (A5 182), is used for high strength and complex stampings. For 5xxx alloys 
comaining >3% Mg the precipitation of {3-MgSA!8 particles at gra in boundaries can result in susceptibility 
tointergranular corrosion cracking (ICC) by long lcnn exposure at >80 0c. For these conditions special high-Mg
content alloys have beendeveloped with a good compromiseforsuflicient strength and ICC resistance. For all other 
cases, special high-Mg-content alloys (>6% Mg) have been introduced which show high- st rength and strain
harden ing, th us also enhancing formability. AI-Mg-Mn alloy sheel has also been successfully applied or is 
currcn tly being tested in many parts for structural support, pedal boxes, heat rcnectors, lever arms etc. AI- Mn EN
A W 3xx...x alloys are applied to heat-exchangers \vhich is another success story of aluminium sheet and ex trusion 
applications that started in Europe many years ago. It is an increasing market wi th intensive R&D, established for 
advanced light- weight technology for radiators and air conditioning syslems in cars (and elsewhere) worldwide. 

3.3 Extrusions 

A wide field ofaluminium solutions and applications is opened by making use of the well - established technology of 
aJuminium extrusions. Here quite complex shapes of profiles can be achieved, thus allowing innovative light-weight 
design with integrated functions. In Europe completely new and flexible car concepts (e,g, the aluminium space 
frame) and complex sub-structures (e.g. in chassis parts, bumpers, crash elements, air bags) have been developed 
using aluminium extrusions. Thei r high potential for complex design and functional integration is most suitable for 
cost-effective mass production, Medium strength 6x.-xx and high strength 7xxx age-hardening all oys are used sinee 
the required quenching occurs during thc extrusion process. Fonnability and final strength are controlled by 
subsequent heating for age-hardening. Extrusions are applied to space-frame design ,bumper beams and crash 
elementslboxes. 

3.4 Castings 

The highest vo lume of aluminium compone nts in cars is castings, such as engine blocks, cylinder heads and special 
chassis pans. The substi tution of cast iron engine blocks continues. Even diesel engines. which continue to gain a 
substantial increase in market share in Europe, are being cast in aluminium. due to the high requirements on strenglh 
and durability. Cast iron has generally been used before. However. progress in aluminium alloy development 
(AI-Si-Cu- Mg- Fe type) and new casting techniques come up wi Lh improved material properties and functional 
integration that enables aluminium to meet these requirements. Aluminium castings are also gai ning acceptance in 
the construction of space-frames, axle parts and structural components. Complex parts are produced by special 
casting methods that ensure optimal mechanical properties and allow enhanced functional integration .For high 
pressure die cast (HPDC) new AISiMgMn alloys have been developed with enhanced strength and ductility 
combination. In the SLC project structural parts in the wheel house architecture have been designed using advanced 
aluminium die cast with an integrated striker plate. 
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floor tramc (i.e. lightcr on lOp than undclllcalh) and a torsion ring in thc side structure made of form-hardem:d high 
slrengTh sleel l:ombincd with un alum inium sheet Ii-allle. for the inner O-pillur TWB steel sheet is used with an 
cXlcrna~(Jlliminillm skin. I\ium inillm is llsed as sheet panels and as extrusion in front rails, bumper, crush ehmll:nls, 
in the rear underbody rail, and in Ihl: wheel hUlls!.! strm:lun: as HPDC (high pressure die cma). 

o i,\,(11"',um 6MiI ! 

• .\l.Jrn:OIum c;j.";! 

• Au rr.." um l,!1!r;,-;~:.n 

G I"109'l,;;!-oJJlI 

• Flv.e r'l!1nl:Jrood pls!l.lc 

SLC BIW: woighC nOkg , · U'..,., .v" " O'~gt 

Fig1: Final BI\V and selected materials for the innovative multi material SLC concept 

5. New manufacturing technologies 

The three new manufacturing technologies have been discovered under this section as follows: 

5.1 Self-piercing riveting(SPR) 

Requires no pre-drilling of holes into the mating work pieces. A punch and die are used to complete the joining 
operation in a single step. With solid rivets, the punch drives the rivet which pierces the sheet plies completely. 
Using semi-tubular rivets, the punch drives the rivet which pierces the top sheet nnd is set into the work-piece by 
partially piercing the bottom layer. A shaped die on the underside reacts to the setting force and causes the rivet tail 
to flare within the bottom sheet. This produces a mechanical interlock which includes the added rivet joining 
element and creates a button in the bottom sheet. The length of the rivet tail, hole diameter and hole depth to shank 
diameter, and the design of the tooling mainly determine the final shape of the rivet and of the button on the 
underside of the joint. There is a wide choice of rivet forms. The rivet is generally semi-tubular but may also be 
solid[7]. Aluminium self-piercing rivets can be used in special cases. Fig.2 shows Self-Piercing Rivet technology of 
al uminium alloy applied on Range Rover Sport. It can be noted that the processing of SPR is: 1. Place two or more 
layer of materials on top of a die. 2. Clamp the layers of materials between the blank holder and die. 3. Drive a semi
tubular rivet piercing through the top layers. 4. Flaring into the bottom layer to form a mechanical interlock. 5. Lift 
the blank holder and move to next SPR position. It can pierce 2 or 3 layers of sheets (see Fig2). 
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5.2 Friction stir welding (FSW) 

his t1 so lid slute welding process pertormcd al tcmpcratun::s lower thall the melting point of the alloy. The work 
pieces arc rigidly damped in a fixed position tlnd i.l specially proliled rottHing tool traversed through the:: joint li ne 
produces lhe fri ction heming. The tool is clllshing Ibejointline::, breaking lip thc oxide film by a mcch.mical stirring 
and lorging of the hot and plastic materia l. The resulting joinl c~hjbjts a liner grain strllctu~ than the base mctal 
.Frict ion stir we lding has application in the aerospace industry. and it also has been applied in thc automot ive 
industry gradually. The FSW tools can permit \)Ver 1500 m of wdd 10 be produced in 4 mm thick aluminium 
extrusions without changing thc too l. Fig. 10 shows the fri ction Sti r welding technology appl ied on Mercedes-Benz 
SL R231 class, it can be noted that the main l10ar made of Ifiction sti r welded profiles and shows outstanding 
rigidity in the floor area. 

Fig.3Friction Stir welding applied on Mercedes-Benz SL R231 class 

5.3EJectromagnetic forming (EM forming or magneforming) 

It is a type of high velocity. cold forming process ror electrically conductive metals, most commonly aluminium and 
copper. The workpiece is reshaped by high intensity pulsed magnetic fie lds that induce a CUiTenl in the workpiece 
and a cOITcsponding repulsive magnetic field, rapidly repelling ponions of the workpiece. The workpicce can be 
reshaped without any contact from a tool, a lthough in some instances the piece may be pressed against a die or 
fonner. The teehnique is sometimes called high velocily fonning or e lectro magnetic pulse technology. Lexus 
company adopted elect romagnetic fOlming technology which is a high-speed and non-contact forming method to 
manufacture a luminium rear bumper system, the processing o f electro magnetic fOlming shown in Fig,4 it can reduce 
weight 38% from conventional structure. 

91""OrmeO COl1omon 

Principle: Fleming's rule 

Inr!uced current FJange shape \ CaulkIng 

~~~SJl ' :t';":-:'!':--~F-o-rm-:-·-·~
Oies Magnetic field 

Bumper RlF Crash 80;( ¢l " E It..'tJIDnld~'!!lIc.rofCo.!" 
Electrified coil 

Fig.4 
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According to the requiremcnts of the European New CUl" Assessment Program (Guro-NCAP) pedestrian protection 
VS.3.1 vcrsi()Il, it need to define zones of cur hood for analysis, as shown in fig.S , it can be noted that when the 

collision projectioll point locmes betwecn WAD 1000 and WAD 1500, th\!' head type will use the children head lype. 
The adu lt hl:ud type will be lIsed while Ihe collision projection point locates between WAD 1700 and WAD 2100. 

When the collision projection point located bet\vccn WAD J500 und WAD 1700 line. if the point is on the moving 

parts with the lid moving (for example, su rf.:"!.ce of hood), the children head lyPI! wi ll be used, if the point is on the 

wi thout moving parts with the lid moving (suchas the bOLtom of the windscreen or the wiper arm), then the adult 
head type used. 

Fig.S Pedestrian bead impact protection zoning for ENCAP 

In the simplified model, the head impact area 011 hood region is observed, so the zone between \VADI 000 and rear 
line of hood is analysed. namely the children head will be used to impact on the hood. Chi ld's head impac t model 
established in accordance with regulations, the impact speed of head type is set as 11 .1 mIs, the impact should be 
directed to the vehicle longitudinal vertical plane which relative to the horizontal plane of impact angle is 50c

, 

relat ive to the front structure, the direction should be downward and backward ,36 collisionanalyscs arc achie\'ed by 
adop ting children head type for pedestrian protection, and the results shows in Table I , the Head Injury Criterion 

(HIC) is an important parameter to evaluate the pedestrian protection level. 

Impact 
Point 

HIC Impact 
Point 

HIC Impact 
Point 

HIC 
Steel AI Steel AI Steel AI 

CIA 360 376 C4A 470 261 AIC 982 832 
C IB 525 438 C4B 455 235 AID 625 684 
CIC 417 374 C4C 529 499 A2C 539 635 
CID 504 460 C4D 530 446 A2D 386 474 
C2A 585 361 C5A 590 272 A3C 410 368 
C2B 584 273 C5B 590 354 A3D 309 335 
C2C 553 442 C5C 557 451 A4C 309 335 
C2D 557 452 C5D 555 432 A4D 420 368 
C3A 454 231 C6A 525 432 A5C 379 467 
C3B 467 260 C6B 362 379 A5D 530 631 
C3C 532 445 C6C 499 457 A6C 640 680 
C3D 533 498 C6D 420 375 A6D 988 830 

Table l:Comparison ofpedcstriao protection analysis between steel and optimized aluminium hood 

7.New Aluminium aJloys for automotive applications: 

Several new product developments were introduced iQ the SLC project to meet specific demands of the BIW that 
cannot be met by the present aluminium alloys. \ high-Mg-content Sxxx alloy especially dedicated to 
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WHrlll timning. Nt.:w 6xxx alloys I()r structural appliciltions were introduced, ust.:d It)r tltt.: crash mcmbt.:rs in the li'om 
structure or the SLC !Dodd, or a Ill:W oxxx alloy has been introduced as ' ROlli" alloy' when placed on a sleet 
Slrtlcture with l:lst paint bake n:spol1se to ",ithsland thermally inducl,;d plastic Jdonnalion. 

8.Conclusion : 

Due to ils low density, goodfonne.bility and corrosion resist<llll:c aluminium is material oJ'many components such 
chassis a,autobody,elc.Thc SLC concept shO\vs Ihat WI,; can achit.:vc up to 50% decrease in automobile weight 
without compromising with perfomance.ln this paper we have also summarised % or Ablloys on BIW presented at 

EuroCarBody conference. More and more ncw tl:l:hnologies applied on hot stamping processing, such as, casting, 
self-piercing riveting, electromagnetic tortning,etc.The use or Aluminium hood instead or steel \.:an achieve weight 
reduclionup to 46.4% and better pedestrinn protection.The Hie value of aluminium hood is lower than the original 
sleel structure aller h~ad impact analysis of pedcstri,:n protection, the optimized ,lluminium hood structure can 
achieve a better pedestrian protection. 
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Abstract: 

Hydrogen can be the source offuel tilot can transform our fossil fuel dependent economy into a more efficient and 

an environment friendly economy. Hydrogen in the form ofgas can be used in both CI and SI engines to enhance 

combustion and reduce toxic emissions By considering the various aspects offuel, hydrogen is expected as a best 

option when consider as a gaseolls stote/uel. It is identified as a best alternate fuel for internal combustion engines 

as well as power generation application, which can be produced easily by means ofva rio liS processes., But certain 

difficulties limit its use in internal combustion engines which prompts liS to tap into fuel cel/technology or hybrid 

technology to achieve efficient as well as on environment friendly engine, A new concept of£wended Range Electric 

Vehicle (ERE V) based;n a Fuel Cell Electric VeMcle has also been described in this paper as an improvement to 

the currently implemented series hybrid technology, A new concept of Extended Range Electric Vehicle (ERE V) 

based in a Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle has also been described in this paper as an improvement to the cllrrenlly 

implemented series hybrid technology. The objective is that these vehicles can be presently llsed until the 

development ofan electric ancVor hydrogen recharge/refuel netl'v'ork allows being useful wUh the current status. 


Keywords;- FCEV- Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle, EREV- Extended Range Electric Vehicle, ERFCEV- Extended 

Range Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle, BEV- Battcry Electric Vehicle 


1. Inlroduction:

Increase in energy demand and pollution levels and the rapid de pie lion of current resources have led researchers to 

tap into new modes of fuels as an alternative to the current combustion exhaustible fossil fuels. Hydrogen is been 

looked into as the next fuel or a suitable alternative source to replace fossil fuels. Hydrogen fuel could be a 

emissions-free transportation fuel to transform our fossil fuel dependent economy. It can be a c lean alternative fuel 

producing insigni ('jcant greenhouse emissions. Hydrogen gas can be used in trad itional S.l and C.I engines. It can 

also be used in polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) for greater efiiciency (also known as fuel cells). 


• Advantages:
Hydrogen has a high energy yield. It can be produced from primary energy SOurces, It has a wide flammabili ty 


range and high diffusivity. It is a versatile fuel.Water vapor being the only principal exhaust product along ,"vith 

NOX; hydrogen can be tenned as an environment friendly or green fuel. 


• 	 Limitations:
It has low density and~ ,aee.sult . low ignition energy. It is up to a cel1ain extent an expensive fuel to produce as it is 

~no",ound free in nature. As mentioned earlier hydrogen can be used in a traditional SlfC! engine or it can be used in 
~ a fue! cdl vehicle as the sole operating fuel. 
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2. Variou, Methods to Produce Hydrogen:. 

I lydrogl.!l1 \:<111 hI.! rrodu~l.!d u::;ing vurious mdhods that havc bC~1l described bclow ..Thc tliftcrent mcthods are stearn 
refo:'ll1ing or metlHlIl~ gas. ga:~i lication, clcl:trolysis 01' WHWI' aild solar hydrogl:1l sy:-;tcm. [II 

2.1 Steam rcforming of methanc gas:· 

CII4+H20 qC02+JH2151 

This is currently the m(~or source or hydrogcn production. Steam retorming takes place in presence of nickel 

catalyst uno U( 700-1 tOO degree centigra(.k. 


2.2 Hydrogen from coal (gasification):

COlll+H20+02 c:::::)rngas 151 

Syngas=H2+C02+CO+CH4151 

Gasification is the process that eonverts carbonaceous fuel based carbon material into hydrogen, carbon dioxide 

and carbon monoxide. 


2.3. Electrolysis ofwater. 

21120 qzH2+02 151 

Electrolysis of water is the decomposition of water (H10) into oxygen (02) and hydrogen gas (H2) due to an electric 

current being passed through the water. 


2.4. Solar hydrogen system:

2H20 qzH2+02 151 

A solar powered e1ectrolyzer IS used to convelt water into hydrogen and oxygen whieh is used to produce 

electricity in a fuel cell. 


3. Hydrogen Powered ICE:

Researchers have carried out tests on combustion engine using hydrogen fuel s. In this case tests were carried out on 

a multi-cyli nder spark ignition engine with an electronically controlled POlt fuel injection system. The H202 

mixture and gasoline were separately introduced into the intake manifold. A schematic diagram of the hydrogen line 

used by the researchers is shown in Fig. I. The H2-02 mixture was deli vered into the engine with an additional fuel 

supplement system and a pressure regulator was used to reduce the pressure of the H2-02 gas mi>..1ure produced by 

the eleclrolyser. The H2-02 gas mixture was sent through a bubbler before being fed to the engine to prevent 

backfires in the engine. A relief valve \vas used to prevent overpressure, and a second pressure regulator was 

installed to regulate line pressure in the system. A thennal mass flow meter was used to measure flow rate. A 

rotameter was also used to check the hydrogen fuel flow rate against the thermal mass-flow meter. A buffer tank 

was installed between the flov.' meters and engine to reduce H2-02 mixtW'e flow fluctuations. A check valve and a 
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original ECU of the tesl engine as self-developed EeU was used by the rescarchers 10 Irigger the hydrogen 

injectors. The Ilow r<lles or injectors were dClermint;d accordi ng. to the signll l kngth with ;:, :;cries o f preiirninar)' 

tests. A power supply with constant current ci.lp;'lbility W<lS lIsed to control the currenl and the voltage of tht.: 

clcctrolyser. 

9 

2 

.. . _______ • _. ____ •• __ • ___ _ " _._ . ___ " __ oJ 

I . Electrolyscr 
2. Bubbler 
3. Pressure- reglda10r 
-1. Rclicfv3lve
5. Discharge linc 
6. Shur-ofYvalvc 

7. Needle \'alvc 
8. Hydrogen rolamcter 
9. HyLlrogen m;Jss-l1ow meIer 
10. Bufti.:r lank 
I I , Pwssurc regularor 
12 , Bnll villve 

13. Check v,lIve 
1-1, Pressure gauge! 
IS, Fbmc- arrcSI~r 

16. Quick c(mnccl 
17. Hydrogen !coaL: 
detector 

Fig 1: Schematic Diagram of Hydrogen ICE [3] 

3.1 Observations:
The following parameters were considered during the tests conducted by the researchers. The brake torque, brake 
power. BSEC, NOX, THe and CO measurements were acquired with a data acquisition system. [3] 

3.1.1 Brake Specific Energy Consumption:
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I! is the amount orcllcrgy I.:OI1SlIIllCd j1l.:r kilowatt of power produCL.:l1 by IhL.: l:ngil1l.:. ·rhl.: graph,shows that add ing a 
small amount 11202 decI'I.:ases I3SEC regardless orl.:l1gine spe\::d. 

i\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

~': ~I----~--_~-- --''-- ---------------j 
Fig 2:-VariatioD of nSEC vs. Engine Speed 13J 

This happens because the flame speed of hydrogen is five times larger th<ln hydrogen and as a result it leads to shorter 
burning durat ion which leads to lesser energy usage by the engine.The shorter burning duration and wider 
flammability range of the hydrogen gasoline mixture lead to higher combustion effieieney. 

3.1.2 Reduction in emissions:

As shown in the graphs) THe emissions are reduced as a gasoline hydrogen mixture can be more completely burnt 
due to the fonnation ofOH radicals and shorter quenching distance of hydrogen fuel.CO emissions are also reduced 
as shown in the graph below. Emissions such as smoke and soot are also reduced. But as the graphs suggest, NOX 
emissions increase due to the high temperatures created in the engines and due to the availability of more amount of 
oxygen.The quenching distance of hydrogen is one third of gasolione and as a result it is burnt more closer to the 
cylinder walls. 

~' y----------------------------, 

"" 
:.w 

- - -

Fig 3:-Variation ofTHC vs, Engine Speed (3) 
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Fig 4:-Va riation ofca vs. Engine Speed [31 

CO emissions are reduced as there are no [races of carbon in hydrogen fuel. Traces of carbon monoxide and carbon 
dioxide can be present in the exhaust gas due LO seeped oil burning in the combustion chamber. 

_ G--.-..... 
c:::l G~:W.e-·~'O,J 

Fig 5:-VariatioD of NOX vs. E ngine Speed 13} 

Peak cylinder pressure and bulk cyl inder temperature were increased with hydrogen addition. High temperature and 
more available oxygen in the charge may cause NOx emissions to ri se. Higher flame temperature and speed of 
hydrogen combustion causes higher local in cy linder temperatures and a larger amount of NO x emissions. 

4. Disadvantages of Hydrogen ICE:

. Hydrogen in all ICE will be used in an engine giving it e ffi ciency no better than gasoline or around 15% at the 
wheels. It has low knock resistance in pract ice due to its low ignition energy and extremely high flame speed. 
Under the high pressure and temperature conditions in an engine, nitrogen and oxygen atoms in the air react to 
Conn various nitrogen oxides, co llective ly known as NOX. Hydrogen is prelty flamm able as it has risks when it 
comes to malfunctions and accident safety. Storage of hydrogen is also another maj or issue as there are no 
provisions cun'ently provided for the safe srorage of hydrogen. 
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5. Hydrogen Fucl Cell Electric Vchiclc:

Fuel cell is a device in which electrochemical reac tio n takes place between Hydrogen and Oxygen. The main 
components of a fuel cell include an anode, a cathode and an electrolytp.. In presence of an electrolyte, the fuel 
ions i.e. Hydrogen ions react with the Oxygen ions to produce electricity, water vapo r and heat. A fuel eel! 
genera lly produces 0.7 V and therefore, a stack of fuel cells is used in order to generate the required amount of 
electricity. 

The reactions involved in a illel cell nrc as 10110\\'5 (6]: 

• 	 Anodc side (Ian o)dalion reaction): 
2Hl "'U++4e

• 	 Cathode side (<1 reduction reaction): 
0, + 4H' + 4e- c::::) 2H ,0 

• 	 Net renction (the "redox" rcnclion): 
2H, + 0, c::::) 2H,0 

) 

"'Aca:UAArnH 

<;:. ~Q("I"lM eJ\Al\"'1 

HYDROGEN TANK ~ 

POWER. ~TRBUTOR UIIT 

"""'" CONVlRnR ... 

Fig 6:-Schematic of FCEV \4J 

Vehicles use the fuel ce ll as a generator to power the engine. Like electric vchicles, a FCEV uses a fu el cell as its 
primary energy source. Energy flow controlled is by a Power Electronic Distributor Unit. It decides the direction of 
flow of energy in a fuel cell. During acceleration, the PDU uses the energy produced by fuel cells to meet the 
demand of the engine, In case of braking, PDU manages the regenerative braking by switching the motor to operate 
in reverse and thus the recovered electricity can then be stored in the battery, Cun'enlly, Honda Clarity and Hyundai 
Tuscon use this technol ogy. 

5.1 Advantages:
Fuel cell vehicles are more efficient compared to any other conventional ICE. The tail pipe emissions of these 
vehicles contain only the water vapor and hence are non-polluting vehicles. As these engines operate silently, they 
help to keep sound pollution in check ' .. 
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5.2 Limitations:
Storing hydrogen unuer high pressure is a risky amlir and lllay prove lillnl in case 01" collisions. Fuel rc:illing 

stations equipped with the ::;ophislkatcd handling capability arC rcquin:d which have not been commissioned. 

6. Extended Range Electric Vchiclc:

There are two main types o!"Plug in Hybrid Electric Vehicles [4):

6.1. Parallel Hybrids-In this lype of hybrids, both the electric motor and combustion engines are uscd to power the 
whcels. A battery is used to power thc electric motor and fuel is used for the combustion engine. Toyota Prius uses 
this technology, 

6.2 Series Hybrids-These are known as the extended range electric vehicles in which the electric motor is coupled 
to the wheels and the combustion engine is used for the purpose of charging the battery. 

EXTENDER 

FUEL 
TANK 

INTERNAL 
COMOUSTlOH 

ENGINE 

1'011'" 
COWElfiffi• 

PRIMARY 
MOTOR 

Fig 7:-Schematic of EREV [4[ 

As shown in the figure, the schematic is same as hydrogen FCEV only difference being the use of fuel tank instead 
of hydrogen fud cell. These vehicles have a pure electric battery range of around 40 miles before the vehicle 
switches to the range-extender mode to continue the journey without any compromise in range.BMW i3 and 
Hyundai ix35 are the vehicles using this technology. 

7. Extended Range Fuel Cen Electric Vehicle [4]:

Researchers have proposed a concept wherein, in a series hybrid vehicle instead of a combustion engine, hydrogen 
fuel can be used. As shown in the schematic diagram these engines combine the working of a hydrogen FCEV and 
EREV.A battery is used to run the vehicle along with a hydrogen tank to recharge the batteries. Electric all-wheel 
system enables the vehicle to drive purely on electric power as priority with a fully charged battery. If the charge 
level is reduced, the fuel-cell switches itself on to recharge the battery and thus to increase the absolute range. 
Magna and Toyota Mirai are the vehicles using this technology. 
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i!AITUh' 

HYllROGEN TANK ¢ 
1I/0I0IIil0ii0ii,, 

f Ufl CEll $<AQ( 

POWER 
COHVtRlHI,• 

Fig 8:-Plug in FC-EREV Powl <-Traio 14) - 0 

8. Conclusion:

As the above given extract suggests that hydrogen operated combust ion engines will certainly provide more 
efficiency compared to the conventional gasoline operated engines and can be considered as an environment friendly 
option to them. The emissions ofTHC and CO are reduced by hydrogen addition but NOX emissions are increased 
due to highcr cylinder temperatures. This coupled with accident safety and storage problems has prompted 
researchers to tap into fuel cell vehicles and the hybrid elect ric vehicles. Thc use of fuel cell technology in vehicles 
faces certain obstacles in the form of storage of hydrogen and the availability of the required infrastructure which is 
far from being available currently. Thus, the hydrogen operated battcry vehicles or the hybrid vehicles seem to be a 
more feasible solution in the current scenario. The filel ce ll extended range electric vehicle is a technology tbat can 
bridge the gap between the available infrastructure, an environment friendly and an efficient engine. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim is to design ami develop a control syslem based 011 illtelligelll eleclrollical(.' cOl1lrolled circuit collet! 
"AUTOMATIC BRAKING ON SLOPE REGION77. IlI lhe hill statio", the most COJnI1WII problem to the driver is 
to park their curs ill rite slope amI 10 slart up the car. While waitillg ill the traffic, the cars have to move 011 step 
by l'tep very slowly, tbis situatioll is a difficult olle for tlte drivers to make their car nOI to roll back ill 'he slope. So 
lite mechanism l1I1s 10 he developed to stop the vehicle from rolling back ami it should 1I0t stop tlte vehicle ill 
accelerating fonvards. TI,is filllCtioll call be achieved by using tlte ratchet and pawl mechanism. The racftetJlind 
pawjl "as to be designed ami hns 10 be fit ill tlte renr J drive shaft ill cllse ofth e rear drive vellicles.ln this work the 
instrument has been made to keep tile velticle fro", movillg backward wllell the vehicle is moving ill the slam 
roads. rachet' allli pmvr part has been recognized to calch Ihe developme1ttIO lite rear rotating axle. Altlagollistic 
10 Roll Back part has been produced ill this mechanism. 
Keywords: Ra tchet l 

, Pawf 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the incline station, the most understood issue to the drivers is to stop their ear on incl ination and to go in forward 

direction. While holding up in the action, the car need to continue forward very much requested step by step, this 

situation is a troublesome one for the drivers to make their car not to move back in the grade. So the instrument must 

be made to keep the vehicle from moving back and it should not stop the vehicle in reviving advances. This limit 

can be protlcient by using the ratchet and pawl instrument. The ratchet and pawl must be arranged and should be fit 

in the rear dri ve shaft if there ought to emerge an event of the rear dri ve vehicles. 


1.1 Problem Statement: 

Design and develop a prototype model of showing the concept of automatic hill station braking system which will 

show the working of application of brakes in emergency conditions while dri ving on slopes in hill stations road 

conditions. Also fabricate the model of the same which will sho"" the working desired by emergency braking on 

slopes In hill station roads 


1.2 Objective: ~e~ 
1. To Design and develop a prototype model of show',r: cone a tomal1c hill station braking system !(9;

while drivmg on slopes in hill stations road condItio ' ..... ~ 
2. To fabricate the model of the same this will sho w ' ~ ~~~i!~d ;oPi.ingeJ . ergency braking.on slopes in hill 

station roads. ;.. 'J 
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3. To provid(: saJ(~ty options while driving in hill stations. 
4. To test ('he modd undt.:!" different conditions of speed and slopes. 
5. To automatt.: Iht.: braking system by means ofs>!nsors and aduators. 

1.3 Methodology 

In this ",,'-ork, Ratchet and Pawl system is recognized to capture the retrogressive movement to the vehicle. The 
ratcbet is set in the rear drive shaft and the Pawl is fitted with the edge. At the point when the vehicle is moved in 
the slope street, the lever needs to make the pawl to touch the mtchel In the event that the vehicle tends to go in 
reverse heading, the pawl would SLOp the ratchet to move Counter Clock-wise course regarding rear wheel. As the 
vehicle is in impartial position, the pawl connected with the ratchet and the vehicle did not move in. 

The Infi"ared Tn:msmittercircuit is to transmit the Infra-Red beams. In the event that any obstruction is there in a 
way. the Infra-Red beams reflected. This reflected Infra-Red beams are gotten by the collector circuit is called "IR 
RECEIVER". The IR beneficiary circuit gets the reflected JR beams and giving the control tlag to the control circuit. 
Tbe comrol circuit is utilized to actuate the solenoid valve. On the oiTchance that the solenoid valve is actuated, the 
compacted air goes to the Single Acting Pneumatic Cylincil!f. The packed air initiates the pneumatic chamber and 
moves the cylinder pole. On the ofl' chance that the cylinder pushes ahead, then the breaking game plan actuated. 
The breaking game plan is utilized to break the \vheel steadily or abruptly because of the cylinder developmenl The 
point is to outline and build up a control framework based on a smart electronically controlled car slowing 
mechanism which is called as "Programmed BRAKE FOR HILLY REGION" This Braking framework is0 

comprises of IR transmitter and Receiver circuit, Control Unit, Pneumatic breaking fi:amework. The IR sensor is 
utilized to distinguish the slopes impediment. There is any deterrent in the way, the lR sensor detects the slopes 
snag and giving the control flag to the breaking framework. The pneumatic breaking framework is utilized to break 
the framework. 

.' 
AVT.Q.\I ,\TlC RRF.. \):: Nlm.I.ST.\TtO'i 

PAV/L 

o 
~J,...I----

RAiCHET WHEEL '" 
2.Formula Used 

7- = f ,Bending Moment calculation 
hh"3

I=u,Inertia of Rod 

30IR SENSOR: Working principle 
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radiation, ruther than cmiHing it thilt is cnlh:d <1:-; a pu:-;:-;ivc IR SI.:J1sor. lJsually in the infrmed spectrum, alllhc object s 
mdi<nc somc lorm orlhermu[ rm.Jiutions. 

Thcse types or radiations arc inv isible to our cycs.lhm l:ilJi be (.!etected hy nn infrarcll sensor. The emitter is simply 
nn IR LED (I.ighl Emilline Diode) and thc detector is simply an Itt phOiociiodc ,"vhich is sensitive to IR light of the 
same wl.\vc!cngth as that cmilt\!d by the IR LED. When IR light Jails on the pholodiodc, the resistances and these 
output voltages, change in proportion to the magnitude oft ht." IR light reeeivcll. 

4.Pawl Activator By Compressed Air: 

4.1 How does it work: Actuators 

Every va lve needs a means by which it can be operated (e.g., cycled or actuWJ~re are a.variet), ofl\'Ht\gq.s to 
achieve this including: hand wheels, levers, gears, and actuators.Actuators are a ..means ~X \~hjch a va lve can be 
automated so that no human interaction with the valve package is necessary u1"'Cycle the valve. Actuators can be 
remoldy operated and can act as shutdown mechanisms in case of an emerg!bEy situation, wherein human 
interaction can be dangerous. 1. t ,.. 

OIA( a basic l evel~ an actuator is a control mechanism that is operated by an energy source. This energy can be 
hydraulic pressure, pneumatic pressure, or electric current which moves the internal mechanical parts of the 
actuator." said Russ Robertson, Cameron's actuation product manager, "They can be designed to fai l-open (in the 
case ofactumor failure, the va lve will stay open) or fail-close (in the case of actuator failure, the valve will stay 
closed). TIley also are distinguished by whether they are for quarter- tum (e.g., ball valves. plug valves) or linear 
(e.g., gate va lves) valve opera(ion.~' 

S. CONCLUSION 

Thus the mechanism can stop the vehicle ITom roHing back on slopes. This wou ld be more helpfu l for the drivers to 
drive their cars comfortably in hilly roads and he can take off the car in the uphill without rolling back the car.The 
project "automat ic braking system on slope region"has been successfully designed and tested. It has been developed 
by integrating features of all (he hardware components used. Presence of every component has been reasoned out 
and placed carefully thus contributing to the best working of the using highly advanced Ies and 
with the help of growing technology the project has been suc:cc;:S§fijjl 
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ABSTRACT 

The Segway PersoJlal Transporter is a/rugal solutioll to electrical vehicle, replacing the car as a more 
towards environmelltally /riendly transportatioll method III metropolitan arefls. The dynamics of the 
vellicle call be resembleflto Ihe classical cOlltrol problem 0/ (In inverted pendulum, which means Illat il 
is unstable and pron'e to tip over. This is prevented by electrollic sensing and calibmting the values oJ 
acceleromeler} tbe pitelt angle (lnd its time derivative, COlllrollillg the motors to keep tile velticle 
balancing. The rider cOlltrol'i are supposed to be lIf1tllrnl JIlovemelltsi lemliug /onvards or backwlITds ill 
combinalioll witlt lilting the IUIIl(/Iebar sideways shollltl be the only rider input required to ride the 
vehicle. The IUlIldlebor is allachedto the chassis alld serves as support/or the rider and placeholder for 
lite Hiltl (Human iUacl,iue IUler/ace). To builtl segway with self balancing with reltllively low cosl and 
eco-/riellfl/y. Delac/lable carrier JVhich call be used 10 move objects from oue place to anol/ler i11 the 
illdustry, 

Keywords: Personaltrallsporter, self balancing, tilting molion, detachable carrier ,eco friendly etc. 

I. Introduction 

Companies working in the field of transportation are required to put more work into building 
environmentally fi-iendly vehicles than ever. Air pollution, global warming and the need for sustainable energy 
pushes the demands for etlicient, green energy powered vehicles. The manufacturers have a great need for 
competence in the field of hybrid vehicle technology or even fully electrical veh icle technology as a step towards 
fulfilling these goals. These new vehicles are complex machines and require engineering competence in many fields; 
mechanics, vehicle dynamics, automatic control , power electronics, battery technology, software engineering, 
microcomputer programming, net"vork and communication engineering to name a few[1]. This project aimed to be a 
feasibil ity study and preparation for building 1\'0'0 wheeled balancing vehicles in one of these evening projects at 
Epsilon_ The vehicle is similar to the Segway Personal TranspOIter. This kind of vehicle contains many of the 
technologies required to build a hybrid or electrical car, and is sufficiently small to be a good plarfonn for 
experimentation and learning for engineers aiming to build more environmental friendly passenger cars. [6] 

Another aim of the project was to implement a linear controller to make the vehicle balance and investigate if safe 
operation can be achieved without adapting the controller for riders of di fferent weight and height. 
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Fig. I. Mechanical Model 

The project is aimed at making a 1"\\'0 wheeled self balancing electric vehicle.[7] A proeessor and electric motors in 
(he base of the device keep the vehicle upright when powered on with balancing enabled. Users lean forward to go 

fOMard. lean back (0 go backward. Motors drh'ing (he wheels are commanded as needed w bring the vehicle back 
into balance. The dynamics of the vehicle are identical to a classic control problem. the inverted pendulum. The 
vehicle has electric motors powered by 24V battery. It balances with the help of a ffiicrocontroller , one tilt sensors, 
and one accelerometer[3]. The rider accelerates or decelerates by leaning forward or bachvards in the direction he 
or she \"';shes to travel. Steering can be controlled by simply varying the speeds be1"\veen the two motors: rotating the 
vehicle Ca decrease in the speed of the left wheel would turn the vehicle to the left)[4]. 

2. Literature Review 

The two wheel balancing robot is a very popular project in the field s of robotics and control engineering. 
TIlerefore is a lot of work that has been done and more work is still been done on balancing a two \,I"Iheeled robot. 
The following section is a literature review on this particular topic.(4) A literature review is part of a research 
project where a researcher researches on similar \vork to his or hers. This very important part of the research helps 
the researcher to find out how other researchers have tackled the problem he/she is attempting to solve. It gives 
insight on how to go about solving the problem at hand and provides information on available technologies and tools 
for solving the problem. The Segway Personal Transporter is a small footprint electrical vehicle designed by Dean 
Kamen to replace the car as a more environmentally friendly transpol1ation method in metropolitan areas[6]. The 
dynamics of the vehicle is similar to the classical control problem of an inverted pendulum, \\'hich means that it is 
unstable and prone to tip over. This is prevented' by electronics sensing the pitch angle and its time derivative. 
controlling the motors to keep the vehicle balanCing. This kind of vehicle is interesting since it contains a.,lot. pf. 
technology relevant to an environmentally friendly and energy efficient transportation industry. This thesis describes 
the development of a similar vehicle fi'om scratch, incorporating every phase from literature study to planning, 
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design, vchide L"onsll"uc tioll and vcri ficmi onl7l, Till: main objectivt! was 10 hllilJ it vch idu t.:apable of !f"l1lsponing 11 

person weigh ing lip to I 00 kg t()f 30 minuteti or It dbwnec o f 10 kill , wltiL"hL'vcr l:omc::; iirsl. The rider controls an: 
.suPP<'sl:d to bl: n<.!lural movements: leaning lorwarus or hackwards in L"ombimllion with tilling the Imndleb;;lr 
sidc\\ays should be thc only rider input requi red 10 ridf..: the vchiclc[3 1. The v~ hit.:l c was built using <.1 rnodel-basc.;d 
L"on tro l des ign and a lop-down CO]1struclion approach. The L"on lroll cr is a linear quadratic cOIllro ll er implemented In 
a 100 Hz control loop, designed to provide as fasl response 10 disturbances as possible wilhout satura ting the contr<l l 
signal under normal operating conditions. 

The need tor adap ting the control law to rider weight and height was invt:stigatcd with a controller designed 
for a person 1,8111 lall weighing 80 kg. Simulalions of persons having weights between 60- 100 kg and heights 
bel\vCen 1,6-1,9 III were performed, showing no need to adapt the controller. The controller could safely return the 
vehicle to upright positions even after angle dis turbances of ±6 degrees, the highest angle deviation considered to 
occur during opcration[ I]. 

3. Overview of Vehicle 

This gives an overview of the final vehicle, which describes the design and implementation of the control 
system. The a im o f this overview is to provide the better understand the vehicle before going into the details of the 
subsYSlems.[3] 

3.1 iVlechanical Overview 

The mechanical system is mainly composed o f custom made aluminium parts that have been processed in the 
workshop. The wheels are attached to the motor gearbox with a steel hub, and the motor is bolted to the chassis. The 
chassis itse lf consists of bent aluminium sheet metal form ed into a box which protects the vital components while 
servi ng as a standing platform for the rider and mounting place fo r the handlebar. [5] To reduce the risk of slipping, 
the platform bas been covered with grip tape. [4] 
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3.2 Electrical Ovcrvicw 

The ckctrical !'y~al..!l11 is cantered on thc banery ilnd the distribution of the batt..:r), voltagl: and current to the.: 
other subsystems. Since thl: bauery Ibr this kind or vehicle contains a lot of energy tt ~s n..:cessary to monitor the.; 
operationul statllS of the main electrical system and ha\lc surety features to turn it ort' in Ctise oran ..:rncrgcncy or 
malli.lI1ctioll. [71 The safcty measures in this SYSlcm consist or ruses, a dead man's switch and a pow~r munagement 
system. 

Mec:h.nlc.al 
Stn,Ktut'. 

HU:m.an 
Convn..and & 

Cont,ol (&or.nl" 

CDntroll.., 

MotOf1o S.pcoc-d 
& 0 ;,,,,(;,,0" 
C_onttoll~r 

Fig.3. Block Diagram of Electrical System 

Power source, 24volt lead acid battery. The battery was selccted to fulfil the goal of 10 kilometres range on one 
charge, as well as provide suffic ient current for the torque needed to drive the vehicle. This battery also came with 
an internal battery management system, which monitors and balances each cell of the battery during charging. T his 
made the integrat ion of the bauery into the electrical system easier and less time consuming. This battery requires 
less maintenance[2J. 

4. Basic Components 

I.Motors 

Model: MY 1016Z2 

Voltage: 24 Volt DC 

Output: 250 Watt 

RPM (after Reduction) - 324 

Full load current - 19.2A 
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Fig.4. Motor 

2. Wheels 

Fig.5 . Wheel 

3,PO\ver Source 

Model No.-EXCL65L 

Voltagc-24V,65Amphr 

Fig.6. Battery 

4.Accelerometer 

• 


Fig.7. Aecelerometer 
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5,Clmssis 

Fig.S. Square Pipe 

6.Handlcbar 

Fig.9. Handle flar 

5. Working principle of .-Vehicle 

To move forward or backward on the Segway, the rider just leans slightly forward or backward. To tum left or right, 
the rider turns the right handlebar forward or backward. 

This balancing act is the most amazing thing about the Segway, and it is the key to its operation. To understand how 
this system works, it helps to consider Kamen's model tor the device -- the human body.[71 

If you stand up and lean forward, so that you are out of balance, ),OU probably won't fall on your face. Your brain 
knQ\vs you are out of balance, because fluid in your iIUler ear shifts, so it triggers you to put your leg iorward and 
stop the fall. If you keep leaning forward, your brain will keep pulling your legs forward to keep you upright. 
Instead offalling, you walk forward, one step at a time. [4] 

The Segway does pretty much the same thing, except it has whee ls instead oflegs, a motor instead of muscles, and 
set of sophisticated tilt sensors instead of an inner-ear balancing system. Like your brain, the Segway knows when 
you are leaning forward. To maintain balance, it turns the wheels at just the right speed, so you move forward,[l] 
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5.1 Analysis Of Frame 

Fig. l O. Deformation. 	 rig. I I. von Misses Stresses 

6. Conclusion 

T he main goal of this proj ect was to build a functional two wheeled transporter and this goal has been fulfilled. 

The overall functionality Clnd pertormance of the vehicle has been evaluated thoroughly by a number o rtest drives. 

The vehicle has been tested by a number of different people, with and without previous experi ence of riding this 

kind of vehicle. All were able to ride the vehicle. 
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ABSTRACT 

During tbe last 30 years, significant amount of research has beell conducted 0 11 il1agnetorheologicaljluid (MR 
jluid) and ii's applications. Jl1R Fluid is a smart jluid which when .w bj eCied to a magnetic field challges its 
viscosity and undergoes a challge from liquid state to semisolid state. lt1R Fluid is basically a suspension of 
magnetic particles (iron, Cobalt) in carrier jluids (silicone oil, vegetable oil, distilled water etc.) wilh certain 
additives (AP3 grease, Aerosil, Arabic gum). The properties wltich govcrn the selection of MR Fluid include 
viscosity, sedimentation ratio, yield strength etc. alit of tllese properties, sedimentation ratio is {Ill important 
property which iudicates tbe homogeneity aud settling time of MR Fluid. MR Fluid flas wide range of 
applications ill variollsfie/tls sllch as automotive, optics, aerospace, hllmall prostbesis etc. MR damper is a semi
active control device tflat uses !ItlRjlllid to produce controllable dampers. Tltis study focuses 011 tfle calculatioll Of 
se{lime"tatioll ratio of differellt MR fluids using {Iifferelll carrier fluids amlllulloparticles or micro particles or 
lIIil:tllre of both. Tflis work was fUrlher e:-':.teJ1(/e{1 to design {JI1t1 testing of MR {Iamper for veflicle sllspension 
system. Customized pistoll JVas designed {lIl{ll1IamifnClllre{1 willI internal pressure control method alltlllse{l ill 
cOJlventioJlal damper. Peiformance evalllation was carried Ollt 0 11 {Iynamic test rig alld results were obtailled. 

Keywonls:Magnetorlleological Fluid,carrier jluiti,atlditives, setiimentation ratio, iUagnetorheological damper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

MR fl uids are magnetic analogues to electro-rheological (ER) fluid s and typica/(y consist of micro-sized or 
nano-sized. magnetically polarizable pal1icles dispersed in a carrier medium such as mineral or silicon oil. [ l] 
Rheological fluids are non-Newtonian fluids which do nO[ satisty the Newton's la\,v of fluid friction in which the 
coefficient of kinet ic viscosi(Y. ll. is variable. [2] Ferromagnetic part icles when randomly dispersed in oil or water, 
fonn a colloidal mixture in which some swfactants are added LO avoid the settling of the suspended particles. The 
resul ting mixture is like greasy heavy mud as the densi ty of MR flu ids is more than thri ce the density of water. [3] 
The dispersed pm1icles in carrier fluid fonn chains which are parallel in orientation to magnetic field when the 
magnetic fi eld is applied. This results in an increase in shear stress which is perpendicular to the direction of applied 
magnetic field. [4] 

The credit to the discovery of M R flui ds goes to Jacob Rabinow in 1949.The MR fluids have wide range of 
viscosity values and their operational parameters remain unaffected by temperature. [5] However some properties 
like dynamic yie ld stress and viscosity ofMR flu id wer: . nd to be decreased by 10% and 95% respectively when 
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temperature W"1S l:hnngcd in th~ rungL' .:100 to : 500 C. 161 I"or all MI{ Iluid the- yidd slress C,Hl be lm;reasc,xl or 
d~crea~d with the strength ofmagnclic.: lic\J as shown hdow: 

Whl.:rc, t)' (1-1) is the yield stress due to the upplit.::d magnetic.: lidd H, ~II' is the constant plastic viscosi ty and 
y is the shear-strain nlte. [7] The propert ies like shear stress of an MR fluid depend on magnetic lickl as well as 
volume fruc tion nnd the size of purtides. Thc vulumc fraction of iron pl.lrticles should be in between 20fyo to 40% 0 r 
carrier fluid to create complete chaining mechanism ofMR fluids. (81 . 

The tendency of magnetic particles to uggrcgate and settle down is thc fn:qul.!nl amI inevitable problem. I I 
influcm.:cs properties of MR fluid by disturbing it s homogeneity. It is bccause ll1<lgne lic particles arc denser than 
liquil1 currh.:r and s(.:;ule under gravity to form II hard cake, which nmkes the impossible to disperse again. This gives 
rise to incomplete chain formation <.md restricts the response of MR fluids 10 magnclic lield. This <X1Il cause the 
device containing MR fluid to fhil in an extrcme situation. As a result, it becomes importan t to calculatc the 
sedimentation ratio (R). It is defined us a rUlio oflength of clear part to lhe sum of length ofdellr and turbid parI. 

R~ G:J -lOa 

Where, R (%) is seLlimemation ratio, ·X' is the length of clear pm1 and 'y' is the length of turbid part. [5] 
MR dampcr is basically a piston cylinder arrangement for absorbing vibmtions by diss ipating energy. MR 

fluid works in shear mode in whieh one plate is moving relative to the other. [9) When the piston reciprocates inside 
the cylinder, the MR fluid passes through the clearance, the kinetic energy of piston is converted into heat energy 
due to the viscosity of fluid. The damping rate can be controlled by controlling the viscosity which in tum is 
controlled by changing the magnetic field by changing the current. 

There are mainly three types of MR damper namely single tube, double lube and through rod. The damper 
lIsed in this study was single tube damper in which clearance was provided between piston and cylinder through 
which the MR fluid travels from piston side to rod end side and vice versa. 

To change the rheology of the fluid, copper winding was provided on (he piston with adequate number of 
turns. The parameters such as voltage, current were varied using electronic control system. Control systems can be 
classified into three types i.e. active control , semi active control and passive control.[9] MR damper under study 
uses semi act ive control system. It is also known as fail-sufe system because if the controller fails , semi act ive 
system behaves as passive system. The advantages of semi active system over active system are lower 
implementation cost, lower power consumption, casy 10 control and install . simple in design. 

Fig.I. Semi active controlled MR damper 

2. Experimentation 
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\V<I!'i Ibuilli to bl..! 19 nm, The combination of nanD and micron siZt'd partic les was used in lo\\' cost and casil)' 
avai labk c11ITi l.;!r Jluids in dillcrent proportions or weight percentage along with different additives for stabilization 
of the !luiu to obtuin un optimum fluid which has thl! minimulll :-lcdirnl!ntalion r<ltio . Eaeh sample was ohserved fo r 
50 Iwul's <.and S\!uimcntalioll ratio of different flu id samplc:s was calculated using thl;) formula stated 'l bovc. The 
details of the sampks arf.! given below: 

Tuble 1 Co~osition ol'diflcrent MR fluid samples '- -.~ -
SYlmple Carrier Fluid Additive Additive % of % of Iron Particles of I Sedimentation 

carrier fluid Ratio (%)carrier fluidT 
- 

MRF J 42.30Si licone AP3 Grease 8 I 30 

Oil I - . . _

MRF2 AP] Grease 8 35 
 40
Silicone 
Oil I I 


44.44MRFJ Silicone AP3 Grease 8 40 

Oi l I I 

Sfiicon;;-MRF4 37.5Aerosi l 2 
 35 

Oil I 


MRF5 Silicone 43.47 Arabic Gum 6 
 35 

Oil I 


MRF6 Soyabean Arabic Gum 6 
 35 1
Oil I 
 I 


i 

As Arabic Gum was only partially miscible with Soyabean Oil, sedimentation ratio for MRF6 could not be 
calculated, 

45 


~ 44 
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.., 41
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Iron particles(%) 

Graph I, Sedime ntation Ratio vs. % of Iron Particles ) 
h is observed that for 35% of iron particles, the sedimentation ratio was minimum and within acceptable range. So 
the samples lvlRF4. MRE5 and AIRF6 were synthesized using composition of iron particles as 35%. The graph of 
sedimentation ratio for all the s~pJesJ.~J~.!ott~~ ~ below: 
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MR Fluid samples 

Graph 2, Sedimentation Ratio of Different MR Fluid Samples 
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Amongst a ll the samples. At:rosi l iIIHI Si li cone oil yiekh:d the minimum va lue o j' sedimentation ratio. Furthermore. 
a ll the samples w~re It,:sted lo r viscosity and yi\" ld strc/J~ lh ..lilt! Ihci r valucs \I/cn! !ulIlltl to be comparable with the 
standard values. 

3. Design of Dam per: 
The fo llowing standard dimensions are se!Cl: leU while dl..!:-.ignillg the coil ofivlR dumper: 
Cylinder inner diumetl:[, (Dc) = 41 I11Ill 

Piston inner diameter (Dp) = 39 I11Ill 

Piston rod dimneler (Dr) = 18 mOl 
Cylinder length (Lc) = 310 Ill," 
Stroke (S) ~ 50 mm 
Damping fo rce (F) ~ 2000 N (Maximulll) 
Velocity (V) = 100 mmls (Velocity was choscn stich Ihm it is split betwecn low & high veloci ty) 
Depth o f groove (h) ~ 4.2 mm 
Clearance (g) = 2 mm 
Pole width (w) = 39 mm 

) 	 Volume fract ion (@) = 0.35 
Pcnneabilit), of free space (Po) ~ 4n'l 0.7 

Magnetic field intensity (Hs1ce) = 200 Aim 
Fluid viscosity(ry) ~ 0.3 Pa.s 
Constant (C) = depend upon the carrier fluid llsed for preparation ofMR fluid (for hydrocarbons C=l). 
Flow rate (Q) ~ 1.2566' 10-' m'!s 
Yield strength (Ty) ~ 20 kPa 

Variable for 6PT <) (c) = 2 op, 
Current (I) ~ 2 A 

The force generated in the device, F, is (he pressure drop times the piston crOSS section area and can be expressed 
as[lO] 

COp+9)2 - O;j
F=IlP*rr* [ 4 


For force F = 2000N, Pressure d rop accounted is 1l.P = 18.766*105 Pa 


The length of piston (L) was calculated using the formu la [9] 

12ryQL 	 CTyL
l!.P = --+-

9 'w 	 9 

L ~ 93.5 mm, L ~ 95 mm (approx.) 

Using the rollowing relation, the magnetic fie ld strength of MR fluid (Hm,,) was ca lculated [11] ,[ 12] 

'r , (H_f ) = 27 1700C¢152J9 tanh(6.33 x 10-" H_f ) 

Hm,F 60.358 kNm 

As . \ So,~:...>--:--The magnetic fl ux (B) is given by, [1 3] 
SIn nt Pro ressor & u.....~ ' B = 1.91¢L Ll 3l1- (J4,e -10971-\,H_, ) j+ J4,H., Dept of M '-""-I' S .. . e<: naf)Ica,1f ,

~ 0.657T 
I t Ka.;/uba' r1<3\ ~IA C ng~ , 

The relati ve permeability (~r) is calculated by: 	 0. Engjneer/llg, Pun ~:!'i~ 
11, = dB = 20.95¢1.J3J[u e -IU97J-\.lH .. ,j J+ 110 


dH o
 

)Jr= 4.74*10-6 
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Fimlll)'. tlil' numbt.:r \) l'tllrllS (N) is c.:al...:ulalt..x! by using Kirchhoff's Law ol'magnetic circuits. [101 
N,;,I =. H,nrr"'g I- )·Isred "" ·. 

N = 164 turns 

Fig.2. Creo model of piston 

4. TESTING OF DAMPER 

The current for the MR damper coil is given by electrical circuit. The main use of electrical circuit is to vary CUrT.;!nt 
of electromagnet. The electrical circuit consists of step down transformer, rheoslat, bridge rectifier and capacitor. 
The arrangement is as shown in figure. A DC variable speed motor is mounted on a rigid rectangular plate thaI is 
hinged along one side and is suspended by spring on opposite side. The motor is coupled to an exciter unit 
consisting of2 discs and eccentrically mounted rollers. Speed of motor can be va ri ed with the help of dimmers stat 

provided on control panel while speed of rotation is indicated with the help ofoptical sensor. The damper unit is to 
be connected to the rectangular plate. An arrangement is provided to vary the damping. A record of amplitude can 
be obtained with the help of paper feed arrangement. A DC supply of (O-3A. 12V) is given with the help of 
arrangement as shown in figure 4. This arrangement consists of Transformer, Bridge Reclifier, Indicating lamp and 
Rheostat. 
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OBSERVATIONS FOR MR DAMPER 

Table 2: Disp!acl::llll::lll ofdampl::l" for 250rpm mll ior spl::cd 
Currcnt (Amp) Displacemcnt (mtll) 

o 	 46 
0.050 	 25 
0.100 	 12 
0.150 	 8 
0.200 	 7 
0.250 	 5 
0.300 	 3.5 
0.350 	 3 
0.400 	 2,5 
0.450 	 1.7 

Table 3: Displacement of damper for 270rpm motor speed 
Current (Amp) Displacement (mm) 

o 	 49 
0.050 	 34 
0.100 	 17 
0.150 	 IS 
0.200 9 
0250 8 
0.300 	 5 
0.350 	 3.5 
0.400 	 3 
0.450 	 2.5 

Table 4: Displacement of damper for 300rpm motor speed 
Current (Amp) Displacement (mm) 

o 47 
0.050 27 
0.100 13 
0.150 II 
0.200 
0.250 

~ ,;. 9 .... .., . 7 
!, lA 

0.300 ,.. 
" 

6 
0.350 
0.400 

l~ 5 
3,5 

CONCLUSION 

Different types of MR fluid samples were synthesized using combination of nano and micron sizcd iron 
panicles. The sedimentation ratio of each of the samples was calculated, The fluid yields the best result when 35% 
iron particles were used. The best combination amongst these samples was Silicone Oil and Aeros il. 

MR damper was designed based on internal pressw'e control method and the required dimensions were 
calculated, MR damper was further tested by varying the motor speed, It was observed that as the current is 
increased the displacement of the piston goes on decreasing thereby increasing the damping effect. 
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ABSTRACT 

Abstrac:l: This paper presents fI review Oil t"e various aspects fll1Il lI.'·flge oJ IheT/nal insulating materials 
(colllJlJonly known as I"ermal barrier cOfllings). The desire to reaelt ltiglter efficiencies, lower specific Jllel 
cOllsllIuptiolJ llIlll reduced emissiolls ill mot/em engines "as become t/le primary JOCto· 0/ engille researc"es 
amI manuJacturers o ...·er tlte past t"ree decades. Ceramic cOalillg is II solutioJ1 to .mell problems as they 
provide goodt"ermal barrier properties for designers. III the design 0/tulillblltic eJlgines, reducing ill-cylinder 
heat rejection requires very special thermal harrier coatings all the eJ1gine combustion clwmber. Partial 
Thermal barrier coating (THC) 011 the top .wr/ace oJ the pistoll is cOllsidered asa solution for reduction oJ 
unburned Hydrocarbon (lIC) emission prodllcetl by incomplete combuslion with respecl 10 crevice volume 
w"en engine.s slarl. The t"ermal barrier coating on Ihe top pislOIl slir/ace del:reases the thermal COJUillClivity 
ami increases the nllhllrlled c"arge oxitlation, so Ihal Ihe metallic subslrates will be exposed 10 100tJer peak 
lemperalllre t/tereby reducing tlte thermal stress ill engine componelll .... Also I"ernUlI barrier cOaJings all 
otlter elemellts 0/ combustion chamher 0/ internal combustion ellgine oJJer {[(/valliages including Juel 
eJficiellcy,tnulli-/uel capacity lind high power density. ThereJore, thermal barrier coaling (THC) lecllllology is 
successJully applied to the inlernal combustion engines, in parlicular to the combustion chamber. 

Key words: Thermal barrier coatillg, TBC cOllliug methods, Material llsed Jar TBC, TBC coating ;', diesel 
ellgine. 

I. INTRODUCTION: 

Nowadays several research programs, in automotive industries, ore calTying out in order to decrease engine 
fuel consumption and pollution. Design of diesel engines with lower heat rejection, by applying thermol barrier 
coating (TBC) is increasing according to fast increase in fuel costs, decrease in fuel production with high quality and 
environmental problems, Normally. in diesel engines about 19-22 percent of fuel energy is rejected to coolan t fluid. 
Using TBC can reduce this heat loss and lead to better thermal efficiency. Also engine components durability can be 
improved. Therefore, better combustion, 100·,·er pollution. higher thermal efficiency and good fatigue lifetime are the 
results of using proper TBC in engine combustion chamber and exhaust system. 
The diesel engine with its combustion chamber wa lls insulated by ceram ics is referred to as LHR engine. Thermal 
barrier coatings (TBC) are used to improve re liability and durability of hot section metal components and enhance 
engine performance and thermal efficiency and elimination of the cooling system in diesel engines. Because the 
combustion chamber temperatures of ceramic-coated engines are higher than those of uncoated (base engine) 
engines, it may be possible to use a fuel with a large distillation range and lower quality fuels. Themlal barrier 
coatings are duplex systems, consisting of a ceramic topcoat and a metallic intermediate bond coal. The topcoat 
consists of ceramic material whose function is to reduce the temperature of the underlying, less heat resistant metal 
part. The bond coat is designed to proteet the metallic substrate from oxidation and corrosion and promote the 
ceramic topcoat adherence. 
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2. BACKGROUND STUDY OF THERMAL BARRIER COATING IN IC ENGINE: 

2.1 What is thermal barrier coating? 

Thermal barrier coatings arc highly advanced ITIm<':I'ial systems applied to metallic surtilccs, slich as gas turbine. 
aero-engine and diesel engine parts, operating at elevmcd temperatures. These IOO).lrn to 2mm coatings serve to 
insulate metallic components from l<lrgc and prolonged heat loads by utilizing thermally insulating matclials which 
can sllstain an <lppreciable temperature diJTerence between the load bearing alloys and the coating surface.[3] 

2.2 MATERIALS USED FOR THERMAL BARIERCOATING IN IC ENGINE. 

Thermal barrier Coating consist of three layers. They are the metal substrate, metallic bond coat and 
ceramic top coat. The metal substrate and !netallic bond coat are the metal layers and topcoat is ceramic layer. The 
metal substrate is typically a high temperature aluminium alloys that is either in single crystal or polycrystalline 
form. The metallic bond COat is an alloy typicatly with the composition of Nickel, Cobalt, Chromium, Aluminium. 
The bond coat 'creates a bond between the ceramic coat and the substrate. The third coat is the ceramic top com 
Zirconia(Zr03),Mullite(3AI203-2Si02), Alumina(AI203) which is desirable for having a very low conductivity 
while remaining stables at nominal operating conditions. This layer creates the largest thermal gradient of the 
thermal barrier coating. Following are the materials used in ceramic top coat.[3} 

>- Zirconates: The main advantage ofzircontes are their low sintering activity, low thermal conductivity, high 
thermal expansion coefficient and good thermal cycling resistance. The main problem is the high thermal 
expansion coefficit!nt which results in residual stress in the coating, and this can cause coating 
delamination. 
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Figure 1. Materials for TBC[3] 

>- Yittria Stabilized Zirconia:7-8% yittria stabilized zirconia has high thermal expansion coefficient, low 
thermal conductivity and high thermal shock resistance. 

>- Mullite: Mullite is an important ceramic material because of its low density, hlgh thermal stability, stability 
in severe chemical environments, low thermal conductivity and favourable strength and creep behaviour. 
Compared with yittria stabilized zirconia, mullite has a much lower thermal expansion coefficient and 
higher thermal conductivity, and is much more oxygen resistant than yittria st<lbilized zirconia. The low 
thermal expansion coefficient of mullite is an advantage relative to yituia stabilized zirconia in high 
thermal gradients and under thermal shock conditions. 

>- Alumina: It has very high hardness and chemical inertness. Alumina has relatively high thermal 
conductivity and low thermal expansion coefficient compared with yittriastabilized zirconia. Even though 
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aluminu alone is not ,I good Ih l.:rIlml barrier com ing ulIldidatc. il s udditiull to yitlria stabilized zirconia eWl 
incn.:ast; the hardness of lht; coating and improvt; Ihe ox idat ion resistance oflhe substrate. 

;... 	 Spinel : Although spint::l hUH \'cry good high tCJll pcratllrc and chemica! properties. its thc rmal expansion 
cocllic ient prevents :ts usuge;ls a I'\.;!iublc choke JClr thermal barrier c01l1 ings, 

~ 	 Forslerile: The high Iherma l cxpunsion cuefli ci cnt of forstcrile permits a good match with the substrate. At 
thicknesses oJ'some hunl.lreu microns, it shows a vcry good thermal shock resistance. 

2.3COATING IN IC ENGINES AND COATING METHODS 

With various methods, combustion chamber elements are coated wi th coating materials in internal combustion 
engines. leading mcthod among thest: is thermal barricr coating. Thermal barrier coatings are used in order to 
incre~se reliability find strength of hot parts of mctol compo ncnts, increase yie ld and performance o f engines. Engine 
parts wh ieh are coated with thermal barricr are; piston, cylinder head cylinder ;;Ieeve and exhaust va lves. Engines 
with thermal barrier coating arc called low heat loss engines. [3J 
Diffe rent methods are used in ordcr to coat rhe surface of metals. In industry, thermal barrier coatings are produce J 
in a number o[ ways. 

I. 	 E leclroll Beam Physical Vapor Ocposilion (EBPVD) 
2. 	 Air Plasma Spray (APS) 
3. 	 Electrostatic Spray Assisted Vapors Deposition (ESA VD) 
4. 	 Direct Vapor Deposition 
5. 	 ELECTRON BEAM PHYSICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION 

EB-PVD is an evaporation process lor applying ceramic thermal barrier coatings to gas turbine engine parts .It has 
been the favored deposition process tcchnique [or TSCs because o[ the increased durability of coating that is 
produced when compared to other deposition processes. EB-PVD TBC exhibits a columnar microstructure that 
provides outstanding resistance against thermal shocks and mechanical strains. Figure presents a diagram of the 
coating chamber where the EB-PVD process takes place.The EB-PVD process takes place in a vacuum chamber 
consisting of a vacuum-pumping system , horizontal mani pU lator, a water-cooled c rucible containing a ce ramic ingot 
to be evaporated, an dectron-beam gun, and the work piece being coated. The electron beam gun produces 
electrons, which direct ly impinge on the top surface on the ceramic coating, located in the cruciblc, and bring the 
surface to a temperature high enough that vapor steam is produced. The vapor steam produces a vapor cloud, which 
condenses on the substrate and thus to rms a coating. The substrate is held in the middle of vapor cloud by a 
horizontal manipulator that allows for height variation in the chamber. During the coating process, ox-ygen or other 
gases may be bled into the vapor cloud in order to promote a stoichiometric reaction of ceramic material. An over 
source heater or an e lectron beam gun may be uscd for substrate heating, which keeps the substrate at a desired 
lemperalure.[3] 
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Figure.2. EB-PVD Coating Chamber 131 

3THE PLASMA SPRAYING PROCESS 

The Plasma .Iet:The plasma spraying gun consists principally of two electrodes. 

)
Figure.3. Plasma spray gun III 

Figure shows a schematic of the plasma spray gun, I,vith the thoriated tungsten cathode inside the water-cooled 
copper anode. A gas, commonly a mixture of argon and hydrogen, is injected into the annular space between the 
two. To start the process a DC electric arc is stuck between the two electrodes. The electric arc produces gas 
ionization, i.e. gas atoms lose electrons and become positive ions. Electrons move with high velocity to the anode, 
while ions move to the cathode. On their way, electrons and atoms collide with neutral gas atoms and molecules. 
Hence,the electric arc continuously converts the gas into a plasma (a mixture of ions and electron of high energy). 
The plasma is on average, electJically neutral and characterized by a very high temperature. The kinetic energy of 
the plasma (mostly carried by free electrons) is converted into thermal energy during collisions between ions, 
electrons and atoms, In this way, the plasma is capable of producing temperatures up to approximately 104K. The 
hot gas exits the nozzle of the gun with high velocity, Powder material is fed into the plasma plume.[ I] The powder 
panicles are melted and propelled by the hot gas onto the surface of the substrate. When individual molten particles 
hit thc substrate surface, they form splats by spreading, cooling and solidifying. These splats then incrementally 
build the coating. Plasma plumes exhibit radial temperature gradients. Whereas particles that pass through the 
central core of the plasma tend d, superheated or even vaporized, particles that flO\v near the periphery 
may not melt at all. This w' structure of the coating, \ov hich may contain partially molten or un
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mched panicles. Void~. uxid 17crJ purtidcs and lIll- melted purlicks t:an appc,lr ill the coating. These efTccts may be 
desirable, or th!!), Inu)' hI.! unwanted, depending on the n:quircrm:nls of tilt! coming·l! I 

3.ISI)ECIAL FEATURES OF I)LASMA SPRA YING TECHNIQUE: 

The following are $Ol1h': Dr thc lIlliqul: leuturt,;s Oflht! plasma spraying procC%. 

t. 	 The technique can be userJ [0 deposit a wide rangt! of ci!rtlmics unrJ melals and Iheir combinations as we!1. 
2. 	 It is possible 10 deposit alloys and mixed cCnJlllics with components of widely differing vapor pressures 

without significant changes in composition. 
3. 	 Homogenous (.;oatings l:<l11 be formed Ibr any composition w hile lOuintaining uniformity in their thickness. 
4. 	 Fine microstructures with equal a,is grains and without any type of columnar defects are the characteristics 

o f this process. 
5. 	 High deposition rates are possible withou t huge investments on capital equ ipmen t. 
6. 	 The process can be ~arril!c1 out virtually in any environment such as air: elll.:oded inert low and high 

pressure envi ronrnents~ or lmderwmer. [2] 

3. CONCLUSION 

The applications of thermal barrier coatings to various components of combustion zone of an engine such as piston 
and cylinder liner has produced significant improvements in thermal and mechanical efficiency and other 
perfonnance parameters of the engine like specific fuel consumption and reduces exhaust emission. As the zirconia 
is a low thermal conductivity material, it reduces the heat loss from the cylinder to the surroundings. Therefore the 
efficiencies are increased and the emissions are reduced because of various chemical reactions takes place inside the 
cylinder at high temperature. 

Thermal barrier coating is actually a ceramic coating, \vhich is having a layer structure. It not only reduces thermal 
fatigue but al so protects the underlying metal from oxidation and corrosion. It helps to increase the operating 
temperature and also improves [he engine perfonnance. The life of the coated part is increased to a great 
extent.Various methods like plasma spray technology, electron beam physical vapordeposition etc. have 
s ignificantly improved the reliability ofTSC turbines, diesel engines and other heat engines. 

Thermal barrier coating allows engineering [0 improve product and perfonnance, reduce maintenance time, cost, 
save energy and reduce production ~ost.TBC is a very useful technique and has a wide application in industries as 
well as in automobile manufacturing. 
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ABSTRACT 

Ductile irons are widely used in various industries, particularly lor aulomobilc applications like brake cylinders, camshafts, 

eonnecting rods, gears, pistons and yokes. Traditionally surfacc heallrealmenls like induction hardenill g and in recently electron 

beam and laser hardening are being used to improve \ ...ear res istan ee. In this work. laser smface hardening austcmpered duclile 
iron (ADI) was earricd al11. Hardening was performed with a 400W continuous wave fibre laser with the objeetive to in vestigate 
effeet ofsingle pass and mulliple pass seans on the mierostructure Ilnd case depth. The process parameters such as power density, 
stanDing speed, scan length and beam overlap was optimized. TIle effect ofsurface condit ion on hardness profile and ease depth 

werc determined. Thc surface hardened specimens were characterized by metaJlography, hardness traverse, pin on dise wea r 
testing, XRD analysis and residual stress analysis. The effect of laser surfhce hardcning on the impaet toughness was also 
determined by using Cbarpy Impact lest. Transfonnation hardcning resulted into shall ow depth and limited rise in case hardncss, 

whereas melting eases were deeper and harder. The melted eases of ADT iron showed mainly martensite , cementite and retained 
austenite with depth 0[0.3 and 0.7 mm with hardness between 850 and 1000 HV. Optimum hardness and case depths were fOWld 
in case of graphite coalcd irons, compared to as·cast and as·machined surfaces" The cases were induced with compressive 

residual stresses. Overall wear resistance was improved due to moltcn case; however lhe impact toughncss drastically redueed 
compared to base metal. 

Keywords: Laser Surface Hardening, Auslempered Ductile Iroll, l'dicro.'itrucfure, Mechanical Properties. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The fmding of Ductile Iron in 1948 opened a new era to the cast iron family. The combination of the 
castability of gray iron and the toughness of steel gave Ducti.le Iron a wide recognition as an cost·effeeti ve choice 
for high perfonnance complex ferrous parts. Seventy years of research and development have led to a material 
whose properties can be customized for applications requi ring high toughness, corrosion resistanee or high tensile 
strength [I). In 1948, it was found that, addition of Cerium or Magnesium in molten liquid of hypo eutectic cast iron 
liquid gives spheroids of graphite after solidification, because of which it has good toughness [2,3]. Ductile Iron has 
undergone exceptional growth to become, now, the only ferrous casting material with a positive gro\\1h rate [1]. Its 
applications range from pipes and fittings, automobile components, agricu ltural to road and transport industry [4]. 

Austempered ductile iron (.ADI) is a subclass of ductile irons that have undergone a particular, isothermal heat 
treatment called austempering. Contrasting conventional <;as-cast" irons, its properties are achieved by heat 
treatment, and not by specifIC alloying addition. Therefore the lone requirement for a good ADI is a quality ductile 
iron [5]. ADI offers superior blend of properties as it can be cast like any other member of the ductile iron family. It 
offers all production advantages of usual ductile iron castings. Subsequently, it is subjected to the austempering 
process to produce mechanical propenies that are superior to conventional ductile iron, cast and forged aluminium 
and many cast and forged steels [6]. The properties of ADI depend on the matrix, the nodule count and nodule 
shape. The matrix in conventional ductile iron is guarded by a mixture of pearlite and ferrite. The propenies 
of ADI are due to its characteristic matrix of acicular ferrite and carbon-stabilized austenite, called ausferrite. 
Ausferrite and bainite are not identical, bainite mainly conta ins acicular structure of austenite, fcrrite and €-ca rbides 
while Ausferrite main ly enclose acicular ferrite and high·carbon austenite [7]. 

AD! is widely used in severa l industrial aPR!" ue to its fine mechanical and tribological propel1ies and 
reasonable cost. Strength, wear and fatigue re . hanced by means of valious conventional surface 
heat treatments like carburizing, nitriding, hardening and more modem technologies like 
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<.:kctron beam and l<:ser han..k:nillg. N<.:wrthdess, the !uscr ~ llr!aL:1.:: hardening (LSI-!) is being noticed fiJr a Iwmber oj" 
reasolls. LSI-! hus advanwgcs sllch as lo\\" Ji stortio;t due t() high power dt:nsity, process flexihility, <lccuracy, sell" 
quc:1ching and limited grahl growth .. In las.;r surface hnrdcning a J(~euscd laser herlln is impinged on Ihe mmcrial. 
which, heats IIp a !hin laycr depending ('11 its power, physie~11 prupertks of the material, op!ical and kinemat ic 
conditions .. The he, ..Heu thin layer o f surfilcl: docs nOI rcquirl: mkJilional cooling since the bulk of the material scrves 
as u sink, 8.91.. LS'" of A1)1 has recciv.;d nOl <IS llllleh of attent ion as the laser processing of ductile cast irons, even 
ir the enhmH:cmcnt of ADI propcrli!'!s, lIsing C02and Nt!- YAG luser sources l has been inspected by quile a few 
authors .. COllsidcrabk difference hClweenlaser surnlc~ melting and hardening was reported by Roy and Manna [101. 
PUlatlinua cl al.. til] pcr!{)!"mcd LSI .. I on ADf anti found impn)VeJ wear resistance because of martensitic 
transformation in laser mcltt..:d cas!'! , Laser m~l~d case microbardncss was found to be more than IOOOHv along with 
compNssive residual stresses. Similar experiment was perlormcd by C. Soriano [12] lO invcstiga te the effect of laser 
surface hardening on the micrOSlnlelurc, hardness and residual slress..:s and observed coarse martensite with retained 
austenite st!1leture in the trc<ltl.!u area, ensuing a wear resistant effective layer with microhardness to the tune of 800 
HY. 
The o~iectjve of present work is to study the e ffect of laser surfhce hardening, using a tiber laser, on the 
microstructure and related mechanical properties such as hardness, wear resistancc and impact toughness of ADI 
along with etlect of surfacr.: condition and local temperi ng in multiple pass laser surface harden ing on hardness 
profiles, 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Chemical composition of the austempered ductile iron (ADI) used in this investigation is shown in table 1. The 
material was in the form or Plate 305 JIlm long 100 mm wide and 16 mm thick .. This material was cut into several 
pieces of 40 mm x 50 mm, Before laser hardening, milling was carried out on the surfaces of these specimens to 

decrease reflectivity and to improve absorption of laser beam .. The measured roughness was about 4 .. 1 )lm. Typical 
microstructure of ADI is shown in Fig.. I (a and b) shows graphite nodules in ausferrite matrix, which consists of 
acicu lar ferrite and carbon stabilized a ustenite, Nodule count and percentage Nodularity were 123 and 92% 
respectively, measured by imagc analysis .. The diameters of the graphite nodules ranged between 10 and 20 Jlm, The 
average microhardness of the material was 359 Hv(O.3). 
Continuous wave tiber laser of 1070 nm wavelength, -5 mOl beam size and maximum power 400 W ..vas used to 
harden the specimen 's surface .. TIle beam mode used was near Gaussian .. The distance bct\-vcen the nozzle and the 
samples was kept constant at 30 mm. The Collimator of laser beam is held stationary and feed is given to the 
workpicce with the help of CNC operated X-Y table, No shielding gas is used during LSH and schematic is shown 
in Fig,2 .. After laser hardening, transverse cross-seclions were obtained from the processed samples which were 
examincd for microstructure and microhardness. Optical microscopy was used for this invcstigation. The etching 
solution (Nita!) was 5 percentage HNOJ in ethyl alcohol. Microhardness measurements across the laser-hardened 
zone were carried out in long itudinal as well as rad ial directions using a Futuretech FM-700Vickers microhardness 
tester \\~th an applied load 01'3 00 g for dwell time 10 sec, 

e 5i 

3.425 1.895 

Table-I: eomjJOsition of Austem~ered Ductile IronJ!.DI 

Mn 5 P Ni 

0.3 12 0.014 0.020 0.01 8 

Mo 

0.019 

eu Fe 

0.015 93.990 
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Tnble-2: Process par:wleters used during laser surface hardening 
~-

Laser m,lke SI'1400W Laser powers lI~ cd 340W, 3I>OW. 380W 

L:lser type Fibre las~r Scanning speeds lIsed i mm/s, 2mmls. 3mm/s 

Max. output power 400W Sean Lengths used 20mm,30mm,40mm 

Laser wavelength I070~m Beam overlap used 50%,60% 

Charpy Impact lest of the material was carried ou t to find out susceptibility of materials for briule failures. Impact 
test specimens of s tnndard size (Charpy) without notch were machined and then laser hardening of one surface was 
carried ou t. These samples were then subj ected to impact test on machine and impact energy values in Joule werc 
obtained on electronic ind icator, Fractured Charpy impact samples were examined under Scanning Electro n 
Micrograph (SEM) to analyze nature of failure. Wear test of se lected samples was performed on pin on disc 
machine. For th is purpose pins were machined in to required dimens ions (lOnllll diameter and 25mm length) firs t 
and then LSH was carried out. Track Diameter used in the experiment was 30mm; test was catTied out for 
42mins at 600 RPM. Total Sliding Distance lor the static wear test was 2.375Km. The pin spec imen was pressed 
against lhe disk at a 20N load by means of an ann and attached 2Kg weighl. The amount of wear was detennined 
by 'Neighing both specimens before and after the lest. Laser surface hardened samples were subjected to XRD 
analysis 10 find out phases prescnt in melted zone. It was carried out between 30 to 90 diffraction angles. For the 
calculation of the residual stresses the sinl '¥ method was employed. 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Microstructural Observation: 

Fig. 3(a) shows the microstructure of the Austempered ductile iron after it was treated with a laser beam of 360W 
power, scanning speed Imm/s, scan length 20mm and beam overlap 60%. The microstruc ture shows three different 
zones; melt zone, part ially melt zone (PMZ) and heat affected zone (HAZ). The microstructure in the treated area is 
dependent on the heating and cooling cycles that take place during the process. The main constituents obtained in 
melt zone were coarse martensite, small quantities of retained austenite and cementite which is confirmed by X-ray 
diffraction sho\\n in Fig. 3(c), Enlarged view of melt zone shows that complete dissolution of graphite has taken 
place. Pat1ially melted zone enlarged view shows that size of graphite nodules is reduced, because of partial 
dissolution. Finally, in the lower region of the PMZ, the austenite of the base meta l has been transformed into 
tempered martensite and due to temperature gradient along the depth, the volume frac tion of tempered martensite 
decreases, until base metal structure of retained austenite and acicular ferrite is found. 

3.2Hardness o bservations: 

Microhardness proJ1ie in the cross sec tional plane of the laser hardened ADI is shown in Fig. 3(b). The 
microstructural regions previously described are visi ble and represented in FigA.6. The martensi ti c zone (Me lt 
Zone) hardness of the ADI is in the range of 800- 1000 Hv(0.3) and it decreases at (he end of this region due to (he 
higher presence of retained austenite. It was observed thal, in HAZ. ini tially hardness increases and immediately it 
decreases remarkably, Hardness increase in initial HAZ region could be due to partial melting of graphite nodules. 
Carbon from partial melting of graphi te enters the matJix, and due to this ex tra carbon in PMZ, hardness increase 
was observed. 
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Fig-3: (a) Micrograph showiog laser hardened zone of ADI (b) Hardness profile along the depth (C) X
ray diffraction pattern (Scanning speed lrom/5, scan length 20mm, power 360W, beam overlap 60%) 

3.3 Effect of laser power and Scanning speed on hardness and depth of hardening: 

FigA a) shows the effect of increasing the beam power on the microhardness of the ADI in the melted region for 
different scan lengths, while the scanning speed and beam overlap was kept constant. It can be interpreted from thi s 
graph that as laser power was increased, for 20mm and 40mm scan lengths, initially hardness in the melted region 
was increased up to 360W, but after that it decreases as laser power was increased further. For 30mm scan length, 
sur~1.ce hardness in the melted region increases as laser power increases. Decrease in hardness in melted region at 
380W power, for scan lengths 20mm and 40mm, could be attributed to decarburization of surface of ADl specimen 
due to very high temperatures achieved during treatment. Fig.4 (b) shows effect of laser power on hardened/melted 
depths of ADI specimens. It is evident that as laser power was increased, more heat \V8S absorbed by the speci men 
and melted depth as well as overall hardened depth was also increased. 

Fig. 5 (a) shows the effect of increasing the scanning speed on the microhardness of ADI. It can be seen that 
microhardness in the melted region was decreased as the scanning speed was increased. The faster the scanning 
speed, the lesser is the interaction time between the laser beam and the specimen. This results into less heat input 
and the less melted as well as overall hardened zone, so depth of melted zone as well as hardened depth was 
decreased as scanning speed is increased as shown in Fig. 5 (b). 

3.4 Effect of surface condition on laser surface hardening: 

Absorptivity is therefore one of the most impoltant parameters directly influencing the LSH process. It is velY 
difficult to determine an accurate absorptivity of a material because it depends on many parameters, such as surface 
roughness, irradiation angle, and surface coating. ExpeJiments were pelformed to iuvestigate the effect of surface 
roughness and graphite coating on microstructure and hardness of laser treated ADI. Fig.6 shows effect of surface 
conditions on surface hardness, melted depth and overall depth of ADJ, keeping all other process parameters 
constant. In case of as cast specimen, for which, surface roughness (9.318f.1.m) was maximum and non glossy 
surface, shows highest melted depth as well as overall hardened depth compared to that of specilOeus on which 
milling was done and graphite coating was applied. It indicates that surface roughness has major role in absorptivity 
of laser irradiation. Specimen on which only milling was done has least melted depth and overall hardened depth 
amongst the three. Specimen on which graphite coating was applied a·fier milling was performed has melted depth 
and overall hardened depth in between the other two, so from these results, it is evident that absorptivi ly of ADI can 
be improved by applying graphite coating to its surface. Surface roughness and graphite coating improves the 
absorptivity of laser irradiation of ADI surface, due to this high absorptivity, more heat is generated, which in turn 
increases the melted depth and overall hardened depth. 
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Fig-S: Effect of Scanning speed on (0) surface hardness (b) on melted depth and hardened depth of ADI 
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Fig.6. Effect ofsurface conditions on surface hardness, melted depth and overall depth of ADI 

3.5 Effect of laser surface hardening on impact toughness: 

Fig.4.44 shows the effect of laser treatment on impact test energy during Charpy impact test. Impact energies has 
decreased for laser hardened specimens compared to that of untreated specimen for ADI. which indicates complete 
brittle failures for laser treated specimens. Impact energy for ADI has decreased from 110J (untreated) to 11.5J 
(treated wi th parameters 380W power and Imm/s scanning speed). These results show that, ADI lost its toughness 
due to laser treatment. Tt is also evident from Fig. 8 and 9, which shows actual photographs and SEM micrographs of 
fractured surfaces of ADl respectively. Fig. 9 (a) shows SEM photographs of untreated ADI, which indicates ductile 
failure, whereas, Fig. 9 (b) shows SEM micrographs of laser treated ADJ, presenting complete brittle morphology of 
fractured surface which suggest that there could be tion ofnano or micro cracks during LSH of AD!. 
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3.6 Effect of laser surface hard ening on wear resis tance: 

The influence of laser surface hardening on the lribological behaviour of ADI was evaluated using a pin on disc 
wear test apparatus which provides (he sliding contact between the stationary cylindrical pin and a EN3 1 steel 
rotating disc. Pins of diameter I Dmm were machined and then laser treated before the wear test was performed. 
Track diameter \\<'as set to 30mm and ZON load was applied for the test duration of 42 min, covering overall slidin g 
distance of2.375 Km. The benefits of the laser treatment could be clearly seen for both duct ile iron grades as shown 
in Fig.! D. Wear loss fo r untreated condition was 52mg. It dropped to 13mg for laser treated specimen under 360 W 
power and 2mm/s scanning speed. Wear loss increased marginally to 17mg for the specimen laser treated under 
380W power and I mmls scanning speed. It could be altributed to change in surface roughness of the sample due to 
laser remelting hardening. In case of lasei treated sample. under 380W power and 1mm /s scanning speed more 
melted depth was achieved than that of treated under 360W power and 2mm/s scann ing speed. Surface roughness 

., 
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Fig. 10: Effect of LSD on wear loss of ADI Fig. 11: Residual stress comparison for varying parameters 

3,7 Resid ual stresses: 

For the cal culation of rhe residual stresses (he sin2W ffi l!thod has becn employed [13], measuring the di ffraction peak 
position at nine diffe rent inclinations, from - 450 to +45°. The Poisson coeffi cient and Young modulus values of the 
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Fig. 8: Actu,I11 photographs of fra ctured Charpy impact test 

Fig. 9: SEM micrographs showing fractured surfaces of ADI 
showing (a) Ductile cup and cone morphology of as received 
ADI (b) Cleavage morphology of LS hardened ADI during 
Chl-lrpy impact test. 
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materials him..: been obt<lilled !i'om lilCnlturc. The (2 1 1) F(:-u X-ray dilfraction peak, located al 28 - 156, ha~ been 
llsed for the mcasurement of re;:sidual stresses. [t was found Ihat, due to Ia.ser surf'at.:c hunh..-'.ning compressive stre!)ses 
was induced in tile elise oJ'specimen, SlII'IilCC compressive stresses nmgcs between 150 to 400 Mpa for ADJ, as 
shown in Fig. II. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Laser surface hardening ADI iron was conducted with the objective of optimizing the process parameters for 
hardness and wear resistance improvement. Following conclusions can be drawn: 

• 	 By using fiber laser, slII'face hardening \,yas successfully corried out on austcmpered ductile iron (ADI). 
Optimum conditions were determined with process windows for both irons, Hardening elTect was more 
pronounced in molten cases than in transformed cases. 

• 	 Laser surface hardening of ADI leads to dissolution of graphite nodules in mehed region and its rapid 
solidification results into homogeneous and fine dendritic structure comprising of martensite, cementite 
(Fe:;C) and retained austenite. 

• 	 The maximum melted depth of ADI achieved was 605 JlOl and hardness ranged between 900 and 1050 HV. 
• 	 There was considerable decrease in hardness of HAZ in ADI when scan length and beam overlap were 

increased. 
• 	 As-cast surface condition produced deeper melted case depth compared to as -machined and graphite coated 

surfaces. Surlace roughness was found to be important for higher absorptivity of laser power. However 
surface hardness of graphite coated specimen \-vas high and that of as-cast was low due to decarburization 
and large amount of retained austenite in the melted zone. 

• 	 Wear resistance of laser surface hardened ADI irons was considerably improved, whereas, impact 
toughness values were sharply reduced compared to base metal. This is altributcd to formation of brittle 
phases such as cementite and martensite on solidification of molten layer. Very high healing and cooling 
rates might have formed micro cracks in molten case resulting in early crack propagation. Therefore laser 
surface hardening is strongly recommended for enhancement of wear resistance and not for impact 
toughness applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays automobile illdllstries are showinK great i1Jlerest ill composite IIlaterial ratller tllall cOllventional 
materials due to us higll strengtll to weigllt ratio, higll straiu ellergy storing capacity alld corrosion resistallce. 
ReduciJ1g tile weigllt (lIld keeping tile same load carrying capacity (lIld strengtll is becoming one ofthe important 
research issue.'i todoy. Therefore autoJllobile iudllstries are J1umlifilcmriJlg new vehicle which provide high 
efficiency amI low cost for better fuel efficiellcy amI comfort ride the weight ret/uctioll slloultl be cllrried. It call 
be done by introducing composite lIlaterial, nt!1Y IlUlJIlI/actllrillg teclllliqlles amI by optimizatiolJ 0/ design. The 
material selected is glas.\· fiber reinforced polymer (E-glass/epo:o,;y) tlgainst cOllvelltionallea/ spring (steel) it is 
design alUl analyzed by lIlinimizing the weight. The main objective of tllis paper is verifyillg the results IJsing 
ANSYS 12.1 lIllll modeling ill CATIA V5 software aud sllowing stress (llltl deflectioll results by theoretical 
calculatiolls. Tbe main constraillts are stress, deflectioll (IntI weight. Compare(1 to COllvellliol1al leaf spring 
,composite leaf spring have lower vallie of stress (Jml lIigh "aturol freqllell(l' amI strain euergy . Tile weig"t 
reduction is 83% reduced compare to steelleo/sprillg. 

Keywords: CATIA V5, ANSYS 12.1, Lea/spring, FEA (fillite element analysis), E-;:Iasslepoxy 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In Automobile industries due to new innovations and competitions tends to modify the old parts with new 
advanced materials. In order to conserve economy and natural resources weight reduction is one of the important 
research issues today. In order to increase fuel efficienc), and weight reduction new manufacturing technique, 
advanced composite material and design optimization is needed. A composite material is combination of fiber such 
as carbon, Kevlar: graphite or c-glass in matrix when they combined they shows excellent mechanical properties 
rather than individual .application of composites are marine engineering, space crafts, aircrafts etc. Leaf spring is 
one of the types of suspension system which absorbs shock and vibrations in automobile. It is one of the weight 
reduction parts which contribute for IO-200/00[un-sprung weight. 

Introduction of composite leaf spling make possible to reduce weight and improving smooth ride comfol1 and fuel 
efficiency without reduction in load carrying capacity and s tiffness. 

Leaf spring is classi tied as: 

• Elliptic \ ~> 
• Three quarter elliptic Assistant Professo4<r"'& ---.- IMd-·;
• Semi elliptic ()e' t cf Mechanical Eng I
• Quarter elliptic 5 ... ,. l(ashibai Nall~ C,,1It! 
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(a) Elliptic (b) Thl'ee quarter elliptic 

(c) Semi eHiptic (d) Quarter elliptic 

Leaf spring is elastic spring body used as a type of suspension system in automobile .on application of load it 
get expanded and regain its original shape and size .Therefore initial curvature is provided so that they get 
straighten under the load .The leaves are held together with the help of centre bolt. The uppermost leafis the main or 
master leaf and has a eye at the ends for suppons. One part is connected with ax le and other with shackle with the 
help of bush using anti fricti on material like bronze or rubber .rubber is more prefen'ed due to non corrosive 
property. The number of leaves are provided to master leaf in the number of trimmed form called a') graduated 
leaves .the master leaf has to withstand vertical load and the load due to sideway and twisting ,rebound clip are 
provided at intermediate position so that graduated leaves will share the stress \vhich on coming on the ma')ter leaf. 

- .,"",-
~ - , 

Fig-I: Parts of leaf spring 
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Thcor cticall'aklll:ltiHn arc pcrfol'lncd hy I(CClling thc valuc of s tiffncss constant 'lnd vcrifYlflg by c:1il'uiation 

6xWxL 
s t r ess(ab) = -1--' 

lxtfl. 2 

W=total we igh t (kg); 


L=span length (mm): 


t= thickness of leaf spring; 


Y=de f1 ection (mm); 


E=modulus Orelaslicity (Mpa) 


U=strain energy (J) 


p= densi ty o l'm aterial (kg!"3) 


Young 's modulus (Mpa) 2x 1 0"5 
~- 0.3 
I3HN 534-601 
Su t (Mpa) 2000 
Sy t (Mpa) 1800 
p (kg/mA 3) 7850 

Tablc- l: Properties of steel matenal 

1.1 Theory of Composite Material: 

The composite material used is E-gJass !e-poxy. the composite is the combination of matrix and fiber which 
are insoluble with each other and maintains the physica l phases. Matrix keep the fi ber in desired position and 
orientation .matrix is more duc til e than fi ber and responsible for the toughness, fi ber gives stiffness to the composite 
and keeps the (UD) ratio high d ue to which there is effec ti ve distribution ofload. 

\Vhy composite? 

[1]. Low density 
[2] . High strength 

[3], High young 's modulus 

[4]. Good fatigue strength 

[5). Good corrosion resistance 

[6]. High abrasion and wear res istance 


., 
Ex(Mpa) 43000 
Ey (Mpa) 6500 
Ez( Mpa) 6500 
~ xy 0. 27 
~ yz 0.06 

v.~~ (\\e c-... 
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'-. 
P zx 11.1 )(, 

(j X ( Mpa) ,151111 

G y( Mpa) 2500 
G z( Mpa) 2511() 
P(kglmm"3) .000002 

Tablc-2: Properties of E-glasslE-poxy 

2. METHODOLOGY:

The process of work and comparison between composite and steel is carried OUI. Weight reduction .stress, 
de:tkcl!On strain energy, modulus of elasticity such parameters arc calculated through the theoretical calculation and 
compare lI sing software through modelling and analysi s. 

MATERIAL 

STEEL EGLASS/EPOXY 

1 
THEORITICAL CALCULATION 

CAD/CAM MODEL AND ANALYSIS GENRATION 

COMPARISON OF STEEL AND COMPOSITE MATERlAL 

Flg-2. Work Flow Chart 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

[I]. 	U. S. Ramakant& K. So\o\janya [1] in their research paper they discussed the analysis of composite mono 
leaf spring made of E-glass. The deflect ion and stress distribution has been carried out. They observed that 
there is large deflection in the conventional spring than composite spring. steel leaf spring possesses more 
weight than composite leaf spring. 

[2]. Shishay Amare Gebremeskel, [2] they found that work has been carried out on a mult i leaf spring having 
nine leaves used by a commercia! vehicle. It was having two full length leaves in which one is with eyed 
ends and seven graduated length leaves. The material of the leaf spring is E-glass. Bending stress and 

-
I "h " 
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ddkction arc thl: turgd results. " comparison or Imlh i.e. e:xpcrinH.'llull and FEA rcsuhs have.:; hccn 
cOlldw..:ted. When the len!' !>pring was fully loaded. Ihe v;:u'ialioJl in the defection was 0.632 % in 
c.::xpcrimentnl and FEM n!sult~. 

[.11. 	 Dhoshi ct al. [31 they discllssl:<i the Hnalys:s tint! the m()Jilicmioll orlhe leaf spring used in Ir;:lctor traikr 
lIsing FEA. The thcoreticul calcul<ltions \Vcre usc lor limHng out the l:orrect dimensiolls or the nlldtilcaf 
spring for given londing conditions. Thl! stn..:ss distribution was observed in FEA tbr thc samc spring 
modeled. It has been found that if numbcr or Icar ~prillgs were reduced from 20 to 13 in Ihis case there is 
not much difference in the stress distribution anu also the dcsign is saCco This can be achii!ve by weight 
reduction approximatcly by 6 Kg.. and cost reduction by 20%. 

[4]. 	Shokrieh and Rezaci [4] they studied on optimization of thi! composite leaf spring. The rEA results WCI'e 
verified by the existing cxperimental solutions. Then shape and the weight optimization werc (.;(1rricd out. ]( 
has been observed that E-glass saves the 80% orthe weight 

(5J. Venkatesan and Devrajftn [5] in their paper they discussed tht: analysis of the composite \caf spring in 
vehicle . The objective of the work was to compare the load canying capacity, stiffness and thc weight 
reduction. The development of a composite kaf spring having constant cross sectional area, wherc the 
stress level at any station in the lcnf spring has been cons idered constant due to the parabolic type of the 
thickness of the spring, has proved to be very effective. The study demonstrated that composites can be 
used for leaf springs for light weight vehicles and meet the requirements, together with substantial weight 
savings. The 3-D modelling of composite leaf spring is done and analyzed using ANSYS. A comparative 
study has been made between composite and s teel leaf spring with respect to weight, eost and strength. 
From the results, it has been observed that the composite leaf spring is lighter and more economical than 
the conventional steel spring wilh similar design specifications. Composite leaf spring reduces the weight 
by 83 % for E-GlasslEpoxy, overconventionalleafspring. 

[6]. Rahman et al. [6] in their work discussed the non linear analysis orthe parabolic spring. This paper studied 
response of a leaf spring of parabolic shape, assumed to be made of highly elastic steeL Numerical 

""11_ 
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simulation was carried out using both the small and large deflection theories to calculate the stress and the 
deflection of the same beam. Non-linear analysis has been found to have significant etTect on the beam's 
response under a tip load. It has been seen that the actual bending !'itress at the fixed end, calculated by 
nonlinear theory, is 2.30-3.39 % less in comparison to a traditional leaf spring having the same volume of 
material. Interestingly, the maximum stress occurs at a region far away from the fixed end of lhe designed 
parabolie leafspring. 

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION:

4.1 Von Mises SlTess In Steel and E-GlasslEpoxy 

Fig 3: - Von Mises Stress 739.08 Mpa 	 Fig 4: Von Miscs Stress For E-Glass 237.4Mpa 
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Fig 5:- Graphical representation Of stress vs load applied 

4.2 DelleclioD iD Sleel And E-Glass/Epoxy 

i~• 

Fig 6: - maximum deflection in steel ]76.22 mm Fig 7: - Fig maximum deflection E-glass 5J.621mm 
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material Deflection(mm) Stress(Mpa) Weight(kg) 

steel \76.22 739.08 17.56 

51.612 237.49 4.57 

Table-3: Comparison Of Steel And E-GlasslEpoxy 
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4.3. Weight 

The %or\'icight saving is directly intluencc of the fuel consumption and cllicicncy from this we can conclude that 
74.94%ofweight is saved by using composite matcrial 
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ABSTRACT 

III Imluy's illtlustrilll scenario, lise (~r polymer composite nmterillis for trihologiclll applicatioJls have 
beeJl illcrellsing, III this regllnl, fI study 011 polymer composite I1lllterial.\· was curriell Ollt. The tribological 
beliaviour of PEEK composites, including different types aud IImoullls ofliler muterials were examined. Effects 
of operating parameter.\' such (IS slidiug velocity, pressure 111111 time 011 trib%gical performance of PEEl( 
composite materials were studied. Friction allll wear tests were per/ormed 011 pill 011 disc set up using plall of 
experiment bflsed 011 Tagllchi's technique. Allalysis of v{[ritmce has been carried oul to establish the relative 
significaNce of tlie illdividual factors ou friclioll aud wear performallce. All empiricul relatioll betweell response 
variables and opeTfltiug parameters were establishedfor all composite materi"ls IIsing Iillear regression analysis. 
II is required to optimize tile values of above parameters 10 get minimum coefficient offrietion amI wear rate 
under dry .fiNding condition. Final{v. it was e ..:clllllilled tlwt tile slidiug velocity, pressure alld test duration have a 
major influence on tribological performallce Of PEEK composite JJlaterillls. It was observed tilat PEEl( 
reillforced with CF, PTFE and graphite could effectively improve the triboiogit.:(li performance. Also observe{/ 
tilat tlte PEEK reinforced witlt 10% PTFE (lml 10% Grapldte (!.xhibits favourable frictiol1 coefficiellts ami low 
wear rates IInder high operaliug conditions. 

Keywords: PTFE, PEEK, CF, Trib%gical belwvioUT Coefficient offriction, fVeflr, A1Ialysis ofvariallce. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In today's indust rial scenario ~ use of dry joumal bearing is almost becoming a romine practice. In this 
regard, a study on dry bearing material like PEEK having different percentage of fillers like carbon fibre, graphite, 
PTFE has been prepared, The coefficient of friction and wear properlY have influenced by matrix composition and 
orientation of fibre [1]. Graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) was synthesized and the tribological behaviours of g
C3N4 reinforced poly-ether-ether-ketone (PEEK) were invest igated. II ,"vas demonstrated that the addition of as 
synthesized g-C3N4 (AS-CN) enhanced dramatically lhe wear resistance of PEEK, and meanwhile the friction 
coefficient was increased. Moreover. interlayer hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) of g-C3N4 played an important role in 
the tribological characteristics of PEEK composires.[ 1]. 

New bearing materials for total joint replacement have been explored as the need to improve longevity and 
enhance performance is driven by the changing demands of the patient demographic. Carbon-reinforced PEEK has 
demonstrated good wear characteristics in expelimental wear simulation in both simple geometry pin-on-plate 
studies and in total hip joint replacement. Carbon reinforced PEEK CFR-PEEK has the potential to reduce tibial 
insert thickness and preserve bone in the knee. [2] 
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saliva at 37°C. Additiomdly, nUIl1(:rical simulutions were CCHTil!cl out 10 evaluate the inlluence of PEEK thickness on 
thl! conlacl stress. The rcsuhs revealed that the coefficient of fril:tioll and the \-vcar rale increas~d with decreasing the 
PEEK thickness. II was revealed that the incrcuse of both coemcicnt of friction clOd wear rate are correlated with 
increased contact stress lcvel en PEEK veneer. [3]. Very low frietion is obtai ned with composites containing 
graphite and CNTs in hydrogen (0.04), while the lowest wear rate is achieved with the addition of Ti02 particles 
both in vacuum and hydrogen environments [4]. 

Comprehensive evaluation in the present study, 5 \"1, % Zr02 nanopai1.icles filled PEEK coating displayed 
Ihe optimum lribologica\ eharacteristics and could be Laken as a potential candidate for [hI:; bearing material of 
artificial cervical disc[5]. Surface fictionalization ofmedieal devices made of poly aryl ether ether ketone (PEEK) is an 
essentia l requirement when a direct osteointegration bct\veen implants and host tissues is desired. The main 
objective of the work was to improve bio-activity and tribologicnl propcI1ics of advanced polymer PEEK type 
materials through development ofbiomimetic, smart polytctrafluorethylenc (PTFE) com posite coat ings [6]. 

The wear performance of CFR-PEEK was poorer than polyethylene when it was used as the plate, when 
there was translation of the contact zone over the surface of Ihe CFR-PEEK plate. This has implications for 
applications in low conforming contacts, such as lo\..ver conformity knee replacement [7]. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Figure 1.1 shows the experimental setup required for the analysis oftriboJogicaJ behaviour of PEEK composites . 

.~;~ load Cell r 

The experiments were performed On Pin on Disc at speed ranges from 100 rpm to 1200 rpm. The load and 
pressure ranges from I Kg to 10Kg and 0.2 N/mm2 to 2 N/m mm2 ...vhere as dw-ation ranges from IS min to 2 hrs. 
using a standard specimen with three different compositions, PEEK +30% CF (M1)' PEEK + 15% CF + 15% PTFE 
(Ml) and PEEK +10% CF + 10% PTFE + 10% (M3) graphite in this study the influence of process parameters 
pressure, sliding speed and time of running on wear rate have been studied using the Taguchi method of statistical 
design of experi ments. 

3. EFFECT OF PROCESS PARAMETERS ON FRICTION 

Influences of processing parameters such as pressure, sliding speed and time on coeffic ient of friction ha ....e been 
studied. 

.,,;::' .. 
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Lt:vcls 
I'n:ssure 
(Ml'a) 

Sliding SPli4..-d 
(m/s) 

Tillie 
(Il\in) 

I 0.31 0.35 10 

2 0.46 0.71 
-

20 

3 0.62 0.94 30 

rable L Levels or Process Parameters for coefficient or fnctlOn 

Coeff. of Frictionv/s Pressure 

0.2 
0.18 
0.16 
0.14 
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0.Q2 

0 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Fig-2: Influence of Pressure 011 Coefficient of Friction 

It shows the variation in coefficient of friction against pressure at constant velocity of 0.71 mls and Lime 0 f 
30 min. For the M3 composite. It is observed that with increase in pressure the coeffieient of friction decreases. It is 
observed that with increase in pressure the temperature at the contact increases gradually results in softening of 
material tends 10 decrease the coefficient of friction. 

Coefr. of Frictionv/s Sliding Speed 
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I:ig, 1.3 :-;hows the varimion in cocl'licicnt. of friction against sliding speed It is observed lh;,1t with i!lCr~~a5c in sliding 
::;pced coeflkicnl of Ij'jction dcerenscs :-lightiy for tlu: firsl composi te where as it ilU..:rem;t:s further on incrc;,\se in 
s liding speed. \\fhcII ~;Iiding speed increases temperature at the contne t increnS<!s wh ich soften the Illatrix material 
n:sulls in ump in lh~ eoenieicm o f Ii'ictioll which I~dllces spt:ci fic shcar stress. 

Coeff. of Frictionv/s Time of test 
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Fig-4; coer, of Friction vis Time 1 

Fig, 1.4 shows the influence of lime of test on coefficient of friction. It is observed that with increase in test timing, 
coefficient of friction decreases slightly, when sliding speed increases temperature at the contact increases which 
soften the matrix material 

3. EFFECT OF PROCESS PARAMETERS ON WEAR 

The wear characteristics of aU the three composites MI. M2 and M3 observed under variety of process 
paramelers such as pressure, sliding speed and lime of testing in this study. 

Levels Pressure (MPa) Sliding Speed (m/s) Time (hr) 

1 0.31 0.35 1 

2 0.46 0.71 2 

3 0.62 0.94 3 

Table-2: Levels of Process Parameters for Wear 
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Fig. 1.4 shows the variation in wear against pressure at constant velocity of 0.7 I m/s .from this it has been observed 
that the wear increases as the pressure increases for all the three composites under consideration. 

Wear vis Sliding Speed 
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Fig-6: Influence of Sliding Speed on \Vear 

In above fig the illustrated pattern of variation of wear at against slid ing speed at constant pressure of 0.62 MPa and 
lime period of 3 hr. shows that an increase in sliding speed leads to increase in the temperature in the contact region 
due to frict ional heating o\:ving to softening of matrix material which results in the increase in wear rate. 

4. REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE USING TAGUCHI METHOD 

4.1 Regression Model for Coefficient of Friction 

The regression model has been developed using software "MINITAB-17". This model gives the 
relationship between an independent/predictor variable and a response variable by fitting a linear equation to 
observed data. Among the three composite following is the model summary for MJ. Model Summary and Regression 
equat ion for material MJ is as fo llows. 
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R-sq. G 88.3&%. R-sq(adj) ~ &6.90%. 1(. sq(pred) ~ 83.50% 

f1 .l ~ 0.2642 - 0.14 131' - 0.0 130V - il.00222T + 0.0143 1'* V + 0.00310 I'*T - 0.011034 V"T 

5. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (SEM) ANALYSIS 

The worn surface of the composites is shown in the fi gure 1.6(a) and 1.6(b), From this, (he less wo rm 
surface was identified in M; composite than the other composite materials. Fig shows the SEM image of PEEK 
reinforced with carbon nbr~. Polytetrafluroethelycne and graphite. Image clearly shows the wear track or worn 
surface. Because of more fillers are reinforced in to matrix material, it is very complicated 0 analyse the wear 
perfol1nance. It was observed thm wear particles from the contact surface collidcs on the other :larticies results in 
removal of material pm1icies leads to increase in wcar rate. In this case, the wear loss of the composite is reduced 
considerably. 

Fig-7: (a) SEM Image of material M3 (PEEK +10% CF + 10% PTFE + 10%) 

(b) SEM Image of material M3 (pEEK + 10% CF + 10% PTFE + 10%) 

CONCLUSION 

In the present study it is observed that cocfficient of friction increases with increase in sliding speed but it 
is decreases \vith increase with pressure and \.vear increases with increase in sliding speed, pressure as \vell as time, 
Among the three operating parameters pressure is the most influencing parameters followed by sliding speed and 
time on fTiclion characteristics. 
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ABSTRACT 

Grinding is a material removal ami slIrftlce finish process IIsedto produce (Iml finish compo nellis composed of 
melals aJllI oilier lIIateria/s. Tile cOllvenlional cutting jluids Ilsed in grinding processes represeJlt exJreme 
environmellial risk. Tile disposal or reprocessillg ofIhese letltal jluills b. expensive Dnd Ihe conlaminalion on Ille 
proximilies oftlte machines may trigger risks 10 Ihe healtll ofpersonnel Oil Ihe "l/IIlUfaclurillg jloor. The review 
is based 011 tile experimental evahwtion of the grinding ofsuper fll/oy GH4169. This review aims 10 explore Ihe 
concept ofminimum qlUJJltity lubrication (MQL) in tI,e grinding process alld also the c1lf1racleristics of variolls 
llallO-fillids used in 111QL In this work nfllwparticles e.l;/libitillg different phYJiochemical properties are used. 
Characteristics and properties of the nfllwparticles ill nallo-JIliids are examined using grinding characterizations 
which are grinding forces, sliding friction coefficient, specific sliding griJU/i.J1g energy. grinding ratio. The 
comparative study of variollS properties of Ilallo-particles is shown Ilsing gmphical representation of various 
characterizatiolls and Ilalloparticles. Allalysis and tlte fillal conclusiolls are based Oil the results obtained by 
tlwrollghly studying lIlid (lIIalyling the affecting parameters, grinding characterizations. The practical 
applicatiolls are also reviewed with the futllristic scope and development ill the topiC. The review revolves around 
the comparison ofnalloparticles which are Zr02JCNTs,ND,MoSl,SiOl,flIul A1203. 

Keywords: Grinding, Cutting Fluids, 111QL (MinimuJll Quantity Lubrication), N(1Il0jlllirlS. 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

Grinding consists of an abrasive product, generally a rotating wheel brought into the contact with a work 
surface. The grinding wheel is comprises of abrasive grains held together in a binder, These grains act as cutling 
tools, removing small chips of material from the work. As these irregular grains wear and become dull, the added 
resistance leads to fracture of the grains or weakening of their bond. Grinding has higher machining precision than 
other similar processes. [3} 

Minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) technique is a green processing method. [I] Dry machining and 
machining with Minimum Quantity of Lubricant (MQL) have been calling the attention of researchers and 
technicians in the machining area as an altemative to traditional fluids.[2J The MQL system is based on the residue
free cutting oil usage principle, with a low flow of cutting fluid, which one is mixed with compressed air and 
utilized in high pressures, The lubricating function is conditioned by the oil and the cooling function by the 

bR-1 compressed ~ir. ~hi~ sIJ1.AlJ quantity of oi l (usua lly < IOOmLlh) is suffIcient to reduce the frict ion in the cutting, as in 
- tanventional fluid t mfftUre of oil and water). Considering high eosts of conventional cutting fluids and 

environmental harm caused by them, MQL is preferred. The MQL system has become increasingly relevant in the 
last decade. To develop a more advanced processing method using lubricants with less energy consumption and less 
environmental pollution-~ nanopanicles are employed as . . r nanonuids to significantly improve the 
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lubrication cllcl:t :Ind hl:<I1 Irans le r. N:lllo lluids <1rl: colloidal lll iXlllrcs. Thc)' cO llsis t of nanomete r-sized pMtich.:s (I 
nm 10100 IlIn) in a base Iluid . They t:a n bc classilicd us meti.lllk (Fe, Cu, t\g), Ilon-Illctailk (diamond/ NO), o;.;i di,,! 
(A lz0 3, SjO~ . Zr02), cmbidc (carbon IWIlOIUbcs), sullidc (MoS2), l:r:rHm ic. and hyhrid. Nanoflu ids demonsu·~tc many 
advantages, including superior lubricat ion pl:rJonmmct.: and thermal cond ucti vity 141. The au tho rs lound Ihat with 
the ,Idditi on oj' nanoparticles 10 conventional lubricants, the lubricatioll propcrtics cun be sign ific~ntl y improved_ 
Given the unique physical properties. dil1crel1l mlOo p<.Irtid es will exhih it various lubrication effects. Thus, thl:: 
present work discllsses grinding GI-I4169 with six tlif!crcnt types ofnano-Iluids and pure palm o il by lIsing the MQL 
technique. Expel'imenlUl evaluations ,Ire conducted on the lubricalion property of the grinding whccilworkpicce 
interface in lcnns of sliding grinding force, spedJic sliding grinding energy, G ratio, and surface qua lity undel
different lubricat ion conditions. Overall , this review aims to detennine which kinds o f nano- fluids dcmonstrme 
superior lubricat ion performance. 

2. BASE OILS AND ADDITIVES: 

2.1 Base Oils: 

• Mineral Oils 
• Hydrocracked Base Oils 
• Synthetic Oils 
• Vegetable Oils 
• Bio-Based Lubricant Fluids 

Cutting oils are normally composed of base oils and additives. Base oils are essentia ll y the main ingredients 
in lubricants, accounting for over 95% of lubricant-There are several kinds of base o il s such as mineral , synthetic, 
and vegetab le oils which can be used in the formulation of machining lubricants. The most common base oi ls are 
those derived from petroleum crude oil , for instance mineral base o il s that consist of hydrocarbons with paraffinic, 
naphthenic, or aromatic structures. 

Lubricants based on mineral oi ls have been used in many kinds of app lications including alltomolive 
engines, hydraulic systems, industrial gears, as well as in machining applicat ions. The major advantage of mineral 
base o ils is their low cost. However, from an envi ronmental point of view, mineral base oils are not readily 
biodegradable. Conventional mineral oils nonnally include impuri ti es such as aromati c, polar, and nitrogen 
containing compounds. These oi ls show moderate oxidative resistance because under moderate to high temperatures 
many of their thermally unstable compounds become volatili zed and oxidized. Mineral base oils have higher levels 
of purity, highe r proportions ofsaturales (>90%), lower aroma ti c content, higher flash point, higher viscosity index 
(V.I.) and higher thermal stability than conventional mineral base stocks. 

Hydrocracking is defined as catalytic cracking and hydrogenation a t high pressure and re lative high 
temperature, wherein heavier feedstock is converted into lighter (more desirable) products in the presence of 
hydrogen and special ca ta lysts. Hydrocracked base oils have low toxici l;.' , due to the reduc tion of 
implirities.Hydrocraeked base o il s are clear and calorie!:.!:., 3nd more biodegradablc (I1P to 80%) comparcd to mineral 
oils. 

Synthetic base oils obtained by chemical synthesis are the latest base oils being devcloped, with superior 
physical, chemical and biodegradability propeltit::s. Poly-alpha-ole fins (PAOs), polyalkylene glyco ls (PAGs), esters, 
and silicones are lypical types of synthetic base o il s. Theyexhibit excellent oxidative stability, high-temperature 
stability, very low pour points, extremely high viscos ity index (Vl), high-pressure stability, high hydrolytic s tability, 
Imv toxicity, good biodegradability (up to 80%), low affinity to evaporation, low-temperature fluid ity, and low 
flammability.They are synthesized, rather than extracted and modified, making them more pure. 

Vegetable or plant oils are trig lycerides of natural fatty acids and have higher levels of biodegradability and 
inferior toxicity than mineral or synthetic oils. Such base oi ls arc extracted from plants like rapeseed, castol", canola, 
soybean, sunflower, palm, olive, and coconut. Vegetable base oils in general have appropriate properties such os 
high viscosity index (VI), high lubricity, high shear stabili . h point, low volatility, high detergency and 
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good disper.sal1~)' propt:rtit:s. Lubricants based on vegetuble oils arc approximately twice more expensive than 
convent ional mineral oit~ and havc lower COlit than synthdic oils. 

2.2 Additives: 

• Extreme PreSSUl"l! additives 
• Ami-We"f Add itives 
• Nanolluids 

Additives are chemical compounds comprising up (0 5% of the weight of cuning oils, which improve the 
oils' lubricat ion pcrJomwnce. Additives provide lower friction and wear, higher viscosity. improved viscosity index. 
resistance to corrosion, and oxidative stability. The most important additives in metal cutting fluids are extreme 
prt!S5ure (EP) agents, anti-wear (AW) additives: friction modifiers (FM). viscosity modifiers, corrosion inhibitors 
and antioxidants. EP and A W additives either adsorb or react with the work surface to reduce friction by forming a 
boundary lubricant film. The applic'llion of such addilives in cutting fluids leads to improved machining 
performance including higher surtace quality, higher tool life, lower machining force as well as lower specific 
energy. 

Different nanoparticles exhibit various physicochemical properties (e.g" structure and shape), which can 
influence their lubricating propert ies. In this work, six nano-fluids, namely. MoS2, Si02, diamond, carbon nanolubes 
(CNTs), AI20). and Zr02. were used as minimum quantity lubrication grinding fluids to select the kind of 
nanopat1icies with optimum lubrication performance in grinding nickel alloy GH4169. 

3. GRINDING CHARACTERIZATIONS: 

3.1 Grinding Force: 

Malkin et al. [5] believed that the grinding force and specific grinding energy are generated by two 
components: cutting and sliding. The grinding force is generally represented by tangential grinding force (F1) and 
normal grinding force (FII). The tangential grinding force (F{) comprises tangential cutting force (FI .c) and tangential 
sliding force (Ful)' The normal grinding force (F,,) comprises nonnal cutting force (FlI.rJ and normal sliding force 
(FII•s1). The cUlting forces «(F,.d. (F,~cJ) are constant. Therefore, the sliding force «(F,.sd, (F".sJ) is a variable. When 
the lubrication state changes, the s liding force will change accordingly, and the tangential grinding force and 
specific grinding energy will change proportionally. 

3.2 Specific Sliding Grinding Energy (U,v: 

The specific grinding energy refers to the energy needed to rcmove a unit volume of materials. In the 
process, lower specific grinding energy indicates higher workpiece machining efficiency. The specificsliding 
grinding energy is calculated from the tangential sliding force [6]. 

3.3 Sliding Friction Coefficient (11,1): 

The sliding friction coefficient is the ratio of the tangential sliding force (F,.s1) to the nonnal sliding forcc (F". sl)' The 
sliding friction coefficient neglects the effect of the cutting force (constant) but involves the sliding force, thus 
enabling to reflect accurately the lubrication effect of the grinding wheeVworkpiece interface under different 
lubrication conditions [6]. 

3.4 Grinding Ratio (G-ratio): 

G-ratio is defined as the volume of material removal (V".) per unit volume of grinding wheel wear (Vs). The 
measurement method of the grinding wheel wear was adopted as described in the reference [7]. Under the same 
grinding conditions, the G-ratio shows the lubrication effects of the grinding wheel/workpiece interface, and high G
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ratio re lkcls the lighter grinding \Nhecl weur I.:x lc:m. FunIH.:nnorc. the sl.'l"vil:e lil t: of [he grinding \\'IH:cl can be 
improved correspondingly. 

4.PROPERTIES OF NANO-FLUIDS: 


Nanoparticles exhibit small si:r..e hm with high spcciJic nrc:! and surJ~lce binding energy, m; well as 
numerous atoms on the suriace. Nano·fluid is adso rbed onto the workpiece and grinding wheel SLlrfaCe morC light ly~ 
which manifested a beller lubrication effect. 
• 	 Al 20 3 nanoparlicles are spherical with characteristics of high stn:ngth, hardness, and heat resistance and reduce 

the sliding friction coefficient and shear stress dUrlng thE abrasive process. 
• 	 The Si02 nanoparticles are spherical, and the surface molecules exhibit a 3D r.etwork structure. The Si02 

nanoparticies in the base oil demonstrate ex tremely high diffusivily and sclf-diOusion capability. The e lements 
in some Si02 nanoparticies may even dinll se and penetra te into workpiece surface or sub-surface and the matrix 
to form solid solutions. "Third body" effec t prevcnts direct contact belween abras ive grains and the workpicce 
friction pair, thus reducing the friction loss. 

• 	 The MoS2 nanoparticies are ellipsoida l. weak. During the grinding process, a piane of low shearing torce will be 
generated because of the strong Mo-S binding. Furthermore, this plane will be broken along the molecular layer 
upon shearing force between molecules, forming a g lide plane. When a grinding force was loaded, the MoS2 

nanoparticles will extend into thin phys ical films in the gri nd ing area, red ucing friction and wear [8]. 
• 	 CNTs are coaxial circular tubes composed by layers and dozens of layers of carbon atoms ill hexagonal 

arrangement. It cannot produce effective rolling like spherical nanoparticles nnd serve as "micro-bearings" 
because of its cylinder structure with easy agglomeration. Therefore, this phenomenon can on ly produce limited 
anti friction effect. 

• 	 The zr02 nanoparticles are mai nly spherical.Nanopal1icies wi ll concentrate on the workpiece surface defect, 
thus establishing a layer of self~healing lubrica tion film on the fricti on pair surface and achieving good 
lubricat ion effect. 

5. 


Experiment No. Grinding fluid Lubricating Condition 

1 Water-solute grinding liquid (5 vol%) Flood 

2 Pure palm oil MQL 

3 MaS, - palm oil (6 wt.%) MQL 

4 5i02- palm oil (6 wt.%) MQL 

5 ND . palm oil (6 wt.%) MQL 

6 CNTs - palm oil (6 wt.%) MQL 

7 AhO, - palm oil (6 wt.%) MQL 

8 Zr02 - palm oil (6 wt.%) MQL 

Table ~1 : E_xperimental design for the lubrication effect comparison of different grinding fluid s. 
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RESU LTS: 

5.1 Grinding forces: 

1\':> ':>I'() \\I) in Fig.l . the sliding grindir.g I\lrccs increased with all increased number of passes in both normal 
and langcnt ial directions.The sliding grinding force under nanolluid (particularly AI20) and MoS2) MQL is even 
lowcr. Purc palm oil MQL achieves smaller sliding grinding force.Hence nanofluid is superior 10 pure palm oil in 
lubrication improvement. 

5.2 Slidin g Friction Coerticient: 

As shown in Fig.2, The flood lubrication showed Ihe highest value. The pure palm oi l MQL significantly 
improves the lubrication perfonnance, and the sliding friction coefficient decreases. The nanofluids (zr02• NO, and 
eNTs) achiev<'d slightly lower sliding fr iction coenicient than that of pure palm oil MQL. MoS,. SiO,. and AI,O, 
nanofluid s further reduced in sliding friction coefficient values. 
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Fig-I: Graph of No. of Passes Vs. Grinding Forces 
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Fig -2: Coefficient ofSliding Frietion 
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5.3Specific Sliding Grinding Energy: 

Compared with 1100d lubrication, pure pulm oil MQI. sl ightly rec!w.:ed in speci tic sliding grinding energy. 
the nanolluid MQL showed further rcduclioil. As shuwn in FigJ, Thc specific sliding grinding energy of MOS2~ 
AI 20). and SiO::: nallot1uids dc.:reased. M()S~ Iltlllupurliclcs al:hievl::d the optimum lubrication perl'onnance, followed 
by diamond nanopanicles \\'ilh soybean oil-based Jlllilolluids (MoS 2, Zr02, and ND) for MQL grinding. 

'~,---------------------.--------------~~--,
1'!oO '¥ .tJ. 

o 

Fig-3: Specific sliding grinding energy 

5.4 Grinding Ratio: 

As show'n in FigA. The least G-ratio values were observed in flood lubrication. The G-ratio of pure palm 
oil MQL was slightly higher and that of nanotluid MQL was significantly higher Ihan in flood lubIication. The 
nanoparticles showed better anti-wear characteristic of the grinding \,yheel than pure palm oil. 
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6. CONCLUSION: 

• 	 Properties of conventional cutting fluids used in grinding are not as preferable as MQL nanotluids. Also they 

are hazardous for environment and even they are costlier than MQL. 
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• 	 Lubrication properties of bo th cOll v..:ntiona l cutting Huid and MQL Nanolluids were studied in this work. 
Various characteristics were Studied in thi s work viz sliding grinding force, slid ing fi'iction coeffi cient. specific 
sliding grindi ng energy, G-ratio, 

• 	 The grinding forcl! rcducliol1 in the nanolluid MQL werc marc significant. The nunofluid MQL presentee best 
nnd flood lubrication presented the wursllubricatiol1 propertics, 

• 	 The 1\1 20 3 nanolluid obtained the lowest sliding fri ct ion coefficient and specific s liding grinding encrgy but 
nch ievcd thc highest G-rat iu. 

• 	 The lubrication propcrties oflhe six kinds ofnanofluids can be described in th t: following order: 
Zr02< CNTs < NO < MoS2< Si02< AlzO j • 

• 	 Among these compounds, AhO], MoSz• and Si02 nanopart icles arc more appropriate as udd ilives Jor 
nanotiuids. 
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ABSTRACT 

A review 011 Ni~bllsed composite contings produced 011 the Ti6A14V .mbslmte by laser c/flllrlillg by varyillg fbe 
percelltage 0/ c1nd mnterials JIIas dOlle. Accordingly it wns observed tllat {IS the percelllage 0/ NiCrBSi was 
varied, the average micro Ilnrdness o/Ihe coatings wem 011 increasing. II bns been/oundthntllle micro hardness 
alUl wenr resislnllce 0/ the Ni-bnsed alloy contings are greatly increased after mlilillg the WC-Ni particles, due 10 
Ille/ormatioll 0/hard WC phase (lIul a partial dissolution 0/ WC particles 0" Ihe Ni matrLt after laser cladding. 11 
was observed Ihat as Ille colllents 0/ NiCrBSi were varied (0 wI. %, 49 wt. %, 63 WI. %, 70 WI. %), Ihe average 
micro/wrtllless 0/ lite coatings wns Increased grat/ually (745 HVO.I, 976 HVO.I, 1046 HVO.I and 1107 HVO. I), 
however /raclure 10llghness presents lite opposite change Ireml (4.20 MPfI mll2, 3.57 MPa m112, 3.02 MPa ml/2 
1111(12.92 j}fPa mll2). Wear mechanism )Vflj' also changed/rom Ihe micro-cllllillg illto Ihe mi:'Chtre o/Ille 1IIicro
cUl/iug lImllhe briltle debolldillg, illlo the brittle t/ebondillg. The appropriate addilion 0/Ni (21 wt. %) illto Ihe 30 
wl.%WC-NiCrBSi cladding malerial wos/avorab/e 10 Ihe improvemellf ill wear resistance o/Ille coating. Also a 
revie'" 011 the comparative stlldy 0/the slructllre alltl wear resistallce 0/NiCrBSil50 wi. % WC composite coatings 
by laser c1addillg am/laser induction hybrid claddillg, I" tlte review it was /01l11l1 ollilhat Untler tlie sallie laser 
processing paramelers, tire cladding Iteight dllrillg LC was IImcll Itigller Ihall f!tal during LIHC, wlrereas Ihe 
dilutioll, cladding widtlt, heat-a//ecled-ZOlle (HAZ) flntl e/ficiellcy 0/ powder ulilization during Laser Clnddillg 
were milch slllaller titan Ihose duril1g Laser Induclion Hybrit/ Cladding. lite illcrease o/lfle laser scanning speed 
during LIHC decreased lite heal damage 0/ WC parlicles, improvell Ihe homogenous distribulion 0/ WC particles 
and /urther increased Ibe microlwrdlless o/Ihe billder metal, wllich ill lUTII led 10 qll increase ill Ille wear 
resistance 0/ Ihe composi/e coaling. 

Keywords: laser cladding, m;croltartfness, wear resislance, laser hybrid cladding. 

I. Introduction 

Laser cladding by powder injection has received significant attention in recent years due to its unique 
features and capabilities in various industries involved in metallic coating, high-value components repair, 
protOlyping, and low-volume manufacturing. It is a manufacturing process to generate a dense and metallurgical 
bonded coating over a substrate. This protective coaling can increase the machinery lifespan by preventing 
components from severe wear and corrosion. 

As one of excellent smface modification technologies, laser cladding is widely employed for deposition of 
a protective layer on a surface of a cheaper or low-property material [I]. This protective coating can increase the 
machinery lifespan by preventing components from severe wear and corrosion [2].Ceramic-metal composite 
coatings with combined properties of high hardness, high wear resistance, good corrosion resistance and high 
toughness are often produced by electroplating (3,4], thermal spraying [5-TI-a TIG-welding [8] on conventional 
substrate materials to improve their sUiface properties. Generally, the el :£niIirflM. , h ique has a low cost, but the 
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(.;cramic-mctal composite coatings upplied by this mClhod shmv poor bonding to the substrate. rcsulting in decrease 
sen.·icc Iile. Additionally, Ihe electroplating tcchniquc counters difficulty in increasing the cont(.;!lt of ceramic phases 
in the cerumicmctal composite coatings, and Ihe wear resistance of these coatings requires funh..;r improvement 19]. 
Although thermal spraying has a high eflicienc)" the ceramic-metal composhc coatings produced by thi s mature 
technique exhibit mechanical bonding to the substratel resulting in easy spalling or the composite coatings in the 
course or service, In addition, the ceramic phases with high hardness were casily decomposed during thcrmal 
spraying, leading to degradation or the propcl1ics of the ceramic contings [10]. The TIG-wdding technique can 
improve [he processing efficiency and produee the ceramic-metal composite coatings with a metallurgical bonding 
to [he substrate. However, due to the high energy input ofTIG-welding, the dilution of the composite coatings was 
relatively high, the substrate was susceptible to defonnation, and the ceramic phases were easily decomposed (II]. 

As an advanced surface modification technique, laser cladding was used to produce ceramic-metal 
composite coatings that have low dilution, a dense microstructure, Oll.:tallurgical bonding to the substrate, high wear 
resistance and high corrosion resistance, and this technique has received significant attention in reccm years [12
15},Two main methods wcre used to produce ceramic-metal composi te coatings: Laser Cladding and Laser 
Induction Hybrid Cladding 

Rong et a1. investigated mi cl"Ostruclure and mechanicnl properties of laser cladding WC reinrorced Ni
based alloy coat ing, and the results indicated that the hardness o fNi-based coating was increased with the increase 
in we contents. [16] 

Guo et aI.' study also showed that the Ni-based coaring with the addition ofWC particles exhibited more 
excellent wear resistance than that without the addition ofWC.[17] 

In addition, Xu et al. studied the tensile properties of laser cladded WClNi composite coatings with 
different contents or wc particle. It "'Us found that the tensile property o f the coating was decreased with the 
increase in content of we particles and the moderate WC contents reduced the number of cracks. [I 8] 

Guo et a1. had also studied the effects or the WC-Ni contents on the Ni-based coating prepared by laser 
cladding. The results indicated that the laser cladding coatings are free of cracks and almost no pores when the 
content of WC- Ni did not exceed 35 wt %.The mentioned studies showed that the addition of WC to Ni-based 
coatings can result in an improvement in microstructure and hardness, wear performance and tensile properties. 

In the present work, the mixture powders of 30 wt % WC particle and 7 w1. (Ni-NiCrBSi) alloy 
pov,'der were used to produce the Ni-based composite coatings by laser Cladding. The relative contents or Ni and 
NiCrBSi were changed as following: 70 W1.% Ni-G wt.% NiCrBSi, 21 \"'1..% Ni-49 wt.% NiCrBSi , 7 W1.% Ni-63 
wt.% NiCrBSi , 0 wt.% Ni-70 wt.% N iCrBSi. The microstructural evolution o f the coatings with different contents 
ofNiCrBSi was investigated. 

2. Literature Review 

In this study. pure Nil WC powder and NiCrBSi alloy powder (FI 02) with the nomina! composition of 
Cr-!6, 8-4, Si-4 and Ni-balance (wt %) were used as the cladding material. The morphologies of these powders are 
illustrated in Fig-I. The used cladding materials arc shown in Table-!, and the coatings are named from No. I to 4. 
Prior to !aser cladding, the mixed powde rs were pre-placed onto the substrate surface with a binder (4% polyvinyl 
alcohol), and a layer with a thickness of approximately 1 mm was form ed for the subsequent laser c1adding.[\9] 

After laser cladding, the samples were CUI perpendicularly to the laser scanning direction using an electro
spark cutting machine. The metallographic specimens were prepared using a Buehler Phoenix 4000 sample 
preparation system and etched with a mixed solution consisting of 5 ml H20, 4 ml HN03 and I ml HF. 
Microstructure was characterized by using an X-ray diffractometer (XRO) with Cu Ka radiation (k = 0.154060 nm), 
a VHX-600K optical microscope (OM) and a JSJM6460 scanning electron microscope (SEM) coupled with energy 
dispersive spectrometer (EDS). Micro-hardness distribution across the ",hole coatings was c8lTied out on a HXD
1000TM micro-hardness tester with an applied load of 100 g for 15 s. [ 19] 

Cracking susceptibility of the coatings was assessed in terms of fraeture toughness (KIC). KIC was 
measured using the Vickers indentation method. The indentations were made on the cross sections of the coatings 
with an applied load of 30 N for 20 s using a Vickers-hardness tester (HV-120), and morphologies of the 
indentations were observed immediately using OM. Figure-2 shows the schematic diagram of the KIC test, and KIC 
of the coating was calculated by the following equation: 

K,c (19)= 0.079 C:tt}Og(4.S~) for 0.6 $; S/4::::.5::::==;:::~ 
. ~avale C. ' 
~ c,.
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When: Kit is li·aelur~ IOlIghn~s.s (Mil" m1/2), P is the <lpplieu loud (N), a is halflhc length ora diagonal 
linc in an indclllutioli (m), iIIHI e is halflhc Icngth ora diagonal plus Imlfthe length oreraek (m).[19] 

Figure-I: Morphologies or the initial powders:(a)Ni powder,(b)WC powder and (c)NiCrBSi alloy powder (19) 

Table-l 
The coatings prepared with different materials 
Coatings Cladding materials (in wt.%) 
1 30%WC-70% NH)% NiCrBSi 
2 30%WC-21% Ni--49% NiCrBSi 
3 30%WC-7% Ni-63% NiCrBSi 
4 30%WC-{)% Ni-70% NiCrBSi 

' 
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Coaring 
Figure-2: The schematic diagram of the fracture toughness (KIC) test. (19) 

2.1 Micro-structural Analysis: 
The macro-morphologies of the coatings are seen in the figure-3. It is found that [he surfaces of the coatings before 
and after the addition ofNiCrBSi present different morphologies. The surface of the coating 1 without the addition 
ofNiCrBSi is smooth and nearly paralleled to the surface of the substrate while the surfaces of the coatings (2, 3 and 
4) with different contents ofNiCrBSi present the arc-convex shape, which should be originated from the change in 
chemical composition of the cladding pmvder. It is known that the molten pool with different chemical compositions 
has different surface tension coefficient{l19] 

Figure-3: Macro-morphologies of the coatings. (19). 

2.2Micro-hardness: 
The average hardness of the coatings shows an increased trend with the increase in content of NiCrBSi in the 
cladding materiaL It was noted that the addition of NiCrBSi eontributes to the improvement of micro-hardness. 
Figure -4 shows the micro-hardness profiles along the depth of the coatings with the different Ni-NiCrBSi 
contents.[l9] 
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Figure-4: Micro-hardness profiles along the depth of the coatings with the different Ni-NiCrBSi contents. 
( 19) 

2.3 Fracture Toughness: 
Fracture toughness of the coatings was measured using the Vickers indentation method, which was an index to 
assess the cracking susceptibi lity, The indentations were prepared in the representative areas of the coatings under 
the different content of Ni-NiCrBSi. As seen in Figure-5, indentations and cracks are clear, and cracks generated at 
the comers of the indentations and propagated outward. Fracture toughness of the coatings is about 4.20, 3.57, 3,02 
and 2,92 MPa mll2, Fracture toughness of the coating 2 with the addition ofNiCrBSi is decreased by about 15% 
compared \vilh that of the coating 1 without the addition of NiCrBSi. which means that the addition ofNiCrBSi can 
increase the cracking susceptibility of the coatings to a certain ex tent, In addition, the val ues of the frac ture 
toughness in the coating 3 and 4 are approximately eq ual due to the similar chemical composi tions about 30%WC
7%Ni-63%NiCrB Si and 30%WC-O%Ni-70%NiCrBSi in the cladding materials. It is easily found that the fracture 
toughness of the coatings present the decreased trend whereas the change in the average micro-hardness of the 
coatings is increased gradually with the increase in content ofNiCrBSi,[19]. 

Figure-5: morphologies of the indentations in the representative areas of the coatings with the different content of 
Ni-NiCrBSi.(I9) 
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2.4 Wear Resistance: 
Dry sliding friction illld wear t~sts wert! c<.If!"icd out to investigmc wear resistance of the coa tings. r igure-6 shows the 
worn surface ur the coatings with the different rontcil t of NiCrBSi. Some furrows ~lld bulges arc observed on the 
worn surrace of the coaling I without the addiiion of NiCrBSi (see Figure-6a). It indicntes Ihal the main weal' 
mechanism of the coating I is the miero-cutting wear. Compared with the above, il is also found that some lamellar 
patlerns and slight scars are presented on the worn surface of thc eoating 2 with the addition of NiCrBSi (sc\j 
Figure6b), The wear process should be governed jointly by the micro-cUlting and the hrittle debonding.[ 19] 

Figure-6: images of the worn surfaces of the coatings with the difterent content o f Ni-NiCrBSi,(19) 

When the conlent of NiCrBSi is further increased to 63%, the worn surface morphology of the coating 3 is very 
similar to that of the coating 2. For the coating 4 without the Ni addition, (he worn surface becomes comparatively 
smomh. Some brittle debonding patterns were also found. The wear mechanism was mainly the brittle debonding. 
As the content ofNiCrBSi in the cladding material rises, micro-hardness of the coatings is increased gradually while 
the fracture toughness has the opposite trend. The increase in micro-hardness can improve the resistance to micro
cuning of the coating; however, the reduction in fracture toughness call increase the cracking susceptihil ity and 
further promote the brittle debonding of the coating. The corresponding schematic diagram of the wear 
morphologies and wear mechanism of the coatings under the different Ni- NiCrBSi contents is shown in Figure-7. 
Figure-8 shows the wear profiles of the coatings after dry sliding wear test and the con'esponding results are li sted 
in Table-2. It is seen that the coaling 1 without the add ition ofNiCrBSi has a huger profile with a wear volume of 
2.4 11 3 mm3 and the corresponding wear scar width and depth are larger than that (0.7596, 0.9709 and 0.2185 mm3) 
of the coatings (2, 3 and 4) with the addition ofNiCrBSi. Compared with wear vo lume of the coating I, the wear 
volwne of the coatings is decreased by 68. 5%, 59.7% and 90.9%, respective ly. Therefore, it is indicated that the 
increase in the content of NiCrBSi in the cladding material can reduce the wear volume in a wear test of 30 min 
duration. Based on the above analysis, it is inferred that the wear performance of the coating may be improved by 
adding the appropriate content of Ni (21%) into the 30%WC-NiCrBSi cladding material. The wear rates of the 
NiCrBSi and NiCrBSiIWC-Ni coatings are shown in figure-9.[1 9] 
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Figure-7: The schematic diagram of the wenr morphology and \Vear mechanism of the coatings under the different 
Ni-NiCrBSi contems. (19) 
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Figure-8: Wear profi les of the coatings atter dry sliding wear tests, {I 9) 

Table-2: Sliding wear results for the coatings(19) 

Samples Wear width (mm) Wear depth (1m) Wear volume (mm3) 
Coating 1 2.6999 343.10 2.4113 
Coating 2 1.8844 154.77 0.7596 
Coating 3 1.9981 178.33 0.9709 
Coating 4 1.2029 108.33 0.2185 
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Figure-9: Wear rates of the NiCrBSi and NiCrBSi/WC-Ni composite coatings. 

Recently, laser induction hybrid cladding (LIHC) was developed, and this method produces crack-tree N i-based 

WC composite coatings WitJl an efficiency fo ur times higher than that ofindividuallaser cladding. 

NiCrBSi/50 wt.% WC composite coatings were produced on carbon steel via laser cladding (LC) and laser induction 

hybrid cladding (LlHC). 

Under the same laser processing parameters, the cladding height during LC was much higher than that during LIHC, 

whereas the dilution, cladding width, heat-affected-zone (HAZ) and e fficiency of powder uti lization during LC were 

much smaller than those during LlHC.[20] 

A medium carbon steel plate (0.45 \\1.% C) with dimens ions of 120mrn x 80mrnx 8mmwas used as the substrate 

and was thoroughly ground and cleaned with acetone prior to LC and LIHC.{20] 

An N i-based alloy powder whh an average size of 90 Jlm was used as the binde r metal , and its chemical 


composition (\\1.%) was 0.5-0.9 C, 3.5--5.5 Si,3.0-4.S B, 15- 18 Cr, 14.3 Fe, and N i balance. [20] 

Cast WC particles with an average size of50 Jlm were used as the ceramic phase and were composed ofWC + W2C 

eutectic.[20] 

The composi te powder was composed of 50 wt.% Ni-based alloy and 50 \,,-1.% WC particles and used as the 

cladding material. [20] 


2.5 Geometrical profiles of the composite coatings developed by nsing LIRe: 

Under the same laser processing parameters, the cladding height during LC was much higher than that during LlHC, 
whereas the cladding width and the HAl during LC were much smaller than those duri ng LlHC. [20] 
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The eniciencies of the powder utilization during single~track LC and L1J-IC decreased \vith increasing laser scanning 
speed, but the efficiency of powder utili zation during LIHC was higher than thal Juring LC under the same laser 
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scanning speed.[20] 
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Figure~ I 0: Comparison of processing efficiency between single-track LC and LlHC(20) 

Under the same laser processing parameters, the wear rate of the composite coating produced by multi-track LC was 

much lower than that of the composite coating produced by multi~track LlHC, indicating that the wear resistance of 

the fOimer was tru'ee times higher than that of the latter. (20] 
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Figure-II: (a) Wear rote and (b) relative wear resistance of the Ni-based 50 w1.% WC composite coatings produced 
by multi-track LC and LlHC.(20) 

3. CONCLUSION 

I. 	 The microslrUl..:turaJ uniformiry is improved with the addition ofNiCrBSi. 
2. 	 The coating I has the highest dilution rate of about 84.9%, and the dilution rate of the coatings (2 , 3 and 4) is 

about 48.6%, 47.6% and 52.6%. The addition ofNiCrBSi reduces the dilution rate of the coatings and changes 
the surface morphology of the coatings from the approximately horizontal shape to the arc-convex shape. 

3. 	 The average micro hardness of the coatings (I. 2. 3 and 4) is 745HV 0.1. 976 HV 0.1, 1046 HV 0.1 and I 107 
HVO.I. Their Iracture toughness is 4.20 MPa m1/2, 3.57 M?a m1/2, 3.02 Pa ml/2 and 2.92 MPa m1/2, 
respectively. As the increase in content of NiCrI3Si, the micro hardness and fracture present the opposite 
change trend. 

4. 	 The wcar volume of the coatings (1 , 2,3 and 4) i< 2.4113 mm3, 0.7596 mm3, 0.9709 mm3 and 0.2185 mm3, 
respectively. With the increase in content of NiCrBSi, wear mechanis m' of the coating 1 is the micro-cutting 
and thal of coating 2 and 3 is changed into the combination of the micro-cutting and the brittle debonding. 
Finally~ wear of the coating 4 is controlled by the brinle debonding. The appropliate addition ofNi (21 %) into 
the 30%WC- NiCrBS cladding material contributes to the improvement in wear resistance of the coating. 

5. 	 Under the same laser processing parameters, the cladding height created during single-track LC was much 
higher than that produced during single-track LlHC, whereas the dilutions, eladding width, HAZ and the 
efficiency of powder utilization during single-track LC \vere much smaller than those during single-track 
L1HC. 

6. 	 Under the same laser processing parameters the micro-hardness and wear resistance of the composite coating 
produced by multi-track LIHC were worse than those of the composite coating produced by multi-track LC. 

7. 	 When the laser scanning speed was increased to 1500 mmlmin the micro-hardness and wear resistance of the 
composite coating produced by multi-track LIHC was higher than those of the composite coating produced by 
multi-track Le. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper mra{l'zes the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling ofair flow distribution from all axiat 
/all over coils 0/ /tal rolled sheet. To avoid blade complicated geometry, all approach 0/ body force model used 
rather thall /JIulli reference frame model. III body force model, the input pressure-air jiow relationship is takelt 
from/all curve provided by fall maJlufacture. The Dittlls boeller eqllatioJlllsed to determine the cOllvection heat 
trall,ifer coef!icieJ1l for coolillg coils 0/ hot rolled sheets. Results fire obtailled for three parameters, viz: effect of 
positioll 0/ a baffle plnte to iJlcrease henttralls/er rate. effect 0/ spacing of adjacelll coils 0/ hot roIled sheets to 
ill crease Ileattrans/er rate. effect ofusillg baffle plate al elU! o/the last coi/to increase heat transjer rate. At the 
eJld. tile streamlines, obtained from fan model is verified with experimental data which shows good agreemenl 
witll each ollter. 

Keywords: Computalionaljiuid dynamil's (CFD). hot rolled sheet, axial/all,fan curve, Streamlines etc. 

Introduction 
Axial flow Hm most extensively used in many engineering application. its adaptability has resulted in implementing 
into industry. The process of Open Coil Annealing (OCA) is used to prepare different metal sheet for further 
processing. After annealing a coil is then removed from the furnaces and placed on bed. Cooling at this point is 
down by force convection using axial flow fan. 
The benefits using a'\ial flow fan for a purpose of augmenting heat transfer is particularly in cooling application. The 
extended use of axial flow fan for a Huid movement and heat transfer has result in detailed research into performance 
attribute. In some industry, more practical example cooling of hot rolled coil using a.-xial flow fan receive more 
importance in understanding flow characteristics and heat transfer. 
A fan draws air down from first co il axial through the last of coil. Fan is placed in front of coils which kept one after 
the other on a ground of small su pport steel. The first coi I usually cools fast as compare to other coils beeause it gets 
more velocity over it. Development of model results in increased heat removal rate through a hot rolled coil. The 
model is used to investigate the velocity distribution in the coil so that better understanding of coil behaviour can be 
attained. 

Figure 1: Schematic of pressure drop 

CfD has expensive capability and extensive development in recent year. CFD can model the fan and predict air flow 
bit.. y through 'it. The apRroZl9h used body force model in CFD for fan model. In body force model, fan cannot model but 

fan, characteristics used on fan surface. In fan characteristics, relationship between pressure-How rate provided by 
manufacture which is used. The model provides accurate prediction over a range of operating condition. The blades 

,.,no . 
....' of the fan are not modelled as shown in FiguIe.~1 The advantage of this type of modelling is that it saves a lot of time 
I.. ahd computational pO\~er but the drawback is the sw' not be modelled with lumped parameter mOdeJling. 
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2. Literature review 

I.i gung Y.lIlg III dl:vdopcd a Ilm mudd in fl uent 1{)J' pn.:dictillg air 110v: through Ian. Th\;; re~mlls obwincd rrom 
tlw.:nt 11m model have good agreement with expcrimental daln, I.ouis Lowrcncc 121 developed computer model 
which analyze.! l:ooling oj' coil using lim Hrlt..i providing a inti.mnmioll rduted hl air llrawn fmlll ran to cool coils in 
minimum time.!. Tobia... lkrg, Anna Wikstrom [31 used two CFD approach lor fUll model. first one is body torce 
modd in which lim eunnot mlldcl hut lim characteristics r:lpplkd in lim surHlc!.:. In s~cond approach, multi reference 
frame model (wIRF) 1 ~1J1 modd in rolating reler~lll':e (j-ame ,lIld Dtll!.:]' domain mailHuin as a staliomu)'. MRF showin g 
good agreement of rl':suits. Morris l:t <II l41 used a hot wire !O measure ax ia l, radial and tangential velocity 
components in wake of an automotivc cooling fun. The volume fl ow ratc through the system was measured using a 
unique moment of momentum nux, Nourse [5J developed a nUl test faeility unci procedure to meas ure the detailed 
veloeity field downstream orlhe fan using similur to i'vIOiTis. 

3. Problem setup 

The presenlstlldy on air ftow distribution over hot rolled coil showil in figure 4, which consists ofa'( iaI now fan, hot 
rolled co il and baffle platc shown in respective figure 2 and figme 3. The ran and fan motor is mounted on shroud. 
Hot rolled coils mounted on iron base support whit.:h is kept on ground and bafflc plate which kcpt at end oflast coil. 
The CFD model for this 

Figure 2: Schematic of Axial fan Figure 3: Hot rolled coils 

8 
L.J 


Figure 4: Fan with hot rolled coils 

study is built llsing commercially available software. The l:ode solves the Reynolds average Navier Stokes 
equations. The effect of turbulence modelled using k-epsilon model. To make the simulation time ly economical, 
sca lable wall functions arc used to resolve the wall Haws. The simulation is believed to be converged when 
maximum residuals are reducing to l.Oe-04. The base line results obtained from CFD analysis are compared with 
experimenta l resulL 

4. Numerical CFD model 

details of air flow distri bution over hot roJled coil. The coils with 
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numeric'llly. the compmationul domain is extended in stream wi se direclion of air. Additional domain consider ave r 
a hOI rolled coil. 

Figure 6: Descritization Figure 5: Computational domain 

4.2 Descritization 

To convenient for software, geometry created by grid matches with grid interfJce. Geometry should divide into 
number of volume for hexagonal meshing. OpenFOAM software used for pre·processing to model the geometry. 
More grid points generated in path of flow of air so as to get accurate results of veloeily contour. Coarser gri d 
created On a surface which is away from coil and coil faces does not mesh. shown in figure 6. 
4.3 Boundary condition 

Fluid in Ihe domain is air. The compressibility effects are ignored due to the low speed of fan. Comprcssibil ity effect 
to be consider when Mach number greater than 0.3. Mach number are calculated as. 

Q 
Vd =:4 

We calculated velocity which is 13 m/s. So Mach number less than 0.3 so we used incompressible model. 

The flow inside the domain is turbulent regardless the Reynolds number. The existence of several coils with the 

vonices creat ed by the f:ans makes the flow regime turbulent inside the domain. 


Surface Boundary condition 

Inlet Pressure inlet{Zero static p~essure) 

Outlet Pressure outlet(Zero static pressure) 

Wall No s lip 

Symmetry Axis 

Fan Fan characteristics (Static pressure VS ow rate 

Coils No slip ..Table 1: Boundary conditions 
4.4 Fan charaeteristies 

Fan characteristics curve is nothing but relationship between static pressure and flow rate through fan. Fan 
characteristics shown in figure 7 for Aeratech fan with 1440 rpm generally fan manufacture 
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provide:. Iht: lilll dmrm.:tl,;rlstics lor l11n. only Itln dimensions and lim rpm should h~ known. For 1440 rpm with fan 

diameter 6{)O Illm, I~ln l:l1nnlct~risti~s give]l hy lll<lllUliH.illirC us below 

5. Results and discussion 

5.1 Validation or r~n c~sc 
An Aerotceh one of the fan manu fact urers which provide the air throws dislancc from fan in melers VS Spread in 

meters for 1440 rpm same as speed in our case. Tablt: 2 show below which provided fan speci fieation and figure 8 

provided distance cover by lim a ir velocity. 

) 


Fan Speed MOlor 

dia(mm) (rpm) (kW) 

610 1440 1.1 

~';; HI""....'1 

r" - t-7·......................... 
-.......... 

. .

Free Fan vciocity A B C D 

Air /low(!!s) outlct(m/s) (m) (m) (m) (m) 

4320 14,8 28 8A 19,6 3,6 

Table 2: Ael'otech fan specIficatIOn 

r-----------~----

'" .t-
./ 

i 
1 
; 

!,,, 
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Figure 8: Stream line of velocity tbrough Aerotech fan Figure 9: Stream line of velocity through ran by CFD 

To verifY results \\ri th Aerotech fan . CFD model o f fan w ith empty do main created. Fan characteristics applied on 
fan surface which provide at middle at entry domain. Pressure outlet applied on outlet of domain and on rest of 
surfaces provide as wall boundary condition. Tbe stream line of velocity through fan with empty domain shown in 
figure 9 using CFD. Result ofaxial distance cover air through fun using CFD is match with distance cover by air 
through Aerotech fau shown in Figure. 10 

" 

Figure 10: Comparison of fan results 
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5.2 Effect of end bame piate on heal transfer rate 

Butllc p!tH\.! at \.!nd of (.;()iJ llluk\:! an importanl.:\.! on heallmnsfl:r ru!e. When there is no bnllle pJat\.! al end of coil flow 
goes insi(k oJ'hOl rolled coils hut velocity obtnin on inller c1imllder to outer diameter on from thee of last coil is less. 
Velocity obtain 011 li'on! H!cc and buck lace of third I.:oil is ,---------------------, 

Figure 11: Velocity contour with no baffle Figure 12: Velocity contour with baffle plate at 
plate at end of last coil end orlast coil 

greater in case ofbame at end ofeoil . shown in Figure 13 and Figure t4.So ma.ximum heat transfer takes place 
when there is baffle plate at end of coil. 

) ~ I 
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Figure 13: Velocity magnitude from ID to Figure 14: Velocity magnitude from ID to 
OD on third coil OD on third eoil 

5.3 Heat transfer coefficient inside a circular coil 

Dinus boelter equation used to determine the convection heat transfer coefficient inside a circular coil which is 
given as below. 

Nu = 0.023 .. ReO.8 '" PrO.33 

h• dh (P * V. dh)O.. (111. CP)O.B- K- = 0.023 • 111 • - K-

From above equation it clearly seen that heat transfer coefficient directly proportional to velocity of air through fan. 
Rather than the velocity att another parameter remains constant because these are properties of air, So heat transfer 
coefficient increases with vclocity of air through fan. From bulk mean velocity, heat transfer coefficient for flo\-\' 
inside circular coil is 48 W/(m,K).standard value of air propclties taken from data manual those are constant. 

5.4 Effect of eoii gap on heat transfer r.te 

Baffle plate at end oflast coil is important for heat transfer through a coil shown by first case. Results of varying gap 
between coils with gap viz: IOcm, 20cm and 50 cm down in CFD shown respectively in figure 13 , figure 14 and 
figure 15. Result s of I0 cm gap berween coil show good agreement shown in. Maximum heat transfer takes place 
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th rough coi ls when gap is 10 em becallse ui r a lso pusses over hilCk nll;e o r c;o ils from inner dimnctcr to Olile r 

diameter of coil. 

Figure IS: Velocity contour with gap betwecn Figure 16: Velocity contour with gap bctween 
coils are 10 cm coils are 20 em 

Figure 17: Veloeity contour with gap between coils are SOem 

" .. ,...----..., ... .. 
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Figure 18: Velocity magnitude from ID to Figure 19: Veloeity magnitude from 10 to 
OD with varying gap OD with varying gap 
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Figure 20: Velocity magnitude from 10 Figure 2J : Velocity magnitude from JD 
to OD with varying gap to OD with varying gap 

5.5 Effect of position of end baffle plate on heat transfer 

Baffle plate a l distance 10 cm showing greater heat transfer from co il because a ir strike on Iron! 


Figure 22: Velocity contour when baffle plate at 50 ern 

Figure 23: Velocity contour when baffle at 20 em Figure 24: Velocity contour when baffle at 10 em 
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Figure 25: Velocity contour when baffle at 10 cm Figure 26: Velocity contour when barne e at 20 cm 

face of lhird coi l and also back face of third coil. Velocity on fron t face of first and second coil remains constant in 
three cases. Velocity magnitude mostl y seen on front and back face of Ihird coil larger when baffle plate distance is 
at 10 cm compare to 20 cm and 50 em. 

6. Conclusion 

CFD analysis is carried out on hot rolled sheet. Stream line ve locity through fan validate with Aerotech fan 
manufacture,CFD analysis showing good agreement of results with Aerotech fan. Following are the conclusions 
identified from present CFn study. 

1. 	 When there is no baffie plate at end of coil . flow developed fully inside coils and passed through it but 
there is less heat transfer takes place when it passed through inside a coii. There is small gap between hot 
rolled coils so air present in between them so less chances of heat transfer. Once baffle placed end of last 
coil , maximum air strike on inner diameter to outer diameter of third coil so baffle at end important for 
ma..'X imum heat transfer. 

2. 	 Resul ts for coil gap 10 cm showing maximum heat transfer through it. Velocity strike on front faces of 
three coils from inner diameter to outer diameter is maximum when coil gap 10 cm as compare to 20 cm 
and 50 cm, 

3. 	 Study of placing baffle at 50 em distance, result o f this case same as no balle plate. Baffl e plate at 20 cm 
from last coil showing less velocity strike on front face of third coil as compare to 1O em baffle plate from 
end coil. Also large ve locity strike on back face of third coil from inner diameter to outer diameter in case 
of 10 cm baffles distance, 

I) 

Nomenclature 


Latin symbols 

A Area of fa n, m2 

C Velocity of sound, m/s 

dh Hydraulic diameter, m 

fu Polynomial coefficients 

h Heat transfer coefficient of air, W/(m.K) 

K Thcrmal conductivity of air. W/m.Kl 

M. Mach number, dimensionless 

Nu Nusselt number, dimensionless 

P Pressure rise across the fan, Pa 

Pr Prandlt number, dimensionless 

Q Volume flow rate through fan, m.1 

Rc Reynolds number~ dimensionless 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper allalyze!J' 'he Computational Ftuid Dynamic.\· (CFD) modelling of air flow dislribulioll fro/ll an axial 
fall over coils of hoI rolled sheel. To avoid blade complicate.d geometry, an approach of body force model used 
Tfllller Ihall IIllllti reference frame model. 111 body force model, the input pressure-air flow relationship is lake" 
from fall curve provided by JaJ1 m(lmljflctllre. The Diltus boeller equatioll IIser/to determine tbe c01lveclion beat 
transfer coefficient for coolillg coils Of bot rollell sheets. Results are obtained for three parameters, vir: effect of 
positioll of a baffle plate 10 illcrease hellt trllllsfer rllte, effect of spacillg of (uljllcellt coils of hot rolled sheets tQ 
ilJcrease /teat trallsfer rate, effect Of using baffle plate at eml of tbe last coil to increase hellt tmllsfer rate. At tbe 
eml, t/le !J·treamlines, obtained from fan model is verified witil e.xperimelltaldllta whicb shows good agreemellt 
with each otiter. 

Keywords: Computlltio"uljlllid dynamics (CFD), bot rolled sheet, luinlfan,fan curve, Streamlines etc. 

Introduction 
Axial flow fan most extensively used in many engineering application, Its adaptabi lity has resulted in implementing 
into industry. The process of Open Coil Annealing (OCA) is u5ed to prepare different metal sheet for further 
processing. After annealing a coil is then removed from the [umaces and placed on bed. Cooling at this point is 
down by force convection using axial flow nUl. 
The benefits using a,'{iai flo w fan for a purpose of augmenting heat transfer is particularly in cooling application. The 
extended use of axial flO\v fan for a fluid movement and heat transfer has resu lt in detailed research into performanee 
attribute. In some industry, more practical example cooling of hot rolled coil using axial flow fu.n receive more 
importance in understanding How characteristics and heat transfer, 
A fan draws air dov.'I1 from first coi l axial through the last of coi l. Fan is placed in front of coils which kept one after 
the other on a ground of small SUppOlt steel. The first coil usually cools fast as compare to other coils because it gets 
mOre velocity over it. Development of model results in increased heat removal rate through a hot rolled coi l. The 
model is used to investigate the ve locity distribution in the coil so that better understanding of, coil behaviour can be 
attained. 

!:,8, 
~ 

'" y I " 
Figure 1: Schematic of pressure drop 

CFD has e.'Xpensive capabi lity and extensive development in recent year. CFD can model the fan and predict air flow 
through it. The approach used body force model in CFD for fan model. In body force model, fan carmot model but 
fan characteri stics used on fan surface. In fan characteristics, relat ionship between pressure·ftow rate provided by 
manufacture which is used. The model provides accurate prediction over a range of operating condition. The blades 
of the fan are not modelled as shown in Figure. I The advantage of this type of modelling is thaI it saves a lot of lime 
and computational power but the drawback is the swirl which cannot be modelled with lumped parameter modell ing. 
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2. Litcrnture review 

Ligong Yang [I J dc::veloped a fall model in fluent for predicting ai r tlow through fan, Th~ resulLS obtained from 
nu~nt fan modd have good agreement wi th experimental data, Louis Lowrence [2] developcd computer mode l 
which anniyze cooling of coil using fan anLl providing a information related to air drawn from lim to cool coils in 
minimum time, Tobias Berg, Anna Wikstrom {3] lIsed two CFD approach for fan model. First one is body force 
model in which fan 'cannot model but fan characteris tics applied in fan surface, In second approach. multi reference 
li11me model (MRF) fan model in rotating reference frame and other domain maintain as a sta tionary, MRF showing 
good agreement of results. Morris et al [4] used a hOI wirt: to measure ax ial, radial and langentiaJ veloci ty 
components in wake of an automoti ve cooling fan, The volume flow rate through the system was measured using a 
unique moment of momentum (lux. Nourse [5] developed a fan test Cacility and procedure to measure the detaile <.l 
velocity field downstream of (hc fan using similar to Morris. 

3. Problem setup 

The present study on air flow distribution ovcr hot rolleLl coil shown in figure 4, which consists of axial flow fan, hot 
rolled coil and baffle plate shown in respective figure 2 anLl figure 3. The fan and fan mOLOr is mounted on shroud, 
Hot rolled coils mounted on iron base support which is kept on ground and baffle plate which kept at end of last coil. 
The CFD model for this 

Figure 2: Schematic of Axial fan Figure 3: Hot rolled coils 

8) - ------------
-----------------

LJ 
Figure 4: Fan with hot rolled coUs 

study is bui lt using commercially available software. The code solves the Reynolds average Navier Stokes 
equations. The effect of tW'bulence modelled using k.epsilon model. To make Ihe simulation timely economical , 
scalable wall functions are used to reso lve the wall flows. The simulation is believed to be convcrged when 
maximum residuals are reducing to 1.0e-04. The base line results obtained from CFD analysis are compared with 
experimental result. 

4. Numerical CFD model 

4.1 Computational domain 
Figure 5 shows the geometric construction details of air flow distdbution over hot rolled coil. The coils with 
symmetry domain are chosen Cor present numerical study. Due to symmetry of the geometry, the computational 
domain is confined. Normally hot rolled coils placed in atmosphere to cool by fan with force convection. To 
consider CFD point view, it should consider an imaginary domain in all sides of coils, Domain should maintain 
large for accurate results. The lengthr bre~~~~t of the computational domain are 12m, 1.5m and 6 m 
respeclively. To minimize thc error due ~'~o· 'fR:N.(.\ I8s~B2 n and flow reversing effect which might get induced 
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numerically, [he computational domain i!i cXh.:mh:d ill stream wist: din.:ctioll ol'ilir. Additional domain considt:!' OVer 
a hot rolled t:oil. 

Figure 5: Computatiomll dom'lin Figure 6: Descritization 

4.2 Descritization 

To convenient for soft\ovarc, geometry created by grid matches with grid interfuce. Geometry should divide into 
number of volume tor hexagonal meshing. OpcnfOAM soi'Lware used ror pre-prOt.:cssing to model Ihe geometry. 

More grid points generated in path of flow of air so as to gel accurate results of velocity contour. Coarser grid 
created on a surface which is away from coil and coil faces does not mesh, shown in figure 6. 
4.3 Boundary condition 

Fluid in the domain is air. The compressibility effec ts are ignored due to the low speed of ian. Compressibi li lY effect 
to be consider when Mach number greater than 0.3. Mach number are calculated as. 

Q
Vd =; 

W~ calculated veloci ty which is 13 m/s. So Mach number less than 0.3 so we used incom pressib le model. 
The flow inside the domain is turbulent regardless the Reynolds number. The existence of several coi ls with the 
vortices created b the fans makes the flow re ime turbulent inside the domain. 

Surface Boundarv condition 

Inlet Pressure inlet(Zero static ressul'e) 

Outlet Pressure outlet Zero static ressure) 

Wall No sli 

SymmetrY Axis 

Fan Fan characteristics (Slatic ressure VS oW rate 

Coils No sli 
Table 1: Boundary conditions 

4.4 Fan eharacteristics 

Fan characlerislics curve is nothing bUI n!lationship between stat ic pressure and flow rate tlu'ough fan. Fan 
characteristics shown in figure 7 for Aerotech fau with 1440 rpm generally fan manufacture 
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Figure 7: Fan characteristics curve 
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provides the fan I.:hurm.:tcristit.:s lor Ihn , unly Ihn dimensions and ran rpm should be known, for 1440 rpm wilh tim 
diam~tt!]' 600 mill , fan dHlractl.:!'istics giw n by I1HU1ulllctlirc (1." below 

5. Results and discussion 

5.1 Validation of fan case 
An Acrolech one of the lim manufacturers which provide thc air throws distance from tim in meters VS Spread in 
meters for 1440 rpm same as speed in our case, Table 2 show below wbich provided Ian speci licalion and figure 8 

provided distance cover by fan air ve loci ty, 

Fan 

dia(mm) 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Motor 

(kW) 

Free 

A ir fi ow(l/s) 

Fan ve locity 

outlet(m/s) 

A 

(m) 

B 

(m) 

C 

(m) 

D 

(m) 

610 1440 1.1 4320 14.8 28 8A 19.6 3.6 

Table 2: Aerotech fan specification 
~~----~--~~1 
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Figure 8: Stre:lDllioe of velocity through Aerotech fan Figure 9: Stream line ofveiocity through fan by CFD 

To verify results with Aerotech fan, CFD model of fan with empty domain created, Fan characteristi cs applied on 
fan surface which provide at middle at entry domain, Pressure outlet app lied on outlet of domain and on rest of 
surfaces provide as wall boundary condition, The stream line of velocity through Hm with cmpty domain sho\\-TI in 
figure 9 using CFD, Result of ax ial distance cover air through fan using CFD is match with dislance cover by air 
through Aerotech fan shown in Figure,l 0 

05 • A<! I~"'I -!ch ("UI r~.Hllt 

£CFD J ~·,m lt,; 

(, 

() 10 20 ~o 
Air fT:l, '("1 dl~...mt"e"rt)Jn ran(m)L-________ __~__~ 

Figure 10: Comparison of fan results 
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5.2 Eff('ct of cnt! barOe plate on heat transfer nIle 

Bame plalC al end of coil makc <In importullce on hem transfer nllc. Whcn [herc is no bame plale at end of coil now 
goes insit.le arhot rollct.l c,)ils hut velocity ol,tain on inner diametcr 10 outer dii.Ullclt:r on front face of last coil is less, 
Vclocit) obltlin on front tace and back nice or lh irt.l coil is 

,--

. : ~' 

Figure 12: Velocity contour with baffle plate at 
end of last coil 

Figure 11: Velocity contour with no baffle 
plate at end oflast coil 

greater in case of baffie at end of coil . shown in Figure 13 and figure 14.50 maximum heat transfer takes place 
when there is baffie plate at end of coil. 
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Figure 13: Velocity magnitude from 10 to Figure 14: Velocity magnitude from ID to 
on on third coil OD on third coil 

5.3 Heat transfer coefficient inside a circular coil 

Dittus boeJter equation used to determine the convection hear transfer coefficient inside a circular coi l which is 
given as below, 

Nu = 0.023 ¥ Reo.s * PrO,33 

h * dh (P * V:4< dh)O.. (iii "" Cp)OB
-K- = 0,023 • 111 • -K-

From above equation it clearly seen that heat transfer coefficient directly proportional to velocity of air through fan, 
Rather than the velocity all another parameter remains constant because these are properties of air. So heat transfer 
coefficient increases with velocity of air through fan_ From bulk mean velocity, heat transfer coefficient for flow 
inside circular co il is 48 W/(m.K).Standard value of air propert.ies taken from data manual those are constant. 

5.4 Effect of coil gap on heat transfer rate 

Baffle plate at end of last coil is imporlant for heat transfer through a coil shovm by first case, Results of varying gap 
ber...veen coils with gap viz: IOcm, 20cm and 50 cm down in CFD in figure 13, figure 14 and 
figure 15. Results of 10 cm gap between coil sho\\'s good heat transfer takes place 
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through coils when gap is 10 t.:1l1 bl."Cuuse air also passes over bat.: k fat.:c or coi ls from inner diameter to oute r 
di umctcr or coil. 

Figure 15: Velocity contour with gap between Figure 16: Velocity contour witb gap between 
eoils are 10 em coils a re 20 em 

--...

Figure 17: Velocity contour with gap between coils are 50cm 
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Figure 18: Velocity magnitude from 10 to Figure 19: Velocity magnitude from 10 to 
00 with varying gap 00 with varying gap 
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Figure 20: Velocity magnitude from 10 Figure 21: Velocity magnitude from ID 
to 00 witb varying gap to OD with varying gap 

5.5 Effect ofpositioD of end bame plate 011 heat transfer 
Baffle plate at distance J 0 cm showing greater heal tmnster from coil because ait strike on front 

Figure 22: Velocity eont"Our when baffle plate at 50 cm 

Figure 23: V clocity contour when baffle at 20 eOl Figure 24: Velocity coutour when baffie at 10 cm 
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Figure 25: Velocity contour when baffle at [0 cm Figure 26: Velocity contour when baffle e at 20 cm 

face of third coil and also back lacc of third coil. Velocity on front facc of first and second coil remains constant in 
three cases. Velocity magnitude mostly seen on front and back face of third coil larger when baffle plate distance is 
at 10 cm compare to 20 cm and 50 cm. 

6. Conclusion 

cro analysis is carried out on hot rolled sheet. Stream line velocity through fan va lidate with Aerotech fan 
manufacture.CFD analysis showing good agreement of results with Aerotech fan. Following are the conclusions 
identified from present CFD study. 

I , 	 \Vhen there is no baffle plate at end of coil, flow developed fully inside coi ls and passed through it but 
there is less heat transfer takes place when it passed through inside a coil. T here is small gap between hot 
rolled coils so air present in between them so less chances of heat transfer. Once baffle placed end of last 
coi l, maximum air strike on inner diameter to outer diameter of third coil so baffle at end important for 
maximum heat transfer. 

2. 	 Results for coil gap 10 cm showing maximum heat transfer through it. Velocity strike on front faces of 
three coils from inner diameter to outer diameter is maximum when coit gap 10 cm as compare to 20 cm 
and 50 cm, 

3. 	 Study of placing bafne at 50 em distance, result of this case same as no baftle plate, Baffle plate at 20 em 
from last eoil showing less velocity strike on front face of third coil as compare to 10 cm bame plate from 
end coiL Also large ve locity strike on back face of third coil fi·om inner diameter to outer diameter in case 
of 1 0 cm baffles distance. 

Nomenc1ature 
Latin symbols 
A Area of fan, m2 
C Velocity of sound, m/s 
dh Hydraulic diameter, m 
fn Polynomial coefficients 
h Heat transfer coefficient of air, W l(m.K) 
K Thcnnal conductivity of air, W/m.K 1 

Ma Mach number, dimensionless 
Nu Nusselt number, dimensionless 
P Pressure rise across the fan, Pa 
P, Prandlt number, dimensionless 
Q . VoJun~nowrate through fan, m1 

R. Reynolas number, dimensionless 
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Reliquification of Boil of Gas by using BOG Compressor 
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ABSTRACT 
Liquefied l1atural gas (LNG) is a prominent clean energy source available in abundance. LNG has high calorific 
value, while lower price alld emissions. Vapors generared ji-om LNG due (0 heat leak and operaling-condilion
changes are called boil-ojfgas (BOG) , This paper discusses complexities and challenges 0/ managing boil offgas 
(BOG) in lique f ed natural gas (LNG) lique/action plan/s, 111e advantages and disadvantages 0/ different options 
and compressor systems {Ire covered alld the concept oj lOll1amic simulation as an analysis tool is addressed The 
study would help proper handling 0/BOG problems in terms 0/minimizingjlaring at LNG exporting terminals. and 
thus reducing waste, saving energy. andprotecting surrollnding environments. 
Keywords: BOG, LNG, etc. 

Introduction 
Natural gas currently supp lies approximately 23% of the world energy production, According to the SP energy 
outlook, LNG represents a growing share of gas supply. Global LNG supply is projected to grow 4.5% per year to 
2030. More than double the growth rate of total global gas production (2.1 % per year) . LNG contributes 25% of 
global supply growth 2010-2030compared to 19% for 1990-2010. The reason of converting the LNG natural gas to 
liquid is to ease transport to markets and storage since liquefied LNG is the most economical mean to transport the 
natural gas for long distance. The vo lume of LNG is around 11600 the volume of natural gas under gaseous state. 
The processes to liquefY LNG all involve some refrigeration process that sequentia lly extracts heat from the feed gas 
resulting in its liquefaction. 
As heat leaks into the tank. The LNG boils and has to be accommodated somehow to keep the tank pressure under 
control. This is typically done in a BOG compressor which transports the vapor to the liquefaction system or utilizes 
it in some other form depending on the liquefaction process. The LNG tank is in a constant boiling state. The total 
BOG tlow is a combination of the entire vapor generated from rundown flash, heat leak. Barometric pressure 
changes pump energy, and net hydraulie grade. If this vapor is not drawn off by the BOG compressor, the tank 
pressure will increase to the point when venting will be required_ 

~ r»; 
, . .. , • 

.t. _..-r... 
st•• : 

•u 
I 'm l '''''' 

Fig.l:CoDsumption of Natural gas 

l. BOG Generation in LNG Liquefaction Plants. 
The overall generation and transport of BOG is shown in Fig.LNG liquefaction processes, a l\.\-l1Ys results in the 
generation of BOG. This BOG produced is generally the result ofstaged ashes that are used to produce LNG at near 
atmospheric pressure in the tanks as well as the BOG produced due to heat leak into the LNG tank and associated 
piping during "HOLD ~'mode (nonslip loading) of operation. 
BOG resulting primarily from I1Jndown flash is generated and is returned to the methane loop by the BOG 
compressor. However, during ship loading there is a significant incremental quan tity of BOG generated due to vapor 
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3. METHODS fOR THE RECOVEIlY OF ENERGY FROM THE GASIFICATION OF SOLI!) WASTE. 

For ~c.;v c.;ral yea rs, a pilOl lesl o f IllL: lhL:rmai pl ' lslIl<I proces5 It»)" Ihe purpos(; of municipal solid wilsie (MSW) and 

paper mill waste (PM W) g;lsi tic.;ation (10 lOl1nc!'I/<.Iay) has bc.;c.;n conducted by all institutc. Ilowev!.!r. in their prev ioll s 

stud y, the utilization or the syngas generaled wns not considered as .1 :'Ulln.:e or energy. 

Metho<.ls It)!' the re!.:overy of c llcrgy li'orn fhe g;'lSi licalion or .solid wn~te incluth:: 

(I) Manulacturing flld s or chemicals from the syng"L'i, 
(2) The recovery and utilizutioll ofl-12 as n fuel, 
(3) The rccovery ofH2 and the production of clecLrio;ity using fuelc.;clls, and 
(4) The production of electricity llsing a complex gns-stcam turhine cyck 

Ofthesc, electricity generation from syngas i. e plasma gasification procc::iS is discussed in previous section. 

It is worch noting that the rt:covery of 1-12 Irom the gasificatiun process has increased, which has motivated the 

devclopmenl of H2 recovery technology in several imestigutiolls using the thermal plasma trea tment of solid waste, 

while no purification process has heen conducted for lhe recovery of high purilY 1-12_ 


4. H2 RECOYERY FROM SOLID WASTE. 

I, 
l ", ,. ., I· .. J- "'. 

'-~... ····1 ~-:- - .-:~ 

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of the thennal plasma process for the recovery of high purity H2. 

The H2 recovery system is mainly composed of the WGS and the PSA connected in series 
The gases entering the WGS are compressed to nearly 700 kPa. 
Two stage WGS reactors are used, connected in series: one was a high temperature shift (HTS) reactor operated at 
about 350 DC, with the other being a low temperature shift (LTS) reactor operated at appro~imately 200 "c. 
The role of the PSA system is to produce high purity H2 by separating the impurities by the different volatilities and 
polarities of the gas components. The H2 produced is al so used as a purging gas to regenerate the PSA adsorbent 
after the adsorption cycle. 
The optimization ofH2 recovel)' system is conducted focusing on the PSA unit, since the perfomlance of the WGS 
system was stable 
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S. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table 5.1 

A\'g. CO 
(%) 

A\"g. H2 
(%) 

Sum of 

CO+H2(%) 

Exp.1 38.77 35.21 73.98 
Exp.2 40.58 34.65 7523 
Exp.3 37.65 33.93 71.58 
Exp.4 40.38 35.60 75.98 
Exp.S 40.44 35.09 75.53 
Total 
avg.(%) 

39.56 34.90 74.46 

I.) It was successfully demonstrated that the thermal pJasma process of sol id waste gasification, combined with the 
WGS and PSA, produced high purity H2 (20Nm31h (400 H2-Nm3/PMW ton), up to 99.99%) using a plasma torch 
with 1.6M Wh/PMW-(on ofelectr icity. 
process of sol id waste gasification for the production of high purityH2 may provide a new approach as a future 
energy infrastructure based on H2. 

6. GLASS CERAMIC FOAMS FROM SLAG 
The gasification process is pcrfonned in an oxygen starved environment to decompose organic input waste into its 
basic molecular structure. The organic waste is converted to fuel gas that maintains all the chemical and heat energy 
fi'om the waste. The inorganic substances of the feed stock are melted to fonn an inert vitrified slag in which 
undesirable materials such as heavy metals are trapped in the Si-O network structure. This vitrified slag is glass-like 
and leaching resistant, which is basically composed of CaO-Si02-AI203 system with a considerable amount of 
Fe203. Thus the vitrified residue can be used as raw materials in the manufacture of glassworks, saving several 
millions of toos ofnatural materials and dramatically reducing landfill-related problems. 
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Fig3. Density and compressive strength of samples (P2) with different temperature. 

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The gJass-ceramic foams were prepared using high content of municipal solid waste(MSW) slag (50-70%) 

Calci um carbonate and sodium borate were used as foaming agent and nux agent. respectively. The effects of 

different sintering temperature on the density, mechanical strength and crystalline phases were discussed. 
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Sample Slag 

(\\~%) 

Qmlrtz 
sand 
(wt%) 

Borax 

("1%) 

Soda 

Ash 

(\\1%) 

Demity 

(g,ian3) 

COlllpressive 

strength 
(MPa) 

PI 80 9 2.5 8.5 2.60 8.38 

P2 70 19 2.5 8.5 0.420 4.33 

P3 60 29 2.5 8.5 0.331 1.34 
P4 50 39 2.5 8.5 0.265 1.03 

Table 7.1 
Batch composition ofparcnt glasses, Hnd characteristics of prepared foams sintered at 840 dcgC 

The results showed that the glass-ceramic foams with 70wt% MSW slag sintercd at 920 IC exhibited an cxcellent 
strength-to-density ratio (crushing strength exceeding 2.5MPa,with a density below 0.3g/cm3), due to the 
precipilation of micro-crystals. 
The preparation of foams utili zing high content of MSW slag eliminates the problem of its disposal and displays 
huge commereial interests. 

8. PLASMA GASIFICA TJON GOALS 
Plasma gasification has certain goals in order to reduce environmcntal pollution thereby minimizing waste and 
obtaining maximum amount of energy rrom it. 
The goals are as rollows: 
I.) Eliminate need for landfills: A major disadvantage to burying trash in landfills is the potential to pollute 
sutTOunding soil and groundwater with toxins and leachate. When trash decomposes, it releases methane and other 
greenhouse gases that contribute to climate chauge and may also cause health problems to humans and animals. 

2.) Reduce solid waste effects on environment. (GHG, air toxins, leachate pollution) 

3.) Harvest encrgy and By-products from waste. 

4.) Eliminate pollutants like methane in atmosphere aud fly ash which are usually formed in incineration. 

5_) Save and protect underground water levels, fertility of land. 

6.) Clean destruction of hazardous and radioactive waste which is hannful and can provc fatal. 

7.) Processing or organic waste into combustible syngas ror electric power and thermal energy. 

8.) Production ofcleau alloyed slag which could be used as construction material 

9.) Reduce diesel costs: Diesel is required by trucks in order to collect waste and dump it to different areas i.e. 
generate landfills. Since plasma gasification eliminates landfills, no trucks are required to carry waste for.dumping 

thereby reducing need for diesel. 


10.) Produce chemicals and ruels from syngas. 


9. ADVANTAGES 

• Clean destruction of hazardous waste . 


.. Preventing hazardous ...vaste from reaching landfills. 


• Some processes are designed to recover fly ash, bottom ash, and most other particulates, for 95% or better 

divcrsion rrom landfills, and no harmrul emissions ortoxic waste. 


• Potential production of vitrified slag which could be used as construction material. 


• Processing of organic waste into combustible syngas for electric power and thermal energy. 


• Production ofvalue-added products (metals) from slag_ 


• Safe means to destroy both medical and many hazardous wastes. 


• Gasification with starved combustion and rapid quenching of syngas rrom elevated temperatures can avoid the 

production ofdioxins and furans that are common to incinerators 


• Air emissions can be cleaner than landfills and some incinerators, 
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10. DISADVANT,\GES 
• Llrgc inilinl inVeSllllcnt costS relative to that ot'ultcrmllivcs. including liJndlili and incineration. 

• Opcnuiollul co,sls are high relative to thai ofi ncincration. 

• Little or even ncg<.Hive net energy production. 

• Wet fced stock rcsults in less syngas production and higher energy conslimption. 
• Frequent maintenance and limited plant availability. 

• For some early technologies, the plasma torch plume reduced the diameter of the sampler orifice over lime. 
necessi tating n'equcnt maintenance. 

II. CONCLUSION 
The fultilled computat ional and e."{perimental investigations demonstrated that du:-il1g comprehensive plasma 
processing of solid fuel ils organic matter eonverts to synthesis gas, while its mineral matter to a range of valuable 
components such us "glass ceramic foams." 
The high-calori fic value synthesis gas. produced by this process, can be used for synthesis of methanol, or as high
potentia! reducing gas instead of blast-furnace coke, as well as for power generation at thermal power plants. 
Also hydrogen can be recovered from syngas which can be used as fuel. 
Plasma gasification is a viable option for treating hazardous waste rather than eonventional air gasifieation. 
Plasma gasification is better process for waste treatment as compared to incineration or pyrolysis or landfill. 
Glass ceramic foams [rom slag found m~jor applications in electronics due to its easily controlled porosities and 
microstructures, 
Plasma gasification has an advantage of 40 % over pyrolysis and 50 % over incineration as concerned to electricily 
generation. 
The process has low thermal inertia and easy feedback control. 
Plasma gasification process does not release any combustion gases nor does it produces fly ash. 
Thus, plasma can offer advantages if high quality syngas with high heating value is needed. Moreover, possibility of 
electrical storage can be utilized in combination with new renewable power production technologies. 
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ABSTRACT 

The recent advancements in digital technology especiaJ ly embedded systems, have now enabled us to make IOW-COSl 

machines for Real time applications. This paper presents a simple way of designing and implementing an au tomatic 
metal sheet cutting machine using eas ily available low-cost micro-controllers, This machine takes shapes to be cui 
on the sheet in , as input a high resolution raster image via laptop and cuts the sheet accordingly. A locally 
developed, completely automatic and cost-effective machine for the cutting of metal sheets is the need of the hour. 
Such a machine would enable medium and small scale finns to increase their production capacity and produce high 
quality products at much cheaper rates, helping them to surv ive in today's competitive glo bal market. 

Keywords: Cost-effectivemachine, Nlagnetic coil,Scrap malerial etc. 

t. INTRODUCTION 

The common methods used in cutting metal are oxygas fl ame cutting, ai r carbon-arc cutting, and plasma-arc cutting, 
The method used depends on the type of metal to be cut and the availability of equipment. As a Steelworker. oxygas 
or air carbon-arc equipment is the most co mmon type of equipment available for our use. The oxygas cutt ing torch 
has many uses in steelwork. At most naval activities. the Steelworker finds the cutting torch an excellent tool for 
cutting fe rrous metals. This versatile tool is used for operations, such as beveling plate, cutting and beveling pipe, 
piercing holes in steel plate, and cutting wire rope. 

When using the oxygas cutting process, you heat a spot on the metal to the kindling or ignition temperatw'e 
(between I 400°F and 1600Q F for steels). The term for this oxygas flam e is the preheating flame. Next, you dircct a 
jet of pure oxygen at the heated metaJ by press ing a lever on the cuning torch. The oxygen causes a chemical 
reaction h:nown as oxidation to take place rapidly. When oxidation Occurs rapidly, it is called combustion or buming, 
When it Occurs slowly, it is known as rust ing, When you use the oxygas torch method to cut metal, the oxidation of 
the metal is extremely rapid and pan of the metal actually bums. The heat, liberated by the burning of the iron or 
steel. melts the iron oxide formed by the chemical reaction and accelerates the pre heating of the object you are 
cutt ing. The molten material fWlS off as slag, exposing more iron or steel to the oxygen jet. In ox)' gas cutting, on ly 
that port ion of the metal that is in the direct path of the oxygen jet is oxidized. Then 81TOW Slit, formed in the meta l 
as the cutting progresses, is called the kerf. Most of the mate rial removed from the kerf is in the form of oxides 
(products of the oxidation reaction). The remainder of the material is molten metal that is blown or washed out of 
the kerf by the force of the oxygen jet. Partial oxidation of the metal is a vita l part of the oxygas cutting process. 
Because of this, metals that do not oxidize readily are not suitable for oxygas cutting, Carbon steels are easily cut by 
the oxygas process, but special techniques are required for the 
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CUlling of many other met.lis. ;\ CUlling torch divens the oxygen and mixes part of it with the.:: fuel gas to crealC the 
preheat !lame, larming the ring or name uround [he cutti l1g tip. This prchcm flamc wi!! rcach <l tcmpt;.'raturc of 440F 
10 6000F. depending on the fuel gas used Wi \\'ell as Ihe ratio of o:'\ygcn to fuel gas. In order to start a chemical 
fcaction, the mCI<l! must be miscd to Ihe kindling temperature, whkh ill mild carbon steel is approximately 16000F. 
At Ihis point the metal will reach <J. bright orange color nnd sparks will be noticed on the top edge. When the 
kindling temperatun.! is reached, the cutting oxygen lever is opened and high purit), oxygcn is introduced. As the 
oxygen chemically combines with the iron cxothcrrnically (exothermic reaction), the result is generally referred to as 
the "euning jct." The cutting jet is always in the center of the tip and instantly starts a rapid oxidation of the steel 
through the depth of the cut. A tremendous amount of heat is liberated when the high purity oxygen unites with the 
steel during this reaction. 

Ifcarricd through to completion, you have three balanccd chemical equations as a result of this reaction: 
Fe + °--- FeO + Heat (63,800 Cal) First Reaction 
3Fe + 202 --- Fo,O,+ Heat (267,800 Cal) Second Reaction 
2Fe + 312 02 --- Fe,O,+ Heat (196,800 Cal) Third Rcaction 

The third reaclion occur!), to some extent, in heavier section cuLting, with the first and second predominating. 
Theoretically it takes 4.6 cubic feet of oxygen to oxidize one pound of steel completely to ferrous oxide. In practical 
cutting operations the amount of oxygen used is less because not all of the iron is completely oxidized to ferrous 
oxide. This set amount of oxygen is the constant required to flame cut metal nO matter what fuel gas is used for the 
preheat function. As the iron is oxidized it starts to flow; some of the material adjacent to the iron oxides is melted 
and also fl ows. due only to the intense heat that is liberated in the chemical reaction. The removal of all thc metal is 
based in a large pal1 on the velocity and cohereney of the high purity oxygen cuttingjet. 

1.1 Objectives 

This project was developed to study about the profile gas cutting machine in smooth cutting using gas cutting 

process. The main purposes of.this project are listed below. 


1 To study about the innuence of profile gas Cutting Parameters on mild Steel. 

2 To study about the best combination of solution using gas cutting, motor and tracer, template, nozzle torch. 

3 To reduce lime required to generate the profile. 

4 To achieve required surface fini sh. 


1.2 Scope oftbe Project 
The main requirement of machine is to use in small scale \vorkshop and for sem i-skilled \vorker. It also helps to 
reduce- risk nfinjul), 1(1 wl1rk.t:r. 

• This project focuses on the optimization of cutting parameters of profile gas cutting. 
• The material used to cut was mild Steel of specification AISI 1018. 

2. WORKING 
Gas cutting machines have become a necessi ty in the world of metal fabrication. Hence, there are constant 
improvements and developments that take place in this field. In Ihe last couple of decades itself consumers have 
shifted drastically from the traditional cutting methods that used to be quite inaccurate, time conslImine l fmrl Ip.~rl to 
high amount of wastagc, to efficient and eff(;(.;Live culling methods lik.e Iaser, oxyfuei, etc. With the use of such 
cutting solutions, businesses and companies have found a way to increase profitability, while reducing cost, lime and 
wastage. Gas cutting machines have some advantages on its side as compared to laser cutting machines. Gas cutting 
machines are primarily reasonably priced. By searching online and doing some background checks over service and 
product quality, you could end up with an excellent machine that will increase the productivity of your industry by 
leaps and bounds. These machines are fairly easy to operate and give the kind of accuracy in thejob that is needed. 
The machine is mostly portable and does not take up too much space. As compared to laser cutting machines, gas 
cutting machines can cut thicker sheets of steel or brass and other electrically-conductive metals like aluminum with 
fair accuracy. Profile gas cutting machine is a precision. quality constructed, hard-working gas shape cutter build for 
high production. Compact and simple operate; this machine excels at repetitive work, continuously producing 
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accurate tlmnc Cuts by leI/owing a steel template. A powcrlul magnctic roller smoothly guides Ihe cuuing lorch 
uround uny shape. cutting steel plate up (Q 4 inches thick. This machine oflers all the convcnicnL features or more 
expcn,'iive mooels with allihe dependability and efficknc), needed 101' ollr applications. Profile gas cutting t1lm;hille 
is small prolilc radial ann oxygen cuning machine. Bciag small in size and light weight, the machine can be easily 
carried to the worksilc and placed directly on the plate to h...: cuI. As the machine is mounred Oil four boils, it con be 
moved about on the plme to be cut as per requirement. The tracing roller is magnetized by a solenoid coil 01' 

permanent magnet and driven by an electric motor follow the edge of steel templme or virtually any shape guiding 
the culling torch to cut the desired profile. S.C.R control ensures Table step less speed variation and smomh running. 
Thrust ball bearing used on rotating joints provides rree and frictionless movement of arms. Efficient design of rack 
and pinion system ensures smooth and easy movement of cutter. 

2.1 Compollents 

I. C Shape frame 

2. Arm 

3. Main column (Rod) 

4. Hollow pipe 

5. Base 

6. Bearing 

7. Nozzle 

8. Variac Speed controller 

9. Electromagnetic coil 
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2.2 Advantages 

\. II can bc U!'i(.;c! (0 CUI rj~(;:rs, rivels <lncl gates Ii-om casting. 

2.l\s compareu 10 other Im~chankal culling methods the co~t orusing this machine is rfllher low and cost-cllcctivl!. 

3. Easy setup. 
4. C<lll be opcmted with u!1skilled work!.!!'. 
5. It is portable. 
6. Less malntcnonce 
2.3 Disadvantages 
I. This is mcthod is limited to the cutting of sted and cast iron materials only. 
2. The dimensional tolerances as compared to the mechanical cutting methods arc poor. 

2.4 Applications 

Our project has wide range of applications in industries: 

I. Small and mcdium Metal CUlting Industries. 

2. Workshops 

3. CONCLUSION 

Thus, thi s work provides an alternative (0 the existing automalic gas cutting machine, in terms of automating the 
work piece entry into the cutting apparatus, eliminates power fluctuation and lesser initial investment. Time 
consumption is less wben compared to manual cutting. This work provides the desi red output for auwmation and 
fabrication.This machine is very useful tor small seale industri es. 
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ABSTRACT 
Energy is utilized by each and every organism in the universe for its survival. As in this fast moving \ ....orld, the 
population is increasing day by day and the conventional energy sources are lessening. The extensive usage of 
encrgy has resulted in an energy crisis ovcr rhe few years. Therefore to overcome this problem we need to 
implement the techniques of optimal utilization of conventional sources for eonselva tion of energy. In this paper it is 
mainly considered on generating the electriei ty in the suspension system of the automobile and store the energy in 
the banery or alternator as conventional method by simply driving the vehiele, Currcnt sports bikes are normally 
without kickers and this power generation method can be used to charge the battery wi thin sholt span of time. In this 
paper few of the power generation methods in the vehic le suspension system is discussed.These vibrations are 
generated when vehicle passes over a road bump. The kinetic energy generated from th e suspension system is 
converted into elec trical power by using various mechanisms. This paper is mainly concentrate on few power 
generated meehanism in vehicle suspension system. The followings are the topics considered to be revie ....'Cd in 
power generation methods. 

KeywOrfls: Suspension System, Piezo Electric, etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of increasing the fuel effici enc), of a petrol engine in this project, is to pre·heat the intakc air 

\vhich is flowing through the carburetor. The humidity in the atmospheric ai r affects the petrol vaporization in the 
carburetor. Therefore. by pre~heating the inlet air to the carburetor for a considerable amount , the vaporization can 
be ease and in tum complete combustion is achieved. Moreover by reducing the watcr vapour to the engine, the 
steam formation in the engine can be reduced pitting of the engine cylinder, piston and exhaust pipe. 

The pre-heating of inlet air to the engine can be achieved by fixing a heal exchanger inside the exhaust 
pipe. The atmospheric air is sucked through the heat exchanger to the carburetor. The air which is flowing though 
the heat cxchanger gets heated by the engine exhaust gas. This reduces the water vapour in the inlet air and the 
!emperature of the air is raised. The temperature raise causes complete combustion in the engine and it is also more 
suitable for wanning up the engine in cold conditions. The output of the engine exhaust gas is given to the input of 
the ignition system, so that the proper ignition is occurred. In this case, the efficiency of the engine is also increased. 

lbe exhaust gas is given to the heating chamber as shown in figure. Thc exhaust hot air is used to pre-heat the input 
air into thc ignition system. So far this type of system has not been imroduced in two wheelers. So this may be very 
useful to two wheelers without any complication and maintenancc. But the air pre-heater design dependS on the 
exhaust pipe fitted 10 the particular two wheeler engine. 
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The design is simple, cheap und docs not give any trouhle to the engine. The output of the engine exhaust 
gus is given to the input of the ignition sys tem, so thtH lhe proper ignition is occun·ed. In this case, the dlicienc), of 
(hI;; engine is also increased. This system can be used in all type of petrol engine two wheck.s and also can he used 
in small petrol engines uscc.J in various industries. 

3. SCOPE: 

In our country due to increased paying capacity, advanced lifestyle and rapidly growing industri al ization, the need & 

dt!mand of transportation is increasing day~ by~ day. The numher ofvehicJes rolling on the road is increasing daily. 
Hence chances of accidents are increasing while crossing the road esp~cially by the children and old persons. So it 
became necessary to install the speed breakers (in true sense speed redu cerS) at the school building or Hospital 
building- side road or highway_ If these speed breakers Yes! In true sense it is speed and ultimate ly breaker the 
opposing impact energy supplied by the hard speed breaker will apply massive thrust impact on the suspension 
system of the vehicle. This impact force can be used for power generat ion using regenerative method and use to 
charge battery and re lease load of alternator or dynamo from engine. 

Here on working this group task we over-come our following needs: - We became able to have market survey 
Doped capability of designing a system by collecting necessary data. Learnt actual practical fabrication processes of 
the sub-components of the system. Planning the cost estimation and budget. Duties of a technician or an Engineer. 

4. CONSTRUCTION: 
We are going to develop a power from Suspension systems. In this. the coil spring type suspension is used. 

When vehicle is going by bumpy road, the suspension system comes into ac t. 
The vibration energy from suspension system is carry forward to Piezo electric transducer. The basic diagram of 
setup is as follow: 

Platform 

S ring Slt.pport
Spring Support 

Fig4.1 CAD Model 

2 

4.1 Working: 
Regenerative suspension basically new concept of non-conventional energy generation. It is electro

mechanic"l energy generating machine. This machine converts reciprocating motion in to electric energy with help 
piezo-electric transducer. Here first important point is how we get reciprocating motion, which is prime input in the 
system. For that we use \veight of moving vehicles that run on roads. We put our mechanism on bike suspension, the 
head of piezo. When vehicles move on speed breaker spring will be reciprocate. The studs in contact wi th 
piezoelectric transducer arrangement convert reciprocating motion in to electrical energy. 
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5. COMPONENTS OF SYSTEM: 

5 .. 1 Spring: 

Spring is clastic object used to store m.:c1mni...:al cn.:rgy .. Springs arC usually mmh:: out of spring sleel.. There 
arc large number of spring designs; in evcl) 'day usage the term oblnin refers to coi l springs .. Snl<lJl spring can be 

wound from prchardencd stock, will larger ones arc mudc Irom annealed steel and hardened allcr fabrication .. When 

coi l spring is compressed or stretched slightly rrom resl. Irom the forec it exert is approx imately proportional to its 
changc in length. Depending on the design and fequi red opcrming environment, any matc rial can be used [0 

conslnlct a spring, so long as material has the required combination of rigidity and elasticity , 

Fig.5. !.1 Coil spring 

In our project coil spring is used .. Thc coil spring made by winding a wire around a cylinder and conical spring. A 

co il spring, also known as helical spring, in mechanical device, which is typically used to store energy due to 

resi lience and subsequently release it. They arc made of an elastic material formed in to the shape of helix which 
returns to its natural length when unloaded the Quality of is judged from the energy it can absorb. The spring which 
is capable of absorbing the greatest amount of energy for [he given stress is best one .. 

5.2 Piezo electric transducer: 

A transducer can be anything which converts one form of energy to another. Piezoelectric material is one kind of 
transducers. We squeeze this material or \ve apply torce or pressure on this materiaJ it conven.s it inlo electric J ,'oltage Dnd this voltage is function of the force or pressure applied to it The material which behaves in such a way 

is also known as piezoelectric sensor .. The electric vOltage pl'Oduced by piezoelectric transducer can be easily 

measured by voltage measuring instruments, which can be used to measure stresses or forces. The physical quanti ty 
like mechanical stress or fo rce cannot be measured di rectly. Therefore, piezoelectric transducer can be used. 

Piezoelectric transducer consists of quartz crystal \vhich is made from silicon and oxygen arranged in crystalline 

structure (Si02), Generally, unit cell (basic repeating unit) of all crystal is symmetrical but in piezoelectric quartz 
crystal it is not Piezoelectric crystals are electrically neutral.. The atoms inside them may not be symmetri cally 

arranged but their electrical charges are balanced means positive charges cancel ou t negative charge .. The quartz 
CIYStaJ has uniquc proper1)' of generating electrical polarity when mechanical stress app lied on it along certain plane. 

Basically, there are two types of stress. One is compressive stress and other is tensi le stress. 

~..-L)----,1"",4-Hi 
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L-o'""'-r- ,.--' + 

Fig.5.2-2 Stresses in Piezo electric 

When there is unstressed quartz no charges induce on it. In case of compressive stress. positive charges are induced 

in one side and negati ve charges are induced in opposite side. The crystal size gets thinner and longer due to 

compressive stress. In case of tensile stress, charges are induced in reverse as compare to compressive stress and 

qumtz crystal gets shorter and fatter. 

Piezoelectric transducer is based on principle of piezoelectric effect. The word piezoelectric is derived from Greek 

word piezo, which means to squeeze or press. Piezoelectric effect states that when mechanical stress or fo rces are 

applied on quartz crystal, produce electrica l charges on quartz crystal surface. The piezoelectric effect is discovered 

by Pierre and Jacques curie. The rate ofc harge produced will be proportional to rate of change of mechanical strcss 

app lied on it. Higher "will be stress higher will be voltage. One of the unique characteristics ofpiezoeieclric effect is 
that it is reversible means when voltage is applied to them ,they tends to change dimension along certain plane i.e. 

quartz crystal structure is placed inw electIic fiel~ it will deform quartz crystal by amount proportional to strength 

of eJect ric field.l fsame structure is placed into an electric field with direction offield reversed, the defomlatio n will 

be opposite. 

6.SPECIFICATION OF COMPONENTS: 

Spring: 

G=85* lO"3 N/mm"'2 

Length ~202 mm 

7. CALCULATION 

7.1 Spriogs 

Maximum Deflection = Om3)(= 125 mm 

2.---1419 
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Maximulll Mass o("vchiclc = III 0:0 9XO kg 

Maximum Force = F = mg 

~ 980' 9.81 

~ 9613.R N 

Spring Index ~ C ~ 6 

Modulus of Rigidily = G = 85 '" I03Nimm2 

Maximum Shear Stress =T = 1300 N/mm 2 

7.2 Wire Diameter 

Wahl Factor shear stress faCIOI' 

~ 1.2525 

1.2525 * 8 • 6 *9613 .8 
1300 ,d' 
Wire Diameter ~ d ~ 11.89 ~ 12 mm 

7.3 	 Mean Coil diameter 
Mean Coil diameler=D = C· d 

~ 6' 12 

=72 mm 

7.4 	 Number of Coils 
. S ' !Tn K Fmcu:Spnng hess = - 6max 

9613 .8 

125 

~ 76.91N/mm 
Now 

K ~_G_d_ 
8C.c3.n 

n~ 7.67 ~ 7 


Assume Plain End condition_ so 

Total number of coils = n'= n 


~ 7 

7.5 Solid length 
Ls ~(n+ I )'d 

1420 
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= (7+1 )<12 
., 96 mm 

7.6 Free length 
Lf 	 =: Solid Length + Maximum Del1cction + Total Clearance 


= Ls + ol11a~+ 15 % ofSma.~ 


= 96 + 125 + 0.15' 125 

::-: 239.75 mm 


7.7Pitch of coil 

Frce length = Lf~ p,n + d 


239.75 ~ p' 8 + 12 

p ~ 28.46 mm 


8. Conclusion: 

This method being economical and user-friendly with robust linkages, promises dependable output for 
usage. This even adds to the economy of the country by utilizing the growing traffic . This helps reaching our aim to 
be a power sufficient country. 
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Experimental Investigation of Effect of iVlagnetic Field on Hydrocarbon 
Ref"ige"ant in Vapor Compression Cycle 

I\jaj Att ar: ProC Pwllmd Tipolc: Dr.Vircndra Bhojwaai 
Locturer. ProL Dept ofMcchanical Engg. Prof, Dcpt of Mechanical Engg, 

Dept of Mechanical Engg, Sit. Pune Jscoe, Pune 
Jscoe, runc 

A bstracf--<"urrellt paper presents experimel1tal re.mlls of 
eff ect of I1mglletie: jidd 011 Hydrocarboll jluid jl(lW 
(Rejrigeral/t-R600). Magnetic field being n source of energy 
sllows illjluem.:e Oil various materials ((ntl fluids wllicll 
respond fo lire I1l11gnetic jield. Litertlillre has been reported Olt 

energy of permanent magllel." IIsed for tire Irealllu!/ll of 
velrie/e fllel, In Tl!dllCe fuel (;OnSlllnplioll, (IS WI!II as reducillg 
tile emission of certain pollutants. Literalure reports lise of 
permanent maglll!l.f with differelJl intensify (2000. 4000, 6000, 
9000 Gallss) installed 0 11 tile fuel lille of the two-stroke 
ellgine, and study its impact 011 gasolille consumption, as well 
as e.xhaust gas emissiolJ.<; alld compared wilh performance 
witl,oul application of magnetic field 10 estimate thl! 
performance improvement. This present article has studied 
various liteTlllUre preselJting eff eci of magnetic jie/t! Oil 

pet/orl1tance, fluid properties for dlffl!reJJt applicatioJlS using 
hydrocarbons viz,. I. C. Engine, RefdgemtjoiL II also presents 
experimental r€Sulls of effect of lIU1glletic jield all 11011 

hydrocarbon (R-/3t/a) alld iJydrocarbon (R-600) refrigerant. 

Keywords- Diamarmctie. Paramagnetic, Ferromagnetic. 
susceptibility, permeability, TXV (thcrmal expallsion valve). 

current <l nd the torque that a magnetic field will exert on 
it. A loop of electric current, a bar magnet, an electron, a 
molecule. and a planet all have magnetic moments. Both 
the magnetic moment and magnetic field may be 
considered to be vectors having magnitude and direction . 
The direction of the magne tic moment points from the 
south to North Pole of a magnet. The magnetic field 
produced by a magnet is proport ional to its mag netic 
moment as well. More precisely, the term magnetic 
moment normally refers to a system's magnetic dipole 
moment, which produces the firs t term in the mUltiple 
expansion of a general magnetic field. 

II. TYPES OF ~L\GNETIC 1\'1,\TERIALS. 

A magnet is a material that produces a magnetia~fie ld . A.Diamagnelic 

The term magnet is typically reserved for objects that 
produce their own persistent magnetic field even in the 

..&>sence of an applied magnetic field . Only certain 
(CIJ ses of materials can do this. Most mater ia ls, however, 

produce a magnetic field in response to an applied 
...,..' ....·nfagnetic field; a phenomenon known as magnetism. 

I. INTRODUCTION There are several types of magnetism, and all mater ia ls 
exhibit at least one of them. 

This magnetic fi eld is invisible but is responsible for t~e 
most notable property of a magnet, a force that pulls 
other ferromagnetic materials, such as iron, and attracts 
or repels other magnets. A magnet produces a vector 
fie ld, the magnetic field , at all points in the space around 
it. A magnetic field can be created with moving charges, 
such as a current-carrying wi re. A magnetic fi eld can also 

} 	 be created by the spin of magnetic dipole moment, and 
by the orbital magnetic dipole moment of an electron 
within an atom. 

moment of a magnet is a 

Substances that mostly display diama.:,onetic behavior are 
termed diamagnetic materials, or diamagnets [7]. 
Materials called diamagnetic are those that non
physicists generally think of as non-magnetic, and 
include water . wood. most organic compounds such as 
petroleum and some plastics, and many metals including 
copper, particularly the heavy ones with many core 
electrons, such as mercury, gold and bismuth. 
Diamagnetic materials have a relative magnetic 
penneability that is less (han or equal to I, and therefore 
a magnetic susceptibility less than O. This means that 
diamagnetic materials are repelled by magnetic fields. 

No Applied Applied 
Magnetic Field (H =0) Magnetic Field (H) ,

000 0@ElOl
, 0 

(1) diamagnetic 0 0 0 g 
0 

.>0~@~e",>, ] 
0 0 0 ""''-'''''-'",->,eElS & 

0 

Fig. 2 Molecul es of diamagnetic material 
B.The magnetic quantity that 


determines the torce that the magnet can exert an electric 


-
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magnets. Parmllnglh:t Ilimcria!s hav',: a slllall, PUSLtlVl: 

susceptibility to magnetic riclds[GJ.Tllcsl.: llliLll.:riab an.: 
slightly allrac((.!d b) a magnetic field and thl! nmtcrial 
does not ret.lill til\.! magnetic properties when the external 
fiGld is removed. 

No Applied Applied 
MagnetIc Field (H =0) Magnetic Field (H) 

G@0 E 

I 

689"
(2) paramagnetic @0) GJ.g 0G9)~

c -=---=+.
0eGJ~ BeG"I 

Fig. 3 Molecules ()f paramagnetic materials 

c.Paramagnctic 

Unlike para-magnetism with incompletely balanced 

orbital or spin moments which are randomly aligned, for 

some materials l1nbalanced spin can lead to significant 

permanent magnetic moments.[5] The permanent 

moments are further enhanced by coupling interactions 

between magnetic moments of adjacent atoms so that 

they tend to align even without an external field. These 

materials are the only ones that can retain magnetization 

and become magnets; a common example is a traditional 

magnet. 


No Applied Applied 
Magnetic Field (H = 0) Magnetic Field (H) 

)

eElB" 889)"
(3) ferranagneUc EEl @ e ~ eBe 

) .-

' j 

~(.. 
femmagnetlcB e B ~ Bee iG 

Fig. 4 Molecules of ferromagnetic materials 

m. IMPACT OF MAGNETIC FIELD ON FUEL 14) 

The overall performance and exhaust emission tests 
showed a good result. The fuel saving percentage was 
ranged between 9 to 14% according to the literature and 
increment is depending on the intensity of magnetic field, 
as well as the engine speed. It was found that the 
percentages of exhaust gas components like CO was 
decreased by 30% where HC by 40%, bUI C02 
percentage increased up to 10% because of the complete 
combustion of the hydrocarbon fuel. 

1;] 1.. 1I1:1! ;1'1:.d JOIU ,;.11 \If j . 1l ~in (!.: 1 :nti 1\ ~'!'oC:1I rh .'( ·1 ~ , . l; t;O )llJ;' ~ , I,ll ' I~ n 
i SS/,\ ::'ns· !/ n;j 

Vel! 2 Issll~' }\, i\Ugll~I' 2u 1.; 

A. Magnetic del'ir.:e.\' 

The magnetic device used for the instrument had beell 
made in the laboratories of the Water Research Centre / 
Ministry of Science and Technology, A device contains 
the Ilumber of pennanent magnets arranged in stages. 
The magnetic field strength of magnets used in the 
device is varying from (2000, 4000. 6000, and 9000) 
gauss. The magnetic device is held between the fuel tank 
and the carburetor so that the liquid fuel passes through 
the pipe is exposed by the magnetic field, 

B.Engine 

Two-Stroke Engine with spark ignition) Chinese ongm 
TWP20C with a capacily of up to 5.5 hp was used for Ihe 
implementation of the experiments. An external tank 
includes a volumetric scale to measure the amount of fuel 
consumed during operation and for each experiment. 

IV. PROCEDURE CARRIED OUT TO CHECK 
EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELD ON IC 

ENGINE(LITERATURE SURVEY) 

L' Three accelerated rolalion of Ihe engine (3500, 4500, 
, ,,,,d 5000) r.p.m, was selected, to know the amounl of 

fue consumption in each of these speed at all magnetic 
intensities. An Engine had been started after putting a 
certain amount of fuel in the external tank) and speed set 
is selected for the experiment. Process is carried out for 
two hours and for each test, during which the exhaust gas 
was measured at several times for accuracy. 

After that, the amount of consumed fuel is calculated 
in the end oflhe ~xperiment. This process is repeated for 
the second speed to know the amount of consumed fuel 
and the amount of exhaust gases. The above process is 
again repeated after installing the magnetic device with 
intensity 2000 Gauss on the fuel line. 

The exhaust gases during operation were measured, as 
well a'i the amount of consumed fuel after the end of the 
operation. The amount of consumed fuel after the 
installation of the magnetic device was deducted from the 
quantity before the installation of the magnet to know the 
quantity saved, and the same principle applies to the 
exhaust gases. 

V. DE·CLUSTER OF FUEL 

Magnetic fuel treatment works on the principle of 
magnetie field interaction with hydrocarbon molecules of 
fuel and oxygen moleeules [8]. Liquid fuel is a mixture 
of organic chemical compounds like carbon and 
hydrogen atoms - hydrocarbons. Because of various 
physical attraction forces, they fonn densely packed 
structures called pseudo compounds which can further 
organize into clusters. These structures are relatively 
stable and during air-fuel mixing process, oxygen atoms 

90 0 
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also increased qU<llltities of hy(\ru~arbbl!S emitted i nl() thc 
cllvirolllllellt causes pllilution. 
a hydrocarhon fud ca ll b!.:: polarized by exposure to 

ex ternal I(.)fce o f magnetism . The clfl.'ct o r stich 
maglle tism is the prodw.:til)11 01'.1 mOIllt;nt crcmcd by the 
movement of the outt!r electrons or II hydrocarbon chain 
moving the electrons into states of higher principal 
quantum number. This state effective ly breaks down the 
fixed valance electrons lhm partake in [he bonding 
process of the fuel compounds. 
These stales create the condition for free movement o f 
fuel particulars. In so doing, the hydrocnrbon fuel 
becomes directionalized that is they are aligned whieh is 
not a new hydrocarbon chain but more explainable aligns 
the conduced magnetic momcnt into a dipole rel<ltionship 
within itself. 
This magnetic alignment then permits rapid bonding with 
the oxidizing media. The resu lt of which is more oxygen 
is get Ixmded with the hydrocarbon fuel and cause rapid 
burning of the fuel. Hydrocarbon fuel molecules, 
influenced by the magnetic field tend to de- cluster, 
creating smaller particles more readily penetrated by 
oxygen, causing better combustion. 

fIIel Flow 
Direction 

Fig. 6 De·cluster of fuel molecules [5] 

There is a very strong binding of hydrocarbons with 
oxygen in such magnetized fuel, wh ich ensures op timal 
burning of the mixture in the engine chamber. 

J 
VI. 	 EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELD ON FUEL 

CONSUMPTION AND EXHAUST GASES 
[6] 

1900 ~-------

1800 


E 1700 
5000 rpm 

8 '600 
'-....,~1500 ---....... 

~orpm8

~ 

'400 

~1300 
m 3500 rpm 
~1200 

1100 


1000 +----~---__----~----~----~ 

o 2000 4000 6000 8000 '10000 

lVIagnelic intensity (Gauss) 

Fig. 7 reducing the amount of consumed fuel with 
increasing magnetic field intensity 
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Pig. 7 n:prcsc llI :-; Ihe ;'Ul~ount of fuel consumed w ith the 
intensifY or th e magnetic fidd varying from 3500 gauss 
10 SOOO gauss for three different engine spcc.::ds. 
l\'taxim ull1 ra il in consumption in fuel is reco r<l eci Ii:)r 
5000 gauss lllagnet-

3:G 	 I 
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~ 2 	 ---35 rpm 

0'·5 
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Fig. 8 Decrease rate ofeo gas with magnetic 
intensity. 
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Fig.9 Decrease rate of He gas w ith magnetic 
intensity. 
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Fig. 10 Decrease rate of unburned hydrocarbons He 
with magnetic intensity. 
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By taking rd;';rcnct: tn "bove expcriJil\.!1H :-Ind its 
remnrkabk results one can conclude that thL: Illagnetic 
field has the impact on the fuels that contains 
hydroca rbons so it must have the impa.;t on the 
hydrocarbon refrigerants also. 
This theory has got the relevance from the testing the 
impact of magnetic field on the fluid properties as 
discussed below. 

VII. IMI)ACT OF MAGNETIC FJELD ON FLUID PROPERTIES. 

(LITERATURE SURVEY)!ll 

A. Viscosity 

Tbe viscosity decreases of magnetized 
melhylcyclohexane and cyclohexane. It is apparent that 
the viscosity decrease of magnetized alkenes. The 
viscosity decreases more rapidly below 0.2 T is observed. 

1 
I 

CUl\'I: 1: 
CIUVe 2': 
cmve 3; 

u·hexadetalle 
1l·lltl~lle 
n .heplaJlO 

o 	 0.1 o. 20. 3U.~ o. 5 0.60.1 O. 8 ~.9 \.0.(.>-~ 
magnetic field strength [T) . ~V 

Fig. 10 viscosity decrease rate of normal paraffi~ 
magnetic field strength [I] . 

B.Swface tension 

The relationship between the decrease rates of the surface 
tension of magnetized n/oclane is discussed below. The 
surface tension of the individual hydrocarbons decreases 
after magnetization. 

At some certain magnetic fi elds the surface tension 
decreases comparatively considerab ly while at others it 
decreases comparatively un noticeably. The reason fo r 
Ihat could be the different behavior of the hydrocarbon al 
different magnetic field strength so it can be easily 
concluded that the surface tension of hydrocarbons 

111:l'1 Hi l! I, 111 .1 1Jour m: l llf b: ~lIl r ~'1 1Il~' 1{t:"t: ,1n:h ,\: T ct: i 11111 l o~'\ ,U I' R I") 
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decreases wi lh Ihe ilH.:r\!3SC in magndic licld sln.·ngth . 

6.0 
nfoctane 

/ 

o 	 n.1 U O.lO.~ Q.6 0.6 0.1 <J.8 0.11 1.0 
magnetic field strength (T) 

Fig. 11 surface tension decrease rate ofn octane vs. 
magnetic field st rength 

VID. EXPJ::RIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS ON IMPAc r 

OF MAGNETIC FIELD ON REFRIGERANT 

(PRESENT WORK) 

Experiments were been conducted on the refrigerants viz. 
a hydrocarbon (R-600) and non hydrocarbon (R-134a) 10 
check the impact of magnetic fIeld on system 
perfonnance. 

;the set up with the location of the permanent magnet 
<?jPlied is shown in Fig. 12. The magnetic field is applied 

in ~etween the condenser exit and expansion valve inlet 
l.Iiqoid line) as the effect of magnetic field has been 
reported on liquid line. 
Pemlanent magnets of varying magnetic field strength 
have been used (2000, 4000, 6000, 8000) gauss. 

Compressor 

Evaporator 

Fig. 12 setup for testing impact of magnetic field on 
refrigerant 

~~ 
,Asst. Professor ~I:t~d 
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Fig. J3 actual setllp for testing effect of magnetic tield 

A. Test setup 

Experiments were carried out on simple vapor 
compression unit consisting of a compressor, condenser, 
evaporator and thermal expansion valve. 

This set up is designed to cool down water in the 
evaporator tank. wherein the evaporator lubes are 
completely SUbmerged inside the water to be cooled. 

Same set up was initially charged with R134a and later 
replaced with R600 with necessary changes. 

The temperature at various locations in the set up was 
measured using a non-contact infrared temperature gun. 
And the Voltage and current passing through the 
compressor motor is measured with the multimeter. 

The temperature was measured at TXV outlet , cond nfer 
water and the power consumed by compressor. ~er: 
Magnetic field was applied on the liquid line. after Jr; 
condenser and the strength of the field was increased by 
adding additional pair of magnets. 

The observation from the experiments performed is 
discussed in this article. 

) 

Fig.14 positioning of permanent magnet in vee 
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Fig.IS Temp. of water cooled vs. time (R600) 

In the Fig. 15 the various regions marked indicate the 
field strength applied to the liquid line. 
1-2 - 0.2 T magnetic field applied. 
2-3 - 0.4 T magnetic field applied 
3-4 - 0.6 T magnetic field applied 
4-5 - 0.8 T magnetic field applied 
Beyond 5 - I T magnetic field applied. 
From Fig. IS region I to 2 (0.2 T field applied) and 2 to 3 
(0.4 T field applied) represents no significant drop in 
~emperature of water. Which indicate that the field 

( s trength has no visible impact on the perfonnance of the 
vapor compression unit. 
When higher magnetic field of the order of 0.6 T and O.S~ T are applied, the temperature of water drops is visible, 
which indicates the magnetic fi eld applied has decreased. 
the viscosity of the refrigerant [1] leading into increase in 
the flow rates and cooling capacity & decrease in the 
compressor power in turn increasing the COP of the set 
up. 
The reason for drop in the water temperature even after 
the stability in the water temperature is due to the 
improvement in the fluid properties of refrigerant like 
decrease in surface tension and viscosity. 
For 1 T and beyond the temperature of the water 
increases which was difficult to understand and analyze 
experimental1y. The probable reason for this could be 
excessive magnetic field resulting in over heating of the 
refrigerant flowing resulting into drop in the perfonnance 
oflhe system. 
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Tbe T XV tcll!pt:ratun: ;!I [he outlet is measured for 
R I:;4a with and without application o f the magnetic field 
to thl.:: liquid line. 
Similar experiments were carried for R 134a for different 
magnetic fields which showed negligibk improvement in 
the performance of the system. 
Thc readings are t«ken for magnetic field strength for 
which the reading taken is 0.4 T. 
The lime required to fall in tempcrnlure in both the cases 
is nearly the same, and the reason could be the nature of 
the refrigerant. I\s R 143a is a non hydrocarbon its 
individual molecules do not respond to the magnetic field 
strength. 
So being the non hydrocarbon R 143a shows no change in 
the fluid properties like the surface tension, viscosity etc 
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For fhe refrigeran t R 134a when iimc rcquir('d tu g~: t th.:: 
constnnt lempCnl1i.ln:: of wl.IIcr is I11c"sured !hroughoUl the 
cxpl!rimcnt it turned outs to be i30 min in both {he ..::ases 
(with and without appiictltion of magnetic fie ld). 
The reason for no variation in lime required for 
temperature drop is that the Rl43a is nor a hydrocarbon 
and hence it doesn't responds to magnetic field. 
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Fig. 17 Water temperature Vs time for R-600 

Af
Application of magnetic field with the hydrocarbon 
refrigerant R600 showed improvement in cooling 

fformance with application of magnetic field. 
proved fluid properties cause more refrigerant flow to 

tflfbtlgh the evaporating coils and enhancing cooling 
~Pacity hence further drop in the water ternperalUre is 

Fig. 17 TXV outlet verses Time graph for R-600 -@'o bserved (Refer Fig. 17). 

When the refrigerant R600 is replaced as a refrigep_3.Q~ 
the vee and the temperature at the outlets are Obse~ 
it has been seen that the time required for tempera e 
drop (with and without magnetic field) is different. 
The time required for fall in TXV outlet temperature with 
magnetic field (0.4 n is less than time required without 
magnetic field. 
The possible reason for this could be the improved fluid 
properties like the surface tensjon and viscosity. 
Decrease in the viscosity of refrigerant results in increase 
in the fluidity and reduction in the compressor power so 
more fluid passes through the coils for the same period of 
time. 
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Fig. 18 Compressor power consumption vs . time (R600) 

For Fig. 18 Mag netic field is applied in same sequence as 
discussed in Fig. 15 (1 to 5). 
Fig.l8 is the representation of the power consumed by 
the compressor when different strengths of magnetic 
fields are applied to the experimental set up. 
The various regions from the curve are shown by the 
digits 1 to 5 for different magnetic field strengths (from 
0.2 T to 1 T) 
It was observed that power consumption by compressor 
in VCC decreases with increase in the magnetic field and 
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higher Illagnclic field sirength is possibly OVi.!r lH.::lting of 
rcfi-igertlill due to c,xC"cssi v~ fidd sin 'llglh. 

IX. OBSERVATIONS 

For the hydrocarbons, fluid properlks like visl:os ily. 
surface tension decreas l":s with increase in the l1l<lgnelic 
field strength. As the viscosity decreases, mass flow rate 
of the refrigerant increases, compressor power decreases 
which iesults in improvement in the cor of the system. 
Non-Hydrocarbons like R J34a do not show Illllch 
improvement in the system performance, 
Thus this s tudy has been ab le to va lidate the reported 
phenomena of improvement in COP of Hydrocarbon 
refrigerant systems on application of magnetic field 
between condenser outlet and TXV. 

X. CONCLUSIONS 

I. 	 Only Hydrocarbon fluids (R600) show improvement in 
performance on application of magnetic field. 

2. 	 Non-Hydrocarbon refrigerant (R 134a) did not show 
improvement in performance on application of magnetic 
field. 

3 . 	 As the field strength was increased the cooling 
performance was enhanced till certain magnetic field 
strength (up to 0.8 T). 

4. 	 For higher magnetic field strength I T and beyond 
cooling performance detoriated possibly due to heatil1fc; 
of the refrigerant due to excessive magnetic field. 

5. 	 There is a limit to the maximum field strength which 
can be applied beyond this limit the performanceA."'!h~ 
vapor compression system degrades. ~ 
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ABSTRACT 
Equipmellt Ilsed al IIllclear power plants requires robusl amI reliable designs because in case ofdisasler, slich liS 
earlllquake, small damage can IlIrll inlo alllll1prediclable resull. VallJe assembly slructure IIsed al nuc/ear pOlI.!er 
pIa Ills is imporlalll because ofsncll reason. Boll valves are IIsed when a slruigill-Iine floll.! offlllid IlIIlI millimum 
restriclioll is tlesired. Ball valves are the pariS Ihal either SlOp or allow flow of fluid Ihrollgh the valve acls 
somewhal like the opening or closing Of (I gate. 

The primary Objective of this project includes evall1aling Ihe seismic response of Ihe syslem under 
Operation Basis Earthquake (OBE) find Safe shutdown earlhqllake (SSE) and validating Ihe results as per 
ASllf£ section-III, sub-sections NFfor Ihe above load cases. The response speClra llsedfor OBE amI SSE in X, 
Y, Z directiolls are given as inpul llsing ANSYS software. Modal analysis was performed ill order 10 determine 
the firsl ntltllml frequellcy, "nd Ihe way Ihe valve lends 10 deform. Next, a Quasi-SIalic slruclural a"alysis 
accomplished applying Ihe seismic accelerations. The critical componellls ill Ihe Ball VallJe are Body, Stem alld 
valve ball. 

111eshi"g will be carried using Hyper11lesh vII.O. _Model will be meshed wilh second order te"a elements. 
Analysis will be carried oul using CAE tool AnsysTM 12.0 Classic. Finally. the result obtailled from FEM 
software, theoretical results and research paper are compared. 
Keywords: LNG, Ball valve, OBE and SSE, !Jlodal anaIYl·is. 

L INTRODUCTION 

Earthquake is a natural phenomenon, which result from fracturing or faulting of the earth's crust. 
The failure of the crust gives rise to sudden release of strain energy, which is transmitted in the form of sei smic 
waves, generating ground vibrations. These grou nd motions are transmitted to all parts of the buildings, structures, 
systems and equipment that are mounted on the floors or walls of the building_ Historically, the seismic design of 
mechanical equipment was primarily focused on the equipment supports, and the attachments, The intent of the 
seismic design provisions in building codes was to reduce the hazard. to life by sliding or falling equipment during 
an earthquake. 

Today. mechanical systems often scrve vital functions in critical building facilities such as hospitals, 
communication centres, nuclear plants and emergency response centres. The mechanical systems serving these types 
of facilities must be operational after an event, as non-functioning equipment could constitute a hazard to lite. 
Therefore~ the seismic design for this higher level of earthquake safe ty must assure functionality as well as position 
retention. So the structures, system and equipment which are used in earthquake prone area shall be designed to 
resist these earthquake loads along with other loads. viz., pressure, thermal and gravity loads. 

In this study, a numerical analysis is conducted for the 'structural safelY, in order to assess the safety and 
reliability ofthe ball valves for LNG to provide a basis for the design and manufacturing of products which are safe 
from leakage under conditions of extreme temperature variance. 
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Fig. I: Schematic illustration of a basic valve. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Dr. K.H. Jatkar[2] The submitted article discusses basics of gate valves, its general arrangements, 
functions, its basic parts and applications. Cryogenic ball va lve is a valve that opens by lifting a round or rectangular 
gate or wedge out of the path of the fluid. This ball valve is used in a transportation system which carries Liquefied 
Natural Gas (LNG) over long distances through pipelines. A typical Gate valve consists of bonnet, body, stern and 
ball , packing and bushing as its major components. Valve body consists of a ball valve with a spherical disc which 
controls flow of fluid through it. Bonnet provides leak proof closure for the valve body. Bonnet positioned at the 
centrul axis of a valve connects the handle and ball. Valve body has a rising or non-rising stem for operating the 
valve. 

Paper [1] discusses how the finite element modelling and its boundary conditions were conducted with the 
conditions for earlhquake-proof. The load conditions were classified into the empty weight of the device, internal 
pressure, temperature, Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE), and Safety Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The OBE is an 
earthquake that does not force the LNG facility to stop operation. Therefore, the maximum stress exerted under an 
aBE is less than the elastic limit. The SSE, however, is a strong earthquake that may occur once throughout the 
lifespan of the facility. The device was applied with ma.'\imum acceleration in the x, y, and z directions. In this 
paper, the cases of the OBE and SSE include the earthquake acceleratious in the vertical and horizontal directions, 
which are 2.0g, including the device weight, and 1.5g, in the veltical and x-y directions respectively. In this study, 
the loading conditions of an SSE were applied to obtain a conservative result. 

K V Satyavathi, N Jeevan Kumar [3] and Bang Hyuu Cho, Haon Hyung Jung [4] explains the different 
steps to follo\Io' in carrying out seismic analysis and its methodology. The analysis approach differs based on whether 
the equipment is rigid or relatively flexible. The statistical data shows that the frequency contents of the Raw Signal 
during earthquake is in lower range i.e. maxima occurring in the frequency range of 1 Hz to 30 Hz. Hence 33 Hz is 
designated as threshold frequency. If the lowest natural frequency of the system is more than the threshold 
frequency, the system is considered to be Jigid and an equivalent static analysis is carried out considering Zero 
Period Accelerations as the seism ic load. The accelerations applied as body loads in this case are 1.5 times the ZPA 
values. When the lowest natural frequency falls beJm:v 33 Hz, the system is considered flexible and a dynamic 
analysis approach needs to be adopted. Either response spectrum analysis or a time history analysis can be carried 
out for the above ptrrpose. 

The sourcebook, 'Finite Element Method', by S. S. Raa [9] explains thoroughly what exactly a finite 
element method concept is. He explained this method by step by step procedure, and then explained each step by 
devoting a separate chapter for each step. Author gives the detail explanations about how LO solve the governing 
equation with three methods i.e. direct approximate, weighted residual and Raleigh Ritz method. 

Practical Finite Element Analysis by N S Gokhale [10] explains the various types of analysis solved by 
FEM method. Author explains the solution lechnique and general procedure [0 solve the non-linear aualysis. 
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Dcsl.:l'Cliwtion process is well c:'I;plain~d and thi s he lps ror elemt:nt lype selection, meshing pallcrn 5det:tion and 
controlling the qU<lJity orm~sh. 

3. Project Methodology 

.... 

Figure2. Project Methodology 

4. Finite Element Methodology 

Figure3.CAD Model Figure4.Meshed Model 

In order to conduct the optimal s imulation ofa real cryogen ic ba ll valve with the PEA model, a tetrahedron 
solid element was used and the solid92, which is an clement for isotropic materials. The sol id elements have an 
average size of lOmm and comprise 150,934 elements and 246,629 nodes. The x, y, and z axes were defined to 
represent the lateral, longitudinal and vertical coordinates, respectively. 

5. MODAL ANALYSIS 

For the purpose of finding out the first natural fi·equencies and their corresponding modes, a modal analysis 
was performed. This enables a better understanding of how the valve deforms. On top of that, a modal analysis is a 
necessaty previous step for the "further analysis. ln this analysis the finite element model was used. Contact 
nonlinearities are allowed, and the linear material propelties are used . On top of that , the flanges where the piping is 
connected were fixed, that is, the degrees of freedom of the nodes on the flange were set to O. 
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Modal Analysis Result 


The first mode ol'vibnltion (107Hz) The second mode of vibration (142Hz) 


". 

- I 

The third mode of vibration (299Hz) The fourth mode of vibration (330Hz) 

~------------------~ 

- -- -_. 
~ " . 

FigureS. Modal Analysis Result (frequency) 
As the lowest natural frequency of the system is 107 Hz which is more than the threshold frequency 33Hz [4), the 

system is considered to be rigid and an equivalent stalic analysis is carried out. 

6. Equivalent Static Analysis 

Instead of conducting a spectral analysis, the maximum spectral acceleration shall be considered in the 
analysis. Thus, a quas i~static analysis is carried out with the maximum spectral acceleration applied to the death 
weight of the valve. The acce leration is appl ied to the general coordinate system. The valve is fixed to this system 
by means of the body ends and inertial propelties of the valve are defined through material densi ty data input. The 
seismic forces are then obtained by multiplying the mass by the appropriate acceleration and applying it at 
the centre of gravity of the mass. 

Loads & Boundary conditions 

The load conditions were classified into the empty weight of the device, internal pressure, temp, Operating 
Basis Earthquake (OBE), and Safety Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The OBE is an eaJ1hquake that does not force the 
LNG facility to stop operation during the lifespan of the faci lities. Therefore, the maximum stress exerted under an 
OBE is less than the elastic limit. The SSE is a strong earthquake that may occur once throughout the lifespan of the 
facili ty. The va lve assembly wilt be appJied with maximum acceleration in the N, y, and z directions, as the cases of 
the aBE and SSE include the earthquake accelerations in the vertical and horizontal directions respectively. 
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Ih:rt: Ihrl.!!.! main loads at"\! applitx.l as internal pressure, bolt pretension, directional (lccetcnuiol1 lor SSE und OBE. 

IJ IllIcrnnl pressure == 16.475 Mpa 

21 Bolt prc:ension. also ca lled prclor!u or pres-trc~. cOllles from the installation torque T you applies when you 
inslUlithc boll. The incl ined plUlll~ oi" lhc holt thrcl.l<J ht:lix cooverls torque to bolt pretension. Boh preload is 
computed as follows. 

Pi ~ T/(K D) 


where Pi ~ bolt preload (ca lled Fi in Shigley). 

T = bolt installation lorque. 

K = torque coetlic ient. 

D = bolt nominal shank diameter (i.e., bolt nominal s ize). 


Bolt installation ton..Jue T = 265440 N-mm 


Bolt nominal diu. ::: 35 nun 


Hence we get, F::: 25280 N 


3] Directional acceleration for SSE ~ 2g ~ 2'9810 ~ 19620 mm/sec2 

u 

PRESSURE"1.6.4T:iM~ 

PN1orliJon Lo.t:.:ltl 
~/4-U~boln l.'~ 

Tot.t wltllth\ or .... I"'!! 
.euemblv=-101.1 k& 

Figure6. Loads & Boundary conditions 

Seismic classification and verification criteria 
The valves are classified according to different seismic categories. Depending on the category, the ve rification 
criteria is defined. 

Seismic Class 

Verificat ion A B C 

Functionality SSE aBE OBE 

Integrity SSE SSE aBP 

The class A valves shall remain operational for both OBE and SSE earthquake. The class B va lves shall remain 
operational after an aBE and shall keep their integrity in case of SSE. The class C valves shall remain operational 
after OBE and shall not fall on or impact other classes and components after SSE. 
A va lve is considered to rcmajn operational if the stresses are kept under the Yield Strength. and the integrity is 
maintained if the stresses are kept under the Ultimate Stress. 
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Equivalent Static Allalysis 

STRESSES SSE Y DIRECTION (Ax=O; Ay=2g; Az=O) 

Displacement Pllot(A" ~!~~:2:.___ _________ _____ --'r.._-, 


'. ' . ~ l; 
~ ," .: ,. 

Figure7. Displacement plot of Valve Assembly 

STRESSES SSE Y DffiECTION FOR (Ax=O; Ay=2g; Az=O) 

Von-Mises Stress Plo-,t(::..A...;s-,-se_m-,b-,ly,-,)..., - ------.- --- - ---.[J;r-; 
,. AN 

:lC l - ~ .t. 
nnJ:~:' 

~'Q '-: . 0' T ' ~~ ~••",. . n ,;.. , II _ ~ . . 
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Figure8. Stress plot of Valve Assembly 
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Figure9, Stress plot of Valve body and Bonnet.,.- ,1'..... ..- .~ .- • 
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13/4" STUD I!ocr ISTEM AND BALL I 

FigurelO. Stress plot of Bolt and Stem 
7. THEORICAL RESULTS 

In order to compare the stress for a poi nt on a spherical body v,lith the theoretical calculation and ANSYS, we used 

the Von Mises Theorem. 

Von Mises Theorem: 


cr = ~(,/(cr, -cr,? +(cr, -cr,)' +(cr, - cr,)') 

Firstly, Lames equations were used to calculate the val ues of the stress used in the equation above: 
Hoop stress Axial stress Radial stress 

0-, - J~l(l+~) 0-, - k,P~l CT, - eP, 1(1 - ~: ) 

r ; = 25mm PI = 16.475 MP. 
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This uives the full ow results: 


$, = .! 6.475 N / mm2 "I ~ 100.44 N I 1111n' 


Finally: s - 101 .25 N (1ll1l12 

THEORICAL RESULTS 


Component ·rheorr..::ti c<l1 Stress (Mpl:! ) i\N SYS slress (Mpu) Error(%) 

Ball Valv\! 10 1.25 106 4.48 I 

8. 	 DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

Seismic analysis oflhc Valve Assembly was performed for given seismic loading. The stresses and de fl ections were 
observed to be below the all owable limits. The maximum stresses in the Valve Assembly are compared again st 
allowahle stresses as ocr ASME section-III , sub-section NF. 

Max. Deformal ion Max. Stress Allowab!e Stress 
Components Safety Factor 

[Mpa M a1 fmm1 
Valve body 43 205 470.1 

Bonnet 7.80.1 2 26 205 
255 4.7 Slem 0.04 54 

Valve ball 0.14 106 255 2.4 
2.7Slud boll 0.166 127 345 

Hence, Overall Stresses on Valve Assembly are well below the all owable Yield Strength of Materia l. Hence design 
is sa fe for given loading condition. 
Conclusion 
The maxim um stress and translations are well within the accep table li mits of the materi al. The analysis ensures that 
the Valve assembly & foundation bolts are safe from the point of structural integ';ty and operability during a seismic 
event under specified seismic load prevaili ng at site. As the factor of safety for both valve body and bonnet is 
greater, there is a possibility of weight rcducl ion in these components. As the overall stresses on valve assembly in 
this design are well below the research pape r design. Hence the current des ign is best suited for same loading and 
boundary conditions of seismic analysis , 
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ABSTRACT 
Equipment used at nuclear power plants reqllires robust mul reliable designs because i" case ofdisaster, such as 
earthquake, small damage call turn illto an unpredictable result. Vab'e asseJJlh~J' strudure w;ed at nuclear power 
plaJJls bi important because ofsuch reason. Ball valves are used when {/ straight-line flow offluid (lml minimum 
restriction is (Iesired. Ball valves are tbe parts tllat either stop or allow flow of fluid through the valve acts 
somewhat like the opening or closing ofa gate. 

The primary objective 0/ this project includes evaluatillg the seismic response of tire system tinder 
Operanoll Basis Earthquake (OBE) and Safe shutdowll earthquake (SSE) (lnd validaJillg the results (IS per 
ASME l'ection-IIJ, sub-sectiolls NF for tile above load cases. The response spectmllsed for OBE and SSE ill X, 
Y, Z directions are given as inplll usillg ANSYS software. Modal analysis was per/armed ill ortler to determine 
tlte first nall1ml frequency, allfl the way til e valve tends to deform. Next, a Qltasi~static structural analysis 
accomp/is/Jed applyillg the seismic accelerations. Tile critical compOlJelllS ill the Ball Valve are Body, Stem alld 
valve bal/. 

Meshing will be carried using Hypermesh vll.O. Model will be meshed wit" second order tetrtl elements. 
Analysis will be carried out llsillg CAE tool AnsysT.\1 12.0 Oassic. Filially, the result obtailled from FEM 
software, theoretical results ami research paper are compared. 
Keywords: LNG, Ball valve, OBE and SSE, 111or/(l1 allalysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Earthquake is a natural phenomenon, which result from fracturing or faulting of the earth's crust. 
The failure of the crust gives rise to sudden release of strain energy, which is trdnsmitted in the fonn of seismic 
waves, generating ground vibrations. These ground motions are transmitted to all parts of the buildings, structures. 
systems and equipment that are mounted on the floors or walls of the building. Historically, the seismic design of 
mechanical equipment was primarily focused on the equipment supports, and the attachments, The intent of the 
seismic design provisions in building codes was to reduce the hazard to life by sliding or fa lling equipment during 
an earthquake. 

Today, mechanical systems often serve vital functions in critical building taci lit ies such as hospitals, 
communication centres, nuclear plants and emergency response centres. The mechanical systems serving these types 
of facilities must be operational after an event, as non-functioning equipment could constitute a hazard LO life. 
Therefore, the seismic design for this higher level of earthquake safety must assure functionality as well as position 
retention. So the structures, system a nd equipment which are used in earthquake prone area shall be designed to 
resist these earthquake loads along with other loads, viz. , pressure, thermal and gravity loads. 

Tn this study. a numerical analysis is conducted for the structural safety, in order to assess the safelY and 
reliability of the ball valves for LNG to provide a basis for the design and manu facturing of products which are safe 
from leakage under conditions of extreme temperature variance. 
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J Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of a basic valve. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Dr, K.H. Jarkar[2J The suhmilted article discusses basics of gate valves, its general arrangements, 
functions, its basic parts and applications. Cryogenic ball valve is a valvc that opens by lifting n round or rectangular 
gate or wedge out of the path or the fluid. This ball va lve is used in a transportation system whieh carries Liquefied 
Natural Gas (LNG) over long distances th rough pipelines. A lypical Gate valve consists of bonnet, body, stem and 
ball, packing and bushing as its major components. Valve body consists of a ball valve wi th a spherical disc which 
controls flow of fluid through it. Bonnet provides leak proof closure for the valve body. Bonnet positioned at the 
central ax is of a valve connects the handle and ball. Valve body has a rising or non-rising stem for operating the 
valve. 

Paper [I} diseusses how the fin ite element modelling and its boundalY conditions were conducted with the 
conditions for em1hquake-proot: The load eonditions were classified into the empty weight of the device, internal 
pressure, temperature, Operating Basis Earthquake (aBE), and Safety Shutdov", Earthquake (SSE). The a BE is an 
earthquake that docs not force the LNG facility to stop operation. Therefore, the maximum stress exerted under an 
aBE is less than the elastic limil. The SSE, however, is a strong earthquake that may occur once throughout the 
lifespan of [he facility. The device was applied with maximum acceleration in the x, y, and z directions. In this 
paper, the cases of the aBE and SSE include the eal1hquake accelerations in the vertical and horizontal directions, 
which are 2.0g, including the device weight, and 1.5g, in the vertical and x-y directions respectively. In this study, 
the loading conditions of an SSE were applied to obtain a conservative result. 

K V Satyavarhi, N leevan Kumar [3] and Bang Hyun Cho, Hoon Hyung lung (4] explains the different 
steps to follow in carrying out seismic analysis and its methodology. The analysis approaeh differs based on whether 
the equipment is rigid or re latively flexible. The statistical data shows that the frequency contents of the Raw Signal 
during earthquake is in lower range i.e. maxima oceurring in the frequency range of 1 Hz to 30 Hz. Hence 33 Hz is 
designated as threshold frequency. If the lowest natural liequency of the system is more than the threshold 
frequency, the system is eonsidered to be rigid and an equivalent static analysis is carried out considering Zero 
Period Accelerations as the seismic load. The accelerations applied as body loads in this case are 1.5 times the ZPA 
values. When the lowest natural frequency falls below 33 Hz, the system is considered flexible and a dynamic 
analysis approach needs to be adopted. Either response spectrum analysis or a time history analysis can be can·jed 
out for the above purpose. 

The sourcebook. 'Finite Element Method', by S. S. Rao [9] explains thoroughly what exactly a fmite 
element method concept is. He explained this method by step by step procedure, and then explained each step by 
devoting a separate chapter for each step. Author gives the detail explanations about how to solve the governing 
equation with three methods i.e. direct approximate , weighted residuaJ and Raleigh Ritz method. 

Practical Finite Element Analysis by N S Gokhale [101 explains the various types of analysis solved by 
FEM method. Author exp lains the solu tion technique and general procedure to solve the non-linear analys is. 
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Ikscn::tiZaLiUJ1 process is well explained and Illis hdps lor clement type sc/(:ction, meshing pattern sdcction and 
controlling the quality of mesh. 

3 . Project Methodology 

( Sian ·"'f--1 Stnll:turcmodjli(.~;---------'" 

Modul ullillysis using 
ANSYS 12.0 " . No 

<J. 
' -" ' -. ........ ~oWQblc SL:~.s ~.... 


'--....... ,.-: ....
Yes 
_-L'!'~s 

f End ) 

Figure2. Project Methodology 

4. Finite Element Metbodology 

Figure3.CAD Model Figure4.Meshed Model 

In order to conduct the optimal simulation of a real cryogenic ball valve with the FEA model, a tetrahedron 
solid element was used and the solid92, which is an element for isorropic materials. The solid elements have an 
average size of IOmm and comprise 150,934 elements and 246,629 nodes, The x, y, and z axes were defined to 

represent the lateral , longitudinal and vertical coordinates, respectively. 
5. MODAL ANALYSIS 

For the purpose of finding out the first natural frequencies and their corresponding modes, a modal analYSis 
was performed, This enables a bener understanding of how the valve deforms. On lOp of that, a modal analysis is a 
necessary previous step fOT the further analysis. In this analysis the finite element model was used. Contact 
nonlinearities are allowed, and the linear material propellies are used. On top of that, the flanges where the piping is 
connected were fixed, that is, the degrees of freedom ofthe nodes on the flange were set to O. 
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Modal Analysis Result 


The lirst mode of vibration (\ 07Hz) The second mode of vibration (142Hz) 


- --,-----'" -, - ---- -- '" 

.J The third mode of vibration (299Hz) The fourth mode of vibration (330Hz) 

----------------~ 

: . I..- I 
:: !-- I 

1 

FigureS. Modal Analysis Result (frequency) 
As the lowest natural frequency of the system is 107 Hz \vhich is more than the threshold frequency 33Hz [4J, the 
system is considered to be rigid and an equivalent static analysis is carried out. 

6. Equivalent Static Analysis 
) 

Instead of conducting a spectral analysis, the maximum spectral acceleration shall be considered in the 
analysis. Thus, a quasi·static analysis is carried out with [he maximum spectral acceleration applied to the death 
weight of the valve. The acceleration is applied to the general coordinate sys tem. The va lve is fi xed to this system 
by means of the body ends and ine rtial properties of the valve are defined through material density data input. The 
seismic forces are then obtained by multiplying the mass by the appropriate acceleration and applying it at 
the centre of gravity of the mass. 

Loads & Boundary conditions 

The load conditions were classified into the empty weight of the device, internal pressure, temp. Operating 
Basis Earthquake (OBE), and Safety Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The OBE is an earthquake that does not force the 
LNG facility to stop operation during the lifespan of the facilities. Therefore, the maximum stress exerted under an 
a BE is less than the elastic limit. The SSE is a strong earthquake that may occur once throughout the lifespan of the 
facility. The valve assembly will be applied with maximum acceleration in the x, y, and z directions, as the cases of 
the aBE and SSE include the earthquake accelerations in the vertical and hori zontal directions respectively. 
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Here three main loads are (Ipp licd as internal pressure. bolt pretension, directional acecler<Hion for SSE and OBE. 

II Internal pn::ssure = 16.475 Mpa 

21 Bolt prctl.!l1sion, also call1:d preload or pres-tress. comes Ii'olll t!lC instullation torque T you applies when you 
insta ll th;: bolt. The indincd plane oJ"lhc boit thread helix eonvcl1S torque t0 boll pretcn:;ion. Bolt preload is 
computed us l'ollow5, 

Pi =T/(K D) 


where Pi = boll preload (called Fi in Shigley). 

T = bolt installation torque. 

K = torque cocflicient. 

D = bolt nominal shank diameter (i.e" holt nominal size). 


Boh installation torque T = 265440 N-mm 


Bolt nominal dia. = 35 mm 


Hence we get, F = 25280 N 


31 Directional acceleration for SSE = 2g = 2*98 1 0 = 19620 mm/sec2 

, 
M:::J. 
:--::I.r.'"I _ HU;u.c 

t tl . " -,~ 

P~m~ron l.Of,d on 'hi 
U/tr:rtud bolls. 

Figure6. Loads & Boundary conditions 

Seismic classification and verification criteria 
The valves are classified according to different seismic categories. Depending on the category, the verification 
criteria is defined, 

Seismic Class 

Verificatio n A B c 
Functionalit SSE OBE OBE 

Inte 't)' SSE SSE OBP 

The class A valves shall remain operational for both OBE and SSE earthquake. The class B valves shall remain 
operational after an OBE and shall keep their integrity in case of SSE. The class C valves shall remain operational 
aller OBE and shall not fall on or impact other c lasses and components after SSE. 
A valve is considered to remain operational if the stresses are kept under the Yield Strength, and the integrity is 
maintained if the stresses are kept under the Ultimate Stress. 
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Equivalent Static Analysis 

STRESSES SSE Y DIRECTION (Ax;O; Ay;2g; Az=O) 
Displ.accment 

. 'o'l"J, 1 1 .::•• , 
:0('. ' ...u""., ..., ;,,: U , l . 

~ - :0 
::~ I"'" -.. 
t>oJr: ·.: ~lIi~ ' 

· ·:U:l ~· 

Figure7. Displacement plot of Valve Assembly 

STRESSES SSE Y DIRECTION FOR (AFO; Ay=2g; Az;O) 
Von-Mises Stress Ploc:t(c..A...:s"se",m:.::.::b.'-'ly,-,)-'.,______._ ______ _ _ 
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FigureS. Stress plot of Valve Assembly 
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Figure9. Stress plot of Valve body and Bonnet 
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13/4" STUD BOLT ISTEM AND BALL 1 

FigurelO. Stress plot ofBol! aDd Stem 
7. THEORICAL RESULTS 

In order to compare the stress for a point on a spherical body with the theoretical calculation and ANSYS, we used 

the Von Mises Theorem. 

Von Mises Theorem: 


a = ~ (J(aT -a, )' + (a, -a.? + (a, -as) 

First ly. Lames equations were used to calculate the values of the stress used in the equation above: 
Hoop stress Axial stress Radial stress 

",- r,- (l+~) ,,_ fl P; (l-~)
k 1 Ij 4 k4 -1 

CTT k":i 1 '! 

The values re uired for the ball valve are follows: 

1'0= 29.5mrn ri = 25mm PI = 16.475 MPa \ ~ 
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This (Jives the follow results: 


S r = -16.475 N / mill :! sq "" 100.44 N / 111m2 S2 ~= 41.98 N i mill:?' 


Finally: s 101.25 N / 111m2 

THEORICAL RESULTS 


Component Theoretical stress (Mpa) ANSYS stross (Mpa) Error(%) 

Ball Valve 101.25 106 4.48 

8. 	 DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

Seismic analysis of the Valve Assembly was performed for given scismiL: loading. The ,~ilresses and denections were 
observed to be helow the allowahle limits. The maximum stresses ill the Valve Assembly arc compared against 
alibiowa SE ·e stresses as pcr A. M . section-III, sub-section Nf. 

Components 
Max. Deformation 

[mm1 
Max. Stress 

IMpa] 
Allowable Stress 

[Mpa] 
Safely factor 

Valve body 0.1 43 205 4.7 
Bonnet 0.12 26 205 7.8 

Stem 0.04 54 255 4.7 
Valve ball 0.14 106 255 2.4 

Stud bolt 0.166 127 345 2.7 
Hence, Overall Stresses on Valve Assembly are well below the allowable Yield Strength of Matenal. Hence design 
is safe for gi ven loading condition. 
Conclusion 
The maximum stress and translations are well within the acceptable limits of the material. The analysis ensures that 
the Valve assembly & foundation bolts are safe from the point of structural integrity and operability during a seismic 
event under specified seismic load prevailing at si te. As the factor of safety for both valve body and bonnet is 
greater, there is a possibility of weight reduction in these components. As the overall stresses on valve assembly in 
this design are well below the research paper design. Hence the current design is best suited for same loading and 
boundary conditions of seismic analysis. 
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ABSTRACT 

As fl substitllte 0/ co.vtly experimentation methods, CFD h(ls become popular ill the industrial scenario. Most 0/ 
the commercial sofnllare are expensive even thotlgh they lucve addetl advalltage 0/ user-friendly GUI, ease 0/ 
learnillg and use for begillners. Tlte maiu objective is to satdy OpeuFOAM wllich is a C++ tool released liS free 
alld ope" source SOftware. The purpose of tltis project is to identify/observe and determine til e performance 0/ 
OpeuFOAM for CFD simulatioll program after tlte 3D desigll and modellillg 0/ various systems provided. Tire 
maill system chosen for validatioll of tlte results is a centrifugal pump IIse(1 for COltunOIl btllustrial appllcatiolls. 
Basically, tiJis project revolves around tile idea o/illvestigating tile effect alld (/istributioll a/velocity profile (111(1 
pressure withlll 'he pump. A method has beell created llsing tlte OpellFOAM solver simpleFoam lIsing both 
s1fltionary and rotatiug mesh domains to allow relative motion between Inflow/outflow and impeller blades. Tire 
cyclic A MI was used as II boulldary cOllflitioll for tile patcltes to allow simulation between tllem. Meshing was 
dOlle with the commercial tool by ICE"'! CFD. 3D Navier-Strokes equation were solved using ANSYS FluellL 
The standard k-w SST mOllel cllOsell for turbulence modeL Alollg willi the pump, 1I few type systemj' {Iml oth er 
basic systems were considered to swdy ami master OpeItFOAM. Tile results obtllined are compared to check the 
reliability of OpenFOAM. The required Olltput o/tll e project is to bencllmark tlte open source software agaillst 
commercial tools for applicatiolls of CompJtlational Fluid Dynamics. 

Keywords: Pump, CFD allalysis, simulation, ANSYS Fluellt, OpenFOAJl.l, pressure.and velocity distribution, 

simpleFoanL 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a branch of fluid mechanics that uses numerical analysis and data 
structures to solve and analyze problems that involve flu id flows. Computers are used to perfolm the calculations 
required ( 0 simulate the interaction of liquids and gases with surfaces defi ned by boundary conditions. Ongoing 
research yields software that improves the accuracy and speed of complex simulation scenarios such 
as transonic or turbulent flows. Initial expelimental validation of such software is perfonned usi ng a wind 
tunnel with the final validation coming in fu ll-scale testing, e.g. flight tests, 

CFD analysis reduces development time, minimizes costs and increases the reliability of prototype 
designs. CFD si mulations can be used to model fluid flows over a wide range of physical scales. The benefit of 
using CFD is that we get better details, better prediction, can design better and faster, economical~ meet 
environmental regulations and ensure industry compliance, CFD has a wide range of app lications in Aerospace, 
Automotive, Biomedical, Chemical processing, HVAC, Hydraulics etc. the objective of this paper is to study. 

OpenFOAM (for "Open source Field Operation and Manipulation") is an open-source software meaning 
totally free: no licensing fees, unlimited number of users, jobs & cores. 

The company OpenCFD, the main developer of Open FOAM, was bought by ESI, which is committed to 
continue funding the developmenl. while maintaining the open source nalure of this technology. This eliminates the 
fear of problem Supp0l1. In the right hands OpenFOAM gives very accurate results, It has ability to create 
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imJividmllizl.:d so lutions. Unlike (;IJrnml.:n:ial softw<u'l.:, OpI:IlFOi\~'l urICr:; gn.::at ~copc lor custom developmenl. It 
has 	ability to qllickly a<.:hieve al:curate n:sults. Relining .,1' results compared with ..;xp..;rimt.:1lt is significantly 
fas tt.:r. With OpenFOi\NJ, statistirs prove 401% n:ductio]) in costs ussodatcd with CfD.This soflwart.: has tilt.: power 
com revo lmiuni7.e the CFD industry. II l:an replace all tlw commercial so ftwarl: thut arc used.lt reduces Ihe eost o j' 
product indin.::e lly. It prnvidcs many di fferent ellvironment and mallY dit1~relll enVirOllll1CIltS ciln be made to suit ollr 
conditions. I-knee it call be lIs\::u anywhcre and Ji-ccly. 

In ul! o!'the eFn approaches the same basic procedure is followed . 
• 	 During preprocessing the geometry and physica l bounds of the problem call b!.! dclinclJ using computer aided 


dt::sign (CAD). From there, datu can bt:: sllilUbly processed (cleaned-up) and the 1111id volume (or fluid domain) 

is ex tracted 


• 	 The vo lume occupied by the Iluid is divid l!d into diserctt:: cells «(h~ mesh). The mesh may be uniform or non· 

uniform, struc tured or unstructured, consisting of a combination of hexahedral , tetrahedral, prismatic, pyramidal 

or polyhedral elements. 


• 	 The physical modeling is defined - for example, the equations o f Iluid motion + enthalpy + radiation + species 

conscrvation 


• 	 Boundary conditions arc defined. This invo lves specifying the fluid bchavior and properties tit all bounding 

su rfaces of the fluid domain. For transient problems. the initial conditions are also defined. 


• 	 The simulation is staJ1ed and the equations are sol ved iterat ively as a steady-state or transient. 
• 	 rinally u postprocessor is used for the analysis and visuali Zl.lIion of the reslllting solution. 

2. GOVERl'lING PHYSICS 

2.1 DiscretiZlltion Methods 
The stability of thc selected discretization is generally established numerically rather than analytically as 

with simple linear problems. Special care must a lso be taken to ensure that the discretization handles discontinuous 
solutions gracefully. The Euler equations and Navier-Stokes equations both admit shocks, and contact surfaces. 

Some of the discretization methods being used are: 
I. Finite Volume Method 
2. Finite element method 
3. Finite difference method 

2.2 Turbulence Model used: K-w Model 
It is a two transport-equation mode! so lving for kineti c energy k and turbulent freqn ency roo This is the 

default k-w model. This model allows for a more accurate near walltreatmem with an automatic switch from a wall 
function to a low-Reynolds number formulation based on grid spacing. Demonstrates superior performance for wall
bounded and low Reynolds number flows. Solves one equation for turbulent kinetic energy k and a second equation 
for the specific turbulent dissip•.ltion rate (or turbulent fi'equency) w. This model performs significantly better under 
adverse pressure gradient conditions. The model does not employ damping functions and has straightforward 
Dirichlet boundary conditions, which leads to significant advantages in numerical stability. It has superior 
performance [or wall-bo unded boundary layer: free shear: and low Reynolds number flows. Suitable for complex 
boundary layer flows under adverse pressure gradient and separation. It can be used for transitional flows. It requires 
mesh resolution near the wall. 

The eddy viscosity VT , as needed in the RANS equations, is given by: VT = kIm, while the evolution of k and 
OJ is modeled as: 

o(pk) o({fUjk) 	 0 [( Pk) Ok] flu;-- + =. pP- !3"pwk+ -- 11+ Uk- -- withP = -Tij--,t 

&t {)Xj 	 8zj W 8xj fJXj 

o(JXUl + o({fU;w) "jWP-(3JXU'+~[(p.+"wPk) Ow]+P"J ok Ow. 
&t 8:I:j k 8xj w {JXj wax; l)Xj 

3. CFD ANALYSIS 
The process includes geometry and meshing, selection of physics and fluid properties, specification of boundary 
conditions, initialization and solution control, moni toring convergence, result plotting. IeEM is used for geometry 
and meshing and same mesh file is used for both OpenFOAM and ANSYS FLUENT, as ICEM gives better control 
over mesh generation and quality. 
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Given: 

• 	 Geometry (o r pump) 
Inlet vo lume flow rate - 300 Ipm 

• 	 OUilet Pressure - atmospheric pressure 

• 	 rpm or rOlating body (impeller) - 2900 rpm 

Assumptions: 

• 	 Steady-state condition 
• 	 Constant fluid properties 
• 	 Incompressible fluid flow 
• 	 Walls are considered to be smooth, hence any disturbance due to roughness factor o rthe ...va ll s is to be 

neglected. 

The original geometry is imported a .stp file in IeEM. The centrifugal pump is axial in radial out with water as 
workillg fluid. 

Fig- I : Original geometry of pump Fig-2: Pump Geometry with the extended outlet. 

ICEM CFD gives the best control over mesh refinement and the mesh quality. Tet rahedral mesh is used. All (he 
surfaces are assigned a suitable mesh size and mesh is computed. by assigning finer size in the identified regions of 
bad elements, mesh is again computed by tri al and error method until there is absence of bad elements. 

Fig-3: Pump Mesh cut-plane view (lraxis) 	 Fig4: Pump Mesh info. 
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Volullle::- bs.uc: f) 1"'68 1"'7·1 

Bound"ry C()ndition~ Foam i.ISeS '\:ydieAM f" for J'otUlioJl of volume \vh ich needs nvt:f lapring :-;urllices surrounding 

the rowting volulI1e. AM I are the surli.lces t:remed by the ust.:r IiJr the specific usc. It may lie in lluid domain itself: 

J-It:nce il is l1e~cssary to ddine these suriaccs as interiors which will 111I.!11 lei the fluid pass through it. 
In lel boundary condition: rOJlstollf 1I10.1s://011' inlel was used. 

Outlet bound;,u')' t:ondition: COJ/slam prC!ssllre·olll/cl wus used. 
Walls: A-(}-~'/ip 

The values tor init ializat ion lor k - w SST modd arc calculated lIsing the loJlov.ling formulae 

Re ~ p * " * Dh/JI ; l/aUg ~ /1' Re/(p • Dh) ; 

II ~ (3/2). (uavg • / )2 ; / ~ 0.16 ' (Re)-I /D ; 

I ~ 0.007 * Dh ~ C -1/4 ., k /'/t·W " ' . 
(C,,~ 0.09 in all cu,", ) 

Where, 

Re = Reynolds lllJlnbcr ; e = turbulence model constant JI 

p = Dt:nsilY of nuiu ; l = turbulent mixing length 

uavg= avcrnge velocity at the inlet patch ; k == turbulent energy 

Dh = hydraulic (inlet) diameter ; I = turbulence intensity 

w = spt!c ific turbulent dissipation rate ,j Jl = Viscosity 

3.2 Solving Process 

OpenFOAM 

The k-oo is used) so the convergence criteria ( tolerance values and other parameters alike were set in the Q/fvsolution 

(iterative solvers for separate variables) and O/fvschemcs (order of accuracy and method). 

The convergence criteria will be satisfied ifany one of the fbllowing conditions are reached (and the solver stops): 


• the residual fall s below the solver tolerance, tolerance; 
• the ratio of tinal residual 10 initial residuals fa ll below the, relTol; 
• the number oi'iterations exceeds a maximum number of iterations, maxlter; 

simplefcam solver VlaS se lected from the list of incompressible flow solvers, Before executing the solver, following 
command was used to document the residuals numerically in a "log" file: 
simpleFoam > log & 
Then the simpleFoam command waS used to run the simulation. After running the results were viewed in paraview 
by using the paraFoam command, 

ANSYSFLlJENT 

Alter meshing, the type of the solver needed (steady, unsteady, density bascd, pressure based.) to address the 

specific problem was decided. Later an appropriatc physical model was selected (tw-bulence, multi phase, 

combustion). This was followcd by defining the material propelties opcration conditions and boundary conditions. 

Convergence models or residual models were established to reduce unnecessary computing time. The now field is 

initiated after all (his setup with approx. initial assum ptions. 


3.3 Post Processing 

Post processing in OpenFOAM uses different software. Paraview is used for visual representation of results obtained 
from OpenFOAM, The plots in OpenFOAiv! are done with the use oflog file created (Numerical documentation of 
all the simulation data. 

• Residuals in OpenFOAM 
Using gnuplot \\'e can plot residuals vs. no_ of iterations on log scale. The difference benveen value of parameter in 
successive iterations is called residuals. Thus, gnup!ots for P , U, ro & k aloe obtained. 
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Fig-5: p-Residual Fig-6: u- Residual 

--~--~~~---------

Fig-7: k-Residuol Fig-S: w -Residuol 

,,. OJ 

o :::.00 1000 I sao 1'DOQ ~ 301>.1 :l~ "' 

Iterations 

Fig-9:ResiduaJs in FLUENT 

It is observed that all the residuals are decreasing (or tending to), and are becoming constant with the number of 
iterations showing that the result is converging. 
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3.3.1 Pn'ssurc ContoUl" Plots 

'-, 
Fig-II: Pressure plot 1 in FLUENT 

The pressure contours are of Open fOAM and of Fluent mateh at first glance (increasing radially) but then in a 
closer look, the plane cut in OpenFOAM shows a more smoothening contour radially but in Fluent, the pressure is 
tending 10 increase in the direction of impeller bladeo 
The max pressure contours are concentrated at the outflow of fluid 1'rom VOL_MRF. 
The minimum pressure contours are mostly observed towards the inner bladeo 

3.3.2 Velocity Contour Plots 

Fig-12: Velocity plot in OpenFOAM Fig-13: Vclocity plot 1 in FLUENT 

The velocity contours of Open FOAM and Fluent match to a great extent in both considered cut planes. For impeller 
cut, velocity is rad iaily increasing (basic logic also poinLc:; towards it.) It can be safely stated that velocity contours of 
OpenFOAM are more similar in nature when compared with Fluent than pressure contours as seen above. 

3.3.3 Pressure Differences (Area Weighted Averages) 

The di ffe rences between area weighted averages of pressure is a good criteria for comparison between OpenFOAM 
and ANSYS Fluent. The negative sign indicates that the pressure is increasing towards the fluid out patch 
evel)'\vhereo Hence the nature of fluid now is as follows in both softwares : 

Inlet > MRF _IN > MRF_CYLINDER> Outlet. 
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I Main info Differences 

Related Vol Surfaces Opellr-OAM Fluent Relative 

VOL INLET (Inlet) - (04[(1' IN) -4979,61'" -90.57 I'a 4889.03 

VOL M[(t' (MRF IN)- (Mitt' Cylinder) -124493,15 PH -107966.&3 P1I -16526,]2 

VOL OUTLET (MRF Cylinder) - (Outlet) -15873.251'" -16561. 13 Pa 687.88 

4. CONCLUSION 

From bOlh the simu lations of Open FOAM and ANSYS FLUENT it is concluded that Ihen:: is a slight reverse flo\-\' 
Ihrough some faces of the outlet. This reverse flow innuences the properties of the domain .The results of 
Open FOAM and ANSYS Fluent arc similar. They show same behavior of pressure, velocity, k and omega but there 
exists a s light ditlerence in magnitudes of these properties 
Due to different discretization techniques there might be U vrlriation in the results of the solver. There would bc 
improvement in Open FOAM results if more simulation trials are conducted. Also the simulation time would be 
greatly reduced if parallel processing is used. Parallel processing is quite complex and requires advanced. knowledge 
of processing in OpenFOAM. Thus OpenFOAM is tedious and time consuming compared to ANSYS Fluent. 
Open FOAM allows us to create our own environment and has better boundary conditions and options hence it has a 
greater scope in future. 
Open FOAM, when in experienced hands, is good for CFD simulations and can be used for commercial purposes. 
Since it is a free, open source software there in more scope for development of complex geometries, domains and 
fluid flow problems that cannot be studied experimentally. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nanostfllcturatiol1 ofsllljaces is considered ilS a promising track ill IIlfllly micro-tllermo-jluidh: applica/iolls, as i/ 

is e>.pecled to aI/ow 110ticeable hea/transfer e"lwJlcemeflt or hydraulic resistaJlce ret/llc/ioll is {hie to momelllUJII 

transfer to the solid walls. 111 this paper we have studied tile IIIIc/eate pool boiling heattrausfer performance of 

IIfl1tOstructured copper surface fahricatet/ by Fluidized Powder Bed Process over glass /Ilbe heater with thilt layer 

ofepoxy resill. The pool-boiliug Ileat transfer performance oftlte IfflllOstrlfct"red copper surface made from tit is 

process is investigated witll satllratet/ t/e;ollised water. Tlte e.:'Cperimental result implies thattlte pool boilillg heat 

Irallsfer performauce is dramatically elt/Jal1cetllVit/J tlte IJ(lJIostmctllred surface structure 

Keywords: Pool boiling. Nalloparrical, Crilicaillealjlu..x, Heattrallsfer coefficient, Thillfilm coating 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Heat transfer sys tems that operate in the nucleate boiling regime are limited by a critical heat flux (CHF), a t 


,which a vapour tilm envelopes the heated surface and severely deteriorates heat transfer, It is crucial that systems 

such as nuclear reactors operate below the critical heat flux to prevent a temperature excursion and subsequent 

failure of the heat transfer surface. Therefore, raising the upper limit of nucleate boiling could allow for higher 

safety margins, higher rates of heat transfer in existing systems, or a reduction in the size of new systems while 

main taining the same heat transfer capability. The nucleate boiling heat transfer coeffici ent dictates the operational 

temperature of a boiling surface at a given heat flux, Devices such as power electronics are highly sensitive to 

temperature ri se. It is therefore desirable to increase the nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient in two-phase 

cool ing systems to optimize the performance and operati ng lifetime of such devices. An overreaching goal of 

thermal-fluid design has been to find a cost-effective means of enhancing CHF and boiling heat transfer [I]. 


The development of special surface geometries/structures is a critical issue for the performance 

enhancement of the pool boiling heat transfer. Numerous studies and experiments on nucleate pool boiling, an 

effective way to remove high heat tlux from a heated surface, have focused on enhancing the boiling heat transfer 

coefficient by fabrieating micro-scaled surface geometries / structures[2]. One approach that has success is to create 

a number of small micro-porous cavities on the boiling surfaces to increase the vapour/gas entrapment and the 

number of active nucleation sites, These cavities reduce the incipient and nucleate boiling wall superheats and 

increase the pool boiling heat transfer coeffici ent. While many of the previous studies on the surface structure 

focused on improving the heat transfer coefficient of pool boiling in micro· sized dimensions. However, with the 

evolution of nanotechnology and nanomaterials, current study focused on well-defined nanomaterials suitable for 

use in pool boi ling, Nanotextured surface effects on two-phase heat transfer and boiling are even more in their 

infancy. Recently, there has bcen an increased interest in evaluating the pool-boiling performance of nanowire I 

nanotube surfaces. The expected advantages of nanoscale modifications include finer conlrol over porosity and 

surface roughness, thinner coating layers to reduce thermal resistance and thermal stress and ultimate ly higher 

durability [I J, 


1.2 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EPOXY COATINGS 
Epoxy coatings are the workhorses of the protective coatings industry. They have excellent chemical and 

corrosion resistance, high mechanical strength, good adhesion to a variety of subst rntes and a combination of other 
properties that have made them a material of choice for providing cost effective, long term protection on industrial, 
mtlrine and offshore structures. The major limitations of epoxy coatings are their relatively slow cure in co 
climates and poor exterior color and gloss retention. The issue of color stability and chalking is typically add s~ '> "> 
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by top (,;outing with aliphutk po!yurcthcl!lc, .tCl)'lic-!->iloxunc. epoxy siloxanc or other inherently wcatherable coming 
13]. Slow cure at low t~mpCrUll1rCS is <1 continuing problem. 

1.3 Re view ofCuO N.:momatcri:t1 

Among the ox ides of transition m..:lals, copper oxide mmoparticles arc of special interest because of their 
cllicicncy (IS mmot1uids in hl!at tnlllslcr i.IjJplicmion, St!conuly it is Ihe;: basis of several high-Tc superconductors. CuD 
is a semiconducting material with a narrow band gap and used for photoconduct ive and photo thermal applications. 
Opposite to n-lype scmiconducling metal oxides, cupric oxide (CuD) is a p-typc scmiconductor with a band gap 0 f 
1.2- 1.9 ev. Its applications also include catalysis, lithium-copper oxide electrochemical cells, solar cells, and gas 
sensors. The nanoparticles, plates, and nanowircs of CliO were also repOJ1ed to sense N02, H2S, and CO ,Some 
methods for the preparation of nanocrystalline CuO have been reported sueh as the nonchemica! method, sol-ge l 
te;:chnique ,one-ster solid state reaction method at room temperature, electrochemical method, thermal 
decomposition ofprecut"Sors[4]. 

2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 

The test healer was prepared by using a borosilicate glass tube (outer diameter = 19.80 mm, inner diameter 
= 12.6 mm, and length L = 100 mm). A cylindrical test heater (nichrome) of diameter 12.5mm was inserted into 
glass tube. The glass tubc was cleaned to remove dust and other impurities. Epoxy resin paste of thickness 0.3mm 
was coated on the glass surface by general craftsman's technique. Immediately after sticking of epoxy resin, we use 
the fluidized powder coating method to coat the CuO nanoparticles uniformly (coating all over the surface) on the 
glass coated epoxy surface. After coating of nanopaJ1icies powder heat the coated surface for 5 to 10minutes, for 
drying of epoxy resin. For preparing nonuniformly (exposing some surface without nanoparticles) distributed 
surfaces, apply the CuO nanoparticles powder on tbe surface randomly or manually spray the powder. 

Procedure: InitiallY, glass container was filled with pure water, and it was heated to saturation temperature at 
atmospheric pressure using auxiliary heater. The auxiliary heater was switched OFF, and glass tube heater was 
switched ON as soon as pure water reaches saturation temperature. The electrie power supply to the test heater was 
increased gradually using dimmer. The temperature ofWaler and test heater was recorded at each step. At each value 
of heal input, 10umalwall heat flux. q was calculated from the measured voltage V, eurrent 1, and heater surface area 
A as additional analysis. The experiments were carried out until reproducibility of the boiling curves became 
satisfactory.The procedure was rcpeated. Glass vessel was emptied and filled witb purewater and gJass tube 
heater was replaced nanoparticlc coated test heater. Thermocouple was reconnected. As the temperature distribution 
on boiling sUlface \vas nonuniform and transient, Ihe following time space average temperature \\'as used: additional 
analysis. The experiments were carried out until reproducibility of the boiling curves became satisfactory.The 
procedure was repeated. Glass vessel was emptied and filled with purewater and gJao;;s tube heatelwas replaced 
nanoparticle coated test heater. Thennocouple was reconnected. As the temperature distribu tion on boiling surface 
was nonuniform and tranSient, the following time space average temperature was used: 
Wall heat flux, q was calculated from the measured voltage V, CUlTent I, and heater surface area A as 

v x I 
q=-

A 
Boiling behaviour was recorded on high speed camera for additional analysis. The experiments \vere 

carried out until reproducibility of the boiling curves became satisfactory. The procedure was repeated. Glass vessel 
wao;; emptied and till ed with pure water and glass tube heater was replaced nanoparticle coated test heater. 
Thennocouple was reconnected. 
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Fig-I: Schematic of experimentlll appllratus. 

(1) Glass container (2) Supporting stand (3) Auxiliary heater (4) Test heater (5) Thermometer (6) 

Thermoeouple (1) Clay lid (8) Test heater (9) Heater connecting cable (10) Digital temperature indicator (11) 

Control panel (12) Ammeter (13) Selector switch (14) Voltmeter (15) Dimmerstat (16) Electric power switeh 

Figure 2; Photo Image showing experimentation and thermocouple 

3. Results and Discussion 

The experiments are conducted on glass surface and on uni fonnly distributed CuO nanostructured surfaces, 
nonuniform ly distributed nanostructured surface and on g lass coaled epoxy surface. Results are compared by 
plotting the curves. The wall superheat and heat flux are compared for different test heater surfaces having different 
nanOSlructured surfaces. 
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Figure 3 shows the hoiling curves, i.e. the d:::pendence of dissipalCd hent nux on wall superheat and compares the 
perfimnance or variolls nancstructurcd surfaces aga inst plain glass surface in the pool boiling tests. The epoxy 
coaled glass surlhce has the maximu!t1 difference in wall superheat us compared to glass and nanostructured 
sur J~\l;es. 13ccclllsc thl: ~po;..:y have the very low Ihermal conductivity as compared to glass. As seen in our cxperiment 
the maximum wall superheat on cpo;..:y surface is 99.3 DC. But as compared to the epoxy coated glass surr.1ce. (he 
plain gh.lsS surlbce has the 10.1 I)C less superheat. As seen from the graph the curve for glas.o;; and epoxy surfaces the 
wall superheat is go ing continuously increasing and it is maximum i.lt higher heat fluxes respectively. 

Conventional wisdom proposes that nanostructured surfaces will not improve boiling heat transfer because 
the bubble nucleation process is not expected to be enhanced by very small cavities. But CuO nanostructured 
surfaces disp!aycd all the characteristics ora typical boiling curve where the initial heat transfer process was natural 
convection limited and ONB (onset of nucleate boiling) was observed as the waH superheat is reached for bubble 
nucleation. At higher wall superheat, these nanostructured surfaces activated discrete bubbles on the heater surfaces, 
PN B (pru1ial nucleate boiling), and trans itioned to fully-developed nucleate boiling where the bubbles merge to foml 
vapor columns (see Figure 3) A t higher heat flux (CHF), the bubbles are large and merge to form a continuous vapor 
film belween Ihe heater and water. Due to lower thermal conductivity of the vapor compared to liquid water, the 
thermal resistance increases sharply due to the presence of a vapor tilm 

Aft.cr deposition of nonmaterials on glass coated epoxy surfaces uniformly and nonunifonnly, it's seen that 
[he nucleate boiling curve shifts towards left. It's means that there is decrease in wall superheat of nanoslructurcd 
surfaces. At first in the region of nucleate boiling the wall superheat is very low for all the surfaces but when the 
isolated bubble region is reached the wall superheat is going on dramatically changed. The fonnalion of bubbles on 
the glass and epoxy su rface is very less as compared to nanostructured surfaces hence \\,1111 superheat is high in these 
surfaces. The the rmal layer by nanostructured surfaces is not cons idered because the nanoparticJes layers can be 
assumed to behave laye r of packed insulating spheres in which the heat is will mostly be conduc ted through the 
water in the pores. As compared to the uniformly distributed nanostructured surfaces of CuO the nonuniform I)' 
distributed surfaces have the larger wall superheat .The larger decrease in wall superheat is observed on CuO 
surface. In our experiment it is 67.9 °C which is less than plain gJass surface by 21.3 °C. 
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The hem tmTl:i!cr t:m:flident <lnd heat flux ilre cOIn plll'ed lill' plain gln~s .. ~poxy t:oall!d gl'lss and di!1cl'cl\( 
nanostrllctlln..:d surlllces, 

In the ligurc 4 the n:suhs arc shoWIl on the daw ob tai ned in increasing orde r or he.1l nux. The dkct nl'hl:ul 
nl!X on the ilucleate boiling hl!:Jt (ranslc r cocflicient of nmlOslruclurcd s~n'lilCcs in waler is morc evident ir the 
I!xperimcnt;,iI data arc expressed as .\ plot o f heat lranslcr eocllicicn! versus lh;at nux. os shown in Fig, 4. Tilt: hem 
transfer coenicienl increases us the hem nux is incn.;'lsed, \-'m pi <lin glUS5 slIrlhcc Ihe hl',ll Iransfer eoeflicicI11 is more 
than epoxy coated surfal:c but less than the nunostrlH.:lurcd surfw,:l.:s, Thi5 is because the wall superheat is more 011 

epoxy surlnce and bubble fonnation is very less <1$ eOl1lp~rcd to oLher surfaces, Here the thermal condul.!tivity plays 
major role in increasing the h0m tnmstcr coenicil.!llL 13eeallsc as sel.:l1 from graph the CuO having higher thermal 
conullclivity has the more hl.!at transfer eoeflicicntthan the olhl.:l' surlh..:cs. 
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Figure 4: Heat nux vs. Heat transfer coefficient 

4. ConelusioD 
The pool boiling experiment was carried out over a plain glass and glass coated nanomaterials for various 

heat fluxes. The following conclusions were obtained: 
I. It is concluded that the maximum heat transfer coefficient enhancement OCC UlTed on CuO coated glass, The 
nonuniformly coated nanomaterial surfaces have the heat transfer coefficient in between the glass and uniformly 
distributed nanomaterial surfaces, So for ma..'\imum heat transfer the coating of nonmaterial should be unifonn. 

2. As compared to Glass and CuD nanostruclured surfaces, the ma,'dmum heat transfer coefficient is occurred on 
CuO nanostructW'ed surface hence them131 conductivity of nanornateri al plays an imponant role in the boiling 
enhancement performance. 

3. As compared to the glass the boiling curve shifts towards left this means that wall superheat is minimwn on the 
nanostructured surfaces. Reduction in wall superhear is maximum for high conductivity CuD nanostructured surface 
than the AI203 and glass surface. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nanostmctllratiolf ofsurfaces is considered (IS fl promising tmck in mOlly micro-t!lermo-flllidic applicalions, as it 
is expected to allow noticeable /teat Irflll.'ij"er en/ulIlcemeJlt or hydraulic resistallce reductioll ;s due 10 momentum 
trallsfer to l/te solid wal/s. III tflis paper we bave slm/ied tbe llucleate pool boiling beal trallsfer perfofllumce of 
narlOstmclured copper surface fabricated by Fluir/ized Powder Bet! Process over glass tube /teater wilh thiu/ayer 
of epoxy resiu. Tlte pool-boiling heal Irrmsfer performance of the lIanostrllclllreri copper surface made frolll this 
process is investigated wilb s(7tllrated de;ollised waler. Tlte experimeutul resu/l implies thatlhe pool boiling !teat 
InJllsjer performance is dralllatical(I' enhaJlced wiltz lite IUlIIostmclllred surface slTncilire. 

Keywords: Pool boiling, Nunoparlical, CrilicalltealjlIL\', Heallrausjer coefficient, Tltittfilm coating 


I. INTRODUCTION 
Heat transfer systems that operate in the nucleate boiling regime are limited by a critical heat flux (CHF), at 

which a vapour film envelopes the heated surface and severely deteriorates heat transfer. It is crucial that systems 
such as nuclear reactors operate below the critical heat filL" to prevent a temperature excursion and subsequent 
failure of the heal transfer surface, Therefore, raising the upper limit of nucleate boiling could allow for higher 
safety margins. higher rates of heat transfer in existing systems, or a reduction in the size of new systems while 
maintaining the same heat transfer capability, The nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient dictates the operational 
lemperature of a boiling sUlface at a given heat flux, Devices such as power electronics are highly sensitive to 
temperature rise. It is therefore desirable to increase the nueleate boiling heat transfer coefficient in two-phase 
cooling systems to optimize the performance and operating lifetime of such devices, An overreaching goal of 
thermal-fluid design has been to find a cost-effective means ofenhancing CHF and boiling heat transfer [IJ. 

The development of special surface geometries/structures is a critical issue for the performancc
enhancement of the pool boiling heat transfer. Numerous studies and c""{periments on nucleate pool boiling, an 
effective way to remove high heat flux from a heated surface, have focused on enhancing the boiling heat transfer 
coefficient by fabricating micro-scaled surface geometries / structures[2]. One approach that has suceess is to create 
a number of small micro-porous cavities on the boiling surfaces to increase the vapour/gas enu-apment and the 
number of active nucleation sites, These cavities reduce the incipient and nucleate boiling wall superheats and 
increase the pool boiling heat transfer coefficient. While many of the previous studies on the surface structure 
focused on improving the heat transfer coefficient of pool boiling in micro-sized dimensions, However) with the 
evolution of nanotechnology and nanomaterials, cun'ent study focused on well-defined nanomateriaJs suitable for 
lise in pool boiling. Nanotextured surface effects on t\lvo-phase heat transfer and boiling are even more in thejr 
infancy. Recently, there has been an increased interest in evaluating the pool-boiling perfonnance of nanowire / 
nanolUbe surfaces, The expected advantages of nanoscale modifications include finer control over porosity and 
surface roughness, thinner coating layers to reduce thermal resistance and thennal stress and ultimately higher 
durability [1]. 

1.2 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EPOXY COATINGS 
Epoxy coatings are the workhorses of the protective coatings industry. They have excellent chemical and 

corrosion resistance, high mechanical strength, good adhesion to a variety of substl"3tes and a combination of other 
properties that have made them a material of choice for providing cost efTective, long term protection on industrial, 
marine and offshore structures. The major limitations of epoxy coatings are their relatively slow cure in cold 
climates and poor exterior color and gloss retention, The issue of color stability and chalking is typj§llly addressed 
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by lOp coating with illiphatic polyurethane, [lcl)' li c-siloxane, epoxy siloxane or olha inherently wcaLhcrablc coming 
[3), Slow eLire at low temperatures is a continuing problem. 

1.3 Review ofCuO Nanomaterial 

Among the oxides of transition metals, coppt'r oxide nanoparticJes are of special interest because of thei r 
cllicieney as nanofluids in heat transfer application, secondly it is the basis of several high-Tc superconductors. CuO 
is a semicomJucling malerial with a nan'Ow band gap and used for photoconductive and pooto thermal applications. 
Opposite to n-lype semiconducting metal oxides, cupric oxide (CuD) is a p-typc semiconductor with a band gap 0 f 
1.2-1.9 ev. lis applications also include catalysis, lithium-copper oxide electrol.:hemical cells, solar cells, and gas 
sensors, The nanoparticles. plates, and nanowires of CuD were also reported to sense N02, 1-12S, and CO ,Some 
methods for the preparation of nanoerystallinc CuD have been reported such as the nonchcmica! method, sol- gel 
technique ,one-step solid state reaction method at room temperature, e lectrochemical method, thermal 
decomposition of precursors[ 4]. 

2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 

The test heater was prepared by using a borosilicate glass tube (outer diameter = 19.80 mm, ifU1er diameter 
= 12.6 mm, and length L = 100 mOl). A cylindrical test heater (nichrome) of diameter 12.5mm was inserted into 
glass tube. The glass tube was cleaned to remove dust and other impurities. Epoxy resin paste of thickness 0.3mm 
was coated on the glass surface by general craftsman's technique. Immediately after sticking of epoxy resin, \ve use 
the fluidized powder coating method to coat the CuD nanoparticles uniformly (coating allover the surface) on the 
glass coated epoxy surface. After coating of nanoparticles powder heat the coated surface for 5 to IOminutes, for 
drying of epoxy resi n. For preparing nonuniformly (exposing some surface without nanoparticles) distributed 
surfaces, apply the CuO nanoparticies powder on the surface randomly or manually spray the powder. 

Procedure: Initially, glass container was filled with pure water, and it was heated to saturation temperature at 
atmospheric pressure using auxiliary heater. The auxiliary heater was switched OFF, and glass tube heater was 
switched ON as soon as pure water rcaches saturation temperature. The electric power supply to the test heater was 
increased gradually using dimmer. The temperature ofwaler and test heater was recorded at each step, At each value 
of heat input, lournalwall heat fllL'i., q was calculated from the measured voltage V, currentl, and hcater surface area 
A as additional analysis. The experiments were carried out until reproducibility of the boiling curves beeame 
satisfactory.The procedure was repeated. Glass vessel was emptied and filled with purewater and glass tube 
heaterwas replaced nanoparticle coaled test heater. Thennocouple was reconnected, As the temperature distribution 
on boiling surface was nonuniform and transien~ the following time space average temperature was used: additional 
analYSis. The experiments were carried out until reproducibility of the boiling curves became satisfactory.The 
procedure was repeated, Glass vessel was emptied and filled \\~th purew8ter and glass tube heaterwas rcplaced 
nanoparticle coated test heater, Thermocouple was reconnected. As the temperature distribution on boiling surface 
was nonuniform and transient, the following time space average temperature was used: 
Wall heat flux, q was calculated from the measured voltage V, current l , and heater surface area A as 

v x I 
q= -

A 
Boiling behaviour was recorded on high speed camera for additional analysis. The experimenLS were 

earried out until reproducibility of the boiling curves became satisfactory. The procedure was repeated. Glass vessel 
vvas emptied and filled with pure water and glass tube heater was replaced nanopartic1e coated test heater. 
Thermocouple was rec onnected. 
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Fig-I: Schematic of uperimental apparatus. 

(1) Glass container (2) Supporting stand (3) Auxiliary heater (4) Test heater (5) Thermometer (6) 

Thermocouple (7) Clay lid (8) Test heater (9) Heater conneeting cable (10) Digital temperature indicator (11) 

Control panel (12) Ammeter (13) Selector switch (14) Voltmeter (15) Dimmerst.t (16) Electric power switch 

Figure 2: Photo Image showing experimentation and thermocouple 

3. Results and Discussion 

The experiments are conducted on glass surface and on uniformly distributed CuO nanostructured surfaces, 
nonuniformly distributed nanostructured sUl-face nnd on glass coated epoxy surface. Results arc compared by 
ploning the curves. The wall superheat and heat fIlLx are compared for different test heater surfaces having different 
nanostructured surfaces, 
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Figure 3 shows the hoi ling curves, i.e. the dcpcmJcnce of dissipated heat nu:'\ on wall superheat <!nd compares th e 
perfonnallcc of various nanostruclIircd surfuccs against plain glass surface in the pool boiling tcsts, The cpoxy 
coated glass surface has the maximum di ncrence in wall supcrheat as comparl!d to glass and nanostructured 
surface!). IkcUll SC the epoxy have thc very low thcrmal conductivity as compared to glass. As seen in our experiment 
the maximllm wall supcrheat on epoxy surface is 99.3 DC. But as compared to the epoxy coated glass surfacc, the 
plain gluss surface has the 10. 1 DC It::ss surerheal. As seen n'om the graph the curve for glass and epoxy surfaces th e 
wall superheat is going cont inuously increasing and it is maximum at higher heat fluxes respec tive ly. 

Conventional wisdom proposes that nanostructured surfaces will not improve boiling hem transfer because 
the bubble nucleat ion process is not expected to be enhanced by very small cavi ti es, Bul CuO nanoslructured 
surfaccs displayed all the characterist ics of a Iypical boiling curve where the initial heallransfer process was narural 
convection limi ted and ONB (onset of nucleate boiling) was observed as the wall superhea t is rcached for bubble 
nucleation. AI higher wall superheat, these nanostructured surfaces activmed discrete bubbles on the heater surfaces, 
PNB (pania l nucleate boiling), and trans itioned to lilJly-developed nucleate boiling where the bubbles merge to form 
vapor columns (see Figure 3) At higher heat nux (CHF): the hubbies are large and merge to fonn a continuous vapor 
film between the heater and water. Due to lower thennal conductivity of the vapor compared to liquid water, the 
thermal resistance increases sharply duc to thc presence ofa vapor film 

After deposition of nonmaterials on g lass coated epoxy surfaces uniformly and nonuni fo rmly, it' s seen that 
the nucleate boiling curve shi fts towards left. les means that there is decrease in wall superheat of nanostruclured 
surfaces. At lirst in the region of nucleate boiling the \I,'a ll superheat is very low for all the surfaces but when th e 
isolated bubble region is reached the wall superheat is going on dramatically changed, The formation of bubbles on 
the glass and epoxy surface is very less as compared to nanostructured surfaces hence wall superheat is high in these 
surfaces. The thermal layer by nanostructured surfaces is not considered because the nanoparticles layers can be 
assumed to behave layer of packed insulating spheres in which the heat is will mostly be conducted through the 
water in the pores. As compared to the uniform ly distributed nanostructured surfaces of CuO the nonuniformly 
distributed surfaces have the larger wall superheat .The larger decrease in wall superheat is observed on CuO 
surface. In our experiment it is 67.9 DC which is less than plain glass surface by 21.3 DC. 
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The h(.;,1t transfer (';th::f'fkient ~lIld h~<It nux arc compared lhr pluin glass. cpo"y coatcd glass and dini:;re nt 
nanostrllcturcd sltrl~lccs. 

In the figure 4 thc results arc showll Oil Ihe dmil ohluincd in increasing order nl'heal flu;\' , The eficci of heat 
nux 011 the nucleate hoiling heal lwnsfer ~ocmdem or JlanOSlrllc tured !)ur!:tces in wuler is more evident if the 
experimental data arc expressed as a plot ofh~at trnns fer coefficicnt verslIs he<ll tlux, as shown in Fig, 4, The heat 
transler cuefficient increas~s as Ihe heat flux is incr~n.sed, For plain glass surlilcc the h(.!a t transfer coefficient is mon: 
than epoxy coated surface but less than the nallostructurcd surrac~s, This is because the wall superheat is more on 
epoxy surface and bubble formation is very Icss as compared to other surfaces, Here lh~ thermal conductivity plays 
major role in increasing the heat transfer co~rricient, BCl:uu$c as seen from gntph the CuO having higher thermal 
cond uc tivity has the more heat transfer coenicient than the otha surftlCes, 
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Figure 4: Heat flux vs. Heat transfer coefficient 

4. Conclusion 
The pool boiling experiment was carried out over a plain glass and glass coated nanomaterials for vari ous 

heat fluxes. The following conclusions were obtained: 
I, It is concluded that the maximum heat transfer coeflicient enhancement occurred on euo coated glass, The 
nonuniformly eOll1ed nanomaterial surfaces have the heat transfer coefficient in between the glass and uniformly 
disu'ibuted nanomaterial surfaces, So for maximum heat transfer the coating of nonmaterial should be uniform, 

2. As compared to Glass and euo nanostructured surfaces, the ma'Ximum heat transfer coefficient is occUJ'red on 
euo nanostructured sUTfuce hence thermal conductivi ty of nanomaterial plays an important role in the boiling 
enhancement performance, 

3, As compared to the glass the boiling curve shifts towards left this means that wa ll superheat is minimum on the 
nanostructured surfaces. Reduction in wall superheat is maximum for high conductivity CuO nanostructured surface 
than the Al203 and glass surface, 
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ABSTRACT 

Nallostrllcturatioll ofsurfaces is ("ol1sidered as fl promising tmck ill lIumy micro-tltermo-fluidic applications, as il 
is expected to allow noticeable lIeat transfer enhancement or Ilydrrmlic resistance retltlctioJl is tlue to IJlOmeJJ(llm 
trollsfer to tile solid walls. III tllis paper we have studied the nucleale pool boiling heat tramfer perforlllance of 
nallostTllctured copper sllrfacefabricmed by Fluidized Powder Bed Process over glass tltbe heater with tllilllayer 
of epoxy resin. Tile pool-boiling Iteattrallsfer performance of tile Ilanostructured copper sUrface made from tllis 
process is investigated willi sa(Jlratetl deioJllserl water. Tile experimelllal result implies tllat the pool bOilillg Ileat 
trallsfer performance is dramatically enllanced witll tile UaJlOstruc1llred surface structure. 
Keywords; Pool boi/hlg, Nallopartical, Cr/ticallteat flux, Heat trallsfer coeffidem, Tllhl film coating 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Heat transfer systems that operate in the nucleate boiling regime are limited by a critical heat flux (CHF), at 

which a vapour film envelopes the heated surface and severely deteriorates heat transfer. It is crueial that systems 
such as nuclear reactors operate below the critical heat flLL"X to prevent a temperature excursion and subsequent 
failure of the heat transfer surface. Therefore, rai sing the upper limit of nucleate boiling could allow for higher 
safety margins, higher rates of heat transfer in exhting systems, or iJ reduction in the size of new systems while 
maintaining the same heat transfer capability. The nucleate boiling heat transfer coetTtcient dictates the operational 
temperature of a boiling surface at a given heat flux. Devices such as power electronics are highly sensitive to 
temperature rise. It is therefore desirable to increase the nucleate boiling hcat transfer coefficient in two-phase 
cooling systems to optimize the perfonnance and operating lifetime of such devices. An overreaching goal of 
thermal-fluid design has been to find a cost-effective means of enhancing CHF and boiling heat transfer [I]. 

The development of special surface geometries/structures is a critical issue for the perfonnance
enhancement of the pool boiling heat transfer. Numerous studies and experiments on nucleate pool boiling, an 
effective way to remove high heat flux from a heated surface. have focused on enhancing the boiling heat transfer 
coefficient by fabricating micro-scaled surface geometries / structures[2]. One approach that has success is to creatc 
a number of small micro-porous cavities on the boiling surfaces to increase the vapourlgas entrapment and the 
number of active nucleation sites. These cavities reduce the incipient and nucleate boiling wall superheats and 
increase the pool boiling heat transfer coefficient. While many of the previous studies on the surface structure 
focused on improving the heal transfer coefficient of pool boi ling in micro-sized dimensions. However, with the 
evolution of nanotechnology and nanomaterials, current study foeused on well-detined nanomaterials suitable for 
use in pool boiling. Nanotextured surface effects on two-phase heat lmnsfer and boiling are evcn more in their 
infancy. Recently, there has bcen an increased interest in evaluating the pool-boiling perfOlmance of nano\vire / 
nanotube surfaces. The expected advanrages ofnanoscale modifications include tiner control over porosity and 
surface roughness, thinner coating layers to reduce thermal resistance and thermal stress and ultimately higher 
durability [I]. 

1.2 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EPOXY COATINGS 
Epoxy coatings are the workhorses of the protect ive coatings industry. T hey have excellent chemical and 

corrosion resistance, high mechanical strength, good adhesion to a variety of substrates and a combination of other 
properties that have made them a material of choice for providing cost effective, long term prOtection on industrial , 
marine and offshore structures. The major limitations of epoxy coatings are thei r relatively slow cure· in cold 
climates and poor exterior color and gloss retention. The issue of color stability and chalking is typ ically addressed 
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by LOp coming with uliphatic polYlIrclhanc, acrylic-siloxanc, cpox)' siloxanc or olhcr inhercilily wCHthcmble coaling 
[3 J. Slow cure at low tcmpcrutUl'cs is a continuing problem. 

1.3 Review of CliO NmlOll1aterial 

Among the oxides of transition metals, copper oxide nanoparticies <Ire of special interest because of their 
cfliciellcy <IS mlllofluids in hcat transfer application, secondly it is the basis of several high-'!'Io! superconductors. CliO 
is a semiconducting matcrial with a narrow band gap and used for photoconductive and photo thermal applications. 
Opposite to n-type semiconduct ing metal ox ides, cupric oxide (CuO) is a p-rype sem iconducLOr with a band gap of 
1.2-1.9 cv. Its applications also include catalysis, lithium--copper oxide electrochcmical cell s, solar celis, and gas 
sensors. The nanoparticics, plates, and nanowires of CuO \vere also reported to sense N02, H2S, and CO ,Some 
methods for the preparation of nanocrystallinc CuO have been reported such as the nonchemical method, sol-gel 
[echniquc ,onc-step solid state reaction method at room temperature, electrochemical method, thermal 
decomposition of precursors[ 4]. 

2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 

The test heater was prepared by using a borosilicate glass tube (outer diameter = 19.80 mm, inner diamcter 
= 12.6 mm, and length L = 100 mm). A cylindrical test heater (nichrome) of diameter 12.5mm was inserted into 
glass tubc. The glass tube was cleaned to remove dust and other impurities. Epoxy resin paste of thickness O.3mm 
was coated on the glass surface by general craftsman 1s technique. Immediately after sti cking of epoxy resin, we use 
the fluidized powder coating method to coat the CuD nanoparticles uniformly (coating all over the surface) on the 
glass coated epoxy surface. After coating of nanoparticles powder heat the coated surface for 5 to IOminutes, for 
drying of epoxy resin. For preparing nonunifonnly (exposing some surface without nanoparticles) distributed 
surfaces, apply the CuO nanoparticles powder on the surface randomly or manually spray the powder. 

Procedure: Initially. glass container was filled with pure water, and it was heated to saturation temperature at 
atmospheric pressure using auxiliary heater. The auxiliary heater "\-vas switched OFF t and glass tube heater was 
switched ON as soon as pure water reaches saturation temperature. The electIic power supply to the test heater was 
increased gradually using dimmer. The temperature ofwater and test heater was recorded at each step. At each value 
of heat input, lournalwall heat flux, q was calculated fi'om the measured voltage V, current /, and heater surface area 
A as additional analysis. The experiments were carried out until reproducibility of the boiling curves became 
salisfactory.The procedure was repeated. Glass vessel was emptied and filled wi th purewater and glass tube 
heater was replaced nanopanicle coated test heater. Thermocouple was rcconnected. As the temperature distribution 
on boiling surface was nonuniform and transient, the following time space average temperature was used: additional 
analysis. The experiments were carried out until reproducibility of the boiling curves became satisfactory.The 
procedure was repeated. Glass vessel was emptied and filled with purewater and glass tube heaten-vas replaced 
nanoparticle coated test heater. Thermocouple was reconneeted. As the temperature distribution on boiling surface 
was nonuniform and transient. the following time space average te mperature was used: 
Wall heat Ou."X, q was calculated from the measured voltage V, current I . and heater surface area A as 

v x I 
q=-A-

Boiling behaviour was reco rded on high speed camera for add itional analysis. The experiments were 
carried out until reproducibility of the boiling CUIV'es became satisfactory. The procedure was repeated. Glass vessel 
was emptied and filled with pure water and glass tubc heater was replaced nanoparticle coated test heater. 
Thermocouple was reconnected. 
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Fig-I: Schematic of experimental apparatus. 

(\) Glass container (2) Supporting stand (3) Auxiliary heater (4) Test heater (5) ThernlOmeter (6) 

Thermocouple (7) Clay lid (8) Test heater (9) Heater connecting cable (1.0) Digital temperature indicator (11) 

Control panel (\2) Ammeter (\3) Selector switch (14) Voltmeter (15) Dimmerstat (\6) Electric power switch 

Figure 2: Photo Image sbowing experimentation and thermocouple 

3. Results and Discussion 

The experiments are conducted on glass surface and on unifonnly distributed CuO nanostruclured surfaces, 
nonunifomlly distributed nanostructured surface and on glass coaled epoxy surface. Results are compared by 
plotting the curves. The wall superheat and beat flu." are compared for different test heater surfaces having different 
nanostructured sUifaces, 
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Figure J :-;hows thc hoiling curves~ i.c. the dependence of Jbsipatcd hem flux on wali slIpcrhcm and compares the 
pel'l{lrlnam:c of vuriolls nanostJ1lcturcd sur/ac!.!!> agflinst plain glass sur race in fhe pool boiling tests. Thl! epoxy 
comed glass surincc h":5 the maximum dilTercllcc in wall superheat as comparcd to glass and nonostruclurecl 
surfaces. BI.;.'calise the epoxy have lhc vcry low thermal conductivity as compared to gluss. As sccn in our experiment 
the maximum wull superhent on epoxy surlnee is 99.3 DC. But as compared to the cpoxy c(l~lIed glass surface, the 
plain glass surra(;c has the 10.1 DC less superheat. As Seen from the graph the cUn'C for glass nnd epoxy surfaces the 
wall superheat is going continuously increasing and it is ma.ximum at higher heat nuxes rcspeclively. 

Conventional wisdom proposes that nanostructured surfaces will not improve boiling heat transfer because 
lhe bubble nucleation process is not e.-..:pccted to be enhanced by very small cavities. But CuO nanostructured 
surfaces displaycd all the characteristics of a typical boiling curve where the initial heal transfer process was natural 
convection limited and ONB (onset of nucleate boiling) was observed as the \-vall superhem is reached for bubblt! 
nucleation. At higher wall superheat, these nanostructured surfaces activated discrete bubbles on the heater surfaces, 
PNB (partial nucleate boiling), and transitioned to fully-developed nucleate boiling where the bubbles merge to form 
vapor columns (see Figure 3) At higher heal flux (CHF), the bubbles are large and merge to lorm a continuous vapor 
film between the heater and water. Due to lower thermal conductivity of the vapor compared to liquid water, thE! 
thennal resistance increases sharply due to the presence ofa vapor film )

After deposition of nonmaterials on glass coated epoxy surfaces uniformly and nonuniformly, it's seen thal 
the nucleate boiling curve shifts towards left. It's means that thcre is decrease in wall superheat of nanoslluclured 
surfaces. At first in the region of nucleate boiling the wall superheat is very low for all thl! surfaces but when the 
isolated bubble region is reached the wall superheat is going on dramatically changed. The formation of bubbles on 
the glass and epoxy surface is very less as compared to nanostructured surfaces hence wall superheat is high in these 
surfaces. The thermal layer by nanostructured surfaces is not considered because the nanoparticles layers can be 
assumed to behave layer of packed insulating spheres in which the heat is will mostly be conducted through the 
water in the pores. As compared to the uniformly distributed nallostructured surfaces of CuO the nonuniformly 
distributed surfaces have the larger wall superheat .The larger decrease in wall superheat is observed on CuO 
surface. In our experiment it is 67.9 °C which is less than plain glass surface by 21.3 0c. 
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The h,,:ul tnlnsler t.:odlicicm Hnl.! heal nux ~1rI,,: compared lor plain glass, I.!poxy waled glass and t1i1'terclH 
nanostrucllIn.xl surlm;..:s. 

In the ligun.: 4 the results arc shown on the dma obLained in increasing order of heat nu.'<. The effect of heat 
flux on th..: Iludemc hoi!ing hent ImMlcr cOl!fJicil:nI of nanostructun.:d slirfuecs in water is more evitlent if the 
experimental dtlia ,1I"': cxprcssed as u plot or heat Iransler eOt.:Jlicicnt wrsus hent /lux, as shown in Fig. 4. The hem 
transfer coclTIcient incr..:<tscs as the heat nux is incrl!uscd. For plain glass surlacc the heal transfer coefficient is marc 
than epoxy CU<lt..:t1 Surl:lCC but less than the nanustructurctl sur races. This is bccause the wall superheat is more on 
epoxy surlnce and buhhle formation is vCI)' less as compared to other surlaees. Here the thermal conductivity plays 
major role in incr(;aSing the heat transfer cocJ1icicnL Because as seen Irom graph the CLIO having higher thermal 
conductivity has the more heat transfer coefficient than the other surfaces, 
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Figure 4: Heat flux "s. Heat transfer coefficient 

4. Conclusion 
The pool boiling experiment was carried out over a plain glass and glass coated nanomaterials for various 

heat fluxes. The following conclusions were obtained: 
1. It is concluded that the ma.ximum heat trans fer coefficient enhancement OCCUlTed on CuO coated glass. The 
nonuniformly coated nanomaterial surfaces have the heat transfer coefficient in between the glass and uniformly 
distributed nanomaterial surfaces. So for maximum heat transfer the coating of nonmaterial should be uniform. 

2. As compared 10 Glass and CuO nanostruetured surfaces, the maximum heat transfer coefficient is occurred on 
CuD nanostructured surface hence thennal conductivity of nanomaterial plays an impOltant role in the boiling 
enhancement performance. 

3. As compared to the glass the boiling curve shifts towards left this means that wall superheat is minimum on the 
nanostructured surfaces. Reduction in wall superheat is maximum for high conductivity CuO nanostructured surface 
than the AI203 and glass surface. 
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AnSTRACT 

NflJlostmctuTlItioJl ofsllrfaces is considered as a promising /flick illllltlllY micro-thermo-fluidic applications, as it 
is expected to allow Iloticeable IIeat trallsfer elllltlJlcemeJlt or hy(/raulic resistallce reduction is lllle to momelltlllll 
trall·ifer to tlJe solid walls. /II this paper we lJave ::illldied th e nucleate pool boi/iug lLeat transfer performance of 
IUlIIostructured copper surface fabricated by Fluidized Powder Bed Process over glass tube heater with thin layer 
of epoxy resin. Tile pool-boilillg hellltramfer performallce ofthe lIallostfUclllred copper surface made from tllis 
process is illvestigated witll saturated deionbied water. Tlte experimental r~·,,1t implies that the pool boiling IIeat 
tralJsfer performance is dramatically enlulllced wilh the 1I0llostrllclllrel/ surface struclllre. 
Keywords: Pool boilillg, Nanoparlical, Critical IIeat flux, Heat trll1lsfer coefficielll, T!ziu film coating 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Heat tran sfer systems that operate in the nucleate boiling regime are limited by a critical heat flux (CHF), at 

which a vapour film envelopes the heated surface and severely deteriorates heat transfer. It is crucial that systems 
such as nuclear reactors operate below the critical heat flux to prevent a temperature excursion and subsequent 
failure of the heat transfer surface. Therefore, raising the upper limit of nucleate boiling could allow for higher 
safety margins, higher rates of heat transfer in existing systems, or a reduction in the size of new systems while 
maintaining the same heat transfer capability. The nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient dictates the operational 
temperature of a boiling surface at a given heat flux. Devices such as power electronics are highly sensitive to 
temperature rise. It is therefore desirable to increase the nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient in two-phasc 
cooling systems to optimize the perfonnance and operating lifetime of such devices. An overreaching goal of 
thermal-fluid design has been to find a cost-effective means of en hancing CHF and boiling heat transfer [I]. 

The development of special surface geometries/structures is a critical issue for the perfonnance
enhanceme nt of the pool boiling heat transfer. Numerous studies and experiments on nucleate pool boiling, an 
effective way to remove high heat fl ux from a heated surface, have focused on enhancing the boiling heat transfer 
coefficient by fabricating micro-scaled surface geometries I structures[2). One approach that has success is to create 
a number of small micro-porous cavities on the boiling surfaces to increase the vapour/gas entrapm ent and the 
number of active nucleation sites. These cavi ties reduce the incipient and nucleate boiling wall superheats and 
increase the pool boiling heat transfer coefficienl While many of the previous studies on the surface structure 
focused on improving the heat transfer coefficient of pool boiling in micro-sized dimensions. However, with the 
evolution of nanotechnology and nanomateriais, currcnt study focused on well-defined nanomaterials suitable for 
use in pool boiling. Nanotextured surface effects on two-phase heat transfer and boiling are even more in their 
infancy. Recently, there has been an increased interest in evaluating the pool-boiling performance of nanowire I 
nanotube surfaces. The expected advantages ofnanoscale modifications include fmer control over porosity and 
surface roughness, thinner coating layers to reduce thermal resistance and thermal stress and ultimately higher 
durability [J J. 

I.2 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EPOXY COATING S 
Epoxy coatings are the workhorses of the protective coatings industry. They have excellent chemical and 

corrosion resistance. high mechanical strength, good adhesion to a variety of substrates and a combination of other 
properties that have made them a material of choice for providing cost effective, long telm protection on industrial, 
marine and offshore structures. The major limitations of epoxy coatings are their relative ly slow cure in cold 
climates and poor exterior color and gloss retention. The issue of color stability and chalking is typically addressed 
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by lOP coaling with aliphat ic polyurethane, ac ryli<.: -siloxane, epoxy !i il oXHnc or other inherently wcmherubk: coating 
[3 J. Slow cure at low tcmpcmturcs is u continuing problem. 

1.3 Rcvicw of C liO N:Jnomatcrial 

Among thc oxides of trtmsit ion IllcUlls: copper oxide nanopnrtic lcs me of special inte rest because of their 
efficiency as nanot1uids in heat transfer app lication, secondly it is th ~ basis of several high-Tc superconductors. CuO 
is a semiconducting material with a nan-ow band gap and used for photoconduc ti ve and photo thermal app lications. 
Opposite to n- type semiconducting metal oxides, cupric oxide (CuO) is a p-type semiconductor with a band gap of 
1.2- 1.9 ev, Its applications also include catalysis, lithium-copper oxide electrochemical cells, solar ce ll s, and gas 
sensors. The nanoparticles, plates, and nanowires of CuO were also reported to sense N0 2, H2S, and CO ,Some 
methods for the pre paration of nanocrystall ine CuO have been reponcd such as the nonchem ical method, sol- gel 
teehnique ,one-step solid state reaction method at room temperature, electrochemical method, thennal 
decomposition of precursors[ 4]. 

2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 

The test heater was prepared by using a borosilicate glass tube (outer diameter = 19.80 mm, inner diameter 
= 12.6 mm, and length L = 100 mm). A cylindrical test heater (nichrome) of diameter 12.5mm was inserted into 
glass tube. The glass tube was cleaned to remove dust and other impuri ties, Epoxy resin paste of th ickness 0.3mm 
was coated all the glass surface by general craftsman 's technique. Il11 ll1edintely after st icking of epoxy resin, we use 
the fluidi zed powder coaling method to coat the CuO nanClparti cies un iformly (coating all over the surface) on the 
glass coated epoxy surface. After coating of nanoparticies powder heat the coated surface for 5 to lOminutes, for 
drying of epoxy resin. For preparing non uniform)y (exposing some surface without nanoparticJes) distributed 
surfaces, apply the CuO nanoparticles powder on the sur face randomly or manua lly spray the powder. 

Procedure: Initially, glass container was fill ed with pure water, and it was heated to saturation temperature a t 
atmospheric pressure using aLL'(iliary heater. The auxiliary heater was switched OFF, and glass tube heater was 
switched ON as soon as pure water reaches sa turation temperature, The electric power supply to the test heater was 
increased gradually using dimme r. The temperature of water and test heater was recorded at each step. At each value 
of heat inpu t, Joumalwall heat flux, q 'was calculated from the measured vo ltage V, current I , and heater surface area 
A as additional analysis. The experiments were carried out until reproducibil ity of the boiling curves became 
satisfactory.The procedure was repeated. Glass vessel was emptied and fi lled with purewater and glass tube 
heaterwas replaced nanoparticle coated lest heater. ThennocoupJe was reconnected. As the temperature distribution 
on boiling surface was nonunifonn and transient, the foll owing time space average temperature was used: additiona l 
analysis. The experiments were carried out until reproducibi lity of the boi ling curves became sati sfactory.The 
procedure was repeated. Glass vessel was emptied and filled with purewater and glass tube heaterwas replaced 
nanoparticle coated test heater. Thennocouple was reconnected. As the temperature distribution on boiling surface 
was nonunifonn and transient the following time space average temperature was used: 
Wall heat fl ux, q was calculated from the measured voltage V, current I, and heater surface area A as 

v X I 
q=-A-

Boiling behaviour was recorded on high spced camera for additional analysis. The experiments were 
carried out unt il reproducibili ty of the boi li ng curves became satisfactory. The procedure was repeated. Glass vessel 
was emptied and filled with pure waler and glass tube heater was replaced nanoparticle coated test heater. 
Thermocouple was reconnected. 
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Fig-I: Schematic of experimental apparatus. 

(I) Glass container (2) Supporting stand (3) Auxiliary heater (4) Test heater (5) Thermometer (6) 

Thermocouple (7) Clay lid (8) Test heater (9) Heater connecting cable (10) Digital temperature indicator (11) 

Control panel (12) Ammeter (13) Selector switch (14) Voltmeter (15) Dimmerstat (16) Electric power switch 

Figure 2: Photo Image showing experimentation and thermocouple 

3. Results and Discussion 

The experiments are conducted on glass surface and on uniformly distributed CuO nanostructured surfaces, 

nonunifonnly distributed nanostructured surface and on glass coaled epoxy surface. Resu lts are compared by 

plotting the curves_ The wall superheat and heat flux are compared for different test heater surfaces having different 

nanoslructured surfaces. 
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Figure 3 shows the hoi ling curvcs, i.e. thlt dcpcndcm:c of dissipateJ hem flux on wall superheat and compares the 
perfommncc or various nanostruclureJ suriaces against plain glass surface in the pool boiling Lests. The epoxy 
co~ltcd glass sll rlitcc has the mo'\imulll difference in wuli supcrhcUl as compared to ghlss and nanostruclurecJ 
surfaces. Becausc the epoxy have the very low thermal conductivity us compared [0 glass. As seen in our experiment 
the maximum wall sliperheat on epoxy surface is 99.3 0c. Out as compared 10 the epoxy coated glass surface, thc 
plain glass surface has the 10.1 DC less superheat. As seen from the graph the curve for glass Clnd epoxy surfaces the 
wall superheat is going continuously increasing and it is maximum at higher heat fluxes respectively. 

Conventional wisdom proposes that nanostructurcJ suriaces will not improve boiling heat transfer because 
the bubble nucleation process is not expected to be enhanced by very small cavities. But ClJO nanostructured 
surfaees displayed all the choracteristics ofa typical boiling curve where the initial heal transfer process was natural 
convection limited and ONE (onset of nucleate boiling) was observed as the wall superheat is reached for bubble 
nucleation. At highcr wnll superheat, these nanostructurcd surfaces activated discrete bubbles on the heater surfnces, 
PNB (partial nucleate boiling), and lnlOsitioned to tully-developed nueieate boiling where the bubbles merge to form 
vapor columns (see Figure 3) At higher heat flux (CHF), the bubbles are large and merge to ionn a continuous vapor 
film between the heater and water. Due to lower thermal conductivity of the vapor compareJ to liquid water, the 
thermal resistance increases sharply due 10 the presence of a vapor film 

After deposition of nonmateriais on glass coated epoxy surfaces uniformly and nonunifonnly, i[~s seen that 
the nueleale boiling curve shifts towards left. It's means that there is decrease in wall superheat of nanostlucLUred 
surfaces. At first in the region of nucleate boiling the wall superheat is very low for all lhe surfaces but '.vhen the 
isolated bubble region is reached the wall superheat is going on dramatically ehanged. The fonnation of bubbles on 
the glass and epoxy surface is very less as compared to nanostruclurcd surfaces hence wall superheat is high in these 
surfaces_ The thermal layer by nanostructured surfaces is not considered because the nanopartieles layers can be 
assumed to behave layer of packed insulating spheres in which the heat is will mostly be eonducted through the 
water in the pores. As compared to the uniformly distributed nanostructured surfaces of CuO the nonuniformly 
distributed surfaces have the larger wall superheat ,The larger decrease in waJl superheat is observed on CuO 
surface. In our experiment it is 67,9 °C which is less than plain glass surface by 21.3 0c. 
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The hcal transfer coellieicnt and hCHt !lux arc l:lllllparcd 1(,; .. plain gl,lss, epoxy COaled glass and dif!crenl 
nanostructured surfaces. 

In the figure 4 the result!'; arc sho\\ n on the data ohtained in increasing order of hcat nux. The effect of heat 
Ill.!.\: on the nucleate boiling heal tnmslcr cocllioicnt of nallostrLIGLlIrcd surfaces in wa ter is mOre evident ir tht: 
experimental data are expressed us a plot or heat lranslcr cocll!ciclit vcrsus hcat nux. as shown in fig, 4. The heal 
transJer cocfi1cicnt increases as the heat nux is increased. For plain glass surlace the hell! transfer coefficient is more 
than epox)' coated surface but less than the nanostructured surfaces, This is because the wal! superhcat is more on 
epoxy surface and bubble format ion is very less <IS compared to other surf<1ccs. iiere the thermal conductivity plays 
major role in increasing the heat transfer coenicient. Because as seen li'om graph the CuO having higher thermal 
conductivity has the more heat transfer coellicient than the other surfaces. 
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Figure 4: Heat flux vs. Heat transfer coefficient 

4. Conclusion 
The pool boiling experiment was carried out over a plain glass and glass coaled nanomaterials for various 

heat fluxes. The following conclusions were obtained: 
I. It is concluded that Ihe maximum heal transfer coefficient enhancement occurred on CuD coated glass. The 
nonuniformly coated nanomaterial surfaces have the heat transrer coefficient in between the glass and uni tormly 
distributed nanomaterial surfaces. So for maximum heat transfer the coating or nonmaterial should be uniform . 

2. As compared to G lass and CuD nanostructured surfaces, the maxim um heat transfer coefficient is occurred on 
CuO nanostructured surface hence thermal conductivity of nanomaterial plays an important role in the boiling 
enhancement performance. 

3, As compared to the glass the boiling curve shifts to\vards left this means that wa ll superheat is minimum on the 
nanostructured surfaces. Reduction in wall superheat is maximum for high conductivity CuO nanostrucLUred surface 
than the AI203 and glass swface. 
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ABSTRACT 
GMr Roll (CRT) is ltl'ed to measure and {lUtllyse the filllctio11al p erjorman ce oj geftrs. Composite errors i ll gears 
are amain parameter to evaluate tbe grade oj tlte 1I1lJllltjactured gears. Gear testing is a technique that has been 
Ilsed ill tbe mechanical indllstry to identify the m flJllifacturiJlg dejects in the gears. GRT is a practical,jast ami 
effective scree/ling tool til at call identify wllell the gear manufacturing process lias deviated from an ideal 
cOllditioJl. i14amifacturillg {[efects call be TllII 0 111 errors (filiI occurrence ofhigh pOilllS which results in improper 
meslring oj gears. This requires Ihe existence of tile master gear/or eacll tested gear. In tile presel1l work 0 gear 
roller tester is developed to al1alyse effects of types a/mollujacturing defects in gears ami to study effects ojtftese 
manujacturing defects 011 its fimctiollal performallce ill terms ofTIlIl Ollt, pilch errors, profile errors willi the belp 
of Digital Dial gauge to automate the process. For tbe present work a spllr g ear is selected witlr tire speclficatiolls 
matdljug witb tbe availability oftbe master gear. A test rig bas been designed alUl developed for tlte filllctiollal 
testillg o[ gears. Steps bave been taken to improve tbe conventional process oj gear testing by automatillg tbe 
process (l1U1 to make the GRT tedll1ologically advanced. Various components are desigll ed alld selected 
accordillg to tire requirement o[ the desigll procedure lwd empirical relatiolls aud tbe test rig is mamtfactured 
uccordillgly. Gears witlr different types o[ llejects will be testell 011 tile test rig oml will be compared wilh tests 
jrom conventional method 10 ellsure tlte accllracy (111(1 precisioll o[iI.11I tile present work effort " as been 
made to reduce Ituman induced errors and tire process oj gear testing "as been made less time cOllsumiug. 

Keywords: Gear roller tester, double flank testiJlg, Digital diul g allge, r/tll Ollt e"or, hig" poiut etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Gears are machine elements that transmit rotary motion and power by lhe successive engageme nts of teeth 
on their periphery. Defects are produced in the ideal shape of the gear due to inaccuracies in the 
manufacturi ng process used ,Gear Roller TeSler (GRT) is a practical, fast and effective too) that can 
ident ifY when lhe gear mauufacturing process has deviated from an ideal condition which can result 1n a 
run out elTor that is devialion of centre and occun'ence of high points which results in improper meshi ng of 
gears. Gear Roller Tester can make the process of gear testing less lime consuming, Thc manufacturing of 
such gear with high precision is very difficult and expensive especially when di fferent sizes and types of 
gears are required lo be inspected, T he method is software-based is capable of measuring various errors 
inCluding high point and run out error, which can be measured by the conventional methods but have low 
accuracy and are time consuming. The computerised GRT helps in correction of errors present in the 
conventional model in which the gears are mounted by the workers. The conventional GRT induces human 
errors. In the automated GRT, Digilal dial gauge is used inslead of dial gauge used in the conventional 
method. The conventional GRT is automated with help ofdigital dial gauge. Also a C++ program has been 
formulated to fi nd out the ofTsel and run out en'ors in the sample gears.The purpose of th is article is to show 
how' to deal with errors in measurement when designing for tcchnologically advanced GRT.The present 
model of GRT works on the principle of Double flank testing. (n this paper wc have manufactured lhe gear 
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roller tester to measure various CITors in the slImpll: gears. Another <"!.im is to compare the readings obtained 
in Conventional GR.'!' with the Improved GRT. The sliccessful usc or GRT requi res cardul pl::mning from 
product design, through maslcr gear design and gage t:ontro[ methods in order to achieve the desired result 
in all <.!pplication. 

1.1 Objectives: 

Making process of gear testing using URT less time consuming. 

To make compact model Ihan available model. 

To minimize human induced errors. 


Gear Roll Tester: 
Gear Roll Tester is a simple workshop gear checking facility. designed to measure double nank elTor of Component 
Gear meshing with its Master. The resullS indicate size, hence backlash, run out. tooth damage, and some measure of 
individual tooth quality.The Tester is robust intended for workshop use where it may be placed next to gear 
generating machine or on the production line. 

1.2Construction: 

The imprOVed GRT consists of the fo llowing components: 


• Base 
• Drive top 
• Float [3ottom 

• Floac top 

• Shaft 
• Induction motor with Gearbox 

• Digital Dial Gauge 

1.3 CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES 

FLOATING CARRIAGE MECHANISM: It is essentially a mechanism having a base noat plate mounted on the 
main body. This plate supports two CRW bearings. These CRW bearings further (0 SUppOlt a top float plate. This 
top plate has a bush suitable for adapting the mandre ls for the lest Gear. This plate also has an ac tuator for actuating 
a dial gauge to read the variations in [he gears. The actuator has a stopper mounted on it. The dial holder should be 
rested on tbis stopper and the dial loaded to approximately 1 mm. While changing the center distance for different 
gear pair. the float bottom plate can be shifted by sliding for range of 20mm and moved by removing boilS for 
higher distance. When the gears are finally engaged for testing the lixed saddle should be moved such that the load 
on the dial is approximately 0.3 mm to 0.5 lOrn. 

FIXED SADDLE - Fixed Saddle is provided on the other side of Floating Carriage the main body. Master Gear 
Mandrel is mounted on shaft on this, which is made flat and parallel to Master Gear Mandrel mounting face on 
Floating Carriage Mechanism. Fixed saddle also works as bearing housing for deep groove ball bearings, which 
guide the driving shaft below base plate. 

DRIVING MECHANISM Driving mechanism consists 90 \vat[ 1440 rpm induction motor with gearbox having 
reduction ratio of 100 which is co nnected to the driving shaft with the help of lovejoy t:oupling, The motor is 
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mounted on a scpar.HC plate \vhich is conlll.:<.:tct..l 10 base plalc at boltom sid~, whkh all uws Ill..: placement of base 
plale on table slich that motor assembly i!' guidet..llhrough cutoLU Oil the [able. 

Fig: Computerised Gear Roll Tesler(Assembly) 

2. METHOD OF OPERATION OF GEAR ROLL TESTER: 
The Tester must be set up. This merely involves adjusting vertical level of both gears, and setting center 
t..Ii stance to the required datum using gauge blocks or special setting discs. The operations are very simple. 
Floating Carriage is withdrawn to Disengage position. Component Gear is mounted and engaged with ii's 
Maste r gear. Master gear is loaded on fi xed saddle and is clamped with the help of washer and bolt to the 
driving mandrel. Component gear mounted on floating carriage is free to rotate transferring only radial 
displacement to the carriage assembly. When power is turned on master gear rotates the component gear 
through mesh, floating can'iage is displaced when there is defect at the point of meshing. This deflection is 
displayed on the digital dial gauge as well as it is recorded on the computer using Data Acquisition System. 
Readings obtained from DAQ is fed into program to generate graph. 

The foll owing elements can be deduced from the results: 

[1] SIZE & BACKLASH - If Component Gear is oversize, its close mesh center distance will be greater than 
desired; and will be reflected in dial indicator readings. An ove rsi zed gear will have a reduced backlash. resulting in 
tight running, overheating, excessive noise and possible physical damage. An undersize Component Gear will 
record lower than desired dial readings; will have more than desired backlash, which in tum may cause loss oftooth 
strength excessive noise on reversal and change pressure angle reducing transmission efficiency. 

[2J ECCENTRJCITY - Continuous measure of effecti ve center distance during roll is indicated, as gears rotate. 
Run out is TIR (excluding localized defects registered as sudden flickers or kicks) on dial indicator. Run out will 
cause transmission errors & noise, and may cause harmful backlash either too great or too small. 
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[31 COMPOS1TE ERRORS . Ccnler distnnl.:l.: bCIW\!Cn gears under roll change, as each pail' ofteclh move into & 
oul of contact. The chullgc is registered 011 dial indh.:mor. This is known as 'Tooth-Io-Tooth Composi te Error 
(TrCE). Total Composite Error crCE) is lhe dillerence between minimum & maximnm rcalling on the dial 
inuicato),. 

14] DAMAGE - Sharp flicker on dinl im.licator is gellern lly caused by some localized defeets~ viz. bruising, raised 
burr.; or den! on l00lh profile. 'ZERO BACKLASH - DOUBLE FLANK ' Roll Tesl between Component Gear & its 

Master is the quickest and satisfactory mcthod to determine all the above four parameters, in a single pass. 

3.0UTPUT ON DESIGNED SYSTEM: 

Following graphs are obtained from a program made in Dev e++ using the readings obtained from the present 
model of GRT. 

• 

High Point 

Graph no. 1 : High point 
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Graph no. 2 

OUTPUT ON C ONVENTIONAL SYSTEM: 

While testing on the conventional system only flickers arc noted \\'hich depends on the speed and ski ll of operation 

of worker. 


4.CONCLUSJON: 
• More number of readings can be taken. 
• Readings can be taken at the smallest deflection. 

• Improves accuracy over conventional system. 
• Human erro rs and interference avoided. 
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ABSTRACT 

CB Rings with the help of Vertical iHachining Centres (VMCs) have greatly improved the process ofmanufacturing 
different complicated producls by increasing accuracy, reducing machining times and trans/erring the heavy lifting 
10 the machines and computers. Bill increasing demands by customers are forcing companies to devise new methods 
offurthering this objective. The two VMCs currently aclive in Antech industries are in need of newer methods to 
optimise their usability. The most direct way to do this is to design a fix/ure for every type ofcomponent machined. 
Fixtures are used to securely locate and support the workpiece to enSZlre uniformity and accuracy in all numbers of 
the parI. Another general method would be to optimise the VMC itselffor better holding. This is the first part ofthe 
projecl; 10 design an al/achmenl for Ihe VMC lable 10 allow for Single Minule Exchange ofDies (SMED). 

Parato Analysis is process ofobserving every second ofthe process cycle ji-orn (he beginning /0 the end and plotting 
lhe variolls times for every par' of the process on a chart/table. Such micromanagement of the cycle time yields a 
better idea of the percentage of time occupied by each part of the process. 717is can be used to identify various 
opportunities for time saving after a Pareto analysis of the process. This technique helps to identify the top portion 
ofcallses thaI need to be addressed fo resolve the majority ofproblems. Once the predominant couses are identified, 
then lools like the lshikawa diagram or Fish-bone Analysis can be used to idenlify the root causes ofthe problems. 

Keywords: SMED, PARETO ANALISYS, PULSE MAPPING 

I. Designof Jigs and Fixture 

The design of jigs and fixtures is dependent on numerous factors w'hich are analyzed to achieve an 
optimum outpuL Jigs should be made of rigid light materials to faci litate easy handling, as it has to be 
rotated severa lly to enable holes to be drilled from different angles. It is recommended that four feet should 
be provided for jigs that are not bolted on the machine tool, to enable the jig to wobble jf not well 
positioned on the table and thereby alert the operator. Drill jigs provide procedures for proper location of 
the work-piece with respect to the cutting tool, tightly clamp and rigidly support the work-piece during 
machining, and also guide the tool position and/or fasten the jig on the machine tool. To achieve their 
expected objectives, jigs and fi xtures consist of many elements: Frame or body and base which has 
feat ures for clamping; 

• The accuracy and availability of indexing systems or plates; 
• The c.'Xtent ofautomation, capacity and type of the machine tool where jigs and fixtures will be employed; 
• Bushes and tool guiding frames for jigs; 
• The availability of locating devices in the machine for blank orientation, and suitab le positioning. 
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.JIGS; 

It is a work ho ltJillg lkvicc that holds, supports and IOCB(L:~ the workpicct.:: and guides Ihe euui ng tool tor a specitk 
opc]"mion. Jigs arc usually fitted with Imrdcncu steel hushings Ibr guiding or mher cutting lools_ ajig is a type of tool 
used to control the location and/or Illotjtm or another too l. 1\ jig's primary purpose is to provide repeatability, 
accuracy, and interchangeability in thl! manulrtl:turing 01" products. i\ device that does bOlh runctions (ho lding the 
work and guiding rt tool) is called ajig. An example of a jig is whl.!l1 a key is uuplicatetJ, the original is used as ajig 
so !he new key can have the same path as the old one. 

FIXTURE; 

It is a \-vork holt..ling device that holds) supports and locates the workpiece for a specific operation but does not guide 
the cutting tool. It provides only a reference sllrf.:1cc or a devicc_ What makes a fixture unique is that each one is 
built to fit a particular part or shape. The main purpose of a fixllJrc is to locatc and in some cases hold a workpiece 
during ei ther a machining operation 01' somc other industrial process. A jig diners from a fixture in that a it guides 
the tool 10 its correct position in addit ion to locati ng and supporting the workpicce. in the machine for blank 

orientation, and suitable positi oning. 

2.Selection of component for Manufacturing of Jjgs and fixture 

Pareto analys is is a means used to signify and prioritize the reasons leading to problems specified in quality 
improvement process (Ohio\\' et aL, 2005). The technique developed by Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto has been 
started to be commonly used in management area especially in consequence of the studies of Joseph M. Juran, the 
founder or total quality management. Vilfredo Pareto examined how the revenue of Italy is shared by public and 
stated that about 20% of the population had [he 80% orlhe revenue generated in the country and the remaining 80% 
of the population only had 20% of such revenue. This detection took place in literature as 80-20 Pareto rule 
(Bozkurt, 2003). Accord ing to Pareto rulc, genera lly 80% of the faults in a system stems from 20% of the reasons 
constituting the faults (Cravaner et al..1993). Deming also adopted Pareto analysis foll owing Juran and started to use 
it intensively. As a result of the transfer of Pareto analysis to Japans in the seminars orDeming conducted in Tokyo, 
such technique haS been started to be commonly used by quality improvement groups. Pareto principle is also called 
as "80-20". 
Pareto analysis is a technique which is used to separate significant causes from less significant ones, Such technique 
can also be used in many areas other than economy since it helps to specify priorities thereby stating the problem 

Wilhlhehel~~~~~~~~~D2~~~~~C:::::::~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Fig-I: Pareto chart for C.S Ring 


Part-wise Rejection data 


C.B Ring manufacturing travels through a sequence of manufacturing and machining processes to become end 
product. Quality control at every workstation is important. Controlling measures for preventing the defect parts 
being accepted and sent through next stations need to be avoided to reduce the defect rate in the process ing itself. 

step 1 -Set the objectives for the study 

step 2 -Review the ex isting opeation process and quality system in the piston machine shop 

step 3 -Identification of natu re defects in the piSlOh unit by collecting data and categorization ofdefect 

step 4 -Implementation ofcheck sheet in order to capture number ofdefects occurance 

step 5 -Analysis of data collected in order to identify the maj or Dccuring defects 

step 6 -Identify the fTequently rejected parts by the help of pareto chart 

step 7 -To determine the reason for rejection using cause and effeet diagram 

step 8 -To collect samples using subgroup method and plotting comrol charts 

step 9 -To provide suggestion to solve the problem 

Rejection data was eollected for all the parts processed in the company. 

Using the 80-20 (Pareto) principle, some parts were shortlisted to be considered for analysis. Pareto analysis helps to 
identify and classify the defect according to percentage significant. Cause and effect diagram is a useful tool in 
identifying the maj or causes. This diagram helps to build a relationship. Brainstorming is done with utilising these 
quality tools to provide an effective solution. Thus quality management tools are effective and significant in 
reducing the rework and rejection rate. 
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Generation of Model 


The model is generated using Creo Parametric 3.0. It is mudc or two pans, the base plate and the resting plate, 

designed separately and then assembled together. The Ii:mm: is dcsignctl lor the Groaching process, used to machine 

the CCnll1li sprocketed nore. 


Attachment fOr VMC 


Design of a simple anachmcnl 1'01' VMC table, to reduce changeover times. This is 2n application of SMED 

principle. 


Gase Plate: 


The base plate represents the old fixture, which was in use by the company prior to the proj ect-The recess provided 

in the base plate provides room for the Resting plate, which can be changed according to the component. 


Resting Plate: 


The Resting Plate sits atop the Base Plate, and provides i! ground for the main component. It also houses 15 bolts, 
fitted with bushes, on its circumference. These are used to serve the purpose of cleaning the Broach tool. 

. .. 

. \~ 

Fig-2: Assembly model 

Analysis using FEA 

Finite Element Method (abbreviated as FEM) is a numerical technique to obtain an approximate solution to a class 
of problems governed by elliptic partial differential equations. Such problems are called as boundary value 
problems as they consist of a partial differential equation and the boundary conditions. The finite element method 
converts the el liptic partial di fferential equation into a set of algebraic equations which are easy to solve. 

The software used to implement this technique was ANSYS 16.0. The resting plate, modelled in Creo Paramteric, 
was impOlted to ANSYS and then meshed to obtain a solution. 
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Fig-4: Elemental representation 
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Fig-S: Nodnl displacement 

Fig-6: Nodal displacement vector 

3. CONCLUSlON 

The fi xture was in use for a period of three months, wherein it was monitored carefully to observe the effects of its 
implementation. 

Sr. .!.\ljilh F.~!cJ,d I).icn.'iy by !~rlinc!IiTedper ICosl per lI. :Monlh Ile:edodll\.dl I' CO~ilM;dpEi IColtpe/ 
NO. ! IIlccNr.gOeni pim(I1,) mor.l'l(i.J No.1 by i/,ccli1g Dtnt pil,e[iI.) md!(2s.J 

1,,\pIJ1 12 1716 I. December 1 156 

78 18 
 3122. lIiie 2i 1638 2. JoDlXl~ 
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Fig-7: Before and After implementation of Fixture 
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ABSTRACT 

Til 21"1 celllflry 'here are major Iwo problem energy shortage amI environmental de/eels. Thermoelectric cooler is 

tfle best solution for tllOse Iwo problems. This review is explailling about basic concept of thermoelectric and 

,hermoelectric generator, including the structure optimization which significantly affects the thermoelectric 

generator, the low temperature recovery, the heat resollrce IIml itsapplicntioll area. Theil it reports the recellt 

npplicntion of the thermoelectric cooler including the thermoelectricmodel and its applicatioll areJ,. /I entls willi 

tIle discussion 0/the further research direction. 

Keywords: Cooling system. Peltier effect, Tl,emlOelectric cooler. 


1. INTRODUCTION 

Extensive fossil fuel consumption by human activities has led toserious atmospheric and environmental 

problems. Consequently,giobal warming, greenhouse gas emission. climate change, ozonelayer depletion and acid 

rain terminologies have started to appearfrequently in the literature. To abate the impact of the above disasters,the 

thermoelectric (TE) energy converters is proposed as oneof the possible technologies for this aim, which currently 

gains themost popularity owing to its capability in converting the heat givenoff from vehicles, electrical instruments~ 


etc., into the e1ectricity[l]. 

In 1823, a German scientist Thomas Seeback discovered that, in a closed circui t made up of two dissimilar 


metals an electric current is generated continuously provided that both the junctions of the metals were maintained at 

different temperarures, After some years in 1834, a French watchmaker,Jean Charles Athanase Peltier (1785-1845) 

discovered thermoelectric cooling effect which is also known as Peltier effect. Who discovered that \vhen an electric 

current is passed through junction who is made up of two dissimilar metals, then one side of the junction becomes 

hot while the other t:nd of the junction becomes cold. By changing the polarities of electric currcnt supplied the hot 

side becomes cold while the cold side becomes hot. After four years in 1838, Emil Lenz made clear about the true 

nature ofPehier effect by placing a bismuth·antimony junction to freeze the water by passing of an electric CtllTent 

through the junction.He also observed that the ice could be melt jf the current was rev~rsed. In J950's, Bismuth

Telluride replaced bismuth-antimony and began to be used as the primary material in the thermoelectric cooling. 


Thennoeiectric (TE) property was discovered earlier about two centuries but (Thermoelectric cooler) TEe 

was commercialized in recent years. The applications of TE ranges from small sized devices like refi'igerators and 

electronic devices to big sized devices like Avionic instrumentation illumination control and [hennal imaging 

cameras. Recently there isa tremendous increase in the applications ofTE coolers in water chi llers, medical chillers, 

semiconductor chillers, food and beverage chillers, etc. [1 6]. 


2. WORKING PRINClPLE 

TEC works on the principle of Peltier effect, when a DC is supplied from a 12V battery to TEe module 

then, heat is absorbed at onejunctjon and dissipated at the other junction, Depending on the direction of applied De 

power source and the relative Seeback coefficient of the two materials, the direction of the heat flow is regulated, 

TEe can be used either for heating or for cooling, while the main appl ication is cooling. TEe module is a solid·state 

active heal pump wh ich contains number of p- and n- type semi-conductor which are coupled in series and 
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sandwiched between two therma lly conduc tive and elcc tri cully insulated ceram ic substrate. T he main advantages or 
a T Ee compared to a vapor·com pression refrigerator arc its lack of moving parts or c ircu lati ng rc ll' igcrants, Il ex ible 
shape, invul ncmbili;y to potential leaks and its smailcr sizl!. The "hot" side is uttachcd to a W'titer cooled heat sink so 
that it remains at ambient temperature. while the <'cold'" s ide goes below room tempcl'murc. Muhi ple coolers can be 
cascaded together for lower temperatu re for some applications. 

There are various thermoelectric materia ls which include Lead Telluride (Pb-Te), Silicon Germanium (Si
Ge), Bismuth-Anlimony (8i-Sb) and Bismuth Telluride (Oi-Te) alloys that may be used according 10 the situations. 
Conven tiona l R&AC system uses refrigeran t to carry th t: hea l trom refrigerated space while TEe uses electrons 
rather tll<1Jl re frigerant as a carrier of heat. T Ee is the emerging green R&AC techno logy which can be used to 
coup le with Solar PV ce ll generated DC power, which makes them complete environmenta l fr iendly [1 6] . 

Heat Absorption Side ~ . . . . 
Ceramic Substrate 

, 

"~~'EI.C1cri,,,,llnterconnect 

TE Et.ml.nt.-~ ~Carriel'S Moving Heat 

Heat Dissipation Side 

_.... DC Power Source-:===~~l + 1 1 111-=---=~=1. 

Fig·l : Working principle of TEe module [1 6J. 

Seebeck effect V·ias found in 182 1 which disclosed that t\\'o j oint dissimilar metals have the different 
temperatures (DT) at the joints, and the con esponding CUlTent and electromotive force existing in the joint circuit 
are called the thenno-current and thermo~el ectTomotive force. Increasing the voltage di ffe rence (~V) enlarges the 
temperature di fference between two joints (~T), The proportional constant related to the intri nsic property of the 
materi al is known as the Seebeck coefficient. T his coefficient is relat ive ly Jow for material s like metals at 
ap proximate ly OJl V/K, while it wou ld be much larger at around ±200 JlV/K for thesemiconductor[l]. 

a ~ 6 V/ 6T ... . ... . .. ... ...... .......... . .... .. . .... . . .. ... . ..... ............. .. .. . .. . ... . .... . ........... . .. .... .. ..... ..... .. . ... ( I ) 


Peltier effect, which was discovered in 1834, is the phenomena that when there is the current in the c ircuit , 
the j oint of di fferent conductors absorbs or rejects the heat depending on the direc tion of the current. T his 
phenomenon is largely due to the difference of the Fermi energies between two materi als. The capacity of the heat 
absorption or rejection is largely related to the property of the twod issimilur conductors and the temperature of the 
joint. When defining the heat absorbed in per area of the joint per second, a dimension less parameter, ZT, is usua lly 
used to determine the Peltier performance ofa thermoelectric materi a1. 

Peltier effect, which was discovered in 1834, is the phenomenathat when there is the current in the circuit, 
the joint of differentconductors absorbs or rejects the heat depending on the directionof the cun-ent. This 
phenomenon is largely due to the diffe rence ofthe Felmi energies bet\veen two materials. The capacity of the 
heatabsorption or rejection is large ly related to the property oCthe twodissimilar conductors and the temperature of 
lhe joint 
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3. MATERIAL RESEARCHES OF THERMOELECTRIC 

The TE materials can bt.: clnssilied imo 3 cmu!ogut.::>: st.:ll1iconducLors,ccrmn ics and polymers. R~eenL!y. 


cCl1ain polymers, i.c. ethylcncdioxylhiophclle,Cal'holl fiber polymer-mutri;..; strucwra!compositcs, have also been 

shown to exhibit interest ing thcrmocJ cl.:lric material propertiesili. 


3.1. Semiconductor 

Semiconductor materials are proll1lsrng lor Iht: construction olihermocouples because they have large 

Seebeck coefficients inexcess of IOO ~y/oC, and one proper way to reduce j withoutaffecting a and s ill bulk 

materials. thereby increasing ZT, is touse semkonduclOl's lo r its high atomic weight, such as Bi 2Te)and its alloys 

with Sb, SIl , and Pb. A high atomic weight reduccsthe speed of sound in the material and thereby decreases the 

thermalcontluctivity. A solid state 01' semiconductor electronics COmp(lOent,for example, can perfoml well and 

rel iably tor manyyears whcn it is operating at or near the ambient temperature. The best-ZT materials are found to be 

heavily doped, small bnndgapsemiconductors. The imermetallic compounds such as Mg2X(X = Si~ Ge, SII) (the 

figure of merit, Z1, for Mg2Si is 0.86 at 862 K. And their solid solutions are semiconductors having theantilluorite 

structure and have been proposed to be gootl c.1ndidatesfor high-performance thermoelectric materials, because 

oftheir superior features such as its large Seebeck coefficient, lowelectrical resistivity, and low therma l 

conductivity.The highest ZT for Bi2Te) and its dopant has been reported to be2.4 i.n p type Bi2TeySb2Te) super 

lattices at 300 K by growing phononblocking electron transmitting hetero-structures by the lowtemperature metal 

organie chemical vapour deposition (MOCYD) technique. Pei el al. have found that the transport propertiesofPbTe 

alloyed with MnTe result in a ZT a'l high as 1.6 at 700 Kwhich can be explained by alloy scattering and multiple 

bandmodel, as shown in Fig. 3.As mentioned before. 100vering the thermal conductivity canenhance the ZT. Pel et al. 

have tounded that Ca-doped BiCuSeOcan intrinsically low thermal conductivity thus boost the ZT- 0.9at 923 K for 

Bio.92sCao.o1sCuSeO. Rbyee et a1. have discoveredthat the binary crystalline n-type material , In4Se3_r have the 

ZTva lue of 1.48 at 705 K. which is the result of the high Seebeck coefficienrand the low thermal conductivity in the 

plane of the chargedensity wave. 


J. de Booret. AJ.[5] have investigate that material magnesium alloy have different characteristics than can 

help in thermoelectric module. In this section we Volant [Q give an overview over the elements that have been 

successfull y employed to p-dope Mg2X. The optimizationof the carrier concentration is a fundamental 

prerequisite[or good thermoelectric properties and one of the funuamentaloptimization parameters for any 

thermoelectric material. For P-lypeMg2X the issue is of particular importance: first , the e;.: perimentalrealization of 

samples with sufficient number of chargecarriers has been proven to be difficult, often leading to sampleswith too 

low p and hence un-optimized thermoelectric properties, Secondly, the choice of the dopant might influence 

them aterial properties more than for the n~t)'pe material. For the n-typematerial the most popular dopants Sb and Bi 

seem to obey the rigid band picture, i.e., addition of dopants shifts the chemicalpotential of the electrons and 

enhances the number of chargecalTiers but the band structure itself remains unaffected. Disregard ingsmall 

differences in canier mobility and lanice thermalconductivity the choice of the dopant does not significantly 

influencethe thermoelectric properties. This has been confirmedexperimentally fo r Sb and Bi for n-type M~X where 

zT> 1:2 hasbeen found for bOlh dopants. For the p-type it has been argued repeatedlythat the rigid band model is not 

applicable for all dopants. In thiscase the choice of dopant is naturally of utmost importance for theoptimization of 

the thermoelectric material. 


3.2. Ceramics 

TE materials in practical applications are always based on alloy materials, such as SiGe and Bi2T~. In 

comparison with TE alloys, metal oxides have advantages in better chemical stability, oxidation resistance, less 

toxic and low cost, 50 their use enables the fabrication of more durable devices. Ceramic is an important 

thermoelectri c material for thermoelectric energy converSion to retrieve high-temperantre waste heat from 

incineratorS or combustion engines. However, oxides had nOt been considered to be candidates as TE materials due 

to their low canier mobility, until the high performance TE oxide of NaxC020 4appeared [I]" No,-v cobalt-based 

oxides, such as Ca3C0409, NaC020 4, have been fabricated as p-type legs in TE modulus. As a counterpart, n-type 

SrTiOJ,ZnO and CaMnOJ ceramics have also been studied" Among them, CaMnO:; can be synthesized in ambient 

atmospheric conditionand shows excellent TE properties, which make Ihe CaM n03 a prospectivecandidate as n-type 

oxide TE material. Comparedwith their p~type counterparts, most n-type oxide TE materialsare inferior due to their _ 

high thermal conductivities. Up tonow, several n-type oxide materials such as SrTi03, CaMn03 andZnO hafe"" be\. t 
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l'l!poI1ed having good tIH::rmocJc{~ tJ'ic.: properties. Cm.lmium o;..:idc (CdO) is an n-type semkonductor that is\videly 
usec..l as a transpmcnl conductive material f J31. Nonst()ichiomctricCdO usually exhibit::; vcr)' good \!!ectril.:al 
conc..luclivilY dllcto the native def~cts of oxygen vHcandcs and Cd interstitials. and its resistivit), can be further 
decreased by appropriate doping withhigh-vaJcncc clements, such as rare-earth elements, The conductiontype 0 r 
Sn02 is IHype. Moreover, it is known that the dopingof Sb20 s in SnOa can incr~ase the electrical conductivity. 
Thecanier mobility of $n02 is known to be as large as oxide material. Wang et al have studied the high· tempcraturc 
thermocJcctricpropenies of Cdl -..>: PrxOceramk:s. Tht: results show thanhe dimensionless figure-or-merit ZT of the 
0.1 % Pr-dope" C"Osample reaches 0.38 at about 1000 K. Zhu et al have studiedthe TE properties of CaMnO] 
ceramics doped by Lanthanides andother rare-earth clements the resu lts show that the optimizeddopanlS were found 
and the highest ZT of 0.20 can be achievedwith the substitution of either Dy or Vb. A suitable dual-dopingresults in 
a remarkable increase of tigure of merit. The higheslZT = 0.21 at 973 K is obtained for Cao,9J)Yo,oaBio,02Mn03[1]. 

3.3. Polymers 

The widely investigated, developed and used inorganic thermoelectricITImerials involve issues such as 
to:.;icily, a shortage of naturalresources, and complicated manufacturing processes withhigh cost. Thus it is of great 
importance to develop or find newtypes of materials to further improve their properties. The conductive polymer )
composites family containing insulating polymermatrices and conducting fillers have been studied for itsadvantages 
of mechanical flexibility, low-cost synthesis, solutionprocessability, inexpensive, light\\'eight, and more 
environmentallyfriendly alternatives to common thennoelectric devices. Wang et al have investigated the 
thermoelectric behaviour ofsegregated conductive polymer composites with hybrid fillers ofcarbon nanotube and 
bismuth te.lluride 

Table J 

The value ofZT of the Bi-Te based material [1)[9[. 


Authors Published Material ZT Temperature (K) 
year 

long Gil Park 2016 P-Bio.sSbuTe) 0.86 325 
N-BizTe) 0.52 473 

Wei Zhu 2015 P-Bio.sSbu Tei 2.2 915 
N-BizTe2.7Seo.3 

Ming Tan [24] 2014 BhSeo.5Te:u 1.28 Roomtemperature 
Y.H. Yeo [25] 2014 (Bi,Sb),Te, 1.41 Room temperature 
MingMa [26] 2014 Bi,Te2.7Seo] 1.27 Room tern perature 
Z. Chen [27) 2014 Bio4Sbl.6Te) 1.26 Room temperature 
Xi 'an Fan [28] 2014 p-type (Bi,Sb),Te, 

Thermoelectric material 1.17 323 
Ming Tan [29] 2014 Bi, (Te,Se)] 1.01 Room temperature 
ZhijunXu [30] 2012 P-Iype 

(Bio.26Sbo.74h Te, 
+ 3%Te ingots 1.12 Room temperature 

1. Seo et aI. [38] 1997 Bi2Te3 1.62 693 
Jun-HoSeo el al. [39] 1996 Bi2T~,85 SCo,15 1.86 93 
Venkatasubramanian et al. [5]2001 p Iype Bi,Te,lSb,Te, 2.4 300 

4. TE APPLICATION 

The thermoelectric effect can convert heat to electricity, etc. vice versa. Thus the TE applications are mainly 
based on thoset",,'o aspects by either converting heat to electricity (TEG) [13] or convertingelectricity to heat (TEC). 

c 
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4.1. TEG 

TEG l:C1n direct ly l:om'CI'!\t: thl! heat 10 the- chxtricity with solidst;:}[c which lllukl:s it adaptable in many an;:as 
from Ihe space nud.:amuxiliary power (SNAP) program applied lor spaee and Ihe mililarYlIse 10 the building and the 
au tomobile daily comllloiliy usC'd $Iufls.!\nd the hem sources tor TEG <.Irc also var iolls from solar, biomassand the 
earth. It should be point out Ihal the temperature nmgcslor TEU recently are relative lo\\', Tht:: higher the 
lemper<Hurc is,the less compet itive thl: TEG is. It is true thut the conversion efJicicneyor the TEG is mther small 
bccnuse of the material propellies.llowc\'cr, the eJ'lkicncy can be improvcd by cn hancing the intrinsic of the TE 
Inateria l which has bcen discussed carly and optilnizingtllt:: sln/Clure orthe TEG. 

Niu ct al have investigated the TEG with the parallel-plate heal exchanger.The results show that the hot 
fluid inlet tcmpcrmure and Howrate significantly all affect the mmdmum power output and conversion efficiency. 
Karabetoglu et al have investigated thecharacteriza tion orn commerciall y availab le and the cheapest versionsBi2Te3 
ba~ed TEG at low tempeidturcs in the tcmpcraturerange of 100-375 K.ln the experiment, two parameter Seebeek 
eoefficient and eJectricC1lconduclivi ty ot'a Bi2Tc; based TEG are examined, Fig.6 isdimensionless maximum power 
output vs . mean temperature for~T = 200 K. The result shows that 250 K seems a critical meanoperating 
temperature for the considered BbTc) module.The results also give correlations for temperature depcndencyof 
material quantities in the temperature region of 100-375 K. Lesage et al have studied a forty Bismuth Tell uride 
basedmodule TE liquid-to-liquid generator which is optimized for tbepeak power output via changing the electrica l 
load resistance 

~s 
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Mearl temperature, i(K) 
Fig.2. Dimensionless maximum power output vs. mean temperatnre for 

tI.T = 200 K II j. 

Abu Raihan Mohammad Siddiqueet. al have discuss about wearable power generators are one of the more 
recent technological advancements in the field of portable electronics. Wearable TEGsuse the temperature 
difference between any living body and slllToundingenvironmenl to harvest energy and convert it to useful electrical 
output. The core temperature of a human body varies from 28 OCto 37 °C with a change in the room temperature 
1rom 0 °C to 35 0c. Moreover, the heat flow varics from 50 to 150 Wm-2 duringregular activities of the body. 
Wearable TEGs can theoreticallygeneralc a maximum of 180 ).1W cm-2 power from skin (considered skin temperature 
and heat flow are 34 °C and 20mW cm-2, respectively) at 22 °C ambient temperature, Table 2 presents the power 
generation capabilities ofdifferent parts of the human body. 
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Table 2 

Possible cllpahilitics of hancstillg power from human body parts 1121. 


l30tly part Power generation (mW) 

Forehead 
Chest 
Arm 
Forearm 
Abdomen 
Thigh 
Foot 

2.3-27.6 
3.1-36.6 
1.7-20.2 
1.3-16.1 
3.1-36.6 
2.4-28.8 
2. 1-2:5,2 

One growing area of application for TEGS is for powering biomedicaldevices using body heat. Mitcheson 
et al reported that 8 TEGW8S more suitable than 8 mot ion energy harvester for bio·sensors s incethe power density of 
a TEO harvester was 20JlW em'}, whjlelO~tW cm,J fo r the motion energy harvester used duriog walking 
andrunningJ. Yang et 81 investigated the use ofTEGs to powerimplantable medical device (IMO), Different thermal 
conditions of apatient (e.g, environmental and physical) were investigated and theresults indicated that close to the 
skin surface was the best part of thehuman body to harvest pov.:er [14]. In another application study. Ekuakilleet 
alconcluded that a TEG could be used to provide sufficientenergy for a hearing aid device. An additional 
powcrmanagcment circuit and battery were used as a backup power source.ln the interest of improving the 
efficiency of a TEG at lower body temperatures, Udalagama et aluscd resonance and vol tage set uptechniques to 
increase the power harves ting capability of the system. ADC-DC boost converter was used as 8 setup lransfonner in 
the powermanagement circuit (also used by Lossec et al. in their powermanagement circuit). A new parameter ZE, 
which depends on thephysical properties of materials, \v'3S used to optimize the power outputofthe TEO during poo r 
thermal coupling [14]. An additional heat sinbvas allached to the TEG to increase the productivity of the TEG 
asshown in Fig, 3(b).DifTerent thermoelectric materials (e.g, bismuth telluride), havebeen inves tigated by Funahashi 
et al who used Nio,9MoO,1 for then·type and Lao.o)sSro.96jTiOJ for the p-type for fabricating theirprototype generator, 
An YOO~09702 ins ulator was placed betweenthe n-type and the p-type elements, Multilayer co· fired 
ceramiclechnology was used for fabricating the generator. At a 10 °C temperaturedifference, the prototype (see Fig. 
3(a)) produced 100 JlW which issuflicicnt for powering a radio transmitter [12], 

(a) (b) 

Fig.3. A hearing aid powered by a TEG. (b) Fin was attached to the cold surfaee of tbe module (two TEG 

modules were couneeted in series) to h;trvest energy from hand (121. 
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4.2 TEe 

TEe, compared to the traditiull<ll refrigcnltiOll or hC<lt supplying devicc:;, has I1WIlY advan tages slich as 
solid-slatc, no vij)rmioll, simplicity and environmcntally li'iI;ndly_ TEe models (lnd its application areas (Ire 
discussed. It i:; ensy to di scover that the main dism.!vuntagc or the TEe is it:) low enit..:icncy. which causes i[s 
limitation in cornmcrciui application. Thus, the optimization of the TEG models hilS been done to maximum the 
COP. 

Raghicd Mohammed Atta has invcstigati.!d about newsystcmSolilHlrivcn Thermoelect ric 
Dehumidilicrs:;\nadditional key concern wflter scarcity is the watcrconsumptioll during energy generation. Solar 
energy hast he distinct ndvantage of low water consumption duringits usc-phase, making it ideal for installation 
inlocations that have CI highly variable or scarce Ih,!shwatersupply. However, close attention was not paid to 
solan'cfrigeration until the energy crisis in I 970s .. Rescarch in a Peltier's cooling effect inregrmed withPholO"oltaic 
CPV) also developed around that lime,primarily for the cold chain project of the World l-IeallhOrganization and the 
international Health Organizationsspceifical!y for rural areas. Solar cells were lI sed topower small TE operated 
fridges [15]. Experimentalinvestigation and relevClnl mmlysis on a solar cell dri ven,thcrmoelectric refrigerator has 
been conducted. The main components of the solar PV/hatterythennoelectric dehumidifying system are the PV 
cell(including the PV array. the storage battery and thecontroller), the thermoelectric refrigeration system andthe 
cooled object (e.g., a cooling box). The PV array isinsta lled outdoors and the storage battery stores theexcess 
electricity produced during sunshine periods. Thisstored encrgy is used for running the system during the 

The technique used in the assembly ofa TE system is as important as the selection of the properdevice.lt is 
imperative to keep in mind the purpose of theassembly, namely to move heat. All of the mechanicalinterfaces 
between the objects to be cooled and ambicntare also thermal interfaces.Similarly all thcnnal interfaces tend to 
inhibit lhe flowof heat or add thermal resistance. Again, whenconsidcring assembly techniques cvery reasonable 
effortshould be made to minimize thennal resistance.Mcchanical tolerances for heat exchanger surfaces shouldnot 
exceed 0.001 in/in with a maximum 0[0.003" Totallndicated Reading. Tfit is necessary to use more than onemodule 
between common plates, then the height variationbetween modules should not exeeed 0.001" (requesttolcrance 
lapped modules when ordering). Most TEassemblies utilize one or more "thermal grease" interfaces.The grease 
thickness should be held to 0_001 ± O.OaOS".When these types of tolerances are to be held, a certainlevel of 
cleanliness must be maintained. Dil1, grit andgrime should be minimized; this is very important when"grease" joints 
are utilized due to their affinity for these types of contaminants [15] , 

5. CONCLUSION 

The thennoelectric technology can be used in globally for energy conservation without any pollution. Theresearch 
reviewed on thermoelectric module of existing work shows potential~theory, material, model , cnergy resources, 
construction and applieationsfor electricity generation and cooling. Some appropriateresearch directions were 
further proposed by authors [I] 

URlTCC IJune 2017, Available@ hTlD:llwww.iirilcc,org (Special Issue) 

• TE potential in current electricity generation and cooling.The TE technology can be applied in many areas, 
althoughrecently it is sti ll utili zed in niche fields such as out-spacemission and distant area. With the 
increase of the figure ofmerit and advancement in the devices, it can be applied inthe domestic building as 
air conditioner and the pO\.ver gencrator.It can also be applied to the areas where the temperatureof the 
waste heat is relativcly low. In those areas thetraditional generator is low eflicient and cost relatively 
high. Another potential field is self-cooling system, especially fairly small device where TEC compared to 
the traditionalcooler has many unique advantages. 
For the structure of the TEG and TEC, with the optimizationof the TEG devices for wood stove, the output 
power graduaJlygrows from lW per module in 2003 to 9W per module in 2014. Thus (hc priority for 
efficiency ofTE devices is tooptimize the influencc of heat exchange. 

• For TEG: the temperature plays. a significant role for TEGapplication. The low temperaturereeovery 
especially converting the waste heat to the e1ectricityis feasible. The efficiency of the low temperature 
devicesis among 1% and 2%. For TEC, the COP is a significant parameterto evaluate the performance of 
the cooler. The COP isgenerally among 1 and 2 when the temperature is between313 K and 293 K. And 
theoretical COP for ZT = 2.4 at the same temperature is 3.97. There is sti ll improvement forthe device to 
gain better perfonnance [I]. 

• In recent work from 2015 to 2017 that explaining new thing than can introduce to increase its application 
and improve its performance. -\ s,.> 1523 ./ 
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ABSTRACT 

COllllectil1g rod is key piece ofengine. II Ollgltt to be precisely machined witlt the obliged resiliell ce. Addiliollally 

lite varielies ofmeasuremellls ;" workpiece 10 workpiece ought 10 be low so il will be simpler 10 amass ill ellgine. 

AI the some time, it has been observed 1/101 in t/le majority ofIhe cases Ihe process duratioll lleededfor borillg I/l e 

connecting rod was an excess aUlI fllrt/l ermore wilh the lower resilience precision ill exhallsting operlltion 

becallse of tradiliollal ilistallaliott. In machining FIXtllresJ workpiece deformation due to cuttillg alld clamping 

forces has to be minimized to lIIaiulaill maclJilling accuracy. As hydraulic techl1iques save timeJ generate 

accuracy ami are more flexible, receul Iremls ill int!ustry are Ililopting these teclwiqlles. The lature flesigned is 

Izydralllic operaled allll IIset!for pin bole bush boring operation ofcOllllecting rod. Crauk bole ofcOllnecting rod 

had to be Ilniformly clampef/ f or boring pin boles of NTBC, V28 lind N14 engines. VJlICflllizeti segmellted 

clampillg buslting having rubber and steel seclions is used to obtain uniform clamping, whicb resulted into 

minimized beml, twist and accurate centre distance of cOllnectillg rotl. The Statistical process study helped in 

investigating tlte protlllct quality andprotlllctmaiutaillet! wititi" specified tolerance limits. 


Keywords: Hydralllicjixfllre, Blls" boring, uuiform clampillg, ",bber locator, CONnecting rod 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In case of fi xture, clamping> holding between fixture and workpiece is important. The most important 

criteria 's for fixturing are position accuracy, workpiece stabili ty and workpiece deformation. A good fixture 

minimizes workpiece geometric elTor. Force analys is is concerned with checking w'hether the forces applied for 

clamping are sufficient to maintain static equilibrium. Fixtures must correctly locale the workpiece in a given 

orientation with respect to the cutting tool or measuring device. The designed fixture is only concerned for pin hole 

bush boring of connecting rods used in NTBC, V28 and N l4 engines only. Locator of old fixture was of mild steel 

and il was not uniformly clamping the crank bore. The old locator consisted of two parts, the first is inner ring and 

second is outer ring. The two rings included a passage in between them, through which the pressurized oil is 

supplied by hydraulic circuit. The inner ring is stat ionary whereas the outer ring is moving. When pressurized oil is 

suppl ied through the circuit, the outer ring ...vill expand on account of hoop stresses which results in clamping. This 

kind of clamping is non uniform as there is no provision for 360 degree clamping. In new fixture, locator used has 

rubber and steel, where rubber helps in fl exibility and steel has strengthening ab ility, hence it helps in unifonn 

clamping. 
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1.1 Related Work 

Fixtures are typically grouped by the sort of machine on which lhey arc utilized. Apparullls~s can likewise 
bc ru.:ognized by a sub dwntcterizmioll. If a lixlur~ is intended to be utili zed 011 II milling machine, it is known as a 

milling fixture. On the olTdmncc that the undertaking it is planned to perform straddle processing, it wi ll be called 

a stradd le-nlillillg fixlun:, 

While designing this work, a good number of Iitt:rature and titles written on I h~ subject by renowned 

authors are referred. 1\11 findings and conclusions obta ined from the literature review and the interaction with fixture 
designers are uscd as gu ide to design the present research work. The design of machin ing fixture relies on designer 

experience and implicit knowledge to achieve a good design. In order to facili tate its application, the explic it 
definition of the fixture design process and the knowledge involved is a prior and a fundamental task to undertake. 

Add itionally, a fundam ental and well-known engineering principle should be considered: the functiona l 

requirements and their associated constraints should be the tirst input to any design proC\!ss. A relevant issue when 

considering req uirements, taking this as a general concept, is to make explicit the meaning of two main tenns: 

Functional Requirement (FR) and Constraint (C). Functional Requi rement (FR), as it stated by different authors, 
' represents what the product has to or must do independently of any possible solution', Constraim (C) can be 

defined as 'a rcstriction that in general affects some kind of requirement , and it limits the range of possible solutions 

whilc satiSfYing the requirements ' [2]. Various areas related to design of fixture like maehining fix1ure knowledge, 
optimizing workpiece setups, modeling of forces, improving workpiece location and high effic iency tools (3-7] are 

already been very well described by various renowned au thors. 

The following is a partial list ofproduclion operations which use fixtures . 

• Assel nbling · Borin~· Broaching · Dlilling 
• Fonning· Gauging· Grinding 

r- o-lD- r------------
&>. FJ.lT "'" 
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Figure I.Plate Fixture [I] Figure 2.Angle plate Fixture [I] 

Plate fixtures are the simplest form of fixture as sbown in Figurel. The basic fixture is made from a flat 

plate that has a variety of clamp sand locators to hold and locate the part. The angle-plate fixture is a variation of the 

plate fixrure as shown in Figure 2. W ilh this tool, the part is normally machine data right angle to its locator. While 

most angle-plate fixtures are made at 90 degrees, there are times when other angles are needed. [2] 

Centering, locating. orientating, clamping, and support ing, can be considered as the functional 

requirements of fix tures. In terms of constraints, there are many faclors to be considered , mainly dealing with: shape 

and dimens ions of the part to be machined, tolerances, sequence of operations, machining strateg~, cutting forces, 
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numb!..!!' of' seHlps, sct-up lilll(!S, vulul1lt! of llWh:rial 10 be remuved, hmch Size, production rate, machine 
morphology, machine capadlY. cost, ciC. At the end, the ~()Iution can be dWi.lctcrizcd by its: simplicity, rigidity, 
accuracy, rciiability, and economy. Also, (i) Acellr<lh: l(lcalion orlhe workpicL:c. (ij) Total restraint of the workpiec..: 

during machining, (iii) Limited deformation or the workpiece, (iv) No IlHlcilining interference. In addition, as set 
forth by R. T. Meyer and F. W. Liol! {61. dynamic machining conditions occur whl!l1 a parL is subjecl to machining 
lorces. 

An important characteristic of a workpiece-fixture syst~m is Ihnt locutors are passive elements and can 
only react to clamping forces and cxtcrnul loads, whereas clamps arc acti\11! clements and apply a predetermined 
nOlmalload to the surface of workpiece to prevent it from losing ~Olllact with the locators. 

The methodology proposcd for design of a fixturc includes the n:nlization of two stages. The first stage 
represents the knowledge of the objects likc that move through the work part or along its surface. A viable fixture 
designed lor a workpart experiencing dynamic machining mllst ensurc: the workpart is restrained for all lime, the 
clamping forces are not too large or small, deterministic positioning, accessibility, slability of the workpart in the 
fixture while under no external lorees, and n positive clamping sequence. 

) 3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The major problem in the existing fixture is non uniform clamping by the locator which results into 
irregular twist, bend as well as inaccurate centre distance of the connecting rod. As stresses are developed and 
defonnation takes place, connecting rods fall in long run. The final product lacks precision. The resulting final 
product after the machining does not meet the requirements of thc client and hence the rejection rate is high. The 
new design the aims to overcome these problems. 

Figure 3.Existing old fixture [7] Figure 4, Close view of Locator [7] 

4. CALCULATIONS FOR CLAMPING FORCE 

Cutting speed) feed per revolution. power at the spindle, metal removal rate, mean torque,-resultant c utting force and clamping force required by the locator are determined as follows: \ S,.:-,
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I) To lh: tcnn illl! Cutti ng :->pccJ (n): 

( I ) 

v~.= 180 nt/m in 

2) Feed per revoilition(f,) 

(2) 

! .=0.08 mm/r 


3) Power at the spindle (P,) 


(3 ) 

= 0.94 kW 

4) Metal Removal Rate 

Q= (Db"!." 180)/4 (4) 

= 19.62 mml/min 

5) Mean Torque 

Tm=Ps x30000rrxn (5) 

= 5.45 Nm 

Tangential cutting force 

F,= 1000 " d " fx k, (6) 

F,= 44226.8235 N 

F= f x N ...machi ne feed rate (7) 

= 4404.54 N 

Kp= Power faclO r (constant) = 0.85 hplinchJ Imin 

Ma..ximum Clamping force = 150kN 

FOS= 2.9 (assumed) 

F,= F, " 0.25 (radial)= 11 056.705 N (8) 

F,= F, " 0.5 (axial) = 221 13.41 N (9) 

Resultant Force R= 50668.19 N 

6) Factor of Safety,. 

R" FOS = 146.9372 kN 
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Thcrel(m~, Lncc.1tor with 150 kN Clamping Jorce rang!.: is sdcctcd. 

Figure 5. Unit Design with CAD model171 Figure 6. Actual Fixture [7} 

5. VALIDATION OF THE DESIGN PROCESS CAPABILITY ANALYSIS BASED ON 
MACHINE TRIAL 

The case study shows the imporlance of statistical process control for monitoring and ensuring the product 
produce disable to sati sry customers' needs and requi rements. Figure 5 shows CAD model for modified fixture with 

rubber locator and Figure 6 shows Ihe actual fixture. The focus o f the study was to investigate the process capabil ity 
of the ongoing process as to decide upon the suitability of the machine to hold particular to lerance. In this study, in 

order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method and to make a clear decision about the capability of 
the machining process, the sampl e size was determined and a sufficient number of sample parts were inspected. A 

single sampling plan was implemented by using the lot-acceptance sampling plan, Samples were chosen randomly 
during the machining process. Table No.1 shows the readings for bend, twist of connecting rod using old and new 

fixture, Baker's Ai r Electronic Gauging system shown in Figure 7 is used to note the readings, 

- -~ ._ ..;::".. 
UA~'I ' 

Figure 7. Baker's Air Electronic Gauging System to measure Bend and Twist of connecting rod 
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Ne w Fixture Old Fixture 

PARTS.No BEND(inches) TWIST(inches) BEND(inches) TWIST(inches) 

1 0.00016 0.00032 0.00017 0.00048 

2 0.00000 0.00065 0.00019 0.00066 
3 0.00007 0.00040 0.00013 0.00042 

4 0. 00020 0.00006 0.00026 0.00008 

5 0.00040 0.00002 0.0005 0.00008

J6 0.00060 0.00054 0 .0009 0.0003 
7 0.00000 0.00035 0.0001 0 .00037 

8'----1_-'0'-'",00 6__~--=0:.;,;:00082 0.00079 0.00095. 0 = 7-,, ' 
9 

10 
11 

12 

13 
14 

-
15 
16 

17 

18 

19 

20 
21 

22 

23 

0.00040 0.00017 0.00042 0 .00023 

0 00000 0 00059 ,-000016 0.00061 

0.00015 0.0003~ 0.00019 0 .00049 
0.00072 0.0007 0.000540.00030 ..- -- f
0.00036 0.00013 0.00042 0.00023 
0.00057 I 0.00034 

_. 
0.00065 0.0006 _. 

0.00042 0 .00034 0.00044 0.0004 .- 
0.00020 0.00030 0.00022 0.0004 ....-~ . . 

0.0001 1 0.00057 

0 .00001 

0.00005 0.00044 

0.0001 0.000370.00045 . _
0.00008 ~.00040 0.00012 0.00054 -
0.00012 0.00053 0.00022 0.0004 

f--- 
0.00017 0.00050 0 .00018 0.00058---_._-+--- -.- - -  .
0.00007 0.00039 0.0001 0.00047 

1 _.._- 
0.00005 0.00042 0.00015 0.00056 ,

24~-;_~0~ ~9_~~0.oo~ 0.0004.0~003~ ~ ~t 0.00054 

25 0.00010 0.00063 0.00019 0.00066 
-I 

Cp 1.09000 1.25000 1.27 1.06J---'-
c". 1.04000 1.23000 0.56 1.02 

Table No. I Readi ngs for Bend and Twist ofNTBC connecting rod [7] 

6. CONC LUSION 

With the help of th is fixture workpieces are clamped with same clamping force range which is 150 kN 
in every cycle. Hainbuch locator has facilitated greater vibration damping due to use of vulcanized rubber along 
wi th steel. Large clamping range and fast conversion time is achieved. Compared 10 existing old fixture, this new 
proposed fixture is stable and capable. By thjs new fixture design, workpieces are clamped in same direction every 
time so a correct location is achieved and eliminating the variability in workpiece deflection from clamping force . 
As seen in Table No.1 , achieved process capability (Cp and Cpk) is more than 1.00 in case of new fixture for both 
bend and twist of connectj ng rod as required. 
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ABSTRACT 
Friction stir pJ'Ocessing (FSP), a derived form of Friction Stir Welding (FSW), is widely used to 
manufacture and develop various composites, to refine microstructure and improvc the associated 
mechanical and physical properties including formability, strength, ductility, fatigue, creep, and 

corrosion resistance. It also results in elimination of defects. However, tool design, basic geometric 
configuration and tool material play major role in the use of FSW/P for manufacturing 
applications, particularly for high melting temperature or high strength alloys. In this review, the 
FSWIP tools are briefly summarised in terms of the tool types, shapes, and materials. The shoulder 
a pplies a downward force to the workpiece surface, which constrains the plasticised material 
around the probe, generates heat through the friction and causes Severe Plastic Deformation under 
the bottom surface of the shoulder. 

Keywords: FSP, Metal Matrix composite, Tool geometry, S evere Plastic De/ormation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Friction stir processing (FSP). which is a derived from FSW, was developed for microstructural modification of 
metallic materials to alter rhe properties of the material. Welding/processing paramerers, tool geometry, and joint 
design have a significant effect on the material flow pattern and lemperature distribution, influencing the 
microstructural changes of materiaL These changes in microsrructure lead to changes in the basic properties of the 
material which is processed. The main roles of the FSWIP toolsare to heat the workpiece, induce material flow 
(plastic flow) and constrain the healed metal to go back into the \'\'orkpiece beneath the tool shoulder. Heating is 
created by the friction of the rotating tool shoulder and probe of the tool with Ihe 'workpiece. which cause severe 
plastic in the workpiece, The localized heating softens the material \vhich is being processed around the probe. The 
simultaneous too) rotation and translation cause the movement of rhe material from the front to the back of the 
probe. Because of the various geometrical features and material properties of the tools, the material movement 
around the probe can be extremely complex and it significantly differs from one tool to the other. In this study, 
literature review related to the FSWIP tools (shoulders and probes) is discussed briefly. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Design of Tool Shoulder: 

In FSP, the shoulder diameter accounts for maximum heat generation. It has been found that shearing between the 
shoulder surface and the workpiece results in heat generation by 87%, and rest 13% heat is generated by pin [1], 

According to Arora et al. shoulder geometry has influence on thermal cycles, peak temperatures, power 
requirements and torque [2J. Using three dimensional, heat transfer and material fl ow analysis, an optimal tool 
shoulder diameter was found out by Mehta et <II. which was 18 mm diameter and havi ng a rotational speed of 1200 
rpm for friction stir welding of AA606 L Superior properties were obtained by tool shoulder having diameter of 18 
mm. 
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Dawes and Thomas showctl ill their study thnt the usc of a scrolkd-shoul der tool allows the 1001 to be worked on 
workpiece without tilting it or giving it a tilt angle. It sigllilicanlly improves surface fini sh, mechanical propert ies 0:' 

the welds und penni Is higher welding speeds Pl. 

There are th ree shoulder geometries slIch as Ilul, concave, convc~ . Conical share (wilh concave :'ihape) with m"oun u 
2-1 0· cavilY (conical angle) helps to push the materia l uownwnrd through centri fugal lo rce which gives the prope r 
material now lo r joim lormation. Conical angle depends on the thickness of workpieces and the diameter or thl: 
shoulder [4J. 

The shoulder geometries may be wi th special pro fil e features like scrolled, ridges, grooves, concentrating ci rcles as 
shown in fig. 2. The fl at shoulder tool required lower weld spindle torque than conical or scrolled shoulder tools fo r 
same shoulder diameter tor fi'ie lion stir welding of pure copper thin sheets. The scrolled shoulder tool provided the 
most suitable materia l flow during welding and the flat shouldcr the worst, produc ing only defective welds . The 
scrolled shoulder prov ided greater grain refinement in the nugget zone of the welds than the tools having conical or 
fl at shoulders. This refinem ent is responsible for the increased hardness and mechanical strength o f the copper weld s 
made with this tool [5]. 
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Figure-2:- Various types o f tool shoulders with their different designs [5] 

For dissimilar metal jo ining such as Cu-AI FSW system, the tool shoulder geomerries and profile affects the materia l 
fl ow, formation of Inter-Metallic Compound (IMCs) and mechanical propeJ1ies of the joint. Galvao et al. [6] 
reported that, scrolled shoulde r is used to force Cu-AI mixed material downward , which, in tum give good surface 
morphology. But, large amount of IMCs are formed when scrolled profile is used. These IMCs are responsible to 
increase hardness and britt leness in the stir zone and this also causes defects. So, scroll surface profile is not 
recomme nded in order to achieve defect free dissimilar Cu-A! FSW joinL 

2.2 Design Tool Pin Profiles : 

The shape ofthe tool pin profiles influences the flov.' o f material that is plasticized and affects weld properties [7-8J. 
A tool pin profile with straight edges increases the material flow compared with a cylindrical tool pin profile [9]. 
The axial force on the work piece material and the flow of material near the tool were affected by the orientation of 
threads on the pin surface [10], Tri-flute type pin tool with conical threaded geometry was used to produce good 
welds in case of AA2024-T4 and AA 7075-T6 aluminium alloys [II]. The material fl ow behaviour is predominantly 
influenced by the FSW tool pin profiles, tool dimensions, and process parameters [12]. 

Khodaverdizadeh et,al [13] have investigated the effect of tool pin profile on FSWed pure copper joints . T he results 
revealed that square pin profile produced fin er recrystallized grain structure, higher degree of plastic defOlmation at 
the stir zone. In their investigation, S. Cartigueyen et a1.[14] has made an anempt to study the effect of tool pin 
profiles on the formation of stir zone in pure copper at low heat input condition. FSP o f copper is carried out with a 
constant rotational speed (350rpm) and traverse speed (50m/min) and shoulder diameter o f 18 mm \\i th six different 
FSP tool pin profiles. Following Fig. 3 and table "I shows the characteristics and results produced of a ll the six types 
of too ls . Fig .4 shows the macros tructure the FSRed samples with var ious pin profiles. 
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Figure-3:- Geomelric shapes o f FSP/W 1001: a) Cylindrical b) Threaded c) TriOule d) Triangular e) Square 
f) Hexagon [J 4] 

14Table-I:- ElTe"! of!ool 
Tool in roflles 


Plain cylinder (PC) 


in 
Comments 

Due to low rotation speed, there was no stirring act ion producing 
insufficient heat for lain in, 

Threaded cylinder (TCl Surface having a reasonably good finish and compression, producing 
flash for the iven lun e. 

TriOUle (TF) Better surface produced at low-heat input condition and resulted in less 
Oash. 

Triangular(TR) Insufficient movement and compression of material al low-heat input 
condition. 

Square pin (SQ) Surface having reasonably good finish and compression and produced 
more heal and flash. 

Hexagonal (HE) Good surface finish and compression, producing thin flash for the given 
lun e. 

., 
........... ~;:...,.- :::. -.-. .....---:.-

.. - j 

---~-- -A 

Plain cylindrical pin (PC) Threaded cyl indrical pin (TC) -- .' 
..

:'-r> '\ . . . "1'~. 

~ - ! -- . 


.- . - ' - . .-

TriOule pin (TF) Triangular pin (TR) 

• . .' .-- - . !". 

/ .. ~ .. .' , - . --- -- - .....-. 
Square pin (SQ) Hexagonal pin (HE) 


Figure-4:- Defects prod uced during the process [14]. 
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eh. Venkata Rao el 31. [15Jl:arricd out their rcscan;h in aml1yzing the rolc 01'1001 pin profile with r~SpCl:IIO changes 
ill the lllicrOSlrw.;ture and (';OITOSiOIl behaviour of AA2219 AIMCU alloy ti'iction stir \\'eld nuggelS. In his resl.'a.rch h~ 
fOll nd tbat pil density ofnuggel ZOne o f hexagon tool prolilt; is rdatively VCI)' low l:olll pi.lred to those of Olher tool 
proJiles. Thcrclore, it can be concluded thm [he improvement in pitting l:orrosion resistancc can be al:hievt!d in the 
nugget ZO ne of' li-iction stir welds of AA22 19·Cu alloy made with lll..:xagona! tool. Also, EB SD anu lysis indicated 
that a continuous dynamic rccrysIalli ,.ation process led to the lormation or cquiaxcd grain structure in the weld 
nLlgget zone. Relatively morc fine gr<l in structure was obtnined in hl!xagon tOol proliled welds which lead to 
fonnalion more 1m\' angle grain boundaries in the weld reg ion. 

A. Kumar ct al. [16] in his study investigated that the mechanical properties of' the copper weldmcnts were affected 
by the tool pin profiles. Among the six different tool pin profiles that were used, the Squarc pin profilc tool resu lted 
in better mechanical properties than other tool pin profiles due to more number of pulsating actions and having 
Dynamic Volume to Static Volume of 1.56. The weld joint obtained using a Square pin profiled 1001 possesses 85% 
joint efficiency compared to Ihe joints made by various tool pin profiles. 

Shyu~ld [H "n ""'~ .'!.. TM,~Z'. .' 
HA:! ' ''a~~j)Uld~- : H.U 

: I : 

- ..- I~ 

-.~. 

",-1' 

,. 

Figure-5:-Microhardness distribution ofFSW joints for different pin profiles and the BM [16). 

Fig. 5 shows the microhardness traverse of friction stir '.velded samples with various pin protiles and wblc 2 below 
shows comparison of various mechanical properties ofFSW copper and DynamicMtoMStatic vo lume ratio of different 
tool pin protiles. It shows that square 1001 pin protile gives maximum strength along with efficiency and Dynamic to 
Static ratio. 

Table-2:- comparison of various mechanical properties ofFSW copper and Dynam ic-toMStatic volume ratio of 

different tool pin profiles [I 6] 

Tool pin profiles Te IT TR SQ PT HX 

UTS (MP.) 168 187 208 218 207 183 

YS (Mpa) 109 129 151 182 178 141 

%EI 13.5 13.4 14 16 12 03 

Microh.rdness (HV) 85 90 95 105 82 80 

Impact strength (J) Joint 13 13 14 16 09 08 

efficiency (%) 35 72 80 85 79 70 
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DV/SV 1.09 1.01 2.3 1.56 1.32 1.21 

2.3 Tool Material: 

To make a choice for selecting friction stir welding/processing (FSW/P) 1001 material becomes an important task 

which determines the quality of the weld produced. Selection of tool material depends on the 100\ material 

operational characteristics such as operational temperature, wear resistance and fracture toughness which therefore 
determines the type of materials that can be joined or processed. 

Kudzanayi Chileka et a1.[17] in his study suggested some suitable tool materials for FSP of Copper and it's alloys 

which include tool steels (HSS. H 13), Nickel ailoys, Tungsten alloys as well as PCBN. 

UgenderSingarnpu et al. [18J showed in his study that the rate of machinability H 13 tool steels is about 75% of that 
of the Tungsten (W) group tool steels. H 13 chromium hot-work steel is majorly used in hot as well as cold work 

tooling applications. Having known of its excellent combination of high toughness and fatigue resistance. 

HI3 is widely used in tooling applications more than any other tool steel. However, according to Y.N.Zhang et al 
[19J, steel tools are not at all suitable for high melting point materials suc h as Nickel (Ni), Titanium(Ti). For such 

high strength materials, the welding tools are usually made of hard metals, carbides and metal matrix composites 
with superior thermal and wear resistance at temperatures higher than 10000C, such as WC-Co, PCBN and TiC. Y. 

N. Zhang et al.[1 9] have mentioned in his paper the suitable materials for FSP of Copper as shown in table 3: 

Tablc-3 Various Tool Materials suitable for Copper with their advantages and disadvantages [19] 

Tool 
material 

Advantages Disadvantages 

AISI HI3 
tool steel 

Good elevated temperature strength and 
excellent machinability. 

It undergoes severe tool wear for high strength 
materials or MMC 

NilCo 
based 
alloys 

High strength, ductility. corrosion resistance 
and creep resistance 

Inorder to prcvent precipitate over aging and 
dissolution , temperature must be kept below the 
precipitation ,emperature (typically600- 800"C). 

WC based 
alloys, 
WC~o 

based 
alloys 

It has Superior tool wear resistance and 
High temperature strength. 

. 

Nimonic 90 It has high melting temperature, 
high creep resistance at high temperatures, 

good resistance to high-temperature 
corrosion as '.vell as high temperature 
dynamic application. 

. 

K. Nakata et al. [20] in his research study have mentioned the tool materials which are suitable for friction stir 

weld ing ofvariolls copper and it's alloys. The foll owing table 5 shows the various tool materials used for various 
matcrials ofcopper and its alloys. 
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Tablc-4: Compillihility of Too! Malcriul with various I<JnllS of Copper [201 

Tool Materials Co mcr materials 
Phosphorus
deoxidised 

copper 

Oxygen-free 
copper 
(OFC) 

Cupronickel 
(CuNi2S) 

Al bronze 
(CuAISZnSSn) 

Tool steel (1-113) Good Good Impossible Poor 

Ni~base heat~resis[ing alloys 
(IN738LC, 

IN738LCmod,IN939) 

Excellent Excellent Impossible Possible 

I-I11'edTiC-NiMo 
(TiClNilMo =3/21 1) 

Impossible Impossible Impossible Impossible 

Sintcred TiC- NiW 
(TiClNi/W =211/1) 

Impossible Impossible Impossible Impossible 

Polycrystalline boron nitride 
(PCBN) 

Good Good Good Good 

Tungsten(W) Good Good Impossible Poor 

3_ CONCLUSION 

By reviewing literature based on the Friction Stir WeldingiProcessing of copper, we get to know the importance of 

the tool geometry and its material for the Friction Stir Processing tool and its effect on Base material during the 

operation. It can be seen from the literature review that the most suitable tool material for Friction Stir Processing of 

Copper would be Tungsten, 1-113 Tool Steel and PCBN to obtain defect free processed zone. Also, the too! material 

selected should not be a source of contamination to the final processed Copper. Most favoured 1001 geometry for 

processing of copper is square pin tool. Rate of heat generation and plastic flow in the workpiece are greatly affected 

by the shape and size of the rool shoulder and pin. 
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ABSTRACT 
Friction welding is fI nOIl-conventioJlal pressllre lVeldillg process II is considered most viable alternative 10 
overcome the diffiCldties faced ill conventionnl joining tecilnique. Mostly used for joining mtllerial witll varying 
physical afld mechanical properties. We have mainly focused on Rotary Friction Welding (RFW). Our maill 
objective is to understalld tliefulldamelltalllllderstalldillg of Friction I-Yeltling. IJlthis process kinetic energy is 
converted illto heat energy tllereby producing high qllality weld allllllllllsually iligll efficiency coefflcient. 

Keywords: Friction, COllliJluolls-llrive Friction Weldillg (CDFW), Inertial Frictioll Welding (IFW), Rotary 
Frietioll Weldillg (RFW) 

I. Introduction 
Friction Welding is a variation of pressure welding method, in which the welded connection is formed 

without melting the metal, by joint plastic deformation of the pieces to be 'Nelded with the help of heat resulting 
from friction. Here we generate large amOWll of localised intense heat generation and deformation results in less 
energy consumption and highly strong weJd, As it is a solid state weld ing process the process does not form molten 
pool thereby eliminating the solidification errors. FW can join two different materials having different thermal and 
mechanical properties without compromising the strength of weld, FW is preferred over conventional processes 
because of low cost, highly precise operations, repeatability and reliability. Rotary friction weldi ng being the most 
popular variant it can be classified into Continuous Drive Friction welding and Cnertial Drive Friction Welding. 

The definition of friction welding process in the American Welding Society (A WS) C6?1-89 Standard is as 
follows: I "Frict ion welding is a solid-state joining process that produces coalescence of materials under compressive 
force contact of workpieces rotating or moving relative to onc another to produce heat and plastically displace 
material from the faying surfaces. Under normal conditions, the faying surfaccs do not melt. Filler metal, Rux , and 
shielding gas are not requ ired with this process ' . 

2, Literature Survey: 

Fro m the literature survey following information has been found out. A non-uniform liberation of heat on 
the friction surfaces. conforming to general rules, as we ll as accidental phenomenon (different intensity ofloading of 
somc sections of the surface compared to others) is the basic cause for temperature difference at various points of 
friction surface. Measurements with rhcnnocouples show that this difference could amount to several hundred 
degrees in the initial phase of welding process. But as the heating progresses, the temperature on the weldi ng 
surfaces level off. primarily because of heat conduct ion and because of redistribution of heat liberation. Metal 
surface healed to a high temperature becomes plastic before other others and under the influence of a..~ia l force are 
deformed and flatten out. They cease to resist axial force and the latter is now transmitted by cooler portions of the 
friction surface where heat liberation is then increased. the temperature being continuously evened out across the 
specimen. This becomes evident while reviewing a micrographs of the cross· section of the sampJes where the 
duration of heating varies in the cOurse of welding process. 

lfafter a short heating period the heat-affected zone in the centre portion of the specimen does not extend 
into depth then, in sampling requires a long heating time the exterior boundary of the Zone of thermal influence is 
located almost parallel to the smface of the weld, The self- levelling of the temperature towards the end of Ihe 
welding process produces homogeneity of the physical and mechanical properties part icularly the strength of the 
metal at the cross-scction. Thus, plastic deformation of heated portion of the metal plays a important role in frict ion 
welding process, on other hand contribution to the destruction and elimination and destruction sur race oxide films 
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and the flmlUllion of scil'.un.: centres and Oil the other hand aiding Ihe levelling-orr of the tcmpcnlturc of the crOS!)

sectiun. [n the end both arc important in achieving the weld. The speed of relative tnOlion and the va[lle of the axial 

unit j'Ofl:C determine Ihe intensity of hem liberation ulld arc Ihe basil: power parnmeters or thto: proccss. The plast i(.; 

dclonnmion of the hemed IlH!tal b; Ihl: basic teo:chnological purameo:ll:r oflhe process. Onl: can nlC<lSlIrc the nmowH of 

plastic.: dcforrn:.ation during welding by its a:.;ial l:OInpOllent - the upsct. 


Sometimcs, it is suggested that it would be bellcr to select the duration orthe heating period rather than the 

upset as the third basic pammeter of the friction welding process, This suggcstion is based on the fact that for a 

given hl!at power ofthc process (thl.! spt:..~d <lnd the pressure nrc given) the duration lime rully determines the energy 

to be utilized lor welding orgiven pair of'materials and consequent I)' to a'certain extent detennines the tempcrnture 

conditions of the process, hoping in mind that the plnslic deformation of the specimen is derived from the 

temperature condilions. However, this does not take into consideration the importance of secondary factors which 

can substantially alter the friction cocfJicient a') Wl!lI as the heat quantity introduced into the process at constant 

speed and pressure. 


Experience shows that the selection of the process regulation method (by time or by upset) is important 

from practieal standpoint. This is connected with local production conditions and to certain extent is also dependent 

on the selected values of the power paramcters of the process, It is important to emphasize that, no matter which of 

the Clbovc factors is selected as the third parameter, its vnluc must be maintained with sufficicnt accuracy. A 

decrease from the optimum value can result in following 


I) Partial rcmoval and destruction of oxide film; 

2) Non-uniform heating of the cross-seclion of the welded specimen (insufficicnt plastic dt!formation) 

3) An increase in the ovcrheating of the metal; 

4) Grain growth in the joint and heat Clffected zone 


As a rcsult, a decrease in thc strength of the welded joint in both thc cases will occur. 

In establishment welding proccdure for friclion welding of any specimen (the determination of the rotation 

speed, unit pressure, the duration orthe process and the upset), one must proceed experimemaHy under the guidance 

of already available procedure. 


3. Rotary Friction Welding: 

Since the introduction of rotary friction welding during Second World War, it is by far the most popular of all 

friction welding processes which has been used extensively for joining of structural materials which are rotationally 

symmetrical. It is divided into two major process variations, depending on the manner by which rotational encrgy is 

convelted into frictional heat. The first one is direct drive or continuous drive friction welding. Thc second is inertia 

friction welding. Our present study concerns with the development and experimental validation of Continuous Drive 

Friction Welding Tcchnique 


3.1 Continuous Drive Friction Welding (CDFW) 

Continuous drive friction welding (CDFW) is a solid slate joining process, in which one of the components to be 

welded is held stationary, while the other is rotated at a constant speed, and then the two parts are pushed against 

ench other with an a'(ial force. When sufficient temperature is reached at the friction surfaces, the rotating 

component is stopped rapidly and a.'(ial force is maintained at the same value or is increased for a short period of 

time. In this forging stage the hot mctal cools under pressure and a weld is consolidated. During CDFW, temperature 

evolution and plastic deformation ofjoints are the dominant processes, which detenninc the removal of 

contaminants such as oxide debris from the weld region, and thus control the weld quality. 


4. The Rotary Friction Welding Process: 
RFW is the most common form of FW. Its basic principle is where one component is held stationary while 


forced to rub against another rotating palt under nonna) pressure. There are two process variants: continuous drive 
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frictioll weld ing (CDFW, also l~rmcd dircci-drive friction welding) and inertia IHelion weld ing (JFW. also termed 
inertia-drive or inertia wdd ing), The biggest difference between thcse two methods is th..: Illeans of supplying 
energy to the welding interfaco. In CDFW, lhe rotating part is attached lO <l motor drivt:n unit which keeps a constant 
flJ lmion speed during thi.: whole weld ing process. The process runs until a braking fo roc is applied Of axial 
shortening (also known as burn-ofr or ups~1) is produced. While friction pressure can remain constant throughout the 
process, it can also be ilpplicd in two or more steps. In addition, both single-stage pressure and two-stage pressure 
processes arc foll owed by forging at rhe cnd of welding, without altering the nature of the phases;physical processes 
of RFW. In general. RFW is composed of two phases: the fri ction phrtsc where th..: material is heated up and 
necessary upset:s formed, and the forging phase to consolidate the weld. Due to the different means ofellergy input, 
IFW can fulfil much higher input I!nergy specifications compared to CDFW~ and lor this reason aero-engine 
manufacturers use IFW <lnd the automotive industry CDFW. 

Friction Phase Slopping 
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Fig. 1.2 A typiCAl time~load curve used during the friction welding process [lJ 

5. Friction Welding Equipment 
Friction welding process is involved with equipment, which is easy to construct. A schematic view of a typical 

friction welding apparatus (friction ,""elder) is shO\\Il1 in Fig. 3.1, A fi'iction welder can operate at different applied 
load conditions, which depend on the parts size and parts material. The maximum typical load for metallic parts 
is in the order of 120 KN. In general, the welder motor has variable speed, which could be controlled by a 
computer. A typical welder speed for metallic parts is in the order of 3500 rpm. The friction welder operating 
parameters include rotational speed. friction pressure, friction time, forging pressure, feed rate, brake delay time, 
upset delay time, and upsetting lime. The operating parameters can be contro lled by a computer for a desired end 
product quality. 
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Fig. 1.1 Shows a schematic view of friction welding equipment (friction welder) III 
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6. 	 CONCLUSION: 
Fric.:tion welding has iml1wl1scly high potential in 1he Held of thcnnomc!.:hanic.:al r1'occssing of variolls alloys. 

This tht:sis prcsc.:nts c:'\pf:rimr.:ntul investigmion of I'rir.:tion wdding. The Illl:chanical properties and the resultant 
mierosirucllln! lbr rrktion weld were presenled lor different L.:ombinalions of i.\:\ial lore~, rotational and translational 
speeds. 

The correlation or mec.:hanical properties and microstructure with the process pnramctcrs for the optimization 
of process is a unique approach which has been the mnin motivation bchind this projecl. 

From the present experiment<li investigation, the lallowing 
conclusions are derived: 
• 	 Material showing different mechanical find thermal propert ies can hc welded. This is particularly useful in 

aerospncc, whcre it is used to join lightweight aiuminuill stock to high-strcngth steels. 
• 	 Weldcd bond is strongcr than the parent metal itself 
• 	 Priclion welding is al so used with tht:rmoplasticsl which <::cl in a fashion analogous to metals under heat 

and pressure, The heat and pressure used on tht'!se materials is much lower than metals, but the technique 
ean be used to join metals to plastics with the metal interface being machined. For instancc, the technique 
can be used to join cyeglass frames to the pins in their hinges. The lower energies and pressures used 
allows for a wider variety of techniques to be used. 

• 	 A very efficient and economic utili zation of heat is possible because of strictly localized heat generation. 
This heat generation eliminates the oxide films and levels of the surface. 
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ABSTRACT 

Laser surface hardening (LSH) is one of the mOSt extensively used surface hardening process which is useful to 
harden almost the whole range of mt:ta!lic materials in today's applications. Laser beam is impinged on the speci fic 
local region for hardening the required portion of the material. High power density of laser radiation is used for 
heating the surface of tool steels up to Ihe austenitic temperature and due 10 self- quenching there is steep 
temperature gradient, \vhich gives vel)' high cooling rates. It causes the phase conversion from austenite to 
martensite without the need for external quenching. Amongst various lasers sources, C02, Nd:YAG and diode lasers 
are the widely used and nowaday 's fibre lasers are most common for hardening in industries, This review paper 
summarizes basic basics of laser hardening, figuring its benefits compared with conventional hardening technique. 
The works published by various researchers on Lascr surface hardening ofH13 tool steels is presented and current 
scenario in this field is diseussed. 

Keywords: LaserSllr/ace Hardelling, Allstempered Ductile Iron, Microstructure, Mechanical Properties. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Hardening of tool steel is required for the long life and component sustainability and to maintain equal 
dimensions with repeatability as well. There are various types of processes for hardening but mainly divided in to 
two types' mechanical mcthods and chemical methods, Chemical methods are generally expensive hence for mass 
production we prefer mechanical process. Laser Heat treatment process is one of the new upcoming process where 
self-quenching method is followed, Unlike other hardening techniques, Jaser hardening is based on a precise, 
localized heat source that generates t:normously high intensities ideal for fast cooling and excellent hardening 
quality, but the use of laser energy is quite difficult to calculate and maintain. Laser surface hardening involves the 
laser assisted heating of the surface of steel or cast iron to austenitizing temperature followed by self-quenching to 
induce mal1ensitic transformation on the surface. 
AISI H I3 steel is a chromium lTIolybdenum vanadiulI1-alloyed carbon steel that has good high-temperature strength, M M 

high toughness. good hardenability, and resistance to abrasion~ thermal shOCk, and thermal fatigue. Owing to these 
properties, it is widely used for various dies and plastic molds, [1] 
Laser energy is very precise but to highly powerful hence to obtain preferred results it is required to control the laser 
power density and other parameters. And controlling the laser power density is much difficult. The following review 
contains the overall process of LSH for AISI H 13 tool steel and its effect on structure property correlation, improved 
mechanical properties, wear and corrosion behavior. This review also infonns part about the hardness prediction and 
deformations occurred in the work piece. 
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2. Litcnlturc review 

L<lser surfal'c hardeninf!, 

Fig 1: Principle of Laser Surface Harclening 

This is a process whereby a defocused beam scans across a hardenable material to rapidly heat the material above 
the phase change temperature but without melting. The underlying bulk material acts as an efficient heat sink~ 
causing rapid cooling. The hardness, strength) wear, fatigue and lublication properties of the surface can be 
improved, while desirable bulk properties such as toughness and ductilily remain unaffected. 

a) Laser surface hardening of AISI H 13 tool steel 
Laser surface hardening of 1001 steel brings a lot of variation in microstructure of lase heated zones, Dendritic 
microstructure can be obsen'ed in re-solidi fied zone sU1Tounded by lamellar structure. 
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Fig 2: Temperature distribution ofthe surface layer obtained for the laser surface hardening ofH13 steel in its 
quenched and as-received conditions under different laser energy densilies. [2] 

Researchers applied the modified Ashby-Eastering heat-transfer equation to the laser surface transformation 
hardening ofH13 steel by taking into account several effects that can be very significant in causing surface melling 
and a higher critical phase transformation temperature of the laser hardening cycles[l]. For laser surface hardening 
of the HI3 steel under different laser energy densities in the melt, they noted that the critical phase lransition 
temperature of the hardened area of H 13 steel decreased upon increasing the laser energy densities and that the 
critical phase transition temperature of H13 in the as-received condition was higher [han the con'esponding 
temperature in the quenched condition Wlder the same energy density, The larger the grain size or the more 
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heterogeneous the structure, the higher the temperature and the longer the duration required to trans tbrm the HI 3 
steel into austcnite. r11 

b) Lase sudllce hurdell ing ,,1' 1-1 13 Steel ill melt case. 

Vickers hardness of melted zone converges in a range of 480·500Hv. As the laser energy density increases, 
depth of melted zone increases on AISI H 13. 

When high densi ty laser beam is irradiated on metal surface, in homogeneous austenite state, after the lapse 
of sutlic ient time for carbide melting, the structure becomes strengthened as martensite is fo rmed. The Vickers 
hardness of melted zone is two times higher than that of base metal. 

Melted zone, HAZ (heat affected zone) and base metal were observed after scanning, and Vickers hardness 
was measured in each region and then analysed. Fig.2 shows the hardness pro file of the cross·sectional plane after 
laser surface hardening with 200 W laser at different scan rates. 

Fig.3 Depth of melted zone at different sean rates: (a) 73.2mm/s; (b) 146.4 mm/s; (c) 2 19,6 mm/s; (d) 292,8 mm/s; 
(e) 366 mm/s[2] 

Laser energy density, calculated using laser power density and scan speed, is the important parameter wbich 
influences the size, shape, surface roughness, microstrueture and subsequently, the properties of the laser surface 
engineered zone. 

laser energy density (~m) = laser power (W)j(scanning speed ("';') x m(mm)) 
..... ......Equation I IIJ 

• Process pa ra meters 

) . Laser Power 
A high power level enables high traverse rates to be used, with correspondingly high coverage rates. 

However, the practical wlndow of traverse rate is then reduced because the risk of both overheating, leading to 
surface melting. or insufficient peak temperatu re with no hardness increase. The robustness of the process is thus 
reduced. Materials o f high hardenability may be processed w·ith a lower power density and higher interaction time~ 
iu order 10 achieve a homogeneous case with significant depth. Conversely, materials with low hardenability are 
processed with higher power density and lov....er interaction times in order to generate the rap id cooling rates required 
for martensite formation, at the expense of a shallower case. 

2. Beam VelOcity 
Beam velocity rests with the move of the laser head which is controlled by the robot. It is a very 

important parameter used to determine the interaction time and cooling rate during laser processing. Also; there is a 
variat ion of the width of the hardened region with the velocity of a laser beam. From an economical aspect, an 
improved beam veloci ty is the main method to enhance manufacture efficiency. 

3. Focal Spot Sbape 
A round beam is often used for hardening with both C02 and Nd-Y AG laser beams. This shape, a 

satisfactory solution tor many applicat ions, is created by defocusing the beam. The depth profile of the hardened 
region can be approximated as the minor image of the beam intensity distribution, with reduced ampli tude and some 
rounding of the edges resu lting from lateral heat flow. [3] 
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Fig 4: Chan of laser power density and beam interac tion time for various laser applications. 

The effect of laser surface hardening on tbe wear properties of AISI H13 tool steel 

AISI H 13 steel is a chromium, molybdenum and vanadium containing hot working tool steel with high hardenability 
and excellent toughness which is routinely used for making dies. extrusion mandrels, plastic molds, cores, die holder 
bloeks and hot work punches, However, fo r bulk of the hot forming application like forging and die easting, both 
wear/erosion properties ofAISI HJ3 tool steel at room as well as elevated temperature needs to be improved. Duri ng 
hot forming applications, dies get exposed to severe static or cyclic load at elevated temperature often leading to 
erosion, thermal fatigue and abrasi ve or adhesive wear of the die surface in prime locations , which may drastically 
reduce the useful service life of the tools. In addition, corrosion is also apossible mode of degradation due to 
combined action of temperature and aggressive lubIicants. In the past, several attempts have been made to improve 
wear resistance of hot working tool steels by coatings like electro/elec tro ~ less deposition, physical vapor deposition, 
chemical vapor deposi tion, plasma assisted chemical vapor deposition [4-6]. However: the disadvantages associated 
with coating techniques include weak interfacial bonding, limited coating thickness and fa ilure or spallation of 
coating under repeated thennal cycl ing. It is possible to selectively improve wear resistance of the (001 steel surface 
by laser surface engineering, where, a high power laser beam irrad iates the surface to generate adequate temperature 
(up to austenitizing temperature or above) at the desired spot followed by extraction of heat through the bulk of the 
sample (self-quenching) leaving a phase transformed zone on the surface or sub-surface region [6]. Due to such 
rapid heating to austenitizing temperature follov,'ed by instantaneo us cooling, the surface undergoes hardening to 
improve V,lear resistance and fat igue strength due to austenite to martensite transfonnation and associated 
development of res idual compressive stress at the surface. The manifold advantages of laser surface engineering 
over conventional surface engineering techniques include a very fast and flexible processing ability, a high 
heating/cooling rale with minimum or no distortion, and a narrow heat affected zone. In the past, several attempts 
have been made to improve wear and corrosion resistance properties of different grades of steel by laser surface 
hardening and melting approaches. Wallace et al. [7] showed thal rapid cooling during heat treatment of AISI HI3 
tool steel from austenitizing temperature leads to enrichment of the surface with alloying elements in solid solution 
and fine distribution of alloy carbides resulting in deve lopment of a very hard surface extending d ie service 
life.Colaeo el al. [8] studied laser surface melting of mattensitic tool steel to be used in plasticmoulds and reported 
that the carbides formed in martensitic matrix improved the abrasive wear resistance properties as compared to that 
possible in conventional heat treated sam ples, 
Laser processing with an applied laser energy density of 75 J/mm2 with surface temperature achieved just below 
liquidustemperature causes hardening of the surface and produces supersaturated martensite , partially melted 
primary carbides, and uniformly dispersed fine carbide precipitates dispersed betwecnmartensite larhs, besides 
retaining some coarse prior austenite grains. [9J 
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F ig 5: Cross-sectional micro hardness profile from the top surface towards the interior (substrate) oflaser surface 
engineered AISI HI3 steel with incident laser energy density of 100 J/mm2 (curve a), (c) 75 J/mm2 (curve b), and 

(d) 62.5 J/mm2 (curve c), respectively.[9] 
The wear behavior of (he laser processed surface was compared to that of the heat-treated AISI H13 tool steel using 
a conventional ball -on-disk weartesting machine by the researchers. In th is method, an alumina ball (with a 
diameter of8 mm) is held stat ionary and the disc fixed with the sample of size 10 mm x 10 mOl x IO mm rotates 
with a set rpm on its fixed axis. Loaded ball contacts the sample surface at 3 mm off the ax is ofrotation to generate 
a circular wear track of6 mm diameter on the sample surface. The entire test was conducted at room temperature 
(25°C) with appl ied load varying from 20 N to 100 N with a fixed sl iding velocity of0.06 mls. The total length of 
track was held constant at 150 m. 

Fig 6: Track genera ted by wear test o~n~,:v~o;Tk~~~n en 191 

) 

Wear volume, Vw, was calculated usi ng equation (2)proposed by Kleffke [ 10]: 

Vw =:: (n: + 23
A

) •••.... . •• . . • . .2 
Where, R is the radius of the WC baU. d is the average transverse wid th of wear scar. and A isthe stroke length. The 
specific wear rate (Win mm31N m) was detennined by the followingequation: 

w=vw/(bxd) ....... .. ...... .3 

Where, Vwis tbe wear volume (mm3), D is the total frening wear distance (36 m), and P is theapplied load 

(in N) during frening. 
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Fig. 7(a,b) show the surface profile of the worn track developed by ball-on-disk wear testing unit againstalumina 
ball for different loads and ve locities. From Fig. 7a it is evident that both the depth and width of wear track increases 
with an increase in applied load. However, applkalion ofa very high load causes a significant widening of the wear 
track which might be due to excessive plastic deformation and fracture ortbe edges of the track [9] . 
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Fig 8:Volume loss during ball-an-disk wear against alumina ball of as received (bar chart set 1) and laser swfacc 
engineered AISI 1-113 tool steel lased with an applied laser energy density of 100 J/mm2 (bar chart set 2), 7S J/mm2 
(bar chart sel) and 625 J/mm2 (bar chart se(4) wilh an applied load of20 N, 50 Nand 100 N, respectively_[9J 

Fig. 8 suggests that laser surface engineering leads to significant reduction in wear volume as compal\..~ to that 
encountered in the as received one. In addition, the volume loss due to wear increases with increase in applied load. 
A close compari son of wear loss volume of different laser surface engineered samples shows that laser processing 
with an applied laser energy density of 7S J/mm2 offers the maximum improvement in wear resistance in terms of 
minimum volume loss due to wear, which corresponds to the sample with a maximum improvement in hardness 
[121. Fig 8 compares the specific wear rate of as received and laser surface engineered samples lased with different 
parameters. From Fig. 8 it appears that. specific wear rate reduces significantly in laser surface engineered samples 
for all conditions of lasing as compared to that in as-received samples. A detailed comparison shows that for as 
received samples, the specific wear rate reduces with increase in the applied load. Decrease in specific wear rate 
with increase in applied load is possibly attributed to local rise in temperature due to application of high load and 
hence, fonnation of oxide, which protects the surface from subsequent wear .However, the specific wear rate is no t 
significantly influenced by applied load in laser surface engineered samples. Fig. 8 also reveals that laser parameters 
do not significantly influence the specific wear rate in laser surface engineered samples. 

Effect of laser surface hardening on the coefficient of friction 
A detailed evaluation of co-efficient of friction (COF) ,vas undertaken by the researchers [0 study the effect of laser 
parameters on this important tribological parameter. Fig. 6 shows the variation of coefftcient of friction against 
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alumina ball with ~Iklillg di~tan cl;! during ball-nfl-disk wcar tcsting at applied loads 0[20 N, 50 Nand 100 N f(x <IS 

rccdvcd lcurvc I) tlnd laser surfhcl! engineered AISI HI3 \001 steel with un applied laser energy density of 100 
J/mm2 (curve 2), 75 J/mm2 (curve J) nnd 62.5 .I/mm2 (cur\le 4). 
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Sliding di5tilnce 'fJI' 
FigI9):Yariation of coefficient of friction (COF) against alumina ball with sliding distaJlce with 20 N load for as 
rece ived (curve I) and laser surface engineered AISI H13 tool steel wilh an applied laser energy dcnsity of 100 J/mm2 
(curve 2), 75 J/mm2 (curve 3) and 62.5 J/mm2 (curve 4), respeetively[9] 

Fig. 9 suggests [hat the coefficient of friction initially inereases to very high value (0.85) and gradually drops to a 
level of 0.75 after 20 m of sliding distnnce followed by which it increases gradually and remains steady between 
0.85and 0.90 thereafter. The initial increase in eoefficient of friction is attributed to point inter locking of the mating 
surfaces and hence, increased hindrance towards the movement of two surfaces [1 2]. The drop in coefficient of 
friction is possible due to dislodgment of the materials from the joint, its fragmentation and filling up of the spaces 
between the mating surfaces. The constant coefficient of friction under steady state is possible due to change in the 
mode of wear from two body to three body condition. For the laser surface engineered samples with an applied laser 
energy density of 100 J/mm2, the maximum value of coefficient of friction is 0.55 following which it decreases and 
matches with steady value of 0.5. With decreasc in laser power/energy, the maximum value of the coefticient of 
friction increases to 0.6 and 0.7 for the applied laser energy density of 75 J/mm2 and 62.5 J/mm2),respectively. 
Decreased maximum co-efficient of friction for the laser surface engineered sample is attrihuted to increase in 
surface hardness and microstructural homogeneity. 

Effect oflaser surface hardening on the corrosion behavior of AISI H13 tool steel 

The electrochemical corrosion behavior (pitting) of the laser tailored surfacewas evaluated and compared to that of 
the as received (hardened and tempered) AISI H I3tool steel substrate by pOlentiodynamic polarization test in a 3.56 
WI. % (pH = 5) solution using a PotentiostalfGalvanostat connected to a standard three elec trode cell complising 
thesample as the working electrode, a saturated calomel reference electrode and a platinum counter electrode, 
carried out from -2000 to +1500 mVat a scan rate of5 mY/so Tafel plot was construc ted from Corrosion behavior of 
as received and laser surface engineered samples was studied in 3_56wt. % NaCI solution by potentiodynamic 
polarization test. Table 2 shows the main corrosionparameters derived ITom the said test, which suggest that there is 
a marginal shift of corrosionpotential (Eeorr) values towards nobler direction for laser surface engineered samples ( 
910 to·920 mV SCE) as compared to that ofas received AISI H 13 tool steel (-960 mV SCE). 

Samples Eeorr lcorr Corrosion £pp 
(mV) (~A) rate (mV) 

X10-2 
(mm/year) 

H!3 -956 10.5 18.22 -340 
Substrate 
100 J/mm2 -911 5.305 9.62 ·455 
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75.J/lI1m2 
62.5 J/mm2 

Thismurginal shin in I:'corr value due to laser surlhcl.! cllgin~cring rna)' b~ attributed tomicrostrucrura: 
homogenization and relincllIclll by luscr irradiation (melting or hm·dcning).Thc comparison of corrosion rates shows 
that corrosion rate is significantly reduced in lasersLJrface engineered S<Hllples as compurcd to as rcceived samples. A 
detailed comparison of thccorrosion rates shows that the IllHximum improvement in corrosion rate is achieved fOI~ 
thesamples laser surface engineered with an applied laser energy density of 62.5 J/mm2, due Lothe presence of 
martens ite all throughout with vcry low volume (i'action of retained :.Jll steniteor carbide [13J. As martensite is an 
extended solid solution, possible retention of entireamol1nt of chromium in solid solution aided the ma"\ imum 
protection against corrosion .On the other hand, when the laser sudacc engineering is conducted with an applied 
laserenergy density of 100 J/mm2, though the corrosion n.-sistance was improved, the Icvd was notas significant as 
in the tOlmer case where laser surface engineering was carried out (I( with alaser energy density of 62.5 J/mm2 . The 
lower corrosion resistance in this latter case may beattributlXl to multi-phase microstructure comprising retained 
austenite, martensite/ferrite andn large volume fraction of carbides along the prior austenite grain boundaries (Fig. 
I b). Presence of such multiple phases with \videly different chemical reactivity is likely to causegalvanic attack at the 
interlace between the different phases and increase the overallcorrosion rale. In addition, the grain boundary or 
intcr-dendritic carbides precipitated duringsoJidification might reduce the overall ehromium content in the matrix 
and thereby,deteriorate the corrosion resistance. 

Evolution in medl3nicaI properties of AISI H 13 tool steel OD laser surface hardening 
Fig. I 0 showstheaveragem icro-hardnessofthetopsurfaceo r the lasersurfacetreatedAl SIH 13toolsteelasafunctionoflaser 
energy density.Jnthisregarditmaybementionedthataverage hardness of the substrate usedinthisstudyvaried 
between475and500VHN. 

'" 
100 

,.. 
:z "":.:,. ...•: c ..,
"!! 
2 ...e 
.!l 

'" ... 
... 
... .. .. .. .. .,. '" ... 

fncldent laser energy denalry (JJmm') 

Fig (10J: Variation of average surtace micro hardness of the laser surface treated AISI HI3 tool steel as a function 
of incident laser energy density. [13} 

From Fig; 10 it maybenotedthat averagesurfacehardnessincreasesv.rithincreaseinincident energy 
densityfrom35J/mm2 to 75J/mm2, foll owingwhiehit drops \vithfurtherinereaseinlaserenergydensity.Themicro
hardness \vasalsofoundtovaryalongtheeross-seetion,especially. for 
lasersw'faeetreatedAISIHl3steel withanappliedlaserenergy density ofl OOJ/mm2, alargevariationi n m iero hardnesswas 
notedwithdepth.Fullymeltedzone showed an averagemicro hardnesson70VHN.Ontheotherhand , the hardenedzone 
withlargenumbersof carbides showed average hardnesson20VHNandthezonewithreiatively iess numbers of fine 
carbides showedan average hardnessof670VHN'".Theleasthardnesswasrecordedintheover-tempered zone 
showinganaveragehardnessof440VHN. 
Fig.II sho\vsthemicro-tensilebehaviorintermsofvariationof engineetingstresswith strain foras
received(pJotl)andlaser surface-treatedsamples(fromplot2toplot4).From Fig. 11 it may be 
notedthatthereisasignificantincreaseinO.2%yield stress for 
allthelasertreatedsamples.However,ultimatetensilestress(UTS) anddeformationbehaviorvariedwithlaserparameters. 
Theas-receivedsubstrateusedi nthestudyshowedthe yieldstrengthofl230MPaandpercentageelongationofO.5%. The 
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highcrpcrcclll ngcclongmiol!ofl.hcns-rcccivcdsamplcisduCIO 
Ihchcalt reat Ill": nl hiSIOI)'O Iihes<lmc(convcnIiOll01 hardcningand 
tl!ll1 pc ri ng).'I'hisva IUl!l!omPClrcS\vI!! Iwi Ihih..:sHlndardslrcnglh 
lewlofl.:onvclltionnllyhardelll.:dalllltl!mpcfcdAISIH 13toolsteel. as reportdinlhdilt::rJllIrC [5. 6]. 
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Fig[ 111:Enginceringstress-strnindiagramobtained from micro·tensi letestingof convenlionallybeattreatedA1SIH 13 
tool steel(plot I)andlasersuriacctreatedAISI H 13100lsleeiwilhanappiiedlaserenergydensilyofl OOl/mm2 
(plot2),75J/mm2 (ploI3)and62.5J/mm2 (ploI4).[I3] 

General comparison between various bardening processes: 
l',"C 
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Fig,13,Tbermokinetic phase transformations during the bardening process 

Effect of different energy densities on the hardening process and specimen 

Fig 12 indiealeslhallhe depth oflhe melled and hardenedlayers of the laser-Ireated, quenched HI3 sleel increased 
substantially upon increasing the laser energy densities. Presents a temperature distribution field obtained using the 
modified Ashb)~Easlering heat-transler equation (Eq. (I)) for laser hardening of HI3 steel in the quenched 
condition under different laser energy densities, Melting occurs within the slant region; outside the melted layer, the 
diagram displays temperature contours along which the peak: temperaturejust reaches the critical phase transition 
temperature ofHI3 steel as the area becomes hardened. In addition, this figure displays contours of the martensite 
vo lume fraction , which increase as the melt boundary is approached. (a--c) demonstrate that the critical phase 
transition temperature will decrease from 1213 to 11 72 to 1122 8C under laser energy densities of 8.5 , 12,7, and 

215.9 J/mm , respectively. This finding implies that when the laser energy densiti~e. Lhe temperatures will be
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higher Hild [he Jll1"Uti0Jl will he longt;:r /()r Ihl: tran:;lonmllioll of 1111 sted illto <tush:nitc, For various alloy 1001 steds, 
tht:: t~mperatures oi"lhc sur1~Il;e laye r during h~i.1I trel!tment should be higher (han the (ltlSlcnized tempcnlturc, and Ihe 
dunllion .<;hOllld be kept long, sllch thtll, tiS WI:: IllClllioJ1L:d lor 1-113 steel. 111(.; tcmper:::turcs of the surl~lce layer during 
heat Lrl::(I(llu:nt shoultl bl.! higher than thL.! 1,,;411ilihriuIll clilto:c[oid temperature ofHI1's auslellizo!d temperature at 1010 
8e. rollowing this logic, the tcmpcnllurc oftht: slIrllll:C laycr should he high r.:noug,h for quenching to lake place so 
that it will enable the complete trans formi..lt ion of auslcnsitc intu lllartcllsitt::.Presentsa temperature distribution lor the 
lac;ersllrlacc hardening of 1·113 steel under dillcrent lascr ~ncrgy densities. This figure demonstrates that the clilicaJ 
phase transition Icmpcmlurc of H 13 decreased upon im;retlsing the laser energy densities; the critical phase 
transition tcmperature of H 13 in the as-received condition is higher than [he temperature in the quenched condition 
under the sante energy density. This sillmtion exists beemJse the 1-113 steel in [he as-received condition presents a 
spheroidal structure that consists of particles of M23C6 und tvl7C3 carhides (M=Cr, Fe), dispcr..cc.l in a mmri:o.: and, 
therefore, the temperatures should he high cnough, and the c.luration long enough, for th<.:! particles these carbides to 
dissolve in[O martensite when the transiormmion hardening occurs. Because the 1-113 steel is an air hurdening steel, 
the most important factor in the laser tnmslormation hardening of HI3 steel depends on whether the peak 
temperature exceeds the eritieal phase transition temperature; the longer duration that allows the metallic carbide 
particles to disso lve into the matrix and the cooling rate aller heating have less cfrcet when causing the 
transfommtion hardening. When the increased laser energy densities caused higher temperature or longer durations 
for laser heating of I-I 13 steel, the critical phase transition temperature of H13 is closer to it s equilibrium eUlectoid 
temperature of au steni zed temperature at 1010 Sc. 
When high density laser beam is irradiated on metal surface, ferrile structure reaches homogeneous austenite 
temperature in a very short lime. In the homogeneous austenite state, after the lapse of sufficient time for embide 
melting, if it is cooled rapidly, the structure becomes strengthened as martensite is fonned [9]. Melted zone structure 
was observed like ferrite but hardness value was measured as high as Hv 500. In addition, dense martcnsite grain 
was also observed in transitional zone. Base metal had the Slnlcture not affected by laser beam and hardness value 
was measured to be around I-lv 240. When scan rate was 73.2 mm/s and 366 mm/s, depths of melted zone were 200 
and 60 mm) respectively. According. to Eqn.(l), the maximum heat input was 34.15 J/mm 2 and the minimum heat 
input was 6.83 J/mm 2 and difference of heat input was 27.32 J/mm 2

. FigA shows the change of depth of melted zone 
with energy density. From the result of Vickers hardness measurement from surface to base metal, the VickerS 
hardness was decreased in melted zone, hcat affected zone and base metal order. Fig.5 shows the change ofViekers 
hardness of specimen with scan rate. 

Fig 14: the depth of melted layer and 
hardened layer of laser trealed AlSI H 13 
tool steel under its quenched condition 
ditTerent energy densi ties. [14] 

Fig: 14 
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Fig. i S: sho\vs the change of depth of melted zone at different focal points, in order to estimate the relation between 
laser focal point and depth ofme!ted zone. The laser focal points used in the experiments were from + 10 mm to flO 
mm. The laser power and scan rate used in the experiments were 200 Wand 146.5 mm/s, respectively, with beam 

diameterof80 mm, [14] 
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ABSTRACT 

The basic purpose ofthis review is to study the effect ofthe process parameters of Friction Stir Wehling, namely, 

shoulder diameter rotaliouat speed, welding speed 01111 tool IIIaterilll 011 th e properties sllcll as tensile strength, 

impact toughness, 1Iotcll tensile strength ol1d degree of sellsitization of stainless steels. The properties fire 

correlflted with the macrostru cture aJ1(1 ",ierostructllral characteristics of different ZOlles of FSW joints to 

understalld the effect of process parameters. lJ.-fulti- criteria optimizatioll to obtain optimum welding conditions 

that CflIl yield superior properties of FSW joints is also discllssed. Methods for process selection are explained 

amI future challenges for reseorch 011 joining stainless steels by FSWare SlllllmarizelL 


Keywords: Friction stir welding, Stainless steel, Optimization of process parameters, sensitization, Tool 

degradation. 


1. Introduction 

Friction slir welding (FSW) of high melting temperature materials is gaining significance among the 
researchers for its high end applications like nuclear, aerospace and defence. This process is commercially available 
for soH materials like aluminium, magncsium and copper alloys with numerous applications in aircrafts structures, 
ro lling stock, ocean vessels, petrochemicals. food processing industries and car body constructions [1 - 3]. The very 
first reasibility study on FSW of high melting temperature materials was done by Thomas et al. [4], but the 
applicability of this process to \veld steels is at the infant stage. There arc fonr types of stainless steels like Ferritic, 
Martensitic, Austenitic and precipitation hardenable. Out of these. Austenitic stainless steels finds wide range of 
applications in components with high operating temperature such as reactors. heat exchanger, nuclear power plants, 
and pressure vessels etc., due to its higher strength at elevated temperature, improved creep strength, aod corrosion 
resislance when compared to other steels [51. However, the structnral application profoundly depends on the 
perfOlmance of welded joint. Though, these steels are readily weldab le by conventional \"elding processes such as 
metal inel1 gas welding (MIG): tungsten inert gas welding (TIG), shielded metal arc welding (SMAW), and fl ux 
cored arc welding (FAW), the welded joints sti ll suffers from the loss of corrosion resistance due to the effect of 
carbon and oxygen, hot cracking susceptibility, precipitation of secondary phase, micro segregation and susceptible 
microstrucrure to intergrannular corrosion [6]. Hence, more careful precautions are needed to retain both mechanical 
properties and corrosion resistance. To lighten or even eradicate the problems mentioned above, solid state welding 
process is preferred. In the recent years, attempts were made by researchers to study the effect of friction stir 
welding parameters on the microstructural changes, micro hardness variations, tensile strength and sensitization 
resistance of austenitic stainless steels. 

Friction Stir Welding (FSW) - a solid state process is regarded as solution for joirting the alloys which 
cannot be joined by fusion welding as process temperature being below melting temperature [7,8]. This process 
improves mechanical properties as \vell as produces weldment free from porosity. There is no loss of alloying 
elements, excellent metallurgical structure and good dimensional stability is achieved. Numerous researchers 
has done experimentation on FSW of Stainless steels with various process parameters so an attempt is made to study 
the combined cffect of process parameters on mechanical and chemical properties of welded joint. .O:~~--
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I. Literature Survey 

FSW/P reti,ion 

Re"ea~d~ 

N U22el 

Fig- I : FSW process 

Fig. 1 shows FS\V process. In FSW rotating loo! with specially designed pin and shoulder is plunged 

between abutting edges of workpiece and made to traverse in weld direction. Rotating tool performs two funct ions i) 

Frictional heating of workpiece. ii) Stirring of material (0 achieve coalescence SO as to form joint During the FSW 

of stainless stee l workpiece is heated to the temperature which is 70% to 80%. of melting temperature and peak 

temperature reached is 12000C [9], due to this rotating and translating tool is subjected to very harsh working 

conditions hence proper selection of tool material and process parameters is necessary to produce sound welds. 


1.1 Process Parameters 

Following are the important process parameters in FSW of stainless steels: 
I. Rotational speed: by increasing the rotational speed the temperature rise ;ncreases, so proper rota tional speed 

should be selected. 

2. Welding speed: with the slower welding speed tool stays longer in contact thus increases the temperature, so 

proper welding speed is required. 

3. Depth ofcut: the depth of cut should be according to Ihe thickness of the plate to be welded. 

4, Tool profiles: different too l profiles interaCl differently with material of plates to be welded thus optimum lOol 

profile should be selected. 


Park et al. [10] observed sigma phase at the advancing side of FSW joints made from 304 grade stainless 
)steel and claimed that, these phases were formed due to the hi gher strain rate and dynamic recrystallization 

duringtransformation of austenite to delta ferr ite. Park et al. [II] found that lheadvancings ide of weld was 
s ignificantly affected by sensitization due to the fo rJOation of chrolOiUln sigma phases and carbides. Small ferrite 
along the grain boundaries of austeni ti c phase were observed by Kokawa el al. [12] in the advancing side of FSW 
joint made from thin sheets. However, sigma phase was observed in the same region of thick plate welds and which 
was imen-elated with the cooling rate after welding. The corrosion resistance of friction stir welded stainless steel 
joints can be improved with higher welding speed and thereby reducing the sigma phase band width at the 
advancing side. The effect of post weld heat treatment on the sensitization resistance of FSW joints made of 304 
grade stainless steel were also studied and observed higher sensitization resistance of stir zone, when compared to 
the base metal [13]. The friction stir welded stainless steel joints fabricated using too low or too high rotational and 
welding speeds showed lower joint strength due to the poor material consolidation[1 4]. From the literature available 
to date on FSW of stainless steels, it was inferred that , the weld metal tens ile properties are compared with respect to 
the base metal and the fa ilure during tensi le testing were always located at the base metal (BM) region. In the 
investigat ion by Sabooni et al ., [IS] showed that~ the FSW weld metal are under matched, when compared to the 
ultrafine grained 304 'L grade stainless steel base metal. This was mainly due to the grain coarsening effect caused 
due to fric tion stirring. Hence, it was clear that, the fa ilure location mainly depends on ~ess-parameters and 
base metal initial conditions like grain size, composition etc. for any successful structural app!i~t~ydition to .. 
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the tensile !)t rength hu!)cdjointcl'fieicney t\j" 100% mher aspect!) like lOlIghllC!)S Hnd corrosion res istance arenccdcd to 
be considered. Even though several in v(;!stigations on FSW of swinle!)!) steel were dOlle, and most of them were 
limited to a !)ingle respon!)c optimi i'__mion prm;ct!ure hi.l!)eu Oil thl! .Joint !cnsiic stn.:ngtb. Howe ver, the effect of 
Iriction ~tir welding proceSSpar<tlllctcrs on the scvc.:ra l quality chi.lnlctcri!)lks 1ll1l!)1 be .studied for achicv!ng wide 
range of strw..: tllra l applications. 

In the investigation done by 1\. K. Lakshminamyani.lll et <11.,11 61 four responses ~Udl as tensile strength, 
notch tensile strength, impact toughncssand degree or sensitii'..<1tion were considered lhr friction sti r welded 
austenitic stainless steel joims find relationships were developed bas~d on tht.: process parameters such as rO lational 
speed, welding speed and 1001 shaukler d!amctcr. Further numerical optimization wus done to simultaneously 
optimize the muhiple quality characteristics of friction stir welded flustenitic stainless str.:c l joints. 

1.2 HFect of individual parameter 
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Fig- 2: Effect of individual parameters on the properties. (161 

As seen in Fig- 2, the increase in the rotational speed (N), shoulder diameter (D) and decrease in the 
welding speed (S) unvarying ly deteriorated the ultimate tensile strength , notch tensile slrength, and impact 
toughness and sens itization resistancc respect ively. To understand this behaviour. the effect of process parameters 
namely rotational speed, welding speed and shoulder diameter on the macrostructure, sti r zone microstructure, band 
fonnalion at advancing side and failure location were studied. 

The stir zone in FSW is generally made up of dynamically recrystallized austenitic grains. The sli r zone 
grain size of friction stir welded steels is inversely proportional to the heat supplied dwing the process, which is in 
tum decided by the process parameters used. The dynamic recrystallized grain size in friction sti r welded j oints is 
governed by Zener Holloman parameter, which is calculated by fOLmula given by equation (1) 

Z = £ exp (R~) = A[sin~a)ln ,.. (1) [17] 

WhereE is strain rate, Q is activation energy, R is lmiversa l gas constant, T is defomlation temperature, 
ex, n& A are material constantsJ t has been reported that thc friction stir processed regions in 3 16 L stainless steel 
showed fine and homogeneous dis tribution of grains for medium to higher Z values(18]. Hence, the process 
parameters must be optimized to obtain proper Z values to prevent inhomogeneous grain size distribution. 

= 
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Fig-3: Stirzone microstructure 1161 
Fig-4: Band structure [16J 

The stir zone of joints fabricated using higher rotational speed, lower welding speed and larger shoulder diameter 
reached higher peak temperature compared to other joints. It also resulted in comparatively slower cooling cycle due 
to lower thermal conductivity of austenitic stainless steel which increased exposure time, which pave away for grain 
growth due to static recrystallization. 

The advancing side of stir zone showed a banded structUre and there was a significant difference in the 
band width with respect to the process parameters used. Cr-rich borides and tungsten induced massive ferrite due to 
tool wear, sigma phase and retained delta ferrhe along the austenitic grain boundaries were the various reasons for 
the formation of this banded structure. With the increase in rotational speed, shoulder diameter and decrease in 
welding speed wider bands in the advancing side were observed which subsequently affected the joint performance. 

The failure location during tensile testing of friction stir welded stainless steel joints was decided by the 
process parameters, which lead to the variation in local mechanical properties and stir zone microstructural 
features.Failure can take place in both at slir zone &unaffected base metal. As per the available literature data, 
failure takes place in base metal when stir zone consists of line grain and minimum band formation without any 
defect. Also failure can take place in stir zone due to thinning of the zone due to higher axial pressure, due to 
formation of hard Cr rich phase in soft matrix, inclusions from tool wear which lead to undesirable phase change 
like tungsten induced ferrite, microlevel defects in banded microstructures due to uneven stacking of layers, sharp 
edges of bands which acts as crack initiation factors. Thetensile strengthvalues of the joints depend on the failure 
location and its local microstructural characteristics. The ultimate tensile strength found to be decreased because of 
coarsening of banded structure with the increase in rotational speed and decrease in the welding speed. The failure 
occurred in the advancing side of weld metal region due to the presence of banded structure. The difference in notch 
tensile strength values are mostly depends on the grain size and carbide distribution. Finer grain size with uniform 
carbide distribution showed superior notch tensile strength. Though significant variations in notch tensile strength 
can be observed among the joints fabricated,joints were considered as notch ductile, since the notch sensitivity ratio 
was greater than unity. Increase in rotational speed: shoulder diameter and decrease in welding speed resulted in 
deterioration of sensitization resistance due to the wider [elTile band with carbide precipitation. At 100ver rOlational 
speed, higher welding speed and optimum shoulder diameter, finer grains with thin band in the stir zone offered 
improved sensitization resistance as the chromium depletion \vas reduced by the increase in the grain boundary area 
per unit volume. Similarly the impact toughness was lower for all the joints, when compared to the base metal. 
However, variation in laugh ness values depends on the amount of ferrite formation and nature of interface between 
the carbides and grain boundaries. 

The effects of individual FSW process parameter on the metallurgical and mechanical properties of weJded 
joints were found to be complex and always there existed some interaction effects between them. The combined 
effect of two parameters with the third parameter at its middle level on the quality characteristics was analyzed~ the 
ultimate tensile strength, notch tensile strength, impact toughness and degree of sensitization with respect to the 
FSW parameters (e.g. rotational speed and welding speed) was not following the same trend as that of shown by 
individual at different levels of third parameter (e.g. shoulder diameter) (As shown in Fig.5). This was mainly due to 
the strong interaction effect, which exists between the process parameters. The interaction effects were observed for 
tensile strength and degree of sensitization at lower welding and rotational speed. But, for notch teos\<:.SIrength and 
impact toughness this effect \""as highly significant. ~~ ) 
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Fig-5: Parametric interaction effects on properties (14) 

2.4 Parameter optimization with multiple objectives 

For the optimization purpose, ultimate tensile strength (UTS), notch tensile strength (NTS) and impact 

toughness (IT) of joints needed to be maximized. On the other hand, degree of sensitization (DOS) needed to be 

minimized, since it was an indicat ion of environmental degradation. There are various methods available for 

optimization like, Taguchi method of optimization and different software like design expert V.S.O etc. For numerical 

optimization, the goal for the process parameters such as rotational speed, welding speed and shoulder diameter 

\vere kept at its range considered, in which defect free welds were obtained, whereas the goal for the responses were 

set to maximize the UTS, NTS and IT and to minimize the DOS. Design Expert V.8.0 was used to optimize the 

process parameters, which uses downhill patte rn seareh algorithm find s an optimum solution around the stationary 

poim to maximize or minimize the objecti ve function. For multi response optimizati on, an overall desirability 

function need ed to be calculated by the combining the goals to find optimized solution. 


2.5 Effect of tool material 

Rai et al.[19] studied various aspects like geometry of tool, tool material selection, mechanisms of tool 

degradation and economics with regard FSW of high melting materials like steels. The authors concluded that 

usability of this process highly depend upon proper tool design and proper tool material selection, as these factor 

affect performance of tool , overall process cost and the quality of welded joint. It has been found that FSW tools 

developed with highly refrnctol)l materials like iridium, rhenium etc. and abrasive materials such as PcBN have 

shown its supremacy in producing better welded joints with good 1001 durability. But, these tools are not cost worthy 

as compared to tungsten (W) based tools. The tungsten based tool materials have shov·m the capability of showing 

high toughness, strength and hardness at high temperatures [20].Gan et al . [2 1] has done studies on too l degradation 

analysis and proposed two modes of tool degradations namely the deformati on and wear. Deformation occurs by 

two modes wiz. Slipping and twining. Wear also takes place by two modes wiz. Abrasive wear and adhesi ve wear. 

The defonnalion in tools indicates the changc of geometric parameters and tool wear ind icates the mass loss from 

the tooL 


In an in",estigation done by S. S. Kumar et aL (221,FSW tools made up of two different tungsten(W~ase~


materials Tungsten lanthanum oxide (T I) and Tungsten heavy alloy (T2) were compared ror their perfonnance and ' ~~ 
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joint chamt;tcristics. Fig-6 shows pin tlnd shoulder prolilcs otFSW tools altcr welding one joint each for samc 
welding run. 

"I 

L~--II.. ···c ......... ~ 
~ .! 

Fig-6: Tool pins and shoulder profiles before and after welds; (a) & (b) before welding, 
(e) & (d) after welding for tool T1, (e) & (I) after welding for tool T2 [22J 

After welding for same length, considerable changes in tool profiles were observed for tool T2 as compared 
to tool TI. as tool T2 is degraded significantly as compared to tool TI. For tool Tl, it was observed that pin length 
was found to be decreased \vith increase in pin diameter and pin tip is transformed to mushroom like pattern which 
can be seen from fig.6(c)&(d).The presence of lanthanum oxide particles in tool TI offered better strength and 
toughness by preventing dislocation movements of W grains at elevated temperatures. Also recrystallization 
tempera ture of tool material is significantly higher than that of peak temperature reached during the process; there 
was less possibility of microstructural changes in tool matcrial due to that respect But the combined effect of 
decreased yield strength of tool material at high temperatures and severe process loads during process lead to 
geometrical changes of tool profile. Thus, the change in geometry of tool pin and shoulder was mainly due to severe 
plastic deformation as a result of the combined effect of compressive and torsional shear load experienced by tool at 
elevated temperatures. Though, subjected to slight geometrical changes (deformation}. tool Tl has ShO\vll lesser 
mass loss indicating relatively low wear rate. In case of tool T2, pin length was drastically reduced with slight 
increase in shoulder diameter. The recrystallization temperature of tungsten heavy alloy is less as compared to tool 
TI. At this temperature, the alloying elements of tool, materials like Ni, Fe and Co would act as dislocation sites and 
undergo dislocation movement. Also, the presence of nickel in the tungsten matrix reduced recrystallization 
temperature and cause grain coarsening by Ostwald I;pening phenomenon. Also process temperature resulted into 
decreased strength because of weakening of binder phases [23]. During FSW. the tungsten grai ns were severely 
deformed crossing threshold limit and micro voids formed as a result of difference in defonnation between binder 
matrix and tungsten. Thus, at severe FSW environment, tool material ..vas subjected to enhanced wear by 
attritionmechanism. Higher mass loss for tool T2 confirmed that tool degradation was mainly due to the tool wear 
mechanism. 

The microhardness distribution across the weld zone for j oints formed using tools Tl and T2 are shown in 
fig.7. In case of both the tools microhardness was significantly higher than that of base metal across the section of 
joint. ' 

'. 
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Fig, 7 Microhardness distribution of FS welded joints produced llsiog tools TI &T2. 

The average microhnrdness across the joim fu r (0 01 T2 \vas higher Lhan tha t for tool T I.The peak value of 
microhardncss for tool 1'2 was observed at sti r zone and for tool T I it was observed near interface of stir zone (SZ) 
and thermo-mechanically (TMAZ) affec ted zone. The increased stir zone microhardness in case of bo th the tools 
was mainly due to the highly re fined and homogeneously packed grains at this zone. As tool Tl subjected to only 
minor changes in its geometry , resulted in better heat generation which caused the relatively coarse grains in the stir 
zone and hence marginally lower microhardness than that of tool T2. The lower hardness in the weld zone for the 
joint produced using tool T t observed at the interface of TMAZ and 8M was due to the high strain rate plastic 
deformation fo llowed by recovery of dislocations and lack o f proper material coalescence. But for tool T2, th is 
reduction in hardness is not observed because o f di stribution of tungsten wear debris in the weld zone, For tool T2. 
higher hardness than that at SZ was observed at the interface of SZ and TMAZ, which was probably due to 
increased d istribution oftungsten wear debris in that region. 

2.6 Future Scope 

Evolution of cost effective method of fabrication of FSW joint can be explored fo r costly and strategic 
materi als like super duplex stainless steels. Ind igenizalionof welding consumables and equipment can be taken up to 
further reduce the eos t of welding. Intensive efforts are required in the area of non-destructive testing of we1dment 
and post weld heat Lreatment especially to provide additional confidence of crack free weld us ing techniques li ke 
ultrasonic inspec tion and radiography. 

3. Conclusions 

FSW is a solid state j oining process which e liminates the en tire disadvantages of fusi on welding. 
Characteristics of joint formed after weld ing were studied and it has been found that Lhey \""erc affec ted by various 
parameters li ke welding speed, rotational speed, shoulder diameter, and too l materia l elC. These parameters 
individualIy affect weld characteristi cs also the combined effect of these parameters was also studied.From review 
of invest igations it has been fo und thai, the size and shape of banded structure was changed with respect [0 the 
process parameters. This induced microstructura l inhomogenei ty and subsequently affected the failure location, 
tensile properties. degree of sensitizati on and impact to ughness. At lower welding speed, larger shoulder diameter 
and higher rotational speed, a th icker and uneven fen'ite bands wjth in termetall ic phases was observed in the 
advancing side. This resulted in reduction of strength, toughness and sensitization resistance. This can be due to the 
decrease of chromium concentration in the austenitic matrix; since it is the strengthening element a lso it gives 
corrosion protection by the fonnation o flhin tenacious layer of chromium oxide. The loss of toughness a lso depends 
on the res istance to grain boundary cracking and propagation due to the interface cavitation between the eoarse 
carbides and austenitic matrix or within ferrite bands. 

Also Ihe 1001 degradation sludies shown that the (99%) W· (1 %) La203-Tungslen lanthanum oxide (T I) 
FSW tool isdegradcd predominantly by plastic deformation and the tungs ten heavy aJloy tool (T2) isdegraded by 
abras ive wear.!n both cases, no sign of sigma phase fo rmation is obsen1ed in the SZ or any ot~~e joint 
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inlcrlflcc r.:gion.For both the tools, the yield strength oi"joints is signilicanlJy higher than lhal of thcbasL: mdal due 
to the incrc;'lsc in hardness across the joint. 
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ABSTRACT 

Conlrol of automotive vchicles and engines is a relatively Jl~W field in automatic control. In this thesis the approach 
of using additional communicated information from either the second predecessor or the platoon leader is combined 
with the lise of PLC as control method for Adaptive Cruise Control in Automobiles. The PLC-based CRUISE 
CONTROL controllcr at each lime step minimizes the r.:xpected CITors in position and velocity and the 
corresponding input variation. A radar system altached to thc n'ont of the vehicle is used to detect whether slower 
moving vehicles are in the ACC vehicle's path. This paper also describes Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 
(FMEA) and fault Tree Analysis (FTA) based safety-critical approach towards to development of Adaptive Cruise 
Control system fi"om a safety perspective. This approach lIsing FMEA starls at early system design_ An important 
feature of the newly based adaptive cruise control system is that, its ability to manage a competent inter-vehicle gap 
based on the speed of host vehicle and headway. There are three major inputs to the ACC system, that is, spe+ed of 
host vehicle read from Memory unit, headway time set by driver, and actual gap measured by the Radar scanner. 

Key \Vords: Adaptive Cruise control. Stop and Go Manoeuvres, FMEA, FTA, Programmable Logic Controller. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today's superior automotive structures, alongwilh with engines, transmissions, energetic suspension systems, and 
brakes, are controlled by microcomputers. Introducing automatic control into those systems, one has to cope with 
nonlinear plant characteristics, time varying parameters, and fast dynamics, Some variables necessary for the control 
scheme can't be measured at all. Thus, automotive structures arc a primary new venture for manipulate engineers. 
Now-a-days, automatic control is used to enhance perfonnance of automobiles presently in production. Precise 
manage of the air-to-gasoline (AIF) ratio is required to correctly make use of catalytic converters to limit exhaust 
emissions. Thcre are two safety evaluation techniques most preferrably used within the safety analysis. One of the 
approach is failure mode and powerful evaluation (FMEA) . In FMEA. skilled engineers or machine designers group 
analyses the purpose result relationships of issue failures on system dangers. Second technique is Fault tree 
analysis, serves as an powerful method in reducing element stage checking out effort and additionally plan an 
effective integration and system testing. Firstly, the driver sets the preferred speed of the auto with the aid of turning 
on the cruise control mode at the desired velocity, such that the automobile travels on the set speed and hits the 
button. An change way to set the favored pace of the automobile is by way of tapping the seVacceleration bunon to 
growth the rate of the automobile or by means of tapping the coast button to decrease the rate of the automobile. 
Secondly, the processing unit 'within the system receives the input sign, and gives developed output signal to the 
actuator. Thirdly, the actuator adjusts the throttle function in line with the command of controller. Finally, the 
adjustments inside the throttle role ends in the exchange in thc velocity of the car travelling and obtains the desired 
pace. The real pace of the car is continuously monitored with the aid of a sensor and fed to the processor, Thc 
manner of transmitting the cutting-edge pace of the car maintains to the processor to keeping the prefelTed pace, so 
long as the cllJi se manage is engaged. 
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2. ADVANCED CONTROL 
Advanced modem control Ciln enhance performance and provide ex;ra systematic tactics. including 

::J PLANT MODELING 
:J ADAPTIVE AND ROBUST CONTROL 

CRUISE CONTROL 

3. PLANT MODELING 
It is widely recognized that, prior to controller layout; the dynamic behavior of the rcspective manner oUght to be 
analyzed. This requires dcrivation of a model that describes procedure to I.!nough accuracy. In automotive 
structures, the modeling activity turns out to be some distance more tough and lime-ingcsting than the design ofthc 
controller itself Some models presently in use most effective cope with static plant conduct; as an instance, so
called engine maps were delivered to optimize NF ratio and ignition perspective in each running point of the 
engine. The ignition angle is saved for all combinations of engine speed and primary gasoline-injection timing. After 
having determined its present operating factor, the ignition controller reads out the optimum ignition angle fTom the 
map. Boning and coworkers and Tennant and coworkers evolved a automated process to get the most suitable 
values, rhaL's based at the method of Lagrangian multipliers. By this, the engine's gas intake is minimized even as 
concerning given constraints for pollutants. 

4. ADAPTIVE AND ROBUST CONTROL 

Assuming the existence of a model 'with sufficiently accurate parameters, adaptive control schemes may bc 

implemented. Robust method is every other manner to alter plants with most effecti ve moderate parameter versions, 

if a controller with steady parameters is suitable. I even have investiguted an adaptive cruise manage for vehic1es, 

which relieves the driver from regulation at a given veloeity. For different engine sorts, transmission gears, and 

loading conditions, plant parameters vary substantially. 

Characteristics of engine output torque and air drag are nonlinear. Conventional proportional-indispensable manage 

plays rather poorly in this situation. A version for cruise manage. 


5. CRUISE CONTROL 
Cruise control (now and again called speed control in a few nations) is a device that robotical!y controls the rate of 
a motor automobile. Previously it became performed by way of the governor who adjusts the throttle function as the 
speed of the engine changes INith extraordinary loads. Following the 1973 oil disaster and rising fuel prices, the 
device became extra popular in the U.S. "Cruise manage can shop gasoline Ylith the aid of keeping off surges that 
expel gasoline" at the same time as driving driver sets desired speed and the system takes over the throttle of the car 
to preserve the speed. 

I
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6. PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLER (PLC) 

A programmable logic controller (PLC) OJ' prognunllli.lb lc cormolkr is a digilal computer used or automation o f 
electromechanical procedures, consisti ng of control or machinery un m:'Jllld~lc t liri ng unit meeting li n\!s, leisure rides. 
or lighting lixtures. PLCs ar t:: u!)ed in 100s of iildustries <Ind Illilcbincs. Unlike geneml4clIuse compUler systems. 
out put arrangemcnts, c:'\lcnded tcmpcrnture lcvds. immunity to electrical ]loise, and resistance to vibration and 
effect. Progrdms to control gadget operation arc typically storcd in hatlcry-subsiuized or non-risky memory. The 
funct ionality of the PLe has advanced over time to encompass sequential relay control, moti on control , system 
conu-o l, distributed manage systems and nelworking, The data handling, process ing energy and conversation ab ilties 
ofa few modcrn 4day PLCs are approximately equiva lent to laptop computers. 

7. COMPONENTS OF PLC 

Power supply 
CPU 

'1 Digital Input Modulc 
o Digital Out pu t Modul e 
o Anulog Input Module 
iJ Analog Output Modulel 

Function Module 
Communication processor 

8. RESULTS FROM SIMULATING DIFFERENT SCENARIOS 

To be able to compare the CRUISE CONTROL contro llers that have been designed, they're implemented in a 
platoon of cars that undergoes visitors eventualities, cach of which consists of numerous next subscenarios. The 
first s ituation, in an effort to be kno\\'n as scenario I, is the state of affai rs used for tun ing of the PLC-primarily 
based controllers (again with fi ve motors)4 T he 2nd situation (the validation situation, state of affairs 2) is 
constructed up from comparable sorts of sub scenarios, however with exelusive values for pace and acceleration. 

It is predicted that PLC-based totally CRUISE CONTROL also can be secure for larger platoons due to the fuct 
safety is extra critical than comfort. 

9. FMEA (Failure Mode Effect Analysis) 

Failure modes and Effect Analys is (FMEA) is a linle by litt le method for figuri ng out all feasibl e screw ups in a 
layout, a production or assembly technique, or a productor provider. Failures are prioritized according to how 
extreme their e ftects are, how regularly they occur and the ",vay effortlessly they can be detected. T he motive of the 
FMEA is 10 take movements to remove or lessen hazards, beginning with the very best priority ones. FMEA consists 
of3 primary phases, In the fi rst phase of identification, one desires to determine v.that can crass wrong. In the second 
one phase of analys is, one is nceded to discover the probabil ity of fail ure, its effec ts and in keeping with this 
calculate the chance priority range. In the th ird phase, one have to assume out the way to do a\,vay with the 
occurrence or lessen the severity of undesired consequences. FMEA begins during the earliest conceptual stages of 

design and keeps all through the existence of the product or service. 
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Fig. Main phases of 
FMEA 

10. FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS (FMEA) OF ADAPTIVE 
CRUISE CONTROL FMEA 

Is a bottom up approach used to discover, prioritize, and remove potential disasters from the system: layout or 
system_ The screw ups of Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) the use ofFMEA approach are li sted in table. 

TABLE I: FMEA of Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) 

ACCPm FaiI..e 
Mode 

Elf"" CauS? 

Radar Lltemcal 5<IlSOf ou!put "Imlto ilie Out to hardware iailute 
component'S Illl.'llinum or minimum of 

failure Itw 5(osor 

Induced 
Noi5e 

ooOOm \"lriations 
sup<rimpos<d on the 
dtsired echo ~igDJl 
r<eeiyed in the "dar 
rece:EWf 

Reflec,ed sigrol' decline "pidly" 
di~boce increl~es _ 50 oOl;e induce; J 

radar limilatioll 

Clun~ sniou') pmonuance caused by J long: radar wlreguide bem-etn 
Effe<t issues \lith ooar systems the fJdar UJosceiv('f aOO the llUeun3 

Speed Sensor Po"" '""ply '0 
S<IlSOf 

I system bill. 

No measurement of 
LnPUl signal 

Wire defecl. 

Crucial 
e1ettfocic 
components 

Incorrect output (e.g. 
Lnltgralion 
wight b<: inco,,«,). 

Out to im4ware failure 

Brake Sensor Briling IIIJ}' result into Dela)ing (latelorly brn:ing 
Signal Accidenli. Sig)J;d, 

~ 

(~~ 

",'I> 
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Il. FTA (Fault Tree Analysis) 

Fault Trec Analysis (I'TA) is a popular and ellicicnt danger idcntilicmion device. It offers a sl<Indard!zcd 

su~icct !o c\'aluate and manipulate dangers. The FTA sys tem is used (0 solve a wide form of issues starting 

ii-om sa felY managcll1Cnl issucs. This d\.!vicc is utili zed by the prolessional sa lcty and reliability community 10 

both prevellt and resolve danger3 and haznrds. Bmh qua litat ive lind quamitati ve strategies are used to ident itY 

areas in a system 1hat is maximum importalll io secure operation. 

The procedural steps or perfonning a FTA 
are: 

l.Assllmc a system state and pick out and rea ll y report the pi fUlaele level undesired occasion(s). 2. Develop the 

higher levels of Ihe trecs through a lOp down procedure. That is fi guring out the intermediate failures and 

mixtures of hazards or even ts that are the minimal to eause the following higher degree event to arise. 
The logical relationships are graphically generated as described under using standardized 
FT A logic symbols. 3. Conti nue the top do\\rn system unt il Ihe root reasons for eaeh department is 

recognized and/or till further decomposi tion isn't requisite. 4. Assign chances of fail ure to the low~st level 

oceasion in every branch of the tree.This may be thru predictions, allocations, or historical statistics. 5. Establi sh 

a Boolean equation lor the tree the 

usage of Iloolean logic and evaluate the chance of the undesired top stage event.6. Compare to the gadget stage 

requirement. If the requi rement isn't met, enforce con'ective action. Corrective actions range from redecorate to 
evalua[ion refmement. 

) 

Fig. Example of 
¥fA 

12. STOP & GO MANOEUVRES 

Commercia l structures able to preventing the vehicle when a collision is forthcoming at speeds below15 km/h 

were developed through vehicle producers, but their dependence at the human driver to restart the automobile 

might cause site visitors j ams. 
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Scheme 


Thus, self suflicicnt clcvcr riding in visitors jam situations is one of the most hard topics of large metropolis 

visitors control. These types of device are regarded within the Ii tcraturc as prevent-and-cross systems They cope 

with the vehicle in urban eventualities with common and from time to time difticult braking and acceleration. 

The main concept of those manage structures is to adjust the vehicle across the well-known 2-s headway rule, 

which tries to hold a distance proportional to the human response time. 

13. SIMULINK MODEL Al'ID RESULTS 

A trial ACC model in a merge-in situation is built on Simulink as proven in Fig underneath The PID controller 

is being employed for the automobile in cruise control version in the simulation. The actual distance is 

being measured and it's modelled with a signal builder on Simulink, as proven. 

OJ-
Ouirtd Oistln~t 

Swpe1 

"_______ --l----1_ , ~ 

Sign.. ' B~ild ~ r 

Fig. A Trial ACC Simulation Model 

Here the interaction is supplied v.-ith a negative feedback, such that it subtraction manner obtains between the 
preterred distance and real distance. Distance variation to the model is generated the usage of Signal Builder 
block in Simulink and generated. 

14. CONCLUSION 

1. PLC-based totally CRUISE CONTROL is more secure than different CRUISE CONTROL, and 

consequently desired as a manipulate method for CRUISE CONTROL. Furthermore, with appreciate to 
designing CRUISE CONTROL controllers, based totally on the case have a look at the following end may be 
formulated. 
2. It isn't easy to layout a CRUISE CONTROL controller that obtains smooth throttle/ brake trajectories with 
PLC. With PLC this seems simpler to obtain, but on the price of a slower platoons. Because safety is more 
critical than comfort. 
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3. With PLC-baseu CRUISE C()N'I'IU)!. it is Ihvor~d to gt:t hold oj'lhrollgh communication, simiinrly to the 

present dt!}' sImes oj' tht: dirt:cl predecessor, at least the L:urrenl states or the set:onu predecessor andlor the 

anticipated destiny Stutes li'o m the direct predecl.!ssor, a good way to gain higher string halance. 
4. The possible disasters in Adaptive Cruise Control (ACe) 'i),stelll the usuge ofFMEA and FTA tilihe lailure 

analysis of prolcclion-esscllIiai machine, We 1mvc diagnosed the Ihilures Ilmt t),pil:ully arise inside the 

working of the Adaplive Cruise Control (ACC) device. 'I'he screw ups parts in tbe ACC system are radar 
failures, velocity sensor failures and brake sensor screw ups . The results and causes of these ACC elements are 

diagnosed by way of the lise or fuilure Mode EfTeclivc Analysis (FMEA) und root causes of Ihese failures are 

analyzed by means of the lise of Faull Tree Analysis (FTI\). The combined results of FMEA and FTA offer 
input for evaluation of temporal or causal justification lor prioritization o f verification or validation check 

systematic method from gadget right down lO subsystem, 

5, Stop-and-go manoeuvres represent one of the most impOl1ant and as yet unsolved topics in the nutomotive 

sector. Yel this paper proposed ACC for prevent and ero::)!) manoeuvres oran wise Vehicle the use of hybrid PID 

controller. The Proposed method ofiefS distance and pace monitoring in addition to presenting the smooth variant 
of the vehicle acceleration. 
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ABSTRACT 

This project deals with the mamifactllrillg 0/ a Prototype 0/ Rotary Car Parking System usiJlg Sellsors, Lack 0/ 
space availability has always been a problem in urban areas alld major cities alld to arid to it there are cars 
parked callously 011 the streets that /unfter limit the space. 111 order to handle the issue 0/parking ill busy places 
various types 0/ vehicle parking systems are used worldwide namely Multi-level Automated Car Parking, 
Automated Car Parking System, Volkswagen Car Parking and many more. The present project work is aimed to 
develop a scale cloJiln lVorking model 0/ n car parking system which will reduce the excess use 0/ laml space. The 
chain and sprockelllleclllmism is used/or driving Iile parking plaL/OTIII: This lolal prototype ;s powered by a D. C 
motor, This model also llses a RFID Tag flllfl Reader, When the car comes on the ramp Ihe switch will be 
activated and the pallet comes to carry the vehicle. When the switch will be operaLed by tile operator, sprockets 
starts to rotate ami the new space will be adjuster! for new vehicle. Planners, developers, architects are Jimlillg 
out solmiolls to tackle this problem 0/ parking, so we took this opportu11ity to bring this technology 0/ (Ill 

automnted parking system which will reduce a lot ofIflnd space for parking purpose, By testing and analyzing the 
working model we Can definitely get the view to rlel-'elop the parking lots at difficult ami bllSY commercial places. 

Keywords: Automated Parking, Design PrototypeJ Design Automation, Rotary Car Parking System. 

]. INTRODUCTION 

As the city modernization progresses, the number of vehicles increases accordingly, instead of taking 
public transportation, people travel in personal vehicles to different locations in the cities for convenience and 
comfort Due to the lack of a well-planned policy for parking facilities, the demand of parking spaces is generally 
much greater than the supply. Additionally, downtmvn areas are gradually saturated with commercial office 
buildings but not as many parking spaces. Drivers generally need to spend a significant amount of time circling the ) 
blocks around their destination searching and waiting for available parking spaces. To overcome above problem 
there is need ofan advanced car parking system, 

The Rotary Car Parking Using Sensors (RCPUS) has a place with the class of turning brilliant auto 
stopping frameworks. The conventional stopping frameworks. for example, multilevel or multj~story au to SlOpping 
frameworks (non-mechanized), robot auto stopping fra meworks, robotized multilevel auto stopping framev.lorks and 
so forth have been executed on an enormous scale. However, these frameworks have a noteworthy detriment of 
extensive space utilization which is effectively wiped out wi th the utilization of a revolving auto stopping 
framework [2]. Besides, the last gives the additional advantages of adaptable operation without the need of a 
specialist and included security and slightest odds of vehicle harm. Since the model makes utilization of composite 
parts, it is an)1hing but difficult to gather and disassemble and is in this manner mOre helpful than the conventional 
auto Slopping frameworks, The turning model is particularly intended to oblige different autos in the flat space of 
two. The structure can oblige six autos in the space oftwo and can even be redone to hold a more prominent number 
contingent on the necessities of the client and can be productively put to use in much space crunched territories. 
Parking spots can't adapt to the developmeOl of the quantity of vehicles. In numerous urban lodging social orders, 
the parking spot proportion is I: I ,The vehicles stopped arbitrarily causes the i ear I~ue confronted in a large portion 
of the me[ropolitan w'ban areas. The idea is to park and move cars !"'lith no di Slurh~~he alreac& parked cars in 
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RCPUS. 
2. ROTARY CAR PARKING SYSTEM· i\ PROTOTYPE 

Un iquc dwraclcristics 
• Thc space for parking 2 cars can hold more limn 6 cars, 
• It adopts rotating lor mechanism so as to minimizl.! the vibration and !loisl.!, 
• Flexible openlliun. 
• No carct,lkcr is nc~dcd , kc)' press ing operation. 
• High Snlel),. complete inspecting dl.!vicc 
• Stable i.lJld reliable. 

It is easy to work '""ith the driver stopping and leaving the vchide ill the fi'anl\;:\vork at the ground level. Once the 
driver leaves the joined security zone the vehicle is consequently stoppcd by the fi'amcwork pivoting 10 lift the 
slopped auto far from the base focal position. This leaves a vuemll parking spot accessible at Ihc ground level for the 
following auto to be stopped on. The stopped auto is dfcctively rccovered by pushing the catch for the applicable 
position number the auto is stopped on. This makes the required auLa piVOL dQ\\11 to ground level prepared for the 
driver to enLer the security zone and turn around the auto out of thc fi'umework , But vertical auto stopping 
l1'amework every single other framework utilize a substantinl ground territory. verlical auto Slopping tramework is 
produced to use greatest vertical region in the accessible least ground zone. It is very jj"uitful when introduced in 
occupied regions which are entrenched and are languishing with ddiciency of ten-itor), ovcr Slopping. Despite the 
fact that the development of this fi'amework is by al1 accounts simple, it will be standard trom comprehension 
without the information of materials. chains. sprockets. heading. and machining operations. kinematic and dynamic 
systems. [I] 
Envision the time that programmed keen stopping frameworks would spare you, Each time you enter your office 
building you need to discover a parking spot and invest energy strol1ing al1 through the part also. Envision how 
much time it is costing you_ Regardless of the possibility that you simply burn through 5 minutes a day to stop that 
means you spending more than an entire day simply stopping each year. In the event that you figure the time you 
spend strolling al1 through the parking garage, looking for space and such it wil1 be effortlessly more than the above 
sum. A completely computerized framework milTors a cu tting edge sequential construction system structure ",>here 
the aulas are moved to an unfilled stage. The stage under the auto moves to an ass igned spot and the various stages 
are organized. so that no autos are trapped_ 
You are able to keep lrack of the entire structure and spend virtually no time driving the car in the parkin g you. You 
simply drop off the car at the entrance and pick up on your way ou l. Aside from rhe comfort that the automation 
brings you can also save space through incorporating the park lift system as well, (2]Through thi s we are able to 
utilize the vertical space in a parking lot that is usually wasted_ You are also able 10 customize each stack parker so 
that you can fit different sized cars in each of the different slots. It would be meaningless to have all stack parkers 
adjusted to the height ofa SlN when YOli can have different sets \\'here you can park 2 SUVs or 3 regular sedans. 

) 

Fig!. Rotary Car parking System (1 I 
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3. STEPS TO COMPLETE THE PROJECT 

a. Market Survey 

Am id this period detail showcase review has been done to learn accessible stopping fi'ameworks and their utility 

addi~iona ll y their li terary works of various sorts of stopping frameworks and its distinction between have been 

watched. 


b. Issues in existing Systems 

The issues with respect to the current framework have been discovered, for example, Complicated programming, 

High spending plans, Unfeasible outline, top of the line robots, and so forth. 


c. Conceptual Design 

Taking issue 3niculalion from above and concentrate the basic building ideas different ideas with respect to present 

day stopping framework are readied and among those best ideas configuration has been chosen tor further stages. 


d. Modelling in CATIA 

Putting the thoughts on the demonstrating programming for representation of the model and making it more perfect 

so that thert': will be less intricacy in planning. 


Fig2 - M adelling of Pallet in CATIA Fig3 - Modelling of Frame in CATIA 

e. Material Selection and Procurement 
In this stage material determination is done and furthermore its obtainment according to requi re the measurements 
are taken from CATIA demonstrate. 

f. Fabrication 
This stage incorporates creation of model in the workshop fi'om the obta ined material and setting up the Prototype to 
de monstrate in the product show. 

1622 
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g. Assembly anll TestilllJ 
This stage incorpurmc Asscmhly nf'allihe ~ llh pans. mldilionully th l! gumL' rl <.l ll orthe engine and its wiring is done" 
all completing openll ions like pounding, trimm ing. painting is done bere. Testing stage incorporates testing of the 
Prototype di splay lInJer gellui ne condition. Testing or {he design model b done by usi ng ana lys is software 
ANSYS.[41 

, ,",,5r.i:O'" 09 PM 
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Fig4 - Total Deformation of Pallet 

FigS - Assembly of Prototype 
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3. SENSOR AUTOMA TlON SYSTEM 

ARDUINO BOARD 
The Arduino Uno is a microcolltroJler bourd based on the AT mega328 (t1 aLasheet). It has 14 digiwl illPUt/Ollipu t pins 
(of \vh ich 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz ceramic resonator, a USil connection, a powe r 
jack, an ICSP header, and a reset bUllon. It contains everything needed to SUpp0l1 the microcontroller; simpl y 
connect it to a computer \'I/; th a USB cable or power it with a AC-lO-DC adapter or battery to get started,The Uno 
diners from all preceding boards in that il does not use the ITOI USB-la-serial dri ver chip. Instead, it features the 
Atmega1 6U2 (Almega8U2 up to version R2) programmed as a USB-lo-seriul converter, 

ATmcga328 Pin Mapping 
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FIG6 - Pin Diagram of ATmegn328 

RFTD TAGfREADER 

RFID is a shortening for Radio Frequency Identi fication_ A RFID framework comprises of t w"() seet ions .i.e. per 
user, and at least one transponders, which are otherwise caIled labels. RFID fi'ameworks have advanced from 
scanner lag marks as a wa y to naturally recognize and track items and addi tionall y individuals. In the RACPS, the 
cl ient is allotted a remarkable ID relating to the particu lar trolley. This aides in fas t distingu ish ing proof and 
development of the same. 
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FIG7 - RFIO Module 

IV. FEATURES 

• 	 It guarantees fast and meehanized stopping and simple recovery ofvehiclcs. 
• 	 Up to 6 autos can be elTortlessly and securely stopped in the outlined modcL 
• 	 The surface space required is equal to the parking spot of two autos as it "''Crc. 
• 	 Most approprime for parking in workplaces, shopping centres and comparable spots. 
• 	 The RCPUS is designed to guarantee driver security by utilization of an electronic \\'ellbeing zone. 
• 	 Low upkeep levels are required by the fi·amework. 
• 	 Does not require any stopping chaperon. 
• 	 It can be effectively developed in a little region, simply requiring a basic solid base and 3 stage poy.'Cr. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The RCPUS has been planned and all the composite parts in it have been produced and collected. Investigation of 
the model must oc done while building up an existence measure show. The mechanical model has been planned and 
the product and also the control circuit have been actualized effectively. It exhibits the working of the arranged 
rotational stopping framework. The size and number of pallets can be redone as per the requirements and limit of the 
association or carport space accessibility. 
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Abstract: Photocatalytic washing of cloth using Ti02 photocatalyst and sunlight is demonstrated. 
Photocatalyst is recovered after washing process. Technology can drastically reduce the water 
pollution (billions of liters per day) due to use of detergents and soaps in washing cloths 
Globally; if developed further. 

Keywords: Photocatalysis, Ti02, Water purification, Water Pollution, Grand Challenges. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._-
1 Introdnction: One of the major sources of water pollution is the detergents and soaps used for 
washing clothes, kitchen ware, and bathing. Detergents are synthetic chemical com pounds used for 
cleaning purpose. Soaps originate from natural substances like lye and plant saponins. Many of the 
laundry detergents (particularly marketed in developing countries like India) contain 35 to 75 % 
phosphates (for softening the hard water thereby increasing the solubility of soap and detergent, 
stabilizing the alkalinity of the surfactants, keeping the dissociated dirt from the cloths into the water 
and prevent it from re-depositing on cloths) - which causes variety of water pollution problems. Some 
of the European countries like Switzerland have banned the use of phosphates in detergents. Indian 
government did come up with eco-mark scheme in which the detergents that contain no phosphates and 
following other Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) parameters would have been given the eco-mark label 
- to convey the environmental friendliness to the consumer. But the scheme failed due to favour to the 
industry and the companies not following BIS standards as they are not statutory. Detergent and soap are 
used almost every day by almost every person in India and world . Considering that on an average, Indian 
person use 5 litres (minimum) of water daily for washing the cloths; the amount of water that gets 
polluted on a daily basis is about 6.25 billion Iitres (due to use of detergents and soaps). On a global 
scale, this number is mind blowing. Such waste water can not be even used for secondary applications 
(considering primary application as drinking water) such as agriculture and hence needs to be treated for 
reuse. In India, the water bodies that are undergoing eutrophication are rivers, village ponds, and other 
water reserves. Many scientific studies have been reported on the pollution created by these detergents 
and soaps in the past [1-11). The consumption of soaps and detergents are increasing not only in India 
but globally. 

A simple addition of few grams of detergent/soap to a bucket of water (about 15 litres) makes it 
unsuitable for drinking, agriculture and any other application. Further, once the detergentisoap gets 
dissolved in water completely; it is very difficult to separate them from water. Such waste water 
produced is largely toxic and unsuitable even for secondary applications. Purificati such waste 
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water is required before it is discharged into the environment or used for secondary application. We 
believe that the conventional process of washing cloths using water and detergents/soaps will be in-use 
for a longer time; although some technological advances have been made in the areas of washing cloths 
without using water; wrinkle-free, superhydrophobic, and self-cleaning textiles. This is due to the fact 
that the conventional washing process is simple, economical, and affordable to mass public of 
developing countries like India; easy availability of soaps, detergents and water; and psychological feel 
for humans that once the cloths are washed they become fresh and ready to use. 

Considering the serious problem of huge amount of waste water generated (several billions of liters per 
day) due to use of detergents and soaps, a new method/process of washing cloths is urgently required in 
which the chemicals/materials used for washing cloths can be separated from water easily and reusable 
in washing process multiple times. This requirement has pointed us t9wards use of 
catalysts/photocatalysts - insoluble in water. We disclose here our newly invented method of washing 
cloths using photocatalysis phenomena. Invented process uses Ti02 photocatalyst and sunlight for 
degradation of organic pollutant (here, crystal violet dye). 

Since the discovery of photocatalysis by Fujishima and Honda in 1972, Ti02 remained the most 
thoroughly studied and favoured photocatalytic material [12). Photocatalysis is widely studied for 
degradation of organic pollutants such as dyes and pigments, toxic organic compounds, pharmaceuticals, 
and for killing micro-organisms like bacteria. It is fmding applications in areas of water and air 
purification, self-cleaning coatings, hydrogen generation by splitting water, and chemical conversion of 
materials using sunlight. Various other materials have demonstrated photocatalytic effect in ultraviolet 
(IN) or visible region of the spectrum - depending on their optical band gap. Some of them are - metal 
nanoparticles (Ag-Bi, Au) coated or doped (like Co) Ti02, oxides like ZnO, CU20, V20S, Iron oxides, 
BhO), NiO, Nb20s, Ta20s, Zr-{h, Ce02, Ga20), BhMo06, BhW06, BiMo06, BiV04, CdS, CdSe, WO), 
KTiNbOs, CsTaW06, MoO), GdMSb07 (M: Fe, In, y), complex oxides absorbing in the UV or visible 
regions, graphene or graphene in combination with other photocatalytic materials, metal organic 
frameworks (MOFs), plasmonic nanostructures, etc. [13-32]. 

t 

Smart and self-cleaning textiles are demonstrated by several researchers by coating Ti02 photocatalyst 
on textile fibers and fabrics. In all these approaches, the photocatalytic material is permanently fixed (in 
the form of thin film/coating or nanoparticles) on the textile fibers and fabrics. Many a times, it is also 
termed as 'Photocatalytic textile/fabric' (33-39) . Research in this area is in infancy and a realistic 
product development has a long way to go. The photocatalytic material (like Ti02, ZnO) attached on the 
textile and fabrics contacts human skin (which is also an organic matter) directly and its adverse effects 
(if any) on the humans are not yet known/studied. This is an unhealthy situation for the humans. We 
strongly believe that attaching more and more chemicals (like photocatalysts) on the textile is not a good 
idea since it comes directly in contact with human skins for very long times and may have adverse 
effects. Instead, we come up with a simple cloths washing process in which photocatalyst (Ti02) is used 
for washing cloths under direct sunlight. 

1. Experimental 

For demonstration of the process, white color cotton cloth is stained in crystal violet (CV) aqueous 
solution (0.5 M) containing a chemical linker that links/fIX the dye moiety with the cotton fibers/cloth. 
Both the CV dye and chemical linker was donated by SOMANY EVERGREEN KNITS PVT. LTD., 
Solapur, Maharashtra, India. Name of the chemical linker was kept secret by the company. Color of the 
cotton cloth becomes violet after staining - as CV gets anchored on to the fabric. Aqueous dispersion of 
commeciiil1:x avail.!lble Ti02 (anatase phase) is made by adding 5 gm of Ti02 to 500 ml water, with 
stirriJlf cv 'staipea, cotton cloth is added into the a ,~dispersion of Ti02 and stirred well under 
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direct sunlight for about 15 min. Care is taken that both the sides of the cotton cloth gets exposed to 

sunlight. It was observed that the violet color of the cotton cloth fades and becomes again colorless . 


. About 90 % of the Ti02 photocatalyst was recovered back after the washing process; separated simply 

by filtration using Whatman filter paper - which can be used again. 

2. Results and discussion 

Figure (I) shows the photograph of the white color cotton cloth used in the process (a); CV stained 
cotton cloth (b); and photocatalytically washed cotton cloth (c). Figure (2) shows the absorbance spectra 
of the dyed cloth before and after giving the photocatalytic washing. It is observable that the \ 
characteristic broad visible absorption peak centred at 590 nm for CV dye decreases in its optical density 
from 0.5 to 0.3; just after one photocatalytic wash. Appearance of the absorption peak in the ultraviolet 
(UV) region indicates that some Ti02 has remained anchored onto the cloth. The corresponding change 
in color of the cloth before and after photocatalytic washing is shown in Figure (1). 

Figure (I). Photograph of the white color cotton cloth used in the process (a); CV stained cotton cloth 
(b); and photocatalytically washed cotton cloth (c) . 
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Figure (2): UV-VIS spectra ofthe cloth before and after photocatalytic washing. 

3. Conclusions 

In conclusion, photocatalytic washing of cloths using Ti02 photocatalyst and sunlight is demonstrated. 
About 90 % of the photocatalyst is recovered after washing process. Photocatalytically washing of cloths 
can drastically reduce the water pollution caused by use of detergents and soaps (billions of litres per 
day) - Globally; if developed further. 
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